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Introduction 

This book offers a comprehensive grammar of Sahidic Coptic, the 

main reference dialect of Coptic Egyptian. Coptic Egyptian (not to be 
■ confused with Egyptian Arabic) is the vernacular of late-antique and 

medieval Christian Egypt (from about the third to the eleventh century 

; CE) and represents the final developmental stage of Ancient Egyptian. 

\ With' its rich literary sources, Coptic is an ancient language of great 

cultural importance. It also provides an interesting case of the 

: emergence of a language through intensive contact (Egyptian-Greek) 

j in a bilingual speech community. For this reason, the study of the 

[ Coptic language is of central interest for scientific disciplines as 
diverse as Egyptology, Ancient History, comparative religion, and 

various fields of linguistics (e.g. comparative Afroasiatic linguistics, 

language typology, historical syntax). This study therefore has a dual 

purpose: on the one hand, it serves as a teaching grammar for the 

language learner by providing an introduction to Sahidic Coptic. On 

the other hand, it contains the synthesis of extensive research on 

Coptic clause structure, which makes it a suitable reference tool for 

philologists and linguists alike. 
This introduction sets the stage for the following description of 

Sahidic grammar by supplying some background information on the 

• language, its historical development and its literary documentation. It 
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also provides an orientation to the overall organisation of the book, its 

theoretical background, its data sources and its methodology. 

0.1 The Coptic language 

The modern term Coptic derives from Middle Arabic qubtl, itself a 

corruption of the Greek adjective (ai)gypt(ios) ‘Egyptian’. It designates 

both the members of the Coptic Orthodox Church of Egypt as well as 

the indigenous language, which is now extinct. Ancient speakers o 

Coptic Egyptian called themselves no-rsm-n-keme ‘the people (rom) ot 

Egypt’ (keme lit. the black country) and used the derived abstract noun 

tQ-mont-rsmn-keme ‘what belongs to the people of Egypt’ to refer to 

their language (Crum 1939:110a). 

0.1.1 Classification , 
Coptic is the last descendant of the Ancient Egyptian language, which 

is the oldest attested language of the Afroasiatic phylum. The earliest 

Ancient Egyptian records date back tothe third millennium BCE. 
According to the main working hypothesis in Afroasiatic linguistics, 

the family tree divides into six branches: Ancient Egyptian, Semitic^ 

(e.g. Arabic, Hebrew, Amliaric), Berber, Cushitic (e.g. Somali, 

Oromo), Chadic (e.g. Hausa) and Omotic (e.g. Maale). Ancient 

Egyptian is the only autonomous branch of Afroasiatic that is 

represented by a single language. . , 
In the course of more than four thousand years of uninterrupted 

language history, Ancient Egyptian went through several stages. In 

Loprieno’s (1995) model of Egyptian diachrony, this development 

comprises two macrostadia with distinct typological characteristics. On 

the one hand, there is Earlier Egyptian, which includes Old Egyptian in 

the third millennium BCE and Middle Egyptian (ca. 2000-1750 BCE). 

On the other hand, there is Later Egyptian, which consists of Late 

Egyptian (ca. 1500-800 BCE), Demotic (800 BCE-200 CE) and Coptic 

(200-1400 CE). In this model, grammatical features shared by Late 

Egyptian, Demotic and Coptic are accounted for in terms of language 

continuity. The major'typological differences between Coptic and its 

Pre-Coptic Egyptian predecessors are, however, not equally well 

explained as instances of normal generalion-to-generation transmission 
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of a language with only small degrees of structural change (Thomason 

and Kaufman 1988:9-10). In recent work (Reihtges 2001, 2004b), I 

propose to trace the ‘non-Egyptian’ features of Coptic grammar to 

linguistic change through intensive language contact. From this 

perspective, Coptic emerged from widespread bilingualism within a 

speech community, with Greek as the politically and culturally 

predominant language. Greek superstratum influence manifests itself 

not only in the relexification of the native word stock, but also in 

restructuring of Egyptian syntax according to a Greek model. The 

Hellenization of Egyptian syntax is manifest in the typological shift 

from a rigid to a free word order language in which discourse structure 
and sentence form are closely related. Coptic Egyptian can therefore be 

classified a bilingual language variety with two parent languages, 
Egyptian and Greek. 

0.1.2 Language history 

Coptic Egyptian is actually a dialect cluster with at least six regional 

varieties, two of which gained supra-regional importance: Sahidic 
Coptic (from Arabic ’as-Scfid ‘Upper Egypt’), and Bohairic Coptic 

(from Arabic ’al-buhaira, a province south-west of Alexandria), the 

vernacular of the Delta and Lower Egypt. The homeland of Sahidic 

Coptic was probably not located in the Theban area, but rather in the 

region of antique Shmun/Hermopolis (modern El-Ashmunein), from 
where it spread southwards (Layton 2000:2 §4). 

Sahidic is renowned as the classical dialect of Coptic Egyptian for its 

early records and its rich literature. It was probably the first Egyptian 

vernacular into which the Scriptures were translated. A Sahidic version 

§ of the Scriptures was completed about 350 CE, but it might have had 

| antecedents dating back to the third century CE (Shisha-Halevy 

§ I991a:195, Orlandi 1998:121). The earliest biblical manuscripts 

| display some spelling variation and the sporadic occurrences of other 

; dialect forms. By the sixth century, its orthography was fully 

| standardized. Sahidic served as the literary lingua franca throughout 

{-Egypt during the Byzantine and early Islamic periods. Sahidic literary 

^manuscripts were collected and copied in the monasteries of the 

ipFayyum, Sohag, Esna, and Edfu from the ninth to the eleventh century, 
]. when Coptic was on the retreat as a literary language. 



Prior to the Arabic conquest of Egypt in 641 CE, Sahidic was the 

predominant literary dialect of Coptic. Its hegemony was broken by 

Bohairic from the eighth and ninth century onwards. By the eleventh 

century Bohairic had replaced Sahidic as the official church language 

and became the sole representative of Coptic Egyptian, which survived 

as the liturgical language of the present-day Coptic Orthodox Church. 

In the course of the Islamisation and Arabization of Egypt in the early 

Middle Ages, Coptic was replaced by Arabic in all public sectors. By the 

eleventh century Coptic no longer existed as a spoken Egyptian 
vernacular, but continued to be used as an ecclesiastical language. The 

appearance of Coptic grammars, glossaries and text editions in Arabic 

in the thirteenth century signal revived cultural awareness and interest 

in the ancient vernacular (Vycichl 1991), but also reveals the rather 

fragmented knowledge of the language. As of yet, attempts to 

revitalize the language have not shown lasting results. A deeper 
understanding of the classical dialect and other Coptic varieties is a 

precondition for such endeavours to be successful. 

0.1.3 Coptic literature 

The term Coptic literature covers the entire literary production written 

in Coptic Egyptian and thus includes original works in Coptic as well- 

as translations from Greek. Where a Greek source is missing, the 

distinction between original and translated literature becomes a moot 

point. The originality of some work can generally not be determined 

on the basis of linguistic criteria alone. The frequency of Greek loan 

words in a Coptic text is, for instance, not indicative of its original or 

translated character, as already pointed out by Lefort (1950:66-7). 

Since the Coptic Bible translations played a crucial role in the 

development of the literary language, the syntactic or stylistic features 
of a text do not always provide a clue for its provenance. The 

homogeneity of the language material suggests that both translated and 

original literature were written in a liighly conventionalised literary- 

variety, that of Standard Sahidic. 

The predominantly religious character of most Coptic literature can 
be directly related to the socio-cultural environment from which it 

emerged and the communicative purpose it was used for. At the roots 

of the literary production lies the translation of the Greek Bible into 
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Coptic Egyptian.1 Its historical context is the Christianisation of Egypt 

in the third and fourth century CE, although the first Sahidic biblical 

manuscripts date from the second half of the third century. Spreading 

from the capital Alexandria to the metropoles of Lower Egypt, the new 

religion was particularly successful among the upper and middle 
classes of the urban population. These classes had become alienated 

from the traditional Egyptian religion of the countryside, but were also 

opposed to the official culture of the foreign societal top (Orlandi 

1998:118-21). Christianity provided the ideological superstructure for 

a newly defined cultural and ethnic identity. For the translation of its 

sacred books, the early Christian Church resorted to a standardized 

form of the urban Egyptian-Greek variety of its target group. 
Significantly, this language policy was taken over by the competing 

Gnostic and Manichean circles, which approached the same target 

group. For both religious movements, translated literature served as a 

vehicle for the proliferation of new ideologies. 

The writings of Pachomius (around 290-346 CE) and his successors 

represent the first examples of an original production. The main focus 

is on monasticism: while the rules and catechism are straightforward, 

many of the other works are replete with Bible quotations and remain 

very obscure. Pachomian literature had an essentially prescriptive and 

educational character without much consideration for style or rhetoric. 

In this respect, it differs radically from the extensive works of Apa 

Shenoute, the abbot of the White Monastery near Sohag (ca. 350-466 

CE), which spans a broad range of topics including moral instruction, 

Bible exegesis, polemics against the retreating pagan culture, and 

theological controversy with Origenist and Gnostic heresy. In 

integrating Greek literary conventions and styles into theological 

discourse, Shenoute’s oeuvre represents a turning point in the historical 

development of Coptic literature. 
In the wake of the Council of Chalcedon in 451 CE, a permanent 

schism occurred between the orthodox churches of Constantinople and 

\ Egypt, the latter remaining monophysite (i.e. adhering to the dogma 

| that in the person of Jesus there is a single divine nature). The literary 

production of this period was mainly apologetic and directed towards 

; 1. The Old Coptic magical texts represent a remnant of pagan culture. See 

1 Satzinger (1991) for relevant discussion of the orthography and linguistic 

j features of these texts. 



an internal and monastic audience. n >pr 
The reorganisation and solidification of the Cop ic urc 

Bishop Damian (569-605 CE) was an important stimulus for a rewed 

literary production that continued m the first century after the Arab 
conquest Coptic orthodox literature of this tune is no longer restricted 

to rmonfstic environment and reveals a 
origmal works in Coptic. According to Orlandi C1986.75) the litera^ 
works have a pronounced nationalistic character, aiming p gyp 

in the foreground, in terms of both its good and its bad achievemen s . 
The compilation of homiletic and hagiographic literature m the 

eighth and ninth centuries had a propagandists purpose: to create a 

feding of ethnic solidarity among the Christian minority an 

strengthen their faith in the tradition of the national church Th 

decline of Coptic literature in the following two centuries isclosely 

connected to the death of Coptic as a spoken language. lotheEgyphtm 
Middle Ages, Christianity was concentrated in the few functional 

monasteries left where literary works continued to be copied and 
rearranged according to their specific use within the commumty. 

To conclude, Coptic literature, both origmal and translated, has a 

very narrow focus, being largely restricted to the domain °f 
and spirituality. Its primary purpose was an ideologic^ one 
communicating the set of beliefs, ideals and norms, as well as the 

ft” of expectations of Coptic orthodoxy. The literary production 

is therefore embedded in a “discourse of persuasion , intended to 

maintain authority and power in the hands of the dominant institutions 

of the Christian Church. At the same time it functioned as the vehi 

of cultural and ethnic identity of the Christian minority in Egyp - 

0.2 About this grammar 

This (mmprehensive^grammar provides an up-to-date treatment of die| 

structure of Sahidic Coptic that is accessible to a broad linguistic and, 
Egyptological readership. It is a data-oriented and strictly syncteom | 

study of the language system. In terms of organisation, it ol nv h e 

classical model of reference grammars with chapters on 
morphology, tense-aspect-mood marking, and clause structur^ 
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Designed as an introductory grammar, it comprises a large amount of 

didactic material, which is inspired on modem language teaching. In 
presenting new analyses for several areas of Sahidic grammar (the 

deictic system, verb conjugation, clause structure), this book will also 
be of interest for the Coptological and linguistic specialist. 

0.2,2 Theoretical background 

The idea of a combined teaching and reference grammar is not new: it 

j goes back at least to Georg Steindorff’s Lehrbuch der koptischen 

I Grammatik (A teaching grammar of Coptic), Chicago: 1951. This 
I grammar continues a longstanding research tradition on Coptic 

I linguistics (see Till 1961, 1966; Polotsky 1944, 1987 and 1990; 

Shisha-Halevy 1986; Layton 2000 for representative studies). In 

bringing together Coptic philology, descriptive linguistics, and 

syntactic theory, it adds an innovative element to that research 

| tradition. Many of the analyses advanced in this study are inspired by 

recent work, in Affoasiatic linguistics (see Holes 1995, Benmamoun 

2000 for Arabic dialects, Shlonsky 1997 for Modem Hebrew, Newman 

2000 and Jaguar 2001 for Hausa, and Stroomer 1995 for Oromo). 

Throughout the later production stages of this grammar, I regularly 
consulted Rodney Huddleston and Geoffrey K. Pullum’s The 

Cambridge Grammar of the English Language, Cambridge 2002 as a 
model. 

£To address the interdisciplinary interest of Egyptologists, 

optologists, and linguists, the Coptic language facts are presented in a 

non-technical fashion. Yet, despite its empirical focus, this grammar 

PWes a lot to current theorizing in the area of comparative syntax. My 

pym background in the generative Principle-and-Parameters 

framework and the more recent Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1981, 
195) provided the necessary analytical tools and theoretical insights 

or-the syntactic part of this grammar. My ideas about the syntax- 

discourse interface were focused by recent advances in functional 

linguistics and pragmatic theory (e.g. Prince 1978, 1981; Givon 1984 

and 1990; Dik 1989; Lambrecht 1996). I leave it to the reader to decide 

Whether this admittedly eclectic approach has resulted in a coherent 
jnpture of the language system of Sahidic Coptic. 

r 
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0.2.3 Data sources 
The grammatical description of Sahidic Coptic is based on extensive 

corpus-linguistic research on language material which so far has not 

been studied from a linguistic perspective. Most examples in this 
grammar have been taken from apocryphal, monastic, homiletic, and 

hagiographic literature. These literarily and historically important texts 

constitute a corpus of sufficient size and variation to provide a 

representative view of the grammatical options of Sahidic Coptic. Due 

to the primarily narrative character of the texts, it is possible to 

determine contextual variables with great precision. Since the focus of 
the present study is on the function of linguistic structures in narrative 

discourse, Scriptural Sahidic and Shenoute’s literary corpus are almost 

entirely excluded from the present investigation. 

0.2.4 Research methods 
This grammar aims at an optimal integration of language description and 

crosslinguistic generalization, gained in the formal, functional-cognitive 

and typological study of language. To achieve this goal, linguistic and 

philological methods have been applied side by side. The language 

facts are presented in theory-neutral analytic terms, as is common 
practice in typological and comparative research. Most of the 

traditional terminology has been retained, although it is at times. 

misleading or not entirely adequate. Modem linguistic terms are 

introduced in sufficient detail in each unit. In addition, there is an 

elaborate grammatical index at the end of the book. The translation of 
all Coptic examples provides all lexical and grammatical information 

in parentheses. In a transcribed example like afi vsafe eroi [xxi 

oyqjxxe epoi] ‘Say (ati) [xxi] a word (u-sah) [oy-q>xxe] to me 

(ero-i) [epo-.]!’ (AP Chame no. 28, 5:24), all lexical items and 

grammatical fonnatives (separated by hyphenation) can be traced back in 

the Sahidic Coptic and Greek glossaries (see Loprieno 1995 for a similar 

mode of data presentation). 

2. I consider the corpus of the Pistis Sophia, whose language shows a close 

resemblance to the Scriptural idiom as a reliable source of information for 

standard Sahidic. Despite its complicated manuscript tradition, extensive use 

has been made of corpus of texts related to the Vita of Saint Pachomius. 

................   ......    f-::v-.'y.i.:>vv; *«'>*&* $**'Ov■■ ^ 
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0.2.4 Preview . 
The book consists of twelve units besides this introduction, which 

together provide a complete description of Sahidic Coptic grammar. 

Each unit discusses a separate grammatical topic and is accompanied 

by a list of key terms and a series of exercises. To provide an 

orientation to the organisation of the book, I present a summary of die 

contents of each unit: . 
jii'-V1'/ , 

UNIT 1 deals with Sahidic orthography and phonology widi 
particular attention for the correspondence between sounds and letters. 

For dead languages like Coptic Egyptian, it is often difficult to gain 

relevant information on suprasegmental phonology (syllable structure, 

consonant clusters, accentuation). This unit reviews the available 

evidence for Sahidic prosodic structure. Another topic concerns the 

lexical transfer of borrowings from Greek into Coptic. 
The first part of the grammar (units 2-5) explores the nominal 

domain. UNIT 2 starts with the morphology of simple nouns and 
pronouns. Coptic has an impoverished noun derivation with the 

prenominal determiner functioning as the morphological exponent of 

grammatical number and gender. This contrasts with an elaborate 

pronominal system in which each person, number and gender 

distinction correlates with a distinct pronominal form. Moreover, there 

are three sets of pronouns (free pronouns, bound pronouns, and clitics), 

which display a high degree of allomorphic variation. 
UNIT 3 is about phrasal syntax. Coptic makes productive use of a 

range of patterns to create complex noun phrases from simple nouns. 

This unit surveys the most common types of nominal compounds, 
adjectival modification, possessive noun phrases, noun coordination 

and prepositional phrases, which have an essentially nominal syntax. 

UNIT 4 takes a closer look at the rich deictic and quantificational 

system of Sahidic Coptic. Most demonstratives assume different forms 

depending on whether they function as prenominal determiners or 

pronouns. The description of the deictic system focuses on the 

discourse functions of the various demonstrative pronouns and articles. 

The remainder of this unit discusses the syntax and the semantics of 

question words and quantificational expressions. 
UNIT 5 is concerned with nominal sentences, so called because a 

noun phrase is used as the main predicate. Nominal sentences have a 

transparent syntax, consisting of two or three (pro)nominal 
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expressions; yet they denote a variety of predicative relationships 

(class membership, identification, property assignment, and so forth). 
With more than twenty different verbal tenses, aspects, and moods, 

the verbal-inflectional system represents one of the most complex 

areas of Sahidic grammar. The descriptive analysis of the tense-aspect- 
mood system in the second part (units 6-9) thus constitutes the core of 

the book. UNIT 6 is concerned with the formation of verbal stems 

from semantically and phonologically underspecified lexical items (so- 

called roots). Coptic stem formation encodes two dimensions of verbal 

meaning: one dimension is situation aspect or “Aktionsart”, which 

concerns the contrast between events, activities and processes on the 

one hand, and mental or physical states and conditions on the other. 

The other dimension is objective case, which refers to the 

morphological expression of the relationship between the verb and its 

direct object. Coptic verb stems are not inflected for tense, aspect, and 

mood. All this information is encoded in a conjugation base, which 

occurs independently of the verb as a free functional morpheme. 

UNIT 7 starts out with a general introduction to the syntax of such 

tense-aspect-inood markers. The main focus of this unit is on the 

absolute tense system with particular attention for the contrastive 

behaviour of the various present, past, and future tenses. Such time- 

indicating morphemes come in pairs of triplets, whose members share 

the same temporal value, but differ from one another with respect to 

other categories of verbal meaning, such as aspect and mood. 
UNIT 8 continues the investigation of the Sahidic conjugation system 

by exploring relative tenses and moods. Relative tenses, as the name 

suggests, relate some event with respect to another event rather than 

the present moment. In this way, they serve similar functions as 

temporal connectives like after, when and until in English. Within the 

same formal system, Coptic has not only an Imperative, but also a 
formally distinct Jussive, Conditional, and Inferential mood. These 

basic moods express the speaker’s attitude or belief concerning the 

likelihood, desirability, or necessity for some situation to occur.' 
UNIT 9 examines the negative counterparts of the various verbal 

tenses, aspects and moods discussed in the preceding two units. The 

negative conjugation system shows a variety of patterns by means of 

which negative polarity is expressed. Such negative markers may 

negate an entire clause, but may also be more limited in scope, 
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negating only a single clausal constituent. 

Tire focus of the third part (units 10-12) is on Sahidic clause 

structure, with particular attention for the relation between information 

structure and sentence form. This, part is theoretically more advanced; 

it re-examines many clausal patterns of Sahidic Coptic in the light of 

recent advances in syntactic typology. UNIT 10 is concerned with word 

order. Coptic Egyptian may be described as a discourse-configurational 

language in which topic and focus prominence involves a departure 
from the canonical subject-verb-object (S-V-O) ordering. Not all word 

order alternations are morphologically fully productive. Coptic has 

retamed verb-initial V-S(-O) order in existential and possessive 
sentences. 

The topic of UNIT 11 is relative clause formation. Coptic has a rich 

system of specialised syntax and morphology for tire expression of 

relative clause constructions of various types: postnominal relative 

clauses that modify a preceding noun phrase and free relative clauses 

that function as definite noun phrases themselves. Another topic of this 

section concerns nominal cleft sentences, in which an initial focus 
constituent is equated with a relative clause. 

The concluding chapter of this grammar (UNIT 12) is concerned with 
finite and non-finite subordinate clauses, which function as dependent 

constituents within some larger construction. A major division of 
subordinate clauses concerns the opposition between argument clauses 

that belong to the core of the matrix verb phrase, and adjunct clauses 

that belong to its periphery. Of particular relevance are topics like 

clausal coherence and switch reference (i.e. the contrast between same- 

subject and different-subject clauses), sequences of tenses, and indirect 
speech-acts (reported speech, indirect questions and commands). 
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Sounds and spelling 

This Unit addresses two interrelated topics: one concerns the Copto- 

Greek alphabet, i.e. the notation system in which Coptic texts have 

been codified, and the other concerns its sound system, or phonology. 

Section 1.1 discusses the main aspects of Coptic orthography, while 

jsection 1.2 presents several types of evidence for the pronunciation of a 

j particular letter or grapheme. There is not always a one-to-one 

j correspondence between graphemes and phonemes, since some 

phonemes may be expressed by more than one grapheme and, vice 

versa, some graphemes may have more than one phonological 

interpretation. Section 1.3 is about suprasegmental phonology, i.e. the 

phonological structure beyond the individual sounds or phonemes, with 

particular attention for vowel length, syllable structure, and stress 

placement. 

Section 1.4 addresses the question of language contact and linguistic 

• borrowing. The Coptic word stock has a considerable Greek 

component. The transfer of Greek lexical material was not confined to 

content words, such as nouns, verbs and adjectives, but also involved a 

considerable amount of function words, such as sentence conjunctions, 

discourse markers, manner and time adverbials, and even some 

prepositions. The variant spelling of Copto-Greek loan words not only 

I reflects ongoing sound changes in the source language Koine Greek, 

but also the absence of certain phonological oppositions in the 

borrowing language Coptic Egyptian. 

I: 



1.1 The Coptic writing system 

Coptic, like many other ancient languages of literature, has been passed 

down to us through large corpora of texts. These texts were written 

down in a highly standardised notational system of alphabetic signs 

representing the different sounds of the Coptic language. The origin of 

the Coptic writing system lies in occasional Greek transcriptions of 

native words in Egyptian texts of the Hellenistic and Roman periods. 

In the first three centuries CE, the use of such transcriptions became 

increasingly common and entire corpora of texts with a predominantly 

magical character were written down in a Greek-derived alphabet. The 

Christianisation of the country in the fourth century CE constituted a 

turning point: the abandonment of the pagan literary tradition and 

culture manifested itself in the replacement of hieroglyphic writing and 

Demotic, its cursive variant, by Greek script. The Copto-Greek 

alphabet will be introduced in section 1.1.1. Besides the alphabetic 

letters, Coptic writing makes use of a few special signs or diacritics, 

which will be briefly discussed in section l.T.2.> Section 1.1.3 
completes this review of Coptic orthography with a list of the most 

common abbreviated spellings of so-called nomina sacra (lat. “sacred 

names”), e.g. ice for xoeic ‘Lord’. 

1.1.1 The Copto-Greek alphabet 
In its present form, the Copto-Greek alphabet consists of thirty-two 

letters, twenty-four of which are taken from Greek and eight from 

Demotic writing. The Demotic-based letters are tp, q, e, g, x, i?, <5, t. 

With the exception of the letter +, these signs represent phonemes that 

were absent in Greek, but which are part of the Coptic-Egyptian sound 

system. Table -1 below presents the alphabetic signs of the Copto-Greek 

alphabet, the conventional transcription and the Greek and modem 

(Bohairic Coptic) name of each letter. 

SOUNDS AND SPELLING 

LETTER CONVENTIONAL 

TRANSCRIPTION 

GREEK AND BOHAIRIC NAME OF 

THE LETTER 

X a Alpha 

B b Beta/Vita 

r g Gamma 

A d Delta/Dalda 

e e Epsilon/Eje 

:z. z Zeta/Zita 

H e Eta/Ita 

O th Theta/Thita 

ei or I i,y iota/iuta 

K k . • Kappa/Kabba 

\ 1 Lamda/Lawla 

M m Mii/Mi 

N n Nu/Ni 

X ks, x Xi/Eksi 

O 0 Omikron/Ow 

n P Pi/Bi 

p r Rho/Row 

c s Sigma/Sima 

T t Tau 

oy or 
y 

u, w Ypsilon/He 

* Ph Phi 

X kh, ch Chi/Ki 

ps Psi/Ebsi 

CD 5 Omega/Aw 

s, sh Shai 

q f Fai 

*> kh (Bohairic only) Khai 

z h Hori 

z kh (Akhmimic only) No name recorded 

X c,t5 Djandja 

<5 kj Shima/Itshima 

t ti Ti 

TABLE 1.1 The Copto-Greek alphabet 
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There is no unifonn transcription system for Coptic letters. The various 

transcription conventions applied in Coptic reference works not only 

reflect different research traditions, but also different scholarly views 

on the phonological inteipretation of particular alphabetic signs. A 

more detailed discussion on grapheme-phoneme correspondences will 

be postponed to the next section. For now, it suffices to note that the 

letters of the Copto-Greek alphabet fall into three different classes, 

depending of whether they represent one or two phonemes: 

a) Monophonemic letters 

The by far largest group of alphabetic signs are monophonemic letters, 

which are characterized by a one-to-one correspondence between 

graphemes and phonemes: a, b, r, a, e, z, h, i, k, a, m, n, o, tt, p, c, t, 

Y, CD, <p, x., q, 2, (5. 

b) Biphonemic letters 

The Coptic-Greek alphabet contains a number of biphonemic letters, 

which represent a sequence of two adjacent phonemes: <J> (tt + 2), e (t 

+ 2), x (k + z), 5. (k + c), q> (n + c), t (t +1), jc (t + <p). 
\ 

• The Greek-based letters <|> and © do not only appear in Greek loan 

words to reflect the aspirated stops § /ph/ and 0 /th/, but are also 

regularly employed in native Copto-Egyptian words, whenever a 

sequence of u/r and 2 occurs at a morpheme boundary, e.g. ee 

‘the manner’ (< t- ‘the (sing, fern.)9 + £e ‘manner’). 

• The Demotic-based letter t constitutes an isolated example of 

syllabic orthography and expresses an entire syllable /ti/ rather 

than a sequence of two phonemes, e.g. Tit-uupiA (AP Chaine no. 

210, p. 57:27) vs. TMuipix ‘punishment’ (AP Chaine no. 210, 57:8). 

• The Demotic-based letter x is only marginally attested as a 

biphonemic grapheme, which renders a sequence of t and tp, e.g. 

■mo ‘cause to exist’ (< t- (causative prefix) + (prune ‘to exist9). 
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c) Digraphs 

The Copto-Greek alphabet has two digraphs (i.e. pairs of letters, which 

represent a single phoneme) ei and oy, which may have a vocalic /i u/ 

or a consonantal interpretation /y w/ (see below, section 1.3.1.2). The 

digraph 2p that represents an aspirated alveolar liquid /r‘7 in word- 

initial position seems to be restricted to Greek and Latin loan words 

e.g. epuiMAioc ‘Roman9 (Eud. 42:24) (< gco^iog /rSimaios/) (see 
below, section 1.4.2). 

1.1.2 Diacritics and mterpunction 

The orthographical system of Sahidic Coptic is enriched with several 

non-alphabetical signs or diacritics, which provide an extra clue for 
the pronunciation of the word in question. 

• The most important diacritic is the so-called superlinear 

stroke ,(i.e. a line above a consonantal letter, e.g. Fi), whose 

main function is to indicate a reduced vowel or schwa hi (see 
below, section 1.3.1.3). 

8 The function of the diaeresis (two points above the digraph 

ei) is not entirely clear. There is, however, some evidence that 

the diaeresis represents a diphthong (i.e. a combination of two 

vocalic segments) /ej/ or a hiatus (i.e. a sequence of two 
separate vowels) /e'i/. 

The circumflex (a curved line above the digraph el), on the 

other hand, seems to indicate a purely vocalic pronunciation 
/i:/ or HI. 

Since Coptic manuscripts show a high degree of variation in the use of 

diacritics, the examples quoted in this grammar will be presented 

without diacritic marks. Editors of Coptic manuscripts make use of 

Greek mterpunction, where the semicolon (;) is used as a question 

mark and the colon (•) represents a full stop. Other text editions adopt 
the original mterpunction as found in the manuscript. 
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1.1.3 Nomina sacra 
In Coptic manuscripts, so-called nomina sacra (lat. “sacred names”), 

i.e. certain important biblical names and concepts are not fully spelled 

out, but appear in an abbreviated form, which is indicated by a 

horizontal line. A list of some common nomina sacra is presented in 

table 1.2. 

NOMEN SACRUM ABBREVIATED SPELLING GLOSS 

iHcoyc To Jesus 

XpICTOC xc Christ 

xoeic xc Lord 

currup cSp Saviour 

©lepoyCAAHti eixnt-1 (var. ©icahm) Jerusalem 

rmeyMA nFiX Spirit 

CTxypoc c.poc cross 

AxyeiA SxS —_ David 

TABLE 1.2 Abbreviated writings of nomina sacra 

1.2 Segmental phonology 

This section discusses the main aspects of Coptic segmental 

phonology. It presents an inventory of the different sounds of the 

language as well as their distinctive phonological features. For dead 

languages like Coptic, which has no native speakers to consult, it is 

generally difficult to detect the sound behind a particular letter. 

Moreover, there is the problem of identity between the Greek-based 

letters of the Coptic alphabet and the corresponding sign in Greek. 

Since the vast majority of Coptic sounds are rendered by Greek letters, 

one may plausibly assume that there was a great deal of overlap 

between the phonologies of both languages. Yet, there is not always a 

simple, one-to-one correspondence between the phonological value 

associated with a particular letter in Greek and in Coptic. 

Finally, there are a number of Greek-based signs that are by and large 

restricted to lexical and grammatical borrowings. Their marginal status 

suggests that these are best regarded as loan phonemes, i.e. phonemes 
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that have been adopted from a foreign stock, but have never been fully 
integrated into the native phoneme inventory. 

1.2.1 Consonantal phonemes 

The follo wing description of the Coptic phoneme inventory makes use 

, f of linguistic terminology and symbols, which can be 
looked up m any introductory textbook to phonology. For the sake of 

convenience, I will introduce the most important analytic concepts and 

customary categorizations of speech sounds at the beginning of each 
section. ° 

1.2.1.1 Features of consonants 

Phonemes are not the minimal units of articulated speech, but rather have an 

, internal structure, which is composed of distinctive phonological features. 

; ,.le Phonol°8lcal features of consonants can be described alongside two 
| imensions. One dimension is the manner of articulation, which concerns 

i ** constnctIon of ^ airflow, and the other is the place of articulation 
l winch concerns the regions of the vocal apparatus where a particular sound 

is made. In the manner dimension, there is a basic distinction between 

voioetl sounds, which are produced with vibration of the vocal cords, and 

voiceless sounds, which lack this vibration. The relative degree of 

constriction imposed by the lips and the tongue on the airflow in the mouth 
| distinguishes the following classes of consonants: 

Stops like /pi in pile, which are produced by a complete 
interruption of the airflow. 

Fricatives like If/ in file, where the airflow is constricted to form a 
turbulence, but is not fully interrupted. 

Affricates like /t7 in German Zelle *celP, which occupy an 

intermediate position between stops and fricatives: like stops they 

are produced by an initial closure, but differently from stops, the 

initial closure of affricates is released gradually, so that it ends like 
a fricative. 

Liquids like/r/and/!/, which, unlike fricatives, are characterized 
by a non-turbulent airflow. 

Nasals like In/ in Nile, which are produced by a lowering of the 
| velum (the back portion of the roof of the mouth). 



In the place dimension, one can distinguish more than eleven different 

points of articulation. Languages make a selection of which points of 

articulation they utilize for the expression of different consonantal 

phonemes. The most important place of articulation features for the 

description of the Sahidic consonantal phoneme inventory are the following 

ones: 

• Labials like /b/ in bit, which are articulated by the lips. Labial 

consonants can be further subdivided into bilabials and 

labiodentals. In the former, the constriction of the airflow is 

made by the two lips; in the latter, it is produced by an 

approximation of the lower lip and the upper teeth, such as /v/ in 

voice. 

• Coronals like III in tea, which are produced by the front portion 

of the tongue. Coronal sounds can be subdivided into dentals, 

dental-alveolars and alveopalatals: dentals like /0/ in thin and 

dental-alveolars like /s/ in sww constrict the tongue blade at the 

back of the upper teeth. 

• Alveopalatals like /c/ in chin and is! in shun, on the other-hand, 

are produced with a constriction farther back, at the point where the. 

roof of the mouth stalls to approach the soft palate. 

• Velars like /g/ in good, which are produced by the tongue body. 

• Laryngeals like /h/ in house have the vocal cords as articulators. 

1.2.1.2 Sahidic consonantal phonemes 

An important source for Coptic phonology are variant spellings of one 

and the same lexical item, which suggest that two sounds had roughly 

the same pronunciation. The distinctiveness of two sounds, on the 

other hand, can be established on the basis of minimal phonological 

pairs, i.e. pairs of words with distinct meanings that differ only by one 
sound. 

This section takes a closer look at the phonological interpretation of 

consonantal graphemes in Sahidic Coptic. (The full stop indicates a 

syllable boundary and the colon represents vowel length). 

B should be phono logically interpreted as a labio-dental 

voiced fricative /v/ rather than a bilabial stop /b/, as in the 

traditional classroom pronunciation. The beta (vita) b 

contrasts with the voiceless labio-dental fricative /f/ 

represented by the letter fai q, which appears from 

minimal pairs like bxi /vaj/ ‘thunder’ and qxi /fai/ 

carrying . In literary Sahidic, the frequent variation 

between b and q in pre- and postvocalic position (e.g. qcu 

~ Ew ‘hair’> Z™* 7 ‘thing’) indicates that the voiced- 
voiceless opposition of bilabial fricatives was partially 
neutralized. 

c, <p indicate the voiceless dental /s/ and voiceless alveopalatal 

fricative/§/, e.g. cxtpq /sai.sof/ ‘seven’. 

M, N represent the bilabial and dental nasals /mi and /n/, 

respectively, e.g. hx /raa:/ ‘place’ and nx /nar/ ‘to have 
mercy’. 

A, p express the dental/alveolar liquids /!/ and /r/, which are 

two distinctive phonemes in Sahidic Coptic, as evident 

from minimal pairs like xo /lo:/ ‘to stop’ vs. po /ro:/ 
‘mouth’. 

6I’ rePyesent the glides /y/ and /w/, respectively, which 

typically occur prevocalically at the beginning of a word 

(e.g. eiujT /yot/ ‘father’, oyon /wop/ ‘to be holy’), or 

intervocalically in a vowel-glide-vowel sequence (e.g. 

Toie /toi.ye/ ‘part’, £ioye /hi:.we/ ‘to beat’). The glides 

/y/ and /w/ have id and fnJ as vocalic counterparts, which 

are indicated by the same alphabetic letters (see below 
section 1.2.2.2). 



At r9Z represent the voiced dental 16/ and velar /g/ stops and the 

voiced dental fricative /z/, respectively. They are loan 

phonemes, which are by and large restricted to Greek 

borrowings. There is some evidence that the digraph nr 

represents a word-final velar nasal, e.g. HoyNr /muq/ for 

MoyNK ‘to make, form’, xnf /aq/ T. The graphic 

variation between z. and c, e.g. ANZHBe vs. a.nchb€ 

‘school’, reflects the absence of a phonemic contrast 

between the voiced and voiceless dental fricatives /z/ and 

I si. 

-2C represents an alveo-palatal voiceless affricate /ts/. 

Its single-segment status is evident from the selection of the 

definite article: the short forms n- (singular masculine), t- 

(singular feminine), h- (plural) are selected, when the 

following words starts with one consonant, while the 

corresponding long forms ne-, tg-, nc- precede words 

beginning with a cluster of two or more consonants (see 

section 2.2.1.1 of Unit 2 for a more detailed discussion). 

Words with an initial x. select the short form of the definite 

article, showing that it is treated as a single consonant, e.g.\ 

t-xxmh /t-tsa.me:/ ‘the calm’. 

<5 marks a voiceless palatalised velar stop /ky/, as in English 

cute /kyu:t/ (e.g. cine /kyi:.ne/ ‘to find’). It may vary with 

the velar voiceless stop k /k/, e.g. ne vs. <5e ‘other’. 

Z. expresses a voiceless glottal fricative /h/. It disappears 

from the phonological representation in intervocalic 

position, e.g. nxht /na.et/ ‘merciful’ (< na /na:/ ‘to have 

mercy’ + ^ht /het/ ‘heart’). The letter hori fe) is also used 

to render Greek aspiration. 

The phoneme chart in table 1.3 below gives an overview of the 

approximate pronunciation of the Saliidic consonantal graphemes. 
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MANNER OF 

voiceless 
stops 
voiced 
stops 

palatalised 
stops 

voiceless 

fricatives 
voiced 

fricatives 

voiceless 
affricates 
nasals 

liquids 

PLACE OF 

ARTICULATION 

bilabial labio¬ dental/ alveo- velar glottal 
dental alveolar palatal 

n fpl T/t/ K/k/ /?/ 

A/d! rlgl 

<5/Id/ 

q If/ c/s/ <p/s/ Zlhl 

B /v/ z/z/ 

xftsl 

m /ml n Ini 

xlil p/r/ 
H r/q/ 

oy/w/ ei lyl 

H jg! ■ TABLE 1.3 Saliidic consonantal phonemes 

f| . glottal stop /?/ is a sound that is produced by a complete but brief 

BH^xmtraction of the vocal cords. In English, it appears in words that 

^^Jljhegin with a vowel, e.g. Ida /?ay.da/. Although the glottal stop /?/ has 

Z10 separate letter in the Copto-Greek alphabet, it is nevertheless part of 

4L1’ i^e Sahidic consonantal phoneme inventory. The presence of a word- 

glottal stop is rendered by a sequence of two identical vowel 

^^ggraphemes in Saliidic Coptic, e.g. MHHcpe /me?e.se/ ‘crowd’ (see 
HSpHelow, section 1.3.1.4). 

1 J-2.2 Vocalic phonemes 

1 ■KN8 mainly differ from consonants by a less radical degree of 
jj ^^jSnstriction of the airflow imposed by the lips and tongue. The phonological 

of voweIs are described in terms of the rounding of the lips and the 
position of the tongue. Vowels may be front or back. Front vowels are 

^^pj|^)nounced with the middle of the tongue raised to the highest part of the 

^^Jplate and back vowels with the back of the tongue raised towards the back 

P§|fthe palate. According to the degree of raising, a further distinction is made 



between Jiigii, higher-mid, lower-mid and low vowels. (The mid¬ 

position serves as some kind of neutral reference point, which roughly 

corresponds to the location of the tongue body during the articulation of the 

vowel /e/ in English bed). Another distinction is between rounded and 

unrounded vowels, depending on whether the vowel in question is 

produced with rounded, protruded lips or not. 

1.2.2.1 Vowel quality and quantity in Greek and Sahidic Coptic 

The Copto-Greek alphabet has seven vocalic graphemes a (e)i e h o 
tu oy, all of which were adopted from Greek. In addition, there is the 

superlinear stroke (n), which may indicate a reduced vowel or schwa 

hi. Although the distinction of long and short vowels was phonemic in 

Classical (Attic) Greek, vowel length was expressed orthographically 

only in those cases where long and short vowels differed not only in 

quantity but also in quality: s /e/ corresponds to r\ /e:/, and 0/0/ 

corresponds to o /or/. 

In most Coptic grammars, it is tacitly assumed that the corresponding 

letters of the Coptic-Greek alphabet e, h and o, u> indicate a contrast in 

quantity though not in quality. There is, in fact, little evidence for this 

assumption. To begin with, distinctive vowel length was already being 

lost in Egyptian Koine (i.e. the variety of Greek spoken in Egypt during 

the Ptolemaic and Roman period) by the mid-second century BCE. It is 

therefore hard to see how vowel quantity could have been re¬ 

introduced into the Copto-Greek alphabet by the time it replaced 

Demotic writing, unless it was part of the Egyptian phonological 

system. 

This does not seem to be the case, however, since vowel length in 

Sahidic Coptic is entirely predictable from prosodic features, such as 

syllable structure and stress and is not orthographically expressed. Tire 

distribution of long and short vowels is roughly as follows. (A vertical 

line marks main stress; syllable boundaries are indicated by dots). 

• Stressed closed syllables (i.e. syllables terminating in a 

consonant) contain short vowels, e.g. kujt /kot/ ‘to build’. 

• Stressed open syllables (i.e. syllables terminating in a vowel) 

have long vowels instead, e.g. the kcu in Korre /k*o:.te/ ‘to 

turn’. 
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• Unstressed open syllables, on the other hand, have short 

vowels, e.g. the Ke /ke/ in kcaiua /ke.l’ol/ ‘pitcher, jar’. 

Given that Sahidic vowel length is determined by syllable structure and 

stress placement, it seems more likely that the pairs of vowel 

graphemes (e, h) and (o, tu) express a difference in vowel height, i.e. 
quality rather than one in quantity: e /e/ vs. h Id, tu hi vs. o lol. 

1.2.2.2 Sahidic vocalic phonemes 

The following notes elaborate on the phonological status of the various 
Sahidic vowel graphemes: 

x represents the low unrounded back vowel Id, much like the 

a in German Mann /man/ ‘man’, e.g. Acne /as.pe/ 
‘language’. 

° represents mid-high back rounded vowel /o/; its approximate 

pronunciation is the o in German Ober /oibor/ ‘waiter’, e.g. 
oB^e /ov.he/ ‘tooth’. 

^ represents the mid-low back rounded vowel Id and is 

pronounced like the o m English not /not/, e.g. tuN£ /o:.nh/ 
‘to live’. 

°Y marks a back, high rounded vowel Id, and resembles the u 

in English pull /pul/, e.g. oyxAi /u:.t5ai/ ‘to become 
healthy’. 

(e)i expresses the high unrounded front vowel l\l, when it has a 

vocalic interpretation and was pronounced like the ee in 

English bee /bi:/. In Sahidic orthography, this vowel is 

generally rendered as a digraph ei in word-initial position, 

while its monographic variant i is more common in word- 

final position, e.g. erne /ii.ne/ ‘to bring’ vs. x:i /t5i:/ ‘to 

take’. In word-medial position, ei alternates with i, e.g. 

Moeir /moit/ ‘way’ vs. c^u-ie /shi:.me/ ‘woman’. 

H represents the lower-mid unrounded front counterpart Id of 

e and comes close in pronunciation to German a in halt 
/licit/ ‘holds’, e.g. n(e)i /ei! ‘house’. 



UNIT 1 

The approximate pronunciation of the Sahidic consonantal graphemes 

is summarized in table 1.4. (Vowel lengthening is indicated by colon): 

FRONT, CENTRAL, BACK, 
UNROUNDED UNROUNDED ROUNDED 

HIGH (e)i l\J /ill oy lul Iml '8 

HIGHER-MID e Id /ei/ hi o lol /o:/ fft 

LOWER-MID h Id /e:/ tu hi hi! s 

LOW x la1 /a:/ 1®. 

marks the higher-mid unrounded front vowel /e/, much like 

the e in English very /veri/, e.g. cbot /e.vot/ ‘month’. It 

functions as the default vowel of the Sahidic Coptic vowel 

system, i.e. a vowel that is used as a placeholder in certain 

prosodic positions, but lacks any contrastive function of its 

own. As a default vowel, e may alternate with schwa hi, e.g. 

Tpeq- /tref/ vs. Tpq- /traf/ ‘to cause him to do something’. 

The behaviour of the default vowel is particularly clear in 

verbal stems. The characteristic vowel of the verbal stem is 

preserved when there is no adjacent direct object, e.g. ccdtm 

/sotom/ ‘to hear’. However, if a nominal object is attached to 

the verb, the stem vowel is replaced by the default vowel e, 

e.g. cgtm nxi /setom.nai/ ‘to hear (cctm) these (naj)\ 

TABLE 1.4 Sahidic vowel phonemes 

As a separate letter (i.e. not as part of the digraph oy), it is 

generally restricted to Greek loan words. This suggests that 

Y functions as a loan phoneme and probably represented the 

high front rounded vowel /u/ like German u in fiXnf /fiinf/ 

‘five’, e.g. 2.ya.h /hti.le/ ‘firewood, matter’. 

In literary Sahidic, however, y frequently varies with h and e in 

both native and loan words, e.g. Byne (AP, Chaine no. 211,\ 

60:23) for Egyptian Bene /pei.ke/ ‘wage’, cxyMA. (AP Chaine no. 

210, 56:6) for Greek axilga/skhe:.ma/ ‘monkish garment’. 

U2.2.3 The distribution of Sahidic vowel phonemes 

certain °v(wek C0Dtrast f V0WeI 1“% is positionally restricted, since 

syllables only! cf. tabled ^ “ ““ nUdeUS P°sition of stressed 

TABLE 1.5 The distribution of Sahidic vowel phonemes 

j sssssss;of s,Mc ,ow“ ph“" 

I ^ ^lLbles^eIS " ° /0/ 8Ild W /o/ 316 restricied stressed 

(n) The vowels \ /a/ and (e)i /i/ are positionally variable- i e they 

may occur m both stressed and unstressed syllables. In the 
latter context, the unstressed vowel is always short. 

| (m) h' ('educled vowels) never receive stress. The vowel e 

d ? «!,, fed lf,there is a schwa h/ or another e /e/ in 
■ H ftie same phonological domain. 

|^"-533S55r cl“8“ “-—-»f* 
fl ’ ?end7 ?d nUmber markinS’ e-S- PP° ‘Wng’ - rro, ‘queen1 ne 
jj| ? •, (singular) - nHye (plural) ‘heaven’ 

ft The pronominal paradigm of prepositions, e.g. ePo ‘to you 
Ijg'i (woman)1 ~ep(u-TN ‘to you (plural)1 X 

fc Possessive demonstratives, e.g. nrn-q ‘his one1 (singular 
" masculme) ~ Noy-q ‘his ones’ (plural). S 
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The focus of this section is on suprasegmentai phonology, i.e. aspects 

of phonological structure that are to some extent independent of the 

feature content of individual phonological segments. Section 1.3.1 

deals with Coptic syllable structure and syllabification. This leads to 

section 1.3.2, which is about the assignment of stress. Section 1.3.3 

looks at some aspects of Coptic allomorphy, i.e. alternations in the 

phonological shape of morphemes. 

1.3.1 Syllable structure and syllabification 
Syllables are the minimal units of prosodic organization. As far as their 

internal structure is concerned, the syllable has traditionally been regarded as 

containing an obligatory nucleus preceded by an optional consonantal 

onset and followed by an optional consonantal coda. The nucleus and the 

coda form an additional subconstituent, known as the rhyme in linguistic 

literature. In a syllable like gif /gif/ in English gifted /gif.tid/, for instance, 

the /g/ constitutes the syllabic onset, the hi the nucleus and the Ifl the coda. 

The constituents of the traditional syllable are depicted in figure 1.1. 

syllable 

rhyme 

nucleus coda 

FIGURE 1.1 The internal structure of syllables 

1.3.1.1 Syllable types and consonant clusters 

Sahidic Coptic is a language with a rich inventory of different types of 

syllables. It ranges from so-called degenerate syllables, i.e. syllables 

consisting of a syllabic nucleus only, which may be followed by a 

consonantal coda, e.g. the vowel n /el in bisyllabic words like mre 

^ ikj , L\J iCAcuivciy cumpiex. 

truciures .like .Cu>oYq> /kous/ in capaOu>oY<5> /sa.ra.k1 'ous/ ‘hare’, 
w iere a closed syllable has a diphthong as its vocalic nucleus. Despite 

this variety, it is possible to make out four main syllabic patterns, 

which are exemplified in table 1.6 below. (Capital C stands for 

consonant and capital V for vowel. A vertical line marks main stress: 
syllable boundaries are indicated by dots): 

SYLLABLE 

STRUCTURE 

closed syllables 
(CVC) 

open syllables 
with short V’s 
(CV) 

open syllables 
with lengthened 
V’s (CV:) 

degenerate 
y syllables 

^(V, V:, VC) 

VOWEL 

LENGTH 

short vowel 

(V) 

short vowel 
(V) 

long vowel 
(V:) 

short or 
long vowel 
(V, V:) 

STRESS 
PATTERN 

stressed or 
unstressed 

always 
unstressed 

always 
stressed 

stressed or 
unstressed 

examples 

stressed ujaxj /s'af/ in 

yxqre /s'af.te/ ‘enemy’ 
vs. unstressed tan /tan/ 
in TWNgpYr /tan.h'ut/ ‘to 
rely on’ 

unstressed -xe /tse/ in 
(pxxe /s'ar.fe / ‘word’ or 
ca. Isa/ in cash /sa.v'e:/ 
‘wise’ (fern.) 

stressed ca> Is 'oil in cu>th 

/s'oi.tom/ ‘to hear’ or eh 

/v'et/ in cash /sa.v'e:/ 
‘wise’ (fem.) 

stressed oy lul in oyrA£ 

/ui.tah/ ‘fruit’ and ac /as/ 
in Acne /as.pe/ 
‘language’ vs. unstressed 
a /a/ in ama<p /a.n'as/ 
‘oath* 

TABLE 1.6 A typology of Sahidic Coptic syllable structures 

;The onset of the syllable may contain extra phonological material to 

jiorm a consonant cluster up to three consonants, e.g. the cop- /skjr/ in 

;cOpA2T /skfaht/ ‘to rest’. It appears that consonant clusters are not 

.allowed in coda position. Instead, clusters of two consonants are 

.broken up by a schwa hi, thus tiprr /e:.rep/ and not /cup/. 



Coptic makes a systematic distinction between vowels and consonants, 

lie digraphs (e)i and oy, however, may have either a vocalic or a 

onsonantal interpretation. The non-distinctiveness between the high 

vowels III and /u/ and the corresponding glides /y/ and /w/ in Coptic 

writing is not accidental, but indicates that these phonemes share the 

same phonological features: the glides lyl and /w/ are the consonantal 

variants of the vowels lil and lul. The consonantal or vocalic 

realization of (e)i and oy is not random, but predictable from their 

position within the syllable: 

(i) In the onset position, when the digraphs (e)i and oy are 

followed by a vowel grapheme, they have a consonantal 

interpretation and represent the glides lyl and /w/, ■ 
respectively, e.g. eiurr /y’otl ‘father’ and oyon /w'op/ ‘to be 

holy’. 

(ii) If, on the other hand, (e)i and oy are preceded by a word- 

initial consonant, they function as syllabic nuclei and 

represent the vowels lil and /u/, respectively, e.g. pi /fi:/ ‘cell’ 

and isoyB /n’uv/ ‘gold’. Sahidic Coptic has degenerate 

syllables that consist of a syllabic nucleus only. In tins , 

context, the digraphs (e)i and oy are consistently interpreted 

as vowels, e.g. oyTxfcAiLtah/ ‘fruit’. 

(iii) The digraphs (e)i and oy may also represent the second part 

of a diphthong, i.e. a sequence of two vowels in the nucleus 

position of the syllable, which may but need not share 

phonological features in common. Sahidic Coptic has a rich 

inventory of such diphthongs, as we can see in table 1.7 

below. (Diphthongs are transcribed with an inverted breve 

lail, /au/). 

(iv) A sequence of three adjacent vowels is a phonologically 

unstable pattern, which is generally avoided. In Sahidic, a 

triplet of three different vowels gives rise to a vowel-glide- 

vowel sequence, where the intermediate vowel surfaces as the 

corresponding glide, e.g. £ioye /h’ii.we/ ‘to beat’, poetoye 

/iJoi.we/ ‘stalk’, toic /t'o.ye/ ‘part’, tajo /ta.yW ‘to honour’. 

VOWEL + (e)i Ilf_ VOWEL + (o)y /u/ 

x XGl> x} /ai/, Ay/au/, 
e.g. cweiN /sajn/ ‘physician’ e.g. Nxy Inaul ‘to see’ 

e ee,» ei /ei/, ey/eu/, 
e.g. nei- /pej/ ‘this’ e.g. rrey- /peu/ ‘their’ 

H «ei, Hi/ei/, ny/eu/, 
e.g. hi (var. Hei) lei! ‘house’ e.g. cN«y /sneu/ ‘brotliers’ 

o oei, 01 /oil, cuoy/ou/ 

e.g. oeiK /oik/ ‘bread’ e.g. cApxtfmoyq; /sa.ra.k^ous/ ‘hare’ 

TABLE 1.7 Sahidic diphthongs 

1.3.1.3 The superlinear stroke 

Languages that employ an alphabetic notation system for the written 

expression of sounds indicate suprasegmental features (if at all) by 

means of a limited set of diacritics marks. In Coptic, the most 

important diacritic is the superlinear stroke (n), which provides us with 

some insight into Coptic syllabification, i.e. the assignment of 

syllable structure to a string of consonants and vowels. As briefly noted 

m section 1.1.2 above, the superlinear stroke indicates the presence of 

| a reduced vowel or schwa hi in the nucleus position of a syllable 

| immediately before the coda consonant. The schwa sounds like the 

^colourless vocalic segments in English elephant /'eb.fbnt/. As a marker 

| of a reduced syllabic nucleus, the superlinear stroke is never used in 

combination with vowels, but found with all consonants. In this 

I function, it may vaiy with the default vowel e /e/ in word-inital - 

j medial, and -final position. (In the translation of the Coptic examples 
morpheme boundaries are indicated by hyphens). 

pxamples: (word-initial) npu,„e erupt™ /en.ar.khom/ (for Supt™ 
| 9n.ar.kl,o:n/ ‘the magistrate (lit. the man (n-go-He) being (eN-) magistrate 

UfpxcuN) (BHom 261:15), eMr,™^ /em.pa.tn.km.bh/ (for 

fHruToyKouz /am.p.tu.koi.lah/) ‘before they summon (the congregation) 

| eHnAT-oy-KmAg)’ (pmec. Pach. 90), nq-piN /paf.ran/ (for ncqP.vN 

|/pef.ran/) his (nq-) name (pAN)’ (Onnophr. 205:8); (medial) AqeP 

gipTypoc /af.er.martiros/ (for xqP rrxprypoc /af.or.martiros/) ‘he (Apa 

i6>Mena) became (x-q-eP) a martyr (mprypoc)’ (Mena, Mir. 6a: 12), ..eye,, 



/ne.wan/) ‘(there) was (Ne-(o)yeN)’ (Mena, Mir. 

final) NAgpeN /nah.ren/ (for uxzpFi /nah.ren/) ‘in front of (Mena, 

Marlyrd. 6b: 14). 

The schwa can even be reduced to such an extent that it is no longer 

audible. The acoustic effect of this phonological process is a syllabic 

consonant, i.e. a consonant that constitutes die most sonorant part of 

the syllable and hence, fills the nucleus slot. An example of a syllabic 

consonant in English would be the Ini in even /i:.vij/ or the IV in bottle 

/botj/. In Sahidic Coptic, only the sonorants m, n, p, x, b /m n r 1 v/ 

can function as syllabic consonants; their nucleus functions may but 

need not be indicated by the superlinear stroke, e.g. tbt /tyt/ ‘fish’, 

cjnt /fpt/ ‘worm’, /hujt*/ ‘vinegar’. 

1.3.1.4 Vowel gemination 
A rather striking feature of Sahidic orthography is the double writing or 

gemination of vowel graphemes, which gives rise to a sequence of two 

identical vowel graphemes like aa, ee, hh, oo, uhd in words like 

MAxxe ‘ear’, r-ieeye ‘to think’, mhhujg ‘crowd’, boong ‘evil’, 

xuki)mg ‘book’. There is reason to assume that vowel gemination does 

not express a lengthened vowel, which are not rendered 

ortho graphically, but rather indicates an intervocalic glottal stop /?/:' 

V?V. Vowel gemination represents a stressed lengthened vowel that is 

interrupted by a glottal stop, a process that has come to be known as 

vowel breaking. The phonological interpretation of words like 

Mimuje or xokdmg would therefore be /me?e.se/ and /PVo.me/, 

respectively. Since only long vowels can be broken, Sahidic vowel 

breaking is limited to stressed, open syllables. 

1.3.1.5 Consonant gemination > 

In Sahidic Coptic, quantity or length in duration is not only a property j; 

of vowels, but may apply to consonants as well. Unlike vowel length, | 

however, which is determined by prosodic features, the opposition1 

between plain and geminate consonants is phonologically distinctive, j 

which appears from minimal pairs like po hto'J ‘mouth’ vs. ppo hr.to:/ J 

‘king’, mo /mo:/ ‘give!’ (Imperative singular masculine) vs. mmo=| 

/om.m'o’/ ‘in’ (die pronominal form of the locative preposition n/m| 

‘in’). Lengthened consonants typically span a syllable break and fill the J 

. • I . • : .. ,,t . ■ /•. . ; . 
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coda and onset position of two adjacent syllables. In Sahidic Coptic, 

gemmate consonants are subject to severe positional restrictions: the 

syllable preceding the geminate must be unstressed and contain a 

phonologically reduced nucleus, while the syllable following die 

gemmate must be stressed and contain a lengthened vowel. The 

piesence of the schwa hi in the unstressed syllable is orthographically 

expressed by a_ superlinear stroke on the first consonant of the 

geminate, e.g. gxxui /hal.l'oi/ ‘old woman’, tbbo /tov.v'o:/ ‘to purify’ 
Bppe /vor.fe;/ ‘to be young’. ’ 

1.3.2 Word stress \ 

I Word stress is a relatively abstract phonological category, which 

I Tr® length> has no umfonn phonetic correlate. Stress is manifest in 
“ff®rellt suprasegmental features, such as increased duration and 

| r loudness heightened pitch, and, sometimes, subtle differences in 

m y°;wel “d ““sonant quality. Recall that the vowels h /E/, o /o/, and a, 
| M occur only m stressed syllables (section 1.2.2.3) and that geminate 

g; consonan‘s bridge the gap between a phonologically reduced 
unstressed syllable and a stressed open syllable (section 1.3.1.5). 

jp ;• 
pi Basic properties of the Sahidic stress system 

| sahidic Coptic is a language with a binary stress distinction, i.e. 

syllables are either stressed or unstressed. Moreover, stress assignment 

|| IS ““-^cursive,-which means that there is at most one main stress per 

iff ™°rd’ mdePendcnt of its length. The internal structure of the syllable 
? ermines where stress falls. More specifically, the part of the 

ii P on°l°gical material that is relevant for stress marking is the syllabic 

rhyme (i.e. the vocalic nucleus and the consonantal coda), while the 
|: internal complexity of the consonantal onset is not. 

^ahidic syllables fall into two classes, depending on the number of 

| j segments contained in the rhyme. On the one hand, there are so-called 

St|fg, ? syllables’ whose rhyme contains only a plain vowel, e g the ng 

U-I”?/ “ TGZT /rehjle/ ‘forehead’. On the other hand, there are heavy 

■vf wn r:hyme ,is m/de up of at ieast =*»=» which 
l|W y be (i) a short vowel and a consonantal coda, e.g. the on /on/ in 

Ur™ /s0n/ brother’, or (li) a lengthened or ‘broken’ vowel, e.g the ui 

cuing /s' oi.ne/ ‘sister’ or the ee /eV in Meeye /m'e?e.we/ ‘to 
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2.2 Stress rules 

idic stress assignment may be characterized as a quantitative- 

sensitive system, where heavy syllables must be stressed. The 

following rules govern the distribution of Sahidic word stress virtually 

without exception: 

(i) When a word has two or more syllables of different prosodic 

weight, stress always lodges on the heavy syllable, e.g. <yA.qTe 

/s'af.te/ ‘enemy’, Noyre /n'ui.te/ ‘god’, /a.n'as/ ‘oath’, 

/a.m'ah.te/ ‘to prevail’. 

(ii) When a word has two or more syllables of the same prosodic 

weight, stress falls on the penultimate syllable, e.g. ajaj f'ai.ail 

‘to increase’, KexeNKeg./ke.l'en.keh/ ‘elbow’. 

(iii) Phonologically reduced syllables can never receive stress 

assignment* if the preceding or following syllable has a full 

vowel, e.g. MHTpe /mon.tfe/ ‘testimony’, /riah.ran/) 

‘in front of’. 

(iv) The vowel e /e/ is stressed only if there is a schwa hi or 

another e Id in the same phonological domain, e.g. hnnc 

/konm’e/ ‘to be fat’. 

(v) A number of grammatical elements like prepositions, verbal 

prefixes or enclitic particles are never stressed, e.g. e-rr-pume 

/ep.foi.me/ ‘to-the-man’, ^-q-p^e /af.fai.se/ (PERFECT-/ie- 

rejoice) ‘he rejoiced’, NToq Ae /on.t'of-de/ ‘(as for) him’. 

1.3.3 Phonological alternations 
In this section, we conclude our review of the prosodic domain with a 

discussion of the most common phonological processes. Particular 

attention will be drawn to regular alternations in the phonological form 

of morphemes at a word- or phrase-internal boundary. Such 

alternations involve either changes in the phonological features of 

segments (assimilation) or the disappearance of segments from the 

phonological representation (deletion). Both sound changes are 

governed by context-sensitive phonological rules, meaning that sound 

IxJ becomes sound lyl (which may be zero) in a particular phonological 

environment. 

>?***>*♦>## «*-»«* «>*•• »•■><* 1' « ; . «> .. . 
ii ,s'£/;> O' '4' ' Tv ' i.i iJJfcftf;*'-!: W "i .» , 

N-B- Phoi'ological rules of this kind are expressed as x-vy/ z where 

the input of the rule is stated before and its output after the arrow. The 
slash / translates as ‘in the context of. whereas the accompanying 

environment dash __ is read as ‘in front’ or ‘after’ a particuiar sound 
or sequence of sounds. 

L3.3.1 Labial assimilation 

Assimilation is a phonological process in the course of which segments 

Znetio1’ 8-Cv,a,1 featUreS 0f 1“"ding segments to increase their 

Sahkifr 1 ^ 3nd 11,118 facilitate *eir pronunciation. In 
Sal 111 a8s;m,lat‘°n, the coronal nasal n /n/ is realised as the 

nasa^ m /^: “ COntHrt °f “ adjacent bilabial stoP " ¥ or 

labial assimilation 
n“+ m / p. m 

Labial assimilation is an obligatory phonological process at the 

juncture between two morphemes and never applies within a single 

morpheme, eg. nhhx- (not mmm4-) ‘with’ (the form of the preposition 

mn used with pronouns). Notice, however, that only one coronal nasal 

may be assimilated within a word, e.g. MePPuioy N-M-neFcoc (< 

N-nePcoc) the kmgs (Ne-FFmoY) of (n-) (not m-) the (m-tt6Pcoc) 

as™tioS': 42:18)' PartiCUlarly COmm°n 6Xamples of labial 

• The linkage marker n- ‘of, e.g. nm N„„1KONOHOC <the place 

¥ ^^le stewards (n-oikonomoc)’ (praec, Pach 105) vs 

I Z S*S««W pl*“ •*» *** <*•*w“p,n« 
tp: ■ - 

I1* Prepositions with n as a final consonant: var. Zn ‘in, into’ e.g. 

#" 2.N rcooygc 'in fen) the congregation (r-cooygc)’ (praec. Pach.’ 
p 91) vs. eM ni-Me ‘into (2m) the village (n-tMe)’ (praec. Pach. 90) 
f yar. ‘without’, e.g. >without (ajm) ^ 

^ (Tcnqj) (praec Pach. 127) vs. ajcm neqpMNHei ‘without (xxti) his 
fer superintendent (neq-pMN-Hei)’ (praec. Pach. 106) 
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1.3.3.2 t■'deletion 

Clusters of two voiceless dental stops Ixl are often simplified: 

T-DELETION 

t-> 0 /_t 

Note that the reduction of a sequence to two t’s to a single one is not 

restricted to word-final position, as in etrr'(< gnt + t) ‘to bring 

(cnt-) me (-t)’ (Test. Is. 234:22), but may also occur word-intemally, 

as in nereipe (read ne+eipe) (< n-eT-t-eipe) ‘what I was doing’ 

(Onnophr. 207:16). 

1.3.3.3 Vowel elision 
At a morpheme or word boundary, sequences of two or more vowels 

may be simplified by deleting one vocalic segment. Unlike labial 

assimilation and T-deletion, vowel elision is an optional phonological 

process. The deleted vowel may but need not be identical with the, 

neighbouring one, e.g. netHuq (< n-eT-t-NA.-A-A.-q) ‘what I shall do’ 

(Ac. A&P 200:100). 

1.4 Greek loan words 

The emergence of Coptic is the result of intensive language contact in a 

bilingual (Egyptian-Greek) speech community. Greek was not only the . 

language of the literate elite, but also the language of the Holy jj 

Scriptures and the new religion and hence a language of great cultural 1 

importance. The impact of this prestige language on the native j 

vernacular was pervasive. Although no clear statistics are available at i 

present, it is estimated that approximately forty percent of the Coptic J 

vocabulary consists of Greek loan words. The following discussion on jj 

language contact phenomena will begin with a typology of Greek loan | 

words, with particular attention for the grammatical constraints on ; 
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lexical borrowing: which categories are borrowed and how is foreign 
lexical material integrated into the native syntax (section 14 1) We 

% a‘S0 a cIoser look at Coptic spelling of Greek loans' which 
may diverge considerably from the Greek model (section 1.4.2).’ 

1.4.1 A typology of Greek borrowings 

I 5® transfer of Greek lexical material into the Coptic vocabulary was 

I cSS?Hell^T W°^!(n0Uns’ verbs> adjectives), which have a 
I Mg l° Hell“ and Christian culture (e.g. ^ ‘soul’ (< 

W AeTHC^ church’ (< exxkriata /ekklersia/), sxnnze To 
baptize (< PcumCEoeoti /baptizest"ay), mxkx|uoc ‘blessed1 « 

fcj '“T? /makarios/))> also involved a variety of Greek Action 

k Isuch V*'6' ®ranunatlcal words with no descriptive-lexical content) 
tZit A d 06 C°njutoions (e.g. juicre ‘such that’ (< Sots 

PlSSt?”36 markers Ae (< /de/)), manner and time 

^KU,C (< ’CaX“S /kafc»s/> ‘badly’, Tore (< TOTE 
fe L ^n? at ^at hme’)), and even some prepositions (e g kata. 

M LaCCOldmg *?’ << xa™ /kata/)). Despite the massive influx of Greek 
Pragmatically organized words like determinerspron^nT 

P'frSti f136 markere are dl drawn &om to toive Stock. To fit 
mT° ,C°P Phfse structure, Greek loan words underwent minor 
|p frorphoiogical changes in the course of borrowing. 

1.4.1.1 Copto-Greek nouns 

gipreek noims are commonly borrowed as a whole without anv 

change and. if any, phonological adjustments only The 
,?fienderand noun-dass marking suffix of the nominative singul ar form 

^ r 1T°iS PKSCrvcd’ e-§- M-moc <miC 

t=4ic. 35-a-2-11 « il ' erKU,M,ON eulogy’ (Mena, 
^ yxcopiov /eqkomionyQ, noxic ‘city’ (Hal. 3*20) (< 

jjrotaq/polls/), AecnoTHc ‘lord, despot’ (Hi\ 3-20^ (< ' 

or** Duv° *> 
^t fuD?ra y borrowed hi their nominative singular form which 

represents the least marked form of the nominal paradigm 

lt^M^Greek n°UnS ad°Pted 3 m°rC Spedalized raeaning* the 
fa f bon-owln8» e.g. ronoc ‘shrine’ (Hil. 5:5) (< totto^/topos/ 
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‘place5), cyw.v^ic ‘the Holy Mass’ (Hil. 1:17) (< auvcc^ig /sinaksis/ 

‘gathering’), npbc<popx ‘Eucharist’ (Eud. 72:23) (< Trpoacpogd 

/prosphora/ ‘bounty, gift’), noxyriA ‘monastic practice, ascetic labour’ 

(Zen. 199:8) (< tto/Utsicc /politeia/ ‘citizenship, government’). 

1.4,1.2 Copto-Greek adjectives 

Coptic has no special word class of adjectives. Greek adjectives are 

therefore treated as fully fledged nouns, e.g. ttma.ka.pioc atta 

NA^pooy ‘tlie (it-) blessed (ma.ka.pioc < paxagtoq /makarios/) Apa 

Nahrow’ (KHML I 4:7), NeiAtpyxoN xe noytc ‘these lifeless (nci 

AipyxoN < ai|)uxoq /apsikhos/) (things) called (xe) god (noytc) 

(KHML I 1:2), tttaaaia mm tkhnh ‘the Old (t-ttaaaia < 

TTct/Uxioq /palaios/) and (hn) the New (Testament) (t-khnh < 

xaivoq/kainos/)’(Hil. 1:13), ngAiroc <5e atta mhna. oyeyreNnc ttc 

cboa £M ttka.2. nkhmc ‘the holy (n-^noc) Apa Mena (was) well 

born (oy-eyrcNHc < euyevriq /eugeneis/) of Egyptian descent (lit. 

‘from (cboa ^m) the land (tt-kajj) of Egypt (n-khmc))’ (Mena, Enc 

39a:29-b:2). ’ 

Greek adjectives generally appear with the singular masculine ending 

-oq/-os/ (-oc), e.g. oypuiMe nco<J»oc ‘a wise (n-co<J>oc < docpoq 

/sophos/) man (oy-puiMe)’ (Teach. Ant. 4), zwc puiMe nbiojtikoc 

Tike (£<i>c) a mail (pome) of this world (n-buutikoc < 

picorixoq /bioitikos/)’ (Hil. 13:5); exceptions: (singular feminine -a 

/-a/ -a.) TMA.KA.pia. £aaaPia ‘the blessed (t~ma.ka.pia < paxaQtoq 

/makarios/) Hilaria (gAAApix)’ (Hil. 1:1), (singular neuter -ov/~on/ 

-on) TcienioyMiA mttmikon (for ttncymatikon) ‘this spiritual 

(n-ttncymatikon < 7rveuficiTix6(; /pneumatikos/) desin 

(Tci-enieyMiA < ejuGupia /eprf'umia/)’ (Hil. 1:20), (genitive plural 

-cov /-o:n/ ~cdn) mtthoithc (read ttoimthc) napxaiujn ‘the ancient 

(n-apxaiu?n < dgxcuoc; /arkhaios/) poets (m-ttoihthc < 

7T0i*r|Triq /poieiteis/)’ (Hil. 1:18). 

The Greek superlative can sometimes be found in epithets preceding 

or following a proper name, e.g. ttcicaaxictoc Nppo zhnojn ‘thisf 

most humble (nei-eAAxicToc < eA-dxi-OTOi; /elakhistos/) king (n-PPo) 

Zeno (zhncdn)’ (Hil. 7:21), neqMepiT nuut noco<J)iacctatoc atta 

TiMoeeoc nxpxienicKonoc ‘his beloved (neq-MepiT) father] 
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I (T,Moeeoc), most beloved Ap“ Timofheus 
| e^Osraxos /t^phfletatosO* (Sh. ID < 

It- ^4.1.3 Copto-Greek verbs 

| i form, withe5leVSeeke^SIfvaTendingsith 3 “0lpholoSica% lighter 
p stopped off, e.g. eTel (&f J"gS ;elfv 'fif '^Oar /esthai/ 

I; “toetv /aitein/), irriNTi <to L k (or (Test- & 237:13) (< 

J- drtavTav /apantan/) xxw ■, unter (Test. Is. 237:8 (< 

ff /k"arizesthai^. Duetto SlSf1 (< 

tel Verbs have 1116 appearance of the Greet ■°°IP °l08y’ CoPto-Oreek 

M WlUCh is why hey have been classified .lmpera!lve Present active, 

f 1 F-m a syntactic pot of tw “ “«* Coptic 
I i smce imperatival clause verbs const™,? t Ma!ysis ,s not ‘enable, 

g (second person subject pronoun. It seems tereT °r 6Xpiicit 
i Greek verbs are borrowed into ®ore ^ that 

% f eifs- Occasionally, the full form of the r ^ l. 6316 ' ^'e' uninflected) 
5 /est a|/ is preserved in the ctf f lllfinitivaI sufHx -eaOcu 
If*H-ceru ‘to crept°f ‘he borrowed verb, e.g. 

?;ikr,yeTo0ai /ekseigeistV). . CQnnoplir. 205:9) (< 
HHl 

W^f^Pto-Gveekfunction words 

US£d “ C°Ptic 
if both lexical and grammatktTbt Ulerefbre instanc^ 

yamplesofeach category are given iWmg- S°me tentative 

1) Sketas*''t < Ssjt„tatii“S b^een.entiti£S’ e'g- 2“>c 

If (< x«Td /kata/) *XTX :aCCOrding to’ 

J special forms katapo= and hapapo^ 71060 /para/) have 
Mi are formed on the analog C- P before pronouns, which M £,;■] To, towards’ ^0gy °fnatlve Positions like ^ ePo= 



. Adverbs of time and manner, e.g. aahoujc (< 

/alertW) ‘actually, really’, cti (var. mtgi (V. Pach. 87:16)) 

(< exr/eti/) ‘yet, still’, kakuic (< xctxoK /kakois/) ‘badly’, 

totg (< tote /tote/) ‘then, at that time . 

• Subordinating conjunctions or complementizers, which 

introduce a syntactically dependent clause, e.g. £tucTe such 

that’ (< gdcjte /hoiste/), mhttcuc ‘that not’ (c-jirprax; /meipois/). 

• Coordinating conjunctions, which connect two noun phrases 

or clauses, e.g. h ‘or’ (< r\ /eif), oyAe ‘and not’ (< 

ou5e /u:de/). 

- Rhetorical conjunctions that express discourse relations like 

contrast aaaa ‘but’ (< dUd /alia/), an explanation of the 

preceding discourse nvp ‘because, for’ (< yaQ /gar/)> or a 

change of topic or beginning of a new narrative unit Ae (< 

5e /de/). 

1.4.2 The spelling of Greek loan words 
Greek loan words are generally spelled correctly. Deviations from the 

Greek model are for the most part phonetic spellings, reflecting both 

ongoing sound changes in Egyptian Koine and the absence of certain 

phonological oppositions in Coptic. 

a) Variation between y ~ x and t ~ 8 

Since Sahidic Coptic lacks a phonemic contrast between voiced and 

voiceless dental and velar stops, y frequently alternates with x and 51- 

with t in the Coptic rendering of Greek words: 

• (y ~x) KApnoc (Onnophr. 219:22) — r^pnoc (V. Pach. 87:1) | 

‘fruit* (< xaQTroq /karpos/), eprathc (V. Pach. 210b:3) ~~ 

^PKathc (BHom. 263:7) ‘worker’ (< eQycrny; /ergateis/),. 

xrxuxKTGi (V. Pach. 67:20-21) ~ xkxuxktgi (V. Pach. 92:9-10^ 

‘to become angry* (< ayavaxTeiv /aganaktejn/) j| 

- (5 ~ t) nAp^Aeicoc (Abbaton 237:13) ~ n^pAtctuc (V. Pach| 

86:23) ‘garden (of Eden), Paradise’ (< naqateiaoc, /paradeisos/),j 

TiMtupei (V. Pach. 159b:29) ~ AiMtupei (Test. Is. 234:20) ‘toj 

■ 
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punish (< TigojQeiv /timoirein/), aicAjoig (V. Pach. 192*25) ~ 

TicTA^e (V. Pach. 94:22) - AicTA^e (V. Pach. 288*17-18) ‘to 
hesitate’ (< Siaxa^eiv /distazejn/). } t0 

b) Variation between o ~ co and e ~T] 

The general graphical interchange between o ~ to and 8 ~ -n reflects not 

only the absence of phonologically distinctive vowel length in Coptic 

Ssr* of havinB the voweis ° %% 

• Co -00) nohoc (V. Pach. 36:2) - *„oc (V. Pach. 94:15)‘law’ 

(V‘ PaCh' 91:2?) ~ ' (V- 
> 10 do serv,ce> minister’ (Smxovsiv /diakonein/) 

McvNovN (V. Pach. 89:27) - „oNON (V. Pach. 106b: 11) ‘only’ (< 

nANT°C (V' Pa0h' 206b;37) ~ ™™c (V. Pach. 
;:..v ’ certainly, probably’ (< TtdvTwe; /pantois/) 

P * ie 7,,) ^ef’HeNGYe (v. Pach. 251b:9-10) ~ eefHHNeve (V 
Pach. 292:27) ‘to translate’^ segriveueiv /hermemeuejn/) 

V.Pach.218bM2-13)- iYn„,HTMc (V. Pach. Ma:8- 

Z 4™\ t(< /lltiPE!retE:s/), £eeoc (AP Chaine, no 

& *92’ f, 2) hablt’ (< /«aV). ae^eN (V. Pach. 
253a.3-4) - jexxHN (V. Pach. 340:5) ‘pagan’ (< sUVv /helie:n/) II 

0 Variation between t], e, i and o 

ImoleSv1,°f,,> Wi* ^ 1 “d e “ &e ^Uing of Greek loan words 
‘^elty t0 s‘em f*om ^e absence of a high, front vowel W in 

'Iviodemr°PkC rvhfr f lfn fr°m the finaI merger of M and 1M in 
Rodent Greek, which took place as late as the 9th and 10lh century AD. 

Examples: a,^YK,. (Test.Is. 237:23-24). ‘testament’ (< SujMjcn 
|diat eiketO (var. AixeHKH (Testis. 237:14)), eecix (V Pach 91-71 

^orifice’ (< Goara /t*iisia/) (var. eycx (V. Pach. 88:12)), kxhp.L ap 

S£!!e.™'„72’.49:34) ~ ^YPIkoc (AP Chaine no. 192, 49:29) ‘cleric’ (< 

'S teS (V- Pach- 212*D ~ noxeMe, CV. Pach 
A °) t0 be at war mih> quarrel’ (< notegeiv /polemein/). 
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<8) M 
g and the superlinear stroke 

Tlie sporadic variation between the grapheme e and the superlinear 
stroke in Greek borrowings reflects the alternation of the default vowel 

Id with schwa/o/ in closed unstressed syllables. 

Examples: tckkahcia. (Hil. 1:22)~tkkahcja. (Onnophr. 223:9-10) the(T- 

defmite article sing.fem.) church’ (< exxXt|ala /ekkle:sia/), gBAonxc 

(Onnophr. 221:7) ~ ©eBAoiMxc (t- + geBAoiHXc) (V. Pach. 239:5) ‘week’ 
(< eP5ojidg /hebdomas/), gxxnN (BHom. 263:7) ~ gexxHN (V. Pach. 340:5) 

‘pagan’ (< eXX-qv /hellein/). 

e) Variation between at ~ e and i, tj~ ei 

The alternation of e and ai as well as i, r\ and si in many borrowed 
words reflects the final merger of the Classical Greek Id and /ai/ to Id 

and IrJ, leil and /eif to /i/ in the Egyptian variety of Koine Greek 
through a combination of systematic monophthongisation (i.e. the 
reduction of a diphthong to a simple vowel) and, the loss of distinctive 

vowel length: 

• (i,T]~si) xrexei (Onnophr. 206:14) ~ xrexH (Op. Pach. et disc. 

25:16) ‘herd, multitude’ (< ayeXq/agele;/), eneieyMix (V. Pach. 

292:8) ~ emeymx (V. Pach. 106a:21) (< eTuOupta /epi^umia/) 

- (cti ~ e) AenoN (AP, Chaine no. 132, 30:4) ‘demon’ (< Sctipav 

/dajmoin/) (var. Aximojn (AP Chaine no. 182, 45:9)), eo>N ‘era’ (V. 

Pach. 86:7) (< atav/aioin/) (var. xkdn (Eud. 38:23)), xrrei (V. 

Pach. 87:16) (< en /eti/) ‘yet, still’ (var. cti (V. Pach. 1:22)), 

exei (Test. Is. 237:13) ‘to request, ask for’ (< aixeiv /ajtejn/) (var. 

xrrei (V. Pach. 3:13)), xKxipeoc ‘pure, unmixed’ (Test. Is. 228:14) 

(< axsQatog /akerajos/). 

f) Variation between s, i and t\ 
The variation between e, i and Tj in Copto-Greek words provides good | 
evidence for the full merging of the front vowels Id, /if and Id to /i/in| 
early Byzantine Greek (so-called ‘iotacism’). | 

Examples: xitoc ‘eagle’ (Onnophr. 21T.26-27) ~ xctoc (AP Chaine no.~| 

192, 49:28) (< aexog /aetos/), ackithc (V. Pach. 86:24) ~ xckhthc (V. | 
Pach. 73a:23) ‘ascetic’ (< aaxT]Tf|g /aske:te:s/), niipxze (Op. Pach. et| 

■ 
ft! 

m mm 
^ ffift 
g 

1:15) ~ nip^e (op. Pach. et disc. 23:1) - neipxze (Op. Pach. ct 
discipl. 49:1) ‘to try, tempt’ (< TceiQa^eiv /peirazein/), xNAixire (Mena, 
Martyrd. 2b:31) ‘to speak against, contradict’(< dvriXeysiv /antilegejn/). 

g) Greek aspiration 

Greek orthography employed a special diacritic (‘), the so-called 
spiritus asper (lit. “rough breathing”), to indicate the presence of a 

word-initial voiceless laryngeal fricative Id, e.g. oQog/horos/ 
‘boundary, landmark’. Despite the loss of the Id in Greek by the 4,h 
century AD, the spiritus asper is retained in the orthography of Copto- 
Greek words, where it is generally rendered by the Coptic letter hori g: 

2,Anoc ‘holy’ (< ayioq /hagios/) (in epithets, e.g. ngxnoc xux mhnx 

^the holy Apa Mena’ Mena, Mir. 7a:6-7), grnxoc (Test. Is. 233:28) 

wholly, altogether’ (< oXcog /holois/), (word-internal Id in 
compounds): npo^upecc (V. Pach. 85a:25-26) ‘choice, preference’ 
(< TTQoaiQeatq /prohairesis/). 

The Greek grilled, alveolar liquid hi was aspirated at the beginning 
of a word /rV and, like all aspirated consonants in Greek, voiceless. 
The so-called spiritus asper (‘rough breathing’) is rendered by the 
digraph gp in the Coptic spelling of Greek and Latin borrowings, e.g. 
£PHTOJP (KHML n 31:14) ‘speaker, advocate’ (< qi^tcoq lvhetoirl) 

ne-£Pemp,oc (KHML II 29:17) ‘the (ne-) riparius fepenxp.oc) 
^ police official in Egypt)’ (< Qindpiog /i^iparios/ (lat. riparius), 
: Ne-£po)MA.ioc ‘tlie (ng-) Romans feponixioc)’ (Eud. 42:23-24) (< 

|Qapaiog /rSunaios/). Occasionally, the letter hori (g) is used to render 
ytlie Greek spiritus lenis (lit. “smooth breathing”), e.g. conoc (V. Pach. 

~ eeoNOC (V* Pach- 43a: 16) ‘people, (pagan) nation’ (< eGvog 
|/et nos/), £iku>n (Abbaton 232:10) ‘image’ (< eixc6v /eikom/) 
gexnize (Eud. 42:21) ‘to hope’ (< eXiu^eiv /elpizein/), gynopl (Test! 

-;Is.232:l) fruit’ (< oncoQa /opo:ra/), giAmrrHc (V. Pach. 59b:12) 
layman, unsophisticated person’ (< idicoTqg /idioiters/). 

m I 



Key Terms: 

Copto-Greek the notation system in which Coptic §1.1.1 

Alphabet sounds are rendered. 

Nomina sacra are Biblical names or concepts that §1.1.3 
“holy names” appear in abbreviated form, e.g. Tc 

‘Jesus’. 

Glide-vowel The vocalic or consonantal §1.3.1.2 
alternation interpretation of the digraphs ei and 

oy. 

Syllable structure The most sonorant part of the syllable § 1.3.1.1 
is constituted' by the nucleus, which is 
preceded by an optional consonantal 
onset and followed by an optional 

consonantal coda. 

Schwa a reduced vowel /o/, e.g. £.n /lion/ ‘ in ’ § 1.3.1.3 

(Mena, Martyrd. lb: 14). 

Syllabic consonant a consonant functioning as the syllabic §1.3.1.3 
nucleus, e.g. cjnt /fijt/ ‘worm’. 

Superlinear stroke is the most common diacritic in §1.3.1.3 
(e.g. n) Sahidic orthography, which indicates a 

reduced vowel (schwa) or a syllabic 
consonant. In addition, the superlinear 
stroke has a purely orthographical 
interpretation and marks nomina 

sacra. 

Vowel Two vowel graphemes mark an §1.3.1.4 
gemination intermediate glottal stop between two 

identical vowels V’V, e.g. MHHgje 
/me’e.se/ ‘crowd’. 

Word stress is a prosodic means of contrasting §1.3.2 
more prominent or heavy syllables 
with less prominent or light ones 

within a word. 

Labial assimilation 

Lexical borrowing 

Spelling of Greek 
loan words 

a phonological process, which causes §1331 

the coronal nasal N/n/t0 become the 
ilabial nasal M /m/ in the context of 

n/p/orM/m/. 

the adoption of foreign lexical §14 1 

material into the native vocabulaiy 
with minor adjustments. 

The differences between the borrowed 81 4 2 

item and the original Classical Greek 
source are mainly due to ongoing 
sound changes in Egyptian Koine. 

How to use Coptic dictionaries 

wePMetidnto!eLSical8mWeds “ 3 d®erent manner ones 
consonant structure A word lit ^ °rdfed Wlth resPect to their 

sequence of consonants in common am * * te®s wluch have this 

Thus, when you want to look^sn ^ ™h reSpect to V0WeIs- 
of consonants. You will fmd the entouT01 ’ ^ldentlfy its sequence 
Coptic Dictionaty ^ VUat on paSe « 8a of Crum, A 

xercises 

f Comprehension and transfer 
r-' 

f °f— *. you understand 
M, 

| The Coptic and the Greek alphabets are identical. 

1 ^Pt^etters ^ more than one sound or phoneme. 

* 8 “ (e> and °Y cannot aPPeaf between two vowel. 



ord has to begin with a consonant, 

fiffiowing from Greek is restricted to content words (verbs, 

nouns, adjectives). 

1.2 The Coptic writing system 

A.. Read the Coptic translation of the Lord’s Prayer. Particular 
attention should be paid to the pronunciation of the superlmear 

stroke. 

VeNeituT gt^n Mnnye MxpG ncKpxN oyon 

10TGRMNTppo M^pecei ttgkoyu>9 MxpGqujumG fiee 

GTqgN xne Nqqfume on 2.1 jcm nKA-2, 

11 neNoeiK CTNHy Nf+ HMoq nan mttooy 

52 nPkO) NA.N GBOX NNGTGpON N06 ^tUtUN ON GTNKU) 

6BOX NNCTG OyNTXN CpOOy 

13 nFtRxitn egoyN eneipxcMoc axxx nFna2.mn gbox jynporq 

FinnoNHpoc xe tow tg t<5om mn nGooy uja NtcNcg. * 2.xmhn 

The Lord’s Prayer (Matthew 6:9-13) 

B. Transliterate the following Coptic words. Use the transcription 

symbols given in table 1.1 of the main text. 

i 
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1 Transliterate those Coptic words below where the superlinear 
stroke has a phonological interpretation (schwa, syllabic 
consonant). 

Clmst ttnikon spiritual concn 

T*5T fish BppG new frRx 

CMMG to accuse S.O £M£M to shout Jtc 

to request 

spirit 

Lord 

G1U)T father NOyTG god t to give 

<ynpG son CON brother GlpG to make 

qjGGpc daughter qrooy four 60) to remain 

XOG1C lord £Boyp left zG to fall 

I D‘ Wr*te down ^ unabbreviated form of the Coptic nomen sacrum 

If !n those cases where superlinear stroke has an orthograpliical 
§§ interpretation. y 

pf&s. 

1.3 Segmental phonology 

ft A* Each.of ^ following rows contains a set of phonemes that 
gj; constitute a natural class of phonological elements, for instance, 
Igl consonants, except for one element. Eliminate this element in 
ggl each row ^ saY w^at kind of natural class we are dealing with 

mm * e ° " 

ft @) B T A TT 

p T(3) xy ey ogi uj 

The following list contains words whose spelling diverges in one 
or two respects from the standard spelling given in Coptic 
dictionaries. Fill in the standard spelling given in Crum, A Coptic 
Dictionary. 

^DIVERGENT SPELLING 

Bnt (Test. Is. 235:1) 

jgyeN (Hil. 5:18) 

PHgl_(praec. Pach. 123) 

GLOSS 

worm 

(there) is 

house 

STANDARD SPELLING 



PNEDll 

1.4 Suprasegmental phonology 

A. Indicate the syllable structure of the following Coptic words 

through segmentation, e.g. pon-ie ‘man’ -» pu> + Me: 

COPTIC ITEM GLOSS SYLLABLE STRUCTURE 

eipe to do 

Bppe new 

XNCHBe school 

XMXgTe to rule 

emtiN miserable 

B. The digraphs oy and ei may have a vocalic /i u/ or a consonantal 
/j w/ interpretation. Fill in the vocalic or consonantal form of the 
glide in the phonological transcription of the Coptic examples. 

COPTIC ITEM GLOSS TRANSCRIPTION 

NoyTe 

oyoiM 

Mooy 

eicur 

god 
to eat 
water 
father 

/n_te/ 
/_om/ 
/mo_/ 
/ oil 

C. Underline the stressed (heavy) syllable in 

words 

the following Coptic 

COPTIC ITEM GLOSS COPTIC ITEM GLOSS 

TXMO 

ptptDN 

to inform 

coat 

Qiopqip 

xpme 

to destroy 

to reproach 

D. Determine the correctly spelled Coptic item. 

Q BxxxMne □ BXXMne goat 

□ BHppe □ Bppe young 

□ M6N □ MN with 

SOUNDS AND SPELLING 

E. Explain why the alternative spelling cannot be accurate! 

F. The following list of examples contains words that consist of two 
or more lexical and grammatical elements. Write down the 
assimilated form after the arrow. 

N + MX 

N + MXKXpiOC 

+ n + MX 

‘the (plural) + place’ 

‘blessed’ 

in +\the (sing, masc.) + place 

—>  MX 

_MXKXpiOC 

Z_n-Mx 

_nepcoc 
n + n + nepcoc ‘of + the (plural) + Persians’ 

1-5 The Spelling of Greek loan words 

A. Identify the following Greek or Latin names in Coptic spelling. 

A-NApexc 

BlKTUip 
fMoeeoc 

KUICTXNTINOC 

MIXXHA. 

oyxxeNAiXNoc 

B' followin8 &eek w°rfs in Coptic spelling in a Greek 

- CU>MX (praec. Pach. 92) 

geYAoNH (AP, Chaine no. 210 
jp 57:28) 

260NOC (V. Pach. 43a: 16) 

|jeNirMX (V. Pach. 148:26-27) 

XnXNTX 

goMoxorei 

eneiBoyxH 

geiKUIN 

(Test. Is. 237:8) 

(Onnophr. 221:3) 

(Onnophr. 217:17) 

(V. Pach. 162:14) 



Nouns and pronouns 

a 
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, # 

Jf and the following three units provide an overview of Coptic noun 
morphology and noun phrase syntax. The focus of this unit hi on the 

J“ ? 3 “ concerned with the internal structure of 
Sfex noun phrases and various types of adverbial modifiers Unit'4 

tur and0^3!^^01’31 Categ°rieS’. SUch.as demonstrative 
iexives Unit es’. questl°n words> indefinite pronouns, and 
lexives. Unit 5 reviews the most common nominal sentence 
ttems, in which a noun phrase functions as the main predicate of the 

^ t™),1ypes of no™nal expressions under consideration here 
,uns and pronouns, differ from each other with respect to 
lipmatica! behaviour and semantic content. Nouns belong to m open 

| 0f 1“cical ltems designating individuals, entities objects Ld £s£zst»"«■?<•«» i—. beio„i? iarts 
e^nts that refer to participants or non-participants in a given speech 

ISIS'S 7 "f' “c ; j is referred to by a first person pronoun (“I”), tire hearer bv a 
;nd person singular pronoun (“you”) and other participants refemed 
||tfurd person singular and plural pronouns (“he, she, it they”) 
^person pronouns typically function as anaphora re elements 
provide subsequent reference to discourse entities that haw 

'Inin " fmtroduced- Section 2.1 of this Unit deals with tire 
. . By of common nouns like pume ‘man’ or cpimc ‘woman’ 
eir 8raniniatical exponents, number and CTPrtrlf'r *Tkin *_ 
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article (rr-pu>Me ‘the man’, oy-ptuMe ‘a man’, 
o o a in ^with fWtr. icussed. Section 2.3 is concerned with Coptic 

4 reviews the elaborate pronominal system in 
rhich each person, number and gender distinctions correlates with a 

distinct personal pronoun. 

2.1 Noun morphology 

Most Coptic nouns simply lack morphologically marked number and 
gender distinctions. Yet, it is generally possible to derive the number 
and gender specification of Coptic nouns from the prenominal article 
or a preceding or following pronoun. There are only a handful of nouns 
where grammatical number and gender is marked morphologically by 
alternations in the form of the nominal stem. 

2.1.1 Gender . 
Coptic nouns are specified for either masculine or .feminine 
gender; there is no separate category for neuter gender. In the vast 
majority of cases, masculine and feminine nouns are not distinguished 
on a morphological basis. It is, however, always possible to infer the 
gender specification of a given noun from the form of the prefixed 
definite article, which encodes gender and number distinctions. Thus, 
the definite article forms ne- and tt- are selected in the context of 
singular masculine nouns, e.g. n-po>Me ‘the (sing, masc.) man’ (Mena, 
Mir. I0b:10), while the forms tc- and t- are found with feminine 
nouns, e.g. Te-c£iMe ‘the (sing, fem.) woman’ (Mena, Mir. 27a:21). 
Grammatical gender can also be detected from a preceding or 
following pronoun. Take, for instance, an example like pome 
e-q-<po>Ne ‘a sick man (lit. a man (pu>Me) while (e-) he (-q-) is sick 
(qKDNe)’ (praec. Pach. 93), where the masculine gender of the “bare” 
noun pome ‘man’ is morphologically expressed on bound third person 
masculine singular pronoun-q-‘he’. 

In a closed class of lexical items, feminine nouns are derived from 
their masculine counterparts through changes in the vowel pattern (so- 
called Ablaut, see section 1.2.2.3 of Unit 1), sometimes accompanied 
by a change in syllable structure: con ‘brother’ vs. cujnc ‘sister’. 

qmpe ‘son’ vs. ujeepe ‘daughter’, gxxoj ‘old man’ vs. gxxci) ‘old 
woman’, ppo ‘king’ vs. ppo> ‘queen’. Sometimes these nouns display 
a redundant marking of the gender specification, e.g. NCMNrq <pnpe 
Ngpoyr nca. qjeepe cgntg nc^imc mmatc ‘he had no (Ne-MNT-q) 

male (n-^ooyt) son (qiHpe) except (ncx) two (n-^ooyt) female 

(N-cgiMe) daughters (<yeepe) only (mmatc)’ (Hil. 2:5). 

2.1.2 Number 

Coptic has two categories for number, singular and plural. Plural 
nouns refer to countable entities, which are more than one in number. 
As with grammatical gender, the number specification of a given noun 
can be deduced from the form of the definite or indefinite article, as in 
n-pu>Me ‘the (singular masculine) man’ (Mena, Mir. 10b: 10) vs. ue- 
puiMe ‘the (plural) people’ (Mena, Mir. 5b:21), oy-cgiMe ‘a (indefinite 
singular) woman’ (Mena, Mir. 22a: 17-18) vs. geN-gioMe ‘women 
(indefinite plural)’ (Mena, Mir. 26b:3). The morphological distinction 
between singular and plural nouns is a remnant of Pre-Coptic plural 
marking and applies only to a limited number of nouns. The singular 
noun is, as a rule, morphologically unmarked, while the corresponding 
plural is formed by three different pluralization patterns: 

(i) Addition of the plural marker -ooye /-owe/ to the right of the 
nominal stem, e.g. cbo> (singular) ‘teaching’ vs. cBooye 

(plural) ‘teachings’, ne (singular) ‘heaven’ vs. NHye (plural) 
‘heaven’. 

(ii) Internal or “broken” plurals, where plurality is expressed by 
changes in the vowel pattern and syllable structure of the 
nominal stem, e.g. gBoc (singular) ‘garment’ vs. £Bukuc 
(plural) ‘garments’. 

(iii) Mixed plurals, which are derived by a combination of the 
plural marker -ooye and internal, i.e. “broken” pluralization, 
e.g. con (singular) ‘brother, monk’ vs. cnhy (plural) 
‘brothers’, gum (singular) ‘thing’ vs. £BHye (plural) ‘things’, 
jcoi (singular) ‘ship’ vs. exriy (plural) ‘ships’ (with loss of the- 
word-final -e). 

Some additional examples for each pluralization pattern are given in 
table 2.1: 



TBNH 

cnip 
TBNOoye 

cnipooyc 

CNAY2. 
giotg 

cattle 

BROKEN PLURALS CN*£ 
euin* 

TABLE 2.1 Irregular plurals 

Whenever such irregular plural nouns appear with a determiner, 
grammatical number is encoded twice: once on the defmite or 
indefinite article and once on the nominal stem itself, e.g. n-gxhy ‘the 
ships’ (praec. Pach. 118), n-a.mhy ‘the shepherds’ (praec. Pach. 108), 
Neppoioy NMnepcoc ‘the kings (Ne-pptuoy) of the Persians 
(N-M-nepcoc)’(Eud. 42:18). 

It is possible for some frequently occuring Greek nouns like <pyxH 

‘soul’ and gttictoah ‘letter’ to combine with the remnant Egyptian 
plural suffix -ooye, e.g. mma. Ncpuine NNecpyxooye mpoy ‘the 
dwelling (n-cjjoittg) places (m-ma.) of all (mp-oy) souls (n-nc- 

(pyxooye)’ (Ac. A&P 198:73), N-en[ic]Toxooye ‘tlie letters’ 
(Camb.7:10-11). 

2.2 The determiner system 

fetter 
father 
oath 
horse 
bird 

xNAyuj 

gTomip 

£AAXTG 

?iomg 

a.naxj> 

2.TO 

£AAHT 

CPI MG woman 

lord MIXED PLURALS XOGIC xicooye 

xixeey(e) 

A.MPHY 

XAX6 enemy 
baker xnpe 

The Coptic determiner system makes a three-way distinction between a 
CdeffinteTTm mdefihile and a zero~artTcleyi Each determiner says 
something about the informational status of the noun phrase it 
modifies: whether it refers to an already known or familiar discourse 
entity or rather someone or something mentioned for the first time. 

oth the definite and the indefinite article are bound morphemes that 
form a prosodic unit with the following noun. For this reason- they are 
not susceptible to stress assignment. The complete paradigm of the 
Sahidic prenominal articles is shown in table 2.2. 

SINGULAR 

FEMININE 

PLURAL 

INDEFINITE 
ARTICLE 

SINGULAR oy-/W-/,/u-/ 

MASCULINE 6 _y-V _u/ 

oy- /w-/, /u-/ 

-Y-/-U/ 

2.GN- /hen-/ 
2.n- /hon-/ 

DEFINITE 
ARTICLE 

ne- /pe-/ 

n-/po-/,/p-/ 

TG- /te-/ 
T- /to-/, /t-/ 

Ne- /ne-/ 
N- /no-/, /on-/, 

"BARE” 
NOUNS 

0 

TABLE 2.2 Prenominal articles 

The definite article has three forms, encoding the features [gender] 
and [number]. The indefinite article, on the other hand, has only two 
forms, one for the singular and one for the plural. The singular form 
oy- is derived from the numeral ‘one’ oyx (masc.), oyci (fern.), while 
the corresponding plural £gn- represents a phonologically reduced 
form of the quantifier £oing ‘some’. Next to the definite and indefinite 
article, there are so-called “bare” nouns that lack a determiner 
altogether. Yet, they receive a specific semantic interpretation. For this 
reason, one might think of “bare” nouns as being determined by a zero 
article (indicated as 0), i.e. an article that has no phonological 
realization. 

2.1.1 AHomorphic variation 

As we can see from table 2.2 above, the definite and the indefinite 
article come in two varieties: full forms and phonologically reduced 
ones, where the characteristic vowel is reduced or entirely lost. These 
alternative forms of one and the same morpheme are called 
alio morphs. The factors underlying the selection of the various 
allomorphs of the definite and indefinite article will be presented in 
this section. 



TffTnt- 

r<pi£32i£ tSOj&HsB dj^C 
(<ahf) ®? ^sm&Mmni 
dtesapb cife}d& @b i 

BISBife. 1 ‘j," ,,,:V^' :".r:rJ‘i':r... ’ :.. . 

ucea forms of the definite article 

s ne~ (Pe~)» TG~ Ctc ), N6- (he-), already weak and 
furtlier reduced to tt-, t-, n-, where the latter forms ] 
degrees of reduction, namely syllabic po-, to-, no-1 
onantal p-, t-, n-. The selection of the appropriate 

on the word-initial segment of the determined 

fy/it. *6' '* *'&* h :v ✓ ■> ' ' 'O' 

The mono-consonantal allomorphs n- (p-), t~ (t-), n- (n-) 
appear, as a rule, pre-vocalically: (sing, masc.) n-m ‘the 
house’ (praec. et inst. Pach. 33:30), ttgbot p-xecnp ‘tlie month 
(tt-gbot) Hathor’ (Mena, Martyrd. la:8-9), n-Arrcxoc ‘the 
angel’ (Test. Is. 230:1), n-A.pi©Moc ‘the division’ (Mena, 
Martyrd. lb:20); (sing, fem.) t-gkkahcia ‘the church’ (Hil. 
2:22), tp»NH mfiajcogic ‘the peace (t-iphnh) of my Lord 
(M-n^-xoeic)’ (Test. Is. 230:10), N-^rrexoc (Test. Is. 
233:18), (plural) R-AMpHy ‘the bakers’ (praec. Pach. 117), 
N-exHy ‘the ships’ (praec. Pach. 118). ^ 

The^yjlableTormS-fi-/n- (po-), t/t- (to-), n/n- (no-, on-) (with 
a reduced vocalic nucleus /©/) generally appear pre- 
consonantally: (sing, masc.) n-NoyTG ‘god’ (V. Pach. 2:2) 
(var. n-NoyTe (Test. Is. 228:11), n-xoeic ‘the Lord’ (V. 
Pach. 2:4), rr-pH ‘the sun’ (praec. Pach. 103), tt-I-mc ‘the 
village’ (V. Pach. 1:24); (sing, fem.) t-mntgpo ‘the kingdom’ 
(Hil. 2:3), tmaay Ae MrrNGeq ‘the mother (t-maay) of the 
sailor (M-rr-Neeq)’ (Ac. A&P 194:4), TrrxqjG NTGyqm ‘half 
(t-tta<pg) tlie night (N-TG-yqjH)’ (Test. Is. 231:30); (plural) 
Rtfix MnNoyTe ‘the hands (n-<5jx) of God (R-fr-NoyTe)’ 

(Test. Is. 231:1), n-Aikaioc ‘the righteous ones’ (Test. Is. 
234:26), N-peq-ep-Nose ‘the sinners’ (Test. Is. 234:27), 
(assimilated forniM-) R-nHye ‘heaven’ (Test. Is. 233:18). 

It should be kept in mind that the bi-phonemic graphemes <p 

and © may represent a sequence of two consonants, 
comprising the reduced singular masculine and feminine 
forms tt- (po-) and t- (to-) of the definite article and a 
following noun with a word-initial hori (sing, masc.) Jude 
‘the affair’ (n + £o>b ‘thing, matter’)’ (V. Pach. 1:7) (var. 

firewooi 
7), Nee Is* 2: . , 

. 
The full forms of the defimte article ne- (pe-), tg- (te-), Ne- 
(ne-) must be selected in the context of complex onsets, when 
the determinedjioun begins with a bluster of twoor jrmre. 

the manner 

consonants: (sing, masc.) ne-Kpo' ‘die shore’ (Ac. A&P 
194:5), ncKAQM ntmntmaptypoc ‘the crown (ne-KxoM) of 
the martyrdom (n-t-mnt-maptypoc)’ (KHML II 30:22); 
(sing, fem.) tgcbo> mttgittaanoc ‘the teaching (tg-cbo>) of 
this imposter (M-nei-nxANoc)’ (Ac. A&P 196:36); (plural) 
Ne-cNHy ‘the brothers (i.e. the monks)’ (V. Pach. 95:18), 
ne-cKeyH ‘the tools’ (V. Pach. 6:9). 

ALLOMORPH EXAMPLE 

(v) The bi-phonemic letters <j>, ©, x and ip coimt as consonant 
clusters of (tt + 2), (t + 2), (k + 2) and (tt + c), respectively, 
so that the full forms ne-Zre-Me- are selected: (sing, masc.) 
ttg-<j>anoc ‘the lamp’ (Mena, Enc. 43a:24); (sing, fem.) 
tgx[u>p]a NNGMxprujTHc ‘the land (tg~x<i>pa) of tlie 
Maridteans (N-NG~MApiumic)’ (Mena, Mir. 2a: 11-12); 
(plural) ngxaFicma ntaaCo ‘the gifts (ng-xaPicma) of 
healing (n-taa<5o)’ (Mena, Enc. 36b:13-14), Ne-cpyxH ‘the 
souls’ (V. Pach. 1:9), similarly ep- (for Greek q), e.g. ttg- 

epenxpioc ‘the riparius’ (KHML II 29:17). 

Tlie main distributional patterns considered so far are summarized in 
table 2.3: 

DETERMINED NOUN 

TABLE 2.3. The distribution of allomorphic forms the definite article 

BEFORE VOWEL ~~ ~~ /- / T /../■/„, 
r V1 n-/p-/, T-/t-/, N-/n-/ tt-gbot 

the month 
BEFORE SINGLE CONSONANT n- /p3-/, T- /te-/, N- W. n-NGGq 

Lnoun^J the sail 

BEFORE CONSONANT CLUSTER TTG-, TC-, Me- ne-KAOM 

Lnoun W C2 J . 
—-----_______-the crown 
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cyH Tupc ‘the entire (THp-c) night (Te-ytpH < oyqjH 

Pach. 2:26), NTeyNoy ‘now (lit. in (n-) the hour 

(re-yNoy < re- + oyNoy ‘hour’)’ (Mena, Mir. 24a:25). If, on the 
other hand, a word-initial oy surfaces as a consonant, namely when-it 

is followed by a vowel, the phonologically reduced allomorphs n- | 

(po-), t- (to-), n- (no-) is chosen, e.g. n-oyoeiN ‘the light’ (Onnophr. 

221:34), noyujqj mtixocic ‘the will (n-oytuq)) of the Lord 

(M-n-xoeic)’ (V. Pach. 85a:20-21), N-oyeem ‘the peasants’ (praec. 

Pach. 108). i 

2.2.1.2 “Strong” pronunciation of the definite article 
In the material discussed so far, the allomorphy between the full and 

phonologically reduced forms of the definite article, was conditioned 

entirely by phonological factors. Yet, thefuli formj_ne-, Te-,_and ng- 

are sometimes selected without the relevant triggering context. In such 

cases, the strongly pronounced full form of the definite article seems to 
place slightly more emphasis on the determined noun than the 

corresponding short form, e.g. Ne-MxpiarrHc ‘the Marioteans’ (Mena, 

Martyrd. 2a: 12), nepcDMe ntitoaic pakotg ‘the people (Ne-pa>Me) 

of the city (n-t-ttoxic) Alexandria (pxkoTe)’ (Mena, Martyrd. 5b:21- 
22), ngbxa NTGNcpyxH mn ftgnccumx ‘'the eyes (ng-bxa) of our soul ^ J 

(N-T€N-tpyxH) and (mn) our body (neN-ctuMx)’ (Hil. 1:7). Time- 

indicating nouns generally appear with the full forms of the definite 

article, e.g. gng neppoy ne Mnpxnoc Mxpxoc ‘while (e-) it (ne) 

was (nc) the day (ne-pooy) of the holy (M-n-pxnoc) Marcus’ (Hil. 

3:32). . f.jj 
The strongly pronounced definite article is particularly common in ; 

those contexts where the determined noun is accompanied by a relative 

clause, which provides additional information about the referent of the 

antecedent noun phrase that it modifies, e.g. Nexrrexoc NTxy[ei] ; 

NMMxq ‘the angels (Ne-xrrexoc) who had come (NT-x-y-ei) with gg 
him (Apa Mena) (NMMX~q)’ (Mena, Mir. 16b:26-27), Neqjxxe nsbeio f* 
NTxqcpxicoy GTenicTOXH ‘the humble (n-okbio) words (Ne-qjxxe) ^ 
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anKIrR >eno) wrote (NT-x-q-cp.vi-coy) in the letter (e-T-enicToxm)5 

20-21). 

2.2.13 Full and reduced forms of the indefinite article 

The allomorphic opposition between full and reduced forms also 
occurs with the singular and plural forms of the indefinite article: 

(i) The singular form oy- forms a diphthong with a preceding 

vowel; e, a + oy —> ey, ay, e.g. e-y-xoei ‘on (e-) a ship 

([o]y-xoi)’ (praec. Pach. 118), e-y-rrpecByTepoc ne ‘while 

(e-) he (ne) (was) a priest ([o]y-npecByTepoc)’ (V. Pach. 

138:14), (following the Perfect marker x~) x-y-Koyi Nqjxxe 

cpojne oyTiuoy mn Neyepriy ‘a minor ([o]y-Koyi) argument 

(N-q/xxe) came up (a ... quime) between them (oyToj-oy) 

with (mn) one another (Ney-epny)’ (V. Pach. 1:16-17). 

(ii) The full form pen- /hen-/ and its phonologically reduced 

allomorph £n /lion-/ seem to occur in free variation in 

literary Sahidjc, e.g. ^N-peq-qrropTp ‘excitable people’ (Hil. 

11:35), pNKeMNTCNooyc eNpOMne (for NpoMne) ‘another 

twelve (pN-Ke-Mntcnoyc) years (eN-poMne)’ (Hil. 12:18), 

2N'Noc5 NxrxnH *great (peN-Noc) charities (N-xrxrm)’ 

(Mena, Enc, 42a:25), pn-au,>h Nxrrexoc ‘multitudes 

(pN-xqm) of angels (N-xrrexoc)’ (V. Pach. 95:6-7). 

2.2.2 Semantic aspects of definite and indefinite-marking 
Nouns are linguistic expressions that denote persons, things or abstract 

concepts. The entity referred to by a given noun is called its ‘referent’. 

The main semantic contribution of definite- and indefinite-marking is 

to indicate the familiarity or accessibility of that referent. For instance, 

when talking-about the new principal, the speaker tacitly assumes that 

the addressee is familiar with the identity of this individual, which is 

. not the case when talking about a new principal. Thus, the definite 

article the provides a clue for the ease with which the referent of the 

: noun phrase in question can be identified or accessed. The following 

three subsections take a closer look at the meaning and function of 

definite- and indefinite-marking in Sahidic Coptic, with particular 

attention for the relation between foe accessibility of the referent of a 
:■ given noun phrase and the selected definite or indefinite article. 
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Coptic, as in many other languages, the definite article is used to 
ress the idea that the referent of the determined noun phrase is 

wn or familiar to the addressee and hence accessible for recall. The 

main functions and contextual uses of the definite article are the 

following: 

a) Anaphoric use 

The definite article is used when some item introduced earlier is 

referred to again. Consider the following discourse fragment: (once 

some people came into the Region of Thebes to a (certain) old monk 

(oy-gxxo) with someone possessed by a demon in their company, so 

that he (the old monk) may heal him) ngxAo Ae NTepoyKcuptp epoq 

MM*re (...) ‘the old monk (tt-£aao), when they beseeched 

(Nrep-oy-Kiupcp) him (epo-q) very much (mmAre) (....) (AP Chaine, 

no. 140, 31:10-12). In-this example, the definite noun phrase ngaao 

‘theold monk’ refers to the main protagonist, who has been introduced 

for the first time in the opening sequence of the narrative. Roughly the ;{ 

same situation obtains in the next example, where the definite noun | 

phrase nppo ‘the king5 (i.e. the Byzantine emperor Zeno) refers to a J 
discourse participant that was mentioned several times in the preceding T 

paragraph: nppo Ae NeMNTq ipnpe N^ooyT ‘the king (n-ppo) had 1 

no (Ne-MN-T-q) male (n-£ooyt) child (cpiipe)5 (Hil.2:4-5). Not only || 

individuals but also locations may be referred to anaphorically by T 
means of the definite article. In this case, the definite noun phrase m 

refers to tlie main location of the narrative plot, e.g. MxpoN ej>oyN - 

emoAic ‘let’s go (mapo-n) inside (e^oyN e-) the city (t-ttoaic)5 H 

(Ac. A&P 196:29). M 

:i|P 
b) General knowledge * ;|j 

When the definite article is used anaphorically, the referent of thelp 

determined noun phrase can usually be found in the preceding 

discourse. The definite article may, however, also be used witlifj 

reference to the extra-linguistic context. In the latter case, thef 

determined noun is inherently: unique denoting someone or something! 

of whJjdbLthereJs.onlv oneJhr instance. n-NovTe ‘God’ or n-KOCMoc,^ 
‘the world5. The familiarity or accessibility of the referent of inherentlyfp 

^ of the world and ;eneral 
cultural 

vr: . J wiuuon are: 
_ C'r-.r,,_1 ... ' .— 

n-P„ ifsl? STs) e‘h ‘thesm°0n’ (HU- 1:9)> 

S ‘ ^ sphere, e.g ne-,g 

It H°,ly (eT-°^B) Seirit (neSLy m 13 15) Jgf tt-aiaboyaoc ‘the devil5 (Onnoohr 207-14^1 J- 'll** 
111 enemy5 (Onnophr 207-94'i T P T1~XAXG tbe 

v piir- zu/*^4), r-eKKAHciA ‘the Church5 mn 
’ ^ 'r"TTAXA-^ ‘the Old (Testament)5 (Hil. 1:13), ^ ’ 

I ’ XTT!’ e'8' eKHR (< T-2‘eP°^HM) ‘Jerusalem’ (Bud 

if ‘Paeiaf ^ ** ™AT I “fir311 ^ ^ ~^c. s 
‘h^aSS 'Sketis’m ***"« 

. May 

||P; Generic definite* 

Generic 
1 .objects, rather than a nnrti^ i , ^tire class of entities or 

i f^ J 

l|#JUUL[xTel(...) ‘he CGnrfl rrL.J, MN NT5N°oYe hn 

j|# (mn) the reptiles (N.^T6e), fte TIukTu (N^'®YP'°n) 

|i?* (n^AAxre) (...)> (Abbatdn 232-4-5) °i^Lwt ^ 

IWTT Tn™ NN^pe'^^oc ‘i win Lt n eBOA 
:|<mox) Ihe entire (thp-c.) race ui annitolate (t-na-qurre 

; |(N-Ne-xpeicTiiHoc)’ (Eud 36-6 T) eN°C^ of the Christians 
1 feiove yourself r eKOA ’^.Acuaon 
: ((Eud. 38:12-13). 2 & (eBOA N') the idols (n-ciAuiaon)!’ 
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d to express generalizations about a 

class as a whole, e.g. eniAH eNgeqq>TopTp (for eeNpeqqrropTp) Me 

, one (for Zn) tgY<|>yc,c ‘for <en.A,.) women ne-sH y 
(are) by tlieir nature 1 (rt:y-<PYcic) prone to excitement (lit. 

excitable people feN-peq-qiropTp))’ (Hil. 11:35-12:1) nnoY-g 

NiweeNoc 2nAximu>nion (for ^gnAximujnion) ng the gods (n- 

Hoyre) of the pagans (n-n-2.g©noc) (are) demons (£n-Aximo>nion) 

(ICHMLI 3:12-4:1). Definite singular noun phrases may receive a 
kind-referring interpretation, too, for instance in comparisons, e.g. ^yo) 

epe neqepooy o Nee Mneepooy NoyepoyBxi ntc me and 

(xycu) its (the river’s) noise (neq-epooy) was (epe ... o) in the manner 

of (Nee the noise (Yi-ne-zpooy) of a thunder-stroke (N-oy~£poyExi) 

of (ntc) heaven (T-ne)’ (Test. Is. 234:23-24). 

d)j Non-specificdefinites 

Definite noun phrases may have a non-specific interpretation, when die 

speaker has no particular individual in mind, but any arbitrary member 

of the class described by the noun phrase, e.g. tt1 
^inxcSokut ncx neqqmpe eqBHK ncmtui NqrMBOiioei epoq 

‘who (nim) (is) the man (n-pii)Me) who will watch (e-q-Nx-dojqyr 

ncx) his son (neq-cpnpe) going (e-q-BHK) to drown (n-^™) 

would not help (N-q-TM-Boneei) him (epo-q)?’ (Ac. A&P 200:89-90), 
GKW esox NNexoyxxE cfom ezpyN GNecpTeKo kxtx mx xy 

kxtx noxic (...) ‘to release (e-Kcu eBOx) the holy ones (n-ct-oyxxb) 

who had been locked up (ex-om) in (eeoyN) prisons (e-Ne-qm*o) 

in every place (kxtx m) and (xycu) every city (kxtx ttox.c) (Mena, 

Mir. 7b:ll-15), nnc xxxy bu>k eeoyN epBe eMTToyxooyq <px epxi 

eNoyeem eiMHTi eNXMHy mmxtg ‘no one (xxxy) shall go (NNe — 

scuk) into (g^oyn) an enclosure (for sheep) (g-Pbg) who has not been 

sent (6-Mn-oy-Jcooy-q), including (qix gpxi) the farmers (c-N-oyem), 

with the exception of (gimhti) the shepherds (n-xmhY) alone (mmxtg) 

(praec. Pach. 108), xnok juj Txx[r]oNi2G mn ncioYAxi MGKeoyi i 

(xnok) myself feui) will fight (TX-xroNize) a little longer (N-KG-Koyi) 

witlr (mn) the Jem (ng-ioyaxi)’ (Ac. A&P 194:15-16). 

v' > i \Sm «■ ■- (,i > i ’ i < t! > it' (?,*» -■ ! > j. i. p-. 

e) Vocatives 

Vocatives are noun phrases or pronouns used in direct address. In 

Coptic Egyptian, vocatives are always definite noun phrases, e.g. 

TixoGic TTNoyrg nnxNTOKpxTuip ecp-sce knxcoytn tx^ih (...) 

‘Lord (n-jcoeic), God (n-NoyTe) Almighty (tt-ttxntokpxt(dp), if 

(eqixe) you want to direct (k-nx-coytn) my way (tx-£ih) (...)’ (Hil. 

2:19-20). Sometimes the vocative particle (aT))‘oh’ accompanies the 

definite noun phrase, e.g. kcmxmxxt ntok cu npcuHe HnNoyTe ‘you 

are blessed (k-cmxmxxt), you (ntok), oh (oj) man (n-pcuMe) of God 

(m-n-NoyTe)’ (V. Pach. 141:4-5), ncgccdtm ncoi q> TnxpeeNoc 

ncxbh ‘and they will listen (N-ce-cuiTM) to you (ncui), oh (cu) wise 
(n-cxbh) virgin (T-nxpeeNOc)’ (Eud. 54:15). 

| 2.2.2.2 Indefinite noun phrases 

I Whereas in tlie case of definite noun phrases the speaker assumes that 

l the addressee is familiar with what is being referred to, with indefinite 

| noun phrases, no such familiarity on tire part of addressee is 

£ presupposed. Rather, the_ speaker indicates that the referent of the noun 
| phrase is not identifiable to the addressee. 

§ a) Specific indefinites 

t;:. Indefinite noun phrases fall into two classes, specific and non-specific 

| indefinites. While specific indefinites refer to someone or something 

;; familiar to the speaker, non-specific indefinites refer to any arbitrary 

; member of the kind, exemplar or species designated by the head noun. 

£ The specific use of indefinite noun phrases is particularly evident in 

% existential-locative sentences, which introduce a new participant on 

•: stage and make him available for recall in the subsequent discourse, 

ijg e*S* NeyeN pypuiMe Ae on pn tttqxic pxxoTe [eneqpxN] ne 
* ey [t p oni ocj ey [ pMMxo_enxT]e ne ‘(there) was (ng-ygn) 

^furthermore (on) a man (oy-ptuMe) in (^n) the city (t-fioxic) (of) 

\ (^Alexandria (pxkotg), whose name (e-neq-pxN) (was) Eutropius, who 

A (was) a very (eMXTe) rich man (e-y-pinixo)’ (Mena, Mir., 17a:30- 

IKj7b:4),. [NeyjNTe nppo [kuj]ctxntinoc oyccuNe MMxy 
MnxpocNoc enecpxN ne eyAoxix ecp ^otg £HTq MnNoyTe 

- jcin TTecacno ‘King (n-ppo) Constantine had (nc-yntg) a virgin 

||(M-TTxpeeNoc) sister (oy-ccuNe), whose name (e-nec-pxN) (was) 
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’ (Eud. 50:3-5). In these examples, 

:ct is further specified by a relative clause, which 

rovides some background information about the newly introduced 
articipant, such as his or her name, social status or other characteristic 

f. 
properties. 

Specific indefinites may, however, have vague reference, where the 

identity of the protagonist is left unspecified. In this case, the speaker 

has some particular entity in mind, although its exact identity is either 

not known to him or not considered to be important for the 

development of the narrative, e.g. a goiNe ei Noyoeup £N ohbaic 

tpA oygxxo (...) ‘once some people came into the region of Thebes to a 

(certain) old monk (oy-gAAo) (...)’ (AP Chaine no. 140, 31:10), a 

oycoN jcnc atta cApAnioN (...) ‘some brother (oy-coN) asked (a 

... xnc) Apa Sarapion (...)’ (AP Chaine no. 28, 5:24). 

b) Non-specific indefinites 

When indefinite singular noun phrases receive^ a non-specific 

interpretation, they refer to any representative member of the class of 

entities or objects designated by the head noun, e.g. eneiAh kata 

cabbaton qjAqei n<5i oyArrexoc ntc riNoyTe(...) ‘since (eneiAii) 

every Saturday (kata cabbaton) an angel (oy-ArreAoc) of (ntc) 

God (n-NoyTc) comes (qjA-q-ei) (...)’ (Onnophr. 221:12-13), epcpAN 

oycoN Ac qjoodeq (.••) ‘if (epqjAN) a brother (oy-coN) has 

wounded himself (qjoode-q) (...)’ (praec. Pach. 105), mapntamio 

NoypaiHe kata ncNeiNe hn tcn^ikoin ‘let us create 

(map-n-tamio) a man (N-oy-ptuMe) according to (kata) out likeness 

(neN-eiNe) and (hn) out image (TeN-^iKuiN)’ (Abbaton 232:9-10). In 

these examples, the non-specific indefinite is derived from a count 

noun, i.e. a noun that describes discrete and hence countable entities. 

The uniqueness of the referent of that noun phrase can be strengthened 

or focalized by adding to it the restrictive quantifier oycuT ‘single, just 

ones, e.g. oyqwpe NoycuT rrcTcpoorr nai ‘it (is) one son (oy-qjHpe) 

only (N-oyarr) who belongs (eT-tpoorr) to me (na-i)’ (Ac. A&P 

194:22), cmn oynxyrH (for nxHru) NoyoiT £m neqctuMA ‘while 

(there) was not (c-mn) a single (n-oyojt) wound (oy-ttahth) on (£m) 

his body (neq-ccuMA)’ (KHMLI 6:5). 
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Sopfe) l00k (e,C)> bHnd 

(mnt-na.)’ (KHML I 6:11), e^Moocf^e (f°r) Charity 

eeNjyoHe NxpHc r,ANoc (. ) 4e day oL ^ ^ °\Z°°Y ™] 
was sitting (e-c-moor ) with t , (zF*' £N °Y“e°°Y) when she 

women fecN-2,onc) (...) (Mena^ (N'XpHCT,ANOC) 

c) Generic indefinites 

(M-nG-cTepevMA) with d (^Hocne.) the firmament 

! and (hn) the .nornJn^u T"* ("~F°YZG) stars fe^-coy) 

N.M Ui =,°Y)’ ^ 1:10-11)> 
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|d) Indefinite noun phrases used as nominal predicates 

verbX stogu,ar 
auction. In this Wrion S! , } rather fulfill a predicative 

3:3). \ { V an Egyptian (oy-Phn-khme)5 (KHML I 
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etermined “bare” nouns never admit a specific interpretation, 

is made to a particular entity or object, the main 

exception being time-indicating nouns like ^Tooye ‘dawn’ or poy^e 
‘evening’, e.g. NTepe £Tooye Ae qiiune (...) ‘when (NTepe) dawn 

(£Tooye) had risen (qmme) (...)’ (Mena, Mir. lib: 10-11), jcin poy^e 

<px ^Tooye ‘from (jcin) sunset (poy^e) to (qjx) dawn (2Tooye)’ (V. 

Pach. 2:3). 

b) Non-specific indefinites 

The non-specific interpretation of “bare” nouns is particularly evident 

in negative existential sentences, which express the idea that there is 

not a single instance or exemplar of particular kind, e.g. hn con 

r-ineiMA. ‘(there) is no (hn) brother (con) in (m-) this place (nei-Mx)’ 

(Onnophr. 205:19), hn noytc nca ntok nxnoxxu>N ‘(there) is no 

(hn) god (noytc) except (nca) you (ntok) Apollon (n-xnoxxtuN)’ 

(KI-IMLII 33:16-17). 

Roughly the same negative meaning is conveyed by the prepositions 

NoyeqiN and ajcn ‘without’ that likewise assert the absence of a 

particular item or state of affairs and are therefore combined with a 

“bare” noun, e.g. NoyeqiN px^Toy zl toxohuin ‘without (noyccjjn) 

pellis (px^Toy) and fei) telamon (toxomojn) (two monastic garments)’ 

(pracc. Pach. 91), xxn to>u> ‘without (ajcn) order (tux^)’ (praec. 

Pach. 127), ajcn qjo-XNe £i cbuj ‘without (ajcn) plan (qicucNe) and 

(2,0 knowledge (cbu>)’ (Camb. 8:18). 
In affirmative sentences, on the other hand, zero-determined mass 

nouns indicate an unspecified quantity, e.g. xyjci u^kak cbox (...) 

ctbc Mooy ‘they cried out (x-y-jci qmxK cbox) (...) for (ctbc) water 

(Mooy)’ (Eud. 46:2-4), nqTMe oy^HKe nocik (...) ‘and he shall 

nourish (n-cj-tmc) a poor (man) (oy-£HKe) with bread (n-ocik) (...)’ ■ 
(Test. Is. 235:21-22). 

btotikoc ‘he (Zeno) grieved (A-q-^neO like z c pa,Me N‘ 
tliis world (m-b^t.boc)’ (Hil 13 sWcIv 3 3 m£H1 °f 
<:T(poOri 2N TCNMHTppo NOYON N,M 

("SS. ^£*1™ "Trr»ln fe->»“ ^ rpo;, whether (citc) commander (ctpathxathc’) or 

wttsassassr ^1 

d) Bare nouns used as nominal predicates 

198.70), (this man that you sec right nowl L° ( 
neeiToyuiq ‘he was (t> n ' e<*° NXUe MN 

neighbour (neorroy<uq)^"(X^t I2mZ) ^ Ws 

can also be observed In the context of Ho I ^ P/edlCat,VC funclio" 
called because the verb has little nr nn tht'VCrb construchons, so 

construction type will be olfeedfn Z?6 d'SCUSSi°n °f this 

JO 

23 Tlie numeral system 

2.3.1 Cardinal numbers 

<*»> W. In addition, fc„ ”,,’ZS, VZ7HZ2 » 
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ASCULINE FEMININE COMPOUND 

>RM FORM_ FORM 

TABLE 2.4 Cardinal numbers 1-10 

The cardinal numbers from ‘thirty’ to ‘ten thousand’ have invariant 

forms: (30) maab, (40) jyie, (50) TAioy, (60) ce, (70) q>qe, (80) 

2.MeNe, (90) itctxioy, (100) qje, (200) cjjht, (1000) cjjo, (10.000) tea.. 

2.3.2 Ordinal numbers 
Ordinal numbers are derived from cardinal numbers by adding the 

prefix Mej>- in front of the-cardinal number. Ordinal numbers are 

determined by the singular form of the definite article, e.g. TMe£CNTe 

Ae Ncxxmr^ ‘the second (t-mg^cntc) trumpet (N-CA\TTir30’ (Eud. 

60:16-17), nhie2.(iioMNT wpo ‘the third (n-Me^-cyoMNT) gate (N-po)’ | 

(Eud. 38:6), nMegq-rooy Ngooy 'the fourth (n-Me^-qTooy) day | 

(n-2.ooy)5 (Onnophr. 209:34), rme^cxqjq Nxrrexoc 6the seventh J- 

(n-Me^-c^qiq) angel (N-xrrexoc)’ (Abbaton 233:9-10). 
Special forms exist for the ‘first’ (sing, masc.) yiopn, (sing, fern.) | 

qjopne) and the ‘last’ (sing, masc.) gxe, (sing, fern.) gxH, (plural) f 

gxeey). Thus, consider: myoprr mmycthpioN exMMxy ‘that 1 

(ctmmxy) first (n-gxe) mystery (m-mycthpion)’ (Pist. Soph. 1:11), 

Tcpoprre nbxcxnoc "the first (x-qjopn) torture (n-bxoxnoc)’ (Mena, f 

™ ™ IIS Hi 
m 

NxeqMexxNoix 1the last 

2.3.3 Numeral constructions 

SiCM°3nrS like !°Y N°e,K ‘fiVe <l0aV- b-ad’ 

‘ The" T7* f°Y ‘fiVe’ Md 46 enumerated lif oZ 
the linf ^ . Syntactlc relatlon between both elements is indicated by 
the linking element n. See figure 2.1 for further illustration. 7 

numeral enumerated item 
LINKAGE MARKER “BARE” NOUN 

FIGURE 2.1 Numeral constructions 

Numeral constructions belong to the class of partitive constructions 

describing tire partition of a contextually or situationally given set of 
Hens. Boft a. „m„, «, ^ iKn 

undetermmed, e.g. ^ohnt N(jK) NePToB wcoyo (...) „N coov ncuo 

^C(™ez feef (^T) th0USand (**-<!») a^es (a grain 
measure) (w-eproB) of wheat (n-coYo) (...) and (mn) six fcoovt 

hmdred {u-m) pints („-XeCTHc) of oil (Lefi(m ?2S°1« 
NpOMne <lhree hundredsixty f 

forms^th 54:6^' When the numeraI is determined, the singular 
fomis of the definite article must be chosen. This shows that 

numbers are grammatically singular nouns, e.g. ,Nt<uoYn hiTtoov 

£5 (o“22PoS ^ St°°d ^ (^-™°YN) “ Zn J;t/unn?Pilr-/2U-23L NCX NTOoy ntcntc ‘except (ncx) the 

N °f fllem lf" they (NTO°Y) as the two (n-t-cntb)’ (Hil 7-29) 
Nxrrtne CN*Y CTM„xY ‘the inhabitants of («.) those (fmJ)7wo 
(cmy) villages (n-tMe)’ (KHML II52 21-22) ’ ^ Y) 

sssas—iHfs 
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(T-He^-poMne cntc) of the 

/alentianus (and) Diocletianus’ 

2.4 The pronominal system 

Personal pronouns, as the name suggests, express person deixis and 

refer to various participants, present or absent, of the speech situation. 

Reference to grammatical person involves a threefold distinction 
between first person (reference to the speaker), second person 

(reference to the addressee) and third person (reference to a some 

person other than the speaker and the addressee). Grammatical person 

invariably combines with number. Thus, while first person plural 

denotes a plurality including the speaker and either the addressee or a 

third party, second person plural involves a plurality including the 

addressee and excluding the speaker. 

2.4.1 Preliminary characterization 
The pronominal system of Coptic Egyptian also encodes grammatical 

gender, though gender marking is restricted to second and third person 

singular pronouns. There is a general tendency in languages to employ 

phonologically or morphologically weak forms in the context of non- 
emphatic pronominal reference. In Sahidic Coptic, this weak-strong 

distinction is manifest in three series of pronominal elements, viz. (i) 

unstressed bound pronouns, which are incorporated into their host 

word (verbs, nouns, prepositions and certain types of functional 

elements) to form a single prosodic constituent, (ii) independent 

pronouns, which have word-like status, and (iii) pronominal clitics, 

which share certain properties with fully-fledged words, but lack the 

prosodic independence usually associated with words. In particular, 

pronominal clitics cannot stand alone, but have to be attached to a host 

word. 

.4 

pr^u VIonom's coine m two varieties, prefixes and suffixes 
: Prefixes, precede, and suffixes follow their prosodic host and never 

tahJp 9 s ( e \, ° yivuuuus is presented in 

", ■ "u“morphm'-u- ■ «- ta. .o 

PREFIX FORM 

Ist sing. +-, Ti¬ 

2nd sing. masc. lt- 

2nd sing. fcm. Te-, Tep- 

3,d sing. masc. 
q- 

3 rd sing. fem. c- 

P' Pi. T6N-, TN- 

2nd pi. T6TN- 

3* pi. ce- 

SUFFIX FORM 

~h -T, 0 

-K 

-re, -e, -0 

-q 

-c 

-N 

-TN, -THyTeN 

-ce, -coy, -(o)V 

IABLE 2.5 Bound pronouns 

2.4.2.1 Allomorphy 

hindT d,Stinguish.tW0 c^sses of pronominal allomotphs. On the one 
Mid, there are posihonal allomotphs, where bound pronouns of one and 

the same person number and gender distinction take different forms 
dependmg on then syntactic position, e.g. foe first person pS prZ 

conditionedXmo^ftllet^Lw’ *" " ****** 
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Bisyllabic prefix tctn-, e.g. 

TeTN-niee you obey’ (Ac. 

A&P 196:39) 
' 

it 'Xti z ‘for you’ (Ac. A&P 206:157), e-Tpe-TN- 

EXTrrize hhon ‘in order that you baptize 

us(mmo-n)’ (Ac. A&P 212:236-237) 
Suffix-t 

- after a consonant ( __ C-t), e.g. qc 

‘to deprive me’ (Onnophr. 206:32) 

- after a geminated vowel (__W-t), 

kxx-t ‘to leave me’ (Mena, Mir. 29a:3 

Null morpheme -0 

T —> -0/ _ T, e.g. 6NT (< 6NT + -T 

Ti-eraeyMei ties ire vnu- 

4:27), t£.M tiima an ‘I (am) 

(t-) not (an) in (zh) this 

''» £,1ifIt') '>1 ^ P-' ( 

bring me’ (Test. Is. 234:22) 

1 ’ 

2nd SING. FEM. 

PREFIX SUFFIX 

Free variation of the forms Monosyllabic suffix -tc 
« ' « 4 1 _ f . 

Te- and Tep-, e.g. Te- after a geminated vowel ( __ VV-tg), e.g. 

mkotk ‘you sleep’ (Eud. NTO ‘you (nto) (Woman) 

50:23), Tep-Nx-niee ‘you yourseif (^oj-Te)’ (Sh. Or 44, 155a:20- 

will obey’ (Mena, Mir. 2n _ 

29b :26) 
21}_—- 
Vocalic suffix -e 
after a consonant (_C -g), e.g. NAgt-t-e 

‘to save you (woman)’ (Mena, Mir. 

30b: 17), .xit-g ‘to take you (woman)’ 

(Eud. 66:8)_____— 

Vowel elision: a, h -> -0 /_ e, e.g. 
nmmg (< nhha- + -g) ‘with you’ (Mena, 

Mir. 29b: 10), ng (< na- + -e) ‘for you’ 

(Eud. 56:12) 1 

Vowel elision of the suffix-g after o or or. 

e .0/ o, uj e.g. ncuj (< ncuj- + -e) 

‘after you’ (Eud. 54:15), epo (< epo- + 

-e) ‘to you’ (Mena, Mir. 27a:22). 

of some prepositions: a /a/ h /e/, o /o/ 

—> tn /o/, e.g. nh-tn ‘for you’, gpuj-tn ‘to 

you’ _ 

Bisyllabic suffix -thytn 

- after consonants ( _ C -thytn) (no 

cluster reduction), e.g. n^ht-thytn ‘in 
you’ (Zen. 199:26) 

- after vowels (_V-thytn), e.g. cAge- 

thytn ‘remove yourselves’ (Eud. 46:23) 

3rd PERS. PL. 

SUFFIX 

i Suffix -oy 

. - surfaces as a vowel after consonant, e.g. 

■ THp-oy /ter-u/ ‘they all’ (praec. Pach 103) 

- surfaces as a glide after the vowels oy, 

o and <u, e.g. NANoy-oy /nanu-w/ ‘they 

. are good (Mena, Martyrd. 6a:31), e.g. 

guj-oy /ho-w/ ‘themselves’ (Eud. 46:24), 

epo-oy /ero-w/ ‘to them’ (Eud. 42:20) 

- diphthong formation after the vowels a, 

e, h, e.g. KAA-y (< kaa + -oy) ‘to leave 

them’ (Eud. 40:9), Ne-y-Hoogje (< nc- + 

-oy) ‘they marched’ (Eud. 44:27) 

Suffix -coy, e.g. Api-coy ‘make them!’ 
(Ac. A&P 196:33-34) 

TABLE 2.6 The distribution of pronominal allomorphs 

_PREFIX_ 

Variable position pronoun 

ce, which appears either a 

prefix, as in cg-jcuj ‘they 

speak’ (Ac. A&P 208:190), 

ce-NMMA-N ‘they (are) with 

us’ (Eud. 44:18) or as a 

suffix, e.g. jcooy-ce ‘to send 

them’ (praec. Pach. 129) 
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pronouns may appear m 

erbial clauses. Since nouns and pronouns occupy the same 

tactic position, the selection of one automatically excludes the 

selection of the other: (pronominal subject) Aqxooy nneNeiorr 
tta£u>m ‘he (the abbot) sent (A-q-xooy) (a message) to our father (m- 

rreN-eKUT) Pachom’ (V. Pach. 144:24), (pronominal direct object) e- 

iOKMe-q ‘to wash him (e-JcoKMe-q)’ (praec. Pach. 93), (pronominal 

indhect object) Aq1* NAy NoyMA/ eTpeyoyaj£ N£HTq £he (Apa 
Pambd) gave (A-q-t) them (na-y) a-place (n-oy-ma) to stay 

(e-Tpe-y-oyaj2)’ (Hil. 5:30), (pronominal object of prepositions) 

n^ht-thytn ‘in you’ (Zen. 199:26), (pronominal possessor) pnt-k 

‘your name’ (KHML II 31:15), pAT-q ‘his foot’ (praec. Pach. 117), 

ptn-q ‘his mouth’ (Eud. 38:27) (only in a handful of nouns expressing 
inalienable possession). 

b) Reflexive use 

A reflexive interpretation is obtained when the sentence subject and the 

pronominal object refer to the same individual, e.g. epq»AN oycoN Ae 

tpooOeq ‘if (epq>AN) a brother (oy-coN) has wounded himself 

(qjoocSe-q) (...) (praec. Pach. 105), tau>c5t mmoi ‘and I strangle 

(ta-u>c5t) myself (hmo-i)’ (Ac. A&P 202:103). 

c) Cross-reference 

The univeral (all) quantifier Tup- ‘every’ and the focus marking 

emphatic reflexives £um>- ‘-self’ and mayaat- ‘alone’ have an 

obligatory pronominal complement or co-pronoun, which agrees in 

person, number and gender with a preceding noun or pronoun, e.g. 

eBox 2.itn KHMe mpq ‘throughout (gboa £itn) all (THp-q) Egypt 

(khmg)’ (Camb. 9:18), ntok £uuuk u;oxng ‘Consider (<j>oxng) (for) 

you (ntok) yourself (zujuj-k)’ (Camb. 9:11-12). We will return to 
quantificational expressions in Unit 4. 

Qtiirorfl rrrjl 
, . , Pronouns :W?: flsed; m:different: syntactic: 

pronouns if' A S>! ;;iCi'r C°Iltext that is compatible with one set of 
pronouns ^is generally incompatible with the other Indenendent 
pn>:Kii.ns fall mot two classes: freestanding pronouns with word-like 

to pairs like xnok (independent pronoun) vs. wr (clitic) 

2t3f Thl “n'Ued” Pam*g"K of independent pronoun and clitics 

arf St ar°n°UnS; ^ " ^°K T’ « morphemes wMch 
mLnT h par e WOrds- Since independent pronouns are 
sttessff ™ Sy"fCtlC COnstituents in &eir own right, they are always 

. This contrasts with the corresponding clitics which are left 

“STS “h ***« on »Ji,„ “ 
result, the characteristic vowel o hi (var. oi /o/) of independent 

pronouns is either replaced by the default vowel e /e/ “ fte 

corresponding clitic, as in me fate/ (< nto fat’o/) ‘you (sing fern )’ 

masec )‘Cm d° “ << ^ ‘you sfag.’ 
in Inp VL TPfrS Penological representation, as 
in/ A . 1 ( OK /a-n ok/)* The morphological paradigms of 

dependent pronouns and pronominal clitics are presented in table 2 7 

(A vertical line marks main stress; syllable boJLies are indicated by 

---INDEPENDENT PRONOUNS CLITICS 

Ist sing. ANOK /a.n'ok/ 

2nd sing, masc. ntok /on.t'ok/ 

2n sing. fcm. NTo/on. fo/ 

3rd sing. masc. NTOq /on. t'of/ 

3rd sing. fem. NTOc/on. t'OS/ 

1,1 PJ- anon- /a.n’on/ 

2"*pl ntojtn- /on.t'oi.ton/ 

3fJ pi- NTooy /sn.fou/ 

ant /aq/ 

ntk /on.tok/ 

NTe /on.te/ 

ne /pe/ 

tc /te/ 

ann /a.non/, an /an/ 

ntgtn- /on.le.ton/ 

ng /ne/ 

TABLE 2.7 Tire mixed paradigm of independent pronouns and clitics 



(zMooc), you (ntor), in (gw) 
10:30-11:1). 

our cell (xeK-pi)!’ (AP Chaine no. 49 

Right- and left-dislocated pronouns 

The clitic paradigm has gaps in the third person singular and plural, 
where there are no clitics corresponding to independent pronouns 
Draper To fill this gap, resort is taken to demonstrative pronouns: ne 

/pe/‘this one (sing, masc.)’ for ‘he’, re /te/ ‘this one (sing, fern.)’ for 

‘she’ and ng /ne/ ‘these ones (pi.)’ for ‘they’. Since there is absolutely 
no phonological connection between the derived form (the 
demonstrative pronoun) and the derivational base (the corresponding 

independent pronoun), such forms are called suppletive forms. The 
pronominal clitics of the first and second person singular and plural 

and the suppletive third person singular and plural pronouns appear on 

different sides of their phonological host. The former are proclitics that 

precede and the latter are enclitics that follow the sentence element 

they are attached to. Thus, compare ANr oypuiMe ntgk^c 7 (anr) 

(am) a man (oy-ptuMe) like you (lit. of your kind (N-TeK-ge)) 0^ 

Pach. 89:27) vs. taxa oyfim ne ‘perhaps (txxa) he (ne) (is) a ghost 

(oy-hnX)’ (AP Chaine no. 243, 75:7),_ .. 

t mk s rvm kmm ■ tym wwf 
; v ... v.w.. v v ,v,. , ...i 

2.4.3.2 Syntactic distribution 
Independent pronouns indicate emphatic pronominal reference, the 

main exception being nominal sentence patterns, where they may be 

used without contrastive purposes. 

a) Appositions to bound pronouns 

The emphatic use of independent pronouns is particularly clear when 

they appear as appositions to bound pronouns that cannot be 

contrastively stressed. Where contrastive emphasis on a bound 

pronoun is required, the corresponding independent pronoun is used to 

‘echo’ that pronoun, e.g. hh errAiny anok egoye nxxoeic am / 

(xnok) then more (egoy(e)) honoured (e-i-rxemy) than my Lord 

(e-TTA-xoeic)5 (V. Pach. 2:6-7), kcmamaat ntok uj npcuMe 

nnNoyre ‘you are blessed (k-cmah^t), you (ntok), oh man 

(rrpojMe) of God (ti-n-NoyTe)’ (V. Pach. 141:4-5), Tepgore nto 

^HTq MnNoyTe 'you (nto) fear (Te-p-goTe zm-q) God 

(n-n-NoyTe)’ (Eud. 64:23), eixepoK ntok cd neToyarr NAcpyxoN 

‘I speak to you (e-i-xepo-K), you (ntok), oh lifeless (N-AtpyxoN) 

statue (ne-ToytuT)’ (KHML I 1:13-14), (with unexpressed second 

person subject of an imperative clause) gMooc ntok gN TeKpi ‘sit 

Independent pronouns appear as left-dislocated topic constituents in 
the left periphery of the clause, where they precede the verb and its 

arguments. The grammatical function (subject, object) of the left- 

dislocated topic is indicated by a co-referential bound pronoun within 

the associated clause. Left-dislocated independent pronouns commonly 

refer to discourse participants that have been out of the focus of 

attention for a while and are brought back into the discourse situation. 

Such a shift from one discourse participant to another is signaled by 

the topic-indicating Greek particle Ae, e.g. ntoc Ae aconkc egpAi 

nexxc xe ‘(as for) her (Eudoxia) (ntoc Ae), she jumped up (lit. she 

leaped herself (x-c-onk-c) up (egpxi)) (and) said (rrexA-c) that (xe) 

(...) (Eud. 50:17), NToq Ae NeyNhy qjApoq nc5i geNoyA oyx 

cboa gw Nf»e ‘(as for) him (Pachom) (NToq Ae), (there) came 

(Ne-y-NHy) to him (Wo-q) a few people (gew-oyA oyx) from (geoa 
^n) the villages (N-tMe)’ (V. Pach. 3:25-26). 

Right-dislocated free-standing pronouns, by contrast, are generally 
employed as a discourse-repair device in that they disambiguate the 

pronominal reference, e.g. Aynoy g*. neise gN reiepiiMiA NTofoy] 

mn Neyppmoy hn NeyTBNooye ‘they were dying (x-y-Hoy) from 

(gx) thirst (n-eiBe) in (gN) this desert (rei-epHMiA.), they (the Persian 

troops) (ntooy) together with (mn) their kings (Ney-pptuoy) and (hn) 
their cattle (Ney-TNBooye)5 (Eud. 46:25-26). 

c) Nominal sentences 

Independent pronouns and clitics appear as pronominal subjects in 

nominal sentences, i.e. sentences with a noun in predicative function. 

There are two main types of nominal sentence patterns, namely 

bipartite and tripartite ones. Bipartite nominal sentences consist only of 

a subject pronoun and a predicate nominal. In this context, the 

selection of a pronominal clitic represents the unmarked choice, e.g. 

anp oynNx 7 (anp) (am) a ghost (oyfiNx)’ (Onnophr. 206:19),’ ntc 

oycgiMe 'you (nre) (are) a woman (oy-cgiMe)’ (Hil. 6:25), ntctn 

eeNATqiine ‘you (ntctn) (are) shameless (geN-AT-qjine)’ (Eud. 64:11). 
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(anon) (are concerned) we (xn) (are) people 

flesh (N-cxpx) (Eud. 70:12). 
bipartite, there are tripartite nominal sentences, wluch consist 

minal :or: pronominal subject, a nominal predicate and an 

agreement elitie (tic, t<>, n<:>. which: expresses the syntactic: relation 
between the subject: and the;predicate: in tripartite nominal sentences, 

independent pronouns are, as a rule, used as pronominal subjects, e.g. 

.VHOK „e £xxxPix reKTpeepc 7 (xnok) (am) Hillaria fexAxp.x) y<"‘r 

daughter (rcK-niecpe)’(Hil. 11:28-29), ntok ne nxoe.c Nine mn 

nax? you (ntok) (are) the lord (n-scoeic) of heaven (N-r-ne) and 

(mn) earth (tt-kxz)’ (Eud. 46:12)._A more detailed discussion of 

nominal sentences will be presented in Unit 5. 

Key Terms: 

Irregular plurals 

Determiners 

Allomorphs 

express plurality by means of (i) §2.1.2 

suffixation of the plural suffix -oo\g, 

(ii) a change in the vowel pattern and 

syllable structure of the singular noun 

(“broken” plurals), or (iii) a combination 

of both pluralization patterns (mixed 

plurals). 

are grammatical prefixes that indicate §2.2 

the information status or identifiability of 

the referent of the determined noun. 

Coptic makes a three-way contrast 

between definite, indefinite and zero- 

determined noun phrases. 

two alternative realizations of one and §2.2.1 

the same morpheme. 

Specific and non¬ 
specific indefinites 

Pronouns 

Prefixes vs. suffixes 

Left-dislocation 

ot a particular entity or object, but 

rather a class or type of entities, and 

Both specific and non-specific §2.2.2.2 

indefinites involve reference to an 

individual or object, which is not 

identifiable to the addressee. When the 

indefinite noun phrase refers to a 

particular entity, it has a specific reading. 

If, on the other hand, an indefinite noun 

phrase refers to any arbitrary member of 

a particular class, it adopts a non-specific 

interpretation. 

express person deixis, i.e. the reference §2.4 

to participants, present or absent, of the 

speech situation. The pronominal 

system of Sahidic Coptic makes a basic 

distinction between independent 

pronouns, pronominal clitics and bound 

pronouns. 

are bound pronouns that are attached at §2.4.2 

the right or left edge of the host word 

they modify. They have different forms 

or allomorphs depending on 

phonological shape of the host. 

is a syntactic operation in the course of §2.4.3.2 

which a nominal expression (noun or 

pronoun) is displaced into the left 

periphery of the clause. The grammatical 

role (subject, object) of the left- 

dislocated constituent is indicated by a 

resumptive pronoun in the associated 

§2.4.3.2 
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:e sure that you understand 

Decide whether the following statements are true or false. In the 

latter case, provide one or two counterexamples. 

1. Coptic makes a'three-way distinction between masculine, 

feminine and neuter gender. 

2. There are no “broken” plurals that end in a consonant. 

3. Nouns that begin with a single vowel select the mono- 

consonantal allomorph n- (p-), t- (t-), n- (n-) of the definite 

article. 

4. Bound pronouns and independent pronouns are in complementary 

distribution with one another. 

2.2 Noun morphology 

A. Fill in the corresponding masculine or feminine noun in the 

following table. 

MASCULINE 
NOUN 

GLOSS FEMININE 
NOUN 

GLOSSS 

CON brother 
pptU 

sister 

queen 

man C^IMC woman 

(ijiipe son daughter 

The following table contains singular nouns that have an 

irregular plural. Look up the plural form (second column) in the 

word list and indicate what pluralization pattern we are dealing 

with, e.g. sing, cna^, pi. cnay£ ‘fetter’ (“broken” plural). 

I PLURAUZATIO 
PATTERN 

2.3 The determiner system 

A. Identify the definite and indefinite noun phrases in the following 

Coptic examples and determine their number and gender 
specification. ° 

(1) mttbbot TdJBe 2n oyeipHNH ntc TTNoyTe ‘in (h-) the month 
Tobe in fen) a peace of (ntc) God5 (Hil. 1:4-5) 

(2) eqT(UN TTenpoTOTTXACHA gN N(5IJC MTiNoyTe ‘where (is) 

(e-q-TCDN) the first creature (nporonxACMA) by (2n) the hands 
of (m-) God’ (Test. Is. 230:32-231:1) 

(3) ne^pempioc Ae mn ncmatoi xyjci M-nMAKApioc xnx 

nmeMH enMA eTepe n^HreMum N^HTq ‘the riparius and 

(mn) the soldiers took (xyici) tlie blessed Apa Ptolemaios to (e-) 

the place where (eTepe (that) ... N2nT-q (inside-it)) the 

governor (was)5 (KHMLII 31:6-8) (N.B.m- marks the direct 
object of tlie transitive verb x\ ‘to take5) 

(4) Acee eyxoi eqNA^np eynoxic jee cxpxAHA ‘she (Hilaria) 

tound (A-c-ee) a ship ready to sail (e-q-Nx-^up) to (e-) a city 
called (jee) Saralea (Caesarea?)5 (Hil. 3:17-18) (N.B. the 

preposition e- ‘to, at5 marks the direct object of the perception 
verb 2e ‘to find’) F 

3. Fill in the correct allomorph of the definite article (ne~, Te-, Ne- 

vs. n-, t-, n-) in the blanks. Particular attention should be paid to 

the gender and number specification of the determined noun. 
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Fill in the correct form of the noun phrase in the Mowing; 
Coptic sentences by choosing one of the two options given m 

brackets. 

NeyeN (Fa>Me/oypu>Me) Ae on Zu (Tnoxic/noAic) P^otc 

‘there was (Ne-yeN) furthermore (on) a man in (£n) the city (pi; 

Alexandria (pxKOTe)’ (Mena, Mir. 17a:30-17b.l) 

(2) mn (Mopr/oyHopr) mmoc ‘there was no (mn) beard on her 

(mmo-c)’ (Hil. 6:28) 

knhy e- (xMNTe/TXMNTe) ‘you are going (e-K-Ntiy) to (e-) 

HeW (Ac. A&P 202:119) 

Determine the meaning or reference of the italicized noun 

phrases in tire following Coptic examples by selecting one of tire 

two options: 

fl) neyeN oyc^r-te Ae ncxmxpithc tooxic pxKore (...) 

‘(there) was (Ne-yeN) a Samaritan (n-cxmxpithc) woman 

(oy-c£iMe) in &n) the city (t-ttoaic) (of) Alexandria (pxKOTe) 

(...) (Mena, Mir. 26a:9-13) . . 
□ newly introduced referent □ non-specific indefinite 

T6C2.1M6 Ae xcxo NoyMmiqje nxphma ceoa eNecxeiN the 

(Samaritan) woman (Te-cgine) spent (x-c-jco cboa) a ot 

(oy-MiiHtye) of money (N-xpm-ix) on the doctors (e-Ne-cxeiN) 

(Mena, Mir. 26a:25-28) 
□ reintroduced referent □ generic definite 

fassm 

godim ’ (4Mi IMiMSg 

2.4 The numeral system 
fo-cp’M A .-LLX ff.ti.t ;l X^XX--, r< jf MX XX/XyXfifMIMMM 

A. Fill in the missing ordinal or cardinal numbers in the English 

translation of the Coptic example: 

(1) coy xoyToye MneBOT tcdbg ‘day (coy) _of (m-) the month 
(n-eEoT) Tobe’ (Hil. 1:4) 

(2) mnncx cxtpq Ae N^ooy ‘after (mnncx)_ days (N-^ooy)’ 

(Hil. 9:17-18) 

(3) xMNTqjHHNe NpoMne ‘about (a)_years (N-poMne)’ (of age) 

(Hil. 3:25) 

(4) Tqjopn Ncxxnirx ‘the_(T-qjopn) trompet (N-cxAnirs)’ (Eud. 

60:9) 

2.5 The pronominal system 

A. Bound pronouns have different forms or allomorphs. Fill in the 

correct form of the bound pronoun in the blanks, e.g. na_ ‘to 

him’ -»• Nxq. 

COPTIC ITEM GLOSS COPTIC ITEM GLOSS 

pXT_ my foot pXT_ your (yvoman) foot 

_NHy they are coming PNT your (man) name 

XX to make us COJTM we listen 

epo_ to me N£HT _ in it (masc.) 

ZF* _ your (woman) face epO __ to them 

B. Complete the English translation and identify the bound pronoun 

in the following examples, e.g. nx-n ‘to_* -> to us (1st pi.). 
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Coptic form corresponds to tlie one given 
e? Notice that two options may be possible. 

D. Give an explanation why the alternative forms are not accurate. 

F. Fill in the correct form of the pronoun in the sentences below. 

(1) _co>tm ‘we listen (ccutm)’ (Eud. 60:23) 

□ A.NON 

□ TN 

(2) _nicTeye nxoeic */ believe (niCTeye) (it), Lord (n-xoeic) 

(Eud. 52:3-4) 
□ A.Nr 

This Unit describes the internal syntactic structure of the most common 

types of complex noun phrases, prepositional phrases and adverbial 
modifiers in Sahidic Coptic. Complex noun phrases, as the name suggests, 
consist of two or more nouns in series. Consider, for instance, an example 

like TnxpeeNoc ncabh ‘the prudent virgin’ (Eud. 54:15), where the 
definite noun phrase T-mpeeNoc ‘the virgin’ refers to a specific 

member of the class of young females, while the modifying nominal cash 

‘prudent’ describes a characteristic property of that individual, namely her 

intelligence. The main function of the linkage marker n- is to connect both 
nominal expressions. Section 3.1 describes the internal syntactic structure 
of complex noun phrases, with particular attention for the morphological 
marking of structural relationships. 

The syntax and semantics of prepositional phrases is dealt with in 
section 3,2. The central element of a prepositional phrase is a preposition, 

which is a function word that indicates a relation between two entities. 

The simple preposition m- ‘in’, for instance, is used to locate some entity 
at a particular place, e.g. eic nexc minima ‘look (eic), Christ (ne-xc) 

(is) here (lit. in this place (M-nei-M a))’ (AP Chaine no. 146, 32:25). 
Prepositional phrases share important structural properties with noun 

phrases. Thus, compound prepositions have an essentially, nominal syntax, 
implying that they are derived by the same phrase structure rules as 

‘to make me’ ' □ AAI 

aa- ‘to make’ □ AAT 

□ AAK 

‘I want’ □ Toyaxp 

oycutp ‘to want’ □ loyaup 
□ 'fioycngj 

‘you (plural) all’ □ THfLTN 

Tup- ‘all’ □ THpN ~ 
□ TnpTtiyTN 

‘they stay’ a C6MHN 

mhn ‘to stay’ a eceMHN 
□ coy M11N 

‘your (fem.) head’ □ xcue 

xid ‘head’ □ xe 
□ X(D 
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JVerbs comprise a heterogeneous class of items; ranging 
c adverbials like „„.vV 'there’ to: internally complex 
ike ?N oY^neN^tun ‘all of a sudden (AP Ghaine no. 
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3.1 Complex noun phrases 

This section presents a structural description of complex noun phrase 
patterns, in which two parameters of phrase structure play a crucial role. 

The first parameter is concerned with headedness and the second 
parameter with the morphological marking of syntactic dependencies. The 
headedness parameter basically says that every syntactic phrase has a 
single core element, or head, which determines its syntactic category 
(noun phrase, verb phrase, clause, and so on). The non-head or dependent 
constituent may be of a different syntactic category than the head and has 

a less central role. It can often be left out without affecting the 
grammatically of the entire construction. The second parameter concerns 

the presence and location of morphological marking that signals a 
particular syntactic relation. Syntactic relations can be morphologically 

marked on either the head of a phrase or on the dependent. 

3.1.1 Head-marking vs. dependent-marking in Coptic J 
In Coptic, complex noun phrase formation involves some head-marked | 

and some dependent-marked patterns. In an example like TmpeeHoc 
ncxbh ‘the prudent virgin’ (Eud. 54:15), the definite noun phrase | 
T-n\peeHoc ‘the virgin’ constitutes the head, since it marks the entire || 

phrase as nominal, while the dependent noun cxbh ‘prudent supplies j| 

additional information about the referent of the head noun, and is sg 
syntactically optional. The dependent-marking character of complex noun j| 

phrase appears from the location of the linkage marker n- on the ,p 
modifying noun. An example of the head-marking pattern would be a jg 

compound noun like ct-Noyqe ‘fragrance’ (Onnophr. 219:25), where the 

_ 

nnnn *s Phonologically reduced, while the dependent 
noun Noyqe ‘sweet’ is left intact, cf. figure 3.1. 

wm 

HEAD NOUN 

HEAD-MARKED 
PATTERN 

ct (< CTOl ) 
scent 

DEPENDENT-MARKED 
PATTERN T-nxpeeNoc 

the virgin 

LINKER "BARE” NOUN 

CXBH 

prudent 

FIGURE 3.1 Head- and dependent marking in Coptic noun phrases 

The head-marking pattern does not seem to be productive in the nominal 
omam, where it is by and large restricted to lexical compounding i e the 

creation of new nominal expressions from existing words (section 3 1 2) 

The dependent-marking pattern, by contrast, is morphologically fully 
productive and underlies the formation of attributive noun phrases (section 
3.1.3) and possessive ones (section 3.1.4). In noun coordination he 
connective itself qualifies as the head of the entire construction (section 

fa!l'nntS H maPH°Su "a n°Un phrases are extra-c!a“sal constituents, they 

syntL (sectione3 1.6)!0my ^ a"d dependent-marking 

3.1.2 Nominal compounds 

lS lteL%rCh rem u-f n0minal comP°undin& which derives new 
lexical items from the combination of two nouns or a noun and a verb In 
aving only a single stress, such compounds behave like single words As 

h IT!5r3 iHP’aCed °n th£ SeC°nd COmp°nent’ which exactly the same shape as the corresponding independent word, while the first 
omponent is left unstressed and consequently phonologically reduced 

he unstressed vowel of the head noun is either reduced to schwa h/ e g 

‘Oliver or ri9V'‘ ° l0‘IVe 'fP (< CU,lUB6 /k,°?3ve/ ‘Ieaf’+ fcA 
olive ), or disappears entirely from the phonological representation, the 
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result being a monophthong (i.c. a single vowel), e.g. cT-Noyqe 

/sti.riuife/ ‘fragrance’ (< ctoj /stoj/ + Noyqe /n'u:fe/‘sweet’). 

3.1.2.1 Analytic compounds 
On semantic grounds, one can distinguish two types of nominal 
compounds, analytic and synthetic ones. Analytic compounds convey a 
relatively transparent meaning that can compositionally be derived from 

the meaning of each component, e.g. qip-^ooyT /sor.h'owt/ ‘boy’ (< <pnpe 

/scire/ ‘child’ + £ooyT /howt/ ‘male’), ^.oy-Mice /hu.m'hse/ ‘birthday’ (< 

2.ooy /how/ ‘day’ + Mice /mise/ ‘birth’), epoy-Bxi /hru.Vaj/ ‘thunder’ (< 

2pooy /hrow/ ‘noise’ + bxi /vai/ ‘sky’), qjBp-p £<i>b /svor.or.h'ov/ ‘co¬ 

worker’ (< gjBHp /sver/ ‘comrade’ + p-gu/B /or.hov/ ‘to do (p-) work 

(earn)’). 

3.1.2.2 Synthetic compounds 
Synthetic compounds like MNT-epo ‘kingdom’ (< ppo ‘king’), by 

contrast, have non-compositional and sometimes idiosyncratic meanings. 

In such compounds, the phonologically reduced head noun functions in 

much the same way as the lexical formatives un-, -fill, and -ness in English 
in compounds like unlawfulness. A list of the most common types of 
synthetic compounds is provided in table 3.1. Most Coptic grammars 

subsume these compounds under the label “nominal prefixes”: 

LEXICAL 
FORMATIVE 

MEANING EXAMPLES 

XT- NEGATIVE 
ADJECTIVE 

xehT ‘foolish’ (< j»ht ‘heart’) (V. Pach. 
141:2), xt-nkotk ‘sleepless’ (< nkotk 

‘to sleep’) (Onnophr. 208:4) 

M NT¬ 

's- 

ABSTRACT 
NOUNS 

MNT-NoyTe ‘divinity’ (< HoyTe ‘god’) 
(V. Pach. 6:29), mnt-monjjch ‘monastic 

lifestyle’ (< monxxoc ‘monk’) (V. Pach. 

141:14), MNT-oyeieNiN (< oyeeieNiN 

‘Greek’) (AP Chaine no. 188, 46:25) — • 

. , : 

phrase STRUCTURF. 

0,N“ EVENT AND 

INSTANTIATION 
\ NOUNS 

peq- 

Pm(n)- 

MAN- 

agentive 
NOUNS 

NOUNS OF 

PROFESSION/ 
OCCUPATION 

LOCATION 
NOUNS 

ON-xmn-rx encounter’ (< xttxntx ‘to 
meet) (Test. Is. 230:4), ciN-oytuM ‘food’ 
(< oyoiM ‘to eat’) (V. Pach. 5:2) 

peq-e^TB ‘murderer’ (< e«TB «to kill’) 

(Abbaton 232:30), req-p.e,one 
orafeman- (< P- ‘to do’ + e,one ‘craft, 

art ) (praec. Pach. 111) 

pMM-h, ‘superintendent’ (< ‘house’) 

praec, Pach. 104), PHN-PW ‘dignitary’ 
( PA.N name’) (praec. Pach. 111) 

^NTne (< 9NDne <t0 reside’) 
dwelling place’, (Ac. A&P 198:73), mxn- 

nkotk ‘couch’ (< NKOTK ‘to sleep’) (Eud. 

TABLE 3.1 Synthetic compounds 

Pach. 6:13), 7< 2 < ( ?°T6 ‘fearlessness’(V. 
54:27). * FM ^ (< ^ » mild’) ‘gentleness’ (Eud. 

f “«»"w 

,rr,r ■*'***££ 

■ sssk; ■*- f* 
, • (e-n-nooy) Git thc s " ,, 7 ^ K°Y‘> int° *e water 

A&P 204.443) ‘b* Sma "chl ^ren-into-the-water-throwers)’ (Ac. 
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lead noun is compatible with the entire range of Coptic determiners, the 
N-marked modifier must be left undetermined, as seen in: coxcx (...) 

ncujmatikon ‘physical (n-c<i>matikon) comfort (coxcx)’ (Hi I. 5:23), 

oy^oeiTe nqjNc ‘a linen (u-yuc) garment (oy-gpeiTe)’ (Eud. 50:11- 
12), nergxxo mmakapioc ‘this blessed (m~makapjoc) old man 

(nei-exxo)’ (Onnophr. 215:15-16). See figure 3.2 for the dependent¬ 

marking syntax of adjectival modification. 

HEAD NOUN 

oy-uoyi 
a small 

T-nxpeeNoc 

the virgin 

DEPENDENT NOUN 

LINKER “BARE” NOUN 

N- cooy^c 
convent 

N- CASH 

prudent 

FIGURE 3.2 Adjectival modification 

The lemma (j?hm ‘small’ is only us'ed as a dependent noun and appears in 

postnominal position without the linking element n~, e.g. n-qmpe u>hm 

‘the little (ujhm) child (n-qmpe)’ (Ac. A&P 196:48). 

3J.3J The nominal character of Coptic i(adjectives” 
Coptic has no separate word class of “adjectives” used to describe 
properties of individuals and objects. Thus, property-denoting expressions 

like no<5 ‘big’ or cabs ‘intelligent’ cannot be distinguished syntactically 

from referring expressions like pcuMe ‘man’, since both types of nominals 
can be used as the head or the modifier of an adjectival construction. 

Compare: NptuMe ncabc ‘the intelligent (n-cabs) people (N-ptuMe)’ 

&£&SRSfce&t !• ** tear* 
v • vvuiiuuiir, ziv i/i — '   

IB! Il|S»|Si|P' PP I « masculine singular 1® 
4), JL.C nNov® (OY-PO-HS)’ (Teach. Ant. 

STV- (ntToyre) ^ 

3'?‘3‘2 TyPes °f adjectival modification 

",; 1— b> *• «*-* - ™ 

J a) • Property assignment 

II «&£« mmswsw: 

l <•«*■") -U. (™£is^srp“Noc — 

£p Constituency 

B AmTT* N°YOe,N ‘!He C,0Ud (™°^) of light (N-oyoe,N )■ (Eud 
§: 234 ® n,eF° NKtu2T ‘the river (rr-.epo) of M t 

| '■ “* ^ f-“- <™»>»/ 

fc c) c,ass membership or ethnicity 

■ > - - -C5?vk. -Kr^rt 
Hp §• • 



POSSESSOR 
NOUN 

EXAMPLES 

sscssive 

POSSESSED NOUN (HEAD) 
POSSESSED 

noun 

“BARE” NOUN 

rases 
oun phrases, the head noun always indicates the possessed 

the dependent noun the possessor. In Coptic, the syntactic 
dependency between the possessed and the possessor noun is indicated by 
two different linkage markers, namely n- (or its assimilated form m-) and 

Mre. These linkage markers fulfill similar functions as the preposition of 
in English possessives, e.g. npoine M-nNoyTe ‘the man (npuiMe) of God 

(M-n-NoyTe)’ (V. Pach. 141:4-5), oyguJB ntc iiNoy-re ‘a thing 

(oy-etus) of (ntc) God (n-NoyTe)’ (Eud. 60:24). See figure 3.3 for the 
dependent-marking syntax of possessive noun phrases. 

“BARE” NOUN “BARE” NOUN :-;--- 

0UN MM* "P™ ‘as places (m-mx) of weeping (n-‘ 
: :. Pmh)’ (Eud. 40:9) 

DEFINITE NP _DEF1N1TE NP --~---- 
P Ten'CTQXH Hrrppo ‘the letter (r-enicroAH) 

I— • _ of the kjng (M-n-ppo)’ (Hil. 10:31) 
DEM. DET. NP DEM DET NP " " -— ______ 

NP Neiq» NT6HJOT ‘these heights (ue.^,) of" 
_ __su°h sort (N-rei-ctoT)’ (Hil. 9:6) 

LINKAGE MARKER ntc 

poss.dbt. NP TnicTic Ntuaorette faith (tactic) of 

___ my fathers (N-NA-eioxe)’ (Hil. 11:12) 

POSSESSOR 

noun 

DEFINITE NP 

INDEFINITE NP "DEFINITE NP 

; INDEFINITE NP DEM. DET. NP 

POSS. DET. NP DEFINITE NP 

EXAMPLES ~ - 

Np-Mpe ntc nenFix eroyAAB ‘with (the) 
joy (N-pxipe) of (ntg) the Holy (eroy^K) 
Spirit (rre-TiNx)’ (KHML182:4-5) ] 

zxz NpeMJk° NTe thoaic ‘many 
rich men (n-pcmao) of (ntc) the city (t~ 

noxic)’ (KHML 172:1) 

oyZuZxx NoyoiT ntc nenjiHpe qiHM ‘a 
single (N-oyorr) servant (oy-^aa) of 

(NTe) this little (<jihm) boy (nei-qmpe)’ 
(KHML 173:8-9) 

TeqoiKONOMix NTe TTNoyre ‘his 
stewardship (Teq-omoNOMiA.) of (NTe) 

God (n-NoyTe)’ (Onnophr. 217:23) 

! TABLE 3.2 The semantic distribution of the markers n-/m- and nt6 

3.1,4.1 The distribution of the linkage markers n- and NTe 

As we can see from table 3.2 below, the selection of the linkage markers J 

n- and NTe is laregly dependent on the determination of the possessed and I 
the possessor noun. This will be explained below. Abbreviations: NP | 
‘noun phrase’, DEM. DET. ‘demonstratively determined’ (e.g. rrei-puiMe ;f 

'this man’), POSS. DET. ‘possessively determined’ (e.g. TA-C£iMe 'my 
wife’). u 

” ": . ' ' ' ; . . . . : ' ' ' : : 

....... 

.. 

v i 11 \ X l i »J. % % X i « S 

n-pcuMe 
the man 

oy-£u>B 
a thing 

POSSESSOR NOUN (DEPENDENT) 

LINKER IN/DEFINITE NOUN PHRASE 

M- n-Noyre 
God 

NTe n-NoyTe 

God 

FIGURE 3.3 Nominal possession 
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there is a mismatch in definiteness, however, the competing marker ntg 

must be chosen instead. Thus, Nre-possessives typically combine an 

indefinite possessed noun with a definite possessor noun, e.g. oy^tne Nre 

nNoyTe ‘a thing (oy-^cuB) of (ntc) God (tt-noytc)’ (Eud. 60:24). Both 

linking markers are found in possessive noun phrases where the possessed 

noun or the possessor noun are determined by the possessive article, e.g. 

npAN MnAJcoeic ic ‘the name (n-pAN) of my Lord (M-TTA-j;oeic) Jesus 

(ic)’ (Eud. 46:16-17) vs. reqoiKoNoMiA ntc nNoyTe ‘his stewardship 

(Teq-oiicoNOMiA.) of (ntc) God (n-NoyTe)’ (Onnophr. 217:23). 

The linking marker ntc has the pronominal aliomorph nta~, which 

appears in a single context only, namely when an indefinite possessed 

noun is construed with a pronominal possessor, e.g. kcco MnApeewoc 

ntac ‘six (co) virgins (M-mpeewoc) of hers (nta-c) as well (kc-)’ 

(Eud. 56:6-7), oyre ksaaay nciAoc ntacj ‘nor (oyTe) anything else 

(ne-AAAy) of his (NTA-q) property (n-giAoc)’ (praec. Pach. 95). 

3.1.4.2 Types of nominal possession 
In Coptic, a variety of different semantic relations fall under the rubric of 

possession, ranging from ownership in the narrow sense to the expression 

of kinship. Very often, possessive noun phrases merely indicate some kind 

of connection or relation between two entities or objects. 

a) Inalienable possession 

Inalienable possession involves possessed items that are intrinsically 

related to the possessor, such as body parts, names or family relations, e.g. 

TT2.o MmrreAoc ‘the face (n-go) of the angel (M-n-Arrexoc)’ (Test. Is. 

229:6), ttcujma mttmakapioc atia mhna ‘the body (n-co>MA) of the j 

blessed (m-tt-makapioc) Apa Mena5 (Mena, Martyrd. 5a: 16-18), npAN 

Mmxoeic ic ‘the name (n-pAN) of my Lord (M-nA-xoeic) Jesus’ (Eud. 

46:16-17), tmaay Ae Mnneeq ‘the mother (t-maay) of the sailor 

*^4:4)), T<peepe MnHAiNoyTe Nppo zhnujn 

of *»< 

b) Alienable possession 

Alienable possessions express the notion of ownership proper eg 

faZT°TK TT 'CAAK ‘the C0Uch kotk)P of our 
toher (H-neN-e,<pT) Isaac’ (Test. Is. 236:24), n6HTyA„c (read 

A&P?94^)HC ”nAYAOC <PaUl’S (n'nAYx°c) robe (n-eKryiac)’ (Ac. 

c) Proximity, closeness or relatedness 

MHmTXn, "T oTNMthe God (n'NOYTe) of APa Mena (h-aoa 

(n-pojMei ofthe^'"' ,2a'!'2)’ npa,MG Ae MnMxr.ooe.A6 ‘the landlord 
( p Me) oftheinn(M-rr-MAN-OoeiAe)’(Mena>Mir. 27a: 11-13) rexpix 
MnctuMA the need (re-xprx) of the body (m-tt-cuma)’ (V. Pach.4:5). 

d) Place and time 

The possessor noun may indicate location in piace and time, e.g. Neptune 

tttoaic pAKOTe the people (ne-pajMe) of the city (N-T-noAiel 

Alexandria* (Mena,-Martyrd. 5b:21-22), reKKAHc.A n<j,.ht ‘the church 

SlTthcTav In! 12:171 ^ nG2ooy nr^n‘until 
(qj ) the day (ne-eooy) of the judgement (M-n-^n)’ (Ac. A&P 202:128). 

e) Agent relation 

When the possessed noun refers to some event or activity the possessor 

may Reinterpreted as the instigator or agent of that event, e.g. np^e 

eTTNA eroyAAE the joy (n-pArpe) of (caused by) the Holy (stoyaae) 

sptnt (M-n-nNeynA)’ (Eud. 68:12), Z!ozza ‘the gXng 

(n-xogx) of teeth (n-n-ob26)’ (Test. Is. 234:29). 8 
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patient of the event le possessor noun may also reier ro me unaergocr or paueni 

(N-r-cpeepe)’ (Mil. 8:19), nnoy NNcqeioTe ‘the death (tt-moy) of his 

(Antonius’) parents (N-Neq-eioTe)’ (V. Ant. 3:22). 

3.1.5 Noun coordination 
Noun coordination involves the concatenation of two or more nouns, 
which form a new syntactic unit. Coptic has a variety of connective 

devices to combine the individual members or conjuncts of coordinate 
noun phrases. Coordinate noun phrases consist minimally of three 
elements: On the one hand, there are at least two noun phrases that are 

combined with one another; on the other hand, there is a coordinating 
conjunction that indicates the link between the conjoined noun phrases. 

Syntactically speaking, the connective device is the head and the 
conjoined noun phrase the dependent constituent of the coordinate 

structure. The first conjunct, on the other hand, is adjoined to the left of 
the entire complex. The tripartite structure of a coordinated noun phrase 

like Tne mn nKxg ‘heaven (T-ne) and (mn) earth (tt-ka^)’ (Eud. 46:12) 

is schematically represented in figure 3.4. 

FIRST CONJUNCT CONNECTIVE SECOND CONJUNCT 

(ADJUNCT) (HEAD) (DEPENDENT) 

T-ne MN n-KA£ 

heaven and (lit. ‘with’) earth 

FIGURE 3.4 Noun coordination 

The connective may be a preposition like like mn ‘with’ or a clausal 
conjunction like Aytu ‘and’. Greek conjunctions are fully integrated into 

the Coptic system of nominal and clausal coordination. The distributional 
behaviour and basic meaning of the main Coptic and Greek-based 

connectors are the following: 

(it'll 

-.-~r.— m 

1. mm 

The conjunction mn is actually a comitative preposition, meaning 
something like (together) with, in the company of’. It connects various 

types of definite and indefinite noun phrases, though not “bare” nouns, 
e.g. ^eNconc mn eeNPMeiooye ‘entreaties and (mn) tears’ (Eud. 34:8)' 

MN nqAAp ‘bone (n-K*c) and (mn) skin (n-ujAxp)’ (Hil. 8:29), nog 

nS*a mn coxomcun mn G2GKIXC mn luicixc ‘in.the manner (Nee) of 

Qnd (MN) S°i0m6n and (MN) Ezekias and (™) Josias’ 
(HU. 9.28-29), NToq mn Ke<|>iAoco4>oc jce m mapthPion ‘he 

MaTrtMo^(Hn.lia7)0ther Pllll°S°pher (K<H>“°c°<l>oc) called («) Apa 

“Bare” nouns are joined together by means of the locative preposition ?i 
originally meaning‘on’, e.g. caFs y cuoq ‘flesh (cxF*) and fei) blood 

(cNoq) (Onnophr.206:25), sore y anomia ‘abomination (sore) and 
fei) crime (anoh.a)’ (Eud. 40:15), oY,Wum NFeq,aiTE ,, 

peqnezTCNoq enox ‘a lot (oyHHHtye) of murderers (N-PGqeaiTE) and 

(gi) blood-shedders (peq-ne^r-CNoq gboa)’ (Abbaton 232:30-31). 

The notion of disjunction is expressed by the Greek conjunction h ‘or’ 
which does not impose any selectional restrictions on the noun phrases it 

connects, e.g. hntai eioix ntuY h mxaY ‘I do not have (lit. ‘(there) is not 

(NTi-0’) father (eioir) or (h) mother (mmY)’ (Ac. A&P 
i v4:2 -22), enc(uoY2 « enMA noYuim ‘to (e-) the assembly (n-coiov?) 
or (h) to (e-) the eating n-oyojm) room (i>ma)’ (praec. Pach. 100). 

The connective xyoi ‘and5 is mainly used as a clausal conjunction, but may 

7™ ^ ,n° x1! phr?SbS’ e*g' N<StCNHY XYW N^HPe ‘my brothers 
( x-cnhy) and (also) (xycu) my children (NA-gwpe)’ (V. Pach. 88:23-24) 

TTNoyTe nnakun xyw uGiwt mhajcogic ic nexc ‘Eternal God (tt- 
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The Greek conjunction oyAe ‘and not’ expresses the notions of negation 

and coordination at the same time, e.g. ttgiahun oyAe Zh rrerrmy 

‘(not) in fen) this age (nei-AKUN) and not (oyAe) in fen) the one to come 

tn-eT-NHY)’ (Eud. 38:22-23). The redupiicant oyAe ... oyAe neither ... 
nor’ indicates the presence of two alternative invalid or impossible 

options, e.g. oyAe Zvcw oyAe tPo4>h ‘neither (oyAe) clothes feecu>) 

nor (oyAe) food (tpo4>h)’ (Onnophr. 208:14-15), tine omonaxoc 

Toorq eeox eqqiXHX oyAe ncjooy oyAe Teycjw the monk (n- 

monxxoc) did not (Hrre) desist (lit. to take (ka) away (sboa) his hand 

(roor-q)) from praying (e-q-qjxnx) either (oyAe) day (nc-2ooy) or 

(oyAe) night (Te-yqm)’ (AP Chatne no. 231, 68:20-21). 

Appositions are noun phrases that have no fixed position m the syntactic 

structure. They are simply juxtaposed to the head noun they modify. 
Prosodically weak function words like the Greek discourse particle Ae are 

placed between the antecedent noun or pronoun and the following 
apposition, e.g. icxak Ae nnATP.APxnc ‘Isaac the Patriarch {u- 

nATpiApxHc)’ (Test. Is. 228:4). The mam contextual uses of appositional 

phrases are the following: 

a) Referent identification 

Appositions are typically used to facilitate referent identification. In an 
example like ngkint(hPg oynoxic ntc eHBAeic N^ntore (i. ■ 

Dendera), a city (oy-nox.c) of(me) the Thebaitt (euBxe.c) (KHML II 
31:24-25), the appositional noun phrase oynoxic ntg ©hbxcic a city oi 
the Thebais’ provides an additional clue to locate.the place in question. In 
a similar vein, appositions can be used to disambiguate prononuna 

reference, e.g. ntoc| Ae nenckut n^aiMO (...) ‘he (ntocj), our father 

(neN-euirr) Pachom (...)’ (V. Pach. 4:24). 

US Hi } l iii 

Apart from their referent backtracking function, appositions may have a 
somewhat more conventionalised use as epithets, e.g. rrgxrioc MxpKoc 

TreyxrrexicTHc ‘the holy (n-gxnoc) Marcos, the Evangelist (tt- 

eyxrrexicrHc)’ (Hil. 3:32-33), xnx ttxmbcd nenpecByTepoc ‘Apa 

Pamb6, the presbyter (rre-npecEyTepoc)’ (Hil. 5:13), nNoyTe 

rmxNTCUKpxTtup ‘God (n-NoyTe) Almighty (n-nxNTcuKpxTcup)5 
(Onnophr. 215:27). 

c) Naming 

In the context of naming, the particle jee ‘called’ must be selected when 
the head noun is an indefinite expression, while the apposition itself is a 
proper name, e.g. oyx xe xnx nxyxoc ‘one (oyx) called (x:e) Apa Paul’ 

(AP Chaine no. 230, 68:8), eynoxic xe cxpxxHX ‘to a city (e-y-noxic) 
called (x;e) Saralea (i.e, Caesarea)’ (Hil. 3:18), Ke^ixoco^oc xe xnx 

HxpTHpioN ‘another philosopher (Ke-<j>ixoco(j>oc) called (xe) Apa 

Martenon’ (Hil. 6:17). An exceptional case is pxN ‘name’, which must 

always be definite, e.g. neipxN jee ic ‘this name (xce) Jesus' (Ac. A&P 
196:32). 

3.2 Simple and complex prepositions 

Prepositions are relational elements that locate an entity someplace or with 

respect to another entity. They never appear in isolation. To express a 

particular semantic relation, another constituent must accompany a given 
preposition: this dependent constituent is called the object or complement 
of that preposition. Coptic prepositions generally have two different 
context dependent allomorphs, one used with nominal objects, 
traditionally referred to as the nominal state (nom. st.) and another one 
used with pronominal objects, called the pronominal state (pron. st.), 

e.g.'(nom. st.) ©khms ‘to (e-) Egypt (khm©)’ (KHML I 14:1) vs. (pron. st.) 
epoq ‘to (epo=) him (-q)’ (KHML I 14:12). See figure 3.5 for further 
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FIGURE 3.5 The phrase structure of Coptic prepositional phrases 

The nominal state form is generally much shorter than *e 
pronominal state. This difference in prosodic weight is mamfestedy 

different stress patterns. In the nominal state, stress sh 
following the preposition: e-xune te.klei.me/. By contras, the 
corresponding pronominal state must be stressed, since the following 

suffix pronoun is not susceptible to stress assignment: epo-q /e.f oV. 

broad range of meaning distinctions, cf. table 3.3 (empty cells indicate* 

absence of an allomorph). 
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N.B. In modern text editions, the nominal state forms of prepositions consisting 

of a single letter are written together with the following noun, e.g. eneKpo 

*^e bank (e-ne-Kpo)’ (Ac. A&P 194:3). This contrasts with 
prepositions that consist of two or more letters, which are written as 

separate words, e.g. mn NeioyAxi ‘with (mn) the Jews (Ne-ioyAAi)’ (Ac. 

A&P 194:15-16). This orthographical convention is applied throughout 
this grammar. 

3.2.1.1 AUomorphy 

The allomorphic opposition between the nominal state and the pronominal 
state form of basic prepositions exhibits some degree of morpho- 
phonological irregularity: 

• Labial assimilation: the nominal state form of n- ‘in’, Zu ‘Jn} af 

and axn- ‘without’ undergo labial assimilation before the voiceless 

bilabial stop n /p/ and the voiced labial nasal m /m/ (see above, section 

1.3.3.1 of Unit 1), e.g. mttma. NTeTpip ‘in the place (m-tt-ma.) of the 

oven (N-Te-Tpjp)’ (praec. Pach. 117), ha nim ‘in (2m) every (nim) 

place (ma)’ (praec. Pach. 129), a_xm npa>Me N-rcooygc ‘without (axm) 

the man (rr-pu>Me) of the congregation (n-t-cooy^c)’ (praec. Pach. 

118). By contrast, the comitative preposition mn ‘with’ is never 
assimilated, e.g. MAA.e\.eHA mn lApee mn neNeiorr gnojx ‘Maleleel 

and (mn) Jareth and (mn) our father (neN-eiorr) Enoch’ (Test Is 
231:2-3). 

Defective prepositions: several basic prepositions lack either a 
nominal or pronominal state allomorph. The defective preposition 2,ht= 

‘before’, for example, occurs in the pronominal state only. The 
prepositions *r‘at’ and £n ‘in’, on the other hand, have suppletive 

forms in the pronominal state, which actually are compound 
prepositions: pax»= (< Zi ‘on’ + <md« ‘back’ (lit. ‘on the back of)) and 

n£ht= (< N ‘in’ + £H-p= ‘belly’, lit. ‘in the belly of), e.g. I^m nxeitux 

Aytu uxeuDT n^ht ‘I (am) in (+~£m) my father (nx-eioiT) and (xyo)) 

my father (nA-eiorr) (is) in me (n^ht < n-jmt-t)’ (Abbaton 231:27-28 
; [John 14:11]). 
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• The pronominal state forms KATApo= and m.pApo= of the Greek 
prepositions kata- ‘according to’ and ttaPa- ‘more than’ are analogical 
formations based on the model of simple] 

llitlll 
The complete pronominal paradigm of the particularly common 
prepositions epo= ‘to’, mmo- ‘in’, na= ‘to, for’, nmma= ‘with’ is presented 
in table 3.4. The pronominal state allomorph may undergo additional 
phonological changes, which are largely dependent on the consonantal or 
vocalic nature of the following pronounf 

ASE STRUCTURE ___^3 

b) conveys the opposite semantic value under a separative reading, in which 

case it indicates temporal or spatial'distance from a certain condition or r “■ wiiom vuuuiuim ur 

epo= MMO= NA= NMMA= 

I51 sing. epo=i MMO=l NA=1 NMMA=1 

2nd sing. masc. epo=K MMO=K NA=K MMMA=K 

2nd sing. fem. epo MHO N£ NMMG 

3,d sing. masc. epo=q MMO=q NA-q NMMA=q 

3,J sing. fem. epo=c MMO=C NA=G.^ NMMA=C 

lsl pi. epo=N MMO=N NA=N \nhhh=n 

2,ld pi. eptr=TN MM1D-TN NH=TN NMMH=TN 

3"1 pi. epo=oy MMO=Oy NA=y NHMA=Y 

TABLE 3.4 The pronominal paradigm of basic prepositions 

3.2.1.2 Semantic Functions 
Coptic basic prepositions are polysemous expressions, which may adopt 
more than one meaning and function. Moreover, there is a certain degree 

of functional overlap between two or more prepositions. The following 
survey describes the broad semantic spectrum of the most common basic 
prepositions. 

1. noin. st. e-, pron. st. epo= 

a) has a directional meaning and marks the endpoint of a movement, e.g. 

Acjei ipApoq GTABGNHce ‘he (Pachom) went (x-q-ei) to him (qiAPo-q) 
(Apa Dionysos) to Tabenese (e-TABeNHce)’ (V. Pach. 138:21), ayaag 

enxoi ‘they went (a-y-aag) on the ship (e-n-jtoi)’ (Ac. A&P 196:51). 

c) may have a restrictive meaning and express the idea that some condition or 
state holds only partially, e.g. gumming enA^nnAp ‘I am sick (e-i-qj(UNe) 
at my liver (e-nx-ZunxPy (Onnophr. 208:30), q>AYP baag eneyBAA 
NoytuT ‘they became (qiA-y-p) blind (baag) at one (N-oyunr) of their eyes 
(g-*tgY-baa)’ (KHML II 53:2-3). 

d) Coptic has no specialized morphological marker for the formal expression 

of a comparative relationship. Rather, the degree quantifier gpyo ‘more’ 

indicates the higher degree of the quality referred to by the verbal 

predicate, while the compared entity or object is syntactically encoded as 

as directional phrase with g-, e.g. mh GrrArny anok eeoyerTAJtoeic ‘(mi) 
am I (anok) more (e-£oy(o)) honoured (e-i-TAmy) than my Lord 
(g-ha-^ogic)?’ (V. Pach. 2:6-7). 

e) is commonly used to mark the direct object of a perception verb, such as 
nay ‘to see’ and £e ‘to find’, e.g. ainay cmma Nipturre NNetpyxooyG 

THpoy ‘I saw (a-i-nay) the dwelling (N-tpcune) places (g-m-ma) of all 
(THp-oy) souls (N-Ne-ipyxooyG)’ (Ac. A&P 198:73), a1£g epoq 

GAqoyoi eqMoy ‘I found (a-i-£g) him (epo-q) already dead (lit. while he 

had already become (e-A-q-oyoi) being dead (e-q-Moy))’ (Onnophr. 
205 .23-24). 

f) Ethical datives are reflexively used prepositions, whose pronominal 

objects are co-referential with the clausal subject; they highlight the 

involvement of the subject referent in the situation talked about, e.g. a 
oYA NN£AAo naY epoq Zu oyGKCTAcic (...) ‘one (oYa) of the old men 
(N-N-eAAo) saw (a ... nay) for himself (epo-q) in (2n) a trance 
(oy-gkctacic) (...)’ (AP Chaine no.180,43:11). 
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iginally had a locative meaning, from which other semantii 

rived, e.g. Nepe nxoeic MneiMx ‘if the Lord (tt-jcogic 

this place (M-nei-Mx) (...)’ (Ac. A&P 200:100-101) xcam 

) it happpened (x-c-tpume) one day (N-oy-£ooy) (. 
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one (ptuMe) shall go (nng ... bctk) 

(Neq-tfuc) at night (epoyee) (praec. Pach. 

inally’, e.g. engxe Ae xy+ Nxq zjawq n^ntn^ (for 

N^eNTNe) (...) ‘finally (en^xe), they gave (x-y-t) him (nx-q) wings 
(N-^en-TNg), too (j>uHD-q) (...)’ (AP Chatne no. 180, 43:16), errrnpq ‘at 

all’, e.g. gojcrre eTMTpxxicexNe errrnpq (...) ‘so that (^cucTe) I did not 
notice (e-TM-Tpx-xicexNg) at all (e-rr-Tiip-q) (...)’ (Onnophr. 209:26- 

27), ene^oyo ‘even more*, e.g. nxi Ae xyToyNocq enegoyo ‘they 
(nxi) (the pagan emperors) revived it (the prosecution) (x-y-ToyNoc-q) 

even more (e-ne-^oyo)’ (Mena, Martyrd. lb:3-5). 

nom. st. n- (assimilated form m-), pron. st. nx= 

designates the recipient or beneficiary, i.e. the person towards whom a 

particular action or activity is directed or some object is handed over, e.g. 
gjxpe riNoyTe + oy^MOT NNeTNxnicTeye ‘God (n-NoyTe) will give 

(qjxpe ... L) grace (oy-gMOT) to those who will believe 
(N-N-eT-Nx-nicTeye)5 (Test. Is. 228:1 L), or the person addressed in direct, 

speech, e.g. nexxq Nxq (...) ‘he (Apa ZSnon) said (nexx-q) to him 

(Nx-q) (...)’ (AP Chatne no. 179,43:4). 

b) Ethical datives assume the number and gender specification of the 
unexpressed second person subject of imperatives to emphasize to the 
intended addressee the necessity or urgency of the requested activity, e.g. 
eeuwpei (read eecupei) nxk ‘see (eecupei) for yourself (na-k)I’ (KHML 

II 21:26), TCNoy <5e BiTq (for qiTq) nxk ^uoui ‘now (TeNoy) take it 

(the cloak) (away) from me (gi-xxu-i)’ (V. Pach. 92:15). 

* “i tiv1 ** 

As an identification^ preposition, the nom. st. form n- must be construed 
with a zero-determined “bare” noun, e.g. £oing n^o NtfxMoyx eemooye 

Neo MMoyi ‘some (monsters) (eoiNe) (as) camel-faced (n-^o n-Gxmoyx), 

r others (een-Kooye) lion-faced (n^o M-Moyi)’ (Test. Is. 234:2-3), xqxxy 
nckkahcix^ ‘he r (Apa Shenoute) turned them (the pagan temples) 
(x-q-xx-y) into churches (n-ckkahcix)’ (KHML II 50:27), cko 

Mnepnepoc ‘you are (e-K-o) vainglorious (M-nepnepoc)’ (V. Pach. 
1:18). 

marks the direct object of various kinds of transitive verbs, e.g. eyntuT 

MncoBT ntcooy^c ‘when they were building (e-y-KtuT) the wall 

(M-n-coBT) of the congregation (n-t-cooy^c)’ (V. Pach. 1:16), eTeTNxi 

MneipcDMe ertuN (...) ‘where to (c-tujn) do you bring (c-tgtn-xi) this 

man (M-nei-puiMe)?’ (Mena, Mir. 24b: 1-3). 

The pron. st. mmo= may designate a contextually specified partitioned set, 
from which a proper subset is taken, e.g. Nee erqo NgMgxx Mnoyx 

noyx MMOoy ‘in the manner (n-gg < N-T-ge) that he (Pachom) was 
(eT-q-o) a servant (N-gMgxx) of every single one (M-n-oyx n-oyx) of 

them (the brothers) (mmo-oy)’ (V. Pach. 90:19-20). 

Idiomatic uses: Nqjopn ‘at first’, e.g. Ngjopn mgn xqrcxBooy nc^xj 
1 at first (Nqiopn) he (Zeno) taught them (his daughters) (x-q-rcxso-oy) 

to write (n-c^xi)’ (Hii. 2:6-7), Nxioye ‘secretly’, e.g. mhhoc ntc ^oing 

bi (for qi) neqcuiMx Nxioye ‘that not (mhhoc) some (people) (^oiNe) 

would carry away (ntc ... qi) his (Pachom’s) body (neq-coinx) secretly 

(Nxioye) (V. Pach. 94:7), xcqiu)n[e] Ae on Noycon (...) ‘it also (on) 

happened (x-c-gicune) once (Noycon)’ (KHML II 17:18). 
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preposition, e.g. A«p oy zH Nei-roty ‘what (oy) have you been doing 

(a-k-p) in (eN) these districts (ngi-tcmp)?’ (KHMLII 31:26). 

often has an instrumental interpretation and specifies the means through 
which a particular activity is carried out, e.g. 1-[na2idtb mho] 

reicHcje (...) ‘I am going to kill (f-NX-eurrB) you (mho) with (2n) this 

sword (’rGi-cnqe) (...)’ (Mena, Mir. 29a:4-6). 

quite frequently indicates the source or point of origin of some state ot 

affairs, e.g NTAep pmma.o n2.htoy ‘and become (NTA-ep) a rich man 
(pMMAo) from them (the coins) (n2ht-oy)5 (Mena, Mir. 15b:21-22), cboa 

xe nta mHpq tycune 2m ™J>*-*® Npu>q ‘because (gboa xe) the 

universe (rr-THp-q) has come into existence (nta ... ujwne) from (2m) the 

word (n-<yAxe) of his (God’s) mouth (N-pui-q)’ (V. Pach. 7:1-2). 

The combination of 2N and 30 indefinite noun phrase phrase yields a 

manner adverb, describing the way in which some action took place, e.g. 
AqoyuiujB NAq nci neqcoN 2N oy<5u)NT *his brother (neq-coN) 

answered (A-q-oyuuyB) him (Pachdm) (NA-q) in (2N) cm angry manner 

(oY-<5u>nt)’ (V. Pach. 1:17-18), Aqxi tyKAK Ae gboa 2n oynoo ncmh 

‘he (Diocletian) cried (A-q-xi tyKAK) out (cboa) in (2n) a loud (oy-Noo) 

voice (n-cmh)’ (Eud, 36:25). 

may refer to a partitioned set, from which a proper subset is taken, e.g. 

Aytu Nep 2*2. (read N^pe 2*2) ON 2N ngcnhy peiMe (for p>Me) ‘and 

(Ayu>) many (2*2) °f (2N) fhe brothers (ng-cnhy) wept (Nepe ... piMe), 
too (on)’ (V. Pach. 90:17), a Zome N2»Toy aag enexr 2N oyxaip 
‘some (201N6) of them (the brothers) (n2ht-oy) mounted (a ... aag) the 

donkey (e-n-eioi) in a jolly mood (2N oy-xHp)’ (V. Pach. 6:6-7). 

___^ 

-1 .o^^***^*^ 

insult ic meaning of the locative preposition is ‘under’, e.g. AyKA 

2* NoyepriTe NNAnocroxoc ‘they placed them (their property) 

commonly expresses the reason or cause for the emergence of some state 

of affairs, e.g. AyMoy 2* neise TeiepHMiA ‘they (the Persians) are on 
the verge of dying (A-y-Moy) from (2a) thirst (n-eiBe) in (2n) this desert 
(Tei-epHMiA)’ (Eud. 46:25). 

may designate the beneficiary, i.e. the person for whose sake some activity 

is carried out, e.g. AqMoyN Ae cboa eqtyAHA 2*poc TApecoyxAi ‘he 

(Apa Sarapidn) remained (A-q-MoyN) praying (e-q-tyAHA) for her sake 

(2Apo-c) that she might be saved (TApe-c-oyxAi)’ (AP Chaine no. 240, 

73:5), ntok GTNA+ aotoc MnNoyTe 2* TAipyxH ‘it (is) you (ntok) 

who will be answerable (er-NA-t Aoroc) to God (M-n-NoyTe) for (2a) 
my soul (TA-ipyxH)’(Hil. 5:28). 

nom. st. <yA-, pron. st. <yApo= 

has a directional meaning and marks the destination or goal of some 
movement, e.g. NetyApe neiorr Ae NeeNeeTe ctmmay ei <jja 

TreNeiurr TTA2um N2*2 neon ‘the father (n-eiojT) of that (ctmmay) 

monastery (N-eeNeere < N-T-2eNeeTe) used to (Ne-tyApe) come (ei) to 

(<jja) our father (neN-eiurr) Pachfim many (N-2A.2) times (n-con)’ (V. 
Pach. 139:25-26). 

yields an adverb of temporal location in combination with time-indicating 

nouns and demarcates a point in time up to which some activity lasts, e.g. 
aaaa Mnpqrrq cboa eTOMcq qjA riNAy MnoyoeiN NpACTe ‘but (aaaa) 

do not bring him (the dead boy) (Mrrp-qiT-q) out (cboa) to bury him 
(e-TOMc-q) until (<yA) the hour (tt-naY) of (day)Iight (M-n-oyoeiN) 

tomorrow (n-pacts)’ (Ac. A&P 196:44-45). 



comitative interpretation and typically desigiia^ V‘“‘ 
some activity is carried out, e.g. ntnoyujm mn NeNepHy ‘and we 
TN-oyiPM) with (mm) one another (NeN-epny)’ (Onnophr. 215:29), 

• xcwxxe nmma.c| ‘he (Pachom) spoke (x-q-(j>xxe) with him (Theodor) 

(NHMi-q)’ (V. Pach. 93:27). 

b) A benefactive or adversative reading may be imposed contextually, e.g. x 

neNGKDT nxgoiM ? Tpe;i ngcnhy i eipe NMMxq noYno<5 mmntmxicon 

‘Our father (neN-eiuiT) Pachom let (Tpe) the brother (nc-cnhy) make 
(eipe) for him (NMMxq) a great (N-oy-Notf) brotherly love 

(m-mnt-mxi-con)’(V. Pach. 136:26-27), mh oYn Meeye noxyMei 

nmmxk ‘do perhaps (mh) thoughts (Meeye) fight (noxyMei) with you 

(nmmx-k)?’ (AP Chaine no. 181, 44:16-17); similarly t mn ‘to fight with’, 

e.g. 2.eNAxiMU)N eyt nmmxn ‘demons (N-geN-AxiMoiN) who fight 

(e-y-t) with us (nmmx-n)’ (KHML1111:14-15). 

c) conjoins two definite or indefinite noun phrases, e.g. oyNoyB mn oygxT 

eNxtptuq ‘gold (oy-Noye) and (mn) silver (oy-gxT) in great quantity (e- 

Nxtpui-q ‘which was much’)’ (Eud. 64:2), me mn ttkx^ ‘heaven (T-ne) 

and (mn) earth (n-xxg)’ (Eud. 46:12) (see above, section 3.1.5.2). 

8. nom. st. oyTe-, pron. st. oytoj= 

indicates the relative location of two entities with respect to one another in 

combination with the comitative preposition mn- ‘with’, e.g. gknxkx oyMxge 
egpxi oyTOJK NMMxq ‘you should place (c-k-nx-kx) an elbow (oy-Mxge) 

between you (oyTtu-K) and him (NMMx-q)’ (praec. Pach. 95), xyKoyi Ntpxxe 

qm»ne oyTtuoy mn Neyepny ‘a minor argument ([ojy-tpxxe) came up (x ... 

(piune) between them (oyTUi-oy) with (mn) each other (Ney-epHy)’ (V. Pach. 

9. nom. st. gi-, pron. st 2.iui(u= 

a) When used as a locative preposition, £i-, giu)u>= indicates die position of 

some individual or object, e.g. x rrxeiorr p qjoMNT Ngooy 2.1 riec5xo<5 

my father (nx-eiu>T) spent (x ... p) three (<pomnt) days (N-gooy) in (2.1) 

bed (ne-tfxod) (AP Chaine no. 210, 55:10-11), epe oyctxxpioN to 

eicucnq ‘while a tunic (oy-c+xxpioN) was placed (epe ... to) upon him 

(eiuKU-q)’ (AP Chaine no. 181, 43:25). 

b) conjoins two zero-determined “bare” nouns, e.g. cxpz gi cNoq ‘flesh 

(cxpz) and (2.1) blood (cNoq)1 (Onnophr. 206:25) (see above, section 
3.1.5.2). 

10. nom. st. xxn-, cxn- (assimilated forms xxm-, gxn-), 

pron. st. xxnt=, var. exNT= 

has an inherent negative meaning and asserts the absence of a particular 

individual or object, e.g. nnc po>Me qm Teqxne xxm neqpMNHi ‘no one 

(pujMe) shall shave (nng ... u;b) his head (Teq-xne) without (xxm) his 

superintendent (neq-pMN-m)’ (praec. Pach. 97), riNoyTe nxi gtg Mepe xxxy 

qxune exNTq ‘God (n- NoyTe), he (nxi) without whom (exNT-q) nothing 

(xxxy) happens (Mepe... <pu>ne)’ (Zen. 202:3). 

11. nom. st. nxpx-, pron. st. nxpxpo= 

is commonly used as a functional equivalent of the directional preposition e-, 

epo= in comparative constructions, e.g. qcom n<5i nMoy nt€tmmxY nxpx 

n(UN2 ntxi ‘the death (n-Moy) of that (girl) (n-t6tmmxY) is better (q-coxn) 
than (nxpx) the life (n-cuNg) of this one (n-txi)’ (Hil. 8:7-8), xieP nobg Mnxpx 

(for nxpx) poiMe nim ‘I have committed (x-i-ep) sins (nobs) more than 
(Mnxpx) any (nim) man (ptDMe)’ (Mena, Mir. 19b: 1-3) oyxcmupe ne nxpxpoN 

‘(is) he stronger (oy-xuxupe) than us (nxpxpo-N)?’ (Ac. A&P 202:110). 
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30), idiomatic kata ©e (< t-j>g ‘the manner’) ‘in the vein of, like’, e.g. 
e<£>Aq<5o>NT kata ©g nngtoyaab ‘then he became angry (e-tpA-q-6u>NT) 

like (kata ee) the holy ones (n-ngt-oyaab)’ (V. Pach. 3:20-21). 

b) can also have a distributional interpretation, e.g. <pApe tgibnng tayc 

MNTCNOOYC NAOOY NBNNG KATA pOMIlG OyXOOY KATA GBOT ‘tllis 

date palm-tree (tgi-bnng) brings forth (tpApe ... TAye) twelve 

(mntcnooyc) clusters (n-aooy) of dates (n-bnng) per (kata) year 
(ponne), one cluster (oy-aooy) per (kata) month (gbot)’ (Onnophr. 
208:11-12). 

3.2.2 Compound prepositions 
Compound prepositions consist of a basic preposition and another element 
specifying its basic spatial orientation. The second component of such 

compound prepositions is either a possessive noun phrase, e.g. £n TMtiTe 

n- ‘in (zn) the midst (t-mhtg) of (n-)’, or an incorporated “bare” noun, 

e.g. nca- ‘after’ (< n~ ‘in’ + ca- ‘back’, lit. ‘in the back of’). 

3.2.2.1 Compound prepositions with possessive noun phrases 

The object of compound prepositions like £1©h MnNeeq *towards (gi- + 
on < t + £H ‘the forepart’) the sailor (M-n-neeq)’ (Ac. A&P 194:7) is a 
possessive phrase, cf. figure 3.6. 

BASIC PREPOSITION POSSESSIVE NOUN 1 PHRASE 

POSSESSED NOUN LINKER POSSESSOR NOUN 

Z' OH < T + £H M- n-Neeq 
on the forepart of the sailor 

FIGURE 3.6 The internal structure of compound prepositions 

‘nrMPiW on/ « r *;—**•& »vuu unc M^njTC imiQSU, HTO 

:: , : and; koitg surroundmg', or a body-part expression like' c„ 
forepart e.g mhcto eEox NN[e]Pp[a,oY] ‘in the presence (n-ne-HTo 

eeox) of the kmgs (N-Ne-ppujoy)’ (Eud. 44:8), Nfne eTMnkurre miihji 

exe^N^pe' N^-nc, ‘the viliages (N-tne) that (er-) (were) in the 
neighbourhood (M-n-Kture) of the place (m-tt-mx) in (N£HT-q) which he 
(Pachom) lived as a hermit (eTe-q-Amxmpei)’ (V. Pach. 103a: 18-20) 

To deri ve the pronominal state form of such compound prepositions the 
possessed noun is determined by the possessive article rreq- (sing, masc.) 

req- (sing, fern.), Neq- (plural) ‘his’, which expresses both definiteness 
and pronominal possession (see below, section 4.1.2.1 of the next unit) 

7r 7TZ° eB°X ‘bef°re yOU (,it- in your Presence (iwwnoff 
‘bef°re mC (Iit' l,nder ^ my forePart (Tx-en))’ 

(Eud. 34.26), 2N reyHHHTe ‘in (£n) their midst (rey-HHHTC)> (Onnophr. 

206.i5), Ntne eTnneqKcuTG ‘the villages (n-+mg) which (were) (gt-) 
in his neighbourhood (M-neq-KtDTe)’ (V. Pach. 3:26). 

3 2.2.2 Compound prepositions derived from noun incorporation 

e y far most common compound prepositions involve the 
incorporation of a “bare” noun into a basic preposition, e.g. ncx 

Zewcpxjce Nappe after (< n- ‘in’ + cx- ‘back’) new (N-EpPe) words’ 

fesN-gixjce) (Hll. 1:18-19). The incorporated noun enters into two 

nrenZv “ functions as complement of the basic 

. prepositionafobject!16 ^ “ tbe head "°Un for the f°«™ng 

COMPOUND PREPOSITION 

BASIC PREPOSITION INCORPORATED NOUN 
PREPOSITIONAL OBJECT 

£eN(pAxe NBppe 
new words 

FIGURE 3.7 Compound prepositions derived from noun incorporation 
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TABLE 3.5 The inventory of compound prepositions 

The pronominal paradigm of the compound prepositions 

hc(d= ‘after’, and £A.pAT= ‘beneath’ is presented in table 3.6. 

TABLE 3.6 The pronominal paradigm of compound prepositions 

j 1 

f' f 

' 1 

enApoy- GTTAgPY backwards 
MHO- of 

2,A.pA.T= N- 2.A.pAT= beneath 

GTBG- GTBHHT= because of 

NoyeqjN- without 

r sing. 6TOO=T NC(D=1 £A.pAT 

2nd sing. masc. GTOOT=K NCtl)=K 2.ApA.T=K 

2nd sing. fern. GTOOT=e NCO) 2.ApAT=6 

3rd sing. masc. GTOOT=q Ncu)=q 2A.pAT=q 

3,d sing. fem. 6TOOT=C NCU)“C 2ApAT=C 

1st pi. GTOOT=N NCU)=N £A.pAT=N 

2nd pi. GTN=THYTN NCtl)“TN 2.A.pAT=THYTN 

3,d pi. gtoot—oy NCtl)=OY 2XpAT=oy 

:noun: hS WSt i i’S.Wj'S °f tee: incorporated' 
:noun;has °een i°st beyond recognition. This process of semantic bleecHing* 
IS pnr! l;u ar 'V evidcnt when: the Compound preposition is: construed with 
anofhar* _ 

V x ci j,x , . „ • — ^ -\--—- ■ J ^ ai -r 

x(g) head) his face (neq-2o) in (2n) their (the brothers’) midst 
(TeY-MHTe)’ (V. Pach. 87:16-17). 

Gaps in thednflectional paradigms of certain compound prepositions are 
compensated for by two auxiliary constructions: 

When a compound preposition has no nominal state allomoiph, a 

predicational phrase with the locative preposition n- ‘as’ is added to the 
pronominal state form, e.g. «j,*>NToYe. ePxTq Mmixprypoc 

gtoyaab ‘until they came (<p\NT-oY-ei) towards (e-pAT-q) the holy 

(er-oYAAB) martyr (H-n-MA-pTypoc)’ (Mercur, Mir. 257:22-23). The 
pronominal state ePA.T-q contains an anticipatory pronoun that agrees 

m person, number and gender with the following noun phrase. The the 

identity between the anticipatory pronoun and the co-referential noun 
phrase is indicated by the locative preposition m-. The defective 

preposition ^HT= ‘forward, before’ lacks an initial basic preposition 
besides a nominal state form, e.g. ecP jore 2™q HONoyre a,n 

rrecxTTo and she (Eudoxia) had reverence (e-c-p ^otg) for feTH-q) 

God (M-TTNoYTe) since (ain) her birth (nec-_mo)’ (Eud. 50:4-5). 

When a compound preposition has no pronominal state allomorph, the 
pronominal state mmo= of the locative preposition n- is used as a 

suppletive form and simply juxtaposed with its nominal state allomorph 
e.g. eTjxZoy mmo= ‘backwards of, e.g. gPg nPuiHG nnP(dmg 

erqiojMe na.<juj enxZoy mmooY gtbg oYcon gth^uing ‘the one 

(n-poiMG) (responsible for) the sick (gt-cpuing) people (n-n-pwmg) 

shall stay (gpg ... ux~6w) behind them (cn^oy mmo-oY) on account 

of (gtbg) a brother (oY-con) who will become sick (gt-na-qkdng)’ 
(praec. Pach. 129). 
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id prepositions. In an example like a nxyxoc 
lus leaped (a. ... qo<5~q) up (e^pxi) from (2JT 
A&P 198:62-63), the particle egpAi ‘up 
onality of the motion event being described 

<5q e^pA-i gn rmooy J 

water (tt-mooy)’ (A 
' V ' 

The most common reinforcing particles are the following ones::! |j|||||||j! 

1. CBOA OUt 

The particle cboa indicates the departure from the point of origin of some 
motion event, e.g. xqet gbox Teqpi (...) ‘he (Apa Zenon) came (*-q- 

ei) out (gbox) of his cell (j>n Teq-pi) (....)’ (AP Chaine no. 179, 42.26), 
A.qei cboa ^iTooTq £N oyNoO Npxipe ‘he (the official) went (x-q-ei) 

away (cboa) from him (Pachom) (ei-TooT-q) very joyfully (lit. with (^n) 

great (oyNod) joy (N-pAqje))’ (V. Pach. 138:7-8). 

i. gzyxi ‘up, down’ 

rhe particle e^pxi is a polysemous expression that has two opposite 

lemantic values: it may reinforce the upward or downward orientation of 
iome movement, with the implication that the final destination has been 
eached. Thus, compare: xqNTq e^pxi eKcncTANTiNoynoAic (...) ‘he 

2. e^oyN ‘into’, N^oyN ‘inside’ 

The particles egpyN ‘into’ and NgoyN ‘inside’ describe inward direction 

and inside location, respectively, e.g. x.gkxc nnc HxnocToxoc ecp bcuk 

egoyN emoAic ‘so that (aickac) the apostles (n-ahoctoaoc) could not 

go (nn6 ... ecy-BOJK) into the city.(e^oyN e-T-noAic)’ (Ac. A&P 206.152) 

vs. NTeyNoy a rrgArioq MepKoypioc kim MMoq NgoyN ntkaicc 

‘immediately (NTeyNoy) the holy (n-gxrioyc) Mercurius moved (x ... 
kim) himself (MMoq) inside the shroud (NgoyN N-T-KAice)’ (Mercur, Mir. 

257:7-8), nnc aaay NpuiMe oyM nka N^oyN NTeqpi ‘no one (aaay) 

shall eat (nnc ... oyM) anything (nka) inside his cell (N^oyN N-req-pi)’ 

(praec. Pach. 114). 

wmwm 
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(the angel) brought Eir' (Constantine) (a; 

Constantinople (e-Ku>ctantiNoynoAic) (...)’ 

te-nei-i i.y)’ (Ac. A&P 202:10.3-! 04). 
;;; 

" | • H'A i .. 
4. enecHT ‘downwards’ 

To indicate the descending directionality of some motion event, the 

particle enecuT is frequently used as an alternative for the polysemous 
particle e^pAi, e.g. NTe[pe]qei errecnx gxmutg ‘when he (Christ) had 

gone (Nrepe-q-ei) down (errechT) to Hell (e-AMNTe)’ (Ac. A&P 
204:142-143), x Oamoya (read ttOamoya) k\xc\ enecuT cam nuj, ‘the 

camel (n-<3A.Moy\) put him (a. ... KAA-q) down (enecHT) on (ejcti) the 

earth (tt-kajj)’ (Mercur, Mir, 265:11-12), NeoyN oyNoO rxp n^hmc 

MrrecHT mfima ctmmay ‘for (rxp) (there) was (Ne-oyN) a great (oy-No<5) 

heat (n-^mmc) down (mitccht) in that (ctmmay) place (m-tt-ma)’ (V. Pach. 
2:18-19). 

3.3 Adverbial modifiers 

Adverbial phrases are sentence modifiers that bear a close semantic 
relation to the verb and its arguments (subject, object). Adverb modifiers 
contribute to the semantic interpretation of the clause they modify by 

providing information about the temporal and spatial setting of some state 

of affairs or about the circumstances under which it took place. Coptic has 

no specialized derivational morphology to create adverbial expressions 
from nouns and adjectives. Rather, adverbial adjuncts are either derived 
from prepositional phrases or involve adverbially used noun phrases. 

3.3.1 Genuine Adverbs 

Coptic has a rest category of sentence modifiers that are not derived from 
prepositional phrases: 
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The locative preposition n- and the directional preposition e- are 
extremely widespread adverbial markers. Despite the fact that such 

adverbs have the morphological structure of prepositional phrases, there is 

good reason to believe that what we are dealing with is a distinct type of 

adverb formation. To begin with, the complement of n- and e- marked 

adverbs is not an existing noun in Coptic. Moreover, these adverbs have a 
specialized meaning and function that differs from that of the 

corresponding locative or directional phrase: 

3. The weak deictic adverb mmay ‘there’ 

The locative adverb mmay ‘there’ indicates distance form the deictic 

center, i.e. the place and time of the speech situation, e.g. aaaa eic 

KetpyxH mmay ‘but (aaaa), look (eic), (there was) another soul (Ke-tpyxH) 

there (mmxy)’ (Ac. A&P 202:111). It also expresses deictic remoteness, 
e.g. ttma eTMMAy ‘that place’ (lit. the place (tt-ma) which ((er-) (is) 
(over) there (mmAy))’ (Onnophr. 206:11) (see section 4.1.1.3 of Unit 4 for a 

more detailed discussion of its use as a distal demonstrative). 

... ^ s s? ^ ; Apny and mcuak ‘perhaps’ 

.signal the non-commitment of the speaker to the truth of the utterance, e.g. 
Aptly acjmoy 1 perhaps (Apny) he (Apa Ptolemaios) died (A-q-Moy)’ 

(KHML II 34:6), neqjAK oyN oyA NAMeeye eqcoiTM xe (...) ‘perhaps 
(Me<pAK) on hearing (it) (e-q-cu>TM), someone (oyA) might think 

(NA-Meeye) that (xe) (...)’ (Zen. 200:12-13), MeipAK Mnoyoxy Mnxoeic 

an ne nojAJce eNTAixooq ‘ maybe (m€<pak) the word (n-qjAxe) (that) I 

have spoken (eNT-A-i-xoo-q) (is) not (an) the will (n-oyuxp) of the Lord 

(M-n-xoeic)’ (V. Pach. 85a:20-23). 

H 1mi§i ti#Tt 
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g. ieiuc eqe6u> eqNAy epoc mmhnc so that (xeKAc) he (Zeno 

could continue (e-q-otn) to see (e-q-NAy) her (Hilaria) (epoc) daily 
(MMHNe)’(Hil. 12:9-10). 

5. The adverb of temporal location Ncoy- ‘on day’ 

e.g. Aqep MAprypoc exM npAN MneHxoeic ic nexc (...) ncoymnth 

MnesoT 2.Aoojp ‘he (Apa Mena) became (A-q-ep) a martyr (MApTypoc) 

for (exM) the name (n-pAN) of our Lord (M-neN-xoeic) Jesus Christ 
(ne-xc) (...) on the fifteenth day (ncoy-mnth) of the month (M-n-esoT) 

Hathdr’ (Mena, Martyrd. 6a:12-19). 

6. The degree adverb cmatc ‘much, greatly’ 

A variety of n- and e-marked adverbs have function as degree adverbs or 

focus particles. The high degree modifier eMATe ‘much, greatly’, for 

instance, describes the enormity or vastness of some action, e.g. 
NeqnoxiTeye Ae cmatc ‘he (Pachom) performed ascetic labours 

(Ne-q-noAiTeye) greatly (eMATe)’ (V. Pach. 103a:6-7). 

7. The restrictive focus particle mmatc ‘only, merely’ 

The focus particle mmatc ‘only’ has an exclusive meaning and expresses 

the singularity of events or participants, e.g. mh cknakaat ncujk ctec 

oygiDB MMATe ‘will you abandon me (lit. put me (c-k-na-kaa-t) behind 

you (ncoj-k)) because of (eTBe) one thing (oy-juuB) only (mmatc)?’ (Ac. 
A&P 200:81-82), nta nxoroc (Soixe eypiuMe mmatc Nee NoyA 

NNenpo(J)HTHC NApxAioc ‘the word (rr-xoroc) merely (mmatg) dwelled 
(nta ... ooixe) in a human being (e-y-ptuMe) like (Noe n-) in one (oyA) 

of the ancient (n-apxaioc) prophets (N-Ne-npotjJHTHc)’ (Zen. 204: 11- 
12). 



8. The scalar focus particle eNe^ ‘ever, never’ 

The focus particle eNej ‘ever, never’evaluates the truth of a sentence with 

respect to a temporal continuum, e.g. fteFe m, ntchinc ep xoeic 
baLy unieoc eNe2 ‘the one (m.) who behaves thus (lit. of this kind 

(N-tei-MiNe)) will not (t-iepe) ever (eNez) become (ep) master (xoeicj 

over any (e-xxxy) passion (N-nxeoc)’ (AP ChaTne no. 12, 3:9). 

3.3.2 Adverbially used noun phrases 
Moun phrases that refer to temporal intervals or points on a scale may be 
used as frequency adverbs or adverbs of temporal location without further 

qualifications, e.g. NeFe a.okxh t nxY n^nA^on Tepome 
‘Diocletian (Aiokah) gave (nepe ... t) them (the Persiani kings) ( Y) 
gifts (N-yeN-AoipoN) annually (xe-poi-me)’ (Eud. 42:14), xxpxH r p 

evNAEuiK exxMAXuipucic ‘because (r*p) (in) the beginning (xxpxh) 

when they enter (e-v-Nx-nom) the life of a hermit (e-x-xNxxwpHc.c) 
(Onnophr. 211:14-15). Reiterated “bare” noun phrases are associated with 
a distributive reading, e.g. xYTtpeyNHCTeye] Ae cn[xY] [cn]xY they 

made them fast (x-y-xpe-y-Nucxeye) two on two (i.e: two succeeding 

days) (cNxy cmy)’(AP ChaTne no. 69, 15:22). „ 
The deictic expression xenoy de (< xe-oynoy the hour ) now, then, 

but now’ does not usually have a temporal meaning, but rather serves as- 

an attention marker, which signals the immediate relevance of what will 
be communicated next. In this function, xenoy de is commonly used to 

add force to directive speech-acts (orders, commands, requests),, .g. 
Tenoy de xuioyN Hxpori ‘now then (xenoy de), rise (xrnoyn) let s go 

(nxpo-N)!’ (Eud. 68:10), xenoy de nx<pHFe cuixn neon out now 

(xeNOY de), my son (nx-glhpe), listen (cuixn) to me (ncui-i). (KHML11 

33:13-14). 

3.3.3 Manner adverbs . . H 
Manner adverbs generally describe the way in which some event or 
activity is performed. Coptic manner adverbs are prepositional phrases 
involving the locative-instrumental preposition zn ‘with, through, by 

means of’ and an indefinite noun phrase, which designates a mental or 

PHRASE STRUCTURE isB 

psychological state, e.g. NToq Ae AqxiToy gN oyNo<5 MniCTic e£pyN 
enNoyre ‘he (the official) (Nxoq) accepted them (Pachom’s bounty) 

(A-q-xix-oy) in (^n) great (oy-NO«3) faith (m-hictic) towards (eeoyN) 

God (e-n-NoyTe)’ (V. Pach. 138:6-7), nai Ae eqxu> mmooy ^N oyNO<5 
mmntxa.ci2.ht (....) ‘when he (Diocletian) said (e-q-xtu) these (words) 

(nai) with (2N) great (oy-NOd) arrogance (m-mnt-xacj-^ht)’ (Eud. 

36:17), Aqoyuj(pB NAq n<5i neqcoN £N oyduJNT ‘his brother (neq- 

con) answered (A-q-oyuxjjB) him (Pachom) (NA-q) angrily (£N 

oy-ddJNT)’ (V. Pach. 1:17-18). 

a) Postverbal placement 

Manner adverbs tend to follow the verb and the direct and indirect object 
as closely as possible. The preferred word order is directional adverbs > 

WANNER ADVERBS > TEMPORAL LOCATION ADVERBS, as Seen in: AqNTOy 

6£oyN eTCooy^c £N oyMKA2. .N2.HT oyA(pA2.oM he (Pachom) 
brought them (the utensils) (A-q-NT-oy) into the convent (e^oyn 

e-T-cooyac) downhearted (lit. in fen) a sadness (oy-MKAe) of heart (n- 

2,ht)) and (mn) (with) a sigh (a^-^om)’ (V. Pach. 6:10-11), Aycu Aqnujp<p 
cboa NNeqdix e^pAi enNoyTe j>n oypiMe NTey<pH Thpc xin poy^e 
q?A ^Tooye ‘and (Ayu>) he (Pachom) lifted (A-q-nu>p<p) his hands 

(N-Neq-dix) up (e2pAi) to God (e-n-NoyTe) weeping &n oypiMe) the 

entire (thp-c) night (m-tc-y^h) from (xin) evening (poyj>e) till (cjja) 

dawn (2,Tooye)’ (V. Pach. 2:2-3), NTeyNoy Ae Aqxooy zu oydenh 
e2,pAi ecuuN ‘right away (NTeyNoy), he (Constantine) sent (A-q-xooy) 

quickly (j>n oy-denn) (a message) to (e^pAi c-ckun) Zion’ (Eud. 70:18). 

b) Conjunction of manner adverbials 

Two or more manner adverbs can be joined together by the connective mn 
(see above, section 3.1.5.2). Since noun phrases can be headed by a single 

preposition only, the adverbial preposition 2,N is left out in the second 
conjunct, e.g. [Aycu eTpeyjei oyamcaia mn oyj>HT NA[Tpo]oy<p 

‘and (Aycu) that they come (e-Tpe-y-ei) negligently (j>n oy-amcaia) and 

(mn) (with) an unconcerned (N-AT-pooy<p) attitude (oy-^HT)’ (Camb. 8:8- 

9), AqNToy e^oyN eTcooy2.c 2.N oyMKA£ n2.ht mn oyao;a2.om ‘he 
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(Pachom) brought them (the utensils) into (eeoyN) the convent 

(e-T-cooy^c) downhearted (lit. in (^n) a sadness (oy-mkxjj) of heart 

(n-^ht)) and (mn) (with) a sigh (x<y-x£OM)’ (V. Pach. 6:10-11). 

3.3.4 Cognate objects 
Cognate objects derive their name from the fact that they contain a 

copy of the main verb. In Coptic, cognate objects are syntactically 
encoded as manner adverbs. There are no selectional restrictions with 

respect to the type of verb they modify, witness the fact that transitive as 
well as intransitive verbs can co-occur with such cognate objects, e.g. 
NioyAxi xyTxjepe Trryxy (read -rnyxH) oyTxx:po ‘the Jews (n- 

loyAxi) strengthened (x-y-TXjepe) the gate (T-nyxy) very securely (£N 

oy-Txjcpo)’ (Ac. A&P 206:151-152), xqei e^oyN eqctiJBe oycuJBe 

eqoyxxB ‘he (the holy Apa Mercurius) came (x-q-ei) in (eeoyN) 

laughing (e-q-coJBe) a holy (e-q-oyxxs) laugh (^N oy-ctuBe)’ (Mercur, 
Mir. 262:6-7), ^n oyMoy tctnxmoy (read tctn-nx-moy) ‘you will 

surely die (lit. in a dying (gN oy-Moy) you shall die (TeTN-Nx-Moy))’ 

(Eud. 58:28-60:1). 
Cognate objects convey a quantificational meaning and indicate the high 

degree or amount of the activity or state referred to by the main verb, e.g. 
xqpxqje egpxi excnq Ntfi npcnMe MrmoyTe £NNoyNO<5 (for £N 

oyNoe) Npxqje ‘the man (rr-ptuMe) of God (M-rmoyTe) rejoiced 

(x-q-px<pe) about it (e^pxi extn-q) with fen) great (oy-No<5) joy 

(N-pxtpe)’ (V. Pach. 86:21-22), mnncx oyoyoeup Ae xqqmJNe £N 
oyNo<5 NtyoJNe ‘after (mnncx) some time (oy-oyoeup) he (the brother) 

became very sick (lit. he became sick (x-q-qKUNe) in a great (zn oy-Nod) 
sickness (N-qjoJNe))’ (AP Chaine no. 1, 1:4-5), xyuj ceNXKoxxze mmon 

£n <2.eN>Koxxcic eyNxqjT ‘and (xytu) we will be punished (lit. they 

will punish (cc-nx-koxx^s) us (mmo-n)’) in (^n) severe (e-y-NxqjT) 

punishments feeN-Koxxcic)’ (Onnophr. 208:2-3). 

The inventory of Coptic sentence modifiers is supplemented with a variety 
of Greek loan adverbs, many of which are morphologically marked by the 
ending -u>c (see above, section 1.4.1.4 of Unit 1). Particularly common 
examples are: 

1. The manner adverbs kxxujc ‘well, rightly’ and kxkujc ‘badly’ 

e.g. xqxe (read xqxeK) neqx^e cbox kxkujc ‘he (the brother) accomplished 

(x-q-xeK ebox) his (life)-time (neq-xge) badly (kxko>c)’ (AP Chatne no. 1, 

p. 1:3-4), kxxujc xqxooc n<5i neNcxg. THpN rrexc neyxrrexioN 

CToyxxB ‘rightly (kxxujc) said (x-q-xoo-c) Christ (ne-xc), the scribe for all 
(thp-n) of us (neN-cxg) in (j>m) the holy (e-r-oyxxB) Gospel (n-eyxrrexiON)’ 

(Abbatdn 229:9-11), ncntxyAixkongi Ae kxxujc Ne NeNTxyx^e (e)pxToy 

£m ngji NNerpx4>H ‘the ones who serviced (Ne-NTX-y-AixKONei) well (kxxujc) 

(are) the ones who reached (Ne-NT-x-y-x^e (e)pxToy) the measure (rr-tyi) of 

the Scriptures (N-Ne-rpx^H)’ (praec. et instit. Pach. 33:30-31). 

2. The degree adverbs ^oxujc‘entirely, altogether, at all’ 

is particularly common in negated sentences, e.g. xyuj Mrrepoyojty ccujtm 

ctkxtxxxxix gujxoc ‘and (xyuj) do not wish (Mnep-oyujqj) to listen (c-cujtm) 

to slander (c-t-kxtxxxxix) at all (gujxoc)’ (Test. Is. 233:27-28), Nqtco xn 

2. ajxoc qdujne rxp NoyoN nim ‘he (the pagan commander) does not restrain 
(himself) (N-q-t co) at all (gcuxoc), since (rxp) he imprisons (q-tfoine) 
everybody (n-oyoN nim)’ (KMHL II 29:13-14). 

3. The temporal adverb totc ‘then’ 

introduces a new chain of events and hence marks a major transition in the 

development of the story-line, e.g. totc XNApexc nexxq Nxy ‘then (totc) 

Andreas said (nexx-q) to them (the Jews) (wx-y)’ (Ac. A&P 196:37), totc 

xyeN nMXKXpioc xnx NXgpooy eneeexApON 'then (totc) they brought 

(x-y-6N) the blessed (n-MXKxpioc) Apa Nahrow to the theatre (e-n-eexApoN)’ 
(KHML 14:6-7) 
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’al adverb rrANrtuc ‘no doubt’ 

implies uncertainty on the part of the speaker, e.g. tta.ntojc rrraxp MnNoyre 

ne ntakgi eit (fie) (is) no doubt (rrxNTtuc) the predestination (n-Tajq>) of God 
(M-n-Noyre) that you came (NT-AK-ei)’ (Hil. 4:31-32). 

Key Terms: 

Head-dependent 
distinction 

Nominal compounds 

Adjectival modification 

Nominal possession 

The head of the phrase is the element that §3.1.1 
determines its syntactic category. The non- 
head or dependent constituent of a phrase 
is the element with a more peripheral 
function: it can often be left out without 
affecting the grammaticality of the entire 
expression. 

Coptic has two types .of nominal §3.1.2 
compounds, analytic and synthetic ones. 
Analytic compounds consist of two 
components, which have a fully specified 
lexical meaning. In synthetic compounds, 
on the other hand, the head noun has a 
grammaticalized meaning and function. 

In Coptic, there is no special word class of §3.1.3 
“adjectives”. To ascribe properties to 
individuals, the attributive construction is 
used, where property-denoting expressions 
may appear as head as well as dependent 
nouns. Such attributive phrases are marked 
by the linking marker n-. 

Possessive noun phrases consist of a §3,1.4 
possessed and a possessor noun, the latter 
being marked by the connectives n- and 
ntc ‘of. 

PHRASE STRUCTURE __123 

Noun coordination Coptic has several markers to express the §3.1.5 
notion of “and” in the nominal domain, 
ranging from basic prepositions like mn 

and £i to clausal conjunctions like *.yu>. 

Appositions are extra-clausal noun phrases, which have §3.1.6 
the same referent as the proper name or 
pronoun they modify. 

Prepositional object the noun or pronoun that complements the §3.2.1 
preposition to form a prepositional phrase. 

Nominal vs. Basic and compound prepositions have §3.2.1 
pronominal state form context-dependent allomorphs that are 

dependent on the nominal or pronominal 
character of the prepositional object. These 
allomorphic forms are called the nominal 
or pronominal state of that preposition. 

Adverbial modifiers adverbs are modifying expressions which §3.3 
bear a close semantic link to the verb; they 
locate the state of affairs that is described 
in space and time, or provide additional 
information about the way in which it 
came about. 

Cognate objects constitute a subclass of manner adverbs 
that contain a copy of the main verb, e.g. 
£N come in cruse £N oyctuBe ‘to laugh 
in a laugh’. 

§3.3.4 
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(V 2N OyeipHNH (M-/NT6) rTNOVTC ‘ in „ 
God (rT-NOYTe)’ (Test. Is. 228:2) ^ ^ peace (oy-eipHNii) of 

“ Of 

(3) .“t" of"» 

C- Translate the following attributive or possessive noun phrases: 

0) oYno<5 NtjKDNe (AP Chaine no. 1, 1; 5) 

(2) oyinoT NnPn (AP Chaine no. 16,3:17) 

(3) ttma NNxajoJhe (V. Ant. 6:9) 

(4) neepoNoc NTMNrepo (Hil. 2:3) 

(5) <i;eepe cetrre Nc^iMe (Hil. 2:5) 

D. Translate the following appositional phrases into English: 

(1) njinoc neTpoc iTApxHenicKonoc (Hil. 3:28) 

(2) necPAN * tupli (Test. Is. 231:9) (rre-c ‘her’) 

(3) A.OKXHAUNOC ttPPo NANOMOC (Mena. Mir. 7b:4-6) 

3- 4 Noun coordination 

4- ~- 

(2) ttma nripnie __ noAZo£ nnobje ‘the place (H-AaV of weeninr 

204^142)e Wgnashing i™^Z) of teeth (N-H-bEze)’ (Ac. A&P 

B. Translate the following coordinate noun phrases: 

(1) h cu)[Ne] [h cjmm]c h q,H[Pe] (KHML173:2) 

(2) n-kaicaF xyw N-A.yTUJKpA.Top (Mercur, Martyrd. 256:12) 

(3) 2N oyc<5PA2T mn oyoyxAi (AP Chaine no.5, 2:23) 

3.5 Simple and compound prepositions 

A. Fill in the correct nominal or pronominal state form of the 
preposition in the following table. 

ISOM. ST. 

eTBe TTNoyTe 

_nNoyTe 

rrNoyre 

PKON. ST. 

_J=q 

epo=q 

Mneqmo cboa 

GLOSS 

because of, for 

to, towards 

in the presence of 

B- .“"S-SE"8 "*■“k' fc 

(1) (mnnca/jm) <J>rre Ae Npohne eciyoon feeiVn-) Neiuofi 

rXr 'TT? 'af,erninC (<f,Te) years (N-foune) that 
she (H,lana) enntmued (e-c-cyoon) i„ these great (n6.-no<s) 
mortifications (n-ackycic)’ (Hil. 6:34-35) 

(2) ul tfTh^T- uN°V?XHMi NCnAeAf,oc <she (Hilaria) put 
(Hil. 3:14-15) knigh 3 (N Cm°Ap,oc) 8arment (n-oy-cxhma)’ 



(3) AZ NC 0U'eMNK««e ne (nWnxPi.) 
neqnerioc the holy (n-junoc) Apa Mena was (Ne-) an Egyptian 
(oY-p6M-KHMe) by origin (neq-rerioc)’ (Mena, Martyrd. 6a:5-7) 

W Tr feN/HNlN<K3^ ‘he (*e angel) smoothened 

lod, '“> -* -* — 

<!) ^ - 
C. Translate the following prepositional phrases. 

(1) hkakc (praec. Pach. 94) 

(2) epo (Mena, Mir. 27a:22) 

(3) jmtoot (KHML11:5) 

(4) 6jcn oycriHAAioN (Onnophr. 205:16) 

(5) aA.pA.Tq Mnqmpe MriNoyTe (Eud. 32:12-14) 

(6) 2.1T00T0Y NMMHHcpe (Ac. A&P 196:47) 

Deixis, interrogation, quantification 

This Unit deals with a closed class of nominal-functional elements that 

perform some of the most fundamental functions of language- deixis 

£°nnat!"g nnt't,£;3)’ lnterroSation (“king questions), and quantification 
(counting things) As a technical term of grammar, deixis means ‘pointing 
by language ._ The label “demonstratives” is used as a cover term for 

grammatical items like this and that, which accomplish this task of 
pointing. Apart from this localising function, demonstratives can also 
serve anaphoric functions and keep track of previously mentioned 
discourse entities. Section 4.1 reviews the deictic and anaphoric uses of 
Coptic demonstratives. 

Questions are pragmatically marked speech-acts, which signal a request 
‘"formation on the part of the speaker about something he believes that 

the addressee knows. The missing piece of information' is indicated by 

snr?™ 7rdS !? ^ WhaL CoPtic has a fairly ^tensive class of 
h question words, which will be discussed in section 4.2. Another topic 

of this section concerns dedicated interrogative particles that type die 
clause they modify as a question. 
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Quanliiicational like ail birds fly are interpreted as general' 
statements about a particular kind or species. This interpretation is 
imposed by the quantifier all in the noun phrase all birds. Section 4 3 
examines _ tire semantic properties and syntactic distribution of 
quantificational expressions in Coptic. Dependent on the syntactic context 
m which they occur, such quantifiers assume different interpretations. 

4.1 Deixis 

Sahidic Coptic has an elaborate system of deictic expressions. These fall 

m o two classes: demonstratives and possessives. Demonstratives, such as 
the puch as the prenommal article ne.- ‘this’ in nei-poine ‘this man’ 
express a deictic relation proper and locate individuals or objects in the 
vicinity of the speaker. Possessive demonstratives, on the other hand such 

as the possessive article neq- ‘his’ in neqcoN ‘his brother’, indicate not 

so much closeness to the speaker, but rather a relationship between two 
iscourse entities referred to by the possessor and the possessed noun. 

All demonstratives and possessive are morphologically derived from the 
deictic root n (singular masculine), r- (singular feminine), (plural) 
They are formally distinguished with respect to a particular vowel pattern 
and with respect to prosodic status as a bound or free morpheme. While 

some deictic expressions function exclusively as pronouns, such as the 

demonstrative pronoun mi ‘ this one’ or the possessive pronoun no,-, 
mine , others are used as articles on demonstratively or possessively 

detet mined noun phrases, such as the above mentioned demonstrative 
auicie nei- this’ or the possessive article neq- ‘his’. 

4.1.1 Demonstratives 

!l'LStahiniC C°ptic’. there^ two ‘ypes of demonstratives, which are 
deictically contrastive: proximal demonstratives refer to entities near the 
speaker and dijaLdsmfljistratbtSs to entities that are located at a certain 
distance away from the speaker. Proximal and distal demonstratives can 

ncbon either as pronouns or as determiners (so-called demonstrative 
teles). In addition, there are the enclitic deictic pronouns rre (singular 

masculine), re (singular feminine) and Ne (plural), which are restricted t, 
nominal sentences/where ^ 

functions (see above, section 2.4.3 of Unit 2). The full inventory of Coph 

demonstratives is presented in table 4.1. AH demonstrative forms appeal i, 
their singular masculine form: 

PROXIMAL DISTAL 

demonstrative article 

demonstrative pronoun 

rn-pa>Me 
this man (here) 

mi 
this one (here) 

ENCLITIC deictic PRONOUN Tie 

this one, he 

n-pa>Me gtmmay 
that man (over there) 

TTGTMMAY 

that one (over there) 
Oil 
that one (over there) 

TABLE 4.1 Demonstratives 

Due to its obsolete status, the distal demonstrative pronoun m, is onh 

TeTct Ur-? !iterar" Sahidic’ e'c -- Hne,HX „ ™ ‘looi 
™v Spr,("e'XC) !f] 1" thls P‘ace (here) (»™-«r) or (h) that on, 
L j (AP Chmne no 146, 32:25), xya, nn Nxcoixn t-inNoye meyNo> 

fcui^Th ^ 0n&< (nH) Wil1 (NX) break Up (the connectionjf(lit. cm of 

24^2 23fehwMI MTlTOYZ),i-nmediately (NTeVN°Y)’ (AP Elanskay: 
4a.22-23), It will not be considered in the following description of the 

morphologically fully productive demonstratives. 

4.LL1 The demonstrative article nei-, ni- 

The demonstrative article takes two shapes, the full form ne,- /pei-/ ‘this 
and the short form m- /pi-/, the latter being Ihe result o 

monophthongizarton, i.e.THi phonological reduction of a diphthong to i 

(ffif 5 2TNumb ' h8-;6""* (KHML 1 3:8> vs- ‘this place 
be ow }' S d,stmctions Yield the six forms in table 41 



* nei- /pej-/ rei- /tei-/ , . , . ' v 

short FORM n^ni-y ~ „ — ^ 
--•gL4a-/_t^var.-n-yti-/ _ni- /ni-/ 

TABLE 4.2 The demonstrative article rrei-/ni- 

Tlie ailomorphic character of the ei /»;/ ,/-/•. . 
evident in co-ordinated noun phrases wher tl 1"t®.rcha,nSe is particularly 

the demonstrative article occur side by side’ea ^ redUCed f°rmS of 
mini) MMooy MN reiENNG mn r, y d ’ S' i'C'Ne NTinyrH (for 
‘his well (ri-nyrH) of water wYU'l°N 1 dlscovered (i-i-oiNe) 

(rei-ENNe) and (nn) this cavern fne^ °gether ™th (mn) this da‘e ‘ree 
eqipoorr 2n (0ntloPhr- 208:10-11), 

(e-q-ipoorr) in fen) this isolation W1'le he *-Apa Mena) lived 
(ni-copegr)’ (Mena, Martyrd. 3b:19-2l”) N‘*JC‘upHC,c^ and (™) this peace 

□ CONTEXTUAL USES 

the demonstrative 

a) Spatial deixis 

dem0nS‘ratiVe article » typically used to 

of the speaker, °r °bjeCt in vicinity 

(i'-Mx-guiTE) yougSz (Sr rrreT2N wi" «u 

hand (TA-eix)’ (Mena, Mir.29ai4-7) «ae!c ^e,'CMqe) m (6T-2N) my 

Nneucoi ‘verily (^uooic) never ever ^ 7 7 ^ eNe« Nee 
ship («-«) like (Nee n Uhl.lu r (f^ haVe 1 Seen (™6-'-naY) a 
81:4-5). ( } ths sh,P <“> fr°nt of me) (ne.-*ol)> (KHML I 

^• MM) « KB 
tion, quantification ,1. 

b) Anaphoric use 

Noyoc^ cr,, ‘his (p horn’s) heart („«,2„T) becaml 

described) S <***?* 

5^5) to hn7p'"cYe7eePTnr -‘“l ^ ("™^7y07l2 
s^rne) (mentioned ^ 

c) Discourse deixis 

link b”n^rp7?ositTonsrethe ^ ^7 f6"15 and thus estab!ish a 
keeps track nf r S P one m w^ich it occurs and the one it 

thpc ‘and ^ T NTe’ee eBox e2Px, enNoyre JevJu 

(Pachom') criITr ? ^ ™°mer ^N"Te,"^e) (as previously depicted), he 

entire (thP-c) nighUre^Jh)’ (V Pach^-H^) Occ (.e"n'"°YTe) the 

a cataphoric function andI Lie pates 'a*^* 
subsequent discourse, e.g. communicated in the 

MN NercoiTM GNei^e ‘the MpcT ,Mm7^TpupxHC Nxqiume (...) 

<.) w«, <„„> iv sr"i 
words (e-Nei-qjxxe)’ (Test. Is. 228:6-7). ( h foIlowmg) 

d) Generic interpretation 

interpretation^ otTEmi^f °r g-eric 

deflate article- *• 

eqiAyqi) ntootoy Hnevqjaic ‘like fNi«~ k, ^ * {-l0r 
shepherd (ney-^c) hadten tak^ "h°- 

from them (ntoot-oYV (V Pach 92-^n oq.n Y ^ ™ y k Way) 

,ite <“•«« 
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is made to kinds, the plural form ni~ may even vary with the indefinite 
plural article geN-, e.g. nim rAp neTNAA^e ep[<acr]q eMicpe mn 

Neioy^oop H NIH neTNifTtDN MN Nl\p2 NIM NTOq nCTNACCUp 6BOA 

eniipe mn geNMoyi axn u;oxNe cbui ‘because (rAp) who (nim) (is 
it) that would stand up (eT-m-^je eparq) to fight (e-Mitpe) with (mn) 

dogs (Nei-oy^oop) or (h) who (nim) would struggle (er-NA-triuN) with 

(mn) bears (Ni-Apz), who (nim), indeed (NToq), would set out (ct-na- 

cu>p 6boa) to fight (e-Migje) with (mn) lions (^eN-Moyi) without (axn) 

plan (ujoxNe) and fei) counsel (cbcd)5 (Camb. 8:15-18). 

e) Emotive use 

The proximal demonstrative article may be used to express emotional deixis, 
reflecting the speaker’s attitude towards the referent of the determined noun 

phrase. Contrary to what is stated in most Coptic grammars, both the full 

form nei- and the short form ni- may assume a pejorative meaning and 

function. Compare: anok neipeqpNOBe ‘I (anok), this sinner (rrei-peq-p- 

nobc) (KHML II 53:15), neiANOMoc xe Ajokah lthat criminal (nei- 
anomoc) Diocletian’ (Eud. 34:15-16) vs. anok mpeqpNoBe (V. Pach. 

2:10) ‘this sinner’ iu-anomoc ‘that criminal’ (Mena, Mir. 30b: 18); 

NeiATNoyTe NioyAAi ‘those godless (Nei-AT-NoyTe) Jews (N-ioyAAi)’ 

(Eud. 58:24), rrronoc MniNAZcnpAioc xe ic ‘the place (n-Tonoc) of that 

Nazarene (M-ni-NA*ci>PAioc) Jesus’ (Eud. 52:27-28). The demonstrative 
article may also express the speaker’s empathy and affection for the 
discourse referent in question, e.g. eyoyoxp exw mfitaio MneiNoc 
NcrpAi itDTHc NTe nexc n^Anoc xnx mhna ‘wishing (e-y-oyuxp) to 

proclaim (e-xo>) the honour (m-tt-tajo) of this great (H-rrei-Nod) soldier 

(n-ctPatio)thc) of (NTe) Christ (ne-xc), the holy (n-gAnoc) Apa Mena’ 

(Mena, Enc. 36a: 15-20), xe oyntctn (read oynthytn) mmay mtono<5 

i-inpecBeymc e^TH nxoeic ‘because (xe) you have (oyN-TnyTN) this 

great (m-mi-noo) intercessor (M-npecseyTHc) before (£A£tm) the Lord 
(n-xoeic)’ (KHML II 58:16-18). 

4.1.1.2 The demonstrative pronoun hai 
Demonstrative pronouns are free morphemes, which may appear in aJ 

nominal positions of the clause. They are morphologically distinguish^ 
from the demonstrative article through the invariant vowel pattern /ai/: to 

(singular masculine), tai (singular feminine), nai (plural) ‘this one, thes 
ones’. 

□ CONTEXTUAL USES 

Demonstrative pronouns serve two major purposes. As deicti 

expressions, point out someone or something in the visual field of th 

speech participants. As anaphoric'expressions, they serve as functions 
equivalents of third person pronouns. 

a) Spatial deixis 

The original spatio-deictic meaning of the demonstrative pronoun ttai i 

particularly clear when the speaker notices a strange individual, object c 

location in his immediate surroundings and has a question about it, e.g. a< 

NTonoc Ne nai ‘what kind (Aq>) of places (N-Tonoc) (are) these (nai 
(in front of us)?’ (Ac. A&P 204:140), oy ne onobc nta too aa> 

nxxoeic ‘what (oy) (is) the sin (n-Nose) that this one (ttai) has don 
(nt-a ... AA-q), my lord (nx-xoeic)?’ (Test. Is. 234:11-12). 

a) Anaphoric use 

Proximal demonstrative pronouns as an alternative for personal pronoun: 

when a discourse participant is mentioned for the second time, e.g. (ther 
was a Samaritan woman in the city Alexandria) tai Ae Neyen oyNo 

N(pu)[Ne] 2.N TecAne ‘(as for) her (tai), there was (Ne-yeN) a seriou 

(oyNod) illness (n-cpojnc) in (gN) her head (Tec-Ane)’ (Mena, Mi 

26a: 13-16), nta too rAp AiTei NoygcDB ntoot nApA neqMrrqjA ‘fc 
(rAp) this (person) (ttai) (i.e. the disobedient monk) has asked (nt-a . 

AiTei) something (oy-^tuB) from me (ntoot) beyond (ttapa) his meril 
(neq-MnqiA)’ (V. Pach. 140:15-16). 
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Discourse deixis 

Demonstrative pronouns may assume a recapitulative function, refering 
back to the previous stretch of discourse, e.g. a ttai (pome mmoi ‘this (i.e. 
the fail from the throne) (ttai) happened (<pume) to me (mmo-i)’ (Eud. 

36:7-8), eTBe ttai enecptune gw NTApTApoc <pA rregooy Mn^in 

‘because of (eTse) this (mi) (i.e. your worship of the devil) you (Judas) 

shall stay (e-K-e-cpome) in (gw) the Tartaros (N-TApTApoc) until (<px) the 

day (ne-gooy) of the judgment (M-TT-gAn)’ (Ac. A&P 202:127-128), nai 

Ae eqjctu MMooy gN oyNoO mmntjcxci^ht ‘when he (Diocletian) said 

(e-q-jctu) these (words) (nai) with (gN) great (oy-Noo) arrogance 

(M-MNr-jcAci-girr)’ (Eud. 36:17). Demonstrative pronouns are sometimes 
used cataphorically, anticipating upcoming information, e.g. naj nc 

Netpxxe ngkbio NTAqcgAicoy eTemcTOAH ‘these (nai) (are) the 

humble (n-obbio) words (Ne-tpAJce) that he wrote (NT-A-q-cgAi-coy) in 
the letter (e-T-enicTOAH)’ (Hil. 7:20-21). 

c) Appositional use 

In the context of emphatic deictic reference, demonstrative pronouns 

appear as appositions to demonstratively determined noun phrases. They 
fulfil similar functions as appositionally used independent pronouns (see 

above, section 2.4.3.2 of Unit 2), e.g. aYu> Nepe rreiMeeye ttai (pTopTp 
MMoq ‘and (aYu>) this very (ttai) thought (nei-Meeye) troubled (Nepe ... 

(propTp) him (MMo-q)’ (Hil. 10:18-19), wceqi nFoc<|>opA NgHToy gM 
neigooy nAi ‘and they should offer (Nce-qi) the Eucharist (npoc<J>opA) 
in them (i.e. the churches) (NgHT-oy) on (gM) this very (ttai) day 

(nei-gooy)’ (Eud. 40:10), neigiDB ttai nAgeNpojMe natttagoc we (read 

ne) ‘this thing (nei-gu>B ttai) (i.e. to take a girl into a monk’s cell) is only 

for (ha-) people (geN-ptuMe) free from passions (n-at-ttaooc)’ (Hil. 9:7- 
8). 

4.1.1.3 The distal demonstrative gtmmaY 

The distal demonstrative eTMMAy ‘that, those’ is, syntactically speaking, a 
lelative clause, consisting of the relative complementiser ct- and the 

locative adverb mmaY ‘there’: npome eTMMAy ‘that man’ (lit. ‘the man 
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(n-p<i>Me) that (ct-) (is) over there (mmaY)’). It functions both as a 

postnominal modifier and as a demonstrative pronoun. Thus, consider: 

itcon eTMMAy ‘that brother’ (V. Pach. 140:30) vs. n-eTMMAy ‘the latter1 
(Mena, Martyrd. la:26-27). 

SINGULAR SINGULAR 

_MASCULINE_FEMININE_ 

ARTICLE rrptDMe eTMMAy TecgiMe eTMMAy 
that man that woman 

PRONOUN rreTMMAy tctmmay 
that one that one 

PLURAL 

NeptDMe eTMMAy 

those people 

NeTMMAy 

those 

TABLE 4.3 The distal demonstrative eTMMAy 

□ CONTEXTUAL USES 

The distal demonstrative gtmmaY ‘that, those’ works in the opposite 

direction of the proximal demonstrative article nei- and its pronominal 

counterpart ttai. It indicates remote deixis, i.e. distance away from the 

speaker. When used anaphorically, gtmmaY refers to less prominent (i.e. 
non-topical) discourse entities. 

b) Spatial deixis 

As a spatial-deitic expression, gtmmay draws the addressee’s attention to 

entities or objects that are located far away from the speaker, e.g. qcoTn 
Ndi riMoy NTGTMMAy TTApA no>Ng ntai ‘the death (rr-Moy) of thai 

(daughter) (n-tgtmmay) (far away from me) is better (q-coTn) than 
(nApA) the life (nong) of this {daughter) (n-tai) (here with me)’ (Hil. 8:7- 

8). It may also indicate distance in time, e.g. ttaiaboyaoc AqKtug 

Mneoyoenp eTMMAy ‘the devil (tt~aiaboYaoc) got jealous (A-q-Ko>g) in 
that (eTMMAy) time (M-ne-oyoeiqj)’ (Onnophr. 207:14). 
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c)f§f. Anaphoric use 

When used anaphorically, the distal demonstrative gtmmxy quite 
frequently refers to less important protagonists, whose exact identity is not 
considered relevant for the development of the story-line, e.g. txi tc ©e 

ntx ttAximidnion gtmmxy p 2AZ Mneeooy ‘this (txi) (was) the manner 
(ee < T-^e) in which that demon (tt-Aximojnion gtmmxy) did (nt-x .... 

p) many fexe) evil (things) (M-neeooy)’ (KHML II 53:8-9), xytu 
neTMMxy NeqxiTi nnccnmy gtAixkongi noY£xaht nnxnoi 

e rpeqoyoMq ‘(there was also another brother in that place who was very 
sick) (xycu) that one (ttgtmmxy) asked (Ne-q-xm) the brothers (ngcnhy) 

who serviced (gt-aixkongi) for a small (M-nxrroi lit. chicken) bird 
(N-oy-gxxHT) to eat (G-TpG-q-oyoH-q)’ (V. Pach. 143:19-20). It is 

sometimes used as a free-choice pronoun, designating any arbitrary 

individual or object that fits a particular description, e.g. bo>k mptocsk 

GycoN cqp 2.0TG N^HTq MnNoyTG xycu GBOX [^N] TMNTpGqp^OTG 

mttgtmmxy KNxp ^.OTe juuojk NgHTq httnoytg ‘go (ecdk) and attach 

yourself (np-tocj-k) to some brother (e-y-coN) who fears (e-q-p ^otc) 

God (M-n-NoyTc) and (xytu) through * (gboa £n) the devoutness... 

(T-MNT~pGq-p-£OTG) of that one (m-ttctmmxy) you, too fecUOJ-K), will 
fear (k-nx-p ^otc) God (H-n-NoyTG)’(AP Chaine no.4,2:17-18). 

d) Emotive use 

1 he distal demonstrative gtmmxy may express emotional deixis, reflecting 

emotional distance on the part of the speaker, e.g. mnncx ^gnkgkoyi 

N£Ooy xqNh<j»G n<5i ncoN gtmmxy ‘after (mhncx) a few days (N-^ooy) 

more (^gn-kg-koyi) that (gtmmxy) (disobedient) brother (tt-con) cooled 
down (x-q-Nn<j>G)’ (V. Pach. 140:30), xiao j»x £Nxy nim ntg tgcjmmg 

gtmmxy ‘I left (x-i-ao ex) every (nim) possession (nxy) of (ntg) that 
(gtmmxy) (wicked) woman (tgc^img)’ (Onnophr. 208:9). 

e) Correlative use of nxi and ttgtmmxy 

When the proximal demonstrative pronoun nxi ‘this one’ and its distal 
counterpart ttgtmmxy ‘that one’ occur side by side, the former refers back 
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to the discourse entity that was mentioned first and the latter to the on. 

that was mentioned subsequently, e.g, nxi Ag xyxi ntmntpp< 

mttgtmmxy ‘(It happened in the second year of the reign of Valentiai 
(and) Diocletian after the overthrowing of Numerian, the one who wa 

king before them). The former (nxi) (i.e. Valentian and Diocletian) tool 
(x-y-jci) the kingdom (t-mnt-ppo) from the latter (m-ttgtmmxy) (i.e 
Numerian)’ (Mena, Martyrd. la:24-27). 

4.1.2 Ipossessives 1 

Unlike the proximal or distal demonstratives considered so far, possessiv. 
forms are generally distance neutral, meaning that they primarily describ. 
a possessive relationship between two entities rather than their relativi 

position to the speaker. There are three sets of possessive forms: thi 
possessive article, the possessive prefix, and the possessive pronoun. Th< 
possessive article functions exclusively as a prenominai determiner, whili 
the possessive prefix and the possessive pronoun are free morphemes. Tin 
possessive prefix and the possessive pronoun differ from each other witl 
respect to their vowel pattern as well as to the nominal or pronomina 
character of the possessor. 

■ TABLE 4.4 Possessive demonstratives 

4,1.2.1 The possessive article ncq- 

The possessive article consists of two morphemes. One is the full form o: 

the definite article ne- (singular masculine), tg- (singular feminine) anc 

ng- (plural) and the other is a bound pronoun which designates the 
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b) As a determiner of time-indicating nouns 

e.g. MrreqpxcTe xq^Mooc errBHMx n<5i £xpH6Nioc rreeexApoN 
"on the (lit. his) next day (M-neq-pxcTe) Armenius sat down 
(*-q-£Mooc) on the tribune (e-rr-eHMx) in feti) the theatre 

(ne-eexApoN)’ (KHML I 76:8-9), (in combination with a numeral) 

ezTooye MiiAMe^oNT N^ooy ‘on the morning (e-£Tooye) of my third 
(n-ru-Me^oMT) day (n-^ooy)’ (Eud. 58:12-13), eNe neqqjOMNT rre 

eMneqoyo>M ‘while (e-) it (ne) was (ne-) his (Pachom’s) third (day) 

(neq-qjoMNT) that he had not eaten (e-nne-q-oyam)’ (V. Pach. 90:27- 
28). 

4.1.2.2 The possessive prefix m- 

The possessive prefixes m- ‘he of (singular masculine), tx- ‘she of’ 

(singular feminine) and nx- form a prosodic complex with the following 
noun phrase. They represent the phonologically reduced counterpart of the 

demonstrative pronoun nxi: pai' -> pa-. 

□ CONTEXTUAL USES 

As the terminology suggests, the possessive prefix nx- designates the 

possessed item and the following noun the possessor, e.g. nx-nNoyTe 

[he-of (nx-) God (n-NoyTe)] ‘Paphnoute (he of God) (a proper name)’. 

a) Partitive use 

The demonstrative possessive prefix nx- picks out entities from a given 
discourse domain, whose exact identity are not specified or questioned, 

e.g. Nxntne CNxy eTMMxy ‘the inhabitants (of) (nx-) those (eTMMxy) 

two (cnxy) villages (n-TMe)’ (KHML II 52:21-22), nxneAecnoTHC 

‘something (of) (nx-) the sovereign (ne-AecnoTHc)’ (Hil. 3:20), ntojtn 

Nxxqj mrqxic ‘which (xu>) city (m-ttoaic) (are) you (ntujtn) inhabitants 

(of) (nx-)’ (KHML I 80:6). When used as a partitive expression, the 

possessive prefix is commonly found with reference to descent, ethnicity 
or social background, e.g. xnx qjeNoyTe nxirrooy NxrpHne ‘Apa 
Shenute from (nx-) the mountain (n-Tooy) of Atripe (N-xTpHne)’ 
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(KHML II 22:5-6), Nxneqni ‘those (of) (nx-) his (Isaac’s) househo 
t (neq-Hi)’ (Test. Is. 231:25). 

b) Sense-of-identity use 
I 

In elliptical contexts, the possessive prefix is used as a so-called sense-o 

! identity pronoun, which is anaphorically related to, but not exact 
identical with the referent of an antecedent noun phrase, e.g. epe neqq 

nopq? enoA eacM neqco>Mx Nee MnxNemxpTXAHc ‘while (epe) his (tl 

hermit’s) hair (neq-qo>) was spread (nopq?) out (esox) over (cjch) his boc 
(neq-cti)Mx) like (nog m-) that of (nx-) panthers (Nei-nxprxAMc 

; (Onnophr. 210:2-3). 
t ■ { 

4.1.2.3 The possessive pronoun ttcu- 

! Different vowel patterns exist for the singular and plural forms possessh 

pronoun no>~q ‘his one’ (lit. the one of him). Further note that the o> hi 

oy /uI alternation is not dependent on the vocalic or consonantal nature < 
the incorporated pronoun. 

PRONOMINAL 

j POSSESSOR 

SINGULAR 
MASCULINE 

SINGULAR 
FEMININE 

PLURAL 

( 1st sing. 
1 v' 

non T(l)l Noyi 

losing, raasc. TTOJK TO)K NOyK 

j 2nd sing. fem. 
| j 

TTO) TU> Noy 

j Basing, masc. 
! 

na>q TO>q Noyq 

/ 3ld sing. fem. nu)c TOJC Noyc 

/ 1” pL nujN TOJN NOyN 

/ Pi. 
i 

TTCUTN TOJTN NOyTN 

.. ^ 
ntaoy TOJOy Noyoy 

TABLE 4.6 The forms of possessive pronoun ncu- 
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The possessive pronoun ncu-q 'his one’ (lit. the one of him) represents the 

pronominal counterpart of the possessive prefix nA-. But unlike the 

possessive prefix, the possessive pronoun ncu- attracts stress and therefore 
represents the phonologicaliy intact head of the entire construction: ntu-q 

[he-of (ne-) of-him (-q-)] ‘his one, his’. 

a) Partitive use 

The possessive pronoun run- is commonly used as the predicate of a 

nominal sentence to indicate a semantic relation of class inclusion, e.g. 
Noyi Ne ‘they (Ne) (are) mine (Noyi)’ (V. Pach. 4:23), TexoyciA tcuk 
Te nnANTOKpATcnp ‘the power (x-ezoyciA) (is) yours (tcuk), (God) 

Almighty (n-nANTopKpATiup)’ (Test. Is. 235:19). 

b) Sense-of-identity use 

In coordinate structures of the kind my booh and yours (i.e. yourbooh), 

it commonly functions as a sense-of-identity pronoun, e.g. ttaoyxai mn 

noiK ‘my salvation (nA-oyxAi) and (mn) yours (ncun)’ (KHML II 33:1), 

A.Moy nttamoi enroq? nnatcukc mn NoyK ‘come (a.moy) and show me 

(Nr-TAMo-i) the border (e-n-xocp) between my bricks (N-NA-Ttuae) and 
(mn) yours (noyk)’ (Mercur, Mir. 263:29-30); similarly in comparative 

constructions: AqenieeMei (for enieyMei) ntcukc (read nntcukc) 

MneroyAAB N^oyo eNoyq THpoy ‘he (the magistrate) desired 
(A-q-emeeMei) the bricks (n-n-tcubc) of the saint (M-nexoyAAB) more 

(Ngoyo) than all (mp-oy) (of) his (e-Noyq)’ (Mercur, Mir. 263:13-14). 

4.2 Interrogation 

Questions are pragmatically marked speech-acts designed to elicit 
information. One commonly distinguishes two types of interrogative 
sentences, namely constituent questions and yes/no questions. Constituent 
or word questions are also known as wft-questions, since most English 
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questions words begin with a w/z-sequence. The syntax of Coptic questi 

words and their contextual uses are addressed in section 4.2.1, wh 
section 4.2.2 is concerned with yes/no questions, with particular attenti 
for interrogative particles. Finally, section 4.2.3 briefly discusses so-call 
rhetorical questions, i.e. interrogative sentences that are not used for ! 
purpose of triggering a response. 

4.2.1 Constituent/w/r-qiiestions 
JTTi-questions are typically used when the speaker and the addressee shi 
some knowledge about some state of affairs, but one piece of informati 

is missing in the speaker’s file. The queried element is represented by t 

question word. The most common Coptic question words are listed belo’ 

QUESTION WORD GLOSS QUESTION WORD GLOSS 

who oyh(h)p 

what eTse oy 

which, what NAqj N£e 

how much, many 

because of what, why 

in what manner, how 

what about, why 

TABLE 4.7 The inventory of Coptic question words 

Coptic question words show some degree of affinity with speci 

indefinites, witness the fact that predicatively used interrogative pronou 
may be determined by the singular or plural forms of the indefinite artic 
e.g. ntk oyoy ‘what (kind of man)(are) (oy-oy) you (ntk)?’ (Sh. 

38:17), 2.eNA<p mminc nc ‘they (Ne) (are) what (geN-Atp) kind 1 
people) (m-minc)?’ (Ac. A&P 198:68). 

4,2.1.1 The syntactic placement of question words 

Coptic w/i-questions exhibit special morphosyntactic properties tl 

distinguish them from declarative clauses. Some of the items listed in tal 
4.7 above function exclusively as pronouns, e.g. oy ‘what’, and some 

determiners, e.g. Aqj njhub ‘which (a<j>) matter (n-jhub)’. Others functi 

either as pronouns or as determiners, e.g. nim ‘who’ vs. njm Nppo ‘whi 
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not tell me), where (to>n) lie had put it (tiie deposit) (^-x-q-KX*-q) (AP 

CiiaSfnc no. 225, 65:23-24), but may also also refer to the point ot 
departure of some movement, e.g. eKNiiy tcdn hxcon ‘ where (tcph) are 

you coming (from) (e-K-NHy), my brother (tix-con)?’ (Ac. A&P 198:64- 
65). To specify its spatial orientation, it is frequently combined with the 
directional preposition e- ‘to’ or the particle gbox ‘out’, e.g. epBom gtidn 

‘where (g-tidn) are you (woman) going (ep-Bom) - to?’ (Mena, Mir. 
27b:22), gbox tidn xtgtngi GireiMx ‘from where (eaox tu>n) did you 

come (x-tgtn-gi) to this place?’ (Onnophr. 220:8). 
When the question word tu>n assumes a predicative function, the 

nominal subject undergoes inversion to the clause-final position, while its 

base-position is occupied by a co-referential subject pronoun, e.g. eqxtuN 
rrrx^oc Mnxxoeic ‘where (is) (tidn) the tomb (n-Tx<t>oc) of my lord 

(m-ttx-.xogic)?’ (Eud. 58:25) (see above, section 10.1.5.2 of Unit 10). 

4. xtp ‘what (kind)’ 

is mainly used as the determiner of partitive interrogative phrases, e.g. x<p 

ntottoc N6 nxi 'what (kind) (xqj) of places (n-toiioc) (are) these (nxi) }; 

(places) (in front of us)?’ (Ac. A&P 204:140). Particularly common is the J: 
questioned manner phrase nx<jj Nje ‘how’ (lit. in what (N-x<p) of manner 

(n-^g), e.g. ntxkci gfigimx Nxqj n^g ‘how (n-xqj (n-^g) did you come 

(ntx-k-gi) to this plaee (e-nei-Mx)?’ (Onnophr. 206:29). 

5. oyn(n)p ‘how much, how many’ | 

functions as a degree modifier in interrogative and exclamative sentences. „ [ 

Thus, compare: oymip Noyoeup jcintxkgi enciMx look (eic), how 
much (oyimp) time (N-oyoeicp) (has passed), since (jci(n)) you came j 

(NTX-K-ei) here? (©-ttgi-mx)’ (Onnophr. 206:33-34) vs. tmntxtnx eooy ; 

Noyiip ‘(you have seen) how (N-oyiip) evil (gpoy) the pitilessness 

(mnt-xt-nx) is’ (KHMLII 51:13-14). 

6. A£po= ‘what about, how come’ j 

Unlike other interrogative expressions, x^po= is positionally restricted to j 
the topmost position of the interrogative sentence it modifies. It is | 
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typically used when the condition of participants or non-participants of 

speech situation is at issue, e.g. x^poi xnok mn po>Me 'what about 

(x2.po=i) with (mn) mankind (pu>MG) (i.e. what do I have to do u 
people)?’ (AP Chainc no.3, 2:13), x^poK nxGKDT 'what (is) (it) about) 
(x^po=K) (i.e. what is the matter with you), my father (nx-eion 

(KHML II 29:7-8). The incorporated pronoun of the x£po= phrase is ■ 
referential with the subject of the associated clause, e.g. x^poit cup Z° 
id n2.M2.xx MnNoyTe 'how come (x£po=K) (that) you are afraid (e-i 
2.oTe), oh (tu) servant (n-2.M2.xx) of God (M-n-NoyTe)?’ (Onnop 

206:23). 

4.2.2 Yes-110 questions 
Yes/no questions are interrogative sentences that seek comments on 1 

degree of truth of the questioned proposition and can appropriately 
answered by the equivalents of the words yes and no in English. There i 

two varieties of yes/no questions in Coptic: those that are introduced by 
interrogative particle and those that lack such lexicalised question cues. 

4.2.2J Unmarked yes/no questions 
Unmarked yes/no questions take exactly the same form as I 

corresponding declarative clauses, e.g. xnx epipxN oy£OTe <pume 

oyqjnNgKDn tpxKp 2PT€ jhdcdk ‘Abba (xnx), if (epqjxN) somethi 

frightening (oy-£OTe) happens (qxune) all of a sudden (2,n oy<priN<pau 

will you be afraid (tpx-K-p ^otg), too (jjuhd-k)?’ (AP Chatne no.35,,7: 

5), nxnoy t ZXZ mmstxnoix 'is it good (nxnoy) to repent (one s sii 

many times (lit. to give (t) many fexg) repentances (mgtxnoix))?’ (/ 
Chaine no. 131, 30:1), MnpcoiTM jcg TeyqiH nxp oyoeiN n< 
Mnegooy 'have you (woman) not heard (mit-p-cidtm) that (xe) the nig 

(Te-ygjii) will become (nx-p) bright (oyoeiN) like (n©g) day (ne-^oo 
[Psalm 138:12]?’ (KHML I 81:6-7). Such unmarked yes/no questions we 
in all likelihood distinguished from simple declaratives by means of 

question intonation pattern. 
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4.2.2.2 Yes/no questions with interrogative particles 
Coptic makes productive use of interrogative particles, some of which are 

drawn from the native stock, for instance ene, while others are 

borrowings from Greek, for instance mh. These lexicalised question cues 
must be placed in clause-initial position. For this reason, interrogative 
particles are in complementary distribution with subordinating 
complementisers. Interrogative particles indicate not only the interrogative 
force of the clause within their scope, but also serve various rhetorical and 
pragmatic purposes. \ 

1. 6N6 

is a neutral interrogative particle, which is compatible with a positive or 
negative response, e.g. eNe oyA.rA.ooN eqxHK 6Boa ts tmntat^naay 

‘(cng) (is) the state of not having property (t-mnt-at-^naay) something 

(e-q-xmc 6boa) perfectly good (oy-ArAeoN)?’ (AP Chaine no.29, 5:28- 
29). 

2. eie 

introduces a focused yes-no question, where the speaker is not in doubt 
about the truth of an entire proposition, but rather a single element thereof, 

which will consequently attract question focus, e.g. eie MneKcuiTM ntak 

(for ntok) 6Tse nqjHpe MnecrpATyAATHC Mnppo x<e> Mmt ca (for 

co) epoq ‘(eie) have you not heard (mtt6-k-cu>tm) about (ense) the 

son (n-qjHpe) of the king’s (M-n-ppo) general (m-tt-ctpatyaathc), that 
(xe) 1 did not pardon (Mn-i-t co) him (epo-q)?’ (KHMLI 73:27-28). 

3. MH 

involves a systematic bias towards a negative response when formulated 
in the affirmative, e.g. mh AKoyuxp ctpaka oyckantaawn eNecNny 

MNNCtDi ‘(mh) did you intend (a-k-oYidcp) to let me leave (c-tpa-ka) an 

offence (oy-ckantaaidn) for the brothers (e-Ne-CNHy) (coming) after me 

(mnncom)?’ (V. Pacli. 92:11-12), and towards a positive response, when 
formulated in the negative, e.g. mh MneNAy epooy MnecNAy noyeuuT 
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MN ToyMAAy ‘(mh) haven’t you (woman) seen (Mne-NAy) them (epc 

both (M-ne-CNAy), (namely) your father (noy-eiuTr) and (mn) 

mother (toy-maay)?’ (AP Chaine no. 210, 56:16-17). 

4.2.3 Rhetorical questions 

Unlike the information-seeking questions considered so far, so-( 
rhetorical questions are never uttered with the purpose of being answ 
but rather are declarative statements in disguise, e.g. mh gitaihy anok 

| enAxoeic ‘(mh) am I (anok) more (e-gpy(o)) honoured (c-i-taihy) tha 
Lord (e-riA-xoGic)?’ (V. Pach. 2:6-7) (implied meaning: 1 am s 

I’ not...), 616 NTA N1M ATOTACC6 MneOOy 6T(poy6IT MTTIKOC 

NT6I^6 N©6 NTA1 ‘(eie) who (nim) has renounced (nt-a ... AnoTA 

| the vain (er-tpoyeiT) glory (M-n-eooy) of this (inferior) \ 

f (M-ni-KocMoc) in such a manner (N-T6i-^e) like (nog) this 

(n-ta»)?’ (Hil. 12:31-32) (implied meaning: noone but this girl 
| renounced ...), oy ne Hpn oy ne OiNoyiuM oy ne aaay mmoi 

nt6 neiKocMoc nna^pn TGXApic Mnexc ‘what (oy) (is) wine (i 
what (oy) (is) food (oiN-oytuM), what (oy) (is) any (aaay) coi 

(motncc) of (ntc) this world (nei-KocMoc) compared to (NNA^pnr 

grace (re-XApic) of Christ (M-ne-xc)?’ (KHML II 35:16-18) (im 
meaning: nothing compares to the grace of Christ). 

4.3 Quantification 

Quantificational sentences like all birds fly can be decomposed intc 
layers of meaning: one is the propositional content (i.e. birds fly) an 

other is the quantification, which is brought about by the prenor 
determiner all. The quantifier all has an exhaustive interpret 

meaning that the totality of a domain of discourse entities must be t 
into consideration. This section reviews the inventory of quantificat 
expressions in Sahidic Coptic. Quantifiers fall into different cla 
depending on what kind of quantificational relation they desc 

Universal quantifiers like nim ‘every, each’ exhaustively specify an e 

domain of discourse entities, while cardinal quantifiers like £A£ ‘n 
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Mc havc a proportional reading and specify smaller or larger parts oI 
some domain of discourse entities. By contrast, indefinite pronouns like 

xxxy ‘someone, anyone’ pick out any arbitrary member of some domain. 
Non-/identily pronouns ne ‘other’ and oytux ‘same’, on the other hand, 
indicate the sameness or distinctness of a given item from the one already 
mentioned. Finally, there are so-called emphatic reflexives like ea>u>=q in 

NToq zannq ‘he himself that place the referent of the nominal or pronoun 

constituent they modify into the centre of attention. 

TYPE OF QUANTIFIER 

UNIVERSAL QUANTIFIERS _ 

CARDINAL QUANTIFIERS 

INDEFINITE (FREE CHOICE) 

PRONOUNS 

(NON)IDENTITY PRONOUNS 

EMPHATIC REFLEXIVES 

INVENTORY 

NIM 

every, each 

Z^Z 
many 

oyoN 

Someone 

2.O1N0 

some 

Ke 

other 

self 

t up¬ 

end re, all 

Koyi 

few 

xxxy 
someone 

Meqje nim 

So-and-so 

oyuJT 

same 

Mxyxx= 
alone,_ 

£oyo 
more 

oyx 
Someone 

MMIN MHO= 

TABLE 4.8 The quantifier system of Sahidic Coptic 

The semantic distinctions and contextual uses of different quantificational 
expressions of the same class will be examined in the following sections. 

Particular attention will be drawn to the different interpretations of Coptic 

quantifier expressions that are largely dependent on the syntactic context 

in which they occur. 

4.3.1 Universal quantifiers 
Coptic has two universal quantifiers that express the notions oi 
exhaustiveness, completeness or totality of a given discourse domain. One 

is the distributive quantifier nim ‘every, all’ and the other the holistic 
quantifier rnp= ‘entire, complete’. These two universal quantifiers are in 

complementary distribution with one another. 

1. nim‘every, all’ 

quantifies over a domain of discrete, i.e. countable entities or objects 

can only be combined with kind-referring “bare” noun, e.g. pmnPxn 

nim ‘(as for) every (nim) dignitary (pMN-pxN)’ (praec. Pach. 115), reN 

NIM NpuiMe [e]T<poon £N TXMNTppo ‘every (nim) human (N-pun 

race (renoc) which lives (er-qjoorr) in fen) my kingdom (tx-mnt-PP 

(Mena, Martyrd. 2b: 19-22). The distributive universal quantifier t 

generally occurs in series where the antecedent noun designates one ot 
major ontological categories, such as person, thing, place, time, e.g. pm 

nim ‘everybody’ (Test. Is. 231:20-21), e^B nim ‘everything* (Eud. 54:1 
mx nim ‘everywhere’ (praec. Pach. 129), oyoeiqj nim ‘everytime’^ 

Pach. 5:7). In combination with indeinite pronouns, it forms a maxims 

generic expression, such as oyoN nim (Test. Is. 228:8) or xxxy t 

‘everyone’ (Onnophr. 219:8). 

• Universally quantified noun phrases with nim are semantic! 
underspecified with respect to grammatical number, as evident from 
singular or plural specification of a co-referential pronoun, e.g. pa 
NIM GTNXN62C GITN MHCqUI GBOA ‘everybody (pUJMG nim) who \ 
throw (gt-nx-ngx) garbage (gitn) out (gboa) of his house (m-tt< 

hi)’ (Eud. 52:26-27), £u>b nim xooy nxi ‘(concerning) everyth 
(Zam nim), tell it (xo-oy) (lit. tell them) to me (nx-i)!’ (Eud. 54:17). 

. In negative sentences, the universal quantifier has an indefii 

interpretation ‘anyone’, e.g. mghjjging (for qMNe) ncx ttxmton 

xxxy Netuq (for £um) nxPx oyoN nim N£H-rrnyTN ‘I did not 1< 

(Me-i-qiiNe) for (ncx) my comfort (nx-MTON) in (£n) anything (aj 

n-£o>b) more than (nxpx) anyone (oyoN nim) of you (n^ht-thyt 

(V. Pach. 88:28-29). 

2. THp= ‘entire, all’ 

represents some domain of discourse entities as an entirety. The hoik 
universal quantifier thP= differs from its distributive counterpart nim 

two respects. First, it modifies definitely and indefinitely determined no 
phrases as well as personal pronouns, but cannot be combined with a ze 

determined "bare” noun. Second, it contains a pronominal suffix that 1 



.. .... .... ... . 

the same person, number and gender specification as the antecedent noun 
or pronoun, e.g. ttka^ xnpq ‘the entire (-rnp-q) earth (n-KA^)’ (Ac. A&P 

200:80), Teyqm mpe ‘the entire (mp-c) night (Te-yqw)’ (Onnophr. 

218:30), MMANtpuine NNecpyxooye THpoy dwelling places 
(M-MANqHune) of all (N-Ttip-oy) souls (N-Ne-rpyxooye)’ (Ac. A&P 

198:73), neqcojMA -mpq ‘his whole (mp-q) body (neq-c(i>MA)’ (praec. 

Pach. 92), tnApAKAAei mmuttn thptn £m "exc ‘I beseech 
(t-nApAKAxei) you (mmoi-tn) all (tiip-tn) in (gM) Christ (ne-xc)’ (Hil. 

7:25). 

The quantificational adverb e-n-Tnp-q ‘entirely, at all’ ranges over 
events and activities, e.g. aaaa xe AqqiTAM nncqEAx e'mdtuqrr 

epoq enTHpq ‘but (axaa) because (xe) he has shut (x-q-qiTAM) his 
eyes (N-Neq-Bx\) not to see (e-TM-dcugiT) it (the sun) (epo-q) at all 

(enTiipq)’ (Zen. 200:27-28). 

4.3.2 Cardinal quantifiers 
Cardinal quantifiers like zxZ ‘many’ have a proportional interpretation 

and indicate subparts of some discourse domain. 

3. zxZ ‘inany, most’ 

denotes the larger or largest portion of a contextually given set of entities, 

e.g. zxZ NpeMAo ntc moxic 'many (gxZ) rich people (N-peMAo) of 

(n i g) the city (T-noxic)’ (KHMLI 72:1), Ayiu Nep zxZ (read Nepe gxg) 

on gN NecNHy peiMe (for piMe) ‘and (xytu) many (gxg) of (ZN) the 
brothers (ng-cnhy) wept (Nepe ... piMe), too (on)5 (V. Pach. 90:17). 

When used as a pronoun, the cardinal quantifier zxZ ls conventionally 

interpreted as having human reference, e.g. Necyxpe zxZ rxP NXY epoq 

eqquxse enecHT ^m npne ‘because (rAp) many (people) (gAg) used to 

(Ne-cjiApe) see (nay) him (the demon) (epo-q) jumping (e-q-qu><5e) 

down (enecHT) from (gM) the temple (n-pne)’ (KHML II 53:6-7). 

4. icoyi ‘some, a few’ 

is a paucal quantifier, which expresses a low degree or proportionality and 
is always determined by the indefinite article. When modifying mass 

nouns, the cardinal quantifier uoyi is determined by the singular form oy-, 

• £ X : i t it « I ' ' i t .V ! ! 
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e.g. oyKoyi NgMoy ''a little (oy-noyi) salt (N-gMoy)’ (V. Pach. 5 :i 

mnnca oyKoyi Ae Noyoeiqj ‘after (mnnca) a short (oy-Koyi) while (l 

oyoeiqj)’ (Zen. 201:24), and the plural form ^ew- when it modifies 

count noun, e.g. geN[Koyi n]<5amoya ia few (geN-Koyi) came 

(n-0amoya)’ (Mena, Mir. 8a:31-b:l), mnnca geNKoyi Ae on Ngoc 

‘after (mmnca) a few (geN-noyi) days (N-gooy)’ (Mercur, Mir. 263:2' 

21). 

5. goyo ‘more’ 

is a degree quantifier that indicates amounts or quantities being compare 

e.g. oygoyo Nseexe ‘a bigger (oy-goyo) reward (N-EeeKe)5 (OnnopI 
207:9), rregoyo NNetpAAMoc "the larger part (ne-goyo) of (n-) tl 

psalms (Ne-4>AAMoc)5 (Hil. 2:8). As a quantificational adverb, enegov 

expresses an intensified action or activity, e.g. nai Ae aytoynoc 

enegoyo ‘(as for) them (nai) they revived it (the prosecutioi 

(A-y-ToyNoc-q) (even) more (e-ne-goyo)’ (Mena, Maryrd. lb:3-5). 

4.3.3 Indefinite pronouns 
Indefinite pronouns like the numeral oyA ‘one’ are commonly used as fir 
choice pronouns that refer to any arbitrary member of some discour: 
domain, e.g. eyqjANON oyA eq+TtuN (...) ‘if they find (e-y-qjAN-or 

someone (no matter who) (oyA) quarelling (e-q-t-TOJN) (...)’ (praec. . 

inst. Pach. 9). The quantificational system of Coptic Egyptian lacks 
series of negative pronouns like no one, nothing as well as indefmr 
pronouns like anyone, anything. These expressions, which are associate 
with negative contexts, but may appear in interrogative or condition; 
sentences, are known as negative polarity items in the linguistic literatur 

As we will see next, the function of the “missing” negative polarit 

items is taken over by normal indefinite pronouns, e.g. nnc aaay 

coype ecox Npxrq Npume ‘no one (aaay) shall pull (nnc ... n) a thoi 

(coype) out (eBox) from anyone’s (N-pu)Me) foot (N-pxr-q)’ (prae< 

Pach. 96). 



6. oyoN ‘someone, a certain, anyone, no one’ 

The indefinite pronoun oyoN is conventionally interpreted as a specific 
indefinite with human reference ‘someone, a certain’ in affirmative 

sentences, e.g. a oyoN £n nstoyxab p £Me Ngooy natoywm natcoj 
-one (oyoN) amongst (£n) the holy ones (n-ctoyaab) spent (a ....p) forty 

(gMe) days (N-gpoy) without eating (n-at-oyuim) (and) drinking 
(n-at-cuj)’ (KHML II 35:18-20), and as a negative indefinite ‘no one, 

nobody’ in negative sentences, e.g. Mne oyoN mmon toama ep 
neNTA.KA.Aq ‘no one (oyoN) of us (mmo-n) has (ever) dared (Mne ... 
toama) to do (e-p) what you have accomplished (ne-NTA-K-AA-q)’ (Ac. 

A&P 198:70-71). It conveys a strong distributive sense in combination 
with the universal quantifier nim: oyoN nim ‘everybody’, e.g. zattauic 

oyoN nim eT^oTn egoyN eTBe npAN nic rrexc ‘briefly (^attacuc), 
everybody (oyoN nim) that had been imprisoned (ex-^oxn) for the sake 

of (eTBe) the name (tt-pan) of Jesus (n-Tc) Christ (ne-xc)’ (Eud. 40:24- 

25). 

7. aaay ‘someone, something, anyone, anything, no one, nothing’ 

is not specified for animacy distinctions, e.g. nnc aaay ■** ***Y NeiAoc 
ntn pcuMe ajcm rreqpMNHei ‘wo one (aaay) shall take (nnc ... xi) 

anything (aaay n-ciAoc) (away) from (ntn) anybody (po>Me) without 
(axm) his steward (neq~pMN-nei)’ (praec. Pach. 106), oyN cMeqoyeM 

aaay nca oe,K V £MOY hmatc ‘and he (the resentful monk) did not eat 

(e-Me-q-oyeH) anything (aaay) besides (nca) bread (ocik) and (2.1) salt 

(2.moy) alone (mmatc)’ (V. Pach. 86:2). Co-reference with a following 

pronoun shows that aaay ls grammatically specified as singular 

masculine, e.g. nnc aaay bow egoyN ^Pb^ eMTToyxooYq *no one 
(aaay) shall go (nng ... bujk) inside (egoyN) an enclosure (for sheep) 

(e-pse) who has not been sent (lit. they- have not sent him 

(e-MTT-oY-xooY-q))’ (praec. Pach. 108), nnc aaay tpxxe mn NeqepHy 
2.M ttkakc ‘'no one (aaay) shall talk (nng ... qjAxe) with (mn) one 

another (Neq-epriy) in (^m) the dark (tt-bakc)’ (praec. Pach. 94). Since 
aaay is a maximally generic expression, its exact interpretation is 

determined by the syntactic context in which it occurs: 

DEIXIS, INTERROGATION, QUANTIFICATION_ 

• As a free-choice pronoun, aaay conveys a strong distributive reac 
aaay nim ‘each one’, e.g. ^atta^ oattaojc aaay n<phn 

eNi^Aqxooy <yAyAyxANe ghatg ‘briefly (^aitax ^AnAtuc) each 

(aaay) of all (nim) the trees (n-u^hn) that he (Apa Matthew) pla 

(eN-qjA-q-xo-oy) grew ((jjA-y-xyxANe) very much (cmatc)’ (KM 
II 19:6-7). 

• In negated sentences, aaay functions as a negative polarity i 

expressing the non-occurrence of any representative member of a g 

kind, e.g. gmn aaay n^htoy ‘without (there) being (g-mn) an) 

(aaay) in them (i.e. the deserted streets of Hell) (n£ht-oy)’ (Ac. / 

204:132), Ayti> mntan naaay ncoaca mmay ncojmatikon ‘ 
(Ayu») we do not have (mnta-n) any (aaay) physical 
ctu mat ikon) comfort (n-coaca)’ (Hil. 5:23). 

• In nominal sentences, the indefinite pronoun aaay may adof 

predicative function, witness the presence of the indefinite article oy-, 

anok tap ANr oyAAAy ‘because (rAp) (as for) me (anok), I 

(am) a nobody (oy-AAAy)’ (AP Chaine no. 225, 65: 31-32), oyAAAy 

nna2pn TnoAyTiA MFT6TMmay ‘it (ra) (our endeavour) (is) noti 

(oy-AAAy) compared to (nnaj>pn) the ascetic life-style (t-ttoaytia 

that (man) (Apa Zenobius) (M-neTMMAy)’ (Zen. 201:2), 

8. oyA ‘someone, anyone, a certain’ 

The numeral oyx ‘one’ is a widely used indefinite pronoun, which co\ 
a broad spectrum of semantic disinctions. 

• ' The numeral oyA is interpreted as a specific indefinite interpretatio 

much the same way as the indefinite article oy-. Compare, then: a < 

NNGCNHy ANG ATTA FTACTAMUlN ‘o«e (oyA) of the brotl 

(n-ng-cnhy) asked (a ... xng) Apa Pastamon’ (AP Chaine no. 
5:15) vs. a oycoN ang AnA n[oi]MHN ‘a (certain) brother (oy-c« 

asked (a ... ang) Apa Poim6n’(AP Chaine no.63,14:11). 



As a specific indefinite, the numeral oyx selects a referent whose 
existence and uniqueness is presupposed by the speaker, although its 

exact identity is either unknown to him or known but not divulged, e.g. 
A. oyx H6TA.NO! Noyoeup A.qc<5pA£T (a certain (monk) (oyx) once 

(N-oyoeiqj) made repentance (mgtanoi) (and) found rest 
(A.-q-c<5pA2.T)’ (AP Chafne no. 195, 50:24). 

Since the numeral oyA. presupposes the individuality of its referent, it is 

commonly used as a sense-of-identity anaphor: n-oyx ... ne-Ke-oyx 
‘the one ... the other (one)’. Sense-of-identity anaphors refer back to an | 

antecedent quantified noun phrase, with which they share descriptive 
content, although they are not identical with it, e.g. xqTXMi[o] mtiinax 

CNA.y a. noyx e[i] csox eqcoTn Mnxpx (for nxpx) ncKeoyx ‘he 

manufactured (x-q-TXMio) two (cNxy) dishes (tiinax) (and) one (n- 

oyA.) came (a. ... ei) out (gbox) better (e-q-coTn) than (nnxpx) the 
other (ne-Ke-oyx)’ (Mena, Mir. I8a:3-7). 

In the context of negation, oyA. is used as a negative polarity item, e.g. 

Mneieneil'MA. NNoyx (for Noyx) n^mtthytn eNe£ (...) gimhT eTse ( 

noyxxi NTeqtpyxn ‘I never (eNeg) reprimanded (tin-ei-eneil-Mx) 

anyone (N-oyx) of you (n^mt-thytn) (...) except (eiMHt) for (erBe) t 

the salvation (n-oyxxi) of his soul (N-Teq-ipyxn)’ (V. Pach. 89:17-19). J. 

In conditional constructions, the numeral oyx assumes a non-specific j 

interpretation and refers to a hypothetical individual: whoever fits the 

description given in the protasis clause qualifies as a potential referent, | 
e.g. epqjxN oyx eri (read xrrei) mmok Noy^tuE (...) ‘if (epqjxN) | 

anyone (oyx) asks (xirei) you (mmo-k) something (N-oy-^tuB) (...)’ 
(AP Chame no. 161, 36:14). 

The reduplicated form oyx oyx expresses iconicalty the plurality of i 
referents: £eNoyx oyx ‘some people’, e.g. NToq Ae NeyNtty qjxpoq 

nc5i ^cNoyx oyx gbox £n n+mg GTMneqKune ‘(as for) him L 
(Pachfim) (NToq Ae), occassionally people (^eNoyx oyx) came (nc- f 

y-Nny) to him (tpxpo-q) from (gbox £n) the villages (n-Tmc) in the | 
neighbourhood (er-M-neq-Kiine)’ (V. Pach. 3:25-26); noyx noyx 

‘everybody, each’, e.g. Neqjxyccuoy^ eNeyepMy ntg noyx noyx [ 

i 
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Txye neTqcooyN MMoq esox £N Nerpx^n ‘they (the brothers 
used to gather (Ne-qjx-y-cojoyg) with one another (e-Ney-epny) an 

(xycu) everybody (noyx noyx) told (ntg ... Txye) what he kne^ 
(n-eT-q-cooyN) from (gbox £n) the Scriptures (Ne-rpxtjw)’ (V. Pad 

137:4-6), xqcMoy enoyx noyx mhon ‘he (the angel of the Lore 

blessed (x-q-cMoy) each one (noyx noyx) of us (mho-n)’ (Onnoph 
222:5). 

9. £Oing ‘some’ 

typically refers to a small, but representative set of discourse entities, e.£ 
x 2.oiNe ei Noyoenp £N oubaic (px oygxAO ‘once (N-oyenp) som 
(people) (gome) in (j>n) the Thebais (ohbxic) went (x ... ei) to (cpx) 

(certain) old man (oy-gxxo)’ (AP Chaine no. 140, 3'1:10), xxx. 

xqxoyNoc nan NgeNpeqp gyi-iMe (read jjmmg) gome ncx 

^eNKooye NpeqTxtpe oeup ‘but (xxxx) he (God) raised (x-q-ToyNOC 

for us (nx-n) guides (geN-peq-p gMMe), some (goiNe) teachers (n-cx^ 

others (geN-Kooye) preachers (N-peq-Txqje-oeicp)’ (Hil. 1:14-15] 

Unlike its singular counterpart oyx, it is never used as a negative polarit 
item, e.g. mhftoc ntg goiNe bi (for qi) neqca>MA Nxioye ‘that nc 

(HHnoc) some (people) (goiNe) would carry away (ntg ... qi) hi 
(Pachom’s) body (neq-ctnMx) secretly (N-xioye)’ (V. Pach. 94:7). 

10. Meqje NiH ‘so-and-so’ 

replaces a proper name, when this name is not considered to be releyan 

for the development of the narrative, e.g. bujk (px ne<pe nh 

NxpxiMxApiTHc ‘go (bujk) to ((px) the Archimadrite (N-xpxiHxApiTHc) jo 

and-so (tie<pe njm)’ (AP Chame no. 126, 29:1). 

4.3.4 (Nou)identity pronouns 

11. kg‘other’ 

presupposes- the existence of two or more exemplars of the same kind. 1 
functions either as a determiner-like expression or as a pronoun. 



UNIT 4 
". 

a) Determiner 

As a determiner, the invariant form kg is sandwiched between the definite 
or indefinite article and the head noun, e.g, mn ^eNKeqjHN eyqieqi 

d'Noyqpe gboa ‘and (mn) other trees (;>eN-Ke-q>nN) that spread 

(e-y-qieqi) forth (gbox) a sweet odour (ct-Noyqe)’ (Onnophr. 219:24- 
25), TeKenA.o?e ‘the other half (re-Ke-Twye) (of the garment)’ (Onnophr. 
217:30), oymntca.bg oyzynoMiNe oypAqje oyackhcic [mn] 

NKeApeTH THpoy ‘wisdom (oy-mnt-ca.bg), patience (oy-j>ynoMiNe), 

joy (oy-pAqie), an ascetic life-style (oy-ackhcic) and (mn) all (Tiip-oy) 

the other virtues (m-kg-apcth)’ (Zen. 201:29-30). Invariant Ke is often 

used as an additive focus particle ‘also, even, as well’, e.g. 

necMNT^joMTe Ncioyp mn Keco MTTApoeNoc ntac ‘her thirteen 

(nec-MNT-tpoMTe) eunuchs (n-cioyp) and (mn) also six (se-co) of her 

own (nta-c) virgins (M-nApeeNoc)’ (Eud. 56:6-7), oyAe NeyKeNoyTe 

MnqcpiNe ncujoy ‘and not (oyAe) even their (the Persian) gods 

(Ney-Ke-NOYTe) did he (Constantine) pay a visit (Mn-q-q>iNe)’ (Eud. 
42:16). 

b) Pronoun 

The corresponding pronominal forms are: (singular masculine) He, <5e, 

seT, (singular femine) kctc, (plural) Kooye, KeKooye ‘(the) other, 

others’, e.g. Aycu NTepei<5oM<3M enemeT (...) ‘when I touched 

(NTepei-doMOM) this other thing (e-nei-KeT) (...)’ (Onnophr. 206:1-2), 
TKAOHKei Ae ntnhctgia. eqNAp Toyi £M neqHei Aytu tkgtg £M rmi 

MneqqjBHp ‘(as for) the service (T-KA©HKei) of fasting (n-t-nhctgia): he 

shall make (e-q-NA-p) the first one (T-oyO in (£m) his house (neq-Hei) and 

(ayuj) the other (t-kgtc) in (^m) his friend’s (M-neq-qmHp) house (n-Hi)’ 

(praec. Pach. 115), a n£aaate mn ntbt oyujM N^eNKooye ‘the birds 

(N-gAAATe) and (mn) the fish (n-tbt) ate (a ... oyum) others 

(N-^eN-Kooye)’ (Zen. 202:13-14), <5ii>qrr NrNAy eNiKeKooy6 ‘look 

(<3cu(pt) and see (Nr-NAy) these other ones (e-Ni-KeKooye) (sinners)’ (Test. 
Is. 234:31). 

DEIXIS, INTERROGATION, QUANTIFICATION 

12. oyu>T ‘single, same’ 

is a postnominal modifier, whose primary function is one of restrictioi 

exclusion. In the context of indefinites, the identity pronoun oycuT str 
the uniqueness or singularity of a particular referent, e.g. oyqmpe nc 

neTtpoon nai ‘it (is) Just (N-oyorr) one son (oy-qwpe) that bel 

(eT-qioon) to me (na-i)’ (Ac. A&P 194:22), Neyo noY2.ht Noyun 

oytpyxH NoyojT ‘they (the brothers) were (Ne-y-o) one (n-oYo>t) i 
(oy-eHT) and (mn) one (N-oyu>T) soul (oy-cpyxH)’ (V. Pach. 4:21 

When modifiying demonstratively determined noun phrases, it serv< 
an emphatic marker of identity, e.g. NeyN £eNKec[NHy] Ae ^m tt 

noycut Zi nTooy ‘(there) were (n6-Yn) other brothers (eeN-Ke-CNh 

(cm) that same (N-oyarr) place (nei-MA) on (Zi) the mountain (n-To 
(Zen. 201: 31). v 

inn ? 

4.3.5 Emphatic reflexives 

Emphatic reflexives like herself in the Queen herself went to the ope 
of the new museum are focus particles, which place the referent ol 

noun phrase they modify into the centre of attention: of all visitors o: 
newly opened museum the Queen is singled out as the most promi 
one. Coptic has three types of emphatic reflexives that indicate diffc 

semantic focus types, viz. eu>cu= ‘-self’, maYaa= ‘alone’, and mmin m 

own’. They all contain a co-pronoun that has the same person, nun 
and gender specification as the focalised noun or pronoun. 

1. Zww= ‘-self’ 

As inclusive focus particle, Zww= presents the involvement of a partic 

discourse referent in some state of affairs as a remarkable fact, e.g. Aqp 

£(wuq ON NOI nqwpe NTMNTq>AN£Tnq ‘the Son (n-qmpe) of Mi 

(N-T-MNT-qjAN-^TH-q) him self femoj=q) also (on) wept (A-q-piMe)’ (I 
34:8-9). With independent pronouns, it conveys a strong sense of conti 

e.g. anok Zo) TAAroNifzje mn NeioyAAi NxeKoyi ‘J (anok), howi 
fern), intend to fight (ta-atonizs) with (mn) the Jews (ng-ioyaai) f< 
little longer (N-xe-Koyi) (Ac. A&P 194:15-16). 



2. mayaa= ‘alone, by oneself’ 

serves as a restrictive focus marker, which asserts that no other discourse 
entity other than the referent of the focus phrase fits the description 

expressed by the associated predicate, e.g. ntok ne nNoyTe Mxyxxq 
‘you (ntok) alone (MA.yAA=q) (are) God (NoyTe)’ (Eud. 46:14), 

exKMoyoyT hhok MxyxxK ‘and you killed (e-x-K-MoyoyT) yourself 
(mmo-k) by your own doing (mxyaa=k)’ (Ac, A&P 202:127). 

3. HHIN hmo= ‘own’ 

is used for the emphatic assertion of identity in reflexive predicates and 

possesssive noun phrases, e.g. oyKen rxp xoinoN NeqdoNT eMXTe 
eTBHHTq mmin Mnoq ‘for (rxp) he (Apa Zenobius) finally (xoinoN) was 

no longer (oyKCTi) very (cmatg) angry (Ne-q-OoNT) at himself 

(eTBMHT-q mmin MMo-q)’ (Zen. 203:29-30), -fojpK mmoi mmin mmoi xe 

(...) ‘I swear (t-aipx) to myself (mmo-i mmin mmo-i) that (xe) (...)’ 

(KHML II 107:8-9), Nxixrq N^oyo mtictnanxy eNeqNotse mmin 

MMoq Noyoeitp nim ‘rather (N^oyo) (is) blessed (Nxixr-q) he who will 

always (N-oyeiqj nim) see (M-n-eT-NX-Nxy) his own (mmin MMo-q) sins 

(e-Neq-NOBe)’ (AP Chaine no. 154, 34:4-5), qjxNTeqxno Nxq 

Mneqoem mmin MMoq ‘so that he gained (qix.NTe-q-xno) his own 
(mmin MMo-q) bread (M-neq-oem)’ (AP Chaine no.31, 6:9-10). 

Key Terms: 

Proximal-distal contrast Proximal and distal demonstratives are §4.1.1 

deictically contrastive: the former refer to 

items near the speaker and the latter to 

items located at some distance away from 
the speaker. 

Wh-questions are information-eliciting speech-acts. The §4.2.1 

queried piece of information is indicated by 
the question or w/i-word. 

DEIXIS, INTERROGATION, QUANTIFICATION_U 

Yes-no questions are questions that address the validity or the §4.2.2 

truth of some statement. 

Interrogative particles are lexicalised question cues that signal the §4.2.2 

interrogative character of the clause they 
introduce. 

Rhetorical questions are emphatic assertions or negations that §4.2.3 

come in the disguise of a question. 

Universal quantifiers have an exhaustive interpretation and make §4.3.2 

reference to the entirety of some discourse 
domain. 

Cardinal quantifiers designate proportions or subsets of a given §4.3.3 

domain of discourse entities. 

Free-choice pronouns are indefinite pronouns that refer to any §4.3.4 

representative member of a given category. 

Emphatic reflexives are focus assigning expressions that place §4.3.6 

some discourse referent into the centre of 
attention. 

Cardinal quantifiers 

Emphatic reflexives 

Exercises 

4.1 Comprehension and transfer 

A. Review the list of key terms and make sure that you understand ai 
of them. 

B. Decide whether the following statements are true or false. In the 

latter case, provide one or two counterexamples. 

1. Coptic demonstratives have anaphoric and discourse deictic uses. 

2. The proximal demonstrative article ni- may have a generic (i.e. 
kind-referring) interpretation. 

3. Two demonstratives cannot modify one and the same expression. 



4. The question word xq> ‘which’ functions as an interrogative 

determiner of partitive interrogative phrases. 

5. A yes-no questions must always be introduced by a question particle 
to indicate its interrogative force. 

6. The universal quantifiers nim and thp= appear in free variation. 

7. Coptic has no negative polarity items like English any. 

8. Emphatic reflexives assign focus to the main verbal predicate of the 
clause. 

4,2 Deixis 

A. Fill in the correct form of the proximal demonstrative pronoun nxi in 

the following Coptic examples: 

(1) _M6N NTepeq^Mooc £ixm neepoNoc NTMNTepo (...) ‘when 

this one (Zeno) came to sit (NTepe-q-£Mooc) upon (zucm) the 

imperial (n-t-mnt-gpo) throne (ne-opoNoc) (...)’ (Hil. 2:2-3) 

(2) _Te T(popne nbacanoc NTA.qTA.xc nxq 'this (was) the first 

(T-tpopne) torture (n-bacanoc) that he (the judge) had given 

(nt-x-taa-c) him (Nx-q) (Apa Mena)’ (Mena, Enc. 52b:5-8) 

(3) _ Ae Ne oyxphctianoc ne ‘(as for) this one (the rich 

Alexandrian), he (ne) was (nc) a Christian (oy-xphctianoc)’ 

(Mena, Mir. 13a: 11 -12) 

(4) _ Ae NTepeqjcooY (...) ‘when he (Andrew) had spoken 

(NTepe-q-xoo-Y) these (words) (...)’ (Ac. A&P 196:41) 

(5) _ Te TxcjMMe ''this one (is) my wife (ta-c^imc)’ (AP Chaine 
no.241, 73:30) 

DEIXIS, INTERROGATION, QUANTIFICATION 

B. Translate the following demonstratively determined noun phrases 

(1) nempocTxrMx (Mena, Martyrd. 2b:24-25) 

(2) eTKe neipxN *e ?c (Ac. A&P 196:32) 

(3) niMx (Hil. 11:25) 

(4) TeienieYMix NnNiKON (Hil. 1:20) 

(5) neiMecye nxi (Hil. 10:19) 

(6) NKpx-xe ncbuj mn Ninx£pe nu>n£ (Test. Is. 228:7) 

(7) ne[i]xnoT mmooy (Ac. A&P 198:56) 

(8) ™oYTe nuTT^oq (Test. Is. 232:23) (< t^o ‘to reach, touch’) 

C. Fill in the correct the form of the possessive article: 

(1) __ cojnc ‘his sister’ (Mena, Martyrd. 4a:l) 

(2) _ ennxp ‘my liver’ (Onnophr. 208:30) 

(•^) — P*N -xe Mxpix ‘her name Maria’ (Test.Is. 231:9) 

(4) __ enicTOAH ‘his letter’ (V. Pach. 3:12) 

(5) _ lhis head’ (Ac.A&P 200:97) 

(6) _giwt ‘our father’ (Zen. 199:9) 

(7) iakuib H6P,t Nq,Hp6 ‘Jacob, your beloved (Hep,T) cliilt 
(N-(pHpe)’(Test. Is. 229:14) ; 
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options. 
sentences by selecting one of the three 

(1) eTpxxi C£iMe e^oyN e_‘such that (e-) I could take (TpA-xi) a 
woman (c£»Me) inside (e^oyN e-) my living quarters' (Hil. 9:6-7) 
□ neqMANgicune 
□ NAMANipoine 
□ nAMANgjoine 

(2) xi n_ e^oyN eneKMA.Nuju»ne ‘take (x») this Utile girl to your 
living quarters (e-^eK■*MANqJUJ^e)!, (Hil. 9:4) 
□ TeiKoyi N<j?eepe 
□ neiKoyi NqjHpe 
□ TeiKoyi Nqwpe 

(3) _ Ae eqxo> mmooy £N oyNo<3 mmnt2ca.ci2.ht ‘when he 

(Diocletian) said (e-q-xui) these (words) with (2.n) great (oy-NOd) 

arrogance (m-mntxaci£ht)* (Eud. 36:17) 
□ NCI 

□ N1 
□ NA1 

(4) _nc ‘they (nc) (are) mine’ (V. Pach. 4:23) 
□ NQIl 

□ Noyi 
□ NAI 

(5) NeqMe mmoc cmatc ctkc_ nAikaiocynh ‘he (Constantine) 

loved (Ne-q-He) her (hmo-c) (Eudoxia) very much (cmatc) for 

(ctbc) her works of (n-) righteousness (aikaiocynh)’ (Eud. 56:4-5) 
□ Nec2.BHye 
□ Nec2.u>E 
□ Ne2BHye 

DELXIS, INTERROGATION, QUANTIFICATION 

(6) neqcoN ne anatuiaioc nenApxoc __ ‘his brother (neq-cor 

(was) Anatol, the eparch (n-enApxoc) of that time’ (Mena, En< 
40a:2-6) 
□ Mneyoyoeup ctmmay 
□ Mneoyoeiqj ctmmay 
□ Mneioyoenp ctmmay 

E. Translate the following definite noun phrases. Particular attentio 

should be paid to the meaning differences between the variou 
demonstratives. 

(1) neKcKUT ABPA2AM (Test. Is. 229:20) 

(2) TCNMNTppo (Mena, Martyrd. 2a:31) 

(3) NATeqjyxH (Hil. 1:12) 

(4) Teqqieepe ccntc (Hil. 2:17) 

4.3 Interrogation 

A. Complete the following questions by selecting the correct questior 
word. 

(1) epBHK (ctojn/cnim) ‘where are you going to (ep~Ba>K)?’ (Mena, 

(2) (oy/nim) pntk ‘what (is) your name (pnt-k)?’ (KHMLII31:15) 

B. Decide whether the following yes/no questions anticipate a positive 
or a negative answer: 

(1) MH cknakaat NcoiK ctbc oyeiDB mmat6 ‘will you abandon 

(6-k-na-kaa-t) me (ncuj-k) because of (ctbc) one thing (oy-2.wb) 
only (mmatg)?’ (Ac. A&P 200:81-82). 



(2) Mif mttgnay epooy httgcn^y noyeiarr hn ToyMAAy ‘(mh) 

haven’t you (woman) seen (Mne-Nxy) them (epo-oy) both 

(n-ne-cNAy), (namely) your father (noy-eioiT) and (mn) your 
mother (Toy-MAxy)?’ (AP Chaine no. 210, 56:16-17). 

4.4 Quantification 

A. The universal quantifier THp= requires cross-reference with an 
antecedent noun or pronoun. Fill in the correct form of the co¬ 
pronoun in the following sentences. 

(1) ntnp TeytpH THp_ NTKypiAKH hn NeNepHy ‘and we spent 

(nt-n-p) the entire night of Sunday (n~kypiakh) with (mn) one 

another (NeN-epHy)’(Onnophr. 221:8-9) 

(2) tnA.pA.KAA6! MHQITN THp_ £M n6XC ‘I beseech (I'-rTApAKAASl) 

you (hmoj-tn) all in (£m) Christ (ne-xc)’ (Hil. 7:25) 

(3) ngttoaic THp_6T£A neyAMA^Te ‘all the cities that (were) under 

(eT-£A.) their government (ney-AMA2Te)’ (Mena, Martyrd. lb: 10- 
U) 

(4) tNAqtUTe 6BOA HnreNOC THP_ NNexpeicTiANoc ‘I will 

exterminate (T-NA-qorre sboa) the entire race (H-n-reNoc) of the 
Christians (N-Ne-xpeicTiANoc)’ (Eud. 36:6-7) 

B. Fill in the right quantificational expression in the Coptic examples 
by selecting one of the three options: 

(1) eTBe oy TepiMe nnay_ ‘why (eTBe oy) are you (woman) 

weeping (Te-pine) every (single) hour (n-nay)?’(AP Chaine no. 
225 65:22) 
□ NIH 
□ Tiipq 
□ rroyA noyx 

ufciAlb, IN IERJIQGATION, QUANTIFICATION_ K 

® — eTp, <5Pa><"2 ‘the other (ones) who are (er-p) in need (<5P<ua,j 
(Onnophr. 207:17) ‘ 
□ NKooye 
□ NKGCNHy 
□ ^oiNe 

(3) 260N0C 6T£IXM ttka^ ‘every race fee©Noc) which is o 
(6T-£IXM) earth (n-KAg)’ (Test. Is. 229:32) 
□ AAXy 
□ NIM 
□ eiTTHpq 

(4) Neqiipe __ pap Niy ePoq eqqwoe cnecur £M npne ‘becaus 

(FAP) many (people) saw (ae-^pe ... naY) him (the demon 

(epo-q) jumping (e-q-qtuoe) down (enecHT) from (?m) the tempi 
(n-pne)’(KFIMLII 53:6-7) 
□ £OIN6 

□ 2A£ 
□ oyON NIM 

C. Translate the following text fragment: 

FROM THE APOPHTHEGMATA PATRUM(“SAYINGS OF THE FATHERS”) 

*' °Yt NN2AAO ^ Aytu ne*Aqs MneqMAOHTHC 
TAMIO NAN NOyKOyl NAfqnN Aytu AqTAMioq6 neAAq Ae ,epn 

ZNoeiK NAN Ayiu Aq^opnoy8. Nrooy Ae aYnoYn gboa eywAoce1 

~r Mne2°°Y THFq MN TeYtv" THpc‘ (AP chaine no. 21 

^TP;S.:, a.x (Perfect) introduces past tense sentences, b. bcuk ‘to go’, c. ne*A-q 

timnerlpv ? “ qU°t?t,ve ParticIe (can best left untranslated), d. tam.o 
( mperatiye) prepare! , e. A-q-TAnio-q ‘he prepared it’, f. £epn (imperative) 

“” ;bjeCt m0isten 8- -q^Fn-oy ‘he mSLed them fthe 
loaves), h. A-y-MoyN sboa e-y-giAxe ‘they kept talking’ 



Nominal sentences 

This Unit completes our survey of the nominal domain by taking £ 

closer look at the Coptic equivalents of sentences like John is c, 

physician, where the indefinite noun phrase a physician does not refei 

to any particular individual, but rather predicates something about the 

subject John, namely his profession as a medical doctor. Such 

sentences are called nominal sentences, since they contain a noun 
phrase that is used predicatively. 

Coptic nominal sentences are peculiar in two ways. First, they are 

verbless constructions in the present tense, i.e. they lack a verbal 

copula corresponding to English be. Thus, one class of nominal 

sentences is formed by juxtaposition of a personal pronoun and an 

indefinite noun phrase in predicative function, e.g. \nr oynFil ‘1 

(^Nr) (am) a ghost (oy-nNX)’ (Onnophr. 206:19). The syntax and 

semantics of such bipartite nominal sentences are the topic of section 

5.1. Second, there is another type of nominal sentences, which contain 

an extra pronominal element besides the subject and the nominal 

predicate, e.g. anok ne nqjnpe MnNoyTe T (anok) (am) the son 

(n-<pHpe) of God (M-n-NoyTe)’ (Abbaton 240:13). As will be shown 

in section 5.2, the added pronoun ne in such tripartite nominal 

sentences has no anaphoric role (i.e. it does not refer to previously 

mentioned discourse participants), but rather fulfils a purely 

grammatical function as an agreement clitic, which links the subject to 
the nominal predicate. 

Nominal sentences have a relatively transparent syntax with only a 

limited degree of word order variation. Yet, a broad spectrum of 



ssccl by means of bi- and tripartite 

nominal sentence patterns, depending on the meaning of the nominal 
predicate chosen. This Unit follows a taxonomic approach, where the 
structural description of commonly occurring nominal sentence 

patterns is combined with a functional analysis of the various types of 

predicative relationships. 

5.1 Bipartite nominal sentences 

Bipartite nominal sentences, as suggested by the terminology, are 

composed of two elements, the subject and the nominal predicate, e.g. 

nt6 oyc^iMe you (ntc) (are) a woman (oy-c^iMe)’ (Hil. 6:25). 

While a variety of nominal expressions appear in the predicate 
position, there is a strict selectional restriction on the subject of a 

bipartite nominal sentence, which must be a personal pronoun. 

5.1.1 The “mixed”paradigm of bipartite nominal sentences 

Coptic has two morphologically distinct sets of pronominal clitics. One 

consists of the phonologically reduced and deaccented proclitic forms 

of the independent first and second person pronouns, to wit ANr (< 

anok) T, ntk ‘you (man)’ (< ntok), nts ‘you (woman)’ (< nto), 

an(n) ‘we’ (< anon), ntctn ‘you (plural)’ (< ntujtn). The other set 

of pronouns consists of the enclitic deictic pronouns ne ‘he’, Te ‘she’ 

no ‘they’. These are used as suppletive pronominal forms in the 

context of third person reference, since there are no proclitic variants 

of the freestanding third person pronouns (see above, section 2.4.3.1 of 

Unit 2. The mixed pronominal paradigm of bipartite nominal sentences 

is illustrated in table 5.1 below. 

In the context of emphatic pronominal reference, however, the 

independent pronouns for first and second person may be used as 
pronominal subjects instead of their proclitic counterparts. Particularly 

common are contrastive topics, e.g. anok oyojujc Ayu> tai tc 

tac£imc (anok) (am) a shepherd (oy-<pcuc) and (Aycu) this one 
(here)(TAi) (is) my wife (ta-c^imc)’ (AP, Chaine no. 241, 73:30), 

anon £6Npeqp NOBe ntoc| Ae oyneToyAAE ne ‘we (anon) (are) 

sinners feeN-peq-p nobc), but (as for him) him (Jesus Christ) (NToq), 

lie (ne) (is) holy (oy-neToyAAB)’ (Sh. Ill 142:29-30). 

i---*v fvwuuui pAVIUJUUb 

question-answer pairs, e.g. ntotn naaij, mooaic - anon nagica* 

from which (na-aiji) city (m-ttoaic) (are) you (ntidtn)? We (anon 

(are) from Jerusalem (na-oigam)’ (KHMLI 80:6-8), ntok oyi'htoin 

anok OYRMNCKiNTHfe oynoA.c NTe oHEAeic ‘you (ntok) (are) i 

man from whence (oy-ph-tuin)? / (anok) (am) a man of Neldntorr 

(Dendera) (oy-pM-NeKiNTcupe), a town (oy-noxic) of (nto) the 
Thebais (ohe Aeic)’ (KMHLII 31:22-25). 

Is' sing. 

bipartite nominal sentences 

[predicate oy-ptuMe] [subject ne] He (is) a man 

ANr oy-ptuMe /oy-c^iMe I (am) a man /a woman 

2nd sing, masc. ntk oy-pcuHe 

2nd sing. fem. NTe oy-cgiMe 

3rd sing. masc. oy-poJMe ne 

3fd sing. fem. oy-c^lMe Te 

1 pI- an(n) ^N-poJHe 

2nd pi- ntctn ^eN-puJMe 

3rd pi- 2.eN-pu)Me nc 

You (are) a man 

You (are) a woman 

He (is) a man 

She (is) a woman 

We (are) people 

You (are) people 

They (are) people 

TABLE 5.1 The pronominal paradigm of bipartite nominal sentences 

Further examples: (Is1 sing.) ANr oYpume ntGkzg ‘/(amp) (am) a mail 

of your kind’ (V. Pach. 89:27), anok ant oyc^e ‘(as for) me (anok), I 

(ant) (am) a woman (oY-cZiMe)’ (Eud. 54:11-12), (2nd sing, masc.) ntk nih 

NTei2e epe neiNOO Neooy Karre ePOK nAXoeic ‘who (n.m) (are) you 

(ntk) such that (N-Tei-ZG) this great (ne,-No<s) glory (N-eooy) surrounds 

(epe ... Korre) you (epo-K), my lord (nA-jcoeic)?’ (Eud. 50:28-52:1), (2nd 

sing, fem.) nt6 oyc^ne ‘you (ntc) (are) a woman (oy-c^Me)’ (Hil. 6:25), 

(3 sing, masc.) oyepme ne eqnooNe NNecooy ‘he (ne) (is) a shepherd 

(oy-tptnc) who pastures (e-q-Moowe) sheep (N-N-ecooy)’ (AP, Chaine 

no 241, 73:24), (3r smg. fem.) kan oyceiMe Te ‘be it (kan) (that) she (T6) 

(is) a woman (oy -c^.mo)’ (Sh. IV 154:12), (1st pi.) anon pap an eeNPa>Me 

ncapx ‘because (paP) (as for) us (anon), we (an) (are) fleshy (n-caP*) men 

(ecN-pcuMe)’ (Eud. 70:12), (2"d pi.) ntotn eeNATcp.ne you (ntotn) (are) 



.(Eud. 64:11), (3rd pi.) zeuxy mming ng 'they 

(ne) (are) what (2eN-A<p) kind (of people) (m-ming)?’ (Ac. A&P 198:67). 

5.1.2 Word order 
Bipartite nominal sentences display two fundamentally different word 

order patterns that can be directly related to the prosodic status of the 

subject pronoun chosen. First and second person pronouns appear in 

subject-initial clauses, whereas third person pronouns occur hi predicate- 

first sentences in which the predicate noun is placed in front of the 

pronominal subject. The factor motivating this word order contrast is the 
prosodic behaviour of the subject pronoun in question. Thus, proclitic 
pronouns are phonologically attached to the right of the host word, which 

is the nominal, predicate, and the result is subject-first order. Enclitic 

pronouns, on the other hand, must follow their phonological host, which 

gives rise to predicate-first order. Thus, compare: ANr oypojhg ntck^c 

7 (ANr) (am) a man of your kind’ (V. Pach. 89:27) vs. oYE9>Ue_nejTre 

rmoYTe *he (ne) (is) a man (oy-pu>Me) of (ntg) God (n-NoyTe)’ (AP, 

Chaine no. 243,75:18-19), anr o\tina 7 (*nr) (am) aghostfoY-nFix)’ 

(Onnophr. 206:19) vs. xaxa oynna ne ‘perhaps (ta£a) he (ne) (is) a 

ghost (oy-ona)5 (AP, Chaine no. 243,75:7) 

5.1.2.1 Clitic clustering 
Proclitic and enclitic pronouns appear not only on opposite sites of 

tlieir phonological host, the nominal predicate, but also exhibit 

different degrees of prosodic boundness. The proclitic first and second 

person pronouns form a single, indivisible prosodic constituent with 

the adjacent nominal predicate. It is therefore not possible for enclitic 

elements to split up the subject-predicate complex. As a result, 

prosodically weak function words, such as the Greek discourse 

markers Ae and r\p ‘since5, the additive focus particle on ‘also, too5 

or the negative adverb an ‘not5 must appear in clause-third position, to 

the left of the predicate nominal, e.g. ANr oymaxoi mcn 7 (ANr) (am) 

a soldier (oy-maxoi)5 (Mena, Enc. 50b:9-10), eq;.x:e ntc oymaay Ae 

on ncxeh ‘if (eoixe) you (ntg) (are) also (on) a wise (n-cabh) 

mother (oy-maay)’ (Sh- 111 22:21), xNr oyKxxApiDTN an NptvMe 7 

(xur) (am) not (an) a man (N-pu)Me) of your kind (oy-katapu>-tn)5 

(Sh. Ill 117:5). The postponement of enclitic function words and 

particles can also be observed in the context of emphatic pronominal 

reference, when an independent pronoun replaces the correspondinj 

proclitic in clause-initial position, e.g. xnok OYMxroc an 7 (anok 

(am) not (an) a magician (oy-mafoc)5 (KHML I 5:13), anoi- 

£eNpo)Me rAp ‘for (rAp) we (anon) (are) (just) human (geN-ptuMe) 

(Sh. IV 155:1-2). 

A different situation obtains in predicate-initial nominal sentences 

where third person pronouns compete with enclitic function words anc 

particles for the clause-second position. As a rule, enclitic third persot 

pronouns are placed in clause-third position, to the left of the enclitic 

particle, e.g. oyoaaxicton mgn ne NNAgpN Npo>Me ‘he (ne) (is 

inferior (oy-gaaxicton) in the eyes of (nna^pn) people (N-pu>Me) 

(Pach. Catech. 19:22-23), oynoAixeyxiic rAp ne ‘for (rAp) he (ne' 

(Apa Ptolemy) (is) a nobleman (oY-noArreyTHc)5 (KHML II 34:6) 

oynApoeNoc on ne nattojam lhe (ne) (Apa Mena) also (on) (was] 

a spotless (n-at-tu>am) virgin (oy-nApoeNoc)5 (Mena, Enc. 59a: 10- 

12), NoyKoyi an xe 'it (xe) (the distinction between words anc 

deeds) (is) not (n ... an) a small one (oy-KOYi)’ (Zen. 201:11). 

NoyApiae NAq an ne ‘for him (NA-q) (Apa Zenobius) it (ne) (is) noi 
(n ... an) a fault (oy-Apme)5 (Zen. 203:22). 

Figure 5.1 on the next page gives a schematic representation of clitic 

order in bipartite nominal sentences. (PN stands for ‘predicate 

nominal5, PROCL for ‘proclitic, ENCL for enclitic, dat-CL for ‘dative 

clitic5, and pcl for ‘particle5; brackets indicate prosodic domains). 

PRONOUN 

Proclitic 

ANr, NXK, etc 

ENCLITIC 

ne, xe, Ne 

WORD ORDER 

SUBJECT-FIRST 
ORDER_ 

ANr oyriNA 

‘I (am) a ghost’ 
(Onnophr. 206:19) 

PREDICATE-FIRST 
ORDER_ 

xaxa oyttna ne 

‘perhaps he (is) a ghost’ 
(AP Chaine no.243, 
75:7) 

PARTICLE PLACEMENT 

[PROCL PN] PCL 

ANr OYMATOl M6N 

‘I (am) a soldier’ (Mena, 

Enc. 50b:9-10) ._ 

[PN] DAT-CL] PCL] 
ENCL]] _ 

NoyApine NAq an ne 
‘for him it (is) not a fault’ 

(Zen. 203:22) 

FIGURE 5.1 Word order in bipartite nominal sentences 
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5.1.2.2 Possessor splitting 

Enclitic deictic pronouns and function words differ from one another 

not only with respect to the cluster-internal position, but also with 

respect to what might be called possessor splitting (i.e. the disruption 

of the syntactic continuity of possessive noun phrases). Enclitic 

pronouns may but need not be placed between the possessed noun and 

the possessor noun, e.g. oypoJMe ne ntc nNoyTe ‘he (ire) (is) a 

man (oy-pciJMe) of (ntc) God (n-NoyTe)’ (AP, Chaine no. 243, 

75:18-19), ttm<v MnewTON ne ‘it (ne) (the Henaton) (is) the place 
(tt-ma) of rest (n-ne-MTON)’ (Hit. 5:18). Enclitic function words, on 

the other hand, are always placed between the possessed and the 

possesssor noun, e.g. oygmpe rAp ntc nepm- ne Nee nicaak mn 

cAt-ioyHA ‘since (rAp) he (ne) (Apa Mena) (was) a child (oy-cpupe) of 

(ntc) the vow (n-epm-) like (Nee n-) Isaak and (mn) Samuel’ (Mena, 
Enc. 45 b: 1-5). 

5.1.2.3 The Preterit auxiliary Ne 

Nominal sentences have a limited distribution with respect to tense 

marking. While present tense reference is morphologically unmarked, 

the Preterit auxiliary Ne is used to indicate a present-in-the past. The 

auxiliary Ne always precedes the subject-predicate complex, e.g. Ne 

reyqjH rxp Te ‘because (rAp) it (tc) was (nc) night (Te~y<pn)’ 

(KHML I 80:28), ttai Ae Ne oyxpHCTiANoo ne ‘(as for) this one 

(i.e. the rich Alexandrian) (ftai Ae), he (ne) was (Ne) a Christian 

(oy-xpHCTiANoc)’ (Mena, Mir. 13a: 11-12). 

5.1.2.4 Topicalisation in nominal sentences 

Bipartite nominal sentences can be expanded by a topicalized noun or 

pronoun, which appears in front of the subject-predicate complex. The 

preclausal topic constituent designates the discourse referent that is 

reactivated or placed in the centre of attention, while the following 

comment clause provides a statement about that referent and is therefore 
called comment clause. Its grammatical features (person, number 

and gender) are resumed by the pronominal subject, e.g. ngArioc <5e 

afia mhna oyeyreNHc ne esoA gM ttka£ nkhmc ‘(as for) the holy 

(n-£Arioc) -dPa. Mena, he (ne) (was) a nobleman (oy-eyreNHc) from 
(esoA) the land (n-KAg) of Egypt (n-khmc)’ (Mena, Enc. 39a:29- 

39b:2), NNoyTe NN^eeNoc ^naaimojnion nc ‘(as for) the sods 

‘iy/i t v i-r> ^ i. 

NOMINAL sentences_ 

(N-Noyre) of the pagans (N-N-eeeNoc), they, (Ne) (in fact) (are 
demons (2.n-Aaimcunion)’ (KHML 13:12-4:1). 

The preclausal topic must be cross-referenced by the subject clitic ir 

fte assoaated bjpartile nominal sentence. In the context of contrasts 

the toPicalizatio“ of first and second persor 

L 'T i?V6S nSe t0 What has been caIIed cktic doubling in the 

fiilHr a DhonlT’WTe **!? C0;re ferentiaJ subiect Pronoun is either j 
Ml or a phonologically reduced copy of the freestanding persona] 

Neae« Vae'8f r°Kr ^ ^ °Y^Z ^ ^Nr °Yttaacna nt6 

creature fiv n ~ ^?K)’ (am> earfll (°Y^2) and (aYo,) a 
creature (ov-nxxcMx) of (nts) his (God’s) hands (Neq-ouc)’ (V. Pach 

2.13-14), anon TAP AN jeNpcMe ncaps ‘because (tap) (as for) us 

70T2) n-T7 ^ (are) fleshy men (eeN-ptune)’ (Eud. 
™' 2/’ WTU y ,IG™ppu)OY NTtllTN eennApANOHOC NACeBHC 

y0UI ki,ngS (n™tn) (are) 
51a5o-25) Cn feen-nApANoiioc)’ (Mena, Enc. 

°ft&e predausal noun 01 Pron°™ ^ commonly 
“by P mdlCatmg partlcle like Ae, e.g. n2Ar,oc Ae atta 

mna Ne OYpeMNKMNe ne KATA neqreNoc ‘(as for) the holy (n- 

Lt^ orimh, f~ (ne\WaS (Me) “ Egyptian (oy-peNN-KHNe) hy 
(kata) ongrn (neq-reNoc)’ (Mena, Martyrd. 6a:5-8), aI 

^C,(Te)'wasLThFHN 7 fe) Ms (Te^c2'«G) Euvhvmia. 
~ (re) was (ne) barren (oy-aPphn)’ (Mena, Enc. 423:12-14)77 

e ZU) ANT oypmntooy NTK2e ‘/(anok) myself (zw), / (ant) (am) a 
hermit (oy-pmn-tooY lit. man of the mount!) ofZjZd 

(M-TK-Ze) (Onnophr. 210:13). See figure 5.2 for further illustration. 

PRE-CLAUSAL TOPIC 

anok Ae 
(As for) me 

COMMENT CLAUSE 

SUBJECT PRONOUN PREDICATE NOUN 
ANr 

I 
Oy-KAJ? 

(am) earth 

PREDICATE NOUN 

Ne oyAtfpHN 

Preterit barren 

SUBJECT PRONOUN 

Te 

she 
(As for) his wife Euphymia Preterit barren ^ 

% FIGURE 5.2 Topicalisation in nominal sentences 



: 
aices with a topicalised 

irase is not entirely clear or obvious. Despite the structural 

similarities with the clitic doubling construction, we may very well be 
dealing with a different sentence construction, given that the subject 
position of bipartite nominal sentences is incompatible with full noun 

phrases. In such bipartite nominal sentences, the topic position seems 

to have been reanalysed as a normal subject position for noun phrases 
and their equivalents. Under this analysis, the enclitic deictic pronoun 
at the end of the subject-predicate complex would function not so 
much as a cross-reference device, but rather serve a purely 
grammatical marker of the subject-predicate relationship. 

5.1.3 Predicate types in bipartite nominal sentences 
Tire previous section has largely been edneemed with word order 

phenomena in bipartite nominal sentences. The focus of this section is 

on the different types of semantic relationships expressed by the 

nominal predicate. A basic distinction concerns the referring or non¬ 

referring character of the nominal predicate. Predicational sentences 

derive their name from the fact that the nominal predicate has no 

specific discourse referent, but says something about the subject, such 

as a property, role or indication of class membership. Predicational 

sentences can be further subdivided in ascriptive and classificational 

sentences, depending on the property- or class-denoting interpretation 

of the nominal predicate, e.g. ntctn ^eNATqjine ‘you (ntgtn) (are) 

shameless (^eN-AT-qjine)’ (Eud. 64:11) vs. ntc oycgiMe ‘you (ntc) 
(are) a woman (oy-c^iMe)’ (Hil. 6:25). 

Next to predicational sentences, there are identificational 

sentences, whose predicate nominal is a referring expression. The 

semantic basis of identificational sentences is tire division of reference: 

both the subject and the nominal predicate pick out the same individual 

or object from the realfri of discourse. Such identity relations are 

generally encoded as tripartite nominal sentences, which will be 

discussed in section 5.2.2. There are, however, also a few bipartite 

nominal sentence patterns, where the nominal predicate has an 

identificational role, e.g. TcoiNe umnee tc ‘she (tc) (Thekla) (is) 

(he sister (t-cuinc) of Paese (n-mnce)’ (KHML I 83:30), ftma 

nneMTON ne ‘it (tire Henaton) (is) the place (rr-Mx) of rest 

(M-ne-MTON)’ (Hil. 5:18), ntstn Ntptipe MnneToyAAB atta. 

Mtuyciic ‘you (ntctn) (are) the children (N-qjHpe) of the holy 

(M-n-neToyAAB) Apa (aha) Moses’ (KHML II 48:21). 

Bipartite nominal sentences with a referring predicate noun are, 

generally speaking, restricted to pragmatically marked construction 

types with a specialized meaning and function. In identity questions, 

or example, the predicatively used interrogative pronoun represents 

the missing piece of information necessary for the recognition of the 
subject referent, e.g. ntk him mjcfojeic ‘who (nim) (are) you (ntk) 

my Lord (nx-rroe.c)?’ (Eud. 50:18-19), n,m Pntk ‘whatm) (is) 
your name (pm-n)?’ (KHML II 31:15). 

Second there are presentational sentences of the form inok ne 
it (ne) (is) me (xnok)’, which are commonly used as responses to 

i entity questions, e.g. nim Ne nbaamttg Ayu> him Ne Necooy ( ) 

NB^nne hsn amok ne (...) ‘who (nim) (are) the goats (u-Eunne) 

and Cvyu,) who (nim) (are) the sheep (N-ecooy)? (...) (as for) the goats 

(N-B^Mne), it (ne) (is) me (inok)’ (AP, Chaine no. 140, 31:14-15). A 

final group of bipartite identificational sentences consists of so-called 

situational sentences, which describe a particular temporal setting or 

ambience e.g. eqjcime mn (read men) nqiuiM ne ‘when it (ne) (is) 

summer (n-qiain) (Sh. IV 110:22). Figure 5.3 presents a taxonomy of 

the most common types of predicational relationship in bipartite 
nominal sentences: F 

BIPARTITE NOMINAL SENTENCES 

PREDICATIONAL SENTENCES 
IDENTIFICATIONAL SENTENCES 

I CLASSIFICATIONAL 

1 SENTENCES 

I ' NTG 

IJpYc^Me 
| ‘you (are) a woman’ 

lPiL6:25) 

ASCRIPTIVE 
SENTENCES 

SITUATIONAL 

SENTENCES 
PRESENTATIONAL 

SENTENCES 

j>eNATqjine ne 

‘you (are) shameless’ ‘if it (is) summer’ 

(Eud. 64:11) (Sh. IV 110:22) 

equine mn niymM anok ne 

ne 

‘it (is) me’ (AP, 

Chaine no. 140, 
31:15) 

FIGURE 5.3 Predicate types in bipartite nominal sentences 

Se,Ction’ each type 0f predicative relationship 
will be discussed individually, starting with classificational sentences. 



1 LI Ci'assijicational sentences 
G/assificafiohai sentences are associated with a partitive reading 
and specify a semantic relation of class inclusion. The referent of the 
subject is conceptualized as a representative member or, in the case of 

plural reference, as a subset of a particular class of entities, species or 

kind. The kind-referring predicate nominal is syntactically encoded as 

an indefinite noun phrase, which has the same number specification as 

the pronominal subject, e.g. xNr oyxpMCTixNoc nxppncix T (xNr) 

(am) a Christian (oy-xphctia.noc) openly (nxppncix)’ (Mena, Enc. 

49b:28-50a:l), xnok oyMxroc xn xxxx xnok oy£M£xx ntc ic 

nexc T (xnok) (am) not (a.n) a magician (oy-MAroc), but (aaaa) I 

(anok) (am) a servant (oy-^M^xx) of (ntc) Jesus Christ (ne-xc)’ 

(1CHML I 5:13-14), ntk oy^xrioc ntc nNoyTe ‘you (ntk) (are) a 

holy (one) (oy-^noc) of (ntc) God (n-NoyTe)’ (KHML I 46:22-23), 

ntk oytpHMo xe ntk oypeMTemoxic ‘(are) you (ntk) a stranger 

(oy-tyMMo) or (xe) (are) you (ntk) a man of this city 

(oy-peM-Tei-noxic)?’ (Mena, Enc, 50a:5-7), anon rxp an 2.eNPa>Me 

Ncxps. ‘because (rxp) (as for) us (anon), we (an) (are) fleshy 

(N-cxp^) men (^eN-ptuHe)’ (Eud. 70:12). 

a) Locative and manner predicate nominals 

Locative and manner adverbs can be converted into indefinite noun 

phrases to function as the nominal predicate of a classificational 

sentence, e.g. NeqeioTe Ae nc £NeBox nc £n TMeTponoxic (for 

TMHTporioxic) CTTxiHy ntc KHHC ‘(as for) his parent s 

(Ncq-eioTc), they (nc) were (nc) from (j>n-cbox) the glorious 

(ct-taihy) capital (T-HCTponoxic) of (ntc) Egypt (khmc)’ (Mena, 

Enc. 39b:2-6), necMoT Ae Mn^xnoc xnx hhna oyeTeiMJNe ne 

oypuJMe Nxujujpe ncaih ‘(as for) the appearance (ne-CHOT) of the 

holy (M-n-£xnoc) Apa Mena, he (ne) (was) of this kind 

(oye-Tei-MiNe): a strong (N-xu>u>pe) (and) handsome (n-cxih) man 
(oy-paJMe)’ (Mena, Enc. 58b: 19-25). 

b) Possessive nominal predicates 

Since possessive demonstratives are associated with a partitive 

reading, they are commonly used as kind-referring nominal predicates, 

e.g. nxnMxpion-Hc ne ‘he (Apa Mena) (was) a native of the Mariotes 

(nx-n-MApituTHc)’ (Mena, Enc. 36b:30-37a:2), Noyi Ne ‘they (nc) 

......_^ 

(are) mine (noy-,)’ (Y Pa.:],. 4:23), n2uB nxneAecnoTHC ne ‘the 

affair (n-2u,B) it (ne) (is) something (concerning) the sovereign 
(nx-ne-AecnoTHc)’ (Hil. 3:20). * 

5.1.3,2 Ascriptive sentences 

Ascriptive sentences derive then name from the fact that the 

predicate nominal describes a property, state or characteristic feature of 

h subject referent. Since the indefinite nominal predicate denotes a 

degree adverbials, for instance, quantificational adverbs or adverbs of 

(cSfisi 7 °YXW7e "e mpiFON t(d0 y0U ***that) (ne) 
20? I m ger (oy-Jauu’Pe) (tt^Paro-n)?’ (Ac. A&P 
fw? ’ oyeyceBnc rip eMA-re ne ‘for (rxp) he (ne) (A Mena) 

(was) very (emre)ptous (oy-eyceBHc)’ (Mena, Enc. 58b:31-32) ka, 

Z<DB N,M l£Uld (Ki0 because (rAp) he (ne) 

(Hil 8- 9 20?'°“ (°Y'eyceBHC) in feN) ev*ry (”■") respect (jam)- 
(HU. 8 19-20), 1NOK oynoyi 2n qhaYkia ‘I (amok) (am) (still) very 

(KMHL IJ35:2) “ feN) age (gH^ < T"2MXYK,A)’ 

5.1.3.3 Situational sentences 

dilcouri^evT1^8 Set Uf 3 temporal fiame for 1116 following discourse. They have an expletive pronoun as their subject which 

tvnk?M COrretSp0ndl°? t0 impersonal it i„ English. The predicate 
typically is a time-indicating noun, e.g. Ne reyiju, rxP re ‘because 

(rxP) it (-re) was (ne) night (re-y<p„)’ (KHMLI 80:28), ene ne2ooy 

ne tin^noc maPkoc neyxrrexicTHc ‘while it (ne) was (e-Ne) the 

ay (ne-eooy) of the holy (h-n-2Anoc) Marcus, the Evangelist 

")TTTC) (Hil 3:32-33), nnxy ne nmeo m *n+ ‘it (ne) 

(In tyXi Trnolt/^ ("*~°> 01 (K) fifth hour 
t . ( , ' 10-22-23), equine mn (read mcn) mytuM ne 
when it (ne) (is) summer’ (o-^m) (Sh. IV 110:22). Setting up a 

ctnd°fion eT ^ referenCe t0 SOmC physical or mental cond tion, e.g. Ne oyiyuine rwP c^nac^t ne ‘because (r-AP) it (ne) 

as (ne) a heavy (e-q-NA<pT) illness (oy-ipuiNe)’ (V. Pach 87-28) 
NTemdon an re ‘it (re) (is) not (h ... J) (in) your l0Z 
(tctn don) (l.e. something you can influence) (Ac. A&P 196:40-41). 
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Presentational sentences of the kind anok ne fit (ne) (is) me 

(anok)’ are used as responses to identity questions. The main function 
of the expletive pronoun ne is to pinpoint the discourse entity whose 

identity is at stake, e.g. him ne nxi - na^pooy npMNKHMe ne ‘who 

(nim) (is) that (nxi)? - It (ne) (is) Nahrow the Egyptian (n-pMN-KHMe)’ 

(KHML I 7:20-21), nim [tJgnoy neTccupH MnMhHqje [an]on ne 

xe ntcuth ne ‘now (TeNOY) ft (ne) (is) who (nim) that (ex-) 
misleads (ctnpM) the crowd (M-n-MHHtye)? (Is) it (ne) us (anon) or 

(xe) (is) it (ne) you (ntcutn)?’ (Ac. A&P 212:231), flxogic ic nexc 

ne ‘(Apa Ptolemy realized that) it (ne) (was) the Lord (n-xoeic) 

Jesus Christ (ne-xc)’ (KMHLII 30:24-25). 

5.2 Tripartite nominal sentences 

The basic subject-predicate configuration that underlies bipartite 

nominal sentences can be transformed into a new sentence pattern by 

inserting the deictic pronouns ne, tc, nc into the structure, e.g. 

NX£pooY ne nxpxN ‘my name (nx-pxN) (is) Nahrow’ (KHML I 3:6- 

7), taj T6 TAC2.iMe ‘this (tai) (is) my wife (xA-cgiMe)’ (AP Chaine 

no. 241, 73:30), £gnno<5 rAp ng NeYnoxy'1'^ ‘for (rAp) their ascetic 

labours (NeY-noxYT**\) (are) great (^cn-noo)’ (Hil. 7:9). Such 
extended nominal sentence patterns are composed of three elements, 

viz. the subject, the predicate noun, and the added deictic pronoun: 

SUBJECT AGREEMENT 
CLITIC 

PREDICATE 
NOUN 

nAi ne nA?Ai This (is) my husband. 
This SING. MASC my husband 
TAI xe TACP1MG This (is) my wife. 
This SING. FEM my wife 
NAI NG NAtyHpe These (are) my children. 
These PLURAL my children 

TABLE 5.2 Tripartite nominal sentences 

Bi- and tripartite nominal sentences differ from one another in the 

number of sentence constituents defining each pattern, which reflects 

different types of agreement marking. In bipartite nominal sentences. 

thC ?.y“tactlc relation betwcen the subject and the nominal predicate is 
mar e y pro- and enclisis, respectively. This contrasts with tripartite 

nominal sentences that employ a specialized formative, the agreement 
clitic, to link the subject to the nominal predicate. Moreover, bipartite 

nomina! sentences are syntactically more restricted than their tripartite 

counterparts. While the subject of bipartite nominal sentences must be 

a pronoun, no such selectional restrictions apply in tripartite nominal 

sentences, which tolerate all kinds of nominal and pronominal 

expressions as subjects. The greater syntactic flexibility of tripartite 
nominal sentences has a semantic correlate in a broader spectrum of 

patterns^ d‘StmCtl0nS ls customary in bipartite nominal sentence 

s.2.1 The syntactic role of the agreement clitic 

l0r\ nlirLPerSOn, pronouns of tripartite nominal sentences 
are not associated with anaphoric reference (i.e. they are not linked to a 

preceding noun plirase), but rather function as purely morphological 

markers that indicate the syntactic relation between the subject and the 

beCeH tP^ 1Cau‘ T UliS grammar’ *e term agreement clitic will 
be used to describe the structural role of the non-anaphoric pronoun in 

tins nommal sentence pattern. The reason why Coptic uses a 

desemanticized pronoun as an agreement-marking device is to prevent 

fnternrpt . struct™al ambiguity between a phrasal and a sentential 
interpretation °f a sequence of two noun phrases. By separating the 

nmnoun m ? predicate’1116 intervening singula^ masculine 

coum T Stm8UlsheS Ule sentential structure from its phrasal 

Moi'rfr" differences between agreement clitics and copular verbs 
Most Coptic grammars use the term “deictic copula” to indicate the 

syn acuc function of the non-anaphoric third person pronots of 

ripartite nominal sentences. The added pronoun has actually very little 

m common w„h copular verbs. Coptic has two equivalents To the 

English copular verb be, oYn ‘(there) is’ and hn ‘(there) is not’ 

Wluch are appear clause-imtiiTly in existential silences, eg ovn 

paiHe MneiMx is (oYn) someone (pome) here (ti-nei-Mx)?’ (AP 

S 7?T1 ’ u5?’ MN ‘(,hcrc) bn^KOone (xly)’(V. 
Pach. 1.7). The verbal copulas oYn and «N differ from the agreement 
chtics of tripartite nominal sentences in the following respect:% 



1 m mm 
The copulnr verb functions as the semantic predicate in asserting 
the existence or non-existence of some discourse entity. This 

contrasts with the agreement-marking clitic of tripartite nominal 
sentences, which has no such predicate role and can therefore not 

be construed as part of the sentence predicate. 

The agreement clitic has no negative counterpart comparable to the 
negative copular verb mn. To assign a negative value to the nominal 

predicate, the negative adverb an ‘not’ has to be inserted into the 

structure, e.g. ntok an ne nppo ‘you (ntok) (are) not (an) the 

king (n-ppo)’ (Ac. A&P 202:108). 

o While the verbal copula must be construed with an indefinite 

subject, the subject of tripartite nominal sentences must be a 

definite. Thus, compare: mn NoyTe nca nexc ic riNoyTe 

HTTgAnoc xnx muna ‘(there) is no (mn) God (NoyTe) besides 

(nca) Jesus Christ (ne-xc ic), the God (TT-Noyre) of the holy 

(M-n-^Arioc) Apa Mena’ (Mena, Mir. 34a: 18-21) vs. oyx ne 

nnoyTe Nxm TrrexeMM nexc ic ‘unique (oyx) (is) the God 

(n-Noyre) of Apa (n-m) Ptolemy, Jesus Christ (ne-xc)’ (KMHL 

1136:27-37:1). 

5.2.1.2 Agreement behaviour 
As fully gramraaticalized markers of the subject-predicate relation, the 

desemanticized third person pronouns of tripartite nominal sentences 

generally have the same number and gender (though not person) 

specification as the clausal subject, e.g. anok ne nexc (anok) 

(am) Christ (ne-xc)’ (AP, Chaine no. 145, 32:16), necpAN ne 

eyAoxiA ‘her name (nec-pAN) (was) Eudoxia’ (Eud. 50:4). 

The subject-orientation of the agreement clitic is particularly clear in 

interrogative nominal sentences where the predicatively used question 

word itself is not specified for grammatical number and gender, e.g. 

nim ne neKpAN ‘what (nim) (is) your name (neK-pAN)?’ (KHML I 

3:6), nim Ne NBAAMne Ayui nim Ne Necooy ‘who (nim) (are) the 

goats (N-BAAMne) and (Aycu) who (nim) (are) the sheep (N-ecooy)?’ 

(AP, Chaine no. 140,31:14), Atp ne nqji eNTAymu^ epoq ‘what (aoj) 

(is) the height (n-q>i) that tliey have reached (cnt-a-y-nujjf)? ’ (AP, 

Chaine no. 241, 73:19), A<p Te TereprAciA [for TeKeprAciA] ‘what 

(a<p) (is) your profession (TeK-eprAcia)?’ (AP, Chaine no. 241, 73:29). 

When the subject of a tripartite nominal sentence is a coordinated no 
phrase, the agreement clitic agrees with the second conjunct e 

TeKzerrac y neKTxjcpo ne nnoyTe Mxyxxq 'your hope (re 
Ze\mc) and (xyo.) your strength (neK-Txjcpo. (is) God (n-Noyr 

r[M]NTxem- lycB -mmieirr N^y re tmntPhn2ht ‘wisdt 

(t_mnt-p«n-2ht) (is) for them (nNW-y) foolisliness (t mnt-it-jh 

IV 4lS£ (T-MNT-"T^T) Wisd°» (T-MNT-PMN-2HT)’ (S 

5 213 Thronou,Tti0n bClWCe'1 thC agreemcnt clitic personal 

The presence of the agreement-marking deictic pronoun does n< 

interfere with the selection of personal pronouns. That is tripartil 

rrrr tolerate b0tl1 n0UnS Pronouns “ clausal subject 

bbarft f eihave a much br0ader s7ntactic distribution than thei 

subiects The n lPartS’ T v "" 0nly comPatible with pronominn 
rTe aTinH P“ ' fCt °f tripartite nominal sentences is, as . 

an independent personal pronoun, e.g. iNOK ne npeqep ’OB< 

ntok ne npeqaa, etsox 7 (moK) (am) the sinner (n-req-ep nobg) 

you (ntok) (are) the Redeemer (n-peq-Ko, geoa)’ (Test.\ 232-31) 

"y,°q "e nGYG,u,T «N”cx nnoyTe 'he (NToq) (Pachom) (was) the . 
father (ney-ela,T) after (hnnc1) God (n-Noyre)’ (V. Pach 411) The 

no M3 32-61 T ™p,HX 7 (*Nr) (am) Gabri81’ Chaine 

■-Stesss ,,<*Nr) ("’&g ^ 

5,2.1.4 Clitic clustering 

2paSsemefiC C0m6S l3St " 3 ClUStCr °f enditic words and particles e-g. NeyBMB Ae no nj-ht nnPu,m6 NiTNoyTe ‘their 

(ttie demons ) caverns (Ney-BHB) (are) the hearts (n-jht) Tf godless 

P60P 6 (M"H_PU,Me)’ (Sh- IV 177:4-5), ovwToya. rxP 
,r e""T°" Nqw- eNE£ ‘for (rAP) never-ending (oy-xT-oyui) fis) 

6:7)y0nir’IJpetemaI ^ reSt (n'MTON)’ Chaine no 3o! 
ti ’ . p AN ne nCA xxxx ha neNTAqnxAcce mmoc ne 
^because (rxp) beauty (n-cx) (is) not (in) of her (ncn-c) (the pretty 

Oman), but (xxxx) it (ne) is something belonging to (nx-) him who h7s 



v-q-mAcce) her (mmo-c)’ (Sh. Or 44 168: 10-14). 

5.2.2 Predicate types in tripartite nominal sentences 
Although tripartite nominal sentences display the familiar distinction 

between predicational and identificational sentences, they tend to make 
more fine-grained distinctions than their bipartite counterparts. On the 

one harnl, there are classificational sentences, which describe a 

relation of class inclusion, e.g. tcnoy <5e gNNoyTe an hc 

NeKNOYTe ‘now (tcnoy <5e), your gods (NeK-NoyTe) (are) not (an) 

gods (gN-NoyTe)’ (KHML I 4:2-3). On the other hand, there are 

ascriptive sentences that indicate property assignment, e.g. oyNotf 

ne neKKAiipoc ‘your heritage (neK-KAHpoc) (is) great (oy-nog)’ 

(KHML II 30:12). Next to classificational and ascriptive sentences, 

there are characterisational sentences, which provide an exhaustive 

specification or definition of the subject referent, e.g. naccbhc Ne 

ngtcto 6Boa NN6NTOAH NNeNeioxe ‘the impious ones 

(n-accbhc) (are) those who reject (n-gt-cto gbox) the prescriptions 

(n-n-cntoah) of our fathers (N-NeN-eioTe)’ (Sh. Ill 152:29-153:1). 

The same diversity of predication sentence types obtains in 

identificational sentences. Identity relations are based on what might be 

called the division of reference: one entity is referred to by two different 

names. Depending on how this division of reference is syntactically 

realized, one can distinguish at least three distinctive classes of 

identificational sentences, viz. (i) identity statements proper, which 

can be paraphrased as “the referent of the subject is the same or not die 

same person as die referent of the predicate”, e.g. anok ne gxxApiA 

reKcpeepe ‘I (anok) (am) Hillaria your daughter (TCK-tpeepe)’ (Hil. 

11:28-29), ic an ne nexc ‘Jesus (is) not (an) the Messiah (ne-xc)’ 

(Sh. Ill 114:5), (ii) assertoric sentences, the subject of which is a 

demonstrative pronoun functioning as a deictic pointer, e.g. tai tg 

TACjyiie '"this (tai) (is) my wife (ta-c^ihc)’ (AP, Chaine no. 241, 73:30), 

and (iii) specificational sentences, whose subject is a semantically 

incomplete expression or variable like pan ‘name’ that is assigned an 

interpretation by the predicate noun, e.g. neqpAN ne nAyxoc 'his name 
(neq-pAN) (was) Paul’ (KHML I 72:8-9). 

Figure 5.4 below presents a taxonomy of the most common types of 

predicational relations in tripartite nominal sentences: 

BIPARTITE NOMINAL SENTENCES 

PREDICATIONAL SENTENCES IDENTIFICATIONAL SENTENCES 

CLASSIFICA¬ 

TIONAL 

SENTENCES 

gNNoyre 
AN NE 

NeKNoyre 

‘Your gods 

(are) not 

gods’ 

(KHML I 

4:2-3) 

ASCRIPTIVE IDENTITY AS5ERTOR1C SPECIFICA¬ CHARACTEIU5TA- 
SENTENCES SENTENCES SENTENCES TIONAL TIONAL || 

SENTENCES SENTENCES i 
oyMotf ne anok ne TAI TG neqpAN nAKAeApTOC j| 
neKKAHpoc gAAApiA TACgIM© ne AN MMAT6 ne | 

riAyAoc OYptUMe ^ 

eqjCA^M 1 

‘Your ‘I (ani) ‘This (is) my ‘His name ‘The impure one 
heritage (is) Hilaria’ wife’ (AP, (was) Paul’ (is) not only an H 
great’ (Hil. 11:28) Chalnc no. (KHML I un-clean man m 
(KHML II 241,73:30) 72:8-9) (...)’ (Sh. AII |1 
30:12) 55) :’i 

FIGURE 5.4 Predicate types in tripartite nominal sentences 

The following sections elaborate on the semantic distinctions between 

the various classes of predicational and identificational sentences, 
which are often subtle. 

5.2.2.1 Classificational sentences 

Tripartite classificational sentences describe a semantic relation of 

class inclusion in much the same way as their bipartite counterparts. 

Various types of indefinite or partitive expressions qualify as 

classificational predicates, to wit (i) indefinite noun phrases, which 

have the same number specification as the nominal subject, e.g. 

aahoujc OYNOC5 mmatoc ne neipun-ie ‘really (aah©u>c), this man 

(nei-pa>Me) (is) a great (oy-Nod) magician (m-mapoc)’ (KHML I 

7:22-23), eniAH gNpeqqrropTp Ne Negioi-ie geN (for £n) 

TeY4>Yc,c ‘for (eniAn) women (Ne~gioMe) (are) by (geN) their nature 

(tcy-4>ycic) prone to excitement (lit. excitable people 

(2.N-peq-cyTopTp))’ (Hil. 11:35-12:1), (ii) possessive demonstratives, 

which agree in both number and gender with the subject, e.g. kai rxp 

nATe<J>ycic NNpoiMe ne gtueuxe gN oygum ‘because (kai tap) to 

fail (guKuxe) in (gN) something (oy-gum) (is) intrinsic to the nature 

(nA-Te-4>Ycic) of human beings ((n-n-puimc) (BHom. 12:19-20), 

TATtDN Te tai ecAnoxonze NTeige ‘from whence (ta-tujn) (is) 
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TA,J who defends (herself) (e-c-Anoxonze) in such a 

manner (M-xei-ge)?’ (KHML I 83:29), rro>K ne rreooY mn fitaio 

‘yours (nu)-K) (is) the glory (n-eooy) and (mn) the honour (n-xAio)’ 

(KHML I 83:17-18), and (iii) zero-determined “bare” nouns, e.g. 

neyNoyxe rAp ne ptuMe ‘because (rAp) their god (ney-NoyTe) (is) 

human (puiMe)’ (Sh. IV 183:6). 

5.2.2.2 Ascriptive sentences 
Ascriptive sentences have the same syntax as classificational ones, 

the main difference being the adjectival interpretation of the indefinite 

predicate noun, e.g. geNNod rAp nc NeynoxyxiA ‘for (rAp) their 
ascetic labours (Ney-noxyxiA) (are) great (geN-Nod)’ (Hil. 7:9), 

oyAToyu) rAp nak ne nMTON nu^a eN eg ‘for (rAp) never-ending 

(oy-AT-oyuj) (is) for you (na-k) eternal (nc^a eNeg) rest (h-mton)’ 

(AP Chaine no.30, 6:7). 
It is rather common for the nominal predicate of ascriptive sentences 

to involve comparison or modification of degree, e.g. gennod tap 
et-iATe ne NedOM mcn Neqimipe NXAygKune cbox gixooxq 

MneNCiwT xnA MAeeoc ‘since (rAp) tlie mighty deeds (Ne-doti) and 

(mm) wonders (Ne-gimipe) that happened (Nx-x-y-gKune) through 

(gi-xoox-q) our father (M-neN-eituT) Apa Matthew (are) very 

(eMAxe) great (geN-Nod)’ (KHML II 18:14-16), oyqjmipe cmaxc xe 

reiyniipe Mneigxxo mmakapioc Ayu> naoaixhc ''very (eMATe) 

miraculous (oy-cpnhpe) (was) the miracle (Te-gmHpe) of this blessed 

(m-makapioc) and (Ayu)) athletic (n-aoaithc) old man (M-nei-gxxo)’ 

(Oimoplir. 215:14-16), eie gNAxdoM Ne NeKNoyTe NTeige mpc 

‘(are) your gods (nck-noyxe) so (N-xei-ge) utterly (xHp-c)powerless 

(gN-Ax-doM)?’ (KHML 11:10-11). 

Ascriptive sentences may also be construed with “bare” nominal 

predicates without any obvious semantic differences with their 

corresponding indefinitely determined counterparts. Compare: ecupe 
ne ee exepe ngAi ajcc mn xecgiMe Ayu> esoxe ne ee exepe 

xecgiMe cjiAJce mn ngAi ‘when (e-) bitter (cigie) (is) tlie manner (ee 

< x-ge) in which (ex-) the husband (n-gAi) talks (epe ... ujAjee) with 

(mn) the wife (Te-cgiMe) and (xyu)) abominable (eoxc) the manner 

(ee < x-ge) in which (ct-) the wife (Te-cgiMe) talks (epe ... qjAjee) 

with (mn) the husband (n-gAi)’ (Sh. Or 44, 159:34-41) vs. oycicpe mn 

oysoxe ceoa xe xmnxnocS MnemocMoc ‘bitter (oy-cigje) and 

(mn) abominable (oy-eoxe) (is) the greatness (T-MNx-Nod) of this 
world (M-nei-KocMoc)’ (KHML II 33:9-10). 

5.2.2.3 Characterisational sentences 

The nominal predicate of characterisational sentences provides an 
exhaustive specification or definition for the subject, instead of 

classifying it as the holder of some property or representative member 

of a particular class of entities. The subject is typically a non-specific 

or generic noun phrase, while the predicate nominal is drawn from the 

set of quantificational expressions or non-specific definites. In a sense, 
then, the set of entities referred to by the subject is co-extensive with 
the set of entities referred to by the nominal predicate: both 

constituents describe two overlapping or partially intersecting domains 
of individuals or objects, e.g. NexgHNe nca nxoeic ne pome nim 

eqMeAHXA MneqNOMOc mn NeqeNxoxh ‘the ones who search 

(N-eT-gHNe) for (nca) God (n-Noyxe) (are) every (nim) man (pome) 

who studies (e-q-MexnxA) His law (M-neq-NOMoc) and (mn) His 

prescriptions (Neq-eNxoxH)’ (Abbaton 227:9-11), Noygcus taF an 

eqt kcut MneNBioc ne exPe{y} oycgiMe oywg gN xnmhxc ‘for 

(rAp) a woman (oy-cgiMe) to stay (e-Tpe ... oyuig) in (gN) our midst 

(xN-MHxe) (is) not (n ... an) something (oy-gtuB) fitting (e-q-t kcut) 

our life (m-hcn-bioc)’ (Hil. 6:25-26), NeNTxyAiAKONei Ae kaxujc 

Ne NeNXAyAge (e)pAxoy gM ngji NNerpA<j>H ‘the ones who serviced 

(Ne-NTA-y-AiAKONei) well (kaaujc) (axe) the ones who reached 

(Ne-NT-A-y-Age (e)pAxoy) the measure (n-g>i) of the Scriptures 
(N-Ne-rpA<|>H)’ (praec. et instit. Pach. 33:30-31). 

5.2.2.4 Identity statements 

The concept of identity is intimately related to the divison of reference. 
Identity relations express this idea by equating two names, both of 

which refer to one and the same individual. Both the subject and the 

nominal predicate of identity statements are therefore referential 

expressions like proper names or personal pronouns, e.g. (those who 

say) ic an ne nexc ‘Jesus (is) not (an) the Messiah (ne-xc)’ (Sh. Ill 

114:5), u) xecgiMe nxo xe ©gkaa xcpeepe NgHXiAc ‘oh (u>) woman 

(Te-cgiMe) you (nxo) (are) Thekla, the daughter (T-gjeepe) of Elias 

(N-gHxiAc)’ (KHML I 80:15). The division of reference that defines 

identity relations may also involve reference to a temporary stage or 



role of the discourse entity whose identity is in the center of interest, 

e.g. anok ne miice neNXAyNOxq exexpip ‘I (anok) (am) Paese, 

who had been thrown (n-eNx-A-y-Nox-q) into the oven (e-xe-xpip)’ 

(KHML I 79:7-8), Ayiu Nxoq ne nppo eqgApAXK ‘and he (NToq) 

(Constantine) (is) the king (n-ppo) under you (e-q-eA-pAx-K)’ (End. 

54:12-13). 

S.2.2.5 Assertoric sentences 
Assertoric sentences, unlike identity statements, have as a subject a 

proximal demonstrative pronoun ttai, xai, nai ‘this, these’. This type 

of identificational sentence has been called assertoric in the linguistic 

literature, because the demonstrative subject pronoun does not so much 
name a particular individual or object concerning which an assertion is 

made, but rather functions as a mere deictic pointer, whose logical role 

is to draw the addressee’s attention to someone or something in his 

immediate surroundings, e.g. ttai ne anxcunioc nAi ne rnguiMO 

hch nexpujNioc mcn eetuAinpoc nAi ne AnA (peNoyxe ‘this 

(mi) (is) Antonius, this (mi) (is) Pachom and (mn) Petronius and (mn) 

Thedorus, this (mi) (is) Apa Shenute’ (KHML II 22:3-5), xai xe 

xanacxacic MneNxoe[ic] ic nexc ‘this (xai) (is) the resurrection 

(x-anacxacic) of our Lord (M-neN-xoeic) Jesus Christ (ne-xc)’ 

(Eud. 66:22-23), ^euxonoc ng n[ai M]ne nxoeic cm neycpiNe 

NTefpejqei enecnx camnxc ‘these (nai) (are) places (geN-xonoc) 

the Lord (n-xoeic) did not visit (rine ... om ney-^Ne) when he 

descended (Nxepe-q-ei) into Hell (e-ahnxc)’ (Ac. A&P 204:141- 

142), nim Ne nai ex^Mooc juxeN NeyepoNOC - nai xnpoy 

exenNAy epooy nai Ne Neeioxe nnKocMoc ‘who (nim) (are) 

these (nai) who sit (ex-^Hooc) on feixeN) their thrones 

(ney-epoNoc)? - All (xnp-oy) those (nai) you see (exe-K-my), they 

(nai) (are) the fathers (Ne-eioxe) of the world (M-n-KocMoc)’ 

(KHML II 21:19-22). 
Assertoric sentences may represent not only a simple act of naming 

or pointing, but may also organize the information flow in the ongoing 

discourse. As a discourse anaphor, the demonstrative subject pronoun 

refers back to the preceding narrative unit, e.g. xycu xai xe ee 

eNeqeipe mmoc nmmay Noyoeiqi nim ‘this (xai) (was) the manner 

(ee < x-ge) that he (Pachom) acted (e-Ne-q-eipe) with them 

(nmma-y) (the brothers) at every (nim) time (N-oyeup)’ (V. Pach. 5:6- 

7), ™ TG TtpognG NBACANOC NnqTUC NAq ‘this (TXl) fwic) thn 

Cnt A. q T0f,n?i t0™ent (n~bacanoc) which he (the judge) gave 

U’S <rrr) *'» 
(Mena, Enc. 52a:20-25). P P q) h L°rd (M"n'xoe,c)’ 

5.2.2.6 Specificational sentences 

v^i^e1/rrV^CCifiCati0nal sentenccs rcPresents a 

possible to esSlid"5?!, . SpeCifiCat‘0n of the variable makes it 

SttTnYtT^ vSiSs.Shp 

1 Mrs itsaaiss; 
J S <* ■”*» "»* or per™, p„ooal 

; Theopiste’(Hii 2:8-10) ’ ^ (nec‘PAN) was (mg) 

1 Th£ aSSi8nmCnt °f 3 value a variable comes close in meaning to 



enumerating items on a list, e.g. rr.u enTAqei N<poprr enAeiorr ne 

mixaha rrApxArreAoc ‘he (ftai) who came (eNT-A-q-ei) before 

(Ntpoprr e-) my father (rTA-eiurr) (is) the archangel (n-^pxiurrexoc) 

Michael’ (Eud. 52:8-9), nptDMe nta rmoyTe <5oAnq epoi 

N£Htthytn (...) ne neTptuNoioc neitUT NoeNeere ntcmcinc 

‘the man (n-ptm-ie) whom God (n-NoyTe) has revealed (nt-a ... 

doxn-q) to me (epo-i) from among you (n2.ht-thytn) (...) (is) 

Petronius, the abbot (n-eituT) of (n-) the monastery (eeNeexe < 

r-^eNeeTc) of Tsmeine’ (V. Pach. 93:7-9). The last example can be 

paraphrased as “the list of persons that God had revealed to me 

contains a single person: Petronius, the abbot of Tsmeine”. 

Specificational sentences of this sort always have an exhaustive 
reading; they imply that the list of values satisfying the variable 

represented by the free relative clause is limited. 

5.2.2,7 Concluding remarks 

The picture that emerges from the previous discussion is that 

identificational nominal sentences are semantically just as diverse as 

predicational ones. This is because the division of reference that 

underlies identity relations manifests itself in different forms. We have 

seen that the subject and the nominal predicate of identity statements 

proper are both highly referential expressions, which are linked to the 

same discourse referent. This contrasts with assertoric sentences, 

where the demonstrative subject pronoun does not name, but rather 

points to the discourse entity referred to by the nominal predicate. 

Specificational sentences, on the other hand, have weakly referring 
expressions as their subjects that behave semantically like variables, 

i.e. terms that are compatible with several values. The primary function 

of the nominal predicate is, then, to specify a value for that variable, 

thereby providing the relevant information necessary for the 
identification of the subject referent. 

Key Terms: 

Bi- and tripartite 
nominal sentences 

Clitic clusters 

Topic-comment 
sentences 

are distinguished with respect to the §5.1.1, 
number of sentence elements. Bipartite §5.2.1* 
nominal sentences are derived by 
juxtaposing the pronominal!subject and 
the nominal Ipre^cgg, e.g. ^Nr oyriNA 
I (ani~) (am) a ghost (oy-nNA)’ 

(Onnophr. 206:19). Tripartite nominal 
sentences, on the other hand, are 
characterized by the presence of an 
additional {third ^person pronoun] 
separatjng_the_subiect from the nominal 

Prec!k-§te, e.g, anok (ng) rrgmpe 

MTTNoyTe ‘I (amok) (am) the son 
(n-gmpe) of God (H-n-NoyTe)’ 

(Abbaton 240:13). 

are series of two or more prosodically §5.1.2,2, 
weak elements. The enclitic deictic §5.2.1.4* 
pronouns ne, tg, ng always come last 
in such a sequence of clitics, e.g. 
NoyApiKe NAq an ne ‘for him (na- 

q) it (ne) (is) not (n ... an) a fault 
(oy-Apwe)’ (Zen. 203:22). 

Bipartite nominal sentences can be §5.1.2.3 
expanded by a preclausal noun or 
pronoun to yield a topic-comment 
sentence. The topicaiised constituent 
designates the discourse entity that is 
reactivated or placed in the centre of 
attention, while the following comment 
clause provides a statement about that 
referent, e.g. anon rxp an £eNp<nne 

NCApz ‘because (r~AP) (as for) us 
(anon), we (an) (are) fleshy (n-caPs) 

men (eeN-pume)’ (Eud. 70:12). 
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Identificational 
sentences 

Classificational 
sentences 

Ascriptive 
sentences 

Situational 
sentences 

Presentational 
sentences 

derive their name from the fact that tiie §5.1.3, 
predicate nominal has no specific §5.2.2 
referent in the realm of discourse, but 
rather predicates something about the 
subject referent, for instance, a role, 
characteristic property or class 
membership. 

express identity relations, where the §5.1.3, 
subject and the nominal predicate are §5.2.2 
linked to the same discourse referent. 

§5.1.3.2 
§5.2.2.2 

Expletive pronouns 

indicate a semantic relation of class §5.1.3.1 
inclusion, with the referent of the §5.2.2.1 
subject being defined as a representative 
member of a particular class, type of 
species, e.g. ntc oyc^iMe ‘you (ntc) 

(are) a woman (oy-c£iMe)’ (Hil. 
6:25). 

have an adjectival meaning in §5.1.3.2 
attributing to the subject a characteristic §5.2.2.2 
property, e.g. ntgtn £eNAT(pine ‘you 
(ntgtn) (are) shameless (^gn-xt- 

gnne)’ (Eud. 64:11). 

set up a temporal frame for the §5.1.3.3 
preceding or following set of 
sentences, e.g. nc TeyujH rxp tg 

‘because (rwp) it (tg) was (ng) night 
(tg-y^h)5 (KHMLI 80:28). 

typically appear in those contexts where §5.1.3.4 
the identity of some discourse 
participant is at stake, e.g. [an]on ne 
JCG ntuttn Tic ‘(who misleads the 
crowd?) (Is) it (ne) us (anon) or (jee) 
(is) it (ne) you (NrorrN)?’ (Ac. A&P 
212:231). 

have no referential role, but are rather §5.1.3.3 
used as purely grammatical fillers of the 
subject position. 

Agreementclhic Tripartite nominal sentences arc §5 2 1 

characterised by an additional 
pronominal element, the agreement 
chtic, which mark the syntactic relation 
between the subject and the nominal 
predicate. 

statements T . exemplar of 
identifying sentences, with the subject 
and the nominal predicate naming the 
same discourse entity, e.g. ic an ne 

nexc Jesus (is) not (an) the Messiah 
(ne-xc)5 (Sh. mi 14:5). 

s?n“iSati0na' ^^Pe^iparti-«-< §5-2.2.3 
sentences, where the nominal 
predicate provides an exliaustive 
specification or definition of the 
subject, e.g. nothing nca nxoeic 

He puiHG N1M GCJMGA.HTA 

MneqNOMoc hn NeqeNTOAH ‘the 
ones who search (n-gt-^ing) for 
(nca) God (n-NOYTG) (are) every 
(nim) man (pome) who studies (e-q- 

mgahta) His law (M-neq-NOMoc) and 
(mn) His prescriptions (Neq- 

6NTOAH)’ (Abbaton 227:9-11). 

sentences0 ■" cl,aracterize‘l by a demonstrative §5 22 5 
sentences pronoun in subject fiinction. Assertoric 

sentences are used to pinpoint an 
individual or object in the vicinity of 
the speech participants, e.g. Tai tg 

TAC2,„e ‘this (ta.) (is) my wife 

Chafne no.241, 

Slte',^t'0I,al “Cati°nal sentenoes> where §5.2.2.6 
the subject represents a variable, for 
which the nominal predicate provides 
a specific value, e.g. neqpAN ne 
hayaoc ‘his name (neq-PAN) (was) 
Paulus’ (KHML 172:8-9). 

§5.1.3 
§5.2,2.4 
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5.1 Comprehension and transfer 

A. Review the list of key terms and make sure that you understand 

all of them. 

B. Decide whether the following statements are true or false. In the 

latter case, provide one or two counterexamples. 

1. Coptic nominal sentences lack a verbal copula in the context of 

present tense reference. 

2. The pronominal subject of bipartite nominal sentence may have 

an anaphoric function, referring to a previous noun phrase, or 

function as an expletive pronoun, which lacks a referential role. 

3. Bipartite nominal sentences cannot express identity statements. 

4. The agreement clitic agrees in person, number and gender with 

the subject of tripartite nominal sentences. 

5. The agreement clitic adds emphasis to the pronominal subject. 

6. In assertoric sentences, the demonstrative subject pronoun is 

used as a deictic point rather than a referring expression. 

7. Ascriptive sentences are commonly modified by quantificational 

or comparative adverbs. 

5.2 Bipartite nominal sentences 

A. Fill in the missing proclitic or enclitic pronoun in the following 

bipartite nominal sentences. 

(1) xyw _oynxACMA ntc Neqdix ‘and (xyta) I (am) a creature 

(oy-nxxcMx) of (ntc) his (God’s) hands (Neq-tiuc)’ (V. Pach. 

2:13-14) 

(2) oymxn(5xmoyx _ ‘he (Apa Mena) (was) a camel herd 

(oy-MXN-<5xHoyx)’ (Mena, Enc. 37a:3-4) 

(3> °YKa,CT rupq _ ‘it (the Prince of Hell) (is) ail (thM) fire 
(oy-Ku>£T)’ (Test. Is. 235:2) 

(4) Til Ae Ne oypMMio eMire __ ‘(as for) her (tai), she was (nc) 

very (eriire) rich (oy-pM-MAo)’ (KHMLI 45:3) 

B. Classify the following bipartite nominal sentences by selecting 
one of the two options. 

(1) anon rxp anon NpMoynoxic ntc khnc nroce ‘because 
(rxp) (as for) us (anon), we (anon) (are) people of a city 

(N-pM-oy-noxic) of (ntc) Egypt (khmo) called Gee) Pemie 
(nruce)’ (Onnophr. 220:1 M2) 

□ classificational sentence □ characterisational sentence 

(2) oyxoiujpe ne kaaoc Zm nqctuMA ‘it (the calf) (was) 

wonderfully (kaaoc) strong (oy-jcomipe) in fen) its body 
(nq-cojMA)’ (BHom. 262:2) 

□ classificational sentence □ ascriptive sentence 

(3) kan oy^poyr ne kan oyc^iMe Te ‘(tliey who are cursed), be 

it that (kan) it (ne) (is) a man (oy-^ooyT), be it that (kan) it 
(tc) (is) a woman (oy-c^iMe)’ (Sh. IV 154:12) 

□ classificational sentence □ ascriptive sentence 

(4) xyw enc neqqioMNT ne eMneqoyuiM ‘and (xYw) it (ne) was 

(Ne) (already) his (Pachom’s) third (day) (neq-qjoMNr) that he 

had not eaten (e-Mne-q-oyuiM)’ (V. Pach. 90:27-28). 

□ situational sentence □ characterisational sentence 

5.3 Tripartite nominal sentences 

A. Fill in the correct form of the agreement clitic in the following 
tripartite nominal sentences. 

(1) ntok __ njcoeic NTne mn ukxZ ‘you (ntok) (are) the lord 

46~n)GlC) °f heaVen ^N"T"ne) md (MN) earth (n-KAe)’ (Eud. 
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UNIT 5 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

B. 

G) 

(2) 

tai_Ttpopne NoyqjH htaikoinupnci mn ngkiigtoyaab ‘this 

(tai) (is) the first (T-tpopne) the night (N-oyqm) that I joined 

(nt-a-i-koinuingi) your saints (ngk-figtoyaab)9 (KHMLII 30:4- 

5) 

now   nnoyB ttujk   ngat tojk   toikoymgnh mn 

ngtn^htc THpoy ‘yours (™-k) (is) the gold (n-Noya), yours 

(ttoj-k) (is) the silver (n-g*r), yours (toj-k) (is) the entire (nip-oy) 

world (T-oiKoyrteNH) and (mn) what (is) in it (n~gt-n£ht-c)9 

(Sh. ffl 90:19-20) 

nim _ NBAAMnG Aycu nim _ NGcooy ‘who (nim) (are) the 

goats (n-baamttg) and (Aycu) who (nim) (are) the sheep 

(n-gcooy)?9 (AP, Chaine no. 140, 31:14) 

GrTGlAH NTOq _ TTNOd GpOOy THpoy Gqo NAnG GXUJOy N©G 

Noyppo ‘since (gttgiAh) he (NToq) (is) the greatest (n-Nod) of 

them (epo-oy) all (THp-oy) being (e-q-o) head (n-attg) over 

them (extu-oy) like (nog n-) a king (oy-ppo)9 (Abbaton 235:14- 
16) 

Classify the following tripartite nominal sentences by selecting 
one of the two options. 

MGUJAK OyTA<J)OC TTG TTA1 NCUJMA MTTpO<J>HTHC ‘perhaps 

(mg(j>ak) this (ttai) (is) a tomb (oy-TA<J>oc) belonging to (n-) the 

body (cojma) of (m-) a prophet (npo^HTHc)9 (Eud. 74:19-20) 

□ classificational sentence □ assertoric sentence 

oy TT6 Hpn oy nc diNoyuiM oy Tie AAAy mmotngc ntg 

TTG1KOCMOC NNAgpN TGXApiC MTTGXC (...) ‘what (oy) (is) 

wine (Hpn), what (oy) (is) food (diN-oycuM), what (oy) (is) any 

(aaay) comfort (m-motngc) of (ntg) this world (hgi-kocmoc) 

before (nna£pn) the grace (tg-xapic) of Christ (m-hg-xc)?9 

(KMHLII 35:16-17) (a rhetorical question!) 

□ ascriptive sentence □ characterisational sentences 

nominal sentences 
'-------19S 

c. Translate the following bi- and tripartite nominal sentences. 

(1) ntk OYjirioc HTe TTNoyTe (KHML I 46:22-23) 

(2> 8 U 0-117 "NOM 2e"M"eH mc NTe neTHMiy (KHML 1 

P) 7:17) nUeZ "T‘VexxeeT (lead ^eer) MnAijjHpe (KHML 1 

D' “for Ssir):^ dial0gUe fra8ment (Q Stands for ^uestion 

THE INTERROGATION OF SAINT APA NAHROW 

Q: NTK oyeGBOA [read oy-gboa] run 

A: ANP OypMNKHMG 

Q: £N A(p NnOAIC3 H £N ACp N+MG 

A: ANr oypMTToyoGiTb £m nrotp nioMc 

Q: nim ue riGKpAN 

A: NAgpooy nc nApAN 

Q: NIM AqGNTKd GITGIMA 

A: ic AqeNT6 gitgima (KHML II 3:2) 

■ 

(3) OYTWM.O ny ncjiHpe MnMoYTe ‘the son (n-qmFe) of Go, 

(H-n-NoYre) (IS) a (mortal) creature (oY-™,,o)’ (Sh. contra Oi 

□ classificational sentence □ ascriptive sentence 

(4) iHOK ne reaipeepe ‘I (anok) (am) your daughte 
(tgk-9ggPg) Hilaria9 (HiL 11:28-29). & 

□ specificational sentence □ identity statement 



Id! 

Verbal morphology 

Verbs and nouns are the basic building blocks for sentences. Nouns are 

referring expressions that name individuals, objects or locations, while 

verbs are typically used as predicates that designate relations between 

entities: events they participated in or states that were obtained. The 

present Unit is the first of four units on the Coptic verbal-inflectional 

system. Its focus is on verbal morphology and the syntactic encoding 

of nominal arguments that refer to the event’s participants. Unit 7 deals 

with the morpho-syntax of verbal tense and aspect and the contrastive 

behaviour of the various present, past and future tenses. This leads to 

Unit 8, which is about relative tenses and moods. Unit 9 completes the 

survey of the inflectional domain by examining the negative 

counterparts of the various verbal tenses, aspects and moods. 
The Coptic verbal system is organized around relatively abstract 

lexical representations (roots) and fully specified surface forms 

(stems), which are associated with a particular morpho-semantic 

pattern. Take, for instance, the pair kojt ‘to build’ and kht ‘to be (in a) 

built (state)’, both of which are derived from the biliteral root l/k-t77\, 

meaning something like “constructing, shaping”. Section 6.1 provides 

an introduction to Coptic root-and-pattern morphology. 

Derivationally related stems like kojt and kht contain two layers of 
meaning that interact in complex ways. On the one hand, there is the 

basic lexical value of the underlying verbal root. On the other hand, 

there is the inherent dynamic or static meaning of the stem pattern with 

which the underlying root is associated. Thus, while the verb stem kidt 

‘to build’ designates the structure-building event itself, the 



corresponding form kht do be built’ refers to the resultant state of that 
event. Section 6.2 examines the eventive-stative contrast for different 

lexical classes of transitive and intransitive verbs. 
In Coptic, stem patterns not only express core distinctions in the 

aspectual domain, viz. the contrast between events and states, but also 

encode information that is relevant for syntax. As will be shown in 

section 6.3, the so-called absolute and construct state patterns represent 
different strategies for the grammatical expression of the direct object 

relation. In the absolute state, the direct object relation is registered by 

a special preposition, e.g. ku>t noymx ‘to build (kujt) a place 

(n-oy-ma.)’, while no such device is used in the construct state, which 
is characterised by the strict adjacency between the verb and its direct 

object, e.g. kct oynx ‘to build (k€t) a place (oy~ma)\ 

Section 6.4 deals with the formation of complex predicates. Such 

complex predicates can be decomposed into a verb and another verbal 

or nominal element, which together function as a single verbal 

predicate, e.g. p ppo ‘to become (p) king (ppo)’ or p £ura ‘to work’ 

(lit. to make (p) thing feum)). Another topic of this section is analytical 

causative construction, which contains two verbs, namely the causative 

verb Tpe- and the subordinated lexical verb, e.g. Tpe-y-eine ‘to let 

them (Tpe-Y~) bring (erne)’. 

6.1 Root and pattern morphology 

Coptic has a verbal system in which morphology, syntax and semantics 

are intertwined. The key to understanding how this system works lies 

in the compositional nature of Coptic verb forms. Coptic verbs, unlike 

their counterparts in languages like English, are internally complex 

words that can be decomposed into three more basic units, each 

functioning as a distinct morpheme: 

(i) The root moipheme, which consists of a string of consonants 

and represents the basic lexical unit (section 6.1.1) 

(ii) The vowel melody, which has a syntactic as well as a 

semantic role (sections 6.1.2) 

5 

(1U) ^le stem template, which results from the organization of 
the root consonants and inflectional vowels into a pattern of 
syllable structure (section 6.1.3). ~~ “ 

Each unit, i.e. the consonantal root, the vowel melody, and the stem 

template can vary independently. Take, for instance, the pair ko>t /kot/ 

to build’ and Kurre /ko.te/ ‘to turn’, which are both derived from 

homophonous (though semantically unrelated) biliteral roots /k-t/, but 

differ morphologically with respect to their vowel pattern (hi vs. h cl) 

and stem template (monosyllabic CVC vs. bisyllabic CV.CV). The 

multi-morphemic character of Coptic verbal stems is schematically 
represented in figure 6.1, where each segmentally discontinuous 

moipheme is provided with a separate level of representation or tier. 
Association lines link a consonantal or vocalic segment to a particular 
slot on the verbal template: 

VOWEL PATTERN o 0 e 

STEM TEMPLATE CVC 

k t 

ku>t /kot/ ‘to build’ 

C V C V 

k t 

KtuTe /ko.te/ ‘to turn’ 

FIGURE 6.1 The three morphological components of verb stems 

This rather abstract sketch of Coptic verb stem formation will be filled 

out in the following sections, starting with the consonantal root. 

6.1.1 The consonantal root 

At the basis of the Coptic verbal system lies the consonantal root 

w eh is neither a prosodic unit nor a continuous phonological string 
but rather consists of a sequence of consonants shared by lexically 
related stems. Consider the verbs and nouns in table 6.1 below, which 
all mvolve the biliteral root /m-s/ ‘procreating’. 



(T)MeCIO 

to give birth 
to be newly delivered 

to bring to birth 

usury 
midwife, nurse 

calf, young bull 
young (child, animal) 

TABLE 6.1 Derived forms of the biliteral root /pi ^/[“procreating 

The verbs and nouns listed above are connected in form and meaning. 

All items contain the consonant sequence /m-s/ and indicate lexical 
concepts which are related to a particular semantic field, that of 

procreation and birth. Thus, while the consonantal root is associated 

with a broad lexical value, the corresponding nouns or verbs have a 

concrete meaning and refer to entities or designate relations between 

entities. It is clear, then, that the consonantal root represents a 

relatively abstract lexical entry that contains only those phonological 

features that discriminate separate lexical items and adopts different 

meanings in nominal and verbal templates. 

6.1.2 Stem patterns 
Coptic verb formation exhibits a one-to-many correspondence between 

underlying representations (roots) and surface forms (stems). e 

biliteral root /m-s/, for instance, appears in four different stem 

patterns (traditionally called “states”), viz. the absplutestMej^e, 

the nominal jand pronominalstates Mec-/and h6ct=, respectively, 

and thestanve MocgV MostCoptic dictionaries employ special 

diacritics to indicate the stem pattern of a given verb form, which are 

provided in table 6.2. 

STEM PATTERN_ 

absolute state (ABS. ST.) 

VERB FORM DIACRITIC 

Mice no diacritic 

nominal state (NOM. ST.) Mec- 

pronominal state (PRON. ST.) MecT= 

stative (STAT.) (“qualitative”) mocc1 

with hyphen 

with equation mark 

with raised dagger 

TABLE 6.2 Coptic stem pattern and their diacritics 

, 

I M ' 

L>jB!sd & B. The terminology used in this grammar diverges from the traditional 

one in two respects. First, the nominal and pronominal state together 
will be referred to as the construct state in this grammar, since both 

stem patterns require adjacency between the verb and its direct object. 

Second, in line with current linguistic terminology, the traditional label 

“qualitative” is replaced by the term “stative”, which describes the 

static-resultative meaning of this stem pattern in a more accurate way. 

The different surface forms or stems of a given verbal lexeme are 

derivationally related through the consonant structure of the root, but 

formally distinguished through vowel change (abs. st. Mice /mi.se/ vs. 
stat. mocc /mo.se/) and syllabification (bisyllabic abs. st. Mice /mi.se/ 

vs. monosyllabic nom. st. Mec- /mes/). Such vowel alternations, which 

correlate with different verbal meanings, are known in the linguistic 

literature under the term “apophony”. In Coptic, apophony is a 

morphologically fully productive process that encodes various verbal 
categories. 

The basic stem patterns of transitive verbs can be classified along 

two dimensions, a syntactic and a semantic one. The semantic 

dimension involves situation aspect, which concerns the internal 
temporal structure or inherent dynamism of the situation described by 

the verbal predicate. The absolute state Mice and the nominal and 

pronominal states mgc- and mcct= ‘to deliver’ are associated with an 

eventive reading and describe dynamic situations that change over 

time. The stative Moce* ‘to be bred’, on the other hand, has a non¬ 

dynamic reading and indicates temporary conditions or states that last 
for some time, without involving any change. 

The syntactic dimension of Coptic stem patterns concerns the 

structural dependency between the verb and the direct object. In the 

construct state, both constituents are necessarily adjacent, e.g. e.g Mec 

nq>p£ooYT ‘to deliver (Mec-) the male child (qjp-^ooYT)’ (Apoc. 

12:13), while the direct object relation is registered by the preposition 

n- in the corresponding absolute state. To illustrate the morpho- 

syntactic and semantic aspects of verb derivation, an example of each 
stem pattern is given in table 6.3 below. 



\ STEM . 
PATI'EHN l 

SEMANTIC 

DIMENSION 
SYNTACTIC 

DIMENSION 

ABS. ST. 
Mice 

EVENT 

[+ CHANGE 

OF STATEJ 

PREPOSITIONAL 

OBJECTS 

X T<5A.MXyX6 HICK 

Noyqieepe NCgiMe ‘the 
she-camel (T-dxHxyxe) 

delivered (x ... Mice) a 
daughter (N-oy-qieepe 

N-cgiMe)’ (Mena, Mir. 

10b:33-34) 

NOM. ST. 

Mec- 

EVENT 

[+ CHANGE 

OF STATE] 

ADJACENCY OF 

THE VERB AND 

THE DIRECT 

OBJECT NOUN 

TXl ntxcmgc nq>p£OOYT 

‘she (txi) who had borne 
(nt-x-c-mgc) the male 

child (<pp-£ooyT)’ (Apoc. 

12:13) 

PRON. ST. 

Mecr= 

EVENT 

[+ CHANGE 

OF STATE] 

CLITICIZATION 

OF THE DIRECT 

OBJECT 

PRONOUN 

nqj[opn] eTecNXM[ecrrq] 

‘the first (child) (n-ujopn) 

that she is going to deliver 

(eTe-c-Nx-MeCT-q)’ 

(Mena, Mir. 10b:25-26) 

STAT. 

Moce^ 

STATE 

[- CHANGE OF 

STATE] 

INTRANSITIVE 

(OBJECTLESS) 

epe n-kajc Mtx:e Ngi rroy 

‘while tlie sparrows 

(n-xxx) are bred (epe ... 

Moce) inside them (the 

cedars) (n^ht-oy)’ (Psalm 

103:17) 

TABLE 6.3 Semantic and syntactic aspects of Coptic stem patterns 

A more detailed discussion of the eventive-stative alternation will be 

offered in section 6.2. In section 6,3, the construct state and the 

absolute state pattern will be identified with two different types of 

objective case, namely accusative and oblique case. 

6.1.3 Root and stem extensions 
This section is about lexeme-formational processes that generate 

derived verbs by adding different types of affixes to the consonantal 

root. Such root extensions fall into two classes, viz. reduplicative 

suffixes that contain one or two consonants of the root morpheme and 

lexical prefixes that are phonologically unrelated to the root. Another 

topic of this section are prosodically driven adjustment procedures, 
which affect the size and the composition of the stem template. 

a) Reduplicative verb extensions 

The Coptic lexicon comprises a considerable number of reduplicated 
and geminated verbs, which are morphologically derived by the full 

or partial copying of the consonantal root, e.g. tpopqip /Jor.Jor/ ‘to 

destroy, overturn* (</J-r/), £mom /hmom/ ‘to be hot’ (< /h-m/). In the 

vast majority of cases, the original intensive or repetitive meaning of 
such reduplicated verb forms in Pre-Coptic Egyptian has been lost 

beyond recognition in Coptic Egyptian. For this reason, simplex verbs 

and their reduplicants are by and large synonymous. Thus, compare: 

oyorr /wot/ ‘to be fresh, green* vs. oymToyeT /wot.wot/ ‘to be green 

pallid (< /wt/), £uuc /hot7 ‘to be in straits’ vs. guutgjc /hot5 hotV ‘to be 

distressed, restricted’ (< /h-fV), xee- /keh/ ‘to make level, smoothe’ vs. 

K*£Ke /kah.koh/ ‘to hew out, smoothe’ (< /k-h/). 

Full morpheme reduplication interacts in interesting ways with 
syllable structure and stress placement. The stem template of such 

reduplicated verbs is composed of two identical syllable positions 

YiviC2-CiViC2. Yet, the characteristic stem vowel is only retained in 
the stressed syllable, while the nucleus position of the unstressed 

syllable contains a reduced vowel or schwa /o/: abs. st. qjopqjp 

/Jor.Jor/, nom. st. (ppq.jp- /Jor.Jor/, pron. st. <pp<po>p= /Jor.Jo.ro/, stat 
<pp<po>PT /Jor.Jor/. 

Gemination involves the copying of the final root consonant. Very 

often, geminated verbs are degeminated in the stative. Thus, consider: 

abs. st 2.M0M /hmom/ ‘to be hot’ vs. stat. /hem/, abs. st. <5non 

/k non/ to be soft, weak’ vs. stat. c5HNt /kyen/, abs. st. kmom /kmom/ 

to be black’ vs. stat. khmt /kern/, abs. st. TPPe /tor.re/ ‘to be afraid’ vs. 
stat. Tpeioioy' /treyow/. 

b) Lexical causatives 

Coptic has lexical and analytic causatives for the expression of 

! Causat!ve events’ which describe a cause and its effect. The subject of a 
causative verb designates the CAUSER, i.e. the entity that brings about 

some event or activity without necessarily participating in it, while the 

direct object is semantically interpreted as the CAUSEE, i.e. the entity 



performs (he event in question, e.g. ncjtmg oy^hkc nogik ‘and 

Jie shall nourish (n-cj-tmc) a poor one (oy-£iiKe) with bread (n-ogik)’ 

(Test. Is. 235:21-22). 

Analytic causatives are biclausal structures with two verbal 

predicates, one designating tire causing event and the other the caused 

even (see below, section 6.4.3). Lexical causatives, by contrast, 
function as single verbs that appear in mono-clausal structures. They 

are formed with the causative prefixes t- and c-, which can be 

combined with transitive and intransitive verbs. Such lexically derived 
causatives have one argument more than the base verb from which 

they are derived, e.g. tmho ‘to feed, nourish’ (< t + oytuM ‘to eat’), 

ta^o ‘to make stand, set up’ (< cuge ‘to stand’), tcaeo ‘to make wise, 

teach’ (< ca.bg ‘to be wise’), tca(g)io ‘to make beautiful’ (< cagig ‘to 

be beautiful’), Toyxjii ‘to save’ (< oy*Ai ‘to be safe, sound’), jeno ‘to 

beget, bring forth’ (< t + (peune ‘to become’), cming ‘to establish, set 

right’ (< moyn ‘to stay, remain’), caancp ‘to make live’ (o>n£ ‘to 

live’), cming ‘to establish, set right’ (< moyn ‘to stay, remain’). 
It is possible to derive lexical causatives from reduplicated verbal 

roots, implying that reduplication precedes affixation in the course of 

verbal derivation, e.g. cpoqpcq /s-rof.ref/ ‘to let fall, dissipate’ (< s- + 

/rf.rf/), cTpTp /s-tor.tor/ ‘to tremble’ (< s- + /tr.tr/). 

c) Epenthesized “weak” verbs 

Bi- and triliteral verbs come in two varieties, a strong and a weak 

one. The weak variety is characterized by a stem-final vowel c id after 

the last root consonant, e.g. micg /mi.se/ ‘to deliver’ (< /m-s/), cobtg 

/sob.te/ ‘to make ready’ (< /s-b-t/). No such prosodic material is added 

to the template of strong verbs, whose stem-final segment is the second 

or third root consonant, e.g. kojt /kot/ ‘to build’ (< /k-t/), carm 

/so.tom/ ‘to hear’ (< /s-t-m/). 

What we are dealing with is a lexically governed form of vowel 

epenthesis. Epenthesis is a prosodically driven readjustment procedure 

that adds extra segmental material to an input form to meet certain 

wellformedness requirements regarding the size and composition of; 

words. In Sahidic vowel epenthesis, a biconsonantal root like /m-s/ 

“procreating” would normally surface as a monosyllabic stem /mis/,! 

with no further measures being taken. However, by adding the default 

vowel e /e/ to the second root consonant, an extra syllable position isf 

represents a proiodicSfy ^'h” mT /mi'Se/’ Which 
however, that vowel ep^SUZ V ^ be kept in mind- 
restricted in Sahidic Coptic and annP ^ optlma,lsati°n is quite 

verbal lexicon. In otlrer words vowe 3 SUbdomain of the 

those verbal items that are le^caUy^pedfie^as^ein^Ve^’^65 °D^ 

d) Verbs with underlying glottal stop 

Several “strong” and “weak” * • 

first root consonant As we have <°nt31113 geminated vowel after the 

Sahidic vowel genrinadonTLS :1s; “ S?Ction of Unit 1, . 

vowel, i.e. a stressed lengthened voJeUhT eXpression of a ‘broken’ 
stop /?/. Since vowel breaking reflp t tl 3 1S lnterruPted by a glottal 
in the underlying represent^*, 5 tS tIlc,presence °f a glottal stop /?/ 

“weak” verbs that have a glottal!™ 3'"e,dea,lng ;ith another cIass of 

<!>w(vt /so?ot/ ‘to cut Slav’ r</s ?! ^ SeC°nd r°0t consonant. e.g. 
turn’ (< /p-?-n/) L?^ /po?a.ne/ ‘to change 

/t5o?o-/‘to say^</t"?? ^ ^ *»-?-*/). Jo~ 

e) Tile so-called second infinitive 

^ TfcSS'Sr?,I* SPECial fT’ tonally 

alternates with the absolute state Second - pV-I3ted 2 since 
meaning, describing the emergenceofif™*?'63 have “ mehoative 
abs. st. MoyKg ‘to afflict onnrp« A a me State °r jmndition, e.g. 
become sad, grieved’ abs ’ Sa,den S-0-’ vs- 2 inf- mkaj ‘to 

‘to relax, be at ease’, abs. st ne.pfvs ^ ^ H "T°N 
light), shine upon’. P * ln^' nPFe to come forth (of 

0 Remnant participles (“participium conjunctum”) 

f re,nnant ™ere ™ but a handful 

the base verb by an /a i/ or /a/ vowel morphologically from 

restricted to nominal compounds (sec abnv! participlcs ^ 

Zeno’ (Hi,. ^ /fay « ^^*£££2^ 



sage-carriers)’ (Camb. 5:17), xaci ‘raising’ 

(< xice ‘to raise’), e.g. £N oyNod mmntxaci^ht ‘with (gN) great 

(oy-Nod) arrogance (m-mnt-xaci-zht lit. high-hearted)’ (Eud. 36:17), 

man /man/ ‘pasturing’ (< moons ‘to pasture’), e.g. oy~nan-<5amoYa 

‘a camel herd’ (Mena, Enc. 37a:3). Passive participles were almost 

entirely lost as inflectional categories of the verb, the main survivor 
being the stative-adjectival participle Meprr (sgrmasc), MepATe (pi.) 

‘beloved’ (< ms ‘to love’), e.g. iakuje neKMspiT Nipripe ‘Jacob, your 

beloved (rreK-Mepnr) son (N-qjHpe)’ (Test. Is. 229:14). 

g) Copto-Greek verbs 

Greek loan verbs appear in a morphologically lighter form than their 

Greek models. The template of Copto-Greek verbs usually ends in an 

open syllable CV or CW syllable, with the infinitival endings -eiv 

/ein/ or -soGca /esthai/ being stripped off or phonologically reduced 

(see above, section 1.4.1.3 of Unit l), e.g. noAenei (V. Pach. 294:10) 

‘to be at war with, quarrel’ (< noXEfieiv /polemein/), attanta ‘to 

encounter, meet’ (Test. Is. 237:8) (< anavrav /apantan/), xApize ‘to 

grant’ (Hil. 7:10) (< xaQ^eodca /k1,arizest1,ai/). The restriction of 

Greek loan verbs to the absolute state stem pattern generally shows 

that they are only partially integrated into the Coptic verbal system. 

6.1.4 Morphological classes of simple and derived verbs 
Table 6.5 provides an overview of the apophonic patterns of major 

morphological classes of verbs. The various morphological classes of 

verbs are defined by the stem template of the absolute state form. 

class ABS. ST. NOM. ST. PRON. ST. 

1 lit vbs. XI XI- XIT= 

[Cl VI], [VI Cl] U)n en- OTT= 

strong 2 lit. vbs. KOJT KCT- KOT= 

[Cl VI C2], 
[s C2 VI] 

C£AI ce£~ CA£T= 

C2AIT= 

weak 2 lit. vbs. Mice mgc- MACT= 

[Cl VI. C2 e] 1 
M6CT- M6CT= 

pme peKT- pCKT= 

GLOSS 

take 

count 

build 

write 

ABS.ST. | NOM.ST. I PRON.ST I ct,. 

strong 3 lit. vbs. 
[Cl Vl.C2o C3] 

weak 3litTvb^ 
I [Cl VI C2 C3 e] 

I glottal stop vbs. 
1 [Cl VI7 VI. C2] 
[Cl VI7 VI. C2 e] 

| lexical causatives 
[T-prefix + stem] 

[c-prefix + stem] 

irregular vbs. 

Greek vbs. 

| 2GTB- 

ptugT \pgpt~ 

M°YKe 

£ACX5 

ncuuJNe I neeNe- 

qxiWT |gj(e)T~ 

gjoptpp 
9aat= 

<ppg>tup= IF Ml 

TXZO TAee- 

TMMO TTH(n)e. 

CMINe) CMN- 

TA£0= 

t(m)mo= 

slay 

destroy 

be hot 

setup 

nourish 

found 

TABLE 6.5 Moiphological classes of verbs 

6.2 The cvcntiye-sJative alternation 
...— ■.—ilSiii!11 

results, conditions) is expressed ^ Sta“C situations (states, 

and the same verbal roo^The semant;?6?”1 Ste“ allomotPhs of one 

is therefore con^tioi^«S^Tr,i?n ^ Stem 
.underlying root and the event nr ^ bf'C lexlcal value of the 
with a particular stem pattern. state-rela‘ed vtewpoint associated 



Tins "section provides some background information on the 
grammatical expression of situation aspect The term situation 
aspect (traditionally labelled as Aktionsart “mode of action”) refers to 

a typology of verbal predicates. ... 
A verbal predicate may designate a relatively dynamic situation, 

which involves some kind of change, or, alternatively, a relatively 

static situation, where some condition is said to last for some time, 
without any change being involved. Predicates of the former type are 

referred to as “eventive predicates” or simply “events” and predicates 

of tire latter type as “stative predicates” or “states”. The occurrence of 
an event generally involves some condition when it begins, is 
terminated and replaced by another condition. This contrasts with 

stative predications, which lack such an internal temporal structure and 

simply consist of a stretch in time. Thus, events have an internal 

temporal structure, whereas states do not. 
A salient feature of the Coptic verbal system is the morpho-syntactic 

encoding of eventive and stative predicates by means of distinct verb 

stem patterns. That is to say that a given root receives an eventive 

interpretation when it surfaces in the absolute or construct state pattern, 

but it assumes a stative or resultative interpretation when it occurs in 

the corresponding stative. 
Consider, for instance, externally caused change of state verbs such 

as coBTe ‘to prepare, make ready’, which describe a change of state 

that is caused by some external source rather than by , an internal 

development. The absolute state form cobtc makes direct reference to 

some purposeful action or activity that leads to the desired change of 

state, e.g. bow £n oyderiH NrcoBTe nac NqTooy nctpathaathc 

mn qrooy ntba mmatoi (...) ‘go (bo>k) quickly fen oy-denii) and 

make ready (n-t-cobtg) for her (na-c) four (H-qTooy) generals 

(m~cTpA.THAx.THc) and (mn) forty thousand (qTooy n-tba) soldiers 

(m-mato.) (...)’ (Eud. 62:4-5). The stative variant cbtot‘to be ready, 
prepared’, on the other hand, denotes the resultant state of that event, 

e.g. ANON NeK£M£AA TNCBTIDT CBtDK NMMAC *We (ANON), yOUT 

servants (nck-^m^aa), are^ (c-bcuk) with her 

(nmma-c)’ (Eud. 62:1). 

iSl 

6.2.2 Situation aspect in lexical classes of verbs 

This section examines the systematic alternations in meaning betweei 

the event-oriented absolute and construct state on the one hand, and tht 

result-oriented stative on the other. By selecting one or the other sten 

pattern, a given situation is presented from different angles as 

emerging, but not yet accomplished or as having reached a particulai 
result. 

a) Verbs of creation 

Transitive verbs of creation like kcut ‘to build’ and cgAi ‘to write1 

describe complex events consisting of a process and a result. The 

process component is encoded by the absolute or construct state, which 

both describe an activity or process through which something comes to 

exist, e.g. aikwt nai noyma Nqjcune mayaat ‘I built(a-i-kuit) forme 

(na-i) a place (n-oy-ma) to live (N-ujume) (all) by myself (mayaat)’ 

(Onnophr. 207: 11-12), icaak Ae ttfiatpiapxhc eqcgAi 

NTeqAiA©HKH ‘the Patriarch (n-nATpiApxHc) Isaac writes (e-q-c^Ai) 

his will (N-Teq-AiAeHKH)’ (Test. Is. 228:4). The result component of 

creational verbs is indicated by the corresponding statives kht ‘to be 

built and ch£ ‘to be written’, which describe the existence of the 

newly created entity at some place, e.g. £6nma eyKHT ‘places 

feeN-MA) which are (in a) built (state) (e-y-KHT)’ (Pist. Soph. 132:11- 

12), qcH£ TAP £N hcaiac ‘because (rAp) it is written (q-cH^) in feN) 
(the book) Jesaias’ (Onnophr. 211:25). 

b) Agentive verbs of spatial configuration 

When combined with the absolute and construct state pattern, agentive 

verbs of spatial configuration like ko> ‘to place, set down’, oyu>£ ‘to 

put, set or Noyxe ‘to throw, cast’ have a dynamic “assume position” 

sense and describe a change in location of some entity or object 

through a volitional act of the subject referent, e.g. Met^e nim ntakka 

ngckcyh MnpojMe ^n Aqj mma ‘(you) so-and-so (Meqje nim), in (£n) 

which (acjj) place (m-ma) did you put (nt-a-k-ka) the property 

(Ne-cKeyH) of that man (M-n-Pu>Me)?’ (AP Chame no. 225, 65:27-28), 
A NepOIMG Ae MTTMA GTHMAy Ayoye£ nCCUMA MllMAKApiOC AnA 

MHNA [enecjHT ndAMoyx ‘the people (ne-poiMe) of tliat 

(eTMMAy) place (m-h-ma) let (A-y-oye^) the body (h-coima) of the 

glessed (M-n-MAKApioc) Apa Mena down (enecHT) from (?m) the 



, jvj'arLyrd- 5a: 14-20), „t.vhoY-«, 

S;,«» have non-agentive ataple position « 

P,i,, location of the 

“ S (SS ' <7-^0?,fe?(S . i (rw miA fnr three fujoMTe) years (N*poMne) (•*•) ( 
(eTHMA-y) Place (n~M^) for m ^ , eBOX ‘he (Pachom) 

aa^-ir. = - <-> - 
ground (n-Kxg)’ (V. Pach. 87.25). 

c) Verbs of inherently directed motion 

SW-) ('••■)’ (KHMIv «mecve 

r=.,S5 

i^^sssss: 

ssr-sr-HS s their inherent dynamic meaning and function as poa b &g 

tell it (e-xoo-q) to you (6Pu,-tn) (...) (Pist. Sc* } 
Ae TNOY..Y hkmhc N2Me HH.X.ON we (anon Ae) are lony (z 

miles (h mLoh) envoy (tn-oYhY) ^ Egypt ("-™«d (Hth 5^20 
9i\ Tn nresent tense sentences, the selection of the stative is 

mandatory, e.g. ePBHK stuin ‘where (e-xoin) ore you (woman) going , 

to (e-p-BHK)?’ (Mena, Mir. 27b:22), 

d) Internally caused verbs of change of state 

Internally caused verbs of change of state like jko ‘to hunger’, em< 
‘to thirst’ and oyxxi ‘to be safe’ assume an inchoative meaning in th< 

absolute state and describe the emergence of some mental or physica 

condition, e.g. eyqtxNgKo eyNx^e eTpo<J>H tcun eyujxNeiEc 

eyNx^e eMooy tcun ectu ‘if they (the hermits) become hungry 

(e-y-qjxN-^Ko), where (tcun) will they find (e-y-Nx-^e) fooc 

(e-Tpotj>n), (or) if they become thirsty (e-y-qiAN-eme), where (tcun 

will they find (e-y-Nx-^e) water (e-Mooy) to drink (e-ccu)? 

(Onnophr. 211:12-14), epe NreNeA ctnhy naoyjcai cbox 21 

neqccuHx hn neqcNoq ‘tlie generation (n-tcnca) to come 

(ct-nhy) will be saved (epe ... Nx-oyxxi) tlirough (j>m) his bod} 

(neq-ccuMx) and (hn) his blood (neq-cNoq)’ (Test. Is. 231:16-17). 

While the absolute state of internally caused verbs of change of state 

carries the implication that the relevant property changes over time, the 

corresponding statives £KxeiT ‘to be hungry5, oBe ‘to be thirsty’ and 

oyox ‘to be cured’ describe the'present state of the subject without 

anticipating a clearly defined endpoint, e.g. tc^kxcit Teose r-moeiK 

mn nMooy ‘you (woman) hunger (Te-£KxeiT) (and) thirst (tc-obc) 

for bread (M-n-oem) and (mn) water’ (n-Mooy)’ (Sh. Ill 204:4), 

toyox etpcuNe ‘7 am cured (t-oyax) of affliction (e-qjcuNe)’ (V. 
Pach. 90:11-12). 

e) Verbs of occurrence and existence 

Verbs of occurrence like a;tune ‘to happen, to become’ and existence 

like cun£ ‘to live’ have an inherently locative meaning, with the term 

locative including spatial as well as temporal reference. In the absolute 

state, verbs of occurrence and existence describe the presence of the 

; subject at some place as being temporally bound by a starting or an 

endpoint, which may be contextually implied, e.g. Nrqjume nhmai 

• mttmto esox MneixNOMoc ‘and stay (N-r-qjtune) with me (nhha-i) 

in the presence (n-n-MTo cbox) of this criminal (M-nei-xNoMoc)’ 

(Victor, Martyrd. 27:3-4), xccun^ £n kcmntcnooyc eNponne (for 

uponne) ‘she (Hilaria) lived (x-c-cun^) for (^n) another twelve 

Ke-MNTCNooyc) years (eN-poMne)’ (Hil. 12:18). Stativised verbs of 

Existence and occurrence, on the other hand, such as 90on ‘to exist, to 

Ip’ and on£ ‘to be alive’ have no such temporal boundary, e.g. etc 
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Ziurr<z r.vp fa;oon mmmc (...) ‘since (r.vp), behold (eic gHHTe), I am 
{t-q)oon) with you (woman) (nmhg) (...)’ (Eud. 52:13), qoN^ Ndi 

riNoyTe nrrANTUJKpATajp ‘as God (n-Noyxe) Almighty 

(n-nA.NTOjKpA.TOjp) lives (q-ON^)’ (Oxinophx. 215:27). 

Consider, finally, the verb of disappearance noy ‘to die’, which 
makes explicit reference to the process of dying in the absolute state, 

e.g. 2.N oyMoy tctnamoy (read tctn-na-moy) ‘you will surely die 

(lit. in (zn) a dying (oy-Moy) you shall die (tctn-na-moy))’ (Eud. 
58:28-60:1). The resultant “dead” state is designated by the stative 

counteipart MooyT ‘to be deceased’, e.g. ecqjANMoy Ae eiTe kon£ 

ntok eiTe eKMooyT ‘but if she dies (e-c-qjAN-Moy) be it (that) 

(eiTe) you (ntok) are alive (k-on^) (or) be it (that) (eiTe) you are 

deceased (g-k-mooyt)’ (KRU no. 67:90, 213:9-10). 

6.2.3 The present tense restriction of statives 

Stative verb forms have a limited syntactic distribution and can only 

appear in present tense contexts, including the preterit as a present-in- 

the past, e.g. nxeitUT gtkc oy anok ffa^ht naojt ‘my father 

(ita-gjojt), why (gtkc oy) is, (as far as) I (anok) (am concerned), my 

heart (nA-£HT) (so) bold (nao;t)?’ (AP Chaine no. 3, 2:7), xyo) NeyN 

£Cnno(5 NqjKN pht £Ijcn TnyrH ‘and (Aytu) big (geN-NOd) trees 

(N-qjnN) were growing (no ... pht) near (zixn) the well (T-nyrH)’ 

(Onnophr. 219:17-18). To make sense of these limitations, we have to 

briefly consider the semantics of the present tense. Present tense 

sentences describe events that are in progress_while the sentence is 
being uttered or present a situation as holding for all times. Under 

either interpretation, present tense reference does not include the 

endpoint of the event under consideration. The exclusion of such an 

endpomt is. however, a defining property of the stative that describes 

situations that do not change over time. Since only present tenses are 

associated with an unbound event reading, they are the only verbal 

tenses suitable for stative predicates. 
A question remains with respect to the obligatory stativization of 

verbs of inherently directed motion in the present tense. Locating a 

motion event at the present moment comes down to pinpointing the 

current location of the subject. This locative meaning is expressed by 

the stative rather than the absolute state stem pattern, e.g. cibhk 

enTonoc natta mhna ntaujaha lI am on my way (c-i-ehk) to the 

XAS.'i.S-s 
*MWk 

ft»”,»* * * * *' 

8|t«fll|i!!liiigii!SIS"*«-1-- 
:7ir23 4,)’srnn°,C) °‘ Apa VISna '° Play ('"WawO* (Mena, M 
come dot •’ 3tlVI Verbs °finhe™«y directed motic 
come close m meaning to the presentjjerfect, describing ti 
accomplishment of the motion event btotoZlpresent moment e . 

eKNny toin nicoN ‘where (toin) have you come (c-k-hhv) (from) ir 
brother K-con)?’ (Ac. A&P 198:64-65). We come back to the intemi 
temporal structure of present tense sentences in section 6.3.2. 

6.3 Direct object syntax and case marking 

This section deals with the syntactic dimension of the Coptic verba 

seetton T Some.basic P^dicate-argument configurations. I, 
section 6-3-1, the two major transitive verbal patterns the construe 

mSiM statabS°1Ufe Stfte’WiU be identifled with two different case- 
and obit, Z v1 dlreC‘ °bjeCt Tranent, namely accusativs 
the selecSS ^respectively. Section 6.3.2 shows tha, 
me selection of either case-marking pattern correlates with a particulai 

aspectual viewpoint concerning the termination of the event that is 

described. Section 6.3.3 deals with the factional equivalent of he 
Enghsh pas^ve construction (e.g. John was killed in an aJdeT 

■ °n , ‘ ‘ C0“PJetes this survey on verbal constellations by taking 
a closer look at the syntax of intransitive verbs. 7 g 

6.3.1 The absolute statc/construct state alternation 

i • daPendencT between plirasal constituents is signalled 
morphologically, the marking may occur either on the head or on the 

dependent element of that phrase. In the Coptic verbal system die 

construct state represents toe head-marking and toe absolute state the 

dfredobieT^f® Patt6m f°r *e morPbological expression of the 

£ c Pach 7S°”: T * °YM NK" ‘t0 ^ (-4’ U^raec. Each. 114) vs. abs. st. oycuH MneyKov. nog.k Ywh™ IL Ja 

constituent the V t u- ^ absolute state Pattem> the dependent 
constituent, the direct object, is syntactically encoded as a 

prepositional phrase Since toe original locative or directional meming 
of the preposition tout is used has been lost beyond recognTZ fr 
functions as a folly grammatiealised ease marking devfee § ’ 



7 PATTERN 

CONSTRUCT 

' STATE_ 

ABSOLUTE 

STATE 

TYPE_ 

HEAD- 

MARKING 

DEPENDENT- 

MARKING 

VERBAL DIRECT 
HEAD OBJECT ___ 

oyM NKA 

eat_something __ 

oyoiM M-neyKoy n-ocik 
eat their small (portions) of bread 

FIGURE 6.1 Head-marking vs. dependent-marking morphology 

Coptic uses these relation-marking strategies to distinguish the 

nominal that bears the direct object role from other verbal arguments 

and adjuncts. In signalling grammatical relations, the head marking 
construct state and the dependent-marking absolute state instantiate 

two different types of objective case, namely accusative and oblique 

case. Accusative case involves the adjacency between the case¬ 

assigning verb and the direct object, while oblique case involves the 

introduction of a semantically vacuous case-assigning preposition. 

6,3.1.1 Morpho-phonological behaviour 
The morpho-phonological alternations in the shape of verb in the 

absolute and in tire construct state can be directly related to the head¬ 

marking and dependent-marking expression type of the direct object 

relation they are associated with. 
In the nominal state, the stem vowel is replaced by the vowel e Id, 

e.g. oyeM /wem/ ab (for acjj) ‘to eat (ovei-i) meat (xq) (AP Chaine 

no. 14, 3:12) or reduced to schwa hi, e.g. oyn /worn/ nka ‘to eat (oyM) 

something (nka)’ (praec. Pach. 114), indicating that the verbal stem 

bears no stress, while the phonologically intact direct object nominal 

does attract stress: oyen as /wem.’av/ and oyM nka /wom.on.k'a/. 

Thus, the nominal state - direct object complex counters . a_smgle 

domain for stress assignment. 
Pronominal state verbs, on the other hand, must bear stress, since the 

bound pronouns are not susceptible to stress assignment. The 

cliticisation of the object pronoun may trigger a change in the vowel 
height of the stem vowel and the resyllabification of the resulting 

complex, e.g. eoyoi-iq /e.w’o.mof/ ‘(a vessel) to eat from (e-oyoM-cj) 

(Onnophr. 211:8). 
Absolute state marked verbs lack special relation-marking 

morphology, since the syntactic dependency of the direct object 

argument is registered by a special case preposition. Yet, in transitive 

verb constructions vowel epenthesis applies to the absolute, but not th 

construct^ state forms of “weak” biliteral verbs, e.g. Mice Noyipeep. 

‘‘° deliver (M,ce) a daughter (N-oy-qieepe)’ (Mena, Mil 
tub.33-34) vs. wee mjjp2ooYT ‘to deliver (nee-) the male chile 

(<j>p-200YT)’ (Apoc. 12:13). Vowel epenthesis is not resorted to in th< 

construct state, since the verb and the adjacent direct object form ; 

prosodic constituent that is large enough. In the absolute state, on the 
o her hand, the prepositional object does not supply the verb with extra 

prosodic weight. To conform to the bisyllabic minimality requiremenl 

°n °fthe “weak” verbs> 311 epenthetic vowel e- must be added 
atter the iinal root consonant. 

6.3.1.2 WoxAjmler 

The different morphophono logical behaviour of the construct state and 
the absolute State has a syntactic correlate in different rules for the 

placementofgrosodically weak function words and particles. 

a) Enclitic discourse markers * 

It is never possible for prosi^cally weak function words and particles 

to disrupt the syntactic continuity between the verb and the adjacent 

direct noun or pronoun in the construct state, e.g. Nexyp oYcmot rwp 

ft NeyoyoiM aYu> Neycui ‘for (rwp) they behaved (lit. they had 

taken ne-r-Y-P) the appearance (oY-cmot)) as if (*e) they were 

eating (Ne-Y-oY<iiM) and (aYo>) drinking (Ne-Y-co>)’ (KHML I 80:21- 

S“. e“clltics may, however, intervene between the verb and the 
prepositional object in the absolute state, e.g. eYq,ANKFiNe Ae mmoii 

NCI NGT2„n„. (...) ‘if the (other) residents (m-gt^m-tt-hi) judge 

(e-Y-<pxN-KpiMe) him (mho-*,) (...)> (praec. et instil. Pach. 17). 

b) Ciause-internal negation an 

Roughly the same distributional pattern obtains in negated sentences 

m which the qgggtio^jdyerb_AN_jnotj_comes_aflfirJiTejlirect object in’ 

work'lf heT’ e'g'( Tf T ZWE he does no! 

| J i«(™ ~ (an) do (N"q'p) work {z<VE)y (AP ChaTne A53, 33.25-26), eTBe oy fNAtyen £ice an oyeqi (read NoyeqjN) 

Noydc why (eTBe oy) can I not (an) accept (t-NA-q>en) suffering 

| (eice) without (NoyeqjN) bemg angry (noydc)?’ (V. Pach. 2:14). In 
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the corresponding absolute state, the negation marker an is placed 
between the verb and the preposiLionaLpbject, e.g. nnclxuj (tor 

Metro) AN NNAI eNNOYMNTJ^Cl (for gN 0YMNTXA.CI2.31t) oVAe 

^NNoyHNTtijoY^o (for eN oYMNTqjoY^o) ‘I do not (an) say 

(N-e-i-Jca)) these (words) (n-nw) in (£n) an arrogant (oy-mnt-jcaci- 

Zut) and (oyAe) in fen) an self-satisfied manner (oy-mnt-^oy^o)’ 

(V. Pach. 89:2-3) s . e 

i.-'Tx . .> ,j, , Cj\ s’, 
c) Verb-particle combinations 

A related set of placement rules applies to the absolute state and 

construct state form of verb-particle combinations like jcojk cbox to 

complete’ and eiNe cbox ‘to bring out, remove’. Injhe absolute state, 

the particle is placed between the verb and the_prepositional object, 

e.g. ujantp-xujk esox NgtDB nim eNTAi2(PN mmqqy eTooTe until 

you (woman) finish (qjANTe-xum eeox) everything (n-£0>b nim) that I 

ordered (gnt-x-i-^cun) to you (eTooTe)’ (Eud. 52:13-14)^/but follows 

the verb-direct object complex in the construct state, e.g. NNexAxy jl 

coype cbox Npxrq NpcuMe ‘no one (xaaY) shall remove (nnc ... 

eit7e eiiox) a thorn (coype) from anybody’s (N-pame) foot 

(N-pxr-q)’ (praec. Pach. 96). 

N.B. Verb-particle combinations often convey idiomatic meanings, which 

are listed in Crum, A Coptic Dictionary under the relevant verbal entry. 

The systematic structural differences between the construct state and 

the absolute state with respect to the placement of prosodically weak 

function words and particles provide prima facie evidence for two 

types of locality conditions. In the construct state, the verbal stem and 

the nominal or pronominal object must be adjacent to one another. This 

is why enclitic elements must always follow the entire verb-direct 

object complex. No such adjacency requirement seems to be involved 

in its absolute state counterpart, where enclitic elements may intervene 

between the verb and the prepositional object, cf. figure 6.3 

CONSTRUCT 

STATE 

DIRECT 
OBJECT 

2.1 ce 
suffering 

coype 

FUNCTION WORD/ 
PARTICLE _ 

VERBAL MORPHOLOGY 22.1 

ABSOLUTE state 
FUNCTION word/ 

PARTICLE 
PREPOSITIONAL \ 

OBJECT 
cooyN AN N-paiMC 
know not man 
JCOlK cbox N-JHDB NIM 
finish up everything 

FIGURE 6.3 Particle placement 

The morphological and syntactic differences between the absolute state 

and the construct state considered so far are indicative for two distinct 

strategies of objective case assigument (i.e. the case associated with 

the direct object argument of a transitive verb). In the construct state, 
accusative case is assigned purely on the basis of the structural 

configuration in which the direct object argument appears, namely in 

the complement position of the verb. For this reason, the assignment of 

structural accusative case requires adjacency between the case 

assigning verb and the case-marked direct object argument. The 

absolute state, on the other hand, represents an oblique case 

configuration, where the selected locative or directional preposition 

makes no contribution to the semantic interpretation of the 

prepositional object, but rather makes it visible as an argument of the 
preceding verb. 

Most transitive verbs are compatible with both the accusative case 

pattern of the construct state and the oblique case pattern of the 

absolute state. Yet, there are several transitive verb constructions which 
appear either in one or the other objective case-marking pattern: 

a) Verbs of perception 

A particularly clear case for lexically governed selectional restrictions 

are verbs of perception that select prepositional objects with e-, epo=. 

The prepositional object has no directional meaning and simply 

designates the perceived individual, object, or location. The perception 

verb itself uniformedly appears in the absolute state, e.g. knaY epos 

eiqKBNe ‘‘you find (k-nxY) me (epo-i) sick (e-i-qwDNe)’ (Mena, Mir. 

27b: 19-20), ainaY cmma Nqju>ne NNeipYxooye Tupoy */ say 

(x-i-Nxy) the dwelling (N-qjmne) places (c-m-ma) of all (THp-oy) souls 



&P 198:73% him ne rrptuMe eqNxdoxpT 

ricx rreqajnpc eqBHK ncmto? (...) ‘who (nim) (is) the man (TT-pa>we) 
who will watch (e-q-NX-(5a>u;T) his son (nca. neq-<pnpe) going 

(e-q-BHK) to drown (N-etmu) (...)?’ (Ac. A&P 200:89-90), xicuitm 

eyMHHq^e eytwtp eeox eypine ^gn (for 2.n) KeTonoc 7 heard 

(x-i-cu>tm) a crowd (e-y-MHH<pe) crying out (e-y-oxp esox) (and) 

weeping (e-y-piMe) in (^gn) another place (KG-Tonoc)’ (Ac. A&P 

204:139). 

b) Light verb constructions 

Coptic makes productive use of so-called light verb constructions like 

P £OTe ‘to fear’ (lit. to make (p-) fear feoTe)). Light verbs generally 

occur in the construct state with a “bare” noun complement, e.g. Necp 

2pTG rxp ne gbuik eNeMoNxcrrnpiON mttbycxntion ‘since (rxp) 

she (Hilaria) was (NG-c-p) afraid feoTe) to go (c-bujk) to the 

monasteries (e-Ne-MONxcTiipioN) of Byzantium (M-n-BycxNTioN)’ 

(Hil. 2:12-13), xqt ni epojoy ‘he (Constantine) kissed (lit. give (+) 

kiss (ni)) them (the Persians) (lit. on their mouth (e-ptu-oy))’ (Eud. 

48:15). If, on the other hand, the nominal complement is an indefinite 

noun phrase, the absolute state becomes available as a marked 

alternative, e.g. tixhn oye£ cx^Ne nxi Txeipe Noycurae mft€Kmto 

cbox 2.N tmhtg MneiMHHuje Tfipq ‘rather (tixhn), bid (oyo)£ cx£Ne 

(lit. to place (oyee) an order (c^ng)) me (nxi) to make {Tx-eipe) a 

mockery (N-oy-ctuBe) before you (m-ftgk-mto) in (^n) the midst 

(T-MHHTe) of tliis entire (THp-q) crowd (M-nei-MHHcye)’ (Ac. Isidor. 

131:2-3). We return to light verb constructions in section 6.4 below. 

c) Negative contexts 

In the context of negation, there is a clear statistical preference for 

combining indefinite pronouns with construct state marked verbs, e.g. 

NN6 xxxy jci xxxy nciAoc ntn pojMe xxm neqpMNHei ‘no one 

(xxxy) shall take (nng ... -xi) any (xxxy) property (n-ciAoc) (away) 

from (ntn) anybody (pcme) without (x_xm) his steward (rreq-pMN- 

nei)’ (praec. Pach. 106), oyTe on nnc p(i)Me gra puiMe eygMOoc 

‘and (oyTe) also (on) shall nobody (pome) shave (nng ... <j>b) 

anybody (pu>Me) sitting (e-y-^Mooc)’ (praec. Pach. 97). The encoding 

of indefinite pronouns as prepositional objects and the concomitant 

selection of the absolute state is only marginally attested, e.g. 

NtcooyN xn NptuMe £N Teinoxic 7 do not (xn) know 

(n-+-cooyn) anybody (N-pojMe) in (gN) this city (Tei-noxic)’ (Hil. 
4:23). 

d) JP/i-in-situ objects 

When the wfc-interrogative phrase oy ‘what’ remains in-situ in the 

direct object position, the selection of the construct state seems to be 

mandatory, e.g. xyu> NegjXKoyM oy ‘and (xyu;) what (oy) did you 

usually eat (Ne-qjx-K-oyM)?’ (Onnophr. 206:34-207:1), XKp oy 2.N 

NeiTotp ‘what (oy) have you been doing (x-K-p) in (gN) these districts 
(Nei-TO(p)?’ (KHMLII 31:26). 

e) Object-drop constructions 

The object of transitive verbs may sometimes be left unexpressed, the 

result being an object-drop construction. Despite its lack of phonetic 

content, the omitted object pronoun (indicated as ‘_’ in the Coptic 

examples) is semantically interpreted as a free-choice pronoun. Due to 

the absence of an overt pronoun, the verb of such object-drop 
constructions always occurs in the absolute state, e.g. neNxoeic rxp 

Nxt_kxtx neKjHT ‘Our Lord (neN-xoeic) will (nx) give (T) (no 

matter what) according to (kxtx) your desire (neK-^HT)’ (V. Pach. 

136:11-12), fNxeipe _ kxtx neKgjxxie ‘I shall do (f-Nx-eipe) 

(anything) according to (kxtx) your word (neK-tpx-xe)’ (V. Pach. 

93:29-30), or as a discourse anaphor, referring to the previous stretch 

of discourse, e.g. TnicTeye_ nxoeic ‘I believe (it) (f-nicTeye), 

(oh) Lord (rr-jcoeic)’ (Eud. 52:3-4), NTepeqcorri-i_Ae nOi ttnoO 

Nppo kujctxntinoc (...) ‘after the great (tt-noc5) king (N-ppo) 

Constantine had heard (NTepe-q-com-i) (it) (...), (Eud. 44:25). 

The distribution of the absolute state and the construct state among 

different transitive verb constructions is summarized in table 6.6 below 



6.3.2 The aspectual underpinning of the Stern-Jernstedt Rule 

In present tense sentences, transitive verbs generally appear in the 

absolute state, while the corresponding construct state seems to be 

systematically absent. This seiectional restriction is known as the 

Stern-Jernstedt Rule in Coptic language studies. 

PERCEPTION VERBS 

LIGHT VERBS 

NEGATIVE CONTEXTS 

WH-1N-S1TU OBJECTS 

OBJECT-DROP 

yes 

marked option 

marked option 

no 

yes 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

no 

The unavailability of the construct state in present tense contexts is 

illustrated in table 6.7. The right-hand column contains examples of 

the construct state in non-present tense sentences. The left-hand 

column shows the corresponding absolute state construction that must 

be selected in present tense contexts. 

TABLE 6.6 Direct object selection 

Not only do different types of objects fit into different verbal patterns, 
they also impose different aspectual interpretations on the clause in 

which they occur, as we will see next. 

CONSTRUCT STATE ABSOLUTE STATE 

FUTURE TENSE 

rixoeic najcng nAiKxioc hn 

nxceBuc ‘tile Lord (n-jeoeup) will 

(nx) examine (jne) the righteous 

(n-AiKxioc) and (hn) the criminal 

(it-xccbhc)* (Psalm 10:5) 

PRESENT TENSE 

NeqBoy^e xno NNtpnpe NNptuMe 

‘his (God’s) eyelids (Neq-soyge) 

examine (xno) the sons (N-N-tpupe) 

of men (N-N-p<iJMe)’ (Psalm 10:4) 

THE STERN-JERNSTEDT RULE 

Present tense sentences are incompatible with the construct state 

pattern. 

PERFECT TENSE 

xixi Teqtpyxu 7 took (x-i-xi) his 

(Elias’) soul (Teq-<pyxH)’ (Pist. 

Soph. 12:18) 

PRESENT TENSE 

+jci Noyiip NByKu (for Bene) 

N£ice enecMx 7 receive (+-jci) 

manv ('N-oyHp') wages Cn-eykh) of 

grievance (N-^ice) in return 

(e-nec-Mx)’ (AP Chaine no. 210, 

57:10-11) 

PERFECT TENSE 

xckx neerronoe nccpc ‘she (the 

Pistis Sophia) left (x-c-kx) her 

position fnec-TonocJ behind 

(ncuj-c)’ (Pist. Soph. 75:10) 

PRETERIT (PRESENT-IN-THE-PAST) 

xyu; NeqKU) NpoK| Noyoeiq? nim 

‘and (xycu) he (tlie senior monk) kept 

(Vie-a-KuO his mouth (N-ptu-q') ('shut') 

all (nih) the time (N-oyoeiuj)’ (AP 

Chaine no. 210,54:30) 

TABLE 6.7 The Stern-Jernstedt Rule 

In its present form, the Stern-Jernstedt Rule describes a distributional 

restriction on transitive verb constructions in present tense contexts. 

Given that the construct state instantiates an accusative case and the 

absolute state as an oblique case pattern, this rule can be reformulated 

in terms of case compatibility: 



-;y-y a, j. : ;u 

compatible with the aspectual semantics of present tense sentences. 

There are apparent counterexamples to the Stern-Jernstedt Rule, 

where the nominal state form of a transitive verb is found in a present 

tense sentence: 

a) Light verb constructions 

Light verb constructions are tolerated in present tense sentences, since 
the nominal complement acts as the semantic predicate, designating 

the event or state under consideration, e.g. enqi pooyq> £xpoN ‘and 

take (e-K-qi) care (pooytp) of us (^vpo-n)’ (Hil. 9:30-31), eyp 

TTMeeye nn<5om mftxogic trrxqxxf mn rrppo kujctantinoc ‘and 

they remember (lit. they make (e-y-p) the thought (n-Heeye)) the 

miracles (n-n-oom) of the Lord (m-tt-xogic), which he had done 

(NT-A.-q-AA.-y) for (mn) King (n-ppo) Constantine’ (Eud. 44:3-4). 

b) Event-related direct object questions 

In direct object questions like epe tttoaic p oy 'what (oy) is ((epe 

... p) the city (Alexandria) (t-fioaic) (Like)?’ (AP Chaine no. 19, 4:6- 

7), the interrogative pronoun oy ‘what’ has an event-related reading. 

This generally shows that the selectionai restrictions of the Stern- 

Jemstedt Rule apply only to transitive verb constructions with 

referential (i.e. entity-denoting) direct objects, since only such 

referential objects measure out some event in time. 

6.3.3 Functional equivalents of the passive 
Coptic is a language without a morphological passive. Yet, there are 
several sentence constructions displaying the semantic characteristics 

of passive voice, in particular, the patienthood of the subject and the 

implicitness of the agent argument. The most important functional 

equivalents of the English passive construction are the following: 

a) Impersonal active sentences 

Impersonal active sentences have as their subject a third person plural 

pronoun that has no concrete referent in the previous discourse, but 

rather indicates an indeterminate [+human] agent, e.g. cgnamoytg 

epoc xg tgcjmmg 'she will be called (lit. they will call 

m igBsm (epo-c)) "woman" (re-cgiM©) v... . 
1 ON 13)i MeydN ApiKe rAp ©xxAy xe MriGqGcp eecupei MripH Ttipq 

‘since (rAp) nobody would be blamed (lit. they would not blame 

(M6-y-<5N Apme) anybody (e-AAxy)), because (xe) he was not able 

(Mne-q-eqj) to observe (eecupei) the entire (mp-q) sun (M-n-pn)’ 

(Zen. 200:26-27). 

The identity of the implicit agent is often recoverable from the 

previous context or from world knowledge, e.g. nnuip nAqwpe 

MTToyToqm rAp gToikonomia aaaa nta ttxc toujk eycoxcx 

nngcnhy GToyAAB GTtpoon 2.M nxAie ‘no (i-iutup), my son 

(nA-qjupe)! For (rAp) you have not been destined (lit. they have not 

destined you (Mn-oy-xoqj-K) for this service (e-t-omoNOMiA), but 

(aaaa) the Lord (ft-xogic) has destined you (nt-a ... tocp-k) as a 

comfort (e-y-coxcx) for the holy (gt-oyaab) brothers (n-n-cnhy) 

who live (GT-cpoon) in (j>m) the desert (tt-xaig)’ (Onnophr. 216:33- 

217:1), kan nooy kan pactg tnnamoy xycu cgnakoxa^g mmon 

£n<j>gn>koaacic eyNAipT ‘either (kan) today (nooy) or (kan) 

tomorrow (pactg) we may die (tn-na-moy) and (xycu) we will be 

punished (lit. they will punish (cg-na-koxazg) us (mmo-n)) by (j>n) 

hard (g-y-na^t) torments (^gn-koaacic)’ (Onnophr. 208:1-3). 

The impersonal active construction can be expanded by an overt 

agent expression, which takes the form of an instrumental adjunct 

phrase. In this construction, the third person plural pronoun serves as a 

purely grammatical filler of the subject position without independent 

reference, e.g. kan etpxe ntayaixmaaidtizg mmoc j>itn 

NNBApEApOC (read NBApEApOc) KAN G(pXG NTAyTApTTC 2.1 TN 

NGoypioN (for ngohpion) ‘or (kan) whether (eipxe) she (Hilaria) 

had been enslaved (lit. they had enslaved (nt-a-y-aixmaxidtizg) her 

(mmo-c)) by (2»tn) the barbarians (N-BApBApoc) or (kan) whether 

(cqjxc) she had been carried away (lit. they had carried her away 

(NT-A-y-TApn-c)) by (jmtn) wild animals (ng-©ypion)’ (Hil. 7:31- 

32), ipxyt tootn $>itn ngncnhy ‘(if we are weak), we are helped 

(lit. they give (qjA-y-f) our hands (toot-n)) by (jmtn) our brothers 

(ngn-cnhy)’ (Onnophr. 211:7), GyNAxnoq £n oynApeGNoc 

gcoyaab GyMoyTG gttgcpan xg MApiA 'he (Jesus) will be born (lit. 

they will bear him (G-y-NA-xrro-q)) by (gN) a holy (g-c-oyaab) virgin 

(oy-TTApeGNoc) who is called (lit. they call (g-y-moytg) her (cpo-c) 

by name (G-ncc-pAN) Maria’ (Test. Is. 231:8-9). 



Transitive-based statives in Coptic come close in meaning to adjectival 

passives in English (e.g. the pillow remained stuffed). The subject of 

such statives is semantically interpreted as the holder of some state or 

condition, while there is no implication of an agent, e.g. esox rxp an 

xe cegpBc eporm £a©ii Mnooy ‘not (an) because (esox rxp xe) 

tliey (i.e. the ascetic achievements of Apa Zenobius) are hidden 

(ce-gpBc) (away) from you (epw-TN) until (^aoh) today (Mnooy)’ 

(Zen. 199:9-10), xytD cjcmamaat n<5i nTtuCe eTNANoyq ‘and (xyu;) 

the good (eT-NANoy-q) plant (n-Ttuoe) is blessed (q-cMAMAat)’ (V. 

Pach. 136:5-6), cec^oyoper xycu cec^oyopeT an ‘they are cursed 

(ce-cgoyoper) and (xya>) they are not (an) cursed (ce-cgoyoper)’ 

(Sh. Ill 154:3). 

c) The “passive” light verb xi 

The light verb xi ‘to receive, get’ may be used as a passive auxiliary, 

since the subject designates the affectee or beneficiary of the activity 

referred to by the nominal complement, e.g. eqexei (for eqexi) 

eniTiMiA kata NeyKANON (for NeyKANoiN) ‘he (the disobedient 

monk) shall be reprimanded (lit. he shall receive (e-q-e-xei) 

reprimand (eniTiMiA)) in accordance with (kata) their rules 

(ngy-kanon)’ (praec. et. instit. Pach. no. 17), Ay<u Aqxi eooy n<5i 

npAN MneNXOGic ic nexc ‘and (xyoi) the name (n-pAN) of our Lord 

(M-neN-xoeic) Jesus Christ (ne-xc) was glorified (lit. xi (receive) 

eooy (gloiy))’ (Eud. 40:27-28). Comparable to the impersonal active 

construction, xi-passives may be construed with an instrumental agent 

phrase, e.g. Am cboj nko»t (read nnkojt) MnNoyTe ©box 

2.itootoy n^€NNo<3 ntoxioc (for NTexeioc) ‘I was taught (lit. I 

received (a-i-xi) teaching (cboj)) the precepts (n-n-ko>t) of God 

(M-n-NoyTe) by (©box 21toot-oy) great (n-^cn-noC) perfect ones 

(n-tcxioc)’ (Omioplir. 210:27-29). 

6.3.4 Classes of intransitive verbs 

Intransitive verbs seem to constitute a homogenous class of verbal 
predicates with a single argument. The uneven distribution of 

intransitive verbs among the four basic stem patterns provides prima 

facie evidence for a subdivision into three classes of intransitives: so- 
called unergative, unaccusative, and variable behaviour verbs. 

a) Unergative verbs 

In the unergative class of intransitive verbs, the sole argument is 

semantically interpreted as the agent of the verbal action. Typical 

unergative verbs are verbs of sound emission (e.g. kpmpm ‘to murmur’, 

piMe to cry’, kackc ‘to whisper’), verbs of bodily activity or expression\ 

(e.g. pxqje ‘to rejoice’, (g)nkotk ‘to sleep’), and verbs of manner of 

motion (e.g. NHHBe ‘to swim’, Mocxpe ‘to walk’, <5oc<5(e)c ‘to dance’) 
Unergative verbs are restricted to the absolute state. 

The single argument of unaceusative verbs has a non-agentive 

interpretation. Moreover, the unaccusative subject displays some 

morpho-syntactic properties of the direct object, in that it appears in 
the complement position of a construct state marked verb Thus the 

copular verbs oYn ‘(there) is’ and mn ‘(there) is not’ that introduce 

existential-locative sentences with indefinite subjects, eg ovn 

l°Y>,CON, HHOt'°*oc (for mmonxxoc) Mnxeoy ‘(to see whether) 
(there) is (oyn) a fellow (oy-cow) monk (m-honoxoc) further on 
(MnAzpy)’ (Onnophr. 205:12). 

Adjectival verbs with the lexical formative na-/n€- mindicate 

permanent properties, such as size, amount or quality: naa-, naa= ‘to 

be great, naNoY-, nanOY= ‘to be good, fair’, NAtpe-, NA<po>= ‘to be 

numerous , Nece-, Neco>= ‘to be beautiful’. Like statives, adjectival 

verbs can only appear in present tense sentences, e.g. nanoY uwxjcg 

NTAKxooq ‘the word (n-cpxxe) that you have spoken (nt-a-k-xoo-c) 

is good (nanoy)’ (Hil. 4:35). (A more detailed analysis of head-initial 
sentences with existential and adjectival verbs will be offered in 
section 10.2 of Unit 10). 

—-- 

Coptic has an extensive class of variable behaviour verbs, so called 

because they are compatible with either the absolute state or the 

stallve. In the absolute state, they behave semantically as unergative 

verbs with agentive subjects. In the corresponding stative, variable 



like U2jaceusa 11 ves, because 
a non-agenlive interpretation as the holder of some state or 

coiKiition. Typical variable behaviour verbs are verbs of smell emission 

(e.g. kno(o)Cj konc* ‘to stink, to rot’), verbs of light emission (e.g. 

neipe, npeui>oyT, nopeT ‘to shine’), verbs of inherently directed 

motion (e.g. bu»k, bhk1 ‘to go’, nwz, un^ ‘to reach’), internally 

caused verbs of change of state (e.g. oyBA<p, oyoBqj^ ‘to become 

white’, erne, obc* ‘to get thirsty’), and verbs of existence, occurrence 

and (dis)appearance (e.g. <dn£, on^ ‘to live’, ojume, gjoon^ ‘to 

happen, occur’, Moy, MooyT^‘to die’). Table 6.7 presents an overview 

of the distributional behaviour of different classes of intransitive verbs: 

LEXICAL CLASS 

UNERGATIVE VERBS 

Verbs of maimer of motion, 
e.g. <5ocd(e)c ‘to dance’ 
Verbs of sound emission, 
e.g. KpiipM ‘to murmur’_ 

UNACCUSATIVE VERBS_ 

Adjectival verbs, 

e.g. Nece-, Nec<u= ‘to be beautiful’ 
Copular verbs, 
e.g. oyN- ‘(there) is’, mn ‘(there) is not’ 

VARIABLE BEHAVIOUR VERBS_ 

Verbs of inherently directed motion, 

e.g. bujk, bhk* ‘to go’ 

Verbs of existence and appearance, 
e.g. q>ume, qjoon* ‘to happen, occur’ 

Verbs of change of state, 
e.g. eiBe, oBe^ ‘to get thirsty’ 

ABS. ST. CONST. ST. 

TABLE 6.7 Classes of intransitive verbs 

Complex predicates are composed of more than one lexical or 

grammatical element (either morphemes or words) that function as a 
single predicative expression. This section takes a closer look at verb- 

noun and verb-verb compounds. Coptic has two types of verb-noun 

compounds, light verbs like p £u>b ‘to work’ and noun-incorporation 

constructions like p Ppo ‘to become king’, which differ from each 

other both syntactically and semantically. Another topic of this section 

are analytical causatives, which have a clause-like structure, e.g. e.g. 

AKTpe nbaac nay gboa ‘(since you have come to this city) you made 

(x-K-rpe) the blind (n-baac) see (naY gboa)’ (KHML I 5:3-4) 
(section 6.3.3). ' 

6.4.1 Light verb constructions 

Light verbs derive their name from the fact that the verb lacks a 

iullypecified lexical structure, while its nominal complement 

represents the semantic predicate. Coptic has several of such light 

verbs: p ‘to do’, t ‘to give’, qi ‘to carry’, xi ‘to take’ (with a passive 

interpretation), and on ‘to find’. They combine with an event or state 

describing nominal that is generally left undetermined, e.g. xnok Ae 

xip qintipe enxre ‘I (xnok), was (x-i-P) very (emre) surprised (lit 

make: (P) wonder (mnHPe))’ (Onnophr. 218:4), w*kp Zore 2wu>k •will 

you be (mx-K-p) afraid (lit. make {f)jear (ZOTe)), too (Zu>u>-k)?’ (AP 

Chame no 35, 7:7:5). This is, however, by no means a rule, since a 

number of light verb are construed with a definitely or possessively 
determined noun phrases, e.g. HeyF nHeeye P<n xe oyN kochoc 

moon they (the hermits) do not (Me-y-P) even (Fa>) remember (lit. 

make (P) the thought, (n-neeye)) tliat (jre) (there) is (oYn ... moon) a 

world (kochoc)’ (Onnophr. 215:3-4), xnAPcxc Ae xqf ne[qjoyo. 

Andrew went forth (x-q-+) (lit. give (t)) his course ineq-nyoiV (Ac. 

A&P 206:152-153), (with a quantificational expression) nxnoy t Zx? 

MHerxNoix ‘IS it good (nxnoy) to repent (one’s sins) many times (lit. 

|zve}(+) much fexe) mentance, (MerxNoix))?’ (AP Chaine no. 131, 

Since the verb and the event/state noun function as a single 

predicative expression semantically, the burden of determining the 

number of arguments in the clause and their case-marking properties is 
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tactically encoded as a nominal or pronominal possessor, e.g. +p 
xpiA nnck^aha 7 am (f-p) in need (lit. make (p) need (xpiA)) of your 
prayers (n-ngk-ijjaha)’ (Hil. 11:14-15), eqi npooygJ mitacuiha ‘to 
take (e-qi) care (n-pooygj) of my body (M-m-cajM^)’ (Onnophr. 
216:6), xckac eqNAep rreNMeeye Nqc[o]rrc extuN ‘so that 

(xckac) he (Apa Mena) remembers (e-q-NA-ep) us (lit. to make (p) 

our remembrance (neN-Meeye)) and prays (N-q-conc) for us 
(exa)-N)’ (Mena, Martyrd. 6b: 11-14) (with reflexively used pronouns) 
Apiiy epe rtxoeic na Om neqq;iNe £M negooy mttcabbatojn 

‘maybe (Apiiy) the Lord (n-xoeic) would (epe ... na) visit him (lit. 
pay (<5m-) his visit (rreq-cjiiNe)) on (gM) the day (rre-egooy) of 
Sabbath (M-n- cabbatoin)’ (V. Pach. 88:13-14). 

Light verb constructions with the ditransitive verb t ‘to give’ are 
syntactically realised as double object constructions, e.g. aaaa NeqiAit 

cboj NAq NToq gNNoyMNTgApqjgHT (f°r 2.N oyMNTgApqjgiiT) ‘on 
the contrary (aaaa), I used to (ne^A-i-t) teach (lit. give (+) teaching 

(ceoj)) him (NA-q) with (gN) indulgence (oy-m n T-gA pu;-gHT) ’ (V. 
Pach. 89:25-26), TTAeiorr Ait £ice NTeKMNTTreToyAAB ‘my father 
(riA-eio)T), I have (A-i-t) troubled (lit. give (t) trouble (gice) to) your 
holiness (N-TeK-MNT-neTOYAAB)’ (Hil. 5:33). 

6.4.2 Noun incorporation 

Coptic has yet another type of verb-noun compounding with the light 
verb p, in the nominal complement is a referring expression, e.g. Mepe 
TTAi NTCIMINe C\> -XOGIC GAAAy MnAOOC GNCg ‘he (itai) of such 
nature (n-tci-minc) will not (riepe) master (lit. make (ep) master 

(xoeic)) any (e-AAAy) passion (m-hagoc) ever (eNeg)’ (AP Chaine 
no. 12, 3:9) AqBtDA gboa Aqp KAg ‘he (the corpse) dissolved (A-q-Bu»A 
cboa) (and) turned into (A-q-p) dust (KAg)’ (Onnophr. 206:2). 

Noun incorporation structures of this kind have an inchoative 
meaning, describing the endpoint of some transformational process 
that changes the physical condition or social status of the subject. The 
light verb p- is semantically interpretated as an existential verb ‘to 
become , e.g. Aqp baac eneqBAA cnay ‘he (Diocletian) became 

(A-q-p) blind (baac) on both (cnay) his eyes (e-neq-BAA)’ (Eud. 
36:22-23), Aqep MApTypoc gxm npAN MneNxoeic ic nexc 'he 

7q"P)-for(«**») the name 
LSd 6a:S4r) (M-neN-JCOe,c) Je™ (-) Christ (ne-xc)’ (Mena, 

The incorporation of a time-indicating nominal gives rise to a more 
omplex construction type, where the verb-noun sequence functions as 

an aspectual auxiliary of duration, while the following adjunct clause 

™ N £Vent °r 3CtiVity tha*is temPoraI>y measured out, e.g AyP 
T. X F’°Mne eYf’ 2^ MneyMeeye mmin mmooy ‘they (Apa 
Theodor and Apa Lucianus) spent (x-y-F) m (L.ovT yems 
(n poMne) misleading (e-Y-p gxx) their own (mmin mmo-oy) thought 
(M-neY-MeeYe) (AP Chaine no. 36, 7:9), eqeF ijjomnt Z 

WT7e°e' MTNe,KATX 7GYTa’1*’ ‘he (lhc disobedient monk) shall' 
spend (e-q-e-p) three (ijiomnt) days (n-2ooY) rcncntinn 
c-q Mc.xNocO daily (mmiinc) in accor^ce with (k!) S 

(ney-Tanji) (praec. et. instit. Pach. no. 12). 

6.4.3 Analytical Tpe-causatives 

Analytical Tpe-causatives are typical exemplars of complex predicates 
nvolving two verbal heads, one of which describes the causing even 
(xpe-) and-the other the caused event. 8 

6-?JJ Tlle ,norPho-phonologica! behaviour of ^-causatives 
The conjugation^ base xpe- is a lexical causative of the hi verb 

Sltio'n of Te 7 IFe <t0 1St’ (,it C9Use t0 *»• With the 

paradigm of analytical3 caSe/ SlyTguR.llen0™1131 

2nd masc. 

2nd fern. 

3fd masc. 

3rd fem. 

Before noun 

Tpe-CAUSATIVES 

SINGULAR 

TpA-C(l»TM 

Tpe-K-C<1»TM 

Tpe-COJTM 

Tpe-q-C(UTM 

Tpe-C-CCUTM 

Tpe- rrptuMe cojtm 

PLURAL 

Tpe-N-C(I)TM 

Tpe-TN-C<1>TM 

Tpe-y-C(DTM 

TABLE 6.8 Analytical Tpe-causatives 



6.43.2 The biclaitsal structure of analytical xp e-causatives 

Analytical causatives are biclausal structures, where the causative 

predicate xpe functions as the main verb and the associated lexical 

verb as the embedded verb. They differ, however, from other types of 

clausal embedding in that the main verb and the embedded verb have 

one argument in common, the CAUSEE, which designates the entity that 

is forced, persuaded or permitted by the causer to be engaged in a 

certain event or activity. The shared causee argument simultaneously 

fulfils two grammatical functions: it is the direct object of the causative 

verb xpe and the subject of the embedded clause. 

Figure 6.4 below gives a schematic representation Qf the syntax of 

analytic causatives with the example of AKxpe NBxxe nay eBox ‘you 

made (x-K-xpe) the blind (n-bxxc) see (nay esox)’ (KHML I 5:3-4). 

(Arrows indicate syntactic functions like subject, direct object; Sj 

stands for main clause and S2 for embedded clause; brackets indicate 
clause boundaries). 

From a morplio-plwhological point of view, the base xpe- is clearly an 
affix, since it never occurs in isolation as a separate word and does not 
attract stress. Akin to various verbal tenses and aspects, it can be 

phonologically reduced: xpe-q-cuixM /tref.s’o.tom/ -> xp-q-cuixti 

/trof.s’o.tom/, e.g. expqjoi) epoi MrreqpxN ‘to tell (e-xp-q-jou) me 

(na-i) his name (H-neq-pAN)’ (Onnophr. 210:17). Yet, despite its 

affixal behaviour, xpe exhibits some of the characteristic properties of 
verbs. Firstly, it is inflected in the construct state pattern and occupies 

the same syntactic position as regular verbs. Secondly, in contrast to 

morphological causatives, the base form xpe and the lexical verb do 

not form a verb-verb complex, but remain two separate sentence 

elements, which occupy different syntactic positions. Thirdly, in much 

the same way as “normal” transitive verbs, xpe is associated with a 

particular syntactic frame or argument structure: its subject argument 

designates the CAUSER, i.e. the entity which brings about or initiates 

some event and its direct object argument specifies the caused event. 

subject direct object 

[s, TENSE CAUSER VERB 1 [52 CAUSEE VERB 2 ]] 

A- 

Perfect 
K- 
you (sing, masc.) 

xpe 
make 

N-Bxxe 
the blind ones 

NAY eBOX 
see 

subject 

FIGURE 6.4 The biclausal structure of analytical causatives 

6.4.33 Syntactic distribution 

Analytical xpe-causatives display a broad syntactic distribution and 
appear in various finite (tensed) and non-finite (infinitival) veb 

constructions. A more detailed analysis of infinitival clauses will be 
offered in Unit 12. 

a) Finite clauses 

The causative meaning of the form TPe is fully present in finite 

clauses, whose subjects are semantically interpreted as the CAUSERS of 

the event referred to by the embedded verb, e.g. a neNeiu)T rejoin 

xpe NecNHy eipe Ntitixq noyno<5 mmnxmaicon ‘our father 

(neN-eunx) Pachom let (a ... xpe) the brothers (ng-cnhy) practise 

(eipe) great (n-oy-noo) compassion (m-mnx-mai-con) with him (the 

foreign monk)5 (V. Pach. 136:26-27), <pAqxPe NArrexoc aiakcdnc. 

naY NxeYxpo<j)H ‘he (God) makes (tpx-q-xpe) the angels 

(N-xrrexoc) serve (aiakidnci) them (the hermits) their food 
(N-xeY-Tpo<j>H)’ (Onnophr. 211:22-23). 

Analytic causatives can also be used in the impersonal active 

construction, e.g. AcxpeyeiNe nac egoyN NNeyNoo NApxiepeyc 

she (Eudoxia) let their (the Jews) principal (n-ncy-noo) priests 

(N-ApxiepeYc) be brought (x-c-xpe-Y-eiNe g^oyn) to her (na-c)’ 

(Eud. 64:7-8), MneixpeYxcoK Nhpn Npoyee (...) 'Jdo not let them 

make you drink (Mn-ei-xpe-Y-Tco-K) wine (N-Hpn) at night 
(N-poYee) (...)’ (KHML II35:14). 



b) Infinitival purpose clauses 

In adjunct purpose clauses governed by the directional preposition e- 

‘to’, non-finite analytical causatives indicate the purpose or goal of the 

main clause event, e.g. AyewK Ae NxeyNoy4 n<5i ngctpathaathc 

NTe x<5om expeyNiq ‘the generals (nc-ctp^thx^thc) of (nxe) the 

army (x-<5om) went (a-y-bcdk) immediately (NxeyNoy) [to fetch him 

(e-xpe-y-nx-q) (Constantine)]’ (Eud. 38:5-6), anok Ae aibojk gbox 

en'rooye expANi-icxeye (...) ‘I (anok) went (a-i-bojk) out (cboa) 

into the desert (e-n-TOoye) [to fast (e-xpA-NHcxeye)] ’ (Ac. A&P 

200:95-96). 

c) Infinitival complements of volitional verbs 

Volitional verbs like oymqj ‘to want’ can take infinitival clauses as 

their direct objects. Analytical causatives must be selected whenever 

the subject of the embedded clause differs from the subject of the 

matrix clause, e.g. 'toyujqj eTpeKei nmmai eqjiHx ‘I want (T-oyowp) 

[you to come (e-xpe-K-ei) with me (nmma-i) to Shiet (e-tpmx)]’ (Hil. 

4:26), n&eiurr eioytuq; expeKBAirriZe mmoi ‘My father (nA-eiurr), I 

want (e-i-oytuq;) \you to baptize (e-xpe-K-BAxmze) me (mmo-i)]5 
(Mena, Mir. 31a:35-31b:2). 

d) Nominalised causatives 

Analytical causatives may take the form of definite noun phrases. In 

combination with locative prepositions, such nominalised causative 

constructions are used as temporal clauses, e.g. j>m nxpAEum eMAy 

(...) ‘when (j>m) I went (n-xpA-BOJK) there (eMxy) (...)’ (KHML I 

142:17), 2.M nxpeqAcnxze Ae mmoi (...) ‘when (^.m) he had 

welcomed(n-xpe-q-Acnxze)me (mmo-i) (...)i (KHMLI 143:5). 

Root represents an abstract lexical item, which is §6.1.2 
smaller than a word and consists of an ordered 
sequence of consonants. 

Stem pattern The surface form of the root is called the stem. §6.1.3 
Coptic verb stems are associated with a 
particular formal category or stem pattern with 
relatively stable morpho-syntactic and 
semantic properties. The basic stem patterns 
are the so-called absolute state, the construct 
state (i.e. the nominal and the pronominal 
states together) and the stative. 

Reduplication is a morphological process in the course of §6.1.4 
which a full or partial copy of the consonantal 
root is added to the base. 

Epenthesis is a phonologically driven readjustment §6.1.4 
procedure that adds extra phonological 
material to the stem to create a prosodically 
optimal form. 

is a category of verbal semantics, which refers §6.2.1 
to the internal temporal structure or dynamism 
of the situation reported on in a sentence. 

Eventive sentences describe dynamic §6.2.1 
situations, involving some state of change. 
Stative sentences, on the other hand, describe 
time-stable situations that do not change over 
time. 

Accusative vs. In Coptic, there are two distinct cases-marking §6.3.1 
oblique case patterns for the direct object. In the construct 

state, the direct object receives accusative case 
from the adjacent verb. In the absolute state, 
on the other hand, the direct object is assigned 
case by a desemanticised locative or a 
directional prepostion. 

Aspect 

Eventive and 
stative 
sentences 



I liC Stcm- 

Jcrnstcdl Ru/c 
describes a seJect/onaf restrict ion of present 
tense sentences, which cannot be combined 
with construct state verbs with referential 
direct objects. Since the construct state verb 
and an accusative case-marked direct object 
are associated with a bound event reading, it is 
incompatible with the aspectual semantics of 
present tense sentences. 

6.1 Comprehension and transfer 

A. Go through the list of key terms and make sure that you 

understand all of them. 

Exercises 

Functional Although Coptic lacks a morphological §6.3.3 
equivalents of passive, there are several sentence patterns that 
the passive come close in meaning to the English passive 

construction, viz. (i) the impersonal active 
construction, (ii) transive-based statives, and 
(iii) the “passive” light-verb jci- ‘to get, 
receive’. 

Light verb derive their name from the fact that the verb §6.4.1 
constructions lacks a fully specified lexical structure, while 

its direct object, the event or state nominal, 
represents the semantic predicate. 

Analytical are complex predicates consisting of two §6.4.3 
causatives verbs: the causative verb Tpe ‘to make’ and 

the embedded verb form described the caused 
event. Both predicates share one argument, 
which functions simultaneously as the direct 
object of the causative verb and as the subject 
of the lexical verb. 

B. Decide whether the following statements are true or false. In the 
latter case, provide one or two counterexamples: 

1. Coptic verb stems can be decomposed into three morphemes: the 
root, the vowel melody and the stem template. 

2. Vowel epenthesis is restricted to biconsonantal roots. 

3. In Coptic, the contrast between stative and eventive predication 
is marked by different stem patterns 

4. The third person plural impersonal active construction fulfils 

similar functions as the English passive construction. 

5. Analytical causatives are monoclausal structures. 

6.2 Root and pattern morphology 

Complete the following table by inserting the correct stem allomorph 
into the blank cells. 

ABS. ST. NOM. ST. PRON. ST. STAT. GLOSS 

NANOy- to be good, fair 

KU> to place, put 

to say 

to do, make 

oyeiNe 

(e)w- 

to/ 

to pass 

to give 

to bring 

TA.MG to inform 

<5M- to find 

<5UJNT 

eiMe 

NA.tpO»= 

to become 

angry 

to be numerous 

to hang 

to know eiMe 



alternation 

Fill in the correct form of the verb (cited in the absolute state 

form) by selecting one of the two options (diacritics are omitted). 

(1) e-q-_ Mt-ioq N£A£ ncmot ‘he (the demon) changed himself 

(MMo-q) into many (n-£a.£) (different) forms (n-cmot)’ (KHML 
II 53:7) 

□qnce IHq>o(o)Be (< ijHEe‘to change’) 

(2) nemcoeic nvp na _ nak kata neKjyiT ‘Our Lord 

(neN-j:oeic) will (na) give to you (na-k) according to (kata) 

your desire (neK-jyiT)’ (Pach. 136:11-12) 

□1' Dto (< + ‘to give’) 

(3) eygKAerr e-y-_ ‘when they are hungry (e-y-^KAeiT) (and) 
thirsty’ (Pist. Soph. 182:3) 

□erne DoBe (< erne ‘to become thirsty’) 

(4) e-i-_tpA neNTAqTNHooyT ‘I am on my way to (cj?a) the one 

who has sent me (ne-nt-A-q-TNNooy-T)’ (Test. Is. 230:11) 

□ bow Dbhk (< bo)k‘to go’) 

(5) TAtjHDne e-i-_ 2.1 2*n na£Pm nxoeic ‘and I become 

(TA~q>ame) subject (lit. bound) (e-i-_) to (21) judgement (2att) 

before (na£pm) the Lord (n-jcoeic)’ (Pach. 92:14-15) 

□ Moyp Dmhp (< noyp ‘to bind, oblige’) 

B. Explain the meaning difference between the absolute state form 

untune and the corresponding stative qjoon in the following 
sentence pair. 

(1) Nrcyume nhmai miimto cboa MneiAHOMoc ‘may you be 

(N-r-^Kune) with me (nmma-i) in the presence of (h-ft-mto 

ecoA m-) this criminal (rrei-ANOMoc)’ (Victor, Martyrd. 27:3-4). 

(2) eic 2»H’re rAp tqioon nhhg ‘since (rAp), behold (eic 2.hhtc), 

/ am (t-^oon) with you (hhmc)’ (Eud. 52:13) 

6.4 Direct object syntax and case marking 

A. Fill in the correct form of the verb (cited in the absolute state 

form) by selecting one of the two options. 

(1) a ttA[iab]oaoc_rreq£[HT] ‘the devil (tt-Aiaboaoc) filled his 
heart (neq-2HT)’ (Mena, Mir. 13b:27-29) 

□Me^ Dmh2 (< moY2 ‘to fill’) 

(2) A1TT2 N_-c ‘I managed (A-i-ne) to (n-) do it’ (Ac. A&P 
198:71) 

□ p Daa (< eipe ‘to do’) 

(3) NANoy_ ab [for Aq] ece Hpn ‘it is good (nanoy) to eat 

meat (ab) and drink (e-ce) wine (Hpn)’ (AP, Chaine no. 14, 3:12) 

□oyeM DoyoiM (< 0ya>M ‘to eat’) 

(4) Hqnupn M6N A-q-_-oy NC2AI kata nAjtuuMA nthntno<5 ‘in 

-the first place (N-tpoipn), he (Zeno) taught them (his daughters) 

to write (n-c2ai) according to (kata) their high (n-t-mnt-no<5) 
rank (n- axiom a)’ (Hil.2:6-7) 

□tcabs Dtcabo (< tcabo ‘to teach’) 

(5) a-i-_ NTinym (for NTirmni) MHooy hn TeiBNNe hn 

neicnyAAioH (for crmxAioN) ‘I found this well (M-Ti-nym) of 

water (m-mooy), this date-tree (tgi-ennc) and (hn) this cavern 
(nei-cnyxAioN)’ (Onnophr. 208:10-11) 

□diNe D<5u (< (5ing ‘to find’) 

(6) NTepe-q-_nai Ae n<5i mrrexoc ‘when (irrepe-) the angel 

(n-Arrexoc) had said these (nai) (words) ...’ (Test.Is. 230:12) 

□xxd Oxe (<a:u)‘to say’) 

B. Complete the following Coptic sentences by selecting one of the 

two options for the syntactic encoding of the direct object 

relation given in brackets. Keep in mind that the construct state 

stem pattern is incompatible with present tense sentences (the 
Stern-Jemstedt Rule). 



M-oypj/oyp/) znoywq fjrrpnc riTeKKAiicj.v lie 
aPambo) gave (x-q-f) her (Hilaria) (na-c) a cell next to him 

feiToycu-q), south (m-tt-phc) of the church (n-t-ckkahci a) ’ (Hil 
6:15) 

(2) x tmaay Ae HnNeeq NAy (e-neccjjHpe/M-nec<pnpe) eq[N]Hy 

cboa enenpo ‘the mother (t-maay) of (m-) the sailor (n-Neeq) 

saw (nay) her son coming (e-q-Nny) from (eBox e-) the river 
bank (ne-Kpo)’ (Ac. A&P 194:4-7) 

(3) lore AyeN (t-i-nMAKApioc/riMAKApioc) AnA NA^pooy 
eneoeAApoN ‘then (totc) they brought (a-y-cn) the holy Apa 
Nahrow to the theatre (e-n-eexApoN)5 (KHMLI 4:6-7) 

(4) ic na eepAneye (k/mmok) mn (N-neK<i)Hpe/neK<pHpe) ‘Jesus 

will (na) heal (eepArreye) you and (mn) your son9 (Ac. A&P 
196:29-30) 

(5) aaaa ceujiNe (nca £eNqjAJce/£eN<pA_2ce) NBppe ‘but (aaaa) 

they (the worldly philosophers) are looking (ce-tpiNe) for new 
(N-Bppe) words’ (Hil. 1:18-19) 

(6) eiNABiT (for eiNAqix) (-k/mmok) enpA<pe mn noyNoq ‘I will 

carry (c-i-na-bit) you to jubilation (e-n-pAtye) and (mn) delight 

(n-oyNoq)’ (Test. Is. 229:22-23) 

C. Translate the following Coptic sentences, which have a passive 
meaning. 

(1) AyTQj^N Ae 2.0)0)q Mn2Arioc afta mhna [ejgoyN enAr[o)N] 

ntmnt[apty]poc £itn Te[xA]pic MneNJcoeic ic (Mena, 
Martyrd. 3a:22-29) 

(2) qcH2. rAp £n hcaiac (Onnophr. 211:25) 

(3) ccnabi (for eiNAqi) noyno<5 noccia (for NeyciA) j?m neKHi 

£M neeooy mitu;a (Pach. 91:6-7) (N.B. the auxiliary verb na 
“go” indicates future time reference) 

(4) TNCBT(1)T CBCDK NMMAC (Eud. 62:1) 

(5) [ay]ko)t epo[q] NoyMApTypiON e-q-TAmy (Mena, Martyrd. 
10a:30-32) 

6.5 Complex predicate formation 

A. Translate the following Coptic examples, which contain a light 
verb or a noun incorporation construction: 

(1) Aqp qNT AqMoy (Eud. 38:27-28) 

(2) Aqp 2[aaJ [MjMoq (Mena, Mir. lla:14-15) 

(3) Ayo) Aqxi eooy n<5i npAN Mnewxoeic ic nexc (Eud. 40:27- 

28) (N.B. The focus marker n<5i marks a postverbal nominal 

subject in the inversion construction; it can best be left 
untranslated) 

B. Consider the following two examples of analytical causative 

constructions. Determine which noun or pronoun represents the 

shared causee argument of the caustaive verb rPe and the 
embedded verb. 

(1) Aytn n^ocim noaaacca AqTpeyN<poT ezpxi cam nxoi ‘and 

(Ayo)) he (the devil) let the waves (n-^ocim) of the sea 

(n-oaaacca) become heavy (A-q-Tpe-y-NtpoT) against (egpAi 
e*M) the ship (n-xoi)’ (BMisc. 160:18-19) 

(2) AqTpe cooy nkcctwnapioc zwwkg MMoq ‘he (the pagan 

king) let (A-q-rpe) six (cooy) torturers (N-KecrtuNApioc) whip 

feauDKe) him (Apa Nahrow) (MMo-q)’ (KHML I 5:25-26) 
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Absolute tenses ) 

The previous unit was largely concerned with the aspectual underpinning 

of Coptic verb derivation. The various formal classes of verbs or stem 

patterns were shown to express basic aspectual oppositions, such as the 

contrast between events and states. We now turn to the grammatical 

expression of another basic category of verbal semantics, which is tense. 

Tense is a deictic category, which grammaticalises the location of a 

situation on the time axis. The concern here is with absolute tenses, 

which are tense categories that take the present moment as their main 

temporal reference point or deictic centre. The linear ordering of events 

with respect to the present moment furnishes three absolute tenses, the 

present, the past and the future, which locate the time of the event at, 

prior to or after this temporal reference point. 
In Coptic, present, past and future time reference is accomplished via 

morphemes in the inflectional system. Such time-indicating morphemes 
often come in pairs, whose members share the same temporal value, but 

differ from one another with respect to other categories of verbal 

meaning, such as aspect and mood. Thus, both the Perfect marker a and 

the Preterit auxiliary nc refer to past events. But while the Perfect 

indicates the past location of accomplished events, the temporal auxiliary 

ng is specifically used to describe past states. Compare: a Nepu>ne Ae 
mttma ctmmay Ayoyeg. ttcidma mttma.ka.pioc atta mhna [enec]nr £M 

tt<5a.moy.\ ‘the people (Ne-poJMe) of that (ctmmay) place (m-h-ma) let 

(A-y-oyeg) the body (tt-cujma) of the blessed (m-tt-makapioc) Apa Mena 

down (enecHT) from (gM) the camel (n-<5amoyx)5 (Mena, Martyrd. 

5a: 14-20) vs. NeqNitx ne gucM ttka£ cc|mhn eeox ‘he (Pachom) 



^ n . . ..:)Nori (£&m) the ground 
(ir-KA^’ (V Pach. 87:25). The following description of Coptic absolute 
tenses addresses questions concerning the morpho-syntactic behaviour of 

various tense inflections as well as their semantic contribution to the 

clause in which they occur. It consists of three parts. Section 7.1 starts 

out with a general introduction to the syntax of tense-aspect-mood 

markers. The focus of section 7.2 is on the paradigmatic split of the 
absolute tense system in two conjugational classes, traditionally referred 

to as First and Second Tenses. Section 7.3 reviews the temporal, 
aspectual and modal meaning components of present, past and future 
tenses. 

7.1 The morplio-syntax of teiiseraspect-mood marking 

Coptic has a large variety of conjugation patterns (i.e. patterns in which 

verbal stems can appear) for the grammatical expression of tense (i.e. 

the location of events .in time), /asp ect (i.e. the internal structureor 

frequency of events) and mood (i.e. the commitment of the speaker 

towards the truth of the reported events). Each conjugation pattern is 

characterised by a distinctive tense, aspect or mood marker (from now on 

TAM marker). This section outlines the main syntactic characteristics of 

the Coptic conjugation system. Section 7.1.1 deals with the proclitic 

behaviour of Coptic TAM markers, which form a prosodic unit with the 

following sentence constituent (the subject or the verbal predicate). 

Section 7.1.2 reviews the internal composition of various conjugation 

patterns, with particular attention for the relative order of the TAM 
marker with respect to the subject and the main verb. 

7.1.1 The proclitic behaviour of TAM markers 

Coptic TAM markers are inflection words, which are morphologically 

independent of the verb. They appear in two syntactic positions, one 
precedingjhfi.subjfigt^nd another following the subiect and preceding the 

main verb. Both groups-differ morphologically from one another in that 
preverbal TAM markers have invariant forms, while pre-subject TAM 

markers may have different forms or allomorphs, depending on whether a 

nominal or pronominal subject follows. The Habitual Present, for 

instance, has a long form <pApe and a short form <px-, which are selected 

in the context of nominal and pronominal subjects, respectively, e.g. 

<pxpe TeiBNNe Txye mntcnooyc naooY nbnnc kata poMne ‘this 

date-palm (tci-bnng) yields (tpApe ... TAye) twelve (mnt-cnooyc) 

bunches (n-aooY) of dates (n-bnnc) per (kata) year (poMne)’ 

(Onnophr. 208:11-13) vs. aYo> giAqBtim giApoc NcencNAy mmmncj ‘and 
(aYo)) he (Apa Pambo) would go (q>A-q~Bu>K) to her (Hilaria) (<pAPo-c) 
twice (N-cen-cNAy) a Jay (m-mhng)’ (Hil. 6:16). 

Even TAM markers that lack the allomorphic opposition between long 

and short forms show a consistent syntactic behaviour in that they do no* 

allow prosodically weak function words to disrupt the syntactic 

continuity between the clause-initial TAM marker and the adjacent 
subject. For this reason, enclitic particles and function words like Ae and 

on ‘also, too’ appear hi clause-third position, following both the TAM 
expression and the subject nominal, e.g. a TeqcoiNe Ae wx NNeqKeec 

‘his sister (Teq-cuiNe) gathered (a ... u>a) his bones (N-weq-KeecV 

(Mena, Martyrd., 4a: 1-2), a KeoyA Ae on eiNe Mneqcpripe giApoq 

somebody else (ne-oyA) brought (a ... eiNe) his son (n-neq-^npe) to 

him (Pachom) (9APo-q)’ (V. Pach. 141:21). A somewhat different 

situation obtains with pronominal subjects, which form a prosodic unit 

with the verbal stem. Enclitic function words are therefore placed in 

postverbal position, e.g. aYtamio Ae NoyTAiBe n£at ‘they made 

a SilVCr (n_2-At) C0ffin (N-°Y-TAiBe)’ (Mena, Martyrd. 
5a:27-28). 

7.1.2 Templates for TAM markers 

TAM formatives are subject to strict word order rules that align them to a 
particular syntactic, position. The fixed linear order of certain positional 

elasses of TAM markers gives rise to three basic word order patterns or 

templates that may be expanded to the left to derive compound tense 
forms. 

7.1.2.1 Head-initial order (the so-called prefix conjugation) 

The dominant word order is head-initial, meaning that the TAM marker is 

placed in front of the subject and the verbal predicate. Typical exemplars 

of the head-initial pattern are the Perfect A-q-corm ‘he heard’ and the 

Jussive conjugation MApe-q-cu>TM ‘may he hear’. The head-initial 

template in figure 7.1 below is refeiTed to as the prefix conjugation in 
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present tense sentences are associated with a specific time value and 

indicate the coincidence of the time of some event or state with the 

present moment, that is, the time at which the sentence is uttered. This 

means that present tense reference is grammaticalised as a null 

morpheme, i.e. a tense marker that lacks phonetic content (indicated by 

0). In a sense, then, the First Present q-curm ‘he hears, he is hearing’ 

instantiates a “hidden” head-initial pattern, as shown in figure 7.2. 

0 
Present 
TENSE 

VERB GLOSS 

C(1>TM 
The man is hearing 

hear 
He is hearing 

SUBJECT 

TT-pCDHe 

the man 

FIGURE 7.2 The null morpheme of the First Present 

7.1.2.3 The clause-internal placement of the motional auxiliary na 

The First Future q-NA-coim ‘he is going to hear’ is characterized by a 

fully grammaticalised form of the motional auxiliary (AUX) verb na ‘to 

go’. As shown in figure 7.3 below, the TAM marker na is sandwiched 

between the nominal or pronominal subject and the main verb: 

SUBJECT 

TT-pO)He 
the man 

GLOSS 

NA "GO” 

AUX 
CO>TH 

hear 

The man is going to hear 

He is going to hear 

FIGURE 7.3 The clause-internal template of the First Future 

The auxiliary verb na and the lexical verb form a verbal complex tl 

cannot be broken up by an enclitic particle, e.g. tcna^c r 

e<y>p(DHe esox ta<J>yah ‘you will find (tg-na-^) someo 

(e-y-piDMe) from (gboa. £n) my clan (ta-^yxh)’ (Eud. 54:7), but may 

expanded by another auxiliary verb, for instance, the modal auxilia 

(e)<y- can, to be able to’, e.g. NAq> Ae N£e pu> eqNAcyNOYgM Nr* 

THpoy eBOA 2.N na<5uc ‘in what (n-a(j>) manner (n-hc), then (po>), w 
he be able to save (e-q-NA-q;-NOY2.M) them (the Christians) (n-nai) j 

(THp-oy) from (cbox ^n) my hands (na-csus:)?’ (Eud. 36:16). 

7.1.2.4 Compound tenses 
The verbal tenses considered so far are morphologically marked by 

single TAM expression, which appears either in front of the subject or 

front, of the main verb. Both the preverbal as well as the pre-subje 

position are filled with grammatical formatives in so-called compoui 

tenses, such as the Conditional conjugation e-q-qiAN-ccuTM ‘if he heai 

and the Third Future e-q-e-curm ‘he shall hear’. The e- prefix 

actually a relativising morpheme, which recurs in certain Second Tens 
(see below, section 7.2). The base morpheme of the Conditional is t] 

modal auxiliary cjjan, whose meaning is difficult to render into Englis 

The Third Future is a locative construction built around the direction 

preposition e- ‘to, towards’: e-q-e-curm ‘he (is) towards hearing’. Tl 

templates for the Conditional and the Third Future with pronomin 

subjects are presented in figure 7.4 below, (rel stands for ‘relatr 
marker’ and prep for ‘preposition’). 



/ / 

CONDITIONAL -q- -tpAN- CUUTM Ifftvhen he 

CONJUGATION he MODAL hear hears 

AUX 

REL SUBJECT PREP VERB GLOSS 

PRONOUN 

THIRD FUTURE ram -e- CtDTM He shall hear 

m CMi TO hear 

FIGURE 7.4 The Conditional and the Third Future with subject pronouns 

In the context of nominal subjects, both conjugation patterns have a 

different word order pattern. In the Conditional, the modal auxiliary qiAN 

is incorporated into the long form epe of the initial relative marker: epe 

NPsubjcct qiAN VERB ->■ ep-qiAN NPsubjcct verb. No such incorporational 
process takes place in the Third Future, where the directional preposition 

e- ‘to’ disappears entirely from the surface structure of the clause: e- 

->■ 0 /_NPSubject- See figure 7.5 for further illustration. 

REL + TAM SUBJECT 
NOUN 

VERB GLOSS 

CONDITIONAL 

CONJUGATION 
ep-qjAN TT-piUMe 

the man 

CIUTM 

hear 

If the man hears 

REL SUBJECT 

NOUN 
VERB 

THIRD FUTURE epe TT-ptDMe 

the man 

CtDTM 

hear 

The man shall hear 

FIGURE 7.5 The Conditional and Third Future with nominal subjects 

The three absolute tenses (i.e the First Present, the First Perfect and the 

First Future) share the ability of being used as embedded forms under the 

Preterit auxiliary nc. The internal structure of the resulting Preterit 

Present Ne-q-coiTH ‘he heard, was hearing’, the Preterit Past 

(Pluperfect) Ne-A-q-coTM ‘he had heard’, and the Preterit Future 

Ne-q-NA.-coTH ‘he was going to hear’ is shown in figure 7.6 below 

(pretaux stands for ‘Preterit auxiliary verb’). 

PRETERIT 
PRESENT 

PRETERIT 
PAST 
(PLUPERFECT) 

PRETERIT 

FUTURE 

0 
nn r-orviT* 

TT-pUJMe 

the man CtDTM 
The man heard 

PRESENT 
-q- 

he 
He heard 

TAM SUBJECT VERB GLOSS 

A 
n-piDMe 

the man CtDTM 

The man had 
heard 

PERFECT -q- 

he 
He had heard 

SUBJECT TAM VERB 
. 

GLOSS 

n-ptuMe 

the man 

-q- 

he 

NA “GO” 

AUX 
CtDTM | 

The man was. 
going to hear 

He was going 
to hear 

FIGURE 7.6 Preterit tenses 

The primary function of the auxiliary ue is to establish a new temporal 
reference point besides the present moment, from which temporal 

interpretations can be made. A more detailed analysis of Preterit tenses 

will be offered in sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.4. 

7.1.3 TAM-inarkcrs as auxiliary verbs 
A question remains with respect to the categorial status of Coptic tense- 

aspect-mood (TAM) markers: are they free functional morphemes or 

rather auxiliary verbs? The clause-initial or medial position of TAM 

markers, their morphological independence from the verb, as well as 

their agreement behaviour (variant forms for nominal and pronominal 

subjects, for instance, q>Ape and q>A- in the Habitual Present) provide 

prima facie evidence for their syntactic status as auxiliary verbs. 

Additional support for an auxiliary verb analysis of Coptic TAM 

expressions comes from their compatibility with more than one syntactic 

position. In the following example, there are two instances of the 

Habitual Present, one in front of the left-dislocated topic constituent and 

the other in front of the resumptive subject pronoun, e.g. AytD qjApe 

noyA noyA HMooy q>AqAic©ANe kata. Teq^ycic ‘and (Ayu>) each one 

(n-oyA TT-oyA.) of them (mmo-oy) perceives (qjApe ... q;A-q-Aic©ANe) 



xccordtiig to (kata) his nature" (req-^ycic)* (Pist. Soph. 282:16-17). It 
generally appears, (hen, that Coptic TAM markers behave syntactically 

like auxiliary verbs. Yet, due to their semantic erosion, these markers 

have a fully grammaticalised meaning and function and are used to 

indicate various aspectual, temporal and modal categories. In this respect, 
they behave like inflectional elements distinct from the lexical category 

“verb”. 

7.2 First and Second Tenses 

With more than twenty different verb conjugations, the tense-aspect- 

mood system constitutes one of the most complex areas of Coptic 
grammar. At the foundation of this richness of morpho-semantic 

distinctions is a subdivision of the absolute tenses into two conjugational 

classes, traditionally referred to as First and Second Tenses. The 

morphological derivation of Second Tenses will be dealt with in section 

7.2.1. Section 7.2.2 surveys the main sentence constructions in which 

Second Tenses are grammatically allowed or required. 

7.2.1 A paradigmatic split in the absolute tense system 

Coptic has four absolute tenses that describe present, past and future 

situations: the Present, the Habitual, Perfect, and the Future. These 

absolute tenses come in pairs of so-called First and Second Tenses. 

FIRST TENSES SECOND TENSES GLOSS 

PRESENT q-C<l)TM e-q-curm He hears, he is hearing 

FUTURE q-NA-C<l»TM e-q-NA-C(l)TM He is going to hear 

PERFECT A-q-CCUTM NT-A-q-CCDTM He heard, has heard 

HABITUAL <JJA-q-ca>TM e-q»A-q-cu)TM He usually hears 

TABLE 7.1 First and Second Tenses in Sahidic Coptic 

There is a clear morphological relationship between the two sets of tenses 

in table 7.1: Second Tenses are derived from “basic” First Tenses by 

adding a relative marker in front of the verbal cluster. This system of 

concatenative operations is organized around a marked value, represented 

by the Second Perfect marker nt-, and a default value, instantiated by the 

relative marker e-, which is spelled out in all other contexts. 

7.2.2 Syntactic distribution 

First and Second Tenses have exactly the same temporal interpretation, 
but differ systematically from each other with respect to their syntactic 

distribution. Second Tenses replace pragmatically unmarked First Tenses 

in a range of interrogative and declarative focus sentences. 

a) Yes/no questions 

Coptic yes/no questions come in two varieties, viz. with or without a 
dedicated question particle (see above, section 4.2.2 of Unit 4). In the 

latter group, Second Tense morphology provides a cue for the 

interrogative interpretation of the clause within its scope, e.g. 

eTeTNMeeye xe oyxuuvpe ne rn.pA.poN ‘do you think 

(e-TeTN-Meeye) that (xe) he (ne) (is) stronger (oy-jaiwupe) than us 

(nA.pA.po-N)?’ (Ac. A&P 202:110), eKNAEow ntkaat £n ncjkoaacic 

‘will you go (e-K-NA.-E<iw) and leave me (n-f-kaa-t) in (£n) these 

punishments (Nei-KOAAcic)?’ (Ac. A&P 202:118). Second Tenses can, 
however, not be analyzed as lexicalised question cues for two reasons. 

Firstly, Second Tenses appear in clause types other than interrogative 

sentences, for instance, in relative clauses and declarative focus 

constructions. Secondly, it is possible to have Second Tenses and 

dedicated question particles like mh within the same interrogative 

sentence, e.g. mh eiTAmy anok egoye m-xoeic *am 1 more (e^oy(e)) 

honourable (e-i-TAiHy) than (e-) my Lord (nA-jcoeic)?’ (V. Pach. 2:6-7), 

mh eKNA.KA.AT ncojk gteg oygujB mmatc ‘will you abandon 

(e-K-NA-KAA-r) me (ncoi-k) because of (erne) one thing (oy-guiB) only 

(mmatc)?’(Ac. A&P 200:81-82). 

b) IFfc-in-situ questions 

Coptic has several interrogative patterns for constituent or w/z-questions. 

In so-called wh-in-situ questions, the questioned constituent is placed 

in exactly the same syntactic position as in its declarative counterpart. As 

we can see from the following set of data, Coptic w/z-in-situ questions 

demonstrate a straightforward correlation between the clause-internal 

position of the question word and the presence of this special kind of 



inflectional morphology. In other words, w/r-in-situ does not come for 
free, but requires the presence of Second Tense marking to be 

grammatical. Furthermore, there are no asymmetries between questioned 
arguments and adjuncts in w/z-in-situ questions. 

Examples: (w/z-in-situ subject questions) ntx nim xno Nxq NTeigynoMONH 

(...) ‘who (nim) has achieved (nt-x ... xno) for himself (nx-q) such endurance 

(n-tci-^yitomohh) (•••)?’ (Hil. 12:29), ntx oy eyenne mmok neNxoeic nppo 

'what (oy) has happened (nt-x ... ujtune) to you (mmo-k), our lord 

(neN-xoeic) (and) king (n-ppo)?’ (Eud. 36:24), (w/i-in-situ object questions) 

eiNxp oy de NTMNTxrxeoc Mnxxoeic ne xc 'what (oy) shall I therefore 

(<5e) do (e-i-Nx-p) for the goodness (n-t-mnt-xtxooc) of my Lord 

(M-nx-xoeic) Christ (ne-xc)5 (Eud. 64:12), eiNxxe oy nxk 'what (oy) shall I 

say (e-i-Nx-xe) to you (nx-k)?’ (AP Chaine no. 28, 5:25), nxeiorr eKgjxxe mn 

nim ‘my father (nx-eunr), with (mn) whom (nim) are you talking (e-K-qjxxe)?’ 

(Test. Is. 230:19), (w/z-in-situ adverb questions) eNNxoyrxi oy 

Mneioyoeup ‘through (^n) what (oy) shall we be saved (e-N-Nx-oyxxi) in this 

time (M-nei-oyoeiqj)?’ (AP Chaine no. 271, 83:21), u> nxeiurr eToyxxB 

eqjxKcyNxre tujn mhcxbbxt.n mn TKypixKH ‘oh (cu) my holy (eT-oyxxe) 

father (nx-eioiT), where (tujn) do you usually celebrate (the Eucharist) (e-gjx- 

K-cyNxre) on Saturday (M-n-cxBBXT.N) and (mn) Sunday (t-kypixkh)?’ 

(Onnophr. 214:19-20), ntxkgi eneiMx nxcjj Nge 'how (lit. in which (N-xcp) 

manner (N-^e)) did you come (nt-x-k-ci) to this place (e-nei-Hx)? (Onnophr. 

206:29), (embedded w/z-in-situ questions) xyui NfcooyN xn xe ntx oy 

qjujne mmoc ‘and (xyuj) I do not know (N-’f'-cooyN xn) \what (oy) has 

happened (nt-x ... qjujne) to her (mmo-c)]’ (Hil. 7:30-31), Mneqxooc xe 

NTxqxxxq tujn ‘he (the deceased) did not say (Mne-q-xoo-c) fwhere (tujn) 

he had put it (the deposit) (NT-x-q-nxx-q)] ’ (AP Chaine no.235, 65:18). 

That the in-situness of the question word is, indeed, the relevant factor 

motivating Second Tense selection is evident from the diametrically 
opposite interrogative pattern of w/z-ffonting, in which the question word 

is moved to the left periphery of the clause. In such w/z-fronting 

structures, the tense marker appears in its neutral form, e.g. nim xqeNTK 

eneiMx 'who (nim) has brought you (x-q-ewT-K) to this place 

(e-rrei-Mx)? (KHML I 3:7-8), gbox tujn xtctnci eneiMx ‘from 

whence (cboa tujn) did you come (x-tctn-ci) here (e-nei-Mx)?’ 
(Onnophr. 220:8). 

Second Tenses are not restricted to interrogative sentences, but may al 
appear ln a range of declarative focus contexts. Question-answer pa 

idJntifi7 Wfw!y USed “ ^S11051'0 tooIs to focushood: the focus 
dentified with the sentence element that answers the question. The foe 

m the answer replaces, so to speak, the interrogative pronoun of tJ 

mnW ngfqUeStl°n 3nd 1S ^for15 called replacive focus. In Copti 
placive focus ts manifested by the presence of Second Tenses in bo 

the wrt-m-situ question and the corresponding answer, e.g. eK<nu>Ne ec 

(...) me ciqiauie en^mixp ‘from what (e-oy) do you sufl, 

(e-K-uiuiNe)? Lord (rr-xc), I am suffering (e-.-tpaiNe) from m lm 

(e-nx-2„nxp) (Onnophr. 208:28-30), eremn „ne,prune e™, 7“ 

eN^. HMoq enronoc mafia num ‘whereto (e-rou.) do you brir, 

rrr*0 ,thjS man (M-™*i-r<»He)? - We bring (e-N-ici) him (hmo-< 
to the shrine (e-ir-ronoc) of Apa Mena* (Mena, Mir. 24b:l-6). 

d) Contrastive focus constructions 

Contrastive focus represents a different semantic focus type wher 
the speaker rejects a previous utterance and offers an alternative option a 

its approbate rectification. The “NOT x aaaa (but) y construction 
provides the prototypicni syntactic frame &r conJJe ^ “ 

ntrashve focus falls on the rectifying affirmative clause, as witnesse, 

C“"d Te“CS’ C-g' ''™’f "W mhovtouik % 
ercuKONOMix aaaa NTX rue TOU1K eycOACA NNeCNHY eroyAAI 

(y°on 2M rucAie no (Mnuip), my son (nx-rjmpe)! For (rxp) you hav, 

not been destined (lit. they have not destined you (Mn-oy-Toqi-K)^; thi 

(e-t-0iK0N0Mix), but (AAAA) the Lord (n-W has apPoinfd~ 
(nt-a .. roqi-K) as a comfort (e-y-coACA) for the holy (ct-oyaae 

XT^l^S:!?0 ^ (e,W* *“ ^ d“ert ) 

e) Presentational focus 

fne^nd nTT6S ^ alS° Signal Presentational (new information) 
whJ^h corresPonds to information that is not shared by the speaker 

dtco“re- P“i0nal introduces new refemnT SSt 
rr °Y2AA° Ae '“'"“Tone eqcoPM 2n repuHoc xyo, 

q 2PA. N2„Tq Are (...) ‘a (certain) old (oY-2aao) herL 



(N-xNxxwprrnc) got lost (e-q-copM) in (zn) the desert (x-epHMoc) and 
(Ayo») said (nexv-q) to himself fepxi N^Hx-q) that (xe) (...)’ (AP Chaine 
no. 126, 28:29-29). In quantificational statements, the Second Present is 
widely used to mark quantified noun phrases as presentational foci, e.g. 
xxHemc epe xrxecrn nim qjoorr NNexNxei eneKTonoc [tn ttm]hnx 

[nMxpJxypoc [oytie] Mnexc ‘truly (xxHeoic), all (nim) zood 

(things) (xrxeoN) happen (epe ... ujoott) to those who will come 

(N-N-ex-Nx-ei) to your shrine (e-neK-xonoc), oh (oi) Mena, the true 

(^n oyne) martyr (n-Mxpxypoc) of Christ (M-ne-xc)’ (Mena, 

Mir. 16b: 1219), rcxoeic Ae on eqxoiBc NoyoN nim eTMe MMoq $>m 

neyxrrexioN ‘the Lord (n-xoeic) also (on) urges (e-q-xomc) 

everybody (oyoN nim) who loves (er-Me) him (MMo-q) through (j>m) the 
Gospel (n-eyxrrexioN) ’ (V. Pach. 3:6-7). 

f) The narrative use of Second Tenses 

Second Tenses are occasionally used out-of-the-blue, without any 

indication of replacive, contrastive or new information focus. On closer 

inspection, it appears, however, that such examples are associated with 

anticipatory focus, which signals a new development in the story line. 

The narrative use of Second Tenses is particularly common in portions of 
a text that introduce a leitmotiv for what is to be communicated next, e.g. 

(why do (woman) you weep all the time?) nta nx^xi Moy exqxi 
Noydoixe ntg oyx xyu> Hneqxooc eqNXMoy xe NxxqKxxq tojn 

‘my husband (nx-gxi) has passed away (nt-x ... Moy), having taken 

(e-x-q-xi) a deposit (N-oy-ooixe) from (ntc) someone (oyx) and (xyu>) 

he did not say (Mne-q-xoo-c) when he was going to die (e-q-Nx-Moy) 

where (to>n) he had placed it (NT-x-q-Kxx-q)’ (AP Chaine no.235, 

65:22-24). In the following example, the reason adverbial exse nxnobc 

‘because of my sins’ designates the topic that is elaborated on in the 

subsequent narrative episode dealing with the amoral past of the first- 

person singular narrator: xnok Ae go) xNr oypMNTooy ntk^c (for 

NxeKge) eiqjoon gM neixxie exBe nxnobc ‘I (xnok) myself (£ti>) 

(am) a hermit (oy-pMN-Tooy) like you (n-tk-^c). / live (e-i-qioon) in 

(£m) this desert (nei-xxie) because of (exse) my sins (Nx-NOBe)’ 
(Onnophr. 210:13-14). 

7.3 Temporal, aspectual and modal i 

As a technical term of grammar, “absolute tense” is used to refer u 
tenses that take the present moment as their main temporal referenci 
point or deictic centre. Present tense means that the time of the even 

coincides with the present moment, i.e. the time at which a sentence i: 
being uttered. Past tense means that the time of the event occurs prior t< 

the present moment and future tense means that the time of the event i: 

located after the present moment. A blueprint of the absolute tens* 

system is presented in section 7.3.1. Sections 7.3.2 to 7.3.6 explore th< 

semantic and pragmatic distinctions between the individual present, pas 

and future tenses. These verbal tenses will be shown to be portmanteai 

morphemes that convey various modal and aspectual meaning 
connotations besides their basic temporal value. 

7.3.1 A blueprint of the absolute tense system 

Although the ternary distinction between present, past and future tense 

lies, at the centre of the absolute tense system, it does not exhaust the 

entire repertoire of tense categories. Coptic makes more fine-grainec 

semantic distinctions in the temporal domain than those captured by g 

simple tripartite system. With respect to future time reference, two future 

tenses are employed side by side. On the one hand, there are the First and 

Second Future q-Nx-ccrxM and e-q-Nx-corm ‘he is going to hear’, 

which indicate progression from the present to the future; on the othei 

hand, there is the Third Future e-q-e-cuixM ‘he shall hear’, with no such 

link with the present moment. Both future tense patterns differ from one 

another not only with respect to their temporal but also with respect to 

their modal features, assigning different degrees of likelihood, 

desirability or necessity to a forthcoming situation (see below, section 
7.3.3). 

Absolute time reference is not always determined with respect to the 

present moment, but may also be established with respect to another 

reference point, which provides a secondary deictic centre on which 

temporal interpretations can be based. In Coptic, this secondary deitic 

centre is located prior to the present moment and grammaticalised by 

means of the Preterit auxiliary ne (for its syntax, see above, section 
7.1.2.5). 
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UNIT 7 

Figure 7.7 presents a blueprint of the Coptic absolute tense system. The 
dotted line indicates the shift of the deictic centre that is the result of the 
demarcation of a second temporal reference point. (TRP stands for 
‘temporal reference point’). 

PRESENT MOMENT 

PRESENT FUTURE 

PERFECT PRESENT FUTURE I FUTURE III 
A-q-CCDTM q-CU>TM q-NA-C(DTM e-q-e-c<DTM 

he heard he hears he is going to hear he shall hear 

trp2 <.1 shift of temporal reference point 

PRETERIT 

PRET PAST 
Ne-A.-q-c<UTM 
he had heard 

PRET PRESENT 
Ne-q-cipTM 
he heard 

PRET FUTURE 
Ne-q-NA.-CU>TM 
he was going to hear 

FIGURE 7.7 A blueprint of the absolute tense system 

Absolute tenses interact in complex ways with verbal aspect, which 

concerns the point of view or perspective from which a given situation is 

described: it may indicate the temporal boundaries of events or the 
frequency of their occurrence. 

7.3.2 Present Tense 

The present tense indicates the coincidence of the time of the event with 

the present moment, but at the same time the ongoing state of that event. 

In Coptic, present tense reference is accomplished via a null morpheme, 

cf. table 7.2. The prefix forms of bound pronouns are selected in the First 

ABSOLUTE TENSES 

Present, while the corresponding suffix pronouns appear in the Se 
Present, where the subject pronoun is attached to the relative marker 

_FIRST PRESENT 

1st sing. t-CCUTH 

2nd sing. masc. K-CCUTM 

2nd sing. fem. Te(p)-CCUTM 

3rd sing. masc. q-cuiTM 

3rd sing. fem. c-CCDTM 

1st plural TN-CU)TM 

2nd plural TeTN-CCDTM 

3rd plural ce-ca>TM 

Before noun nptuMe CUJTM 

SECOND PRESENT 

e-l-ciDTM 

e-K-CCDTM 

e-pe-coiTM 

e-q-coiTM 

e-c-cuiTM 

e-N-C(l)TM 

e-TeTN-CCl)TM 

e-y-cuiTM 

epe rrpuiMe ccdtm 

TABLE 7.2 The First and Second Present 

7.3.2.1 Copula Support 

Coptic has a rule of copula support in present tense sentences in 

context of indefinite subjects including “bare” nouns. This rule trig 

the insertion of the copular verbs oyn ‘(there) is’ in the affirmative 

mn (there) is no’ in the negative, e.g. oyeN oyNod NpoiMe cjjuiNe 

nmAAATioN ‘(there) is (oyen) a nobleman (lit. a great (oy-Nod) i 

(N-pcPMe)) in (^m) the palace (n-nxAATiON) being sick (qnuNe)’ ( 

10:27-28), mh oyN Meeye rroAyHei nmmak 6are (there) (oyN) 
thoughts, (Meeye) troubling (noxyMei) you (mmmx-k)?’ (AP Chaine 

181, 44:16-17), xytu mn xxxy cooyN enMx (...) ‘and (xyoi) (there 

not (mn) anyone (Axxy) (who) knows (cooyN) the place (e-n-MA.) ( 

(V. Pach. 96:5-6). Copula support does not apply to Second Te 

constructions, e.g. £<dc epe oyctxxpioN to eiaxuq ‘as if feoic 

legated tunic (oy-cfxxpioN) were placed (ePe ... to) on ] 
(eiuuu-q) ’ (AP Chaine no. 181,43:25). 

7.3.2.2 Semantic restrictions 

Stative verb forms are restricted to present tense contexts. As arguec 

section 6.2.4 of the preeding unit, this temporal restriction has 

aspectual source: the Stative is used specifically to describe states ; 



conditions, which Jack a clearly defined endpoint. The exclusion of an 
endpoint, however, is part of the grammatical meaning of present tenses, 

e.g. qoN£ n<5i TTNoyTe rnrrANTumpATajp ‘(as) God (n-NoyTe) 

Almighty (n-nANTOJKpATtup) lives (q-ONg)’ (Onnophr. 215:27). 

The Stern-Jemstedt Rule has an aspectual underpinning as well, given 

that the construct state instantiates an accusative case pattern, where 
accusative case is associated with a bound event reading. Bound events 

are, however, semantically incompatible with the temporal meaning of 
the present tense, which describes situations that have not yet reached 
their culmination point. The oblique case-marking pattern of the absolute 

state is available as an alternative, e.g. Ixi Noytip nbykh (for Bene) 

N^ice enecMA 7 receive many (N-oynp) payments (n-bykh) of 

grievance (n-jmcc) in return (e-nec-MA)’ (AP Chaine no. 210, 57:10-11), 

tpHNH MTTA_XOeiC NTAqTAAC NX! ft MMOC NHTN ‘the peace (tpHNH < 

T-eipHNn) of my Lord (M-nA-xoeic) that he has given (NT-A.-q-TA.A-c) 

to me (na-i) I give (t-+) to you (nh-tn)’ (Test. Is. 230:10-11). 

7.3.2.3 Types of present tense sentences 
The present tense has been defined as a tense category that locates a 

situation at the present moment, at which the sentence is being uttered. 

However, situations that coincide with the present time are relatively 

rare. As we will see next, there are two sentence types that fall under this 

rubric, which are perception sentences and performative sentences. A 

much more common use of present tense sentences is to describe 

situations that occupy a much longer period of time, but nonetheless 
include the present moment within them. 

a) Perception sentences 

When formulated in the present tense, sentences containing perception 

verbs, such as nay ‘t0 see’ and cojtm ‘to hear’, describe instantaneous 

events without internal dynamism, e.g.t[NA]y rAp nA[xo]eic ey[No<5] 

NXApic NT6 ttnoytc £M nex^o ‘for (rAp) I see (+-nay), my Lord 

(nA-xoeic) a great (oy-Nod) grace (N-XApic) of (ntc) God (n-NoyTe) 

in (2.h) your face (nen-^o)’ (Mena, Mir. 15b:6-9), eic £HHTe anon 

NeK^MgAx tncojtm Took (eic £HHTe), we (anon), your servants 

(NeK-2.MHAA), are listening (tn-cojtm)!’ (Eud. 60:23). Reports on mental 

achievements are similar to perception events, e.g. tmcTeye nxoeic 7 

believe (it) (t-nicTeye), (oh) Lord (n-xoeic)’ (Eud. 52:3-4). 

b) Performative sentences 

Performative sentences are used to express performative speech 
where the action described by a sentence is performed by its utt$ 

Performative speech-acts are situated in ritualistic contexts, e.g. £pj 

2.M nexpAN 11icd^t Mne [i]ajtot mmooy eTgoxd coaaacca ‘in 

your name (tick-pan) I (hereby) pour (f-ntu^T) this cup (M-nei-x 

of sweet (eT-£oxd) water (m-mooy) mto the see (e-OAAAccA)’ (Ac. 

198:55-56). Issuing commands and making confessions may quali 

performative speech-acts as well, e.g. +oye£ ca^ng eTpeyq 

MTTNoyTe NTrre mn rreqxc mn nefiNA eToyAAB 7 (hereby) < 

(lit. place (t-oyeg) an order (ca^hc)) them to worship (e-Tpe-y-qn 

the GodjM-TT-NOYTe) of heaven (N-T-ne), together with (mn) his C 

(neq-xc) and (mn) the Holy (gt-oyaab) Spirit (ne-nNA)’ (Eud. 40: 

ANOK 2.0J TTAJCOeiC 'J'^OMOAOrei MOANOBe MneKCMTO (mitck! 

esox 7 (anok) myself feoj) admit (1*-£OMoxorei) my sin (m-tta-n 

in your presence (M-rreK-eMTo oboa)’ (Mena, Mir. 15b:9-13). 

c) Epistemic sentences 

Epistemic sentences ascribe to the subject referent certain be 

opinions, experiences, and expertise. Since epistemic sentences 

semantically stative in describing psychological or mental states, the; 

always interpreted as holding for a longer time interval, including 

present moment, e.g. eTeTNMeeye xe oyxuHDpe ne m.pApoN 

you think (e-TeTN-Meeye) that (xe) he (ne) (is) stronger (oy-xon 

than us (oapapo-n)?’ (Ac. A&P 202:110), Meyp nMeeye p<u xe 

kocmoc qjoon ‘they (the hermits) usually do not even (pu>) remei 

(lit. make (Mey-p) thought (n-Meeye)) that (xe) a world (koci- 

exists (oyN ... qjoon)’ (Onnophr. 215:3-4), kai tap tctnco 

NTAANACTpO<J»H THpC ‘because (KAI TAp) yOU know (TeTN-COOyN 

entire (thP-c) mode of life (n-ta-anactpo<J>h)’ (V. Pach. 88:25-26), 

mn AAxy cooyN enMA eNqN^HTq (for eNeqNgHTq) qjA £pAi en 

N^ooy ‘and (Aycu) (there) is not (mn) anyone (aaay) (who) kn 

(cooyN) the place (e-n-MA) where he (Pachom) was (e-N(e)-q-N£n 

until (qjA epAi) the present (e-n-ooy) day (N-eooy)’ (V. Pach. 96:5-7 



rtMoq ne lhe (Pachdm’s brother) was nol (an) far away (Ne-q-oyHy) 

from him (Pachoin) (t-iMo-q)’ (V. Pach. 1:4-5). 

9.3.2 The clause-internal negation adverb an 

The negation adverb an ‘not’ can also appear in more than one position. 
Its location with respect to the direct and indirect object and other 
postverbai constituents is determined by the following placement rules: 

a) Direct object syntax 

It is never possible for the negative adverb an to disrupt the syntactic 
continuity of the construct state (see above, section 6.3.1.2 of Unit 6), e.g. 

eTBe oy lNA<pen Zicg an oye<p (read: Noyeu^N) Noy<5c ‘why (ctbc 

oy) can I not (an) suffer (lit. receive (t-Nx-tpen) suffering (jyce)) without 

(oyeiy) getting angry (Noy<5c)?5 (V. Pach. 2:14), ntnnakaak an eei 
egoyN eTGNnoAic eTBe neipxN xe ic 6we will not (an) allow you 

(n-tn-na.-kaa.-k) to come (e-ei) into (egoyN) our city (e-TeN-noxic) 

because of (eTBe) this (disgraceful) name (rrei-pAN) Jesus’ (Ac. A&P 
196:31-32). By contrast, an occupies an intermediate position between the 
absolute state marked verb and the prepositional object, e.g. N+cooyN an 

NpcuMe 2.N TeinoAic do not (an) know (n-T-cooyn) anybody 

(N-pume) in (gN) this city (Tei-noAic)’ (Hil. 4:23), NTeqjiNe an nca 

TTAMApTypioN ‘ (why) do you (woman) not (an) look (n-tg-u^inc) for 

(nca) my tomb (tta-maptypion)?’ (Eud. 58:5). 

b) Pronominal clitics 

The negation adverb an comes after dative clitics and pronominal objects, 

e.g. nI'naT £U>b eqgoce nak an ‘/ will not (an) burden (lit. give 
(n-T-na-1')) you (na-k) (with) a difficult (e-q-^oce) job (gu>B)5 (KHMLII 

33:14-15), hhon nNoyTe NNexpicriANOc naancxc mhok an 

NTeige qjABOA ‘if not (hhon), the God (n-NoyTe) of the Christians 

(N-Ne-xpicTiANoc) will not (an) tolerate (na-angxg) you (mmo-k) in 

this manner (N-Tei-ge) forever (u^a-boa)’ (Eud. 38:13-14), aaaa NeiNxy 

epooy an ne ‘but (aaaa) I could not (an) see (ng-i-nay) them 

(epo-oy)’ (Ac. A&P 204:139-140), NeqNATNNAy (read NeqNATNNooy) 

qiApoi AN ne ‘he (Apa Poimen) would not (an) have sent (a message) 

(NG-q-NA-TNNAy) to me (^Apo-i)’ (AP Elanskaya 20b: 11-12). 

c) Functional clitic clusters 

The negative adverbial an is placed in clause-third position, following 
enclitic function words and particles, e.g. NeqcooyN Ae an xg 

oycgiMc Te ‘he did not (an) know (Ne-q-cooyN) that (xe) she (tg) 

(was) a woman (oy-c^me)’ (Hil. 6:14-15), nngu^aytajms tmntgpo rAp 

an NMnnye gN ttu;axg h Zm npAN (...) ‘since (taP) they did not (an) 

reach (N-Ne-^A-y-TAge) the heavenly (N-M-nHye) kingdom (t-mnt-gpo) 

by virtue of (gn) talk (lit. the word (n-qiAxe)) or (h) a (good) reputation 
(n-pAN)(...)’ (Peres apost. 35:9-12). 

9.4 Negative tenses 

Negative tenses represent a departure from the mainly analytic character 
of the Coptic tense-aspect-mood system with a one-to-one correspondence 
between morphemes and categories of verbal semantics. As shown in table 
9.2 below, all negative tenses are marked by a morpheme-initial labial or 

velar nasal m- or n-. Since the rest of the base does not bear any formal 

relationship with the affirmative counterpart, these negative conjugation 
patterns originate from the merger between negation and the relevant 
tense-aspect-mood marker into a single morph. 

Negative tenses show contrasts between the wide scope and the narrow 

scope reading of negation similar to the syntactically discontinuous n- ... 

an pattern. By contrast, the auxiliary verb tm ‘to do not’ can only be 
associated with the narrow scope of predicate negation. 
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AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE 

HABITUAL PRESENT NEGATIVE HABITUAL 
q;A-q-cu)TM Me-q-cu>TM 

he usually hears he usually does not hear 

FIRST PERFECT NEGATIVE FIRST PERFECT 
A-q-C<UTM MTTe-q~C<DTM 

he has heard, he heard he has not heard, he did not hear 

SECOND PERFECT NEGATIVE SECOND PERFECT 
NT-A-q-carm eTe-Mrre-q-c(DTM 

he has heard, he heard he has not heard, he did not hear 

HABITUAL PRESENT NEGATIVE HABITUAL 
cpx-q-caiTM Me-q-currM 

he usually hears he usually does not hear 

UNEXPECTED PERFECTIVE UNEXPECTED NEGATIVE PERFECTIVE 
A-q-oyo) e-q-currti MnATe-q-CtPTM 

he lias already heard he had not yet heard, before he heard 

THIRD FUTURE NEGATIVE THIRD FUTURE 
e-q-e-co)TM NNe-q-C(i)TM 

he shall hear he shall not hear 

IMPERATIVE NEGATIVE IMPERATIVE 
CUITM MFIp-COJTM 

listen! do not listen! 

TABLE 9.2 Negative tenses 

warn. 

9.4.1 The Negative Habitual 

Since it simultanously expresses quantificational aspect and negation, the 

Negative Habitual Me-q-currM ‘he usually does not hear’ is used for the 

negative description of an event pattern. It thus works in the opposite 
direction of the affirmative Habitual <p*-q-carm ‘he usually hears’, which 
indicates iterative, frequentative, or habitual action (see above, section 

7.3.5.1 of Unit 7), e.g. oyptaMe ncocj>oc MeqNeac [qjx-xe] nim gboa 

2.inai aaaa. qjAqT 2.THq e[N6Tca)]TH epooy ‘a wise (n-co<J>oc) man 

(oy-paiMe) does not throw (Me-q-Nex) away (cboa) every (nih) word 
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2 JJ®,that but (aaaa) focuses tox-c-t) his attention fern-c,) 

6.7) SC Wh° llSten Ce-N-er-ccnTM) to them (ePo-oY)> (Teach. Ant 

9.4.1.1 Forms 

Kb7em93ete infleCti°naI Pafdigm °f the Negative Habitual presented 

131 sing. 

2nd sing. masc. 

2nd sing. fan. 

3rf sing. masc. 

3 rd sing. fem. 

1“ plural 

2nd plural 

negative 
habitual 
PRESENT 

3 rd plural 

before noun 

Me-I'C(UTM 

M€-K-C(DTM 

Mepe-ctUTM 

Me-q-ctDTM 

M6-C-CU)TM 

Me-N-C(DTM 

M6-T6TN- 

CtUTM 

Me-Y'CUITM 

Mepe npoiMe 
CCUTM 

NEGATIVE 
RELATIVE 
HABITUAL 

NEGATIVE 
HABITUAL 
PAST 

e-Me-i-c<i>TM 

6-He-K-OUTM 

e-Mepe-cu>TM 

e-He-q-co)TM 

e-Me-c-ctUTM 

e-Me-N-C(DTM 

e-ne-TeTN- 

C(DTM 

e-Me-Y-ccuTM 

e-Mepe npo>Me 
CIDTM 

N6-m e-i-cunn 

N6-H6'K-CO)TH 

n e-Mepe-co>TM 

Ne-Me-q-CU>TM 

Ne-H6-C-CU)TH 

Ne-M e-N~CU>TM 

Ne-Me-T6TN- 

COITM 

Ne-Me-Y“C(DTM 

Ne-Mepe 

npa>Me ccutm 

TABLE 9.3 The Negative Habitual 

9.4. L2 Negative descriptions of event patterns 

The Negative Habitual provides a negative description of an event pattern 

Sf ‘ “ IW K" pta. ov„ Xf S' 
time, e.g. eFq,xN oYx HxY eFoq noqgNxq eF oYiu ovle eJ, 

^r\rTeqF,;rheneVer SOmeone (oYA) saw (6p<pxN ... Nxv) him (the 

repj toSoTS, t0 re^ ^t0 ™ke A 

cap (cYhatto r r tT (ezoYN) his ce*! 

®.J 

::,S' ■ 
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oyNotf mmnt2aP*92ht ‘he (Pachom (Nroq), however (£u>u>-q), did not 
take revenge (Ne-Me-q-TcutuBe) against them (the brothers) (na-y) in any 
way (aaay), but (instead) he was patient (Ne-^A-q-^pouj) with them 

(extu-oy) with (£n) great (oy-No<5) indulgence (m-mnt-2A.puj-^ht)’ (V. 

Pach. 5:17-19). 

a) Habitual 

The non-occurrence of a particular event pattern may be conceptualised as 

a characteristic property or habit of the subject referent, e.g. ectjjume Ae 

eiq?ANeiMe xe Toyox eq>u>Ne Meixrrq ‘when (e-c-q>u>ne) I observe 

(e-i-qjxN-eiMe) that (xe) I am cured (t-oyox) from illness (e-q>u>Ne), I 

will not accept it (the donkey) (Me-i-xrr-q)’ (V. Pach. 90:11-12), Mepe 
fiAiaboaoc rAp ao eq<5op<5 enptDMe cj>a neqgxe NNiqe ‘since (rAp) 

the devil (ti-Aiaeoaoc) does not cease (Mepe ... ao) waylaying 

(e-q-<5op<5) man (e-n-pume) until (<jja) his last (neq-£Ae) breath 

(N-Niqe)5 (KHML II 48:7-9), MeyANixe (for MeyANexe) pqixxe (read 

eujAxe) NMMAy enmpq ‘they (the monks,) usually dp not bear 

(Me-y-ANixe) to speak (e-q>xxe) with them (women) (nmma-y) at all 

(enTHpq)’ (Hil. 10:18). 

b) Generic 

When used in proverbs and gnomic assertions, the Negative Habitual 
Present Me-q-co>TM ‘he usually does not hear’ receives a generic 
interpretation: the continuous absence of a particular type of event is 

presented as a general truth that holds at all times, e.g. oypu>Me natcboj 

Meq^Apz. eytpxxe M[Myc]THpioN ‘the imprudent (n-at-cbo)) person 

(oy-puPMe): he does not keep (Me-q-gApeg) a secret (lit. a secret 

(h-mycthpion) word (e-y-ujAxe))’ (Teach. Ant. 5), Mepe ttaj NreiMiNe 

ep xoeic eAAxy MnAeoc eNeg. ‘he (ttai) of such (ill-tempered) nature 
(N-Tei-MiNe) will not manage to ever (eNeg) master (Mepe ... (ep xoeic) 

any (e-AAAy) passion (nA©oc)5 (AP Chaine no. 12, 3:9), oyre MeynegT 

co<3n exN Tecxne ecgM necNoq ‘and (oyTe) they dp not pour 
(Me-y-negT) ointment (co<5n) on (exN) her (the girl’s) head (rec-Ane), 

when she has her period (lit. when she is in (e-c-j-n) the blood 
(ne-CNoq))’ (Sh. Zoega 589:20-21), 

c) Backgrounding 

The Negative Relative Habitual e-Me-q-coiTM ‘usually without hearing’ 
frequently occurs in negated circumstantial clauses and secondary 
predicates to provide background information about the main clause event, 
which is formulated m the affirmative, e.g. neYo noY2ht noYcdt hn 

■yipyxii noyoiT aYoj Nepe nk.v nim ipoon n.\y yoycon enepe xxxv 
“OC ONCTuioon Njy xe noYi ne ‘they (the brothers) were (ne-Y-o) 
as one (N-oYun-) heart (n-oy-zht) and (hn) one (n-oYu>t) soul 

(oy-tpyxu) and (xyu>) all (n,h) things (nka) were (Nefe ... moon) in 

common fei-oy-con) to them (na-y) and no one (xx*Y) said (e-MePe 

xoo-c) about what belonged (e-M-er-ipoon) to them (na-Y) »they (Ne) 
(are) mine (noYi)!«’ (V. Pach. 4:22-23), xxxx oYku,Zt NCxEe ni 

neTHMxy eMeqxaig. gnaikxioc xaaa uAqFa>K£ NNPeqeF Noae ‘but 

(xxax) an intelligent (n-cxbg) blaze (oY-ku*t) (is) that one (n-eTMMxy) 

(i.e. e urning river) in not touching (e-Me-q-xmz) the righteous ones 

(e-N-AiKAi°c) but (aaaa) burning (qjA-q-pojKg) the sinners (n-N-peq-ep 
nobc)’(Test. Is. 234:26-27). r 

9.4.2 The Negative Perfect 

The Negative Perfect Mne-q-cuirM ‘he has not heard, did not hear’ has 

the same temporal reference and aspectual meaning as the affirmative First 
cr ec i-q-cuiTM he heard’, e.g. xqxxN Nxoeic exu <50m nim xym 

Mire oYon muon toxiu ep nemwKxxq ‘he (Christ) made us 

x-q-xx-N) masters (n-zocic) over (exN) all (n,m) powers (<5om) and 

(xyui) (yet) no one (oYon) of us (mmo-n) has dared (rime ... toxmx) to do 
(e-p) what you have done (n-eNT-A-K-AA-q)’ (Ac. A&P 198:70-71). 

9.4.2.1 Forms 

The inflectional paradigm of the Negative (First) Perfect Mne-q-cturM 

he has not heard, did not hear’ and the Negative Relative Perfect 

e-Mn(e)-q-cu>TM without having heard’ is presented in table 9.4. Due to 



the reduction of the relative marker e-, the Negative Relative Perfect is 

often written as Mn(e)-q-cu>TM, which makes it look like the Negative 

First Perfect from which it is derived. 

TABLE 9.4 The Negative Perfect 

9.4.2.2 Negative descriptions of past events 
Negative descriptions of past events may also provide a descriptive 
background for the understanding of the foregrounded events by 
comparing them to an alternative mode of development that did, in fact, 

not take place, e.g. eTBe oy Ae tgnkotk cxn oyMA nnkotk NNoyB 

£i £at (...) eMne<piNe nca nronoc ntaanactacic why (efse oy) 
do you (woman) sleep (tc-nkotk) on (gxn) a couch (lit. a sleeping 

(n-nkotk) place (oy-MA)) of gold (n-noyb) and (£i) silver (£at) and did 

not look (e-Mne-<piNe) for (nca) the place (n-Tonoc) of my resurrection 

(n-ta.-ana.cta.cic)?’ (Eud. 50:23-25). 

a) Wide scope 

The Negative Perfect can be associated with either a wide or a narrow 
scope reading of negation. Under a wide scope interpretation, the Negative ^ 

Perfect asserts that a particular type of event never took place. Very often, jl 

such negative descriptions of events convey a strong sense of 

counterexpectancy, where the non-occurrence of that event is presented as 
a remarkable and noteworthy fact, e.g. Mnoyoya>£ ctootoy eTtuoyN 

CXM TTKA£ NNC£ooy THpoy NKtucTANTiNoc nppo 'they (the Persians) 
dM not again (lit. they did not place (Mn-oy-oya>£) their hands 

(cTooT-oy)) raise up (e-TcuoyN) against (exn) the country (n-KAg) in all 

(THp-oy) the days (N-Ne-£ooy) of King (n-ppo) Constantine’ (Eud. 
48.18-19), MneiKA. a a. Ay Nxpon nhtn egpAi mttmto cboa MriNoyTe 

MN NpiDMe 'I did not place (nne-i-KA) any (a a Ay) obstacle (N-xpon) for 

you (nh-tn) in front (H-n-HTO cboa) of God (M-n-NoyTe) nor (hn) 

mankind (N-pu>Me)’ (V. Pach. 89:7-8). 

b) Narrow scope 

The fused negation of the Negative Perfect may have narrow scope 

relative to the adjunct. In this case, it is not denied that a particular type of 

event took place, but rather it happened under different circumstances or 
for different reasons. The constituent that attracts the focus of negation 

corresponds to the contrastive focus constituent marked by aaaa ‘but’, e.g. 

MTTeieneitMA NNoyA (for NoyA) n^htthytn eNe£ (...) eiMHt eTBe 

TToyxAi NTeqtpyxH 7 never (eNeg) reprimanded (Mn-ei-eneitMA) 

anyone (nn-oya) of you (n^ht-thytn) (...) except (eiMHt) for (ctbc) 

the salvation (n-oyxAi) of his soul (N-Teq-^yxh)’ (V. Pach. 89:17-19), 
MTTlDp nA(pHpe MTTOyTOqjK FAp etOlKONOMIA AAAA NTA riXC TOtpK 

eycoACA NNecNHy ctoyaab eTtpoon £m rrxAie ‘No (Mnuip), my son 

(nA-tpHpe)! For (pap) you have not been destined (lit. they have not 

destined you (mtt-oy-tou>-k) for this career (c-I-oikonomia), but (aaaa) 

the Lord (n-xc) has appointed you (nt-a ... to<j;-k) as a comfort 

(e-y-coACA) for the holy (ct-oyaab) brothers (n-nc-cnhy) who live 
(eT-c^oon) in (£m) the desert (n-xAie)’ (Onnophr. 216:33-217:1). 

a) Negated secondary predicates 

^The Relative Negative Perfect is commonly used to negate a secondary 
predicate (see above, section 8.1.14). In this case, it denies that the subject 
|?r direct object referent attained a certain mental or physical state when 



the main clause event took place, e.g. na<jj N^e AqoyoTBN 6boa n<5i 

n^coeic MnxHpq eiinNeiMe ‘how (n-a<p N-^e) did the Lord (n-xoeic) 

of the universe (M-n-xnp-q) pass by us (A-q-oyoTB-N) -without us noticing 

(e-Mn-N-eiMe)?’ (Pist. Soph. 21:5-6), a^nkotk Aq<pu>Ne Noy^ooy 

MneqoyoJM oyAe Mneqccu ‘one day (N-oy-^ooy) he (the sick child) lay 

down (ji-q-NKOTK) sick (A-q-<po>Ne) (and) did not eat (Mne-q-oycnn) nor 
drink (Hne-q-ctn)’ (Ac. A&P 194:23). 

9.4.2.3 The two negative Second Perfects 
To express the marked combination of focus and negation, two negative 
counterparts of the Second Perfect are available, which differ with respect 
to scope of the negation. 

a) eT(e)-Mn(e)-q-co>TM ‘he has not heard, he did not hear’ 

The eT(e)-Mn(e)-q-cu>TM paLtern is selected, when negation takes wide 

scope over the entire clause, e.g. tanay xe eTRneqei enecHT 

eTBHHTK etpome mmon 616 eTBHHT ‘and 1 see (ta-nay) whether (ace) 

he (the eagle) did not come (eT-Mne-q-ei) down (enecHT) because of 

you (6tbhht-k), if (e<pu>ne) not (hmon), then (eie) because of me 

(eTBHHT)’ (AP, Chaine no. 192, 49:34-50:1), oyKoyN eTMneqei 
enecHT gtbhhtk 6TBe xe ncoN qjocM epoK ‘thus (oyKoyN), he (the 

eagle) did not come (eT-Mne-q-ei) down (enecHT) because of you 

(gtbhht-k), because (6TB6 xe) the brother (tt-con) is angry (yiocM) 

with you (epo-n)’ (AP Chaine, no. 192, 50:5-6), 6T6Mneicu>£M £n a^i 
mm a. ‘in (^n) what (Acy) place (m-ma) have you (woman) not been defiled 

(eTe-Mne-jougM)?’ (Besa, frag. 35, 116:14-15, [Jer 3:2]). 

b) NT-A.-q-co)TM an ‘he has not heard, he did not hear’ 

The NT-A-q-ciuTM an pattern, by contrast, has a bound, narrow scope 

interpretation, leaving the verb out of the scope of negation, e.g. nta ttai 

Uptime AN 6TBHHT ANOK rAp ANT OyAAAy AAA A. 6TB6 T6XHpA MN 

Neiop<j)ANoc a nNoyTe eipe Mnei^uJB ‘this (nAi) did not (*n) happen 
(nt-a ... qjcune) for my sake (6tbhht), since (rAp) (as for) me (anok), I 

(ANr) (am) a nobody (oy-AAxy), but (aaaa) for the sake of (eTBe) the 
widow (t6-xhpa) and (mn) these orphans (Nei-op<}»ANoc) had God 

Z'TrX'.tT': ” (A?Chain. 225, 

« <-> 

( Y ^y) but (xxxx) my salvation (ru.-oY.xAi)’ (V. Pach. 138:2). & 
9.4.3 The Unexpected Negative Perfective 

The Unexpected Negative Perfect HnxT(e)-q-CU)T„ ‘he has not yet heard’ 

ms? s “ 

9.43.1 Forms 

XtSSSntf ,|» *“ 

RELATIVIZED UNEXPECTED ' 

-- HEGATtVtLrEnEECTIVE_ 
I e-MHAf-CtUTM 

L S!ng' ™ e.„nxT(6).K.cu,TH 
2 sing. fern. MlTAT6-cmTM ~ 

e-MnAT6-CU)TM 
s.n, ,,c. HnCT(,).q.CU)TM e-MruT(e)-q~cu>TM 

I '"6;™' 6-HnA.T(e)-C-COITM 

'P“, HniT(e)'N-Ca,TM e-MnxT(e)-H-ca,TH 
” HnXT(e)-TN.cu)T„ e-HnXT(e)-TH-CU,TK 

1 hhat-oy-coith e-HnxT-oY-caiTH 

noutl Nn»e nPme CTT„ c-:-,-,n.vTe ..- CU)TM 

TABLE 9.5 The Unexpected Negative Perfective 



9.43,2 Incompleteness and counterexpectancy 
The Unexpected Negative Perfect, as the name suggests, carries a negative 

presupposition; it is tacitly assumed that this state of affairs runs counter 

to the addressee’s expectations of how things normally work out, e.g. 
mxVuiDZ eneupi nxciOox expAxi c^e e^oyN enxMXNipume I 

have nolyei reached such (n-xci-Oox) heights (e-Nei-qji) to 

take (e-xpx-xi) a woman (c^imc) into (c£oyn) my residence 

(e-nx-Hx-N-iyume)’ (till. 9:6-7). 

a) Absolute tense 

"When used as a main clause pattern, the Unexpected Negative Perfect has 

absolute time reference and denies that some event has been accomplished 
by the moment of speaking. It is in this context that the underlying 

negative presupposition applies in full force: the on-going state of the 

event in question is presented as a remarkable fact, e.g. xyo> eic ghhxe 

MiTxi'oyuiN mmoc ttajcosic ‘and (xyci)) look (eic £HHxe), I haye_notyet 

opened (mttaI-oyujn) it (the sack with gold), my lord (nx-xoeic)’ (Mena, 

Mir. 15b:22-25), eNeMTTAXoytpume rxp £N khmc n(5i mmonacthpion 

eroqj ‘since (rxP) (there) were WL M (e-Ne-MnAx-oy-qjume) many 

(ex-ou;) monasteries (m-monacxhpion) in (zN) Egypt (khmc) (V. Ant. 
5:6-7), Nxoq Ae nppo NeMnxxqxi sxnxicMx ‘but he (nxoq), the king 

(n-ppo), had not vet received (Ne-Mnxx-q-xi) baptism (batti-icma) (Eud. 

42:1), cboa xe MnAxeKeiujpe mfimxon eTN^exnize epoq ‘because 

(ecox xe) you have not yet perceived (Mnxxe-K-eitDpg) the peace 

(M-n-MxoN) that we are hoping (ex-N-eexmze) for (epo-q)’ (AP Chaine 

no. 6, 2:25-26). 

b) Relative tense 

In temporal adjunct clauses, the Unexpected Negative Perfective functions 
as a relative tense: the emergence of the main clause event is contingent 
on the completion of the subordinate clause event, although there is no 
evident logical relation or temporal overlap between both events. 
Moreover, the negative presupposition that underlies the MTTAx(e)-q-cu>xM 

no longer holds, e.g. eioyuxp cnaY cxaccunc mtta+moY ‘I want 
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(e-i-oyuxp) to see (e-NAy) my sister (e-xA-ccuNe) before I die 

(i-imt-Moy)’ (KHML I 75:20-21), oyTe NNeyKiuxe e^oyN eisox £.m 

TifMe eMnAxoyKuixg. ‘and (oyxe) they (the brothers) shall not go 

(NNe-y-KU)xe) in (e^oyN) (and) out (cboa) from fen) the village (n-tMe) 

before they ring (the bell) (e-Mnxx-oy-KaJxg)’ (praec. Pach. 90), 
TeK^MgAA eyAozix xexoytuqi eei e^oyn eneKAcnACMoc mttaxc 
nnAAxxioH jxwam ‘your servant (xck-jjmjjaa) Eudoxia wants (ex-oyonp) 

g to come (e-ei) inside (e^oyN) to your welcome (e-neK-A.cnx.cMoc) 

before the palaee (n-nxAxxioN) sets busy (mftaxc ... xojxh)’ (Eud. 56:1- 
|! 2). 

9.4.4 The Negative Third Future 

} The Negative Third Future NNe-q-ctuxM ‘he shall not hear’ serves as a 

||j{ deontic future tense in much the same way as the corresponding Third 

! Future e-q-e-cuixM ‘he shall hear’ (see above, section 7.33.4 of Unit 7); 

j but while the latter imposes an event on the addressee or some other party, 
g j the former is used to prevent some event from happening, e.g. xyu) 

[ nexeKNAenieyMei epoq NNeKoyiDMq eKeoycDM Ae nncnxa nNoyxe 
1 xNNooycoy nak ‘and (xyu)) (the food) that you might desire 

I (n-ex-K-NA-emoyMei) for (epo-q), you shall not eat (NNe-K-oyoM-q), 
t you should (rather) eat (e-Ke-oyu)M) what God has sent (n-ne-nx-a ... 

\ xNNooy-coy) you (na-k)’ (AP Chaine no. 20, 4:15-16). 

j 9.4.4.1 Forms 

Bp& The inflectional paradigm of the Negative Third Future NNe-q-ctuxM ‘he 
|||||| shall not hear’ is presented in table 9.6 below. Of the two first person 

singular allomorphs, nna- represents the unmarked form, while the 

[j marked variant nnc-i- represents a sporadically used analogical 
1| formation, induced by paradigm uniformity. 

iiiififet 
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NEGATIVE THIRD FUTURE 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

Is' nna-cujtm (rarely nng-i-c<dtm) NNG-N-COJTM 

2nd masc. NNG-K-CO)TM NNG-TN-CUJTM 

2nd rein. NNG-CtDTM 

3,d masc. NNG-q-CUJTM NNe-y-CCUTM 

3rd fern. NNG-C-COJTM 

Before noun NNG nptDMG CtWTM 

TABLE 9.6 The Negative Third Future 

9.4.4,2 Negative directives and commissives 

The Negative Third Future is rarely used in connection with future time 
reference to assert the improbability for some event to happen, e.g. 
NNeKpiKe oyAe NNeK^e aaaa gkna.ma.t6 m<Jju)b ntak£! tootk epoq 

‘you mil not go astray (nng-k-pikg) or (oyAe) fall (nng-k-£g), but 
(aaaa) you will succeed (g-k-na-matg) in the work (m^ujb < m-tt-^ujb) 

that you have undertaken (lit, that you have laid (nt-a-k-^i) your hand 

(toot-k) on (epo-q))’ (Onnophr. 217:14-15). For the most part, it has a 
deoiitic meaning and function, expressing negative directive or 
commissive speech-acts. 

a) Prohibitive 

The Negative Third Future appears in prohibitions and prescriptions 
designed to withhold the addressee or others from engaging him- or 
herself in a particular course of action, e.g. nng aaay NpuiMe oyn nka 

NTcqpi 1 no man (aaay Npo>Me) shall eat (nng ... oyu>M) anything (nka) 

in his cell (N-Tcq-pi)’ (praec. Pach. 114), nng aaay mn NeqepHy 

ttkakg ‘no one (aaay) shall talk{nng ... qjAjce) with (hn) one another 
(Neq-epHY) in (^m) the dark .(tt-kakg)’ (praec. Pach. 94), NN6K£(DTB 

n reuse (for NTCuqe) nngkjhdtb on £m riAAc ‘you shall not kill 
(NNG-K-gtDTE) neither with the sword (n-t-chbg) nor (on) with (2m) the 

tongue (tt-aac)’(Test. Is. 233:22-23), nngykgt tgikytth nAOYoeicy 

(...) ‘this vault (tgi-kytih) should not be rebuilt (lit. they should not build 

(nng-y-bgt)) in (an) my time (nA-oYoei<p) (...)’ (AP Chaine no. 17, 

b) Commissives 

In the context of first person reference, the Negative Third Future receives 

promissive interpretation, expressing the speaker’s commitment to refrain 

from certain types of misbehaviour or transgressions in the future, e.g. 

NNemoye NNGip MNTpe nnoy* NNGixi <5oa ‘I shqU not ’steal 
(NNe-i-Jcioye), / shall not make (NNe-i-p) false (N-Noyx) witness 

(MNTpe), I shall not tell (nng-i-xi) lies (<5oa)’ (Sh. Ill 20:13-14), anon 

<5e a<iKDN NNGNOYID2 gtootn ep noAGMoc mttnoytg ntttg ‘and we 

(anon <5g), in our turn (a<u<d-n), we will not again (lit. set (nng-n-oyo>2) 

hand (gtoot-n) to) make (e-p) war (ttoagmoc) with the God 
(m-tt-noytg) of heaven (n-T-ne)’ (Eud. 48:13). 

c) Negative purpose clauses 

In purpose/reason adjunct clauses, the Negative Third Future describes the 
intended or anticipated negative outcome of the main clause event, e.g. 

nioyAai AYTAjcpe TnYAY (read TnYAii) £n oyta*Po jcgkac nng 

nattoctoaoc egiBtDK eaoyN gtttoaic ‘the Jews (n-ioyaai) 

strengthened (a-y-ta^pg) the gate (T-nyxy) very strongly (^n oy-TA-xpo) 

so that (-xgkac) the apostles (n-attoctoaoc) could not go (nng 

etp-Buw) into (eeoyN) the city (e-T-noAic)’ (Ac. A&P 206:152), anj 

TGipYXH nioyAac G2PAI xgkac nng ttAiaboaoc <5n aoi<5g gxuj (read 

eActui) ‘bring (ani) the soul (Te-cpyxH) of Judas up here (e^pAi) so that 

(xgkac) the devil (h-aiaboaoc) won ’t find (nng ... <5n) a pretext (aoi<5g) 

against me (gxom)’ (Ac. A&P 202:114), ncgnoxo[y] [^]xm neqTA<j>oc 
Nce^oscq xgkac nng a a Ay NptuMG p neqMeeYe ‘and they (the 

inhabitants of Zion) shall throw it (the garbage) (n-cg-nox-o[y]) on 

(gxm) his (Jesus’) tomb (neq-TA<|>oc) and cover it (N-ce-j>onc-q) so that 
(xgkac) no man (aaay n-p<dmg) might remember it (lit. make (nng ... p) 

its remembrance (neq-MGeye))’(Eud. 58:21-22). 



9.4.5 The Negative Imperative 

Imperatival clauses have a biclausal structure for negation, consisting of 

the negative auxiliary Mnp- ‘do not!* and an infinitival complement clause. 
Negative imperatives can be used with various degrees of force, ranging 

from prohibitions to polite requests and entreaties, e.g. i-mpKOTK epwoBe 
‘do not return (t-inp-KOT-K) to sin (lit. to do (e-p) sin (nobc))!’ (Onnophr. 

209:6), Mnpp ^otg TnxpeeNoc eToyxxB 1 don’t be (Mnp-p) afraid 
(Zotg), holy (gt-oyxxb) virgin (T~nxpeeNoc)!’ (Eud. 50:20-21), 
MirpKAAT ncok ‘don't abandon me (lit. leave me (mnp-KxxT) behind you 

(ncoi-k))!’ (Ac. A&P 200:82-83), Mnepxpe xxxy gimg ice ntc oycjyMe 

'don't let (Mnep-Tpe) anybody (xxxy) know (gimg) that (xe) you (ntg) 

(are) a woman (oY-c^me)* (HiL 6:24-25). 

N.B. The negative imperative Mnp- has an absolute state counterpart, where the 

infinitival clause has been elided, although its content can be recovered 

from the preceding context. Such elliptical imperatives function as 

negative parenthetical, meaning something like ‘(oh) no, don’t7, e.g. 

eKNA.<5o)g>T Nctui ginxbujk gittxko Mnojp nxxoeic ‘will you watch me 

going to perdition? Oh no (Mncup), my Lord (nx-xoeic)!’ (Ac. A&P 
200:91). 

9.4.6 The negative auxiliary tm 
Coptic has yet another group of negative conjugation patterns that are 

formed with the negative auxiliary tm ‘to do not’. The auxiliary tm is 
semantically more restricted than other types of negation, since it can only 

take narrow scope over the main verb and its complements, e.g. xxxx xe 

xqqrrxM NNeqBxx eTMdojgrr epoq errTHpq ‘but (xxxx) because (xe) 
he closed (xq-ipTxM) his eyes (N-Neq-Bxx) not_ to see (e-TM-doigrr) it (the 

sun) (epo-q) at all (ermipq)’ (Zen. 200:27-28), x tx<5om ei epoi £(dctg 

eTMTpxA.icox.Ne errmpq xe I^kogit h Tobg ‘my strength (tx-<5om) 
came (back) (x ... ei) to me (epoi) so that feoiCTe) I did not notice 

(e-TM-TpA.-A.icoA.Ne) at all (ernrHpq) that (xe) I was hungry (T“2.KOe,T) 
or (h) thirsty (t-oBe)’ (Onnophr. 209:26-27). 

The predicate negation properties of tm are particularly clear in the 
context of indefinite pronouns, which are uniformly interpreted as 
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negative polarity expressions (see above, section 4.3.3 of Unit 4), e.g. 

nx£o mttmonxxoc rre TMxne xxxy N£YXN NA.q ‘the treasure (tt-x^o) 

o the monk (m-tt-monxxoc) (is) not to acquire (TM-xne) any (xxxy) 

mmm (N-eyxH) for himself (Nx-q)’ (AP Chame no 30, 6:5-6), froicre] 
nt[gt]m [xxxy] e[qjdM]<50M e[Nxg]M[e]q cbox [^n nx]<5ix ‘so that 

(e<ncTe) nobody (xxxy) will be able (ntg-tm ... etp-OMdoM) to save 
himself (e-NX£Me-q) from (esox ^n) my hands (nx-<5lx)’ (Mena 
Martyrd. 3a:2-5). v 

9.4.1.1 Two different clausal positions 

In the context of pronominal subjects, the negative auxiliary tm occupies 
an intermediate position in a cluster of modal verbs, coming after the 
conditional marker tpxN and before the epistemic modal verb (e)qi- ‘can, 

to be able to’, e.g. eNgixNTMgxpee Ae rrronoc Nxqxnq 'if we do nrt 

keep (them) (i.e. the mies of the fathers) (e-N-gjxN-TM-expee), the place 

(n-Tonoc) will be deserted (Nx-qxnq)’ (AP Chame no.185, 46:3). In the 

context of nominal subjects, however, it is no longer possible for the 

conditional marker gjxN and the negative auxiliary tm to remain in their 
base position. In this case, both auxiliary verbs move to an extra-clausal 

position, following the relative marker epe and preceding the subject 

epe NPsubject ^N~™ -> ep-tpxN-TM NPsubjcct, e.g. epgJXNTM 
poiMe xnoTxcce ngnkx nim gt^m iikocmoc NqNxqjgKune xn 

mmonxxoc 'if a man (n-pcuMe) does not give up (ep-tpxN-TM 

xnoTxcce) everything (n-cnkx nim) that belongs to (lit. that (is) in 
(ct-^)) the world (h-kocmoc), he will not (xn) be able to become 

(N-q-Nx-tp-gmine) a monk (m-monxxoc)’ (AP Chame no. 242, 74:28). 

9.4.1.2 Negative conjugation patterns with tm 

The negative auxiliary verb tm has a broad syntactic distribution and is 
used as the marker of negative polarity in four negative tenses: 

a) The Negative Temporal NTepe-q-TM-coiTM 

e.g. engxe Ae NTepeqTMegidMdOM n<5» neApxKuiN eTxyo enecHx 

nnxntojnioc (for NXMTUJNioc) xq<5o>NT epoq mmin MMoq (...) ‘finally 



(c-n-gAe), when the dragon (ne-ApxKO)N) had not been able 
(NTepe-q-TM-e<^<5Mc5oM) to cast (e-Txyo) down (ghgcht) Antony 

(nn-antu>nioc) he became angry (A-q-c5ti>NT) about himself (epo-q 

hmin Mtio-q)’ (V. Ant. 9:6-7). 

b) The Negative Terminative tpANTe-q-TM-cuiTM 

e.g. xyeioye Nccuoy (pantoytmka xxxy enx^oy eTpeqoyxxi 

‘and (aYu>) they smote (x-y-eioye) them (Ncu>-oy) mill they M QQl leave 
(q;xNT-oy-TM-Kx) anyone (xxxy) behind (eriAgoy) to survive 

(e-Tpe-q-oyxA.i)’ (Joshua 8:22). 

c) The Negative Conditional e-q-q>xN-TM-cu>TM and the Negative 

Relative Present e-q-TM-currM ‘if he does not hear’ 

Both negative conjugations are used to express negative conditions. Thus, 

compare: eNqiANTM^pee Ae riTonoc NAipmq ‘if we do not keep 

(them) (i.e. the rules of the fathers) (e-N-qixN-TM-eApeg), the place 

(n-Tonoc) will be deserted (NA-tpoiq)’ (AP Chaine no. 185, 46:3) vs. 
eupuine eTGTNTMOGrm eeipe miiai £N oynoy tgtnamoy (read 

tsth-na-moy) 'if you do not hasten (e-Tem-TM-denh) to do (e-eipe) 

this (m-hai), you will surely die (lit. in (zu) a dying (oy-Moy) you will die 

(tgtn-na-moy))’ (Eud. 58:28-60:1). 

d) The Negative Conjunctive N-q-TM-currM 

e.g. NT6TM TTgMKG eOJtuq KIDTG Z™ neqHl H gN NCT^lTOytUq 

qjANTqge eoynoO ntaio ‘and would the poor (man) (n-gHKe), in his 

turn (giimi-q), not seek (ntg-tm ... ko>tg), in feM) his (own) house 
(neq-Hi) or (h) in (gw) (that) of his neighbours (N-GT-£iToyu>-q) until he 

finds (qixNT-q-^e) a great (e-oy-Hocs) gift (n-ta»o)’ (Eud. 72:13-14), him 

ne npuiHG eqHA<5u>q;T hca neqqiHpe eqBHK hgmtcu nqTMBOHeei 

epoq ‘who (him) (is) the man (n-ptuMe) who will watch (e-q-Nx-ouHjrr) 

his son (neq-c^Hpe) drowning (lit. go (e-q-BHK) to the depths (n-gmtuj)) 

and would not help (N-q-TM-Bohoei) him (epo-q)?’ (Ac. A&P 200.89- 

90). 
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e) Negated infinitival clauses 

Aside from these negative tenses, the auxiliary tm is die standard pattern 
of negation in infinitival clauses, e.g. a neNeiuir nxgoiM ?u>m gtootn 

ctmp nxi ‘our father (neN-eiurr) Pachom ordered us (gtoot-n) not to 
do (g-tm-p) this (nx.)’ (V. Pach. 139:31), mo>no>n (for monon) g^e? 

epoK GTMp NOBG enNoyre NTxqxxMiOK ‘but (hojnojn) be careful 
(expGg) not to sm (lit. commit (g~tm-p) sin (nobg)) against the God 

(G-n-Noyre) who has created you (NT-x-q-rxMio-K)’ (V. Pach. 89:27-28) 

foT^dr€*a,!ed descriPtion of infinitival clauses will be offered in section 
oi Unit 12. 

Key Terms: 

Wide vs. narrow 
scope 

Double negation 

The Unexpected 
Negative 
Perfective 

Negation may be semantically sentential (wide §9.2. 
scope) and provide a negative description of an 
event without specifying the grounds, or more 
specific and narrow in its scope, in which case 
only certain aspects of the event in question are 
denied. 

represents a negation strategy where negative §9.3 

polarity is encoded by two separate negative 
markers, viz. the negative scope definer n- and 
the negation adverb an ‘not’. 

Coptic has a special verbal tense-aspect for the §9.4.3 
expression of incompleteness (“not yet”). The 
MnAT(e)-q-co>TM pattern carries a negative 
presupposition; it is tacitly assumed that this 
state of affairs runs counter to the addressee’s 
expectations of how things normally work out. 



Exercises 

9.1 Comprehension and transfer 

A. Go through the list of key terms and make sure that you understand 
all of them. 

B. Decide whether the following statements are true or false. 

1. Double negation structures may occur without the initial negative 
particle n-. 

2. The negation adverb an ‘not’ occupies an intermediate position 
between the verb and the direct object. 

3. Both double negation patterns and negative tenses are compatible 
with a wide or a narrow scope interpretation of negation. 

4. The narrow scope interpretation of a negative sentence can be 

reinforced by continuing it with a rectifying axxa (‘BUT’)-clause. 

5. The Negative Third Future NNe-q-ctum ‘he shall not hear’ 

functions as a deontic modal, which puts an obligation on the 
addressee or others to refrain from a particular action. 

6. TM-negatives can only appear in infinitival clauses. 

9.2 Double negation 

A. The placement of the negation adverb an ‘not’ is the postverbal 

domain is regulated by a family of morpho-syntactic constraints, as 

discussed in section 9.3.2 above. Place the negative marker an in 
one of the two positions indicated by blanks in the Coptic examples. 

(1) NceNAeq;_<5m<5om_esex NeicMoy cj:n iakcdb ‘they will not 

(an) be able (N-ce-NA-etp-OMdoM) to nullify (e-sex) these 

blessings (nci-cmoy) upon (cjcn) Jacob’ (Test. Is. 229:32-33) 
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(2) NtNieen __ w&y eporm_‘/wiU not (iN) hide (N-f-N^err) 
anything (aaaY) from you (eptu-TN)’ (Abbaton 231:19) 

(3) aaaa Ncppee _ enTEBO _ ntmntmon«h ‘but (aaaa) she (the 
possessed gtr) Joes m (an) watch 

PaluS-H) m°naSt,C Iife'Sty,e (V- 

W ANOK Ae NfNAAO __ elHOO(ye __ NMMHTN tl)\ 

e CYNTeAlA (for gtcyntgagia) mftg.a.cdn ‘I (amok) wil/not 

(^n cease (N-f-NA-Ao) walking (e-,-Mooq,e) with you (nmmh-tn) 

(e-—> °f - « 

B' p“orSure'S6 ^ Which C°ntain a ne®ati- 

(I) NqNAetp tu)oYn AN £a nkacanoc (KHMLII 34:6-7) 

(3) NtcooyN AN Jre nta oy tpcune mmoc (Hil. 7:30-31) 

(4) NfNANAy an enoyoeiN tpANToycpiNe nciui (Test. Is. 230:15) 

(5) tnnacujtm NctuK an (V. Pach. 5:17) 

9.3 Negative tenses 

A. Analyse and translate the following negative tenses. 

VERBAL TENSE ANATV^iq 
- ---ANALYSIS TRANSLATION 

NNACUJTM 

MnectuTM 

NeHrTATOycUJTM 



B. Translate the following negative tense constructions. 

NEGATIVE TENSE CONSTRUCTION TRANSLATION 

MneqdeN oeiK (Test. Is. 235:29) 

NNeKoyoMq (AP Chaine no. 20, 4:16) 

NeMeqxu>u>Be nay (V. Pach. 5:18) 

NqxMBonoei epoq (Ac. A&P 200:90) 

i iripp £ore (Eud. 50:21) 

exnp no Be errNoyxe (V. Pach. 89:28) 

C. Identify the negative tenses in the following examples and translate 
them. 

(1) oyxe nnctn^mooc eroM exe[xN]p cNxy ‘and (oyxe)_on a 

mat (c-tom) with the two of you (e-xexN-p cnay)’ (praec. Pach 
95) 

(2) NN6TNXI eAAXy NXOTTOC NCA nxonoc MTTINAZO>pAIOC XG !C 

-(it) (the garbage) to any (e-AAAy) place (n-xotoc) (else) than 

(nca) to the place (n-xonoc) of that Nazarene (m-tti-na^cdpaioc) 

Jesus (ic)’ (Eud. 52:27-28) 

(3) eq<j)(upei NNoyymiN (for NoycpxHN) eOooyNe (read NdooyNe) 

Mneqoyoeiu; xMpq eMeqoyeM AAAy nca oeiK & 2Moy maxc 

‘lie was wearing (e-q-^wpei) a garment (nn-oy-^tthn) of sackcloth 

(N-dooyNe) all (xHp-q) his time (M-neq-oyoeiyi) _ anything 
(aaay) but (nca) bread (oem) and fei) salt (?Moy) alone (max©)’ CV. 
Pach. 86:1-2) 
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<4> -«= 
n^ojb ‘(as for) the latter (\ e th M,N Te<Jcu,Ne 2.N aaay 

toVpr 
(«***) in (2N) any—J 

D* TransIate the following text fragment. 

iycaJK Ae Noyoeiy, qji in«,Uic (read ini axiaaacI 
N£AAO. nOYA Ae MMnnv bV AXIAAAc; NO! tpOMNX 

zjzz ~ i 

i 
' Mnwoyoje^c nl, aI *"*"*“"“ » ™,oc nan aYo, 

nexxo wlc xe Ion" °c — "eL 
MnexNxynei' Zwd NtcpoBx^w *** NtNAXAMioc an aYu> 

qNAJCOOC xe NXAqCQJTM CXKe ™ ^ e,TMTAM!OC NAq 

nHk NAcaixn MnNoY2' m-eyNc/x^f 7^°^ GTAM'°C *Y<U 
NNeYa)KNrn NTTAI NTe,„,NP L Y *IT°YNec TeqtpyxH xe 

^APElanskaya23b:19-24a:27) ^ °YAYn,,) p Cor 2:7J- 

SJHbao“je"d’77" “(aPPearS the “a, subject 
clause) d. loa,‘drag net’ e <a" a‘«b*ive relative 

n-ere-OYNT-q ‘he who had-' fa W . ^ Cel1- abode)’ £ 
‘bad’ (an attributive relative clause) h NcxovcTwr6' (< CT'Z°°Y) 
be grieved (here: offended)-). £u,c‘since^k ™ ■! ’ ln,Prlvate «■ *Y>rc, ‘to 

) J- zwo since k. ™ that one’ (see above, section 



4.1.1 of Unit 4) I. ciDAn MrjNoyz ‘to break up (the connection) (lit. to cut off 
(cowuri) the rope (m-tt-noy^))’ m. <ukm ‘to make dark’ 

E. Consider the following two examples and decide whether negation 

has wide or narrow scope. 

(1) oYTe (for oyAe) on nng pu>ne cys pcune gy^mooc ‘and (oytg) 
also (on) no one (pcuHe) shall shave (nng ... <yE) anyone (pcuHG) 

sitting (g-y-Zmooc)’ (praec. Pach. 97). 
□ narrow scope reading □ wide scope reading of negation 

(2) mgyp TTMGGYe ptu xg o\n kocmoc <yoon 'they (the hermits) 

usually do not even (pen) remember (lit. make (Mey-p) thought 

(n-HGGYe)) that (xg) a world (kocmoc) exists (oyN ... <yoon)’ 

(Onnophr. 215:3-4) 
□ narrow scope reading □ wide scope reading of negation 

The description of the Coptic conjugation system presented in units 7- 
9 dealt with the temporal, aspectual and modal properties of verbal 

tenses with little attention for sentence form. This is the first of three 

units on Coptic clause structure. The focus of the present unit is on 

word order variation with particular attention for the relation between 

the syntactic placement and the inteipretative properties of clausal 
subjects. Und II examines the relativisation system and Unit 12 
revisits uie main types of subordinate clauses. 

Sahidic Coptic is a language with relatively flexible word order that 

permits several arrangements of the main constituents subject (S), verb 

(V), and direct object (0). The positional freedom of the subject and to 
a lesser degree, the direct object and adverbial modifiers is largely 

determined by the information load that these constituents have in 

discourse. Since constituent ordering is sensitive not only to 
grammatical function but also to pragmatic considerations, Coptic may 

be classified as a discourse-configurational language, where topic and 

focus prommence involve a departure from the canonical S-V-O 

order. The frilly productive word alternations in Sahidic Coptic are 
dealt with in section 10.1. This leads to section 10.2, which examines 

the residual verb-initial V-S and V-S-O sentences. These verb-first 

sentence patterns are restricted to a closed class of adjectival, existential 
and possessive verbs. ’ 
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Subject order and information structure 

In Coptic, simple declarative clauses are generally compatible with 
preverbal, postverbal and left-dislocated subjects. The removal of the 
subject noun from the preverbal position requires the presence of a 
pronominal placeholder that resumes its person, number and gender 
features (indicated as PROsu ‘resumptive subject pronoun5). The label 
“subject inversion” is used here for word order patterns in which the 
subject comes after the verb and the direct object. Consider the sample 
sentences in table 10.1, which differ minimally with respect to the 
syntactic position of the subject. 

SUBJECT POSITION EXAMPLES 

mnnca. foy Ae n^ooy a nAuKONoc t 

neqoyoi enenpecByTepoc gtoyaab 

atta n.xMKa) ‘after (hnnca) five (Toy) 

days (n^ooy) the deacon (tt-aukonoc) 

went (lit. gave (A-q-t) his way 
(neq-oyoi)) to the holy (ct-oyaab) priest 
(e-ne-npecByrepoc) Apa Painbo* (Hil. 
5:31-32) 

LEFT-DISLOCATION ANApe^c Ae Aqt ne[q]oYoi ‘(as for) 
(TOPICsu -PROsu -V-O) lie went forth (lit. gave (A-q-t) his 

way (neq-oYoi)’ (Ac. A&P 206:152-153) 

eTei eNjHooc Aqt neqcyoi epoi n<si 

oynpecBYTepoc njaao (...) ‘when 
(eTei) we were sitting (e-N-gMooc), a 
venerable (n-£X\o) priest 
(oy-npecBYTepoc) came (lit. gave 
(A-q-t) his way (neq-oYoi)) to me (epo-i) 

(...)’ (Abbaton 228:13-14) 

TABLE 10.1 Positions for subjects in Sahidic Coptic 

The syntactic distribution of subjects is not free, but determined by the 
need of marking them with respect to their discourse information 
content. The typical discourse role of the subject is that of topic, 

SUBJECT INVERSION 

(V-PROsu-0-S) 

BASIC WORD ORDER 

(S-V-O) 

representing the constituent that expresses what the sentence is about. As 
sentence topics, subjects arc selected from the elements that arc 
presupposed at a given point in a discourse. The subject may, however, 
also be the focus of the sentence, representing the element of information 
that is unpredictable from the preceding discourse. The topic or focus 
role of clausal subjects has visible syntactic effects to the effect that a 
nominal constituent that usually occurs preverbally occurs instead in a 
non-canonical position in the left or the right periphery of the clause. 

10.1.1 S-V-O as the basic word order 

In languages with relatively flexible word order, the practical problem 
arises as to how one can determine whether any particular order is 
basic. This section presents several diagnostics for identifying 
(S-V-O) as the basic word order of Sahidic Coptic from which other 
word order patterns are derived. 

a) Precedence relations 

S-V-O order can be established as the basic word order on syntactic 
grounds, since this is the order that reflects the basic structural 
relations between the verb and its arguments. Coptic is a head-initial 
language, where the verb precedes the direct and the indirect object. 
Moreover, most tense-aspect-mood inflections appear clause-initially 
in front of the subject. Since the TAM marker precedes both the 
subject and the verb, and the verb precedes the object, the subject must 
also precede the direct object, e.g. a. oycoN xnc axta. cA.pA.nioN (...) 

a bmjher (oY-con) asked (a. ... xnc) Apa Sarapion (...)’ (AP Chaine 
no. 28, 5:24). 

TAM-MARKER SUBJECT VERB DIRECT OBJECT 

A. 

PERFECT 
OY-CON 

a brother 

XNe 

ask 
A.TTA CA.pA.niON 

Apa Sarapion 

FIGURE 10.1 Precedence relations and S-V-O surface order 



6) Mdikodhbss 

The basic constituent order of a language typically occurs in sentence 
patterns involving a minimal amount of syntactic structure and 

morphological marking. As we will see in sections 11.1.3 to 11.1.5, 

both left-dislocation and subject inversion represent syntactically more 

marked options than canonical S-V-0 sentences. To indicate the 
subject role of the dislocated nominal constituent, a pronominal 

placeholder must be inserted in the preverbal subject slot. Moreover, 

inverted subject nouns are morphologically marked by means of the 

focus marker n<5j. Compare, then: (S-V-O) a n^aao xooc xe (...) 

‘the senior (monks) (n-^aao) said (a ... xoo-c) that (xe) (...)’ (AP 

Chaine no. 47, 10:8); TOPICsu -PROsu -V-O) NToq on Aqxooc xe 

(...) ‘(as for) him (Apa Isaac) (ntocj), he also (on) said (A-q-xoo-c) 

that (xe) (...)’ (AP Chaine no. 25, 5:5); (V-PROsu-0-S) Ayxooc n<5i 

NeneiOTe erne oyA xe (...) ‘Our fathers (NeN-eioTe) said 

(A-y-xoo-c) about (eree) someone (oyA) that (xe) (...)’ (AP Chaine 

no.l48,33:3). 

c) Pragmatically neutral contexts 

S-V-0 is the order which arises in pragmatically neutral contexts that 
provide felicitous answers to questions like what’s going on? or what 

happened (next)?, e.g. a TeqctUNe Ae <x>\ NNeqKeec - his (Apa 

Mena’s) sister (Teq-ccuNe) gathered (a ... o>a) his bones 

(N-Neq-Keec)’ (Mena, Martyrd. 4a: 1-2), nxoeic na bci (for qi) 

MNoyNoO (for NoyNoO) NeyciA £M neKHi 2.M rre^ooy HnqiA 'the 

Lord (n-xoeic) will require (nx-eci) a big (nn-oy-noc5) sacrifice 

(n-©ycia) from (^m) your house (neK-m) on feii) the day (ne-^ooy) 

of the feast (ti-rr-q>A)’ (V. Pach. 88:12-13), £N TeyNoy Ae a rreqxAC 

wez ptuq AqpqNT AqMoy ‘suddenly (e,N xeNoy), his (Diocletian’s) 

lomue (neq-AAc) filled (a ... Me^) his mouth (pu>-q), he was eaten by 

(lit. he became (A-q-p)) worms (qNT) (and) died (A-q-Moy)’ (Eud. 

38:27). 

S-V-O constructions with nominal subjects and objects are not 
particularly common in narrative discourse, since neither argument has 

an antecedent in the previous discourse that could be traced back by 

means of a personal pronoun or demonstrative. If such sentence 

structures do occur, they are used as general statement of facts or 

truisms, e.g. (pApe xeiBNNe TAye mntcnooyc Nxooy nbnng kata 

poMrre 'this date-palm (tci-ennc) yields (<pApe ... TAye) twelve 

(mnt-cnooyc) bunches (N-xooy) of dates (n-bnnc) per (kata) year 

(pOMne)’ (Onnophr. 208:11-13), Nepe Aiokah t Nxy n^gnAojpon 

TepoMne eTBe neooy NNeyNoyTe *Diocletian (aiokah) gave 

(Nepe ... T) them (the Persian kings) gifts (N-^eN-AopoN) annually 

(xe-pOMne) for (eTBe) the glorification (n-eooy) of their gods 
(N-Ney-NoyTe)’ (Eud. 42:14-15). 

Quantificational sentences show a clear preference for the canonical 

S-V-0 order, in particular when the subject is an indefinite pronoun, 
e.g. eptpxN oyA cti (read aitci) hhok Noy^tnB (...) ‘if anyone 

(oyA) asks (eptpAN ... exi) you (mmo-k) something (n-oy-^ojb) (...)’ 

(AP Chaine no. 161, 36:14), a oyoN £.n nctoyaae p £Me N^ooy 

NAToycmi NATCO) 'one (oVon) of(zn) the hot ones (n-ctoyaab) 

spent (a ....p) forty fene) days (N-^ooy) without eating (n-at-oycdm) 

(and) drinking (n-at-cu))’ (KHMLII 35:18-20). 

10.1.2 Constituent order in the postverbal domain 

Coptic direct and indirect objects have a restricted syntactic distribution. 

This is because direct objects are assigned accusative case under 
adjacency with the verb and therefore resist “scrambling”, i.e. the switch 

of position between object and adverbs for emphatic or contrastive 
purposes. 

10.1,2.1 The canonical V> DO > IO >Advorder 

The direct object must be located in the structural position that is 

closest to the verb, namely the complement position to its right. This 

position can be occupied by different categories: in the construct state, 
the complement position of the verb is only compatible with object 

nouns and pronouns, e.g. coyN nrreTNANoyq mn nrreeooy ‘to 

know (coyN) what is good (n-n-eT-NANoy-q) and (mn) what is bad 

i (™e©ooy < n-n-eT-Zooy)’ (Abbaton 237:14), while prepositional 
j objects as well as subordinate clauses are licensed in the complement 
i position of verbs marked for the absolute state, e.g. kai tap 

j tctncooyn NTxANACTpo^H THpc ‘since (kai rAp) you know 

I (xeTN-cooyN) my entire (THp-c) mode of life (n-ta-anactpo4>h)’ (V. 

j Pa°h* 88:25-26), TeTNcooyN rAp xe MeitpeiNe (for MeitpiNe) nca 

j n^MTON ‘since (rA-P) you know (TeTN-cooyN) [that (xe) I did not 



look (Me-i-ipeiMe) for (nca) my own peace (ttx-mton)]* (V. Pach. 
88:28). 

Ditransitive verb like t ‘to give’ and xxpize ‘to grant’ are construed 
as double object constructions in which the primary direct object 
designates the tranferred entity and the secondary indirect object the 
goal or beneficiary of the transfer event that is described. When both 
objects are either nominal or pronominal, the direct object precedes the 
indirect one, e.g. qjxpe rmoyTe oy^MOT NNeTNxnicTeye ‘God 
(n-NoyTe) will grant (qixpe ... t) a favour (oy-£MOT) to those who 

will believe (N-N-eT-Nx-nicTeye)’ (Test. Is. 228:11), qNxxxpize 

MnTufio NTxqjeepe £itn nctn^xha nxcnhy ‘he (the Lord) will 
grant (q-Nx-xxp&e) healing (m-tt-txxc5o) to mg daughter 

(N-Tx-q>eepe) through (jutn) your prayers (n6tn-(j;xha), my brothers 
(nx-cnhy)’ (Hil. 8:12-13), Mxpeqt NNoyq nxn ‘he should give 
(rixpe-q-T) us (na-n) what is his (nnoy-ciV (Ac. A&P 210:211-212). 

Since adverbial modifiers are not included in the verb-complement 
structure, they appear at some distance from the verb in the clause- 
final domain. The preferred order is DIRECTIONAL/LOCATIONAL 

ADVERBS > MANNER ADVERBS > TEMPORAL ADVERBS, e.g. xyo> 
xqrro>pq> geox nneqoix e£pxi ermoyTe £N oypiMe NTeyqiH 

Ttipc xsn poy^e tpx £Tooye ‘and (xyu>) he (Pachom) lifted 
(x-q-rru>pq>) his hands (N-Neq-tfix) up (e£pxi) to God (e-rr-NoyTe) 

weeping (£N oypiMe) the entire (mp-c) night (N-Te-ycpH) from (xin) 

evening (poyge) till (qjx) dawn (gTooye)’ (V. Pach. 2:2-3). 

10.1,2.2 Dative shift 
In the absolute state, there is a single instance of “scrambling”, which 
causes the direct and the indirect object to switch position with respect 
to the verb. Scrambling takes place when the prepositional object 
(PPdo) of the absolute state verb is a full noun phrase and the indirect 
object a dative clitic (DAT-CL). The “scambled” order of dative shift 
constructions is VAs > DAT-CL > PPdo order, e.g. xqt nac Noypi 

2.8Toyo)q MnpHC NTeKKAHcix ‘he (Apa Pambo) gave (x-q-T) her 

(Hilaria) (na-c) a cell (N-oy-pi) next to him (giToytD-q), south 
(m-tt-phc) of the church (N-T-eKKxHcix)’ (Hil 6:15), engxe Ae xyt 
Nxq gu)o>q N^NTN^ (for N^eNTNg) ‘finally (e-rr-gxe), they gave 

(A.-Y-T) him (Nx-q) wings (n-^cn-tn^), too (£o>u)-q)’ (AP Chaine no. 
180, 43:16), NrqjxHx exu)c cpxNTe nxoeic xxpize nac mtttxx<5o 

WORD ORDER 

‘and you shall pray (H-r-q,xHx) on her behalf (exiu-c) until the Lore 
(n-xoeic) will grant (ty^NTe ... xxpize) her (na-c) healim 
(m-tt-txa<5o)’ (Hil. 9:4-5). 

Adverbial modifiers, by contrast, can never be moved in front of tht 

direct or indirect object, e.g. xqnxTexe nnccnhy gxTHq u^omni 

ncbot eTse Teqqjeepe ‘he (the king) kept (x-q-KXTexe) the 

brothers (N-ne-CNHy) with him fexTH-q) (for) three ((^omnt) months 

(n-eBOT) because of (eTBe) his daughter (Teq-qieepeV (Hil. 12:8-9). 
x Keoyx Ae on eiNe MneqqjHpe qjxpoq ‘somebody else (Ke-oyx" 

brought (x ... eiNe) his son (M-neq-qwpe) to him (Pachomi 
(qixpo-q)’(V. Pach. 141:21). 

10.1.3 Left-dislocation 

Left-dislocation belongs to a broad family of information- 
packaging constructions. These pragmatically marked sentence 
patterns differ from their unmarked counterparts not in propositional 
content or illocutionary meaning (declarative, interrogative, imperative 
etc.), but rather in the way the information is presented. In Coptic, the 
difference between information-packing constructions and their more 
basic counterparts is in most cases simply a matter of linear order of 
the main sentence constituents, in particular, the subject. Thus, in left- 
dislocated sentences a noun phrase or its equivalent is placed in the left 
periphery of the clause with an anaphorically linked pronoun within 
that clause. They serve as a syntactic means of indicating that a 
particular nominal constituent denotes the topic of the sentence. The 
notion of “topichood” is a relational category: since the topic 
corresponds to information that is given or available from the 
preceding discourse, it must evidently be part of the presupposed 
portion of the clause. 

10.1.3.1 Main syntactic characteristics 

Syntactically, left-dislocation involves the preposing of some nominal 
constituent about which the following clause makes a comment. Its 
relational role as an argument of the verb is indicated by way of an 
mtraclausal pronoun, e.g. xnApexc Ae xqt nefqjoyoi ‘[topic 

Andrew (xnApexc Ae), [comment he went forth (lit. he gave (x-q-t) 

his way (neq-oyo.))]’ (Ac. A&P 206:152-153). See figure 10.2 below 
for further illustration. (The arrow indicates the anaphoric relation 
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etween the extraclausal topic and the intraclausai resumptive 
pronoun). 

COMMENT TOPIC 

XNApCXC Ae x- 

(As for) Andrew perfect 

SUBJECT VERB DIRECT OBJECT 

t 
give 

Tieq-oyoi 
his way 

FIGURE 10.2 Left-dislocation 

A topic-registering particle can follow the left-dislocated noun or 
pronoun. The Greek discourse marker Ae is widely used in left- 
dislocated sentences to signal the shift from one topic to another. 

a) Embedded left-dislocation 

Left-dislocation has a broad syntactic distribution and is applicable to 
various types of coordinated and subordinated clauses. When this 
happens, the subordinating or coordinating complementiser precedes 
the left-dislocated topic: COMP> TOPIC > CLAUSE, e.g. xyo) nckkahcix 

NceKOToy Nceqi npoccpopx NjniToy neigooy ttxi ‘and (xyaj) 

(concerning) (he churches (n-ckkxhcix) they shall rebuild them 

(n-cg-kot-oy) and celebrate (N-ce-qi) in them (n^ht-oy) the 
Eucharist (npoc<l>opx) on (j>m) this very (nxi) day (nei-^ooy)’ (Eud. 
40:9-10), xyai n<5Mrr<|jeiNe (for nOi-inqjiNe) ctmmay Nexqq;a>ne £N 

ncooy2.c TTipoy nngcnhy £m noye^cx^Ne Mnxoeic ‘and (xyu;) 

that (er-Mt-ixy) affliction (n-<5M-n-q;eiNe) had occurred 
(Ne-x-q-q>a>ne) in (^n) all (rnp-oy) the convents (N-cooy^c) of the 
brothers (n-nc-cnhy) through (^m) tlie order (n-oye£-cx£Ne) of tlie 
Lord (M-n-xoeic)’ (V. Pach. 91:10-12), xxxx rmexpioc MnxxeqxeK 

oypoHne eBox xqt-ioy ‘but_ (xxxx) also Arios (n-Ke-xpioc) died 
(x-q-r-ioy) before finishing (t-inxxe-q-xeK eBox) one year 
(oy-poMne) (as a bishop)’ (KHML II 50:6-7), jcckxc xnon mgn 

exexNXNe^ce (for exeTNNXNe£ce) mmon eBox nNO<5 n£inhb 

‘so that (xeKxc), (as far as) we (anon) (are concerned) you would 
awake (e-xexN-NX-Ne£ce) us (hmo-n) from fet-t) the deep (tt-no<5) 

sleep (n-^inhb)’ (Zen. 199:17-18). 

, • - • ; v ■' . • 

b) Syntactic role of the topic 

The intra-dausal pronoun that is anaphorically linked to left-dislocated 

(LD) topic constituents typically functions as the subject of the main 
predicate of the clause, but other functions are also possible. 

Examples: (LD subject) Ayr^pe 2„ oyrAxpo ‘the Jews 

I S206°i5i ^ SatS S°lidly (2N °V-t^Fo)* 
;1^;'52)* MNNC“C eic 2NBAxe Aye, eYu;ex hntna ‘after 

(hnncoi c) _md people (£N-EAAe) came (A-y-ei) asking for (e-y-u,er) 
charity (mnt-n*) (KHML I 6:11), Tgieepe Ae <p„H NKc2eH (for mgcjn 

TMne - ljMk ** (T-tpeepe) was (no-c-jon) 
out eighteen (A-MNT-qjMHNe) years (N-ponne) (old)’ (Hil 3-24-25) 

"ArrGA°C ,A<\ "TOOe,c “WIoJnm empxienicKonoc ‘the cmgd 

t("'Xrr^°?) 0f, lhe Lord (»-n^oeic) revealed himself (A-q-oyoNe-q) to 
tlie archbishop (e-nr-ApMenicKonoc)’ (Mena, Martyrd. 4b:6-9), nxoac Ae 

ON eqn-oiBC NoyoN NIH erne MMoq z„ neyArreA.oN ‘the Lord 

(n-ioeic) also (on) encourages (e-q-Tuisc) everybody (oYon nim) who 

Pad,5 T7Wtn'7(MM<K|) lhr°Ugh feM) the G°Spel ("-eY^exiON)’ (V. 
thmJft1 re0‘ °bjeCt) neNTA,Me6Ve Ae ePoq A,AAq ‘what I had 

nenT"rT^leFO<,) 1 have done ® (°nn°Phr- • 0), (LD directional adverb) timonaxoc nZak qiAyt kaom exoiq ,h 

™sZ grudent (n-2ae) monk (h-honwoc) is given (lit. they give 
(4iA-Y-t)) a crown (kaom) gn him (exu>-q) on fen) earth (n-Kxg)’ (AP 

Chame no 11, 3:6), (LD possessor) tai Ae NeyeN oynoo Nqm.[Ne] jr, 

ZXZt n" r0 M (W°man) (TX,)’ (thCre) WaS a severe 
16) IleSS 'n feN) — head (Te»Ane) - (Mena, Mir. 26a: 13- 

c) Unbounded dependencies 

'f "dtslo=ated constituent can come from the main sentence, but 
can also be drawn from an embedded clause, the result being an 

unbounded anaphoric dependency between the topic and theSCo- 

referential pronoun across two or more clause boundaries (indicated by 
brackets), e.g. nA.AKONoc Ae xqe.pe ..rrccoyanp acix, „Tootc 

MnNOMicHA AYoya,M hn NeyepHy nne2ooY 6tmmaY ‘the deacon 

(r.-A,AKONoc) [s, fulfilled (A-q-e.Fe) her (Hilaria’s) 

(M-nec-oYo«p)] ‘[S2 took (x-q-x,) the solidus (a golden coin) 

(h-o-nohicma) from her (ntoot-c)], ‘[33 (and) they ate (a-y-oYu,m 



together (t»* Mey-ep/iy) on that (exMMAy) day (M-n-^ooy)’ (Hil. 5:1- 
4), eY'rportioc Ae xqpxtye gmaxg AqMOOgje mn neq2M2.AA 

qiANxequaw errronoc MirgAnoc atta mhna ‘(as for) Eutropius. [si 
he was very (gmaxg) happy (A-q-pAipe)] [s2 (and) travelled 
(A-q-Mooqje) with (mn) his servant (neq-2.M2.AA)] [s3 until he reached 
(qiANxe-q-BUJK) the slirine (g-tt-xottoc) of the holy (M-n-2.Anoc) Apa 
Mena’ (Mena, Mir. 21b:24~30)], xeinoxic tap nxnnakaxhyxn an 

eoycuM (read eoyuiN) mmoc ‘because (rAp) (as far as) this city 

(xei-noAic) (is concerned), [Si we will not (an) allow you 
(n-xn-na-ka-xhytn) [52 to open (e-oyuiN) it (mmo-c) ]]’ (Ac. A&P 
206:159-160). 

d) Multiple topics 

Although it is possible to have more than one topic in a single clause, 
multiple topic constructions are rare, e.g. nai xHpoy nexNAAMexei 

epooy eqNAxi enixiMiA 2Apooy ‘[Topici (as for) aU (xnp-oy) these 

(rules) (nai)], [xopic2 he who will neglect (n-ex-NA-AMexei) them 
(epo-oy)] will be reprimanded (lit. will receive (e-q-NA-xi) 

punishment (enixiMiA)) on account of them (2.Apo-oy)’ (praec. 
Pach.103), anon Ae gxbg ncnnobc mapnoittn egoy** mayaan 

c tropic 1 (as for) wj (anon Ao)j [r0pic2 because of (exse) our sins 

(ngn-nobg)] let us lock up ourselves (MAp-N-onx-N C2<>yn) alone 
(mayaa-n)’ (AP Chaine no. 41, 8:28-29). 

10.1.3.2 Types of left-dislocated topics 

The choice of a nominal constituent as the topic of a given clause is 
sensitive to the semantic properties of the noun phrase itself. We will 
see that a variety of nominal expressions may be topicalised by means 
of left-dislocation. 

a) Indefinite topics 

Indefinite noun phrases have referents that have not been mentioned in 
the previous discourse and are therefore hard to interpret as sentence 
topics. However, indefinite and quantified noun phrases do occur as 
left-dislocated sentence topics when they arc associated with either a 
specific-indefinite or a generic interpretation, designating individuals 
or sets about which a particular assertion is made, e.g. oy2.aao Ag 

NANAxajpixHC eqcopM 2.N xeptiMOc Ayoi nexAq 2.PA1 NgHxq xg 

(...) a (certain) old (oy-gxxo) hermit (n-anaxojpixhc) got lost 
(e-q-copM) in (£n) the desert (x-epHMoc) and (Ayo>) said (rrexA-q) to 
himself fePAi N2Hx-q) that (xg) (...)’ (AP Chaine no. 126, 28:29-29), 
OypoiMG NCO(J)OC MGqNCX [gJAXG] NIM 6BOA g'NAl AAAA Aqf 

exHq e[Nexco>]xM epooy £a wise (n~co<J>oc) man (oy-puiMe) does 
not throw (Me-q-Nex) away (gboa) every (nim) word (cjiaxg) like that 
feiNAi) but (aaaa) focuses (qjA-q-f) his attention fexH-q) towards 
those who listen (g-n-gx-cu>xm) to them (epo-oy)’ (Teach. Ant. 6-7), 
con cnay kaxa GApx AyBu>K ey2eNeexe ‘two (cnay) brothers 

(con kaxa cApx) went (A-y-Bum) to a monastery (e-y-^GNeexe)’ 

(AP Chaine no. 100, 22:32), pu>Me tap nim gxnabojk eneqxonoc 

<pAYMAxe moxaaoo ‘for (rAp) every (nim) man (pcuM.e) who will go 
i(gx-na-bo>k) to his (Apa Mena’s) shrine (e-neq-xonoc) will obtain 
(qjA-y-MAxe) recovery (M-n-XAAOo)’ (Mena, Mir. 26b:9-12). 

Very often such specific indefinite topics require a special semantic 
link in the form qf the exclamative eic ‘behold, look, here is’ which 
signals surprising or noteworthy information, e.g. eic oyArrexoc 

Nxe nxoeic [Aqo]yu>N2 *Aq esox ‘behold (eic), an angel 

(oy-Arrexoc) of (nxg) the Lord (n-xoeic) revealed himself 
(A-q-oya>N2) to him (NA-q)’ (Mena, Mir. 9a:6-10), e.c oycnAOAPioc 

nxg pAKoxe Aqei mn oyAiakonoc eyoyoiu; gattanxa epoK ‘look 

(eic), a knighi (oy-cnAOApioc) from (nxg) Alexandria (pakoxg) 

came (x-q-ei) together with (mn) a deacon (oy-aiakonoc), wishing 
(e-y-oyoiqj) to meet (g-atianta) you (cpo-K)’ (Hil. 5:8-9), 

b) “Hanging” discourse topics 

Coptic has another topicalisation construction besides left-dislocation, 
in which the extraclausal topic does not correspond to any 
placeholding expression in the following clause. Such “hanging” 
discourse topics are generally more abstract than sentence topics, and 
they commonly introduce a new subject matter into the discourse, e.g. 
XKAOHKGI AG NXNHCXGIA GqNAp TOYl TTeqHGl AY(U XKGXG 2M 

nHi MnGqqiBHp ‘(as for) the instruction (x-kaohkgi) of fast 
(n-t-nhctgia): he shall make (e-q-NA-p) the first one (x-oyi) in (^m) his 
house (ncq-Hei) and (aYu>) the other (x-kgxg) in feM) his collegues’ 
(M-nGq-qiBHp) house (it-hi)’ (praec. Pach. 115). 
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preposition ©rBe ‘as for’ may indicate that its nominal complement 
functions as a discourse topic, e.g. erne tt[ma] Noy [01141] m Ae nnc 

ptuMe <pA_x;e eyoyonjiM £i P°Y£© (qs for (ctkc) the kneading 

(N-oyunjjM) place (tt-ma), no one (pume) shall speak (mnc ... yjAxe) 

when tliey are kneading (e-y-oyox^M) at fei) night (poy^e)’ (praec. Pach. 

116), exBe NexHy Ae nng aaay NNeeq ka jcoi ©boa £i xeMpoi 

aah npoJMe ntcooy2.c (...) ‘as for (gtbg) the ships (N~&xny), no 

(aaay) sailor (N-Neeq) shall set loose (nnc ... ka geoa) a ship (jcoi) at 

(#) the landing stage (Te-i-ipu;) without the man (Le. the prior) (n-paiMe) 

of tlie congregation (n-t-cooy^c)’ (praec. Pach. 118). 

c) The prefix-doubling construction 

In a structural variant of left-dislocation, there are two instances of one 

and the same tense-aspect-mood marker, one in front of the left- 

dislocated topic and the other in front of the resumptive pronoun. The 

prefix-doubling construction is only attested with left-dislocated 

nominal subjects, e.g. a Nepume Ae mttma ctmmay Ayoye^ ttcojma 

MnMAKApioc atta mhna [enec]HT £M rTdAMoyx *the people 

(He-pojMe) of that (emt-iAy) place (m-tt-ma) let (a ... A-y-oyez) the 

body (tt-cuima) of the blessed (m-tt-makapioc) Apa Mena down 

(errecnT) from (£«) the camel (n-dAMoyx)’ (Mena, Martyrd. 5a: 14- 

20), Aycu tpApe noyA noyA MMooy ujAqAicoANe kata Teq^ycic 

‘and (Ayu;) each one (n-oyA n-oyA) of them (mmo-oy) perceives 

(u^pe ... q;A-q-Aic©ANe) according to (kata) his nature (Teq-^ycic)’ 

(Pist. Soph. 282:16-17), Ayu; Nepe noyoeiN Neqo nmin6 minc ne 

‘and (Ayu;) the light (n-oyoeiN) was (Nepe ... Ne-q-o) of diverse 

sorts (M-MiNe minc)’ (Pist. Soph. 5:15). 

10.1.3.3 Pragmatic functions of left-dislocation 
Left-dislocation serves two information-structuring purposes, one of 
which is to establish a pragmatic relation of aboutness between a 

referent and a proposition with respect to a particular discourse context 

and the other is to limit the applicability of that proposition to a certain 

restricted domain. Left-dislocation is operative at all levels of the 

topicality hierarchy: it can serve as a syntactic device of introducing a 

new topic, resuming a given topic, or evoking a contrast between two 
topic expressions. 

a) Topic switch 

"“r10"is Widely USed t0 change CUITent topic of discourse 
f"d f dUC® a "®w one' Such a topic switch signals a major thematic 
break in the development of the storyline, e.g. xYu. e.eempe, mhoov 

mn NeYKxpnoc e,c q-roov N<,,„Fe <j,hm xye. nnoye ‘and (xyu.) 
hile / was looking (e-.-eeu.pe.) at them (the trees) (mmo-oy) and 

(mn) their fruits Ney-Kxpnoc), look (eic),Jbur (qxooy) (gnu-,) 

Morn (N-qinpe) came (x-y-e.) from a distance (M-n-oye)’ (Onnophr 

ACy,U,ne Ae Mne20OV NTKyp.XKH X nppo BU.K 
ercyNXSc mn Tppu, mn Teqg.eepe ccntg tmxkxFix 

*cqi nngcbxx e2px. erne ecxtu mmoc jcg (...) ‘it happened 

(x-c-giuine Ae) on a Sunday (lit, on the day (M-ne-gooy) of Sunday 

(H-T-KYP.XKH)) (that) the him (n-ppo) went (x .. EWK) to the 
Eucharist (e-T-cyNxx.c) together with (mn) the queen (t-¥VW) and 

tmJ" (cTe) dau8hters >• ml hlZ 
j plx) mam fexxxp.x) looked (lit. carried (x-c-q.) her eyes 

Silt subject-d!fferent clauses, left-dislocated sentences 

ZtherTh ?rnnCE; IX' '*’e Shift &0m °ne discourse participant to 
anodrer. The switch-referenced subject has been introduced as a non- 

m th£ PreVi°US ClaUSe> C'8' A 6' Hoyoenp 
ZeZ eYNTAY MMAY NOyi MAX.MmN.ON 
m l T*° A6 NTeP°YKU,piJ) egoq mmxtb nexxq 
MnAxiMtuN (...) some people (2o.ng) came (x ... e.) once 

wTT (5N] 016 Theba'S (eHEJJC) to (<j.x) an old monk 
( y-z-xxo) and they had (e-yNrx-y) someone (n-oYx) (with them) who 

was possessed (e-q-o) by a demon (n-Ax.mu.n.on) in order that 

h T uleal him (-ft-6—«o-q). The old monk 
(n-2xxo), when they beseeched (NTeP-oy-Ka.Pq,) him (ePo-q)^7y 

“ “re) said (—ft) to the demon (m-tt-aximu>n) tha (Z) 
(...) (AP Chaine, no. 140,31:10-12). K J 

b) Resumed topics 

ipkS0£inrPh0r3 (i'a PerSOnal pr0n°uns’ demonstratives) fypically function as resumed topics, which reintroduce an already 

familiar referent into the discourse after a short period of absence, e g 
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n.Ki nan Mre/'cqcnooc gucti neo|*OMOC NTMNTGpo Aqoytucq 
riNenpocTArm mmntacgehc ‘but when this one (nAi mgn) (Zeno) 

had occupied (lit. had sat down (NTepe-q-gMooc) on (£.ixm)) the 

tlirone (ne-epowoc) of the (Byzantine) kingdom (N-T-MNT-epo), he 

annulled (A-q-oyuicq) the sinful (m-mnt-acgbhc) ordinances 

(N-Ne-npocTArtiA)’ (HiL 2:2-3), NToq Ae NeyNHy q>Apoq n<5i 

2.cNoyA oyA gboa £N nImg eTMneqKtijTe ‘(as for) him (Pachom) 

(m oq), occasionally people feeNoyA oyA) came (Ne-y-NHy) to him 

((j)Apo-q) from (gboa £n) tlie villages (n-tMe) in tlie neighbourhood 

(eT-H-neq-KOJTe)’ (V. Pach. 3:25-26). 

c) Contrastive topics 

Left-dislocation can also be used for emphatic and contrastive purposes. 

The main function of contrastive and emphatic topics is to code two 

active discourse referents, which are contrasted with one another, e.g. 
nxAxe H6N eqNoyxe NgeNMeeye eyxAgM e^oyN epoq 

AN i tDNioc Ae goxvq gjAqBoopoy 2.1TN NeujAHA 'the enemy (n-xAxe) 

(i.e. the devil) insinuated (e-q-Noyxe) filthy (e-y-XA^M) thoughts 

(N-geN-Meeye) to him (epo-q). Anthony, on his part (gtuuj-q), 

(managed to) repel them (qjA-q-Boop-oy) through (jmtn) prayers 

(Ne-qjAHA)’ (V. Ant. 8:13-15), £M [nTp]equ>B<p Ae [eic] ngAnoc aha 

hmma AqAge pATq [ex]<n[q] £n oy2,o[po]MA ‘when (2.m) he dozed off 

(n-Tpe-q-ujRqj) look (eic), the holy (n-gAnoc) Aya Mena stood 

(A-q-A^e pAT-q) before him (excu-q) in (^n) a vision (oy-gopoMA)’ 

(Mena, Mir. 12a:2-7), nai Ae Ayxi NTMNTppo MneTMMAy *the former 

(nai) (Valentian and Diocletian) took (A-y-xi) the kingdom 

(n-t-mnt-ppo) from the latter (Numerian) (M-neTHMAy)’ (Mena, 

Martyrd. la:24-27). 

d) Simplification of discourse processing 

Left-dislocation may facilitate discourse processing, when it is used to 

avoid structurally complex noun phrases in a clause-internal argument 

position, e.g. npume Ae nta atta mhna t [NA]q NNeq[tfA]MoyA 
[NeoJyMXAq [mmay] NoytfAMAyAe [na<5]phn ‘the man (n-pu>Me) to 

whom (NA-q) Apa Mena had given (nt-a ... t) his camels 

(N-Neq-tfAMoyA) had (Ne-oyNTA-q) a barren (n-acsphn) she-camel 

(n-oy-<5AMAyxe)5 (Mena, Mir. 10b: 10-14), neTNAipume eqnicTeye 

GNqjAxe MnNoyTe mn NeqneToyAAB qNAu^cune nkahponomoc 

NTMNTppo MnNoyTe ‘he who will come (n-eT-NA-tpcune) to believe 

(e-q-nicTeye) the words (e-N-tpAxe) of God (M-n-NoyTe) and (mn) 

his saints (Neq-neToyAAu), he will become (q-NA-qmme) heir 

(n-kahponomoc) to God’s (M-n-NOYre) kingdom (n-t-mnt-ppo)’ 

(Test. Is. 228:11-13). 

e) Turn-taking device 

In dialogue sequences, left-dislocation may be employed as a turn- 

taking device, indicating that a new speaker takes the floor, e.g. 
tm aka pi a Ae 2-AAApiA ActpAxe mn AHA hambcu TTenpecByTepoc 

ecxtu mmoc xe toyuxp melon* eTpeKAAT mmonaxoc (...) 

mreToyAAB Ae nexAq nac xe riAtpHpe mn u)c5om mmok e<5o> 

2aohn (...) tmakapja Ae MnApoeNoc Acoyojqjq (for ACOy<n<pB) 

ttgxac xe nAeiujT ntaigi eniMA £M tta^ht THpq (...) nneToyAAB 

Ae Aqp <pnHpe NTAnoAoriA NTKoyi Nqjeepe ‘the blessed 

(t-makapia Ae) Hilaria (gAAApiA) spoke (A-c-<pAxe) with (mn) the 

priest (ne-npecsyTepoc) Apa Pambo, saying (e-c-xw mmo-c) »My 

Father (m-euirr), I want (t-oyujqj) you to make me (e-Tpe-K-AA-T) a 

monlc (m-monaxoc) (...)«. The holy one (n-neToyAAB Ae) said 

(nexA-q) to her (na-c) »My son (nA-qjHpe), you cannot (lit. (there) is 

no (mn) possibility (q><5oM) for you (mmo-k)) to stay (e-<5ui) with us 

(2-Aoh-n) (...)«. The blessed (t-makapia Ae) virgin (M-nApeeNoc) 

answered (A-c-oyuiqjq) (and) said (neu-c) »My Father (nA-eicuT), I 

have come (nt-a-i-gi) to tliis place (g-tu-ma) with (^m) all (THp-q) my 

heart (tta-£Ht) (...)«. The holy one (n-neToyAAB Ae) was impressed 

(A-q-p qjnHpe) by the speech (N-T-AnoxoriA) of the little (n-t-koyi) 

girl (N-qjeepe)’(Hil. 5:12-29). 

f) Shift in narrative perspective 

Left-dislocation may also signal a shift in narrative perspective, for 
instance, the transition from a dialogue (or inner monologue) to the 

main storyline, e.g. AqcurrM Ae gngcSom natta mhna nexAq g[pAi] 

N£HTq xe t[oyimp] Z™ gbujk [en]Tonoc naha [mh]na nt[a]waha 

(...) ApHy qNAep nAMeeye NToq Ae AqTcuoyN Aqqi mmaab Nqje 

NNOM1CMA Aqi gboa AqMooipe MAyAAq (...) ‘he (the rich 

Alexandrian) heard (A-q-curm) of the wonders (g-ng-<5om) of Apa 

Mena (and) said (nexA-q) to himself fepAi N£HT-q) »I, too (2.01), want 



to the siirine (e-TT-ronoc) of Apa Mena and 

pray (nta-ij;aha) (...)• Maybe (aPhY) he will remember me ( it will 
make (q-Nx-ep) my remembrance (nx-Meeye))«. He (ntocj) stood up 

(a-o-tuioyn), took (A-q-qi) three thousand (m-maar n-(jks) solidi 

(n-nom.cma) and went (A-q-e.) out (ceoa), travelling (A-q-MOoejie) 

(all) by himself (nAYAA-q)’ (Mena, Mir. 13a: 13-31), anon Ae jumiN 
[NApeNcno]YAAZe ep ANAq hnnoytc Jitn jNnpASic (tor 

j>eNnpAXic) 6NANOYOY ‘let us (anon Ae), in our turn (£oiui-n), be 
zealous (MAPe-N-cnoYAAZe) to please (e-p ANA-q) God (M-TT-Noy-Te) 

through feiTH) good (e-NxNoy-oy) deeds feN-npxzic)! (Mena, 
Martyrd. 6a:27-31). In the last example, shift in narrative perspective is 
accompanied by a topic-switch from third to first person plural 

reference, which suggests that the selection of left-dislocation 

structures may be due to the resetting of more than one discourse 

parameter. 

10.1.4 Adverb preposing 
Coptic adverbs may occupy either a clause-initial or final position. 

Preposed adverbs generally appear before left-dislocated topic phrases, 

but the reverse order does also occur, e.g. nxeiuiT eTBe oy xnok 

ttx£Ht Nxqrr ‘My father (nx-eunr), why (eTBe oy) is (as far as) / 

(^nok) (am concerned), my heart (ttx-£Ht) (so) bold (nxujt). (AP 

Chaine no. 3, 2:7) vs. xnon Ae eTBe nchnobc mx^uouth eeoyN 

mxy&jln ‘(as for) us (xnon Ae)] because of (eTBe) our sms 

(MCN-NoBe), let us lock up ourselves (mxp-n-otit-n eeoyn) alone 

(Mxyxx-N)’ (AP Chaine no. 41, 8:28-29). 

10.1.4.1 Scope differences . 
Depending on the two positions that the adverbial occupies the 

sentence differs in meaning (that is, with respect to the scope of the 

adverbial). While preposed adverbial phrases take scope over an 
entire clause, their in-situ counterparts tend to be narrower in scope 

and only modify the verbal predicate. Thus compare: noyoenp him 

Neqoycntp xn exi eooy cbox £1tn uptime ‘at no (xn) tupe.(nim 
N-oyoeicp) did he (Pachom) want (Ne-q-oytugi) to be praised (lit. to 

get (e-xi) praise (eooy)) by fernf) people (N-poiMe)’ (V. Pach. 22-23) 

vs. ctbc oy TepiMe nnxY nim ‘why (eTBe oy) do you (woman) 

weep (Te-piMe) all (nim) the tjme (n-nxY)?’ (AP Chaine no. 225, 

65:22), zxZ Ae Neon tpxqniM eyopm ‘(on) many (zxz) occasions 
(N-con) he (the ill-tempered monk) was moved (<px-q-KiM) towards 

anger (e-y-oprH)’ (AP Chaine no. 48, 10:15-16) vs. zwctg ntc zxZ 

NTe nct^m nTMe TMipdMdoM ctuimnt epoq N£X£ Neon ‘such 

that (2,ujCTe) many (zxz) who were in (n-ct-jm) the village (n-tMe) 

could not (ntc ... TM-ip-dM-doM) meet (e-TuiMNx) him (epo-q) on 

many (n-jxz) occasions (N-con)’ (AP Chaine no. 210, 54:26-27). 

10.1.4.2 The stage-setting function of preposed adverbs 
Preposed adverbial phrases perform a scene-setting function, 
anchoring a given situation to a specific temporal or spatial frame. 

a) Out-of-the-blue contexts 

Sentence-initial adverbs do not have the strong discourse linking 

function that left-dislocated noun phrases have. They can therefore 

appear without reference to prior discourse in an out-of-the-blue 

context, e.g. oygooy Ae cboa zh oy^ooy x TdxMxyxe Mice 

Noyqieepe NcglMe ione day (oy-^ooy Ae eBox gN oy-^ooy), the 

she-camel (T-dxMxyxe) delivered (x ... Mice) a daughter 

(N-oy-tpeepe N-c^iMe)’(Mena, Mir. 10b:31-34), gN oyctpNe Ae ec 

(for eic) ngxnoc Mepxoypioc xqei egoyN ‘all of a sudden (j>n 

oy-cqjNe), the holy (n-gxnoc) Mercurius came (x-q-ei) in (egoyN)’ 
(Mercur, Mir. 262:5-6). 

b) Shift in temporal location 

In setting up a new time frame for the subsequent discourse unit, they 

provide a minimally informative setting with respect to which the 

upcoming chain of events is interpreted, e.g. MneqpxcTe xq^Mooc 

enBHMx Ndi gxpMeNioc £M neeexApoN ‘on the (lit. his) next day (m- 

neq-pxcTe) Armenius sat down (x-q-^Mooc) on the tribune (c-tt-ehmx) 

in feM) the theatre (ne-eexApoN)’ (KHMLI 76:8-9), gxooye Ae £xqh 
MnoyoeiN x TecgiMe NcxMxpmic [Ne]g,[ce] nnc^[io]mc ctnmmxc 

rrexxc Nxy xe (...) ‘(at) dawn (grooye) before (gxeH) (suh)light 

(M-n-oyoeiN), the Samaritan (n-cxmxpjthc) woman (re~c£iMe) woke 

up (x ... Negce) the women (n-nc-^iomc) in her company 

(er-NMMx-c) (and) said (nexx-c) to them (nx-y) that (xe) (...)’ (Mena, 
|Min31a:2-7). 



Although preposed adverbials are not natural discourse topics that can 
be paraphrased as “as for”, they may assume a topic function when 
they have been introduced in the preceding sentence. Just like left- 
dislocated nouns and pronouns, such discourse-linked adverbs may 
assume a contrastive or emphatic reading, e.g. con ngn q>Ayoya>2 

exM ttgbkd eyq>AN<5NTq con Ac qiAyoytug. cjcm noem ‘some time 

(con mcn) they (flies) will sit (qjA-y-oyiiJ^) on (gxm) honey (n-eBuu), 
if they can find it (e-y-q>AN-<5NT-q), some other time (con Ae) tliey 
will sit (cpA-y-oytuz) on (cxm) bread (tt-ogik)’ (Sh. Ill 48:6-8), xyui 
eic ce NpoMne tcpoon £N ticphmia ‘and (Ayo>), look (eic), for 

sixty (ce) years (n-poMne) I have been living (+-q>oon) in (j>n) this 
desert (ti-gphmia)’ (Onnophr. 210:18-19), 

Anaphorically used time and reason adverbials like mnncojc ‘after 
that5 and gtbc mi ‘because of that’ have a recapitulative function. In 
referring to the prior stretch of discourse, they bridge the gap between 
two narrative units, e.g. mnncojc Aqoyu>N£ Nxq [gbox] n<5i 

ngxrioc ana mhna [j>n oygopoMA] ‘after this (mnncoj-c) the holy 
(n-gAnoc) Apa Mena revealed (himself) (A-q-oyujNg. gbox) to him 
(NA-q) in (2.n) a vision (oy-^opoMA)’ (Mena, Mir. 32a: 11-14), ctbc 

nAi CKeajtune £N NTApTApoc oja negooy MngAn ‘because of 
(ctbc) this, (nAi) (i.e. your worship of the devil), you (Judas) shall stay 
(e-K-e-tyojne) in (^n) the Tartaros (N-TApTApoc) until (cpA) the day 
(rT6-£ooy) of the Judgement (M-n-gAn)’ (Ac. A&P 202:127-128). 

10.1.5 Subject inversion 
Subject inversion is an information-packaging construction used 
when the nominal subject is in focus. The focalised subject linearly 
follows the verb and the direct object, yielding the non-canonical order 
V-0 -S. The informational status of the inverted subject is registered 
by a dedicated focus particle ncsi. To disambiguate the relational role of 
the postverbal constituent, subject inversion is always accompanied by 
inserting a pronominal placeholder in the preverbal subject slot. 
Subject-inverted sentences like Nxepeqjce nai Ae n<5i nArrexoc 

(...) ‘when the angel (n-Arrexoc) had said (NTepe-xe) these (nai) 

(words) (...)’ (Test. Is. 230:12) have the structure shown in figure 10.3. 
(The arrow indicates the anaphoric dependency between the cataphoric 
subject pronoun and the postverbal noun phrase). 

FIGURE 10.3 Subject inversion 

10.1.5.1 Types of inverted subjects 

A wide range of subject nouns may appear in postverbal position for 
emphatic or presentational purposes: definite and indefinite noun 
phrases, proper names, demonstratives, partitives and quantificational 
expressions. In the vast majority of cases inverted subjects are animate 
nominals, but inanimate ones also occur. 

Examples: (indefinite NPs) xqBiDK n(5i oycoN <jja aiia jcuoui enrooy 

NAriA antujnioc ‘a brother (oy-coN) came (A-q-Eunt) to (q>A) Apa Cicoi in 

the monastery (e-n-Tooy) of Apa Antony’ (AP Chame no. 117, 27:10), Ayei 

egmrr Ndi 2.NMONAXOC (for ^cnhonaxoc) gbox £N khmg ‘(there) came 

(A-y-ei) to Sliiet (g-<jjiht) monks (^.n-monaxoc) from (gbox £n) Egypt 

(khmg)’ (AP Chame no. 69, 15:16), (definite NPs) mnnca gGNKGKoyi 

N^ooy AqNHcJje Ndi neon gtmmay ‘after (mmnca) a few days (N-gooy) 

more (een-Ke-Koyi) that (gtmmay) (disobedient) brother (n-coH) cooled 

down (A-q-NH^e)’ (V. Pach. 140:30), gy^jangimg tap noi ngntaynay 

epoq Tiipoy cgnattictgyg epoq (Eud. 52:21-22) ‘because (rxp) if all 

(THp-oy) those (people) who saw (ng-nt-a-y-nay) him (Jesus Christ) 

(epo-q) come to know (g-y-<jian-gimg) (about it), they will believe 

(cG-NA-nicT6YG) in him (epo-q)’ (Eud. 52:21-22), (proper names) 

MncqpACTG AqgMooc enBhMA N(3i £ApMGNioc £M TTGOGAApon ‘on the 

(lit. his) next day (M-neq-pACTG) Armenius (gApMGNioc) sat down 

(A-q-eMooc) on the tribune (e-n-BHMA) in (^m) die theatre (ne-eeAApoN)’ 

(KHML 1 76:8-9), (demonstratives) NTGyNoy Aqzpon n<5i nxi gbox ^m 

neqOiuNT ‘suddenly (NTeyNoy) this one (the ill-tempered brother) (ttai) 

calmed down (A-q-gpox) from (gbox £m) his rage (neq-tfuJNT)’ (V. Pach. 

140:11-12), (quantified NPs) xyu? ncggi e^pxi extwoy n<5i ngcmoy 

THpoy gtch£ ‘and (Ayu)) all (THp-oy) the blessings (ng-cmoy) written 

down (GT-cHg) (in the Scriptures) will come (n-cg-gi) upon them (exui-oy)’ 

(Sh. Ill 158:30-31), (inanimate NPs) GNCMnAToygumG rxp £N khmg ncsi 

MMONACTiipioN gtcxjj ‘as (rAp) (there) were not yet (G-Ne-MnAT-oy-cpome) 
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nuf/iv (tsT-aw) monasteries (m-monactmp/on) in (gN) Egypt (khmc)’ (V. 

Ant. 5:6-7), Ayo> NeqMeg NMCAg nc5i neioop e tmmay ‘and (Ayuj) that 

(ct-mmay) canal (n-eioop) was full (Ne-q-Meg) of crocodiles (N-MCAg)’ (V. 

Ant. 21:8). || 

10.1.5.2 Omission of the focus particle n<5i 

In non-verbal constituent questions, the inverted subject appears 
without the focus marker n<5i to the right of the locative question word 

twn ‘where’ (see above, section 4.2.1.2 of Unit 4), e.g. eqTtiiN 

tita<J>oc MiTAjKoeic ‘where (toin) (is) the tomb (n-TA^oc) of my lord 

(M-rrA-xoeic)?’ (Eud. 58:25), eqTtUN npu>Me cttaahy en.xoj 

nm[m]ak ‘where (is) (tujn) the man (n-pin Me) who was on board 

(eT-TAAHy) of the ship (e-n-xcoi) with you (nmmak)?’ (Ac. A&P 194:7- 

8). Independent pronouns may occur as appositions to bound subject 
pronouns for contrastive or emphatic purposes (see above, section 

2.4.3.2 of Unit 2). Such clitic doubles are in complementary 

distribution with the focus particle n<5i, e.g. mh eiTAiny anok egoye 

rrAxoeic ‘am I (anok) then more (egoy(e)) honoured (e-i-TAemy) 

than my Lord (e-nA-xoeic)?’ (V. Pach. 2:6-7), TepgoTe nto gHTq 

MUNOYTe "you (woman) (nto) fear (Te-p-goTe gHT~q) God -Jfj 

(M-n-NoyTe)’ (Eud. 64:23), qxtu tap mmoc NToq nxoeic xe (...) 

‘for (rAp) he (NToq), the Lord (n-xoeic), says (q-jccu) that (xe) (...)’ 
(Sh. Ill 60:4-5). ;||| 

10.1.5.3 The interaction between subject inversion and topicalisation 

It is possible to combine subject inversion and topicalisation (NP left- 

dislocation, adverb preposing) within a single sentence construction. 

The simultaneous application of both syntactic operations leads to the 

partitioning of the clause into an initial topic and a final focus part, e.g. 
nai THpoy eqeipe MMooy gtbhhtn n<5i rreTeoyNdoM MMoq gN 

gum nim ‘(as for) all (mp-oy) these (things) (nai), he who has fffi 

(n-exe-oyN) power (<5om) over (gN) everything (gu)B nim) is doing 

(e-q-eipe) them (mmooy) because of us (gtbhht-n)’ (Sh. Ill 94:13- 31 If! 
14), ttai Ae Aqxu) Noycpxjce NAgpAq Ndi eacimoc nexqjoon gN 

NexoyAAB ‘(as for) the latter (fiai Ae), Basimos (eacimoc), who is 

(n-eT-qjoon) amongst (gN) the saints (n-ct-oyaab) said (A-q-xtu) a 3 

word (N-oy-qjAJce) to him (NAgpA-q)’ (AP Chaine no. 26, 5:12-13), 
grooye Ae mtimAgcAipq (for MnMegcAtpq) AcoyegcAgNe n<5i 
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Tppiu eduirre nac NNioyAAi eTtpoon gN oiahm mn ciujn ‘(on the) 

mo mine (gTooye) of the seventh (day) (M-n-MAg-cAtpq), the_ queen 

(T-ppu>) ordered (lit.placed (A-c-oyeg) an order (cAgNe)) to arrest 

(e-<5tune) for her (na-c) tlie Jews (n-n-joyaai) who were living 

(er-tpoon) in (gN) Jerusalem (oiahm) and (mn) Zion (ciu>n)’ (Eud. 
64:4-6). 

10,1.5.4 Free inversion 

In Coptic, subject inversion is a reordering operation that applies freely 

to various classes of transitive and intransitive verbs (see section 6.2 of 
Unit 6 for a survey of lexical classes of verbs). Depending on the 

lexical semantics of the verbal predicate, subject-inverted clauses 

receive special interpretations. 

a) Transitive verb constructions 

Subject-inverted V-O-S sentences can only be used in contexts in 
which the referent of the direct object is more topical than that of the 

subject. They frequently involve a contrast between a nominal subject 

that corresponds to discourse-new information and a pronominal object 

that conveys discourse-given information, e.g. NTepeq-xe nai Ae n<5i 

nArrexoc (...) ‘when the aneel (n-Arrevoc) had said (NTepe-jce) 

these (nai) (words) (...)’ (Test. Is. 230:12), ceNATCABo epoq n<5i 

. NeBOA gN ta«J>yah (...) Uhe people (n-gkoa) of (gN) my tribe 

\ (ta-<j>yah) will inform you (woman) (cc-na-tcabo) about it (epo-q) 

; (the tomb)’ (Eud. 58:25-26), eycpANKpiNe Ae MMoq n<5i NeTgMnHi 

I (..*) ‘if the residents (N-eT-gM-n-Hi) judge (e-y-tpAN-KpiNe) him 

| (MMO-q) (...)’ (praec. et instit. Pach. 17), Ayu> aykcutc epoq n<5i 

f NgApMA NMnepcoc eTpeyMoyoyT MMoq ‘and (Aytu) the chariots 

| (N-gApMA) of the Persians (N-M-rrepcoc) surrounded (A-y-Kuixe) him 

j (Constantine) (epo-q) to kill (e-Tpe-y-MoyoyT) liim (MMo-q)’ (Eud. 

! 42:25). V-O-S order is not uncommon in light verb constructions, in 

which the nominal complement serves as the semantic predicate (see 

above, section 6.4.1 of Unit 6), e.g. Ayu> Aqxt eooy Ndi npAN 

MneNjcoeic ic nexc ‘and (Ayo>) the name (n-pAN) of our Lord 

(M-neN-jcoeic) Jesus (ic) Christ (ne-xc) received (A-q-xi) glory 

(eooy)’ (Eud. 40:27-28), Nxepeqfp] gNAq Ae n<5i nNoyTe (...) 

‘when it pleased (NTepe-q-p gNA-q) God (n-NoyTe)’ (Mena, 
Martyrd. 5a:9-ll). 
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b) Verbs of saying and reporting 

Subject inversion is also possible with verbs of saying and reporting 

that introduce reported speech, e.g. Ayxooc nc5i NeNeioTe erne 

oyA -xe (...) *Our fathers (NeN-eioTe) said (A-y-xoo-c) about 

(eTBe) someone (oyA) that (xe) (...)’ (AP Chaine no. 148, 33:3), 

Aqoyiutpq (for AqoyajcyB) nac n<5i ttAiakonoc xe (...) ithe deacon 

(ttAiakonoc) answered (A-q-oyoHpq) her (na-c) that (xe) (...)’ (Hil. 

4:28-29), rrexAq nai nc5i nrgAAO mma.ka.pioc xe (...) 4the blessed 

(M-MA.KA.pioc) old man (n-gaao) said (nexA-q) to me (na-i) that (xe) 

(...)’(Onnophr. 213:27-28). 

cj Motion verbs 

When combined with verbs of inherently directed motion, subject- 

inverted clauses assume a presentative meaning and function, 

signalling the appearance of a referent in the realm of discourse, e.g. 

A.oya>N NTnyxH nqei e^oyN nc5i ma.oa.ioc ‘open (aoyoin) the gate 

(n-t-ttyah) (that) Matthew (maoaioc) can come (N-q-ei) in (e^oyN)’ 

(KHML II 21:6-7), ayboik Ae NTeyNoy n<5i ncctpathaathc ntc 

t<5om eTpeyMTq "the generals (ng-ctpathaathc) of (ntc) the army 

(t-<5om) went (a-y-bo>k) immediately (NTeyNoy) to fetch him 

(Constantine) (e-Tpe-y-NT-q)’(Eud. 38:5-6), qNiiy n<5i oyArreAoc 

NTe nNoyTe eqcyNAre mmoi mffc abb at .n mm TKypiAKH ‘ an anzel 

(oy-ArreAoc) of (mtc) God (n-NoyTe) comes (q-NHy) and 

administers (the Eucharist) (e-q-cyNAre) to me (mmo-i) on Saturday 

(m-tt-cabbat.n) and (mn) Sunday (t-kypiakh)’ (Onnophr. 214:22-23). 

d) Statives 

Subject-inverted Stative sentences are not so much presentational 
constructions, but rather emphatic assertions: they emphasise the truth 

or correctness of the statement being made, e.g. qon£ n<5i nNoyTe 

nnANTiDKpA'rcDp ‘(as) God (ir-Noyre) Almighty (n-nANT(i>KpATa)p) 

lives (q-ON^)’ (Onnophr. 215:27), Ayo> qcMAMAAT n<3i rrrcude 

eTNANoyq ‘and (Ayo>) the good (eT-NANoy-q) plant (n-TO)c5e) is 

blessed (q-cMAMAAT)’ (V. Pach. 136:5-6), qc^oyopT n<5i ttka£ geoa 

N€K£BHye 4cursed (q-c^oyopT) be the earth (tt-kaj?) because of 

(gboa £n) your deeds (NeK-^BHye)’ (Abbaton 238:29). 
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10.1.5,5 Semantic types of focus 

Subject inversion represents an ex-situ focusing strategy in which th 

£,1S ^ a postverbal focus position where " t 
assigned nuclear (sentence) stress. 

a) Presentational focus 

tscourse. In placing the focused subject at the end of the clause it i 

foTlater recall ?e“^nCe eIements to be mentioned and hence availabl. 
tor later recall m the subsequent discourse. There is a strong tendenm 

occZT oft T t0bH ^earer-new> « results in the frequen 

cWs e B JP lmte n0Un Ptoses in subject-invertec 
’ NTeYNoy Aqi n<5i oypoiMe NoyoeiN epe 

ZZ.T7 (-} ;SUdden'-V ^YNOY), a luminous (n-oYoJn 
Y P mg) came (<v-q-i) with two others (kc-cnxy) walking fepo 

MO°‘J’e) beSldes him (NMtix-q)’ (Mena, Mir. 21b:1014) xYc^ L 
NOYoeiq, q,x xnxoaxxxc (read xnx xx,xxxc-\ Y 

once (N-oYoeup) three (cj,omnt) senior {monks) (N-gxxojlpproach^d 
(xff-cwk) Apa Archillas’ (AP Elanskaya 23b: 19-21) 

exIIideTf^ C°nditi0n °n blVerted subJects do“ not. however 
exclude definite noun phrases. Specific definite and generic nouti 

%aa,We11 as ProPer names are admissible as presentational foci 

ps—ss™ 
(Ne-p<uMe) Of \UT7a°IZ ^re^o^go To 



is .. mmx 

(,,,c/.-oy -Zwfi) that he was going to die (iit. for Win to go (e-rpe-q-e.) 
out of (enoA £n) the body (cwma))7 (Test. Is. 229:1-2), Aqoytnu; Ae 

nOi nNoyxe eoBBie neqMeeye '‘God. (n-NOyxe) wanted 
(A-q-oyuxij) to make his mind (neq-iieeye) humble (e-eBBie)’ (AP 
Chaine no. 126,28:30-29:1), Aq<5u> eqAixei MriNoyxe n<5i neuenuT 

eTBe nei^um 'Our father (Pachom) (rreN-eunx) kept (A-q-du)) asking 
(e-q-Aixei) God (m-n-Noyxe) about (exse) this matter (rrei-£um)’ (V. 
Pach. 144:9-10). 

b) Contrastive focus 

Inverted subjects may be both presentational and contrastive foci when 
two discourse referents appear on stage at the same time, e.g. 
AyxcnoyN Ae n<5» Neppoioy NMriepcoc Aycuioy^ e^oyN hn 

neyMHHq;e xtipq xyei cxh mepo xirpic AqxwoyN Ae Ndi 

kcdcxanxinoc Aqcuioyj* egoyN MTieqMHHu;e xHpq mmaxoi *the 

Persian (N-M-nepcoc) kings (Ne-pptuoy) arose (A-y-xuioyN), 

gathered (A-y-ctnoyg. e^oyN) together with (hn) all (xHp-q) their 
multitude (ney-MHH(j;e) (and) went (A-y-ei) to (cxh) the river 
(n-iepo) Tigris (xirpic). (King) Constantine (kcdcxanxinoc) arose 
(A-q-xcuoyN) (and) gathered (A-q-cuioyg. e^oyN) all (xnp-q) his 
troops (M-neq-MHHg;e) of soldiers (m-maxoi) (...)’ (Eud. 42:18-20), 
Aciyumre Ae Nxepe nNoyxe ncDiDNe nAiokahAianoc nppo 

nanomoc Aqp ppo eneqMA n<5i kuicxanAinoc nppo nAikaioc cit 
happened (A-c-q>u>ne Ae) when God (n-Noyxe) had overthrown 
(mepe ... ncucDNe) the unlawful (n-anohoc) king (n-ppo) 

Diocletian (n-AiokahAianoc) (tliat) the lawful (n-Aika»oc) king 
(n-ppo) Constantine (kcdcxanAinoc) became (A-q-p) king (ppo) in 
his place (e-neq-MA)’ (Mena, Mir. 7b:2-9), qcoxn n<5i nMoy 

NxexMMAy nApA noiNg. nxai 'the_ death (n-Moy) of that (daughter) 
(n-xexMMAy) is better (q-coxn) than (nApA) the life (n-oNg) of this 

one (n-xai)’ (Hil. 8:7-8). 

c) Weight 

One major factor motivating subject inversion is weight, where weight 
concerns both the length and the complexity of a constituent. “Heavy” 
noun phrases tend to occur at or towards the end of the clause. Note that 
there is a straightforward correlation between weight and accessibility: 

ince a lot of coding material is needed for referent identification, heavy 
constituents are more likely to refer to discourse- or hearer-new referents, 
e.g. xiiegCNxe Ae ncaai"h3l (pAycaioyg, Ndi nkomcc hn 

NexpiEoyNoc hn napxcdn nxayah Mnppo ‘(on the blast of) the 
second (x-Mee-cnxe) trumpet (n-caattize), the courtiers (n-komcc) and 

(hm) tribunes (Ne-xPiBoyNoc) and M chief officials (n-apxcdn) of the 

royal (m-tt-ppo) court (n-x-ayah) would gather (qiA-y-ctDoyz)’ (Eud. 
60:16-18), xckac eyeei egpAi cxcuxn n<5i £An nim £i xttio nim £i 

NO<5Ne<5 NIM ei MKAe N£HX NIM £1 CNOq NIM NAlKAIOC (...) ‘SO tliat 

(xckac) al[ (nim) judgement (gAn) and (£i) all (nim) blame (jcttio) and 

feO dl (nim) reproach (noOncO) and (2i) ag (nim) grief N2,hx) 

and (ei) all (nim) righteous (n-aikaioc) blood (cNoq) (...) will come 
(e-y-e-ei) down (eepAi) upon you (cxid-xn)’ (Sh. Ill 166:16-18), 
eAqoye^cA2.Ne Ae on n<5i oyppo nanomoc erxrAKo <5enH eei 

exuiq expeyxMMeq oem NOAicpic Mnenpo<j>HXHc (...) ‘and an 

unlawful (n-anomoc) king (oy-ppo) whom perdition (tt-xako) would 

soon (e ... derm) overcome (e-ei exiu-q) gave (e-A-q-oye^) order 
(cA^Ne) to make the prophet (M-ne-npo4mxnc) eat (lit. that they feed 
him (e-xpe-y-xMMe-q)) the bread (ocik) of affliction (n-oaicDic) (...)’ 
(Sh. Ill 106:16-19). W 

10.2 Residual V-S(-O) order 

Coptic has a syntactically unproductive word order pattern in which 
the default position of the subject is immediately after the verb. The 

most common verbs that trigger residual V-S-0 order are listed in 
table 10.2 below. In such remnant V—S—O constructions, the 
postpositioning of the subject is not due to some reordering operation, 
since postverbal subjects may be left dislocated and inverted for 
topicalisation and focalisation purposes. The relevant fact motivating 
residual V-S-0 order is therefore not the information structure of the 
clause, but rather the special syntactic requirements of the verbal 
predicate involved. In most Coptic grammars, this closed class of verbs 
is subsumed under the label “suffix conjugation”. 
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ADJECTIVAL VERBS 

CLASS WORD 

_  ORDER 

ADJECTIVAL VERBS V-S 

e.g. NA-Noy- 
‘to be beautiful, 

excellent’ 
EXISTENTIAL VERBS V-S 
OyN, MN 
‘(there)is, (there) is no’ 

POSSESSIVE VERBS 

oy nt e-/oyNTA- 

MNT6-/mNU= 

‘to have/not liave’ 

V-S-0 

EXAMPLES 

NANoy neTNoypoT ‘your 

eagerness (neTN-oypoT) is 

excellent (nanoY)’ (Sh. Ill 27:5) 

oyeN 2.NKe£BHye eNAcycnoy 

exqAAy ncsi ic ‘(there) are 

(oyeN) numerous (e-NAtycn-oy) 

other works (^N-Ke-gBiiye) that 

Jesus (ic) did (e-A-q-AA-y)’ 

(Mena, Enc. 35b: 18-22) 

eoyNTe noy^Ai ‘although you 

(woman) have (e-oym-e) your 

husband (noy-^Ai)’ (Sh. Or 44, 

155a:8-9) 

TABLE 10.2 Remnant V-S(-0) verbs 

All verbs of the suffix conjugation must appear in the construct state. 

Since the subject noun comes directly after the clause-initial verb, 

enclitic function words and particles are placed in clause-third 

position, e.g. NAcye riNoyB rxp mn ngAT NTxyNToy nac ‘for (rxp) 

the gold (n-Noyc) and (mn) silver (tt£at) that was brought 

(NT-A-y-NT-oy) to her (na-c) was much (nac^c)* (Eud. 64:2-3), mn 

AiA<i>opA rxp NcycuNe eiycuNe ‘for (rAp) (there) is no (mn) difference 

(aia<J)0|»a) of one sickness (h-c^cdnc) over the (other) sickness 

(e-cycuNe)’ (V. Pach. 143:32-33). 

10,2.1 Adjectival verbs 
Coptic has a closed class of derived adjectival verbs formed with the 

fossilised lexical prefix na-/nc-. As the terminology suggests, these 

verbs ascribe permanent properties to the subject, such as size, amount 

or quality. However, unlike change of state verbs like oyBAty, 

oyoBcy^ ‘to become/to be white*, adjectival verbs do not participate in 

the inchoative-stative alternation (see above, section 6.3.3 of Unit 6). 

NOMINAL STATE PRONOMINAL STATE GLOSS 
NAA- NAA= to be great 

na(c)iat= to be blessed 

nanoy- (var. nans-) NANOy- tobe good 

NAcye- NACyiD— to be numerous 

Nece- NCC(D= to be beautiful 

NCCB(DCD= to be intelligent 

ngc5cd(cd)= to be ugly 

TABLE 10.3 The inventory of NA-/Ne-adjectival verbs 

N.B. Adjectival verbs are negated by means of negative concord n- ... an 

(with frequent omission of the negative scope marker n~), e.g. aaaa 

NANOyi AN Nee MneXphCTlANOC (for MnexpiGTiANoc) ‘but (aaaa) 

I am not (an) excellent (nanoY-i) as (Nee < n-t-^c) a Christian 
(M-ne-xphCTiANoc)* (KHMLII 32:30). 

Adjectival verbs are compatible with nominal and clausal subjects. 

Nominal subjects must be specific-definite, referring to already known 

or readily identifiable referents, e.g. kaacdc nanoy ncyA-xe 

NTAKxooq ‘how very (kaacdc) fair is (nanoy) the word (n-cyA^e) 

that you have spoken (NT-A-K-*oo-q)’ (EDI. 4:35), nanoY ngcDB mcn 

aaaa nanoy tmnt^hkg nApApooy Tt-ipoy ‘the matter (n-ecDB) (i.e. 

buying books) is excellent (nanoy), hut (aaaa) poverty (t-mnt-^hkc) 

is better (nanoY) than all (Tnp-oy) of these (nApApo-oy)’ (AP 

Elanskaya 13a:27-30), nto oyc^iMe cnccc z?\[c) ‘you (nto) (are) 

a woman (oy-ceiMe) with a pretty face (lit. whose face fepA-c) is 
beautiful (e-Nece))’ (Mena, Mir. 27a:22-23). 

The phrasal idiom naiat- ‘blessed is’ consists of a phonologically 

reduced form of the adjectival verb naa- ‘to be great* and the body- 

part expression eiAAT-q ‘his eye’, which represents the entire person 

in a pars pro toto fashion, e.g. NAiATq N^oyo mftctnanay 

eNeqNose mmin MMoq Noyoeicy nim ‘more (N^oyo) blessed 

(NA-eiAT-q) is he who will always (N-oyeicy nim) see 

(M-rr-eT-NA-NAy) his own (mmin MMo-q) sins (e-Neq-NOBc)’ (AP 

Chaine no. 154, 34:4-5), eie naciatn ^cdcdn ‘then (eie) (how) blessed 
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arc we (ma-giat-nJ ourselves (zww-ti)’ (HiJ. 13:9). 
Subject inversion for focalisation purposes is possible but 

uncommon, e.g. aaaa NAqjaJoy on noi NAproc ‘but (aaaa) the lazy_ 

ones (N-Aproc) are numerous (NAtycu-oY), too (on)’ (Sh. Ill 115:1-2), 

jcg 6Necu>oY Ndi NeqKA.pnoc ‘since (xe) its fruit (Neq-KApnoc) are 

fine-looking (e-Nectu-oY)’ (Abbaton 237:10-11). 

10.2.2 Existential sentences 
Existential sentences derive their name from the fact that the main 

function of this construction type is to express propositions concerning 

existence. Coptic existentials are introduced by the copular verb oyn 

‘(there) is’ and its negative counterpart mn ‘(there) is no’, e.g. oyN 

pome MneiMA. 'is (there) (oyn) anybody (pun-ie) here (m-ttsi-ma)?’ 

(AP Cllame no. 261, 80:5), mn con mhcimx ‘(there) is no (mn) 

brother (con) here (M-nei-MA.)’ (Onnophr. 205:19). 

10.2.3.1 The indefuiiteness restriction 
The existential predicates oyn and mn carry as part of their meaning 

an indefiniteness restriction: the postverbal subject licenses the 

introduction of a new, as opposed to a familiar, referent into the 

discourse about which the hearer has no prior knowledge. Noun 

phrases that introduce hearer-new referents into the discourse are 

essentially those that carry neither the presupposition that the referent 

is known to the addressee nor that its existence is entailed by the 

discourse. A range of indefinite expressions is tolerated as subjects of 

existential sentences: indefinite noun phrases, zero-determined “bare” 

nouns, numerals and free choice pronouns. 

Examples: (indefinite NPs) NeoyN oycoN zN °Y2.eNeeT<5 ‘(there) was 

(nc-oyn) a brother (oy-con) in (j>n) a monastery (oy-z^eeTe)’ (AP 

Chatne no. 153, 33:22), ngyn 2Cnkcc[nhy] Ac zm neiMA noyojt z1 

tttooy (...) ‘(there) were (ng-yn) other brothers (zgn-kg-cnhy) in (zm) the 
same (n-oyojt) place (tigi-ma) in (2.1) the desert (n-Tooy)’ (Zen. 201:31), 

(“bare” nouns) mn Noyre nca ntok ttajtoxmdn ‘(there) is no (mn) god 

(Noyre) besides (nca) you (ntok), Apollon (n-AnoAA(UN)’ (KHML II 

33:16-17), (numerals) eqjxe oyN maabg npgnga h zMe nfgnga z1*1'1 

NeyepHy epe nqjiKz (nqjiKzjsic nap oynp ‘if (eq;xe) (there) are (oyN) 
thirty (maabg) or ftp forty (zMe) generations (N-renex) (heaped) on (cixn) 

each other (NGy-cpuy), how large (oynp) must the pit (n-qjiKg) be (epe ... 

' ‘ t ' : f. ■■ [ 1 l 
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Nx-p)?’ (BMisc. 539:28-29), (free choice pronouns) oyN oyoN eqeipe 

UZXZ MneTNXNoyq ‘(there) was (oyn) someone (oyoN) who did (e-q-eipe) 

many (n-^z) good (things) (M-n-GT-NANoy-q)’ (AP Chatne no. 95, 21:3), 

NeoyN o\x 2.N khmc eoyNTAq mmay NoyqjHpG eqcn<5 ‘(there) was 

(nc-oYn) someone (oYa) in (zn) Egypt (khmg) who had (e-oYNrx-q) a 

paralysed (e-q-cn<5) son (N-oy-qjHpe)’ (AP Chatne no. 224, 65:5), gngmn 

axx\ nzhtc nca. fikac MN ngjAAp ‘without (there) being (g-ng-mn) 

anything (aaay) on her (n^ht-c) exeept (nca) bone (tt-kac) and (mn) skin 

(n-gjAAp) (Hil. 8:28-29), NAqj nzg tgnoy oyN z°»nc eyMoyKz MMooy 

ZN MFTOAHTIA (for MITOATGU.) AyiU NJC1N TCNOy NCG3C1 ZMOT AN NOG 

NNApxeoc (for NNA.pxA.10c) ‘now (tgnoy), how (n-a<j> N-ze) are (there) 

(°Yn) some {people) (zoing) who toil (g-y-moykz MMo-oy) in (zn) ascetic 

labours (m-ftoahtia), and (Ayuj) at present (main tgnoy) do not (an) obtain 

(n-cg-jci) grace (zmot) like (nog < n-t-zg) the ancient ones 
(N-N-xpxeoc)?’ (AP Chatne no. 165,37:7-9). 

10.2.3.2 Hare existentials 

Coptic existentials fall into two classes: bare existentials and extended 

ones. Bare existentials contain only the copular verbs oyN and mn and 
the postverbal subject. Bare existentials assert or deny that a particular 

(kind of) individual or object is instantiated in the relevant domain of 

discourse. They are only informative when the existence of that entity 

is a matter of current concern, e.g. oyN anactacic Ayu> oyN 

ArreAoc Ayuj oyN ftna ‘(there) is (oyN) a resurrection (anactacic) 

and (Aycu) (there^ are (oyn) angels (Arrexoc) and (ayuj) (there) is 

(°Yn) a spirit (hna)’ (Acts 23:8), mn aaay ‘(there) isn’t (mn) anyone 
(a a Ay)’ (V. Pach. 1:7). 

10.2.3.3 Extended existentials 

Extended existentials contain, in addition to the copula and the subject, 

an extension, such as a prepositional phrase or a relative clause. These 

extensions are of relevance to the existential construction, being either 

complements to the existential verb or restrictive modifiers to the 
postverbal subject. 

a) Comparative extension 

Negative existentials can take the form of a comparative construction. 

When this happens, the subject itself expresses the standard-of- 



,, clause-fmal adverbial: phrase ; the object-ofH 
comparison, e.g. mn Aia<j>opa rxp NtpcuNe eq>a>Ne ‘for (rxp) (there) 

is no (mn) difference (AiA.<j>opA.) of one sickness (n-^kdnc) over the 

(other) sicbiess (e-^tuNe)’ (V. Pach. 143:32-33). Negative existentials 

with comparative extensions are commonly used as emphatic 

assertions of the uniqueness of some referent, e.g. mn ppo Nxoeic 

N©e NTMNTepo NMnepcoc ‘(there) is no (mn) kins (ppo) as 

powerful (n-jcocic) as (Noe < n-t-^g) (the king) of the Persian 

(N-M-nepcoc) empire (n-t-mnt-gpo)’ (Eud. 44:13-14), mn Noyre 

nca nexc ic nNoyxe Mti^noc atta nun a. ‘ (there) is no (mn) sod 

(t ioyre) besides (nca) Jesus (ic) Christ (ne-xc), the God (n-Noyre) 

of the holy (M-n-^noc) Apa Mena’ (Mena, Mir. 34a: 18-21). 

b) Locative extensions 

One very common type of complex existential sentence has a locative 

complement. Affirmative existential-locative sentences communicate 

the existence of an individual or object new on the scene as it emerges 

in a given location e.g. oyN con mmonoxoc (mmonaxoc) Mn-x^oy 

‘(to see whether) (there) is (oyN) a fellow (con) monk (m-monoxoc) 

further on (MriA^oy)’ (Oimophr. 205:12), NeoyN oyKoyi Ae NAyxti 

2,ipM npo Nxpi ‘(there) was (nc-oyn) a small (oy-Koyi) courtyard 

(n-ayah) at (21 pm) the entrance (n-po) of the cell (N-T-pi)’ (AP Chaine 

no. 243, 75:31-32). Their negative counterparts assert the non¬ 

occurrence of an entity with respect to a particular discourse domain, 

e.g. ncmn 2GpMCN cynic (for 2epMHNeynic) mm Ay an ne ‘(there) 

was no (ng-mn ... an) interpreter feepMeNeyTHc) there (mmay)’ (AP 

Chaine no. 188, 46:24), mn aaay npidmc MneiMA nmmai ‘(there) is 

(mn) nobody (aaay N-puiMe) here (m-fici-ma) with me (nmma-i)’ 

(Mena, Mir. 14b:29-31), mn aaay mmntat<5om 2a™ nNoyTe 

‘(tliere) is no (mn) impossibility (aaay m-mnt-at-<5om) with (2Atm) 

God (n-Noyi-e) (i.e. nothing is impossible with God)’ (KHML II 
36:15-16). 

c) Relative extensions 

In existential sentences that contain a relative extension, the relative 

clause modifies the indefinite noun phrase and is therefore part of the 

postverbal subject. Such relative clause extensions function as 

RH 

; yM 

I 

denying descriptions: they provide information necessary to identify 
dre referent of the indefinite subject or to narrow down the set of 

potent,a referents. Once tire referent is so introduced, it becomes rm 

discourse elT30 aVaiJable &r Predicati°n in tire subsequent 
MMiTr-l YN °Yf'<UMe Ae HMICPTYPION MnjiriOC 

ln ' wl T" 7 "XFKOC ‘(there) was (Ne-Y") 2 man (oy-puiMe) 
n fen) the shrine (n-MxPTyPioN) of the holy (M-n^noc) ApaVena 

nrov name WaS^ (€'necPP^N Tie) Marcus' (Mena, Enc 74b*2-9^ 
eoyN oyA Ae ntg nctoyaab cojaymoytc epoJ * 5 

one°Y(HN er e,X""‘(there) was ("e-oyN) one (oyx) of(NTe) the holy 
ones (N-er-oy^B) who was called (lit. whom (epo-c,) they called 

hr. “ “41 
(firere) (Ne-YeN) also (on) a (certain) man (oy-puiMe) in (J) 

dlonatjr^ fleX£mdria (^KOTC) Wh° ^ Possessed iy l 
from < ’ r mm°n, (°Y-a<umon>on) was with him (epe ... nmmx-«)) 

23b:12-18)N S CU dh°0d (Tect-MNT-KoYi) onwards’ (Mena, Mir. 

Ill f >0 ft 

10.2.3.4 Non-existenlial adverbial-locative clauses 

Extended existentials have a non-exislential counterpart in locative 

sentences with the stativivised existential verb 9001.‘to exist to be’ 

ex2ltn°1CC bCtWCen the existcntial construction and its non- 
xistent ai counterpart depends on the definiteness of the subject 

constaction0^ meS I™ “ preference ** the existential 
counterpart e 1 J * °CCUr m 46 ^-existential locative 

‘forSrth \ Yr OYNO° rif> N2”MG ™MX CTMMXY 

(Mnicur) K7S (N6‘T), m (OY'NO<3) ^ d°™ 

Nepe ovnoS (GT"MM‘VY) Place <y- Pach- 2:18-19) vs. 
« P 0YNO[0] rxp NG.pHNH MN 2NNO<5 (for PeN-NOCl 
mitctnamoycj liioorr 2N reyMNTppo ‘for (rwp) (there) was (nopo 

Cdn) (N'e,|,HNH) and (**0 a lot (2N-NOO) Of 
I d (thmgS) (—-NAN oy-c) in feN) their kingdom 
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(rvY-uri r-ypo)' (Mena, Enc. 68a:4~8). 

Due to flic indefiniteness restriction, rcfcrcntially definite subject 
constituents are excluded from the existential construction and appear 

in the corresponding locative sentence instead, e.g. anok Ae f MneiMA 

XIH neeooy gtmmay ‘(as for) me (anok), I (am) in this place 

(t-M-nei-Mx) from (xin) that (ctmmay) day (ne-gooy) onwards’ (Ac. 
A&P 204:129). 

10.2.3 Possessive sentences 

Affirmative ‘have’ and negative ‘have not’ sentences sentences are 

formed with the possessive predicates oynta- and mnta-, 

respectively. These can be decomposed into an existential verb, viz. 

oyH or mn, and a locative-commitative preposition nta- ‘witli’, the 

object of which indicates the nominal or pronominal possessor. It is 

clear, then, that possessive predication is computed on the basis of 

existential-locative predication: Have — be WITH, e.g. NeoyNTe nppo 

CAAnirx cNTe HHoyB nx\%x2. ‘die King (n-ppo) had (Ne-oyNTe) 

two (cm e) trumpets (cAAnirs) of refined (n-xa^x^) gold (n-noyb)’ 

(Eud. 60:13), mntai oicut mmay h maay ‘I don’t have (mnta-j) father 

(eiuJT) or (h) mother (maay)’ (Ac. A&P 194:21 -22). 

Further evidence from the locative source of possessive predication 

comes from the optional presence of the deictic adverbial mmay ‘there’, 

e.g. oyNTAi mm Ay NoyqiAxe exooq epooy *1 have (oyNTA-i) a 

word (N-oy-qjAxe) to say (e-xoo-q) to them’ (Eud. 60:11-12), 

MeoyNTAq mmay NoyMHHuje NxpHMA lhe (the rich man) had 

(ne-oyNTA-q) a lot (N-oy-Mm«pe) of money (n-xphma)’ (Mena, Mir. 

13a:8-10), eMNTAq eZoyciA mmay eep tiboa MnqiHN eTMMAy 

‘without having (e-MNTA-q) tlie strengtli (e^oycix) tojeome out (e-ep 

o-boa) of that (cT-MMAy) tree(M-n-cpHN)’ (V. Pach. 87:2). 

10.2.3,1 Forms 

Affirmative ‘have’ and negative ‘have not’ sentences make use of a 

special possessive paradigm given in table 10.4 below. Both possessive 

predicates may be phonologically reduced: oyMTA-q /wontaf/ —> 
oynr-q /wontof/ ‘he has’, MNTA-q /montaf/ —> MNT-q / montof / ‘he 
does not have’. 

2nd • 
sing. masc. 

2nd sing. fem. 
■jid • 
j sing. masc. 

3rd sing. fem. 

1st plural 

2nd plural 

3rd plural 

Before noun 

OyNTA-K (oyNT-K) 

oyNTe 

oyNTA-q (oyNT-q) 

oyNTA-c (oyNT-c) 

OyNTA-N (oyNT-N) 

OyNTH-TN 

oyNTA-y (oyNT-oy) 

oyNTe npoiMe 

MNTA-K (mnt-k) 

MNT6 

MNTA-q (MNT-q) 

MNTA-C (MNT-c) 

MNTA-N (MNT-N) 

mnth-tn 

MNTA-y (mnt-oy) 

mntc npuiMe 

TABLE 10.4 The affirmative and negative possessive paradigm 

10.2.3,2 Syntactic characteristics 

Possessive sentences are transitive V-S-0 constructions in which the 

subject designates the possessor and the following object the possessed 
noun. See figure 10.4 for further illustration. possessed 

TAM- 

MARKER 
VERB 

Ne- 

PRETERIT 

oyNTe 
‘HAVE’ 

SUBJECT 
(POSSESSOR NP1 

n-ppo 
the king 

direct object 
(POSSESSOR NP1 
CAAnirz CNTe 

trumpets two 

FIGURE 10.4 The V-S-0 order of possessive sentences 

Just like in common transitive-active clauses, the direct object of the 

possessive predicates oyrnw- and hnu- appears in either tire 
construet state or the absolute state. In the conduct state, the dimet 

K S SI”P.Iy J^Posed to the postverbal subject without any 
morphoiogicai indication of its grammatical role, e.g. eoyisre noy?L 

i ^ (e'°YNTe) ^ (™y-S’ 
„ ’ 155a-8“9)> eMNTq Kepooytp mmay ermipq nca 
rrejAHA mn ta.akP,cic NNeTqtuq, mmooY ‘while he (Apa Zenobius) 

(Ke-rooyqi) at all (errrnpq) than 
(ncx) prayer (ne-qmtx) and the critical evaluation (t-a.Akp,c.c1 of 

what he was reading (N-er-q-uiqi)’ (Zen. 204:22-23). By contest the 

possessed noun ts syntactically encoded as a prepositional object in the 
corresponding absolute state, e.g. xyu, hhtan na^y ncoaca MMiy 



physical (n-cojnatikon) comfort (n-coaca)’ (Hil. 5:23), oyntai 

mm Ay nc^jomnt nxidcumc eNANoyoy */ have (oyNTA-i) three 

(n-(jjomnt) beautiful (e-NANoy-oy) books (n-jcujwm e)’ (AP 

Elanskaya 13a: 18-20), ecpxe oynthtn mmay NoyNoyTe eqoN£ ‘if 

(etpxe) you have (oynth-tn) a living (e-q-oN^) God (N-oy-Noyxe) 

(...)’ (A&P 208:192-193). 

10.2.3.3 Absence of indefiniteness restrictions 

Despite the presence of the copulas oyN and mn, neither the subject 

nor the direct object of possessive sentences appear to be subject to 

any kind of indefiniteness restriction, e.g. [NeyjNTe nppo 
[kuVJctantinoc oycuiNe mm Ay MnApeeNoc enecpAN ne 
eyAosiA ‘King (n-ppo) Constantine had (Ne-yNTe) a virgin 

(M-nApoeNoc) sister (oy-cuJNe) whose name (was) (e-nec-pAN ne) 

Eudoxia’ (Eud. 50:3-4), NeMNxq ipupe NgooyT nca tpeepe 

ceNTe nc^imc mmatc ‘/re had no (n6*mnt-cj) son (t^Hpe N-^OOyT) 

besides (nca) two (N-gooyr) daughters (ipeepe N-cgiMe) only 

(mmatc)’ (Hil. 2:5), eoyNTAqc £n ngtka ma NAq ‘he has it (i.e. 

place) (e-oyNTA-q-c) among (^n) those who make (n-ct-ka) a place 

(ma) for him (NA-q)’ (Sh. Ill 85:14), oy neTeoyNTAKq epoq ‘what 

(claim) (oy) (is it) that you have (eTe-oyNTA-K-q) against him 

(epo-q)?’ (Ac. A&P 210:213). 

10.2.3.4 Other means of expressing ‘have’ 

Coptic has alternative means for the expression of verbal possession, 

one of which is dative possession and the other is a possessive-modal 
construction. ^ 

a) Dative possession 

Instead of normal oynta- and mnta- sentences, it is possible to use an 

existential construction with stative (jioon ‘to be’ and an indirect 

object, which indicates the possessor: have = BE FOR. The subject of 

the dative possession construction must be indefinite, e.g. erriAH oyN 
oyt«o<5 NMKAgNgnT (jjoorr NAq 6TBe xeqtyeepe ‘since (emAn) he 

had (lit. was (oyN ... tpoon) to him (NA-q)) a lot (oy-Noe) of grief 

(n-mka£-n-£ht) because of (ctbc) his daughter (Teq-cpeepe)’ (Hil. 

7:12-13), cmn (j»ipe Ae tpoorr nac ‘while she had no (lit. (there) 

was no (e-MM ... qjoon) for her (na-c)) son’ (Mena, Mir. 22a:2-21). 

b) The possessive-modal construction 

Coptic has a possessive-modal construction oyN (mn) - (cj>)c5om - 

MMo-q - e-coiTM ‘he can/cannot hear’ (lit. (there) is/is no power in 

him to hear), in which the possessed subject noun (cp)<5oM ‘power, 
ability’ selects an infinitival complement clause, while the agent of the 

verbal action is encoded as a locative possessor, e.g. mn <5om tap 

MMoq eMooqie ‘since (rAP) he is not able (lit. (there) is no (mn) 

power (<5om) in him ((MMo-q)) to walk (e-Mooqje)’ (Eud. 66:9), aYui 

mn <p<5om MMOl eoyoN2.c geox ‘and (Aytu) I am unable (lit. (there) is 

no (mn) power (tpooM <5om) in me (mmo-i)) to reveal it (g-oyon?-c 
gboa)’(Hil. 3:21). 

Key Terms: 

Basic word order is the fully productive constituent §10.1.1 

order of a language that involves the 

least morphological marking and is 

used in pragmatically neutral 

contexts. In Coptic, S-V-O can be 

identified as the basic word order. 

Scrambling Is a syntactic reordering process in §10.1.2 

the course of which postverbal 

constituents switch their position. 

Coptic dative shift may be analysed 

as an instance of scrambling. 

ToPic The topic of a sentence is what the §10.1.3 

sentence is about. Topichood is a 

relational category, which concerns 

the information structure of the 

clause with respect to the preceding 
discourse. 
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packaging 

constructions 

Subject inversion 

Presentational (new 

information) focus 

Indefiniteness 

restriction 

represent sentence patterns that §10.1.3 
differ from pragmatically neutral 

constructions types in the way in 

which the information is 

represented. In Coptic, information¬ 

packaging constructions involve a 
departure from the canonical S-V-0 

order for topic or focus prominence. 

involves a reversal of the canonical §10.1.5 

subject-initial order: the focalised 

subject is placed after the verb and 

the direct object, the result being 

verb-initial V-O-S order. 

corresponds to new or non- §10.1.5.5 

presupposed information. The main 

function of presentational foci is to 

introduce new referents into the 
discourse. 

Existential sentences impose a strict §10.2.3.1 

selection restriction on the poslverbal 

subject, which must be a referentially 

indefinite expression. 

Exercises 

10.1 Comprehension and transfer 

A. Go through the list of key terms and mak<Tsure that you 
understand all of them. 

B. Decide whether the following statements are true or false. 

1. Coptic word order is sensitive to the information content of the 
subject. 

2. The direct object must precede the indirect object. 

3. Subject-inversion represents a focusing sentence construction. 

4. The focus marker noi is in complementary distribution with 
personal pronouns. 

5. Indefinite noun phrases cannot function as left-dislocated topics. 

6. Definite noun phrases are excluded from existential sentences. 

10.2 Subject order and information structure 

A. Determine the syntactic role (subject, direct object) of the left- 
dislocated noun or pronoun in the following Coptic examples. 

d) xipeepe Ae <j,hm Nec2eN (for nccjh) Nponrre 

(as for) t±e little (ujhm) girl (T-cpeepe) she was (nc-c-pcn) 

3b24U25)8hteen ^ MNT“J’MHNe) years (N-poune) (old)’ flfil. 

(2) nxeiuix erne oy xnok nxjnx nx(j,t ‘my father (nx-enux) 

W ty (exse oy) is, (as far as) / (xnok) (am concerned), mv heart 

(rrx-gHx) (so) bold (nxijix)?’ (AP Chalne no. 3, 2:7) - 

(3) xy<u Nipxxe Mnuoyre exeujxqcoxNoy ntooto 

Neqixqxooy 2a>u>q ne eNeqnoNxxoc ‘and (xyu.) the words 

(N-ipxxe) of God (M-n-Noyxe) which he (the abbot) heard 

(exe-qix-q-coTM-oy) from him (n-Toox-q) (Pachom), he in 

urn feonu-q) told them (Ne-yiA-q-xoo-y) to his monks 
(e-Neq-MONxxoc)’ (V. Pach. 139:27-28) 

(4) ne[T]epe rtxjcoi [ux] jenoq kxtx poMne cpxixxq nqjomtg 

nto what my boat (nx-xo.) will (rr-ex-epe ... nx) bring in 

(xno-q) each (kxxx) year (ponne), I will split (qix-i-xx-q) into 
three (n-cjiomx©) parts (n-xo) ’ (KHMLII 17:4-5) 

(5) NX! Ae eqxui mooy Nepe eeu.Au,Foc jhooc Hnoye 

NoyKoyi ep (for epe) nqgo Hnecnx ‘when he (Pachom) was 

saying (e-q-xu.) these (words) (nxi), Theodore was sitting (NePe 

... 2mooc) at a little (N-oy-Koyi) distance (M-n-oye), his face 

90T5°16)tUmed d0Wn) f°^ gr0Und (GpeM'n'ecHT)’ (V Pach. 



/j. Determine the topic function of the left-dislocated constituent by 
selecting one of the two options. 

(1) [nTp]eqtDB9 A<^ [eic] n^rioc xttx mhna xqxZe P*rq 

[exjtufq] £n oY2o[Po]mjl ‘when (Zn) he dozed off 

(n-Tpe-q-cuBtp), look (eic), the holy (n-£A.rioc) Apa Mena stood 

(x-q-xZG pxT-q) before him (ejetu-q) in (Ztf) a vision 
(oy-eopoMxy (Mena, Mir. 12a:2-7) 

□ indefinite topic □ contrastive topic 

(2) xyw NToq nppo koictantinoc Neqeipe epooy nzcnncxS 

N£°n Nppo ‘and (Ayw) he (NToq), king (n-ppo) Constantine, 

made (ne-q-eipe) for them (the Persians) (epo-oy) great 

(N-^eN-Nod) royal (n-ppo) feasts (N-^on)5 (Eud. 48:27) 

□ resumed topic □ “hanging” discourse topic 

(3) 6TBe Nexiiy Ae nnc xxxy NNeeq kx jcoi cboa Zi reMpcu 

<ucm nptuHe NTcooyec (...) ‘as for (eTBe) the ships (N-e*ny), 

no (\xxy) sailor (N-neeq) shall set loose (nnc ... kx cboa) a sliip 

(jcoi) at (£i) die landing stage (Te-Mpiu) without the man (i.e. the 

prior) (n-pu>Me) of die congregation (N-T-cooypc)’ (praec. Pach 
118). 

□ resumed topic □ “hanging” discourse topic 

(4) eic oycnAOApioc ntc Pakotc xqei mn oyAiakonoc 

eyoy<inp exnxmx epoK ‘look (eic), a knieht (oy-cnAOApioc) 

from (ntc) Alexandria (pakotg) came (x-q-ei) together with 

(mn) a deacon (oy-Aiakonoc), wishing (ery-oyaicp) to meet 
(e-Arnun) you (epo~K) ’ (Hil. 5:8-9) 

□ resumed topic □ new topic 

C. Translate the following left-dislocated or subject inverted 
clauses. 

(1) KCDCTANTINOC AG NTepeq^MOOC CAN TMNTpeu 

NNeepiUMAioc x nNoyTe ipuine NMMxq (Eud. 40:1-2) 

(2) ^OY^B N<3, ic n^q NloyAAC (...) (A,A&p 

<3) X cs, - 

0> — 

<6> Err. rsr:zzzs&r- 
P> im« 

D‘ Translate the following two text fragments. 

FROM THE ACTS OF ANDREW AND PAUL 

stj rr rn“re"c' ^es: 
- - 

s*« ™„v N„ToyMoq ^ 
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WAR PREPARATIONS OF THE PERSIAN ARMY 

*Y°Yg2. ca^ng Ae NxeyNoy N(5i Neppuioy NMnepcoc 

nkanotoc3 nA.pxicTpATHrocb nt<5o[m] NNeppcuoy NMnepcoc 

expey [cwoy]2 NNeq2,ApMAc mn Neq£i [n]neycd mn nMHHUje 

NPMNpAxo[y]e [e r]peyMo[o]g>e cboa eepAi [ejTeepuiMANiA 

Ncexiooyp Mniepo Tirpic Nce£Mooc gxn ntocjj . 

NNe£pa>MAioc. nai Ae Ayxioop xyei cboa gjcm ttka2 

NNe^ptDMAIOC. NTepeqCCDTM Ae N<5l nNO<5 Nppo KtllCTANlNOC 

A.qc<Doy£ e^oyN NNeqMAxoi THpoy Aqx:i Hire MMOoy. 

Neyeipe rxp Ntpe xoycwT ntba (1.200.000). nai THpoy 

eyeMA^Te (read eyAMA^ie) NCHqe Aya> NeyMooqje ne (...) 

Ayei e£pA.i exepnMocf. Aytfu) MngpT8 eBOA NNeyepi-iy ni^omnt 

ncbot. (Eud. 44:20-46:3) 

NOTES: a. KANonoc (proper name) b. ApxicrrpATHroc ‘commander-in- 
chief5 c. £aFma ‘chariot5 d. ^mneyc ‘cavalry man5 e. N-pMN-pAT=oy ‘the 
footmen, infantry5 f. epiiMoc ‘desert5 g. £ot ‘opposite5 

10.3 Residual V-S(-0) order 

A. Classify the following extended existentials by selecting one of 
the two options. 

(1) eNeoyN oyNoy^e Ae 2M fixaih ctmmay ‘(there) was 

(eNe-oyN) a sycamore (oy-Noyee) in (£m) that (ct-mmay) 

desert (tt-jcaih)’ (AP Chaine no. 235, 69:23-24) 

□ comparative extension □ locative extension 

(2) oyN C2.1 mg Ae e<pxpe nec^Ai 2YnorTTeYe epoc xe 
oyNoeiK Te ‘(there) is (oyN) (a kind of) woman (c^iMe) whom 

(epo-c) her husband (nec-2Ai) suspects (e-qjApe 

eynonxeye) of (xe) (being) adulterous (oy-NoeiK)5 (Sh. Or. 
44, 159b:42-46) 

□ locative extension □ relative extension 

Translate the following existential and possessive sentences. 

(1) Neoyn oygAAO NFeqcjme,ce 2n q,,„T eqMOKe mcn MMoq 

CharneT.T6"l8T2)Ae "" """ ^ Ne^eeVe (AP 

(2) mn NoyTe nca NTOK TTAnoAAujN (KMHLII33:16-17) 

(3) mn (5om rxF MMoq eMoo^ie (Eud. 66:9) 

(4) noYA Men oYn moFt MMoq (AP Chaine no. 239, 71:3) 

C. Translate the following text fragment 

FROM THE APOPHTHEGMATA PATRUM(“SAYINGS OF THE FATHERS”) 

"ZxPxZcTXY 2N Np,a- Ne°YN °Y" Ae W* M2AAO Ayo) 

ntog aT Mn<i,HPe *6 M^eN°Yai2 mn NeNepny. 
H nexAq jee anok oypeqNoee aYo> mn <p<5om mmoi 

eoya,2 hmmak ™.n2«o Ae ^qn^e.^oq I ce' ovM 

fH MM°K- N« oYK*o*pocd ne HqoY^ L, 

°YN MO,,AXOC eFe Meeye Pu> moopniJ (for 

nopNeiA) N2Hrq. nexAq n<3, ncoN kmn Poy2eEAmmcrfor 

MOY2eEAOM,c) ,ya, OH ,qei ™ n”2 ft 

eqoyaHU eAOKtM^ MMoq n<5, ncoN ne^q N*q ie JZ 
eynoo MnipxcMoc (for MrreipxcMoc) 2n Tei2eBAu)Mxc 

”Tn;;EU,,; ^ -YAUKON,,' qu nine „2c MN oyc,,1He. 

ne^q N01 n2AAo oyN HerW <poon; ne^q n<5, ncON 

“ ~ ^ ANOK t-Ta,oyMqtt„HAK ^ 

N<3' nCON t-'^<5hsoh eoyL 

no SnisT iY<3<U " N6YeFHY ^NT°YM°V- (AP Chime 

KiiyES ■ 3 Nf>/ ^ePla b-nipA.KAA.ei ‘to summon, appeal’ c ce ‘ves’d 

ST APUrS’ (SP'r:tUalW Clean’ e- ‘fornication’ f. “ rnruc' 

j. ™L:ZZZ?ei- n’FACMOC ‘temPtati°n' ' A'“ ‘service’ 



Coptic has a rich system of specialised syntax and morphology for the 

expression of relative clause constructions of various types. Tire most 

central and most frequent relativisation pattern is that of attributive 

relative clauses (section 11.1). Attributive relatives occur as modifiers 

whhm a nominal constituent. They are usually associated with a 
distinguishing function, providing information that is necessary to 

estabhsh or narrow down the reference of the noun phrase they 

modify e.g. uen^e ert keo NNipyxH ‘the remedies (ne-n^e) 

[which er j give (t) solace (keo) to the souls (n-n-4,Yxh)]’ (Hil. 

1.21). Attributive relative clauses have corresponding free relative 

clauses, which are so called because they occur without a relative 

antecedent, e.g. xioyuiM Hneuraqceene MnoeiK ‘I ate (a-i-oY<i;m) 

at1 uaSJfJrne'NT'lL'<il'ceene) °f the (H-n-oem)] (Onnophr. 218:5) (section 11.2). 

Nominal cleft sentences are widely used information packaging 

constructions. They are formed by dividing a more elementary clause 

into two parts, namely a clause-initial focus expression and a 
backgrounded proposition, which is subordinated by being placed in a 

relative construction e g. njnreuam nermoy hmok *e nim pNTK 

(it is) the governor (n-jeren™) (who (ex _J is asking (xnoy) you 

(section (pNT'K) 0s® ’ (KMHL II 31:14-15) 
(section 11.3). Tliroughout this Unit relative constructions are given in 



Attributive relative clauses are embedded clauses that are connected to 

the matrix clause by means of a relative antecedent or pivot. The pivot 

is the nominal constituent that is semantically shared by the main and 

the embedded clause. In Coptic, the normal position for an attributive 

relative clause is immediately after the pivot. 
A range of relative complementisers marks the embedded clause as 

subordinate, none of which shows any type of feature matching or 
agreement with relative antecedent comparable to English relative 

pronouns like who, whom, which, what, e.g. oygcuB epe riNoyxe 

moctc MMoq "a thing (oy-gcuB) [that (epe) God (n-NoyTe) hates 

(moctc)]’ (Ac. A&P 202: 126-127), nH\ eTepe neqeiuiT cnkotk 

N£nrq ‘the place (ft-mx) [that (eT-epe) Iris father (neq-eicuT) was 

sleeping (cnkotk) in (NjuiT-q)]’ (Test. Is 230:18). Postnominal 

relative clauses have the structure shown in figure 11.1 (RC stands for 

‘relative clause’ and comPrel for ‘relativising complementiser’; 
subscripts indicate the co-referentiality between the relative antecedent 

and a clause-internal resumptive pronoun). 

[rC COMPreL EMBEDDED CLAUSE ] 

[epe n-NoyTe moctc MMO-qs ] 

that God hates (itj) 

[er-epe neq-euuT cnkotk N£Hx-qj ] 

that his father was sleeping in-Qtj) 

TT-MAj 

the place; 

FIGURE 11.1 The internal structure of attributive relative clauses 

In general, subordinating relative complementisers occupy the topmost 
position of the embedded clause, the main exception being relative 

clauses with left-dislocated topics. In this case, the left-dislocated topic 

precedes the relative complementiser in linear order, e.g. rrxxpc anok 

efnicTeye epoq ‘my Christ (nx-xpc) [in whom (epo-q) I (anok) 

believe (e-+-nicTeye)]’ (AP Chaine no. 145, 32:16). 
The adjacency between the pivot and the postnominal relative clause 

may be interrupted by enclitic function words and particles, e.g. pcuMe 

rxp nim eoyNTxq zxZ NNoyTe ‘for (rxp) every (nim) man (penMe) 

[who has (e-oyNTx-q) many (zxz) g°ds (N-NoyTe)]’ (Eud. 36:11), 

... 
MT1NAY Ae r icy.vqBotyoy £i poy^e mmhnc cat the hour (m-tt-nxy) 

[that he (Apa Mena) loosened them (the camels) (N-<yx-q-Boq>-oy) 
daily (mmhnc) at fei) night (poy^e)]’ (Mena, Mir. 8b:10-12). 

11.1.1 Virtual and non-virtual relatives 

Coptic makes productive use of two relativisation patterns, which are 
called virtual and non-virtual relative clauses in this grammar. 

Virtual relative clauses (e.g. oynx eqo Nq^xpex ‘a place (oy-Mx) 

[that was (e-q-o) in (a state of) scorching heat (N-gfxpBx)]’ (V. Pach. 

86:24-25)) derive their name from the fact that a morphologically 

identical form is found in non-relative environments, such as 

subordinate ‘WHEN’- and ’WHILE’-clauses, e.g. xqxice Nxeqxne 

eepxi excui epe pu>q oycuN ‘he (the devil) raised (x-q-xice) his head 

(N-xeq-xne) above (e^pxi) me (exoj-i), [while his mouth (pco-q) was 

(wide) open (epe ... oyo>N)]9 (Ac. A&P 200:97), secondary predicates, 

e.g. eKNxduxjrr ncuji cinabojk eriTAKo ‘will you watch 

(e-K-Nx-<5o>9T) me (ncoj-i) [rushing (e-i-NA-Bu)K) to perdition 

(e-n-TXKo)]?’ (Ac. A&P 200:90-91), and a range of main clauses with 

Second Tense inflections, e.g. eKtycuNe eoy - nxc eigjtuNe 

en^2hnAF ‘from what (e-oy) do you suffer (e-K-ujtuNe)? - Lord 

(n-xc), I am suffering (e-i-tyoiNe) from my liver (e-nx^HnAp)1 

(Onnophr. 208:28-30). See above, section 7.2.3 of Unit 7 for the 

syntactic similiarities between Second Tense and relative clause 
constructions. 

Non-virtual relative clauses, on the other hand, are restricted to 

relative enviroments (e.g. ttma NTAKdNTq N£HTq ‘the place (n-Mx) 

[where (N^HT-q) you have found it (the boat) (nt-\-k-<Snt-q)] ’ (Ac. 

A&P 204:145-146)) and main clause Second Tenses (e.g. nta oy 

<i>u>ne mmok neMxoeic nppo ‘what (oy) has happened (nt-a ... 

<yu)ne) to you (mmo-k), out lord (neu-xoeic) (and) king (rr-ppo)?9 
(Eud. 36:24)). 

Virtual and non-virtual relatives display systematic differences with 

regard to (i) the form of the subordinating complementiser, (ii) the 

encoding of the pivot’s internal grammatical role, and (iii) their 
semantic distribution among various types of definite and indefinite 
noun phrases. 
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tion presents an overview of complementiser alternations, i.e. 
t/ie different shapes of the relativising complementisers in various 
types of virtual and non-virtual relative constructions. 

} 1.1.2J Invariant forms in virtual relative clauses 

The relative markers epe and e- introduce virtual relative clauses with 

embedded nominal and pronominal subjects, respectively. Thus, 

compare: oy^om epe riNoyTe moctg mmocj ‘a thing (oy-^uns) [that 

(epe) God (n-NoyTe) hates (t-iocre)]* (Ac. A&P 202: 126-127) vs. 

mx nim eyMAjrooyce epoq ‘every (nim) place (mx) [that they (the 

brothers) will be sent (lit that they will send them (e-y-Nx-jcooy-ce)) 

to (epo-q)]’ (praec. Pach. 129). 

11.1.2.2 Subject-complementiser agreement 

Non-virtual relative clauses, unlike virtual ones, show context- 

dependent complementiser alternations. The form of the relative 

complementiser varies depending on the category of the following 

constituent, which is either the subject of the embedded relative clause 

or an embedded tense-aspect-mood expression. Agreement between 

the embedded subject and the subordinating relative complementiser is 

marked morphologically by the triplet eT, eTepe, and eT(e)-. The 

allomorphs crepe and ex(e)- are actually internally complex forms, 

consisting of the base morpheme eT- and the relative markers epe and 

e- that also introduce virtual relative clauses: eT-epe, eT-e. 

a) The “bare” relative complementiser eT 

The “bare” complementiser eT is restricted to a single' syntactic 

environment, namely when the subject of the embedded clauses has 

been relativised. When this happens, the subject role of the relative 

antecedent is recovered without any morphological indication. We 

adopt the view that this position actually contains a phonologically 

invisible placeholder or “gap” (indicated as ‘_* in the English 

translation of the Coptic examples), e.g. nxrreAoc eTAuKOMei 

eneiteioiT xspxgxM ‘the angel (n-xrrexoc) [who (gt _) serves 

(AixKONei) your father (e-neK-eiorr) AbrahamY (Test. Is 229:18-19). 

mmwmm .. 
b) The internally complex relative complementisers eTepe-, eTe- 

The morphologically derived relative complementisers eTepe- and 

eTe-, on the other hand, are selected in the context of overt nominal 

and pronominal subjects, respectively, e.g. n^xjee eTepe ttpmnhi 

Nxjcooq ‘the word (n-^xjee) [that (eT-ePe) the superintendent 

(tt-pmn-hi) will say (nx-jcoo-c)]’ (praec. Pach. 122) vs. ttmx 

eTK<j?(i>Ne epoq ‘the place (n-Mx) [where (ePo-q) you are sick 

(eT-K-cpcNe)]’ (Onnophr. 208:31). In this case, the pivot has a non¬ 

subject (direct object, prepositional object or adverbial) role within 

t e embedded relative clause. The complementiser alternations 
considered so far give rise to the relativisation paradigm in table 11.1. 

SUBJECT RELATIVES ““ 

n-pomej [RC eT_] odtm ] 

__ The man j [rq who ; is listening ] 

NON-SUBJECT RELATIVES 

n-pomej [RC eT(e)-q-cu>TM Ncm-q ] 

The man j [rc that he is listening to (him)j ] 

2nd masc. 

2nd fern. 

3cd masc. 

3td fern. 

Before noun 

SINGULAR 

e-t-C(l)TM 

eT(e)-K-CCUTM 

eTe-C(UTM 

eT(e)-q-cu>TM 

eT(e)-c-co>TM 

eTepe n-ptDMe cujtm 

PLURAL 

CT-N-CCUTM 

eTe-TM-C(DTM 

eT-Oy-CCDTM 

TABLE 11.1 Complementiser-subject agreement 

Further examples: (er plus subject gap) rexxpic miinoYtg eTKurre 

epoq ‘the grace (re-xxpic) of God (M-n-Noyre) [which (er _J 

surrounded (xorre) him (epo-q)]’ (KMHL II 35:12-13), prune n.h 

ethanex eiTN Mneqm BBOX ‘everybody (pome nim) \who (er _J will 

throw (ma-nex) garbage (gitn) out (esox) of his house (M-neq-ui)]’ (End 

52:26-27), (erepe plus subject NP) run erepe ne.qiHpe u,m, hooYt 

Nzurq ‘the house (n-Hi) [where (NZHT-q) this little (gain) boy (riEi-qiHpe) 

died (erepe ... Mooyr)]’ (Ac. A&P 206:163-164), (er(e)- plus subject 
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pronounj u& e/uiupA^.o ,.k£ivb noijc ‘i/te manner (oe < T-^e) [(in 
\vhicli\ l was diligent (e-t-cnroyAAze < eT-t-cnoyAAZe) at my manual 

(n-<si*) labour (e-m.-eure)]’ (Onnophr. 207:17-18), ttnay gtskna A^epATK 

epoq ‘the hour (n-NAy) Mien you will stand up (erre-k-na.-a.2G p\T-K)]’ 

(Test. Is. 232:19), jhdb nim eTeqeipe MMooy ‘everything feum nim) \that 

he did (erc-q-eipe)]’ (KHML II 19:8-9), n6om MriNoyre erqeipe 

MMooy mn nppo kujctantinoc ‘the mighty deeds (n-<5om) of God 

(M-n-Noyre) [that he did (eT-q-e»pe) to (mn) King (n-ppo) Constantine]* 

(Eud. 50:1), £<db nim ercqjiNe ntoc Nctuoy ‘everything (£<i>b nim) 

[which she (ntoc) is looking (eT-c-tyiNe) for (Nctu-oy)]’ (Eud. 64:19). 

/1.1.2.3 Complementiser-TAM agreement 
A different set of complementiser allomorphs is selected when the 

relative complementiser precedes a tense-aspect-mood marker rather 

than the embedded subject position of the relative clause. 

TAM COMPrel TAM COMPrel 

PRETERIT 

we- 

e- NEGATIVE SCOPE 

DEFINER 

N- 

e- 

PERFECT 
A- 

(g)nt- NEGATIVE 
PERFECT 

Mne- 

eT(e)- 

HABITUAL 

U) A- 
e-, (e)N-, 6Te- NEGATIVE 

HABITUAL 

M6- 

eT(e)- 

VERB-INITIAL 

CLAUSES 
ct(c)- NEGATIVE 

PERFECTIVE 

MI7AT(e)- 

6T6- 

TABLE 11.2 Complementiser-tense/aspect/mood agreement 

Examples: (relativised Preterit) kata, ee eNeqo mmoc ‘in (kata) the 

nanner (ee < T-;?e) [that it (the sun) is (e-Ne-q-o)]’ (Zen. 200:27), 

'relativised Habitual) noc eg/AyAAc nm MAprypoc eroyAAB ‘in the manner 

Moe < N-T-ge) [that they used to do it (e-gjA-y-AA-c) to the holy 
cT-oyAAG) martyrs (N-M-MApTypoc)]’ (V. Pach. 94:8-9), aaay nijjmn nim 

5N<yAqxooy ‘every (single) (nim) one (aaay) of .the trees (n-i^hn) [that he 

Apa Matthew) planted (eN-gjA-q-^o-oy)]’ (KHML II 19:6-7), mfinay Ac 

NiyxqEoiyoY V P°YZ<3 mmmng ‘at the hour (tt-n n.vY) {that he (Apa Mena) 
Isosemd them (the camels) (N-q,A-q-Bo<i)-oY) daily (hhhng) at (?.) night 
(foY£e)’ (Mena, Mir. Sb:10-12)], oY„Hmpe Ae OH nCTe “ 

neY2HT no.iyc epooy ‘also (oh) a lot (oY-MHHtpe) of [those {whose minds 

(ht. hearts) (ney-jirr) had left (N-erc-ijiApe ... mixpc) them (epo-ov)TI’ 

(KHML II 10:6) (a free relative clause), (relativised Perfect) juje him 

eMTAKgujH hmooy ctoot ‘everything ferns him) [which you ordered 
(etrr-.-K-^H) me (eroor) (to do)]’ (Eud. 34:14), max mta.komtci mphto 

the place (h-ma) [where (H£HT-q) you have found it (the boat) 

(NT-x-K-OHT-q)]’ (AC. A&P 204:145-146), (relativised Negative Perfect), 

nemeoyA ctjh tgtnmhtg erMneinmyA NqqiAxe nmmai ‘tin's other 

person (ne,-Ke-oYx) [who (is) (er _J in fen) your midst (tctn-mutg) 

UMlmmyymhy (CT-Mne-.-nnipA) (that) he talks (N-q-q,Axe) to me 
(nmma-i)] (KMHL II 30:18-19), (relativised Unexpected Negative 

Perfective) ncHeiuix njaao eroyAAB n.u ereMnATqoiCK xiNTAquuw 

epArq Hnnoyre ‘our senior (n-^aao) holy (er-oYAAB) father (neN-eiurr), 

he (oai) [Mho had not km SgQ (ere-MnAr-q-uicK) gone (A.(H)-HT-A-q-BU)K) 

towards (e-pAT-q) God (M-n-Noyre)]’ (Sh. Ill 142:5-7), (relativised 

Negative Habitual) rrHoyre itai erenepe aaaY ipumc exrrrq ‘God 

(n-Hoyre), [he (ttai) [without whom (exHT-q) nothing (aaaY) happens 

(GTG-Hepe ... mine)]]’ (Zen. 202:3) (a free relative clause), NereMeycG. 

NTcnpn aYu) Hqi MNereNoYoY ah no ‘[those [who do not get. enoueh 
(N-ere-Hc-Y-cG,) of robbing (N-ruiprr) and stealing (N-qi) [what does not 

Qo°"Sthrm f' Wh3t 15 "0t (AN) the‘rS ^N"N'eTe'NOY"°Y))]]] ’ (Sh. IV 
99.23-24) (a free relative clause), (relativised negative concord) 

N-e-re-N-ce-^oon an ‘[what was non-existent]’ (V. Pach. 7; 14) (a free 

relative clause), (fronted adjectival verb) ngiming mPujmg gtg nauig 

NGTAmAzoH epooy ‘these kinds (hg.-h.hg) of people (h-Puihg) [against 
whom (epo-oY) the ones wlio complain (h-gt-av-aZom) are numerous (gtg 

... NAtye)] (Sh. IV 99:19). 

11.1.3 The grammatical role of the relative antecedent 

The antecedent of the relative clause plays a role in two different 

.. rt 0n,!he on® hand, it has a particular grammatical role (subject, 
°r indirect object, adjunct) in the matrix clause, but it also has a 

particular grammatical role in the attributive relative clause. Coptic 

relative constructions have within their structure an anaphoric element 

*at recovers the pivot’s internal role. The placeholder may take the 

. of a resumptive pronoun, as in ttma eNeqNeirrq ‘the place. 



iiat lie was in it, ((e-Ne-q-N^HT-q)]’ 
(KHML II 20:9), but may also be a phonologically invisible relative 

“gap”, as in TeyntCTic gtjchk cboa 'their faith (Tey-rricTic) [that 
(gt _j) perfect (jam cboa)]’ (Test. Is. 233:19). 

11.1.3.1 Resumptive pronominalisation in virtual relatives clauses 
Virtual relative clauses are characterised by a generalized resumptive 

pronoun strategy regardless of the internal grammatical role of the 

relative antecedent. (Subscripts indicate the co-referentiality between 
the relative antecedent and a clause-internal resumptive pronoun). 

Examples: (subject) oyMx eqo NtyxpBx 'a place-, (oy-Mx) [that was (lit. 
while it, was (e-q-o)) in (a state of) scorching heat (N-qixpcx)]’ (V. Pach. 

86:24-25), poine nim eq^iXM ttkxj> 'every (nim) mam (ptuMe) [who (lives) 

on (lit. while hej lives on (e-q-yxM)) earth (n-Kxg)]’ (Test. Is. 233:12), 

(direct object) xxxy [n]u^hn ni[m] exqxooy ‘every (single) (nim) one 

(xxxy) of the trees-, (n-<jmin) [that he (Apa Matthew) planted (them,) 

(e-x-q-xo-oy)’ (KHML II 18:23-24), (prepositional object) cy^xaht 

eu^xynoyre epoq xe tmc ‘to a birdi (e-y-^xAMT) [which is called (lit. 

while they say (e-iyx-y-MoyTe) about it, (epo-q) »truth« (t-mc)]’ (Ac. A&P 

206:161) (adverb) 2,eNNoo MMUHiye NopoNoc ey^nooc e^pxi exuioy 

N<5l 26NNCK5 MHHHgje MMOJNXXOC (for MMONXXOC) Cy£X eOOy MMXTe 

great (^eN-Nod) multitudes (M-MUHgie) of throneS\ (N-epoNoc) [on which 

great (^gn-noo) multitudes (M-MHH<jje) of highly (mmxtg) venerable (lit. 

who were under (e-y-^x) glory (eooy)) monks (m-mojnxxoc) were seated 

(lit. while they were seated (e-y-£Mooc)) on (therm) (extii-oy)]’ (KHML II 

21:16-17), (possessor noun) oycoiNe (...) MnxpoeNoc enecpxN ne 

eyAosix ‘a virgin (M-rrxpecNoc) sister■, (oy-cuiNe) [whose name (lit while 

her, name (e-nec-pxN) (was) (ne)) Eudoxia (eyAoxix)T_ (Eud. 50:3-4). 

11.1.3.2 The distribution of gaps and pronouns in non-virtual 
relative clauses 

In non-virtual relatives, three different distributional patterns can be 

distinguished, one where gaps and resumptive pronouns occur in free 
variation, one where pronouns must appear and gaps are excluded, and 
one where the presence of a gap is obligatory. 

&) t,1* I . ; 

U. 1.3.2.1 The sutiject/non-subject asymmetry . 

"zrjjrr11 **' *,j—* 

indirect object, adverb) wliich invnK°n"SUbjeCt Constltuent (direct and 
Subscripts indicate the co referent' es resumPtlve pronominalisation. 

Subject relative clauses/gapping 

Examples: hmonxxoc erxMx^re am MrT 

mttcojnt 'the rnonk (n-„oNAXOc) [5vJm ( f VL 
(XMX2TG) hisi tongue ( . u~l] does not (AN) restrain 

(M-n-Niy) Of anger ZZTfs “ the h°Ur 

ercjioyeiT »ne,Koc„oc ‘at the idle (lit JZ TiJlfL % 
praisej (e-rr-eooy) of this world r, —‘ <I,0Ye,T) 
_ Y' s wcmd (H-nei-KocMoc)’ CKHMT II ?r-a 
©e ercH£ ‘according to (kata^ tUo , rtvmvtn U 2S.4-5), kxtx 

written (cH2)]’ f pf fof (°° " ^ [that ^ * 

b) Non-subject relative clauses/resumptive pronominalisation 

(Ithhm’ ™ ‘tile seme:, 

(NT-^-q-T^-c) t0 me (Ni_0], (Test ~J ^ 8‘Ven m 
HMooy ’"your wordv /Yj~„ \ rr N^K(pxxe ereKxcn 

(HHo-oy)]’ (AP Chalne no T i ^^prcnoshi™ (^) 

■(CTG-K-NXy) 0r (/„>„ •) LZ (ne,-Pu,He) Wat you are looking 

(adverbial adjlXjT^ " (TCN°^’ <Test- Is- 234:13)! 

U!3U i (n-pivMe) [that you wefteMnn T"^ OTE™Tt' xn* r,‘vZ“" ‘the 

(M»i) (erEnwr-q), (namely) Apa pach6m]> tflSZlZS™*0 ^ 
SrYX)rr(e^ ■; ^ S - 3 
Martyrd. 4b:19-22), (possessor noun) ii^T'q))]’ (Mcna’ 

,cYZHT rroapc ePooY ‘also (oh) a ,ot (oY.MHH,e) of 



mm (ruiYZVT) fiaiii left (n-GTG-tpx^G ... nwqjc) them, (epo-oy)j’ 

(KHML II 10:6) (a free relative clause). 

11.1.3.2.2 Locality constraints 

For gapping to occur in subject relatives, the relative complementer 

must be adjacent to the embedded subject. When a clause-initial tense- 

aspect-mood marker, the negative scope marker n-, or a fronted 

adjectival or existential verb disrupts the local relation between the 
relative complementer and the highest subject position, the gap must 

be replaced by the corresponding resumptive pronoun (see above, table 

11.2 for the inventory of complementer allomorphs that are selected 
in the context of such intervening elements). 

Examples: (pre-subjeet tense-aspect-mood marker) ngcsoh hgn (for mn) 

Neqjrmpe NTxytyujne cbox giTooTq MneNeiurr aha mabcoc ‘'the 

mighty deeds\ (ns-<5om) and (mgn) miracles; (Ne-<pnHpe) [that (thev;) 

happened (NT-x-y-qjume) through (y- roor-q) our father (M-neN-eiuvr) 

Apa Matthew]’ (KHML II 18:14-16), oyow rxp nim ereMnxToycoycuNr 
mn NeKMxnx for (rxp) a[I\ (those) (oyoN nim) [that (they;) have not yet 

known you (eTe-MnxT-OY-coyojN-r) and (mn) your magical tricks 

(N6K-Mxnx)]’ (Sh. Ill 77:26), nim neTNqNxrncTeye an cngOom 

MnNoyre 'whoj (nim) (is it) [that (hf) will not (xn) believe 

(eT-N-q-Nx-nicTGye) in the mighty deeds (e-Ne-doti) of God 

(M-n-Noyre)]’ (KMHL II 37:12-13), (fronted adjectival verb) MA-peNTAye 

Kxpnoc gbox eTNXNoyq ‘let us bring forth (Mxpe-N-Txye gbox) fruit-, 
(Kxpnoc) [that (if) is good(eT-NXNoy-q)]’ (KHML II 19:15). 

11.1.3.2,3 Relativised nominal sentences 

In relativised noun clauses, resumptive pronouns, must appear, even 

when the relative complementer precedes the embedded subject. 

Moreover, a different set of resumptive pronouns is selected, namely the 

enclitics ne, tg, nc ‘he, she, they’ and the demonstrative pronouns 

nxi, txi, nxi ‘this, these*. Such relativised nominal sentences have an 

explicative interpretation {namely, to wit, which is), e.g. nMXKxpioc 

xnx xhnobjoc gtg neNeioiT ne ‘the blessed (n-MAKxpioc) Apa 

Zenobius, [that is (gtg ... ne), our father (neN-eiuiT)]’ (Zen. 199:9), 

NemicTeye eTe nxi ne maun MnciDTM ‘those who believe 

(N-eT-nicTeye), [which (is) (eTe nxi ne) the utmost degree (n-jaun) 
of obedience (m-tt-co»tm)]’ (Test. Is. 228:7-8). 

m 11.1.3.2.4 Adverbial relative clauses 

The third pattern, free variation between gaps and resumDtive 

aris*ciauses where a ~ « 
a) Temporal adverb relatives 

Wmpt clauses, an entire prepositional phrase may be 

itself5 that Tf 15 ^PenS’ U 15 010 pivotal ^-indicating nominal 
itself that determines its internal adverbial role, e.g. zn Tevrtoy 

epe neinpocTxrMx Nxno^ ‘at (^n) the moment 
TC yt.OY) [(when) this order (nei-npocTArm) w;n reach (eTepe 

,<Bz) you (<S*P">-tn)]> (Mena, Martyrd. 2b:22-25), „nJrip 
eitTAynoiuiNe Hmoponoc 2-xpo. Mnnezcenctuy ‘for (rxp)L the 

dax, (ne-eooY) [Men, (^ht-c,) you were bom (lit. they gave hLrtfato 
you (NT-r-y-Jcno-K))]’ (KHML II 30:13). S 

b) Manner adverb relatives 

When the manner noun ee (< ‘the mannpr5 * a- + « . 

ifoSo"!1 eeTbeddCd CkUSe’thGPfeSenCeofaresumptive pronoun 
gatory, e g. kxtx ee Nrxqrcooc Nic tutitt n[o.]N2 ‘in (kxt*) 

f* msnmn (ee < r-2e) [that he (Apa Mena) had told S 

ts-tee et6 ^ ^ ^ ("""> aliv<= ^ 

‘ttetnmm (ee. < T-2e) [thatV (Pa^mrbehlved^rn'made 

l-L-> - 

o,“y “s, ts;. f % sirn 
JSSSSV Tf‘[<l” 1 
(OnL^K 18 maPUaI (n‘<3uc) Iabour («-"!-»«.)]’ turniopnr. 207.17-18), ™ re ee mta ttaaimujnion cthmav p ,L 

(eTHMAvLemonTn A(WaS) ~ (e® < T_2e) t(in which) that .. ' demon (tt-aximuinion) carried out (nt-\ x 
evil (things) (M-neeoov)] ’ (KHML II53:8-9). ^ 



Coptic relative constructions may involve several layers of relative 
embedding, where one relative clause is embedded into another. 

11.1.4.1 Nested relative constructions 

In nested relative constructions, there are two or more antecedents with 

an attributive relative clause attached to them. As a result, eaeh relative 
clause is embedded one level deeper than the previous one, e.g, 

£NKeq?iiN eyoriT NK^pnoc eNAqioioy cmatc ‘other trees 

feN-Ke-qjHN) [RCi while (they,) were loaded (e-y-on-r) with fruit 

(N-KAprroc) [rc2 while (they) were plenty (e-NAu;a>-oY)ir (KHML II 
21:14-15). 

ANTECEDENT! [rci ANTECEDENT: [rC2 

2N-Ke-q;HNi 

other trees-, 
[rci e-y-oriT N-KApnocj 
while (thejg) with fruit} 

were loaded 

[RC2e-NA.<iKU-oy ]] 
while (thevj) were 

plenty 

FIGURE 11.2 Nested relative constructions 

Doth virtual and non-virtual relative clauses may be nested, e.g. NeyN 
oyqmpe q>HM Ae eneqpAN ne bhcamojn enqjHpe ne 

NoycTpATyvATHc (for noyctpathaathc) eneqpa.N ne baciaithc 

(there) was (ne-yn) a young(tyhm) lad\ (oy-qmpe) [rci whose name 

(lit. while hisi name (was) (e-neq~P<VN ... ne)) Besamon (bhcamojn), 

[rc2 who (was) (lit. while he-y (ne) (was)) the son (e-n~q>HPe) of a 

genera^ (N-oy-cTpAxyAATHc), [RC3 whose name (was) (lit. while hisj 

name (was) (e-neq-p^n ... ne)) Basilites (baciaixhc)]]]’ (KHML I 

43:5-6), 2.eNNO<5 MMhiiqje Neponoc ey^Mooc e£p«u exuroy n<5i 

eeNNo(5 MMHHtpe mmutnaxoc (for mmonaxoc) eyg* eooy HHATe 

‘great feeN-Nod) multitudes (n-HHHgje) of thrones\ (N-eponoc), [RCi 

on which} (exoj-oy) were seated (e-y-^Mooc) great (geN~NOti) 

multitudes (M-Mimqje) of monksj (m-mojnajcoc) [rc2 that were highly 

(mmatb) venerable (lit, while they were under (g-v-px) glory 
(eooy))]] ’ (ICHML II 21:16-17). 

ANTECEDENT [rci 

Ne-CNHyj 

the brothers; 
[rci er__ 

oy^AB 

who are holy 

11.1.4.2 Stacked relative constructions 

™ •a.w, "vr eTw°" «- 
(Onnophr. 216:34-217:1). ^ n desert (n-xAje)]]’ 

[rc2 ct , qjoon ^m n-jcxie]] 
i¥ll2 live in the desert 

FIGURE 11.3 Stacked relative clauses 

*• ■*» 
MneiHiirupe mpexh ‘this man• iWi ™Y^ab exeyNTAq mm Ay 

n>,r 'bh™ 
(nei-Ke-oyi) [Rc, w/,0 /eT *f ,■ nmMAI this other person-, 

[rc2 that I am not worthy T y0Ur m*dst (Te™-MHTe) 

have different grammatical roics L stackSrlt F"* ^ 

NeKCEooye eTNANoyoy ntITJ' R F C'g' 

(NeK-cBooye) [Rcl that {they^ are beneflcilff ^ m£~^i 
that you have taught miff [rc2 
Pacli. 86:14-15). C k-tcabo-i) (them-,) (epo-oy)]]’ (V. 

II.I.4.3 Internal coordination 

Of the Chainf whileThe ^ ?“ flrSt clause 
coordinating device such as th r ^ ^ain conta*ns a standard 

relative-absolute tenses Suck int^T^ °f se5ue^ used 
constructions have an elahn r ^Ny-co-coordinated relative 

*”*« rridirrt “t-»« 



yy-;- _• .. ~ ....... ........-..-. 
■ ■ 

(pwtte nim) [who (gt _) will perform (NA-ep) that (eTMMAy) 
worship (rt-qjnipe) and believe (N-q-mcTeye) in him (Jesus Christ) 

(epo-q)]’ (Test. Is. 231:20-21), nnoyTe NTAqqjome mn NreNCA 

NTAyqMDne eAyoyeiNe ctbc TeyMNTAKAipeoc (for 

TeyHNT3.KepA.ioc) mn TeyMNimcToc e^oyN enNoyTe ‘God 

(n-NoyTe) [who has been (NT-A-q-qj curie) with (mn) the generations 

(N-reNea.) [that existed (NT-A-y-qja>ne) and passed by 

(e-x-y-oyeiNe) because of (ctbc) their guilelessness 

(Tey-MNT-A.KA.ipeoc) and (mn) their faith (Tey-MNT-mcToc) in God 

(e-n-NoyTe)]]’ (Test. Is. 228:13-15), tmnta.ta.qoc MnAxoeic nexc 

riAi NTATeTNcxpoy MMoq eATCTNKAAq 2.N oyTA<j>oc ‘the goodness 

(t-mnt-a.ta.qoc) of my Lord (m-tta-xocic) Christ (ne-xc), [he (ttai) 

[whom you crucified (nt-a-tctn-c-poy) and put (e-A-TeTN~KAA-q) 

into fen) a tomb (oy-TA<j>oc)]’ (Eud. 64:12-13). 

11.1.5 Semantic distribution 

Virtual and non-virtual relative clauses cannot be used interchangeably, 

but differ systematically in the range of antecedents that they can have. 

Several factors come into play, motivating the selection of one or the 

other relativisation pattern, such as the informational status or 

Teferentiality” of the pivot and the identificational or specificational 
function of the following relative clause. 

11.1.5.1 The definiteness opposition 

The co-occurrence of two relativisation patterns has traditionally been 
dealt with in terms of a definiteness opposition: virtual relative 

constructions are selected in the context of indefinite antecedents and 

non-virtual ones in the context of definite ones. Thus, compare: NeyeN 
oypojMe Ae on £n tttoaic pakotc epe oyAxitfoNioN NMMAq 

nxsn TeqMNTKoyi ‘(there) was (Ne-yeN) also (on) a (certain) man\ 

(oy-pcme) in (j>n) the city (t-ttoaic) Alexandria (pakotq) [who was 

possessed by a demon (oy-aaimonion) (lit. while (there) (was) with 

him\ (epe ... nmma-cj)) since (nxin) his childhood (Teq-MNT-Koyi)]’ 

(Mena, Mir. 23b: 12-18) vs. nptuMe Ae nta afia mhna + [Nx]q 

NNeq[<5A]MoyA ‘the man\ (n-pcuMe) fwhom-, (NA-q) Apa Mena had 

given (nt-a ... +) his camels (N-Neq-dAMoyA)’ (Mena, Mir. 10b: 10- 

14), oyMA eqo NqjApBA 6 a place; (oy-MA) [that was (lit. while itj was 

(e-q-o)) in (a state of) scorching heat (n-^apba)]’ (V. Pach. 86:24-25) 

faur^oc^r S/TAov **£5 
(e-n-Mooy)]’ (Ac. A&P 196:51). q th Water 

When the relative antecedent is an indefinite noun phrase it refers tn 

pnor knowledge. The prototypical virtual relative clause expresses a 
distmguishing prop^y of that entity. Non-virtual relative clauses on 

the refeTent^f aPd°fdf additi°1?1 0r suPPlementary information about 

ii’1'5'2, SPeciflc and non-specific antecedents 

crucial role in the selection of virtual and non-virtual relative clauses, 

a) Specific indefinite antecedents 

ESTSi;? 
(n-puiMe) of God (M-n-Noyre) Moses (mu>Ychc), the archprophet 

“T (KMML " 35:1‘-21>' «F. nrm. X2S 

(n-poiMe) (responsible0for)Md°°[ck mb whoTe" J ^ 

p:Sz~re) sha11 v,{epe - be^d CSfi 
ltd ite WMM°'°Y) 1 (eTB6) 3 (OY-CON) [who (6T 

Wl11 faI1 S1<* (Nx-<jKDNe)]’ (praec. Pach.). K 

b) Generic antecedents 

generic kSZ defmite relative decedents with 

e.g Nee Ne.ecoov ^ °r types rather ^ individuals, 
, , Neiecooy eqixyu, (for eqixyq,) ntootoY Mneyoio-c ‘like 

Nee) sheen (Ne,-ecooy) [from which, (ntoot-o^) their^ shenh«d 

^"olviTl1- faWay (lit the>’ «« away (oJ-Y^)]’ (V Pah 
92.30-93.1). Kind-referring “bare” nouns are compatible widi 'vSual 



and non-virtual relative clauses, e.g. ^NKetpHN eyorrr MKApnoc 

GNAtpwoY eMATe ‘other trees (2N-Ke-^N) [while (they,) were loaded 
(c-y-onT) with Jru[t, (N-Kxpnoc) [while (they,) were plenty 

(e-N^oi-oY)]]’ (KHML II 21:14-15) vs. MAPeNTAYe aPnoc cbga 

eTNANoyq ‘let us bring forth (MApe-N-TAye gboa) good fruit (lit. 

jruUi (KApnoc) \which is good (eT-NANoy-q))] ’ (KHML II 19:15). 

c) Quantified antecedents 

Both virtual and non-virtual relative clauses can be combined with 

quantified relative antecedents and provide information that makes it 

possible to narrow down the set of potential referents of quantified 

antecedents. When the pivot is an indefinite pronoun, such as oYa 

one or ne ‘other’, the selection of either relativisation pattern depends 

on its definite or indefinite determination, e.g. eiMHTei geNoyA oyA 

eujiyei ecu ncNuj.Ne erne riri™ MnNoyre ‘with the exception 

(eiMHTei) of some, (people) feeN-oyr oYa) [who; come (e-cjiA-y-ei) to 

visit (e-OM) us (nen-ujiNe) for (erne) the love (t-ai-atth) of God 

(M-TT-Noyre)]’ (HiL 5:21-22) vs. ne.Keoyx erZN tctnh^ ( ) 
this other person, (rrei-Ke-oyA) [who (er _J) (is) in (2n) your midst 

(TeTN-MHTe) [that I am not worthy (eT-Mne-i-MnqiA) (that) hej talks 

(N-q-cyxrre) to me (nmma-i)]]’ (KMHL II 30:18-19), ZeNKooye eyo 

noybaa Hoyun ‘others, (i.e. monsters) feeN-Kooye) rwhich: had 

(e-y-o) one single (N-oyorr) eye (n-oy-baa)]’ (Test. Is. 234-4) vs 

NKooye erp 6Pwwz ‘the others; (N-Kooye) [who, (er are in (lit. 
make (p)) need (opining)]’ (Onnophr. 207:17). 

The definiteness opposition is not applicable to the distributive 

universal quantifier him ‘all, each’, which must be construed with 

bare nouns (see above, section 4.3.1 of Unit 4).. IMooks as if the 

selection of a non-virtual relative clause imposes a more specific or 

topical interpretation on the universally quantified antecedent than its 

non-virtual counterpart. Thus, consider: ZAriAX zaiiaoc (for Zattawc) 

AAAy [NjqiHN NIM eAqxooy ‘briefly fexiTAX jahaoc), every (him) 

1 (N'<P1N) {thathe hadPlanted(ffeWiXe-A-q-xo-oy)’ 
(KHML II 18:23-24) vs. 2.ArrAO)c oyoN nim ct^otfi e^oyN gtbc 

npAN nic nexc ‘briefly ^attaihc) everyone; (oyoN nim) \who-, (ct 

__) was imprisoned feoTn eeoyN) for (ctbc) the name (h-pan) of 

^- N-C) C1UiSt (ne-xc^’ (£ud- 40:24-25); (new discourse topic) 
NAiATq npui.ie nim eqNAeipe noYna 2m npAN NNeinATpiApxHc 

blessed are (m-ur-q) gyerybodyj (N-fuihe n.m) [who, wiu perform 

(e-q-NA-eipe) an act of mercy (n-oy-na) in (2m) the name (n-PAN) of 

these patriarchs (N-Nei-nArpupxHc)]’ (Test. Is. 237:21-22) vs 

(second mentioning) oYon nim erNAeipe noYmntna Mnepooy 

tirreyp nMeeye ‘everyone, (oyoN nim) [who, (er will perform 

an,aCt °f®crcy (n'°Y"mnt"Na) on the day (M-ne-Zooy) of 
237:24)^ patrlarchs > remembrance (M-ney-p n-Meeye)]’ (Test Is. 

d) The set interpretation of definite antecedents 

The combination of virtual relative clauses with specific defmites is 

licensed under certain contextual conditions, namely when the 

resulting construction receives a set interpretation. In this case it is 

presupposed that the definite antecedent specifies a class of entities 

from which one is chosen that meets the description provided by the 
virtual relative clause, e.g, nxxpc amok etnicreye ePoq ‘my 

Mi (iiA-xpc) [in whom, (epo-q) /(anok) believe (e-t-nicTeyeVp 
(AP Chaine no 145, 32:16), r,Moy eFe ha«t rnr NAZFooy 

~ (n'M°Y) \-that (epe) my Father (nx-eimr) 
7L ahr0W IS gomg t0 dle (na-moy) (in Hi) (NZHT-q)]’ (KHML I 
; )’ NNen^ ePe neqcNoq xh2 epooy ‘the (pavement) stonesj 
(N-Ne-nAAX) [on which, (epo-oy) his blood (neq-cNoq) has been 
smeared out (epe . . xn^] ’ (KHML I 6:28). 

27.7.5.J Restrictive and non-res trie five relative clauses 

Relative clauses fall into two major categories, depending on their 

restrictive or non-restnetive function. Restrictive relatives provide 

information necessary to establish the identity of the relative 
antecedent or to narrow down the set of potential referents Non- 

“"Ct™ rtelatives’ f oth« hand, are used as parenthetical 

coot H C0DVeI tomaticaUy backgrounded infoimation that is 
considered less central for the main thrust of the discourse. 

a) Restrictive) relatives 

Virtual relative clauses generally occur in the restrictive mood eg 

r°nYrvT,VN7Te MOCTe MMOq (°Y-»») [that’God 
( Noyre) hates (eFe ... moctc) (it;) (MMO-q)]’ (Ac. A&P 202: 126- 

127), Nee Noyecooy eqcoFM ‘like (Nee) a sheep, (N-oy-ecooy) 



cOf’tijj (icst. is. 232:34), oy r.\p ne 
ii£wk n2©mAaimcun eyT nmh.vn NNAgpN ^eNArreAOC eyMiq^e 
gatcdn ‘for (rAp) what (oy) (is) (really) the power (lit. the thing 

(rT-£tms)) of the demons-, (N-geN-AAiMtuN) [who-, fight (lit. give (e-y-t)) 

with us (nmma-n)] compared to (nna^pn) the angels; who-, fight 

(e-y-Miq^e) for us (exu>-N)]?’ (KPIML II 11:14-16). In extended 
existential clauses, virLual relatives are consistently used as identifying 

descriptions (see above, section 10.2.3.3 of Unit 10), e.g. NeyN 
oyptDt-ie Ae Zm riMApTypiON MngArioc atta mhna eneqpAN ne 

mapkoc ‘(there) was (ns-yn) a (certain) man-, (oy-ptut-ie) in (jm) the 

memorial chapel (tt-maptypion) of the holy (M-n-gArioc) Apa Mena 

[whose name (was) (lit. while hisj name (was) (e-neq-pAN ... ne)) 

Mark (mapkoc)]’ (Mena, Mir. 74b:2-9). 
The restrictive meaning and function of virtual relative clauses is 

particularly clear when they modify the predicate noun phrase of an 

identificational sentence, e.g. Ay<u NToq ne nppo eq^xpATK ‘and 

(Aycu) he (Constantine) (NToq) (is) the kins-, (n-ppo) [who-, is under 

you (e-q-gA-pAT-K)]’ (Eud. 54:12-13), nim ne npume eqNAdojqrr 

mca neqqwipe eqBHK ncmtu) NqTMEOHoei epoq ‘who (nim) (is) 

the man-, (n-pu)Me) fwho-, will watch (e-q-NA-tfoigjT) his son (nca 

neq-<jjnpe) drowning (lit. going (e-q-BHK) to the depths (of the sea) 

(n-cmtoj))] and (he{) would not help (N-q-TM-Bonoei) him (epo-q)]?’ 

(Ac. A&P 200:89-90). Non-virtual relative clauses may have a 

restrictive use and specify the reference of a non-specific definite 

antecedent, e.g. Ayu; NeqjAxe no;Ape nncToyAAB AnA ttambu) 

jcooy nac ‘and (ayoj) the words\ (Ne-<jjAJce) [that the holy 

(n-neToyAAB) Apa Pambo used to say (thenu) (N-o^Ape ... jcoo-y) to 

her (Hilaria) (na-c)]’ (Hil. 6:17-18), NToiq? nta nNoyTe aay ‘the 

rules; (m-tokp) [that God (n-NoyTe) has made (them-,) (nt-a ... 

aa-y)]’ (Test. Is. 230:28-29). 

b) Non-restrictive relatives 

Virtual and non-virtual relative constructions can both be used in the 
non-restrictive mood, providing supplementary information about a 

contextually or situationally given referent. Thus, consider: ^eNcioy 
wpoyge mn geNcioy M2.rooye eyt macin eNeyNooye NTeyujti 

‘the evening (N-poy^e) and (mn) morning (N-gjooye) stars-, 

(geN-cioy) [which indicate (lit. give (e-y-t) sign (macin)) the hours 

(c-Me-yNooye) of the night (N-re-yqni)]’ (Hil. 1:10-12), ZguZi? Zk 

AMNre eyo NepHMoc 6HN aaaY N^Toy 'the streets■ feeN-^p) in 
(eN) Hell (amntc) [which are (e-y-o) (in a) deserted (n-6Phmoc) 

(state) [without (c-mn) anyone (aaaY) on them-{ (NgHT-oy)]] ’ (Ac. A&P 

204:132) vs. eAM[N]Te gtg ttai ne hma Mnpme mn u6xZ6Z 

NNoB^e ‘to Hell{(e-amntc), which is (ere ttai ne) the place (h-ma) 

of weeping (M-n-pme) and (mn) gnasliing (tt-<5a£<5?) 0f teeth 

(n-n-obZe)Y (Ac.A&P 204:142), ne^oy h^ah erePe nxoe.c 

NAt ZXTJ epoK 'the days (ne-gooy) of the indsement (M-n-gAn) 

[(when) the Lord (n-jcoeic) will judge (lit. will give (erepe ... NA-f) 
law (gAn)) you (epo-n)]’ (Ac. A&P 202:128). 

In the context of recursive embedding, restrictive relatives precede 

non-restrictive ones, e.g. oyoN nim eq^M nxxie eTnoAyTeye ctkc 

nMoyre aYo> ctmnay epojMe 'everyone^ (oyoN nim) [rci whpi (is) 

in (e-q-^M) the desert (n-xAie) [RCi who\ (ct_) leads an ascetic life 

(noxyTeye) for (ctbc) God (n-NoyTc) and (xyo;) in order not to see 

(c-tm-nay) anybody (e-puiMe)]]’ (Onnophr. 214:24-25). 

11.1.6 Infinitival relative clauses 

The majority of relative clauses axe finite verb constructions, but with 
attributive relatives we also fmd infinitival clauses introduced by the 

prepositional complementers n- ‘for’ and e- ‘to’, e.g. oybattticma 

NoyjcAi MTTreNoc THpq naAam ‘a baptism (oy-BAnncMA) [to save 

(N-oyjcA!) the entire (mp-q) race (M-n-renoc) of Adam (n-aAam)]’ 

(Eud. 34:13), oyipxjce exooq epooy ‘a word (oy-qjAJce) [to be 

spoken (e-jcoo-q) to them (ePo-oy)]’ (Eud. 60:10-11), eycKeyoc 

eoyonq ‘for a vessel (e-y-cKeyoc) [to eat from (e-oyoM-q)l’ 
(Onnophr. 211:8). Y H;J 

11.2 Free relative clauses 

All major types of attributive relative constructions have free relative 

counterparts, which have no overt relative antecedent. Free relatives 

are internally clausal in structure; externally they have a distribution 

that is identical to that of noun phrases, e.g. nppo Ae NTepeqNAy 

eneNTA nNoyre AAq NMMAq (...) ‘when the King (n-PPo) saw 

(NTepe-q-NAy) [what God (n-NoyTe) had done (e-ne-NT-A ... AA-q) 



equivalent to the attributive relative clause alone, but rather correspond 
to the entire noun phrase containing it. In other words, free relative 

clauses have a phono logically empty relative antecedent (indicated as 

0noun)- The internal structure of Coptic free relatives is presented in 
figure 11.4. 

DETERMINER ANTECEDENT RELATIVE CLAUSE 

^KOUNi [rc nt-a n-NoyTe AA-q, (...)] 

what God had done (itj) 

FIGURE 11.4 The covert pronominal head of free relatives 

Section 11.2.1 discusses the nominal and clausal properties of free 

relative constructions. Section 11.2.1 presents an overview of the main 

semantic types of Coptic free relatives. 

11.2.1 Main syntactic characteristics of free relatives 

This section considers four types of evidence for the covert pronominal 

head of free relative clauses, namely (i) their morphological marking 

as definite noun phrases, (ii) the anaphoric dependencies between free 

relatives and co-referential pronouns, (iii) their external distribution, 

and (iv) the distribution of gaps and resumptive pronouns. 

a) Determination 

Free relative clauses are syntactically encoded as definite noun 

phrases. The person, number and gender specification of the covert 

pronominal head are recovered by either the definite-article ti-, t-, n- 

or the corresponding demonstrative pronouns ttai, tai, nai. The 

presence of both determiners makes it possible for free relatives to 

express the same range of meanings as definite noun phrases. 

Examples: (sing, masc.) neTNXMexei epooy ‘he who will neglect 

(n-eT-Nx-AMexei) them (the instructions) (epo-oy)’ (praec. Pach.103), ftai 

Ae £<uojq eTepe NexpeicxiANoc (for NexpicxiANoc) + eooy NAq 1this 
om (nxi), however (gojoj-q), [whom the Christians give (eTepe ... 1") praise 

(eooy) to (NA-q)]’ (Eud. 36:14-15), ttai nta rreriNA miiAiaboaoc xe 

Noyne ecox N^mq ‘this one (tiai) [in whom (Njurr-q) the spirit (ne-nfix) 

' 1 ;■ & S.s:.£ A :: .£ .* x..1 :V. dKfcyfejggftS 2,’.!5.4 !.i tS..t ;■ » f »-ft II '<! * » i « »•« v m » w «r<i • 

of the devil (m-tt-aiaboaoc) has branched out (lit. has taken (mt-a ... xe 
cbox) roots (NoyNe))]* (KHML II 33:25-26), (sing, fern.) TeToyMoyre 

epoc xe TnxeiAT ‘(the land of the Mariotes), the one they call 

(T-eT-oy-Moyre) »Pajat« (T-nxeiAT)’ (Mena, Martyrd. 2a:13-14), tai 

eroypoeic epoc cboa zitootoy NNAnrexoc nriAeicirr er^N r-innye 

‘she (tai) [who is watched (lit. they watch (eT-oy-poeic) her (epo-c)) by 

(^itoot-oy) the angels (N-N-xnreAoc) of my Father (M-nx-eicur) [who is 

(er _) in (£n) heaven (M-rmye)]]’ (Eud. 50:21-22), (plural) eiMHTI 

eNeTTHu; mmat€ ‘except (eiMtm) only (mmatc) those who have been 

ordered (e-N-eT-THip)’ (praec. Pach. 117), Nercooyg, epoq Tiipoy ‘all 

(Tup-oy) those who gathered (N-eT-cooyg) with him (epo-q)’ (Test. Is. 

228:5), nai NgjxyeiNe MMooy tpxpoq eneitiA nbi (for qi) Acuroc (for 

Aoroc) ‘those (nai) [who are brought (lit. they have brought (N-u/A-y-eiNe) 

them (mmo-oy)) to him (u;Apo-q) to this place (e-nei-MA) of justification (lit. 

taking (n-bi) account (Aturoc)]’ (KHML II 21:24-26). 

b) Anaphoric dependencies 

The covert head of free relatives functions as the antecedent for a 

following pronoun in much the same way as common nouns and 

pronouns, e.g. epe Nenjioon £M nxAie exae nNoyre nAge 
epu)Me tuin pqjAN oyoAicpic TA£ooy h ey<pAN2.Ko eyNA^e 

expcMpH tojn eytpANeiBe eyNA^e eMooy tojn eco> ‘where (to>n) 

will [those who live (N-eTUjoon) in (^m) the desert (n-jcAie) for the 

sake of (ctbc) God (rr-NoyTe)] find (epe ... na-£c) somebody 

(e-pu>Me), when they get into trouble (lit. if an obstacle (oy-eAitpic) 

comes upon them (pqiAN ... TAgo-oy)), or (h) when they are hungry 

(e-y-<i>AN-£Ko), where (tu>n) will they find (e-y-NA-^e) food 

(e-Tpo«j)H); if they suffer from thirst (e-y-ujAN-eiBe), where (tidn) 

will they find (e-y-NA-^e) water (e-Mooy) to drink (e-ccu)?’ 
(Onnophr. 211:11-14). 

c) Syntactic distribution 

Coptic free relative clauses (FRCs) appear in all nominal positions of 

the clause, including the extraclausal positions of vocative and 
appositional phrases. 



/ Exiinipics: (subject FRC) x nGTtioo<pa NHfuq coKoy Hcxoycx 1 \those 

who went (N-cT-nooqjo) with him (NMMx-q)J withdrew themselves (a. ... 

coK-oy) on each side (Ncx-oy-ca.)’ (Test. Is. 234:6-7), xin negpoy 

erMH^y x NeTMmcA N^oyN THpoy oyxxi ‘since (xin) that (ctmnay) 

day (ne-gpoy) (all (Tnp-oy) which is inside me (lit. which is in my inner 

(n-£oYn) side (N-ex-M-nA-cx))] has become healthy (a ... oyxxj)’ 

(Onnophr. 209:8-9), (direct object FRC) ntg noyx noyx xxye 

nerqcooyN MMoq cbox ^n Nerpxtj>n ‘and each one (n-oyx n-oyx) told 
(wre ... TAye) [what he knew (n-ex-q-cooYN Mnoq) from (£n) the 

Scriptures (Ne-rpAtJui)]’ (V. Pach. 137:5-6), xioyuiM nneNTAqceene 

Mnoem ‘I ate (x-i-oyuiN) f what was left (M-ne-Nx-x-q-ceene) of the bread 

(m-tt-ocik)]’ (Onnophr. 218:5), (indirect object FRC) <j>xpe nMoyxe + 

oy^Mox NNeTNAiucTeye ‘God (riNoyxe) shows (lit. give (9Ape ... t)) 

favour (oy-£MOT) [to those who will believe (N-ex-NA-nicxeye)]’ (Test. Is. 

228:11), mnncujc A-iMeeye eg ox ttx^ht ene nta i xxq ‘after that 

(mnncuj-c) I reflected (x-1-neeye) by myself (lit. in ($>m) my heart (nxjxrr)) 

[about what / had done (e-ne-Nx-x-i-x x-q)]* (Onnophr. 207:30), (possessor 

FRC) nxpieMoc NNexoyNoyxe epooy xe AoyAoypiAKai ‘the regiment 

(nxpioMoc) [of those whom (epo-oy) they call (N-N-ex-oy-Moyxe) 

»Luduriakon« (AOYAoYpiAKuj)]’ (Mena, Martyrd. lb:20-22), xckac 

eyNxujg) N^inq ey^ny mn oynxypo^opix (for oynxHpo^opix) 

NNeTNXtng) N£nxq mn nexNxcoJXM epoq oy*f 2JHq ‘in order that 

(xeuxe) they shall read (e-y-NX-oxj)) from it (the book) (n^Hx-q) for the 

benefit (e-y-jxiy) and (mn) satisfaction (oy-nxypo(}>opix) [of those who will 

read (N-N-ex-NX-cmp) from it (N^iix-q)] and (mn) [of him who will listen 

(n-ex-Nx-cun-M) to it (epo-q) with (^n) attention (lit. giving (oy-T) one’s 

attention (£XH-q))]’ (Onnophr. 224:3-5), (adverbial FRC) cibhk ipx 

neNxxqxNNOoyx ‘I am on my way (c-i-bhk) [to (ipx) the one who has sent 

me (ne-NT-x-q-xNNooy-x)]’ (Test. Is. 230:11), (vocative) cmoy enNoyxe 

NGxp gpxe 2.i»xq MneqpxN ‘praise (cmoy) God (e-n-Noyxe), [you who 

fear (N-ex-p goxe £»xq) his name (M-neq-pxN)]’ (KHML II 34:22-23), 

(apposition) nxxoeic ic nexc > tcnxai attoxaccc Mnm Miixeuux 

exBimxq ‘My Lord (tta-xocic) Jesus (ic) Christ (ne-xc), [he because of 

whom (exBiinx-q) / renounced (ne-Nx-x-1-xnoxAcce) my father's 

(M-nx-eiuJx) house (M-n-ni)]’ (KHML II 34:25-27), (left-dislocated topic) 

nexNxxNAixire (for nexNAANxixere) eyeAiMcupei (for eyexiMtupei) 

MMoq '[he who will protest (n-ex-Nx-xNAixire)] shall be punished (lit. they 

will punish (e-y-e-AiMtupei) him (MMo-q))’ (Mena, Martyrd. 2b:30-32), 

TTGXNxoyecsn oYnkx mbxxc (...) eqNxx. en.x.M.x £m neqcooy Neon 

[je who will break (n-cT-Nx-oyctfn) apiece (oY-nkx) of pottery (m-bxxc) 

shall be (e-q-Mx-jci) reprimanded (enmMix)) at (eM) the (lit. his) sixth 
(neq-cooy)) occurrence (n-con)’ (praec. Pach. 125). 

d) The internal role of the covert antecedent 

The clause-internal role of the covert pronominal head of free relative 

clauses is recovered by gaps and resumptive pronouns, the syntactic 
distribution of which is regulated by the same family of syntactic 
constraints that also apply to attributive relative clauses. 

Examples: (subject FRC, gapping) next emu tar ;>n -rrxnFo ‘for (pap) 

& who, (n-er j teaches (lit. give (t) teaching (emu)) with fen) the mouth 

(T-TX"Fo) (AP, Chaine no. 66, 15:5), (direct object FRC, resumptive 

pronominahsation) exeoyuiH Ae mncnti nNoyxe TNNooycoy nak ‘you 

should eat (e-K-e-oyain) \what God (n-Noyxe) has sent (it,) (n-n-gnx-a 

TMNooy-coy) to you (na-k)]’ (AP Chaine no. 20, 4:16), nGTKNAAixe, 

MMoq NTH i.Hoyre 'what, you will ask (ttgt-k-na-aitgi) (U,) („HO-q) 

from (nth) God (n-Hoyre)’ (Onnophr. 216:25), ngntaknay epooy ‘what 

you ave seen (NS-NT-A-K-NAy) (it,) (epo-oy)’ (Onnophr. 219:2), (adverbial 

FRC, resumptive pronominahsation) nereHN aaaY zim epoq 'he, (n-exe) 

before whom (epo-q) nothing (aaay) is hidden (hn ... zhu)’ (V. Pach. 6:29- 

7:1), eTHNi-rexioc z„ NeNTAqApxei nyixoy ‘towards perfection 

(c-T-HNT-Tfmoc) in (£N) \what, he had started (Ne-Hx-A-q-Apxei) (in it) 

(n£ht-oy)]j (Zen. 201:28), (subject FRC with intervening TAM marker 

resumptive pronominahsation) NoyHepiAnoc itai ntac|F FFo patgyph 

Numenan (NoyMep.ANoc) he, (ha,) [who, had been (nx-A-q-p) king (PPO) 

before them feA-xey-y,)]’ (Mena, Martyrd. la:2I-24), NexeHeycei Nxuipn 

Aycu nq, NNexenoyoy an ng 'those, who, do not get enough 

N-exe-Ne y-ceOofrobbii1® (N-Tu.pn) and stealing (N-q.) (what does not 

99 23S24) Wha‘ “ "0t (AN) ‘hdrS (N'N"eTe"NoY-oy))]’ (Sh. IV 

11.2.2 Semantic types of free relatives 

Free relative clauses may receive different semantic interpretations 

some of which are related to the referential properties of noun phrases 
(non-specific and generic free relatives), while others are more clause- 

like in character, describing particular or hypothetical state of affairs 
(appositive and hypothetical free relatives). 



Free relative clauses have a default reading as non-specific indefinites, 

referring to any arbitrary member of some discourse domain that meets 

the description provided by the embedded relative clause, e.g. NA.iA.Tq 

HTieTNAeipe Mnoycuq; mttnoytg 2*xm riKAg, ‘blessed is [he who 

will do (M-TT-ex-NA-eipe) the will (M-rr-oycncp) of God (M-n-NoyTe) 

on (jmxm) earth (n-KAg)]’ (Onnophr. 212:8-9), epe NecHoy 

MnrfATpiApxiic NAtpoine mn nctnaci mnnccun mn nctcoitm 

gnch^axg ‘may the blessings (nc-choy) of the patriarch 

(M-n-TTATpiApxnc) be (epe ... na-cjkuttg) with (mn) [those who come 

(N-eT-NA-ei) after us (mnnccd-n)] and (mn) [those who listen 

(n-gt-ccutm) to these words (g-ngi-^axg)]’ (Test. Is. 228:6-7), ainay 

eneK^o Nee MneNTAqNxy en^o MnNoyTe ‘I looked (a-i-nay) at 

your face (e-neK-^o) like (Nee < n-t-£g) [someone who had seen 

(i-i-ne-NT-A-q-NAy) the face (g-tt-^o) of God (M-n-NoyTe)]’ (Test. Is. 

229:8-9), ne[T]epe fiaxoi [na] xnoq kata poMne ujAiAAq 

NqioMTe nto Twhat my boat (fia-xoi) will bring in (rr-eT-epe ... 

NA-xno-q) each (kata) year (poMne)], I will split (lit. make) 

(qjA-i-AA-q) into three (N-qioMTe) parts (n-to)’ (KHMLII 17:4-5). 

b) Generic free relatives 

Free relative clauses may be interpreted as generic definites, describing 

a characteristic property or behaviour that defines class membership, 

e.g. NGNTAyAlAKONGI AG KAAIDC N6 NGNTXyA£GpATOy £M nq» 

NNerpA<|»n '[the ones who served (ng-nt-a-y-Aiakongi) well 

(kaacuc)] (are) [those who stand (ng-nt-a-y-a£g pAT-oy) within (^m) 

the'confines (rr-qji) of the Scriptures (N-Ne-rpA<f>n)]’ (praec. et institut. 

Pach. 33:30-31), eyo nog NNCNTAyniDNG enKGAiiuN j?m neypAqje 

mn neycoxcA GgoyN epoi ‘in (£m) their joy (ney-pAtpe) and (mn) 

compassion (ttgy-coaca) towards me (epo-i), they (the four lads) 

were (e-y-o) like (nog) [those who had passed (n-ng-nt-a-y-ttojng) 

to the other world (g-ft-kg-auxin)]’ (Onnophr. 220:2-3), ntgnoy 
AiNM<]>e nog nngt2.a nupn ‘suddenly (ntgnoy), I woke up 

(a-i-nm<J)g) like (nog) [those who are under (the influence of) 

(n-n-gt-£a) wine (n-npn)]’ (Onnophr. 221:31-32). 
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c) Specific free relatives 

When used as epithets, free relative clauses indicate a fixed property of 

the referent without mentioning its name, e.g. OGNTAqeNGprGi 
n£htthytn Mncioycncp NArAeoN GqeGNeprci £<n n^htn mfixcdk 

GBOA mitgTNoyoiqj GTpeNxu) NoyqjAXG (...) ‘(as for) [him who has 

effected (nc-NT-A-q-eNGprei) in you (n^ht-thytn) this good 

(N-ArAooN) desire (M-nGi-oyaup)], he may also (ecu) produce 

(e-q-e-GNeprei) in us (n^t-n) the fulfillment (m-tt-xcdk gboa) of 

your wish (M-nGTN-oycuqi) to let us say (g-tPg-n-xcu) a few words 
(N-oy-qiAxe) (...)’ (Zen. 199:25-27), anaY gha. nta nefiNA 

MnAlABOAOC XG NOyNG GBOA NeHTq ‘look (ANAy) at [him (e-TTAl) 

[in whom (NeHT-q) the spirit (og-tinI) of the devil (m-tt-Aiaboaoc) 

™CTr1rf^haS taken (NT'A xe eEox) roots (N°YNe))F (KJrlML 11 33:25-26), TTGNTAqGlNG MnMOOy GBOA e" thgtpa 

NXUipHB (...) GKGNGeCG NOyMOy £M TT6IXAIG ‘oh (you) \wJlO 

brought (n-GNTA-q-eiNc) water (M-n-Mooy) out (gboa) of (^n) the 

rock (t-ttgtPa) of Khoreb (n-xcupgb)], will you (please) raise 

(G-K-G-NGeee) water (N-oy-Moy) in (eN) this desert (ttgi-xaig)’ 
(Mena, Mir. 33b:30-34a: 1). 

Free relative clauses may refer to backgrounded discourse 
participants that are contextually or situationally given, but not 

properly individuated, e.g. xycu eqTAyo NNGqqjAXG ncbco giakcub 

nGqtpHpe mn NGTcooye ePoq thPoY ‘and (aYu>) he (Isaac) told 

(G-q-TAyo) his words (N-NG-q-cpxxG) of instruction (n-cbo>) to Jacob 

(g-iaku>b), his son (nGq-qinpc), and (mn) all (TMp-oy) [those who 

gathered (N-GT-cooye) with him (epo-q)]5 (Test. Is. 228:4-5), nai 

THpOy GTGKNAy Gpooy NAI NG NGClOTG MnKOCMOC ‘all (THp-oy) 

(nai) [you are looking (gtg-k-nay) at (epo-oy)], they (nai) 

(are) the fathers (ng-giotg) of the world (m-tt-kocmoc)’ (KHML II 
21.21 —22). 

d) Appositive free relatives 

^ re*at*ve antecedents with unique referents cannot be 
modified by a non-restrictive attributive relative clause. To provide 
information about such unique referents, a free relative clause must be 

selected, which may be determined by either the definite article or 

demonstrative pronoun, e.g. ioYAac ttattoctoaoc nGTMOoqiG mn 

ttgnxogic ‘the Apostle (n-AnocTOAoc) Judas-,, [who; (n-GT J went 
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nxcwT (read rr.vcojrrr) rrrexeNH neNTAqp noyciKp MriAeiurr ct^n 

NMnn[yje ‘my chosen one (nA-cturn) Ptolemy, (nTexeHH), \who\ has 

done (ne-NT-A-q-p) the will (tt-oyuhjj) of my Father (M-TTA-ciorr) in 

£n) heaven (N-M-nHye)]* (KHML II 30:28-29), ttnoytg 

neNTAqqjujne mn neNGitirr aAam mh abga hh no>£g tGod\ 

(n-NoyTe), [who-, has been (ne-NT-A-q qxune) with (mn) our father 

(rreN-eiojT) Adam, with (mn) Abel (mn) Noah (ncu£g)]’ (Test. Is. 

233:1), nNoyxe cton£ nAi nta^tamoi eqjen 2.,ce Zu ng^icg 

NTAqqjonoy gApoN TupN ‘the living (ct_ONg) Gods (n-Noyre), 

[who-, (nAi) has taught me (NT-A-q-TAMo-i) to bear (e-<i>en) 

grievances feice) through (gN) the grievances (ng-jucc) [that he bore 

(NT-A-q-tpon-oy) for us feApo-N) all (thp-n)]]’ (KHML II 30:1-2), 

cyGqiumc Nqmpc nAaygiA nAi ctjco) mmoc x.g (...) ‘they will 

become (e-y-e-qjome) the children (N-qmpe) of Davids (N-AAyeiA), 

[who, (nAi) says (gt_ Jctu) that (jce) (...)]’ (V. Pach. 35:11-13), 
TnApOGNOC GToyAAB TA1 GToypOGlC epoc 6BOA 2.1TOOTOY 

NNArrexoc mttagkut ct^n MiwyG ‘oh holy (ct _oyAAB) virgin-, 

(T-nApoeNoc), [who-, (tai) is watched (lit. they watch (eT-oy-poeic) 

her, (epo-c)) by (giTooT-oy) the angels (N-N-Arrexoc) of my Father 

(ti-nA-eioJx) in (gt_jjn) heaven (N-M-nHye)]’ (Eud. 50:20-22). 

A free relative instead of a virtual relative clause may modify the 

indefinite nominal predicate of classificational sentences, e.g. ANr 

oyzpop (read oyoy^oop) nAi eyqjANNoxq gboa q;AqBO)K 

eyqjANMoyTe epoq t^Aqei ‘I (ANr) (am) a dog-, (oy-oygoop), [who-, 

(nAi) goes away (<j>A-q-BUw) [if they throw him-, (e-y-qjAN-NO-A-q) out 

(gboa)] (and) (he\) comes (u>A-q-BWK) [if they call ((g-y-uian-moytg) 

hm (cPo-q)]]Vp Chalnc no. 139, 31:8-9). _ 

e) Hypothetical free relatives 

Hypothetical free relatives are semantically interpreted as the protasis 
(iF-)clause of a conditional construction, with the surrounding main 

clause functioning as the apodosis. Syntactically, such hypothetical 
free relatives are encoded as left-dislocated topics. They are 

particularly common in prescriptive and didactic contexts, often with a 

promissive connotation, e.g. nai THpoy ncTNAAMGxci epooy 

eqNAxi eniTiMiA £Apooy ‘(as for) all (mp-oy) these (rules), [he who 

will neglect (tt-gt-n a-amgagi) them (cpo-oy)] will be reprimanded 

(ht. h£i will receive (e-q-MA-ja) reprimand (eniriMu)) on account of 
them (g&po-oy)* (praec. Pach. 103), neTNAqxune GqnicxGyG 
GNtpAjcc MnNoyTG mn NcqnGToyAAB qNAcycunc nkahponomoc 

NTMNTppo MnNoyTG ‘(as for) [him who (n-Gr_) Will come 

(NA-q>u>nG) [to believe (e-q-nicxeye) the words (g-n-^ajcg) of God 

(M-n-NoyTe) and (mn) his saints (Ncq-nGToyAAB)]], he\ will become 

(q-NA-qjumG) heir (n-kahponomoc) to tlie kingdom (n-t-mnt-ppo) 

of God (M-n-NoyTe)’ (Test. Is. 228:11-13), ngtnamgagta mmoc £M 

ncy^HT THpq 2.N oynicnc GqnicreyG (read eymcTcye) 

GNGNTAUCOOy THpoy TAlSOM MN TdOM MNAMGpiT NUJHpG MN 

ficttna GToyAAB NA^tunc nmmay ‘(as for) [them, who (n-gt_) will 

study (na-mgagta) it (the testament) (mmo-c) with (^m) their whole 

(xHp-q) heart (ttgy-jjht), in (j>n) faith (oy-nicxic), [believing 

(G-y-rncTeyG) in all (xHp-oy) [what I have" said 

(e-Ne-NT-A-i-xoo-y)]]], my power (ta-6om), the power (t-6om) of 

my beloved (m-tta-mcpit) Son (n-u;hpg), and (mn) the Holy 

(gt-oyaab) Spirit (ttg-itna) will remain (na-ojcdiig) with them-, 
(nmma-y)’ (Test. Is. 236:13-15). 

f) Double-determined free relatives 

A few idiomatic free relatives behave syntactically like “bare” nominal 

stems, regardless of the presence of the definite article, e.g. ngmn 

nGTNANoyq N£HToy ‘(there) was nothing (ng-mn) [good 

(TT-GT-NANoy-q)J in them’ (Sh. Ill 214:17). When such free relatives 

are determined, the definite or indefinite article precedes the invariant 

inner determiner tt-, e.g. MnGypooyqj an itg ^eNnexq^oyeiT ‘their 

care (ney-pooyu;) (is) not (an) [idle things (^gn-tt-gt-ojoygit)]’ (Sh. 

Ill 213:10-11), nGNnGToyAAB ngkdt gttagihy k[a]ta cmot nim 

aha zhnobioc '[our holy (nGN-n-GT-oyAAB)) father (n-ghdt) [who 

(gt —) is honoured tagihy) in (kata) every (nim) manner (cmot)], 

Apa Zenobius’ (Zen. 199:1-2). 



Cleft sentences are very common in the syntactic patterns of Sahidic 

Coptic and occur in the declarative as well as the interrogative mood, 

e.g. n^nreMiDN nexxNoy mmok xe nim pntk ‘(it is) the governor 

(n-£iireMUJN) [who (ex_) is asking (xnoY) you (mho-k) [what (nim) 

your name (pnx-k) (is)]]’ (KMHL II 31:14-15), nim [x]eNoy 

nexctnpM MnMHHtpe 'who (nim) (is it) now (xeNoy) [that (ex_) is 

misleading (cu>pM) the crowd (M-n-MHHtye)]?’ (Ac. A&P 212:231). 

Cleft sentences are complex sentences structures that express a single 

proposition by means of a biclausal syntax. In Coptic, cleft 
constructions represent a special type of tripartite nominal sentences in 

which a noun phrase (or its equivalent) is equated with a restrictive 

relative clause (section 11.3.1). Such nominal clefts encode different 

semantic types of focus, ranging from presentational (new infonnation) 

focus to explicit contrast (section 11.3.2). 

11.3.1 The cquative format of deft sentences 

Coptic cleft constructions have a form that is identical to that of 

tripartite nominal sentences. Both cleft constructions and tripartite 

nominal sentences include an extra pronominal element besides the 

subject and the predicate, which forces a sentential interpretation of the 

structure (see above, section 5.2.1 of Unit 5 for the syntax of the 

agreement clitic). Thus compare: (declarative) Nxoq ne neyemrr 

mnnca nNoyxe 'he (Nxoq) (Pachom) (was) their father (ney-eiarr) 

after (mnnca) God (n-Noyxe)’ (V. Pach. 4:11) vs. cns Nxoq MAyAAq 

ne eqANAXtrpei £M fima. cxmmaY ‘and (it) was (e-Ne) him (Nxoq) 

alone (MA.yA.A-q) [who was living as a hermit (e-q-ANAxtupei) in (j>m) 

that (exMMAy) place (tt-ma.)]’ (AP Chaine no.' 181, 43:21-22), 

(interrogative) nim Ne NBAAMne aYuj nim Ne Necooy *who (nim) 

(are) the goats (N-BAAMne) and (aYu)) who (nim) (are) the sheep 

(M-ecooy)?’ (AP Chaine no. 140, 31:14) vs. nim ne NXAqxomide 

MMooy MneiMA *who (nim) (is it) [that planted (NX-A-q-xauude) them 

(the trees) (mmo-oy) in tliis place (M-nei-MA)]?’ (Onnophr. 219:20-21). 
A schematic representation of the equative format of nominal clefts 

and tripartite nominal sentences is given in figure 11.5 (Agr-Cl stands 
for agreement clitic’) 

liMiililJ SUBJECT AGR-CL 1 PREDICATE NOUN 

TRIPARTITE 

NOMINAL 

SENTENCE 

Nxoq 

he 
TT6 

SING. MASC. 
ney-eitux 
their father 

CLEFTED NP AGR-CL RELATIVE CLAUSE 

CLEFT 

SENTENCE 
Nxoq MAYAA-q 

he alone 

ne 

SING. MASC. 
[rc e-q-ANAxu)pei ] 

who lived as a hermit 
-—-■--- 

FIGURE 11.5 The equative format of cleft sentences 

Nominal clefts involve minimally two clauses: the matrix clause is a 

tripartite nominal sentence that includes a restrictive relative clause. 

Taken together, the matrix clauses and the embedded relative clause 
express a single proposition. The following sections review the main 

syntactic characteristics of nominal clefts, namely (i) the distribution 

of tense and negation, (ii) the morpho-syntax of the agreement clitic, 

<“) anaphoric relation between the defied noun phrase and the 
embedded relative clause, and (iv) the interaction between cleftine and 
topicahsation. 

11.3,1.1 The distribution of tense and negation 

The distribution of tense and negation provides further evidence for the 

equative format of Coptic cleft constructions. The clefted noun phrase 

can only appear with the preterit auxiliary Ne-, suggesting that cleft 

sentences* are subject to the same tense restrictions as the 

corresponding tripartite nominal sentences, e.g. eNe Nxoq MAYAAq 

ne eqANAXuipei 2m hma exMMAy ‘and (it) was (e-Ne) him (Nxoq) 

alone (MAyAA-q) [who was living as a hermit (e-q-ANAxiupei) in (?m) 

that (exMMAy) place (tt-ma)]’ (AP Chaine no. 181, 43:21-22), ^aoh 

mttaxoycnx xne mn ukxZ nc oy nexqjoon ‘before (£aoh) heaven 

(x-ne) and (mn) earth (tt-ka^) were created (lit. they had not yet 

created (mttax-oY-cnx)), what (oy) waj (Ne) (there) [that (ex ) 
existed (cyoon)]?’ (Contra Orig. 60:40-41). 

In nominal clefts, negation may take wide or narrow scope (see 

above sectmn 9.2 °f Unit 9). When negation occurs within the 
embedded relative clause, it takes wide scope over the backgrounded 

proposition, e.g. nim nexNqNAmcxeye an CNedoH MnNoyxe 

who (nim) (is it) [that will not (an) believe (ex-N-q-NA-nicxeye) in 

the mighty deeds (e-ue-doM) of God (M-n-Noyxe)]?’ (KMFIL II 
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takes narrow scope over the clefted constituent, leaving the 

backgrounded proposition outside its scope, e.g. MnpwMe an nerja 

kba n^mtc £noy<5ujnt ‘(it is) not (m- ... an) man (n-pa>Me) [who 

(ex_) takes (.xi) vengeance (kba) through it (the sword) (n^ht-c) 

wrathfully (^n oy<5u>nt)]’ (Sh. IV 12:12), (with omission of the 

negative prefix n-) h chc oyqjyxH nzujon TeTN^HToy (...) ‘or 

(h) if (ene) (it) (were) not (an) a living (n-zujon) soul (oy-tpyxH) 

[that (ct_) (resided) within them (n^ht-oy) (•••)]’ (Sh. Ill 220:7-8). 

11.3.1.2 The morpho-syntax of the agreement clitic 

The agreement clitic of nominal cleft sentences differs both 
morphologically and syntactically from the corresponding pronominal 

element in tripartite nominal sentences, suggesting that it has been 
further grammaticalised as a focus marker. 

a) Proclisis and phonological reduction 

In tripartite nominal sentences the agreement clitic occurs in clause- 

second position with other prosodically weak functions words and 

particles, e.g. oyatoyoj rAp nak ne ftmton nuja gnc^ ‘since (rAp) 

you have (lit. for you (na-k) (is)) continuous (oyAT-oya)) rest 

(n-MTON) until eternity (n^ja cnee)’ (AP Chaine no. 30, 6:7). The 

corresponding agreement clitic of nominal clefts, however, has 

determiner-like properties, forming an indivisible prosodic unit with 

the following relative clause, e.g. oy£a>B tap eNANoyq ne ntacjaacj 

‘since (rAp) (it is) a beautiful (e-NANoy-q) thing (oy-jHim) [that he did 

(NT-A-q-AA-q)]’ (AP Chaine no. 17, 3:26). 

The proclitic behaviour of the agreement clitic in nominal clefts is 

particularly clear in the context of vowel elision. This happens when it 

is attached to relative complementisers with a word-initial e: 

ne- —► n- / • COMPrel 6T*, 6Te-, exepe-, e- 

e -► 0 /_ e 

FIGURE 11.6 The phonological reduction of the agreement clitic in 
nominal clefts 

When vowel elision applies, the resulting complex PROCLITIC — 

™ T“TOER - EMBEDMD CLAUSE ^ sup™ally like a free-standing relative clause, e.c him tap n<*™***~ / 
e':Z ™ Meioygoop h tun 
neTNAcojp eBox „„ ,£NMOyi xin X « 

because (rAp) who (n.h) (is it) [tliat (ex _J would stand up (na-aj>g 
epxrq) [to fight (e-NKpe) with (mn) dogs (toi-oY£oop)]] or (h) who 

L'l Si J h ’f W°Uld StruggIe (na"1'™n) with (mn) bears 
Ll P J’ ‘"deed (NTOtl)> Os it) [that (er _J would set out Lrrr [igh! with (mn) u°ns without ( n) plan (qioxNe) and fei) counsel (cbw)]]’ (Camb. 8:15-18). 

b) Agreement behaviour 

efft TCl6ftS genCTally agrees in number and g ndcr with the clefted noun or pronoun: (sing, masc.) enox rce toro 

to NXAqxAM,oq nac ‘because (gboa xe) (it was) (ne) the JL 

35- E d 50 8 9^ (thC bEd-Chamber) (NT-A-q-rAM1o-q)Tor to 
I t ;J < 50,8;9)5 XYW NTOq ON Mneqpooyq; ?n 

toto'fe TO a YT} (it T} (TT(e)) — (NTOq)‘ 100 
of feN) everything ; ( n. 202.11-12), (sing, fern.) tck^aa eyAoziA tgtoyouj 

ZK ZZl ,6"eKAC"AC"°‘= ‘(it is) (T(e)) your mauhJyZ 

f } Emkm (6^Aosli) (who (er _J wishesloyaiqi) [to 
enter (e-ei eeoyN) to greet you (e-neK-AcnAcMoc)]]’ (Eud 56-1-2) 

rnT/l JCeoL,'' Tu°Y Ne "TAYrt'No[o]Y Ncuiq <j>ANxoqei ‘(it was) 

fAn! ^ r derS) (nTO°y) fwho sent (nt-a-Y-tnnooY) for him 
(Apa Matthew) (Ncui-q) [to come ((jiANre-q-ei)]]’ (KHMLII 21:8-9) 

detultv5ueSi“ g iC,e’ agreement may assume a 
default value 3 person smgular masculine to, e.g. anon Ae mavaan 

TOTrjioon MTO.MA ‘(it is) We)) us (anon) alone (maYaa-n) [who 

(e.I —> rCSlde (-‘i>oon) here (M-nei-MA)’ (Onnophr. 221:2-3). 

inden agre®meJlt cIltlc can be omitted in cleft constructions with 
^dependent pronouns, which are inherent focus expressions, e.g. ntok 

will TT ?A TAl,,YXH ‘(it is) HSU (ntok) [who (ex 
T-5 WI“ ~ (llt' gIVC account Koc)) to God 
(N-n-Noyxe) for fex) my soul (xA-<pyxH)’ (Hil. 5:28). 

The morpho-syntactic behaviour of tire agreement clitic is 

ummansed m table 11.2 below, where [± agr] indicates presence or 



CLEFT AGR-CL RELATIVE CONTEXT 

CONSTITUENT CLAUSE 

NP ne, xe, Ne [rC NX- ... ] Proclisis of AGR-CL 

NP, PRONOUN 

[+AGR] 

n-, x-, n- [rc ex-... ] Proclisis and vowel 

[+AGR] elison of AGR-CL 

PRONOUN n- 

[—AGR] 

[rc ex-... ] Prodisis and vowel 

elison of Agr-CL 

PRONOUN 0 [rc ex- ... ] Deletion of Agr-CL 

TABLE 11.3 The morpho-syntax of the agreement clitic 

11.3.1.3 The cleft constituent as a pivot 

The relation between the cleft constituent and the embedded relative 

clause is one of identification: the relative clause contains an open 

position or "variable” (either realized as a gap or as a resumptive 

pronoun) for which the defied noun or pronoun provides an 

appropriate value. The defied noun phrase therefore fulfils two 
grammatical functions simultaneously. It is the subject of a tripartite 

nominal sentence, but at the same time it is the antecedent noun of the 

embedded relative clause. As a relative antecedent, it may have an 

internal subject, object, or adverbial role. 

Examples: (subject clefts) h nim mmonaxoc ne NXAqEum qjxpoq exae 

noY-xxi NxeqtpyxH (•■•) ‘or (H) which (nim) monk, (m-monaxoc) (was it) 

[who-, came (Nx-A-q-B<uK) to him (iyApo-q) for (exse) the salvation 

(n-oyxAi) of hiss soul (N-xeq-ipyxii) (—)]?’ (KHML II JL-1-: 9-11), oy ttc 

NTxqiyome mmo xAtyeepe ‘what; (oy) (is it) [that (if) happened 

(Nr-x-q-tpinne) to you (mmo)], my daughter (xx-gjeepe)?’ (Hil. 10:6-7), 

(direct object clefts) oy nexRo yej^c a2,nc MMoq NTei^M^w expecAAc 

‘what; (oy) (is it) [that you order (ex-K-oyeg, ca^ns) your maid servant 

(N-xeK-^Mexx) [to do (if) (e-xpe-c-AA-c)]]?’ (Eud. 52:4), (indirect object 

clefts) nim nexKqiAxe NMMAq nxok ‘who-, (nim) (is it)[that you (nxok) are 

talking (ex-K-q>xxe) to ('/»'w,'K'nmma-<i')1?’ (V. Pach. 1:5-6), (adverb clefts) 

nKAj> on ne NXAyKxooy epoq ‘(it is), again (on), the earth (n-KAg) (that 

they (i.e. the birds and fish) return (nx-a-y-kto-oy) to (if) (epo-q)]’ (Zen. 

202:15-16). 

ic cleft: constructions are subject to strict categorial constraints in 
that focus clefting is only applicable to the nominal arguments of the 

clause. Clauses, verb phrases and other predicates cannot be clefted, 

because they denote relations rather than individuals, which serve as 

the primary domain of identification. When a predicate or an entire 

clause is in focus, Second Tenses are employed as an in-situ focus 
strategy (see above, section 1.22.2 of Unit 7). 

11.3.1.4 Basic properties of the restrictive relative clause 

The backgrounded proposition of nominal cleft sentences is generally 

placed in a non-virtual relative clause construction, although virtual 

relative clauses are available as a marked alternative, e.g. anok 
kojctantinoc nppo NNeepoiMAiofc] nexc^Ai €[boa] 2n 

xeqMNT[e]po mpe (...) ‘(it is) Ij (amok), Constantine 

(kuictantinoc). King (n-ppo) of the Romans (N-Ne-£pu>MAioc) 

bvllQi (ex _) divulges (c£ai cboa) (a decree) in (£n) his{ entire 

(THp-c) kingdom (xeq-MNT-epo) (...)5 (Eud. 40:3-4) vs. nxyroycxoc 

Npeqjcpo zhno>n eqc^Ai epAToy NNeNNeioTe (read NNeNeioTe) 

exoyAAB NeyceBhc eToyn£ cpiHT ‘(it is) the victorious 

(N-peq-jcpo) Augustus (Tr-AyroycToc) Zenom (^hnojn) [who; is 

writing (e-q-c^Ai) to (epAT-oy) our holy (ct _ oyaab) and pious 

(N-eyceBHc) fatliers (N-NeN-eioTe) [that (ct _J reside (oyHe) in 
(£n) Sliiet (cjjiht)]]’ (Hil. 10:20-22). 

The definiteness opposition between virtual and non-virtual relative 

constructions does not apply to nominal cleft constructions. Thus, 

virtual relative clauses can predicate over defied personal pronouns, as 

seen in: cnc NToq MAyAAq ne eqANAxmpei £m hma eTMMAy ‘and 

(it) was (e-Ne) him; (NToq) alone (t-tAyAA-q) [who; - was living as a 

hermit (e-q-ANAxoipei) in (£m) that (exMMAy) place (tt-ma)]’ (AP 

Chaine no. 181, 43:21-22), and virtual relatives over clefted indefinite 

noun phrases, as in oy£<i>B rwp eNANoyq ne NTAqAAq ‘since (rAp) 

(it is) a beautiful (e-NANoy-q) thingt (oy-£<i>B) [that he did (if) 
(NT-A-q-AA-q)] ’ (AP Chaine no. 17, 3:26) 

11.3.1.5 The interaction between clefting and topicalisation 

Focus clefting interacts in various -\Vays with topicalisation and left- 
dislocation. In cleft constructions, topics and focus may co-occur, but 

topics generally precede the focus constituent. Particularly common 

are cleft sentences with topicalised adverbial phrases, e.g. exN nai Ae 
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7/7/1 it 1 (oy) (is it) [that the devil (tt-aiaboaoc) will (manage) to do (itf) 

(eTG-q-NA-AA-q)]?’ (Zen. 203:27-28), mnnca tt^att Ae T(jkdtc 

MiiHoyN TeTNAtycnne nak mma mmoon[c] ‘after (mnnca) tfie (day 

of) iudsement (n-^n), (it is) the git\ of the Abyss 

(m-fi-noyn) [which (gt _) will become (NA-<jycune) your (na-k) 

dwelling (m-moonc) place (m-ma)]’ (Eud. 38:24-25). 
Cleft sentences can be embedded into a left-dislocation structure. 

When this happens, the left-dislocated topic is co-referenced by a 

defied independent pronoun, e.g. nGNTAqt pan gaaay njm xya> 

crcooyN n£cdb nim Nxoq eTcooyN NeNpAN l[he who has siven 

(ne-NT-A-q-f) a name (pan) to everybody (gaaay nim) and (ayoj) 

lcnows (eT-cooyN) everything (n-£o>b NiM)]j, (it is) him-, (ntocj) 

[who-, (ex _) knows (cooyN) our name (ngn-pan)]’ (Onnoplir. 

219:7-9), NeNTAyMoy mn nexc NTooy ngtnaujnjj on mn ttgxc 

‘(as for) [those who died (ng-nt-a-y-moy) with (mn) Christ (ne-xc)]j, 
(it is) them-, (ntooy) [who-, (gt_) will also (on) live (na-cdn^) with 

(mn) Clirist (ttg-xc)]’ (Sh. IV 4:18-19). 
The clefted focus expression may precede left-dislocated pronouns 

and temporal adverbs, e.g. oy ntojtn ttctctnoycoj xpcNAAq 

[n]na£pn nai ‘(as for) you-, (ntojtn), what-, (oy) (is it) [that you-, want 

(GTG-TN-oyGty) us [to do (it}) (xpe-N-AA-q) about (nna^pn) these 

(things) (nai)]]?’(Camb. 11:9-10), nim [t]cnoy nexco/pM mfimhik^g 

‘who-, (nim) (is it) now (tgnoy) [that who-, (ex _) is misleading 

(cojpM) the crowd (m-i-i-mhh(jig)]?’ (Ac. A&P 212:231). 

11.3.2 Semantic types of focus 

Cleft sentences are focusing constructions used to mar^an argument as 

focal that may otherwise be construed as non-focal, or to mark a 

predicate as non-focal that might otherwise be in focus. The 

interpretation of focus is based on the interaction of several discourse- 

related factors, such as the identifiability of the referent of the clefted 
constituent and the informational predictability of the embedded 

relative clause. The different focus readings of nominal clefts fall, 
however, within the spectrum of exhaustive listing focus. 

Exhaustive listing specifies an exhaustive set of discourse entities for 

which a given proposition holds true and excludes other possibilities. 

, Mm■ ' ;eniattonalfocus*ptflplplsf 
Coptic, exhaustive focus may be presentational when it introduces 

new referents into the discourse as in oyftNA GqoyAAB ntg riNoyTG 

riGTipAxe N£Hxq ‘(it is) a pure (e-q-oyAAs) spirit (oy-ffRA) of (ntg) 

God (n-NoyTe) [which (gt _) speaks (qjAxe) through him 

(N£HT-q)] (Test. Is. 232:4-5), oy^tDB ntg nNoyxc rreTu^AJce 

nmmhtn GTBHHxq ‘(it is) a divine (lit. of (ntg) God (n-Noyxe)) 

matter (oy-^tuB) [that I am speaking (e-t-q^Axe) to you (nmmh-tn) 

about (GTBHHT-q)]’ (Eud. 60:24-25). 

The notion of exhaustivity may be specified overtly either by 

restrictive focus particles like gmatg ‘only’, gngz. ‘ever’ or oytux 

single, e.g. ttahn eqjxe ^eNKoyi gmatg ngtnnajcooy 2.n 

NeqKATcupeoJMA (for NeqKAxopeoiMA) ‘yet (hahn) even though 

(e<pxe) (it is) only (gmatg) a few (things) (^GN-Koyi) [that we are 

going to say (c(t)-tn-na-xoo-y) of (^n) his achievements 

(NGq-KATQjpeajMA)]’ (Zen. 201:13), nim nPo>mg gngc hg NTAqci 

epATq MnGNGlOJT 6qMOK£ N£HT GMGqBOJK GqpA^JG *Which (nim) 

man (n-pojmg) ever (gng^ (is it) [that had gone (NT-A-q-Gi) to 

(cpAT-q) our father (Matthew) (m-rgn-ckut) [disheartened (c-q-Mok^ 

n-2.ht)] and did not go away (e-Me-q-Bo/K) [rejoicing (e-q-pAo^c)]]!’ 

(KHML II 11:8-9), oyqjupG NoycuT ncTqioon nai ‘(it is) (just) a 

single (N-oyoix) son (oy-ipHpe) [that (gt _J I have (lit. exists 
(qioon) with me (na-i))]’ (Ac. A&P 194:22). 

Another example for the concurrent expression of exhaustive and 
presentational focus is the salutation formula at the beginning of 

letters, where the identity of the writer represents the most salient part 

of information, while the following relative clause comprises 

situationally given information, e.g. nGiGAAxicToc Nppo ^nojn nc 

NTA nNOyXG f NAq MFITAIO NTMNTppO nApA nGqcMn^jA GqcgAi 

epAToy nngcnhy nngycgbhc (for ngycgbhc) NcyoyMGpixoy (...) 

(it is) this most humble (ttgi-gaaxictoc) kins (N-ppo) Zenon 

(zhnojn), [whom (NA-q) God (n-NoyTG) has given (nt-a ... f) the 

honoiu (m-tt-taio) of kingship (n-t-mnt-ppo) beyond (nxpx) his 

worthiness (neq-GMn<pA)], [who is writing (G-q-cgAi) to (g-Pat-oy) 

the pious (nn-gycgbhc) and beloved (N-^oy-MepiT-oy) brothers 
(n-ng-cnhy)]’ (Hil. 7:21-23). 



Nominal clefts are commonly used to highlight the tliematic 
importance of a referent for the subsequent discourse. The defied noun 

phrase refers to an already known or easily identifiable discourse 

entity, while the embedded relative clause describes a situation that is 

the matter of current concern, e.g. nxoeic r\\> nertu (for rreTo) 

mieTpH ntachnhaic (for ntacyngi Ahcic) ‘for (rAp) (it is) the Lord 

(n-jcoeic) [who (st _) is (o>) witness (m-mgtph) to my conscience 

(n-ta-chnhAic)]’ (V. Pach. 89:1-2), [aPh]Y n^r[ioc a]tt[a mhna] 

ne NTA.qt5u)NT e[poi] gtbg nepHT ntai[gph]t MMoq NAq ‘perhaps 

(Aptiy) (it is) the holy (n-^Anoc) Apg Mena (atta mhna) [who has 

become wrathful (NT-A-q-<5u>NT) with me (epo-i) because of (eTBe) 

the promise (tt-gpht) [that 1 made (nt-a-i-cpht) to him (NA-q)]]’ 

(Mena, Mir, llb:25-29). 

11.3.2.3 Contrastive focus 

Cleft sentences are typically used for contrastive emphasis with 

various degrees of strength. Contrastive focus operates on a domain of 

discourse entities that are either known to the speech participants or 

readily identifiable from the context. The contrastively specified focus 

expression exhaustively specifies a subset of the given set of discourse 

entities for which the backgrounded proposition holds true. But unlike 

presentational and highlighting focus, contrastive focus implies a set of 

alternatives, namely a complementary set of discourse entities besides 

those specified by the focus for which that proposition could equally 

hold true. The set of alternatives brought into play by contrastive focus 

may be overtly given, e.g. AyroycToc kidctantinoc nppo 
nAikaioc ne nta ttjcogic neNNoyTG ToyNocq nan Nppo gttma 

MT1ANOMOC NATqjine AIOK[a]hTIANOC nppo MTTJCJfrCSONC ‘(it is) 

Augustus (AyroycToc) Constantine, the righteous (n-Aikaioc) king 

(n-ppo) [that the Lord (n-xoeic) our God (neN-NoyTe) has raised 

(nt-a ... ToyNoc-q) for us (na-n) as a king (N-ppo) instead (e-n-MA) 

of the shameless (N-AT-q>ine) criminal (m-ft-anomoc) Diocletian 

(aiokahtianoc), tire king (n-ppo) of injustice (m-ft-jci n-concYT 

(Eud. 38:1-3). 

The strongest form of contrast is corrective or counter-assertive 
focus, used in contexts where the speaker contradicts a previous 

utterance. Counter-assertive focus is exemplified by pairs of negative 
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different values for the same proposition, e.g. mftp<i>mg an ttgtkto 
hhoc enMA eTqoyojqj gkojnc N£HTq ntoc NToq neTKTo 

MnpuiMe coma eTcoycrqj gkiunc mmaY ‘(it is) not (m- ... an) man 

(nptuMe) [who (ct_) turns (kto) it (the sword) (mmo-c) to the place 
(e-n-MA) [where (NjniT-q) he wants (eT-q-oytuqj) [to wound 

(e-Ku)NC)]]]; ratlier (NToq) (it is) it (the sword) (ntoc) [which (ct 

_J turns (kto) the man (M-n-pcuMe) to the place (e-n-MA) [where it 

wants (eT-c-oycuqj) [to wound (e-Koinc)]]]’ (Sh. IV 12:9-11). 

The restrictive focus particle maYaa- ‘alone, only’ imposes an 

exclusive interpretation on the cleft constituent. It is asserted that none 

of the alternatives brought into play by contrastive focus clefting itself 

could provide a possible value for the open predication contained in 
the restrictive relative clause, e.g. ntojtn maYaatthYtn ngtftxanh 

mmojtn ‘(it is) you (ntoitn) yourselves (maYaat-thYtn) [who (gt 

_) mislead (ffaanh) yourselves (mmcu-tn)]’ (Ac. A&P 196:38). 

11.3.2.4 Informative-presupposition clefts 

The appositional relative clause of focus clefts need not be entirely 

uninformative, but may contain information that cannot be construed 

from the preceding discourse or is situationally given. Such 

informative-presupposition clefts are stylistically marked, since they 
present novel information as an established fact that is known to some 

people, but not yet known to the addressee. They are typically used in 

epistemic contexts, indicating the high degree of confidence that the 

speaker has about the verifiability and immediate relevance of his 
contribution. 

a) Proverbial use 

Informative-presupposition clefts may have a proverbial character. The 
information contained in these sentences is presented as truism, which 
is unlikely to be challenged by the addressee or some other party, e.g. 

UKWZT neTNApujKe NeyAH ‘(it is) the fire (ft-ko^t) [which (gt _J 

232 26) n the matter N(N-eyxH < n-t-£Yah)]’ (Test. Is. 

b) Inferential use 

Informative-presupposition clefts are commonly used in persuasive 
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Wstomse': wl JisbbiJisc, wherc the speaker intends to convince the addressee to 
engage in or refrain from a particular action. Such informative- 

presupposition clefts have a strong inferential character and assert that 

one state of affairs is closely tied to another with the implication of a 

cause-effect relationship, e.g. gkcj;annojct gboa ntok ctnaI- 

Aoroc MnNoyTe £A TA<pyxn ‘if you throw me (g-k-ujan-nox-t) out 

(gboa), (then) (it is) you (ntok) [who (ct_) will account (lit. give 

(na-T) account (xoroc)) to God (H-n-NoyTe) for (jta) my soul 

(ta-^yxh)]’ (Hil. 5:27-28), MnpTpe noxenoc (j/iune anok 

neTHANTOY e^oyN ‘do not start (Mnp-Tpe ... q;ume) a war 

(noxcMoc)! (It is) me (anok) [who (ct _) is going to bring them 

(the apostles) (na-nt-oy) in (e^oy™)]’ (Ac. A&P 208:180), aaaa 

TAJCpO NTe<5MC50M ANOK TAp nCTNOy^M MMUJTN GBOA £N OAKpIC 

nih ‘but (aaaa) be strong (taxpo) and brave (ntg-c5m-<5om), for (rAp) 

(it is) me (anok) [who (ct _) saves (noy^m) you (mmuj-tn) from 

(gboa £n) every (nim) trial (©Aitpic)]’ (Eud. 50:22-23). 

Virtual and non- Virtual relative clauses may appear in 811 1 1 
virtual relatives non-relative environment, such as 

circumstantial clauses, secondary 
predicates, Second Tenses sentences, 
while non-virtual relatives are restricted 
to relative environments and Second 
Tense sentences. 

Complementer Various subordinating complementers §1112 
alternations introduce virtual and non-virtual relative 

elauses: virtual relatives are introduced 
by the variant relative markers nom.st. 
epe- and pron.st. e-, while non-virtuai 
relatives display a high degree of 
allomorphic variation. Alternating 
complementers express agreement (i.e. 
feature matching) with the embedded 
subject or tense-aspect-mood marker. 

Relative gaps instantiate two different types of §11.1.3 

pronouns^ ^ placeholders that occur in the syntactic 
position from which the pivot has been 

relativised: covert ones (gaps) and overt 

ones (resumptive pronouns). Thus 
compare: reNOc nim nPuimg 

[ejTgioon £N TAMNTppo ‘every (nim) 

human (N-ptuMe) race,• (reNoc) [that 

—i) lives (qjoon) in (^n) my 

kingdom (ta-mnt-ppo)] * (Mena, 

Martyrd. 2b: 19-20) vs. Neqmnpe 

NTAyglinne gboa £iTooTq MneNGitDT 
ANA HAeeoc ‘the miehtv deeds. 
(ng-cSom) and (men) miracles. 

(Ne-q,miPG) [that (they^ happened 

(NT-A-y-qjujnG) through (ju-TooT-q) 

our father (M-neN-eiujT) Apa 
Matthew]’ (KHMJLII 18:14-16). 
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stacked relative 

clauses 

Definiteness 
opposition 

Coptic relative construe lions' may 

involve several layers of relative 

embedding, where one relative clause is 

embedded into another. Nested relative 

clauses contain two or more pivots with 
an relative clause attached to them, e.g, 

£NKe<i>HN eyorrr NKApnoc eNAcpmoy 

gmatg ‘other trees (£N-Ke-tynN) [RC1 

while (thevi) were loaded (e-Y-orrT) 

with fruit (N-KAprroc) [rc2 while (theyj) 

were plenty (e-NAgun-oy)]]’ (KHML II 

21:14-15). Stacked relative clauses, on 

the other hand, have a single pivot with 

a series of two or more relative clauses 

attached to it, e.g. ngcnhy gtoyaab 

ergjoon njcAie '‘the holy brothers; 

(nc-cnhy) (lit. [RCi who (eT _j) are 

holy (oyAAs)) [RC2 who (gt _j) live 

(tpoon) in (^m) the desert (n-jcAie)]]’ 

(Onnophr. 216:34-217:1). 

The determination of the antecedent 
noun phrase plays a crucial role in the 
selection of relative constructions. 
Roughly, virtual relative clauses are 
selected in the context of indefinite 
antecedents, e.g. oyMooy GNAtptnq 

‘much (lit. which is abundant 
(e-NAgnn-q)) water (oy-Mooy)’ (Eud. 
46:17), and lion-virtual relatives in the" 
context of definite ones, e.g. N[eq]<5ix 
gtoya[ab] ‘his holy (lit. which are holy 
(eT _ oyaab)) hands (Neq-<suc)’ 
(KHML II 18:18). 

§11.1.4 

§11.1.5.1 

Kestrictive and Relative clauses can be divided into §11.1.5. 
non-rcstrictive restrictive and non-restrictive relative 
relatives clauses clauses, depending on whether they 

provide information that is necessary for 
referent identification (e.g. oyMoy 

eqcAgie ‘a bitter (lit. such that it is 
bitter (e-q-CAtpe)) death (oy-Moy)’ 
(KHML II 33:8), or whether they 
provide thematically backgrounded 
information that is less central for the 
main thrust of discourse, e.g. j>eN£ip 
amntg eyo NepHMOc gmn aaay 

N^HToy ‘the deserted (lit. which are 
(e-y-o) (in a) deserted (N-epHMoc) 

(state)) streets in (£n) Hell (amntg) 

without (g-mn) anyone (aaay) on them 
(n^ht-oy)’ (Ac. A&P 204:132). 

Free relatives are relative clauses that occur without an § 11.2.1 
overt antecedent. Internally they have 
the structure of clauses; externally they 
have the same distribution as common 
noun phrases, e.g. Aioyum 
MneNTAqceene nnoem ‘I ate 
(A-i-oytuM) [what was left 
(M-ne-NT-A-q-ceene) of the bread 
(n-n-oeiK)]’ (Onnophr. 218:5). 

Hypothetical have a clause-like interpretation §11.2.2 
relative clauses corresponding to the protasis (iF-cIause) 

of a conditional construction, while the 
surrounding main clause is semantically 
interpretated as the apodosis (THEN- 

clause), e.g. nGTNAANAiAirs (for 
nGTNAANTiAere) eyeAiMtupei (for 
eyeTiMUjpei) MMoq ‘(as for) [him who 
will protest (n-GT-NA-ANAiAirc)], he 
shall be punished (lit. they will punish 
(e-y-e-AiMtupei) him (MMo-q))’ (Mena, 
Martyrd. 2b:30-32). 
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siructions have generally been 
characterised as sentence patterns that 
overtly embody their discourse function. 

§11.3.1 

In Coptic, cleft sentences represent a 
nominal sentence pattern ill which an 
initial focus constituent is equated with 
an appositional relative clause. 

Exhaustive The different focus interpretation of §11.3.2 
listing clefts can be subsumed under exhaustive 

listing focus, which implies the 
exhaustive specification of a set of 
discourse entities for which the 
backgrounded proposition holds, e.g. 
oyqjHpe Noyorr neTiyooii nxi ‘(it is) 
(just) a single (N-oyarr) son (oy-cytipe) 

[that I have (lit. that (gt_) is (qjoon) 
with me (njl-i))]* (Ac. A&P 194:22). 

Exercises 

11.1 Comprehension and transfer 

A. Go through the list of key terms and make sure that you 

understand all of them. 

B. Decide whether the following statements are true or false. 

1. The complements er e- occurs in virtual as weJJrds non-virtual 
relative clauses. 

2. Virtual relative clauses are characterised by a generalised 
resumptive pronoun strategy. 

3. The complemenliser ct- is restricted to subject relatives. 

4. Definite antecedents are semantically incompatible with virtual 
relative clauses. 

5. Non-virtual relative clauses can never occur in the restrictive 
mood. 

m yii IwgIlHBWKigfSiB .X. ...-J ■ T —---———---:---- 
6. Free relative clauses have a distribution that is identical to that of 

noun phrases. 

7. The appositional clause of nominal clefts always contains 
presupposed or contextually given information. 

8. The focus of cleft sentences may be either contrastive or 
exhaustive. 

11.2 Attributive relative clauses 

A’ fif “ the c°rr,ect f°™ of the relative complemenliser by 
selecting one of the two options. 

(1) ttmx on (erepe/e-re) knxeo-k ePoq ‘the place (tt-na) [where 

you are going C_k-na-bwk) to (eFo-q)]’ (AP Chalne no. 47, 

(2) oyunjjT uncnnoytc (er/epe) rxeniy nxnoxxwN hn 

TApAyMic worship (oycu^r) our revered ( Txemy)) gods 

(N-NeN-Noyxe), Apollon (n-mo^n) and (mn) Artemis 
(T-^pAyMic)!5 (KHML 15:11-12) 

(3) oyA.xkon.tmc (exe/e) qoYM2 2n oytMc ‘a servant 

0y.A,xK0N.TMc) [who lived L_q-oYM2) in (2n) a village 
(oy-fMe)] (AP Chaine no.99,22:9-10) 

(4) rTC rr.n(TTfeTe) <i'‘VYEa,K e^°YN eF°°Y ‘every (n.m) city 

208T88) y £nter ^‘Y^* e2°Y")]’ (Ac. A&P 

(5) xqiNoyc exec ee (s/nt) xce. etsox 2m neqm ‘he asked her 

(x-q-jcNoy-c) about (exBe) the way (ee) [in which she had 

I2T0) ^ ^ °Ut (eB°X) °f feM) ^ h0USe (H^-"')]’ (Hil 
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SAINT PACHOMIUS’ JOURNEY TO THE OTHER WORLD 

ayaj xcqjiune Mneioyo)^ noY(dt NTepoyNKOTK* NTepoyxi 

nneNGicuT fia^cum cttkaiccun (read enKcxuuN) ^ kata, oe 

NTXNqjpnxooc0. xqNxy err^pqieipe (for enzpqjipe) neaxjjht 

NTAqp neqTOoy ncbot eqxcKdf eqeN oyNO<5 NpAqje mnn 

(for mn) oyTexMX. NTepeqNxy Ae n<5i nxi enNeituT (for 

eneNGKDT) riA^tuM eqMOOtpe mn nxrrexoc eqTCABO MMoq 

encx MnKXieoJN (read MmexunN) NToq Ae xqmuT esox zm H 

xqccuK MMoq eqxtn mmoc xe xmoy NTNxy eTXoycix ntx 

rrxoeic txxc nxi ©tbc NeKCBooye eTNXNoyoy ntxktcxboi 

epoi eTpxMooqje N£HToy <v nxeia>T eToyxxB xytu NeqTCXBO 

MMoq eNcqooM e£MnNxtiunN (read eecNTiNA+KtuN) ng xytu 

Neyrxpnoc (for NeyKxpnoc)1 eyqjoon £N oymntxttxko xytu 

xqrcxBOB (for xqTCXEoq) eNeqMANqjume THpoy xytu riKtUT 

eToyKHT egirrq mn neycx (...) mnncojc NTepoyp ttbox 

Hnnxpxtccuck (MnnxpxAeicoc) ntc TpytJ>H NoyKoyi xqNxy 

engxxo nxckithc11 eq^N oYmx eqo NgjxpBA aYu> eqTxxpHy 

e£oyN eqjHN eqoTn Nrxpnoc (for NKxpnoc) Noe Noyoy^op 

geonj? (for eqoNg) gbox £M nqrxpnoc (for neqKxpnoc) 

CMNTxq ezoycix" mmxY eep heox mttujhn erMMxy. NToq Ae 

NTepqNxy epooy xqnx xuiq enecHT eqqjeme (for eqqjine) 

qjxNTOynxpxre0 MMoq xytu NTepoyNxy epoq xq<5a>qjT egoyN 

e^p^q 2.nn (for j>n) oyNO<5 nmka£ njuit xytu nexe ncoN j 

NBXX£»1T MneNeitur nx^tuM xe xknxy errgxxo nxckithc 

NTXK^ice 6Kt CBCU Nxq Mneqc<UTM NCtuK eTpe<£jooipe 2.MN 

(for 2.n) oyoBBeio. tcnoY <5e xNxy enxi ntciminc mn 

I enil M!XP NTXqTXXC NXq N<5l TTXOC1C eTTMX NTCqMNTXTCtUTM 

eeooy. (V. Pach. 86:6-87:10) _ 

NOTES: a. read NTepeqNKOTK b. xkun ‘world’ c. nt-a-n-u>ptt-xoo-c d. 
^punpe ‘young man’ e. baa^ht ‘innocent’ f. xckgi ‘to practise’ g. ncirr esox 

£,1T= ‘to run towards s.o.’ h. oycix ‘state, condition’ i. rxpnoc fruit j. P 
n-Box ‘to walk out, leave’ k. nxpx+ctuc ‘Paradise’ 1. TpY<i>H ‘delight, joy’ 
m. xcKiTiic ‘hermit, monk’ n. exoycix ‘power, strengths, nxpxre ‘to pass 

by’ p. eml'Mix ‘penalty, punishment’. 
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Specify for each relative clause in the text fragment whether it 

has a restrictive or non-restrictive meaning and function. 

11.3 Free relative clauses 

A. Consider the following examples of free relative clauses. Identify 

the placeholding gap or resumptive pronoun that indicates the 

internal grammatical role of the covert relative antecedent. 

(1) XBAeMepoyxoc neTgixN nkoxxcic ‘Abdemeruchos 

(xBAeMepoyxoc) [who supervises (n-eT-^ixN) die punishments 

(n-koxacic) (of Hell)]’ (Test. Is. 235:1-2). 

(2) NoyMepixNoc nxi NTxqp ppo 2.x TeygH ‘Numerianus, [who 

(ttxi) had been (NT-x-q-p) king (ppo) before them]’ (Mena, 
Martyrd. la:21-24) 

(3) xip ee nnct^inhb ctec ©otc ntxinxy epoc ‘I had become 

(x-i-p) like (©e < T-2.e) [those who sleep (n-n-ct-^inhb)] 

because of (ctbc) the overwhelming (vision) (ootc < T-gpTe)) 

[diat I had seen (nt-x-i-nxy)]’ (Onnophr. 221:26-27) 

(4) nEIOC NTMXKXplX gXAXpiA TgJCepe MFIMAINOyTC NppO 
Zhno)n neNTxqycTtnpiZe MMoq n<5i nneToyxxB xnx 

nxNEU) ‘the life (n-Eioc) of die blessed (n-t-mxkxpix) Hilaria, 

the daughter (T-ujeepe) of the god-loving (m-ti-mxi-noytc) 

king (N-ppo) Zenon, [which die holy (n-n-eT-oyxxE) Apa 

Pambo has written down (ne-NT-x-q-jMCTtupize)]’ (Hil. 1:1-2) 

(5) xnx HD2ANNHC neNTxyezinpize MMoq giTN mxpkixnoc ‘Apa 
John [who had been exiled (lit. they had exiled 

(NT-x-y-ezopize) him (MMo-q) by (giTN) Markianos]’ (AP 
Chame no. 488, 46:21-22) 

(6) toiKONOMix txi ntx ttxc Toqjc epoK ‘this destiny 

(t-omoNoMix), [which (txi) the Lord (n-xc) has destined (nt-x 

... Toqj-c) for you (epo-K)]’ (Onnophr. 212:27-28) 



fu<A-i‘c>i>[**a>][t-i.Kj nri lOAyrj.v mhmakapioc aita 2hnobioc 

'concerning (gteg) [what you are seeking (N-eTe-TN-^iNe) for 

(nccd-oy) from us (gi-xoox-N)], [to wit (eTe nai n$) the 

achievements (n-kaxop©ujma) of the monastic practise 

(N-x-noxyxiA) of the blessed (n-n-MA.KA.pioc) Apa Zenobios]’ 

(Zen. 199:7-9) 

B. Translate the following Coptic examples, which contain a free 
relative clause. 

(1) eKeoytuM Ae [nngnta rmoyTe TNNOoycoy nak] (AP 

Chaine no. 20,4:16) 

(2) [Nexmcreye [ctc nxi ne nxuw mficuitm]] (Test. Is. 228:7-8) 

(nicxeye ‘to believe’) 

(3) TCNoy <5e rucuw ntattictic xe xai j?n oyMe xe MnNoyTe 

NXCTeTHyTN GBOX AN £M [nGXGXNAAlXGl (for 

neTCTNNAAiTei) MMoq] (Hil. 8:10-12) 

11.4 Nominal cleft sentences 

A. Classify the following cleft sentences by selecting one of the two 

options. 

(1) cbox xe nppo ne NTAqxAMioq nac ‘because (cbox .xe) (it 

was) the king (n-ppo) [who had made it (tire bed-chamber) 

(NT-A-q-TAMio-q) for her (Eudoxia) (na-c)]’ (Eudr50:8-9) 
□ thematic prominence □ contrastive focus 

(2) NCNTAyMOy MN TT6XC NTOOy NeTNAlDN£ ON MN nGXC ‘(aS 

for) those who died (ng-nt-a-y-moy) with' (mn) Clirist (ne-xc), 

(it is) they (ntooy) [who (ex_) will also (on) live (na-uin£) 

with (mn) Christ (ne-xc)]’ (Sh. IV 4:18-19). 

□ informative-presupposition cleft □ restrictive focus 

(3) ^«»At.,,roK I1CTCOOYN turrujq; xnpq iin.vKioc tm nMoyxe 

since (eniAH) (it is) you (alone) (ntok) and (mn) God 

(n-NoyTe) [who (ex _J knows (cooyN) the entire (xHP-q) 

course (m-vt-tumj;) of my life (M-nx-Bioc)’ (Hil. 12:22) 

□ presentational focus □ restrictive focus 

■■ , 

(4) nKu>2.T nexNAptuK^ n©Yxh ‘(it is) the fire (h-koi^x) [which will 

burn (ex __ NA-ptune) the matter (N-eyxn < n-t-^xh)]’ (Test. 
Is. 232:26) 

□ informative-presupposition cleft □ restrictive focus 

B. Translate the following text fragment. 

FROM THE APOPHTHEGMATA PATRUM (“SAYINGS OF THE FATHERS”) 

AHA ®eu>A(l>pOC nAngepMHC* AqKO> NAqb NlpOMNX NXOHDMe 

eNANoyoy AqBuiK a aha makaPioc Aqxooc NAq xe oYnxai 

mmaY NtpOMNx nxcimumg eNANoyoy xYo> tt z»YC n£hxoY AYU) 

ON giApe NGCNHY xixoy "cet zuy ax.c de ePoi xe oY 

nexetpqje epoi exxq. AqoYci)qjB n<5i ngxxo xe nanoy n£tuE 

M6N AAAA NANOY TMNT^HKC nApApOOy THpOy. NTepeqclDXM 

Ae enAi AqBuiK AqxAAy eBox xqx. xeYtMHd AqxAAc 

NNexqjAAx. (AP Elanskaya 13 a: 12-34) 

NOTES: a. neePMnc ‘Phermes (toponym) b. ku> na- ‘to keep for oneself 
C. + £HY to give profit’d. Tmh ‘price’ 



Present tense sentences inay indicate a regular activity or characteristic 
behaviour of the subject referent. The habitual interpretation may be 

reinforced by frequency and interval adverbials like mmhng ‘daily’ and 

MnegooY mn TeyqjH ‘day and night’, e.g. gtbg oy tgnkotk gxn 

oym annkotk ngag^antjnon ‘why (lit. for (gtbg) what (reason) (oy)) 

do (woman) you sleep (t€-nkotk) on (gxn) an ivory (n-cag«|>antinon) 

couch (oy-ma-n-nkotk)?’ (Eud. 58:3-4), anon rAp eic £hhtg tnnay 

eNGNGpHy hmhhng ‘for (rAp), look (eic 2hhtg), we look (tn-naY) 

after each other (e-NGN-epHy) daily (mmhng)’ (Onnophr. 211:3-4), 

TN2Ape2 epoc Mneeooy mn TcyqjH ‘we watch (tn-^apg^ her 

(epo-c) day (M-ne-eooy) and (mn) night (re-y<pH)’ (Hil.8:6-7). 

e) Generic present tense sentences 

The present tense may have a generic use to describe situations that hold 

true at all times, e.g. ncoJTup rAp mpArreiAe (for nApArreAAo) nan 

2m nGYArreAioN ‘for (faP) the Saviour (tt-c<dthp) summons 

(nApArreiAc) us (na-n) tlirough (^m) the Gospel (n-eyArreAioN)’ (V. 

Pach. 89:14-15), eFe nNoyre f MnoYA noYA kata n2iCG 

GTeqNAtponq ‘God (n-Noyxe) gives (eFe ... f) to every single person 

(M-n-oyA n-oYA) according to (kata) the grief (it-^cg) which he will 

receive (GTG-q-N A-cpon-q)’ (Onnophr. 212:7-8). 

7.3.3 Future tenses 

With respect to future time reference, Coptic employs two different tense 

fonns: the First Future q-NA-con-M ‘he is going to hear’ and the Third 

Future G-q-c-ctuTM ‘he will come’. The First and the Second Future are 

formed by combining the present tense form of the motional verb na ‘to 

go’ with a lexical verb. The Third Future, on the other hand, is an 

underlying locative construction, whose future time reference stems from 

the goal-directed meaning of the prepositional predicate g-cidtm ‘(be) 

towards hearing’ (see above, sections 7.1.2.3 and 7.1.2.4 for the syntax of 
the First and the Third Future, respectively). 

The complete paradigm of future tenses is presented in table 7.3 below, 

in literary Sahidic, the second person singular allomorphs tg- and tgp- 

are morphologically fully productive, e.g. tg-na-^g ‘you (woman) will 

find’ (Eud. 54:7) vs. tgF-na-bu>k ‘you (woman) will go’ (Mena, Mir. 

^BnT):T^asiohall^ iie final n of the first and second plural pron- 

tgn- and tgtn- is deleted in the context of the future auxiliary na 

to avoid a cluster of two nasals: tgtn- /te.ton/ + na /na/ -> tgt 

/tet.na/, e.g. tgt-na-moy ‘you will die’ (Eud. 58:28). 

TABLE 7.3 Future tenses 

Z3.3.1 Syntactic relations between future and present tenses 

A structural relation between the First Future q-NA-c<i)TM ‘he is goin 

hear’and the First Present q-CT<i>M ‘he hears, is hearing’ is suggested 

the obhgatory presence of the verbal copulas oYn ‘(there) is’ and 

(there) is no’ in the context of indefinite subjects, e.g. c 

oyMNTeueiHN umZooy ‘a misery (oy-MN-r-eueiHN) will come u, 

them (oYn ... na-ta2o-oy)’ (V. Pach. 90:28-91:1), mmn „6tan 

Nxqioine nak ui Aiokam 2m neiAiuiN oyAe neTwiy ‘(there) • 

be (hhn .. NA-ipaine) no repentance (mctanoia) for you (na-k) oh 

Diokletian (Aiokah), (neither) in (2m) this era (ne.-AuuN) nor (oyAe 

(2M) die one to come (rr-eT-NHy)’ (Eud. 38:22-23), Ayoi mn a 

NANtrHNeuoc nacijj <5m<5om epoq ‘and (ay«i) no (my) advers. 

(N-ANtrHHeuoc) will be able to gain power (mn ... NA-eoi-OM-c, 

agamst him (the hermit) (epo-q)’ (Onnophr. 221:20-21). 

The First Present and the First Future differ morphologically from < 

another with respect to their compatibility with formal classes of 

verb. As pointed out in section 13.2.2 above, Stative verb forms 

excluded from contexts other than the First and Second Present and 
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f'e-wNe)' ( V. Pack. 90:11-12). Moreover, the Steni-Jemstedt Rule does 
not apply to Future Tenses, e.g. eiNAJCiTK enroyoeiN (...) n Arroyo; *1 am 

going to take you (c-i-jcit-k) to the endless (N-AT-oyai) light 
(e-n-oyoeiN)’ (Test. Is. 229:23-24). 

In the Third Future e-q-e-curm ‘he will come’, the directional 

preposition e- is deleted in the context of a nominal subject (see above, 

section 7.1.2.4). The resulting construction epe npuiMe cojtm ‘the man 

will hear’ takes exactly the same form as the Second Present. Despite this 

isomorphy, it is possible to distinguish both tenses on syntactic grounds, 

the Second Present but not the Third Future is compatible with Stative 

verb forms, e.g. gene epe oyctxApioN to giuxijq ‘as if (gene) a 

variegated tunic (oy-c+xApioN) were placed (epe ... to) on him 

(giiDiu-q)’ (AP Chaine no. 181, 43:25). Since the Third Future is not 

subject to the aspectual restrictions of the Stem-Jemstedt rule, the 

presence of a construct state form is therefore a reliable diagnostic for the 

Third Future interpretation of the sentence in question, e.g. xeKAc epe 

nNoyTe tcaboi eTeyeprACiA (eTeyeprecix) ‘(I fasted a whole 

week) in order that (xeKAc) God (n-NoyTe) would teach me (epe ... 

tcabo-i) about the well-doing (e-T-eyeprxcix)’ (AP Chaine no. 239, 
71:29-30). 

7.3.3,2 The correlation between future tense and modality 

Future tense and mood represent two different categories of verbal 

semantics in the sense that future tenses describe forthcoming situations 
that occur after the present moment and moods describe situations that 

the speaker believes to be true, likely, or desirable. Yet, futurity is never a 

purely temporal concept, but always involves an element of speculation 

and prediction: in anticipating events that are not yet actualised, future 

tense always makes intrinsic reference to possible worlds. It is therefore 

hardly surprising to find future tenses in modal contexts. Some of these 

modal uses relate to deontic modality, which deals with obligation and 

desire, and others to epistemic modality, which deals with degrees of 

possibility. Although all three Coptic future tenses have partially 

overlapping temporal and modal uses, the First and Second Future tenses 

are better candidates as markers for future time reference than the Third 

Future. Thus, while the First and the Second Future have a primarily 

tense-deictic function, indicating progression from the present to the 

future, the Third Future involves a modal judgement on part of the 
speaker concerning the necessity or desirability of some future action. 

7.3.3.3 Temporal and modal uses of the First and Second Future 

The First and Second Future cover a broad spectrum of tense distinctions 

reaching from near to remote future time reference. Although various 

degrees of temporal distance are expressed, they always assert relevance 

of a forthcoming situation for the present. Therefore, both future tenses 
may be thought of a present-in-the future. 

a) Near Future 

As grammaticalised expressions of near- future reference, the First and 

Second Future locate a forthcoming situation in the vicinity of the present 

moment. Adverbs of temporal location of the kind TeNoy ‘now’ or 

M-nei-Nxy ‘in this hour’ are frequently used to stress the connection with 

the present moment, e.g. TeNoy tfe pAqje ntok xe cinajcitk gN 

oyeMKxg (for oyMKAg) eyoyNoq ‘now (TeNoy) rejoice (pAqie), you, 

(ntok) since (xe) I will take you (g-i-nx-jcit-h) from (gN) grief 

(oy-gmkAg) to joy (e-Y-oyNoq)’ (Test. Is. 229:20-21). The near future 

reading may also be contextually implied, for instance, by a preceding 

imperative, e.g. axi oyqjAxe epoi (...) eiNAxe oy nak ‘say (axi) a 

word (oy-qjAxe) to me (epo-i) (...)! What (oy) shall I say (e-i-NA-xe) 

to you (na-k)?’ (AP Chaine no. 28, 5:24-25). Near Future reference may 

include the day following the present moment, e.g. epqjAN noyoeiN e[i] 

cboa amh eriAMApTypiON xytu tttaa<5o na qnnne nc ‘when daylight 

(rr-oyoeiN) appears (epqjAN ... ei cboa), come (you woman) (amh) to 

my shrine (e-nA-MApTypioN) and (Ayu>) healing (o-taaoo) will be 

granted (lit. happen (NA-qjume)) to you (nc)’ (Mena, Mir. 30b: 19-23), 

pACTe noyuxy MnNoyTe tonnabojk (...) mmon aaaa T€NNabujk 

MrreiNAy ‘tomorrow (pACTe), with (£m) God’s will (n-oyujq>), we will go 

(TeN-NA-BO)K)(.,.). No (mmon), w will go (tgn-na-bujk) right now (lit. 
in this hour (H-nei-NAy))! ’ (Mena, Mir. 77a: 16-24). 

b) Distant Future 

The First Future may have distant future interpretation and refer to larger 

time intervals that include the present moment, e.g. eic £hhtg 

TCNNAMOy MN NCNgJHpe £N +epHMiA £A TTIBe ‘look (eiC £HMTe), We 
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gn) this desert (t-epiiMi.v)’ (Mena, Mir. 33a:33- 
33b: I), TeKMAprypiA m <yume NCAq;q ngbot ‘your martyrdom 

(tgk-maptypia) will last (NA-<pume) seven (N-cAcpq) montlis (n-geot)’ 

(KHMLI 76:2-3). 

c) Remote Future 

The First and Second Future may locate the anticipated event a long time 
after the present moment. Even when indicating a remote future, both 

future tenses maintain a connection with the present moment, asserting 

the current relevance of the anticipated situation, e.g. nxoeic nabgi (for 

NAqi) nnoyno<5 (for NoyNod) NeyciA £M neKHi gM negooY MnqiA 

‘the Lord (n-xoeic) will require (na-bgi) a big (nn-oy-no<5) sacrifice 

(N-eyciA.) from (gM) your house (neK-m) on (£m) the day (ne-gpoy) of 

the festival (M-n-qjA)’ (V. Pach. 88:12-13), mnnca nai oyN 

Ke^MecNooyce nfgnga naoycing ‘after (mmnca) these (nai) another 

forty-two (kc-2.Me-cnooyce) generations (n-pgnga) will come (oyN ... 

NA-oyeiNe)’ (Test. Is. 231:7-8), epe ntgnga gtnhy naoyxai gboa 

2.m neqcuJMA mn neqcNoq ‘future (gt-nhy) generations (N-reueA.) 

will be saved (epe ... na-oy-xai) through (gboa £m) his (Jesus’) body 

(nGq-cu>MA) and (mn) his blood (neq-c<uMA.)’ (Test. Is. 231:16-17), 

aaaa GKNA.qju)ne gM n<5Ag<5g nnoB£g u;a nGgooy MngAn ‘but (aaaa) 

you will be (G-K-NA-tpumG) in (gM) (the place of) the gnashing (n-(5Ag<5g) 

of teeth (h-nob^g) until (<pA) the day (nG-gooy) of the Judgement 

(n-n-gAn)’ (Eud. 38:23-24). 

d) Commissives 

Commissives are speech-acts in which one commits oneself to do things, 

that is, promises and threats. Since commissives present some future 

action in terms of the speaker’s guarantee, they are always formulated in 

the first person, e.g. Tnagipg kata. ttgk<pajcg ‘(from now on), Ishall act 

(T-NA-eipe) according to (kata.) your word (neK-qjAjce)’ (V. Pach. 

93:29-30), anok mmatg nmmak tnnagipg mttmgj?cnay ‘I (anok) and 

you (nmma-k) alone (mmatg) shall celebrate (tn-na-gipg) the second 

one (Pascha) (M-ir-Mcg-CNAy)’ (Eud. 70:2-3), TNA.qu>TG gboa 

MnrGNOc Tupq nngxpcictianoc "I will eliminate (f-NA-qurre gboa) 

. . . • . , ; , , 

the entire (THp-q) race (M-n-reNoc) of Christians (n-ne-xpeicTixNoc) 

(Eud. 36:6-7). 

e) Directives 

Directives are used to make other people to do things. Directive speech- 
acts are always related to the future, since only the future can be changed 

as a result of one’s actions, e.g. tkaohkgi ag ntnhctgia GqNAp Toy 

gM neqHei Ayu) tkgtg gM nm MncqqjKHp ‘(as for) the instructor 

(t-kaohkgi) of fast (n-t-nhctgia): he shall make (e-q-NA-p) the firsi 

one (T-oyi) in (gM) his house (neq-HGi) and (ay<d) the other (t-kgtg) ir 

(2.m) his collegues’ (M-nGq-qjBHp) house (tt-hi)’ (praec. Pach. 115), ApHy 

[tg]na(ptu)OYN ntgbujk GnTonoc NAnA mhna ‘perhaps (ApHy) you 

(woman) will be able to rise (tg-ma-(p-to»oyn) and go (n-tg-bo>k) tc 

the shrine (e-n-Tonoc) of Apa Mena’ (Mena, Mir. 26b:5-9). 

f) Conditionals 

Conditional sentences (e.g. if they come we will sleep upstairs) provide 

the typical syntactic frame for the description of an anticipated, imagined 

or hypothesized situation. In this context, the First and the Second Future 

assume an epistemic-modal interpretation, indicating that the anticipated 

situation has a real possibility of being fulfilled at some point in the 

future, e.g. GptpANBUJK GgpAi goiaRm (...) cgnatcabo Gpoq n<5i 

ngboa TA<j>yxH (...) ‘when you (woman) go (ep-<pAN-Bu>K) to (g-oiahm) 

Jerusalem (...), the people from (n-gboa) my tribe (ta-^yah) will inform 

you (ce-NA-TCABo) about it (epo-q) (the tomb)’(Eud. 58:23-26), aaaa 

cqiJCG noyanp MnxoGic ne xitn GgoyN Gpoc qMAxiTN ‘but (aaaa) 

if (equee) it (ne) (is) the will (n-oyu>qO of the Lord (m-tt-xogic) to take 

us (xit-n) inside (GgoyN) it (epo-c) (the city), he will take us inside 
(q-NA-xiT-N)’ (Ac. A&P 196:39-40). 

7.3.3.4 Temporal and modal uses of the Third Future 

The Third Future seldom refers simply to future time, but rather 
combines future time reference with some modal judgement of the 

speaker about the necessity or desirability of some future action. As a 

deontic modal, the Third Future is particularly common in directive 

speech-acts, where the speaker puts an obligation on the addressee or 
others. 
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Only rarely does the Third Future appear to have simple future time 

reference. When it does, it locates an event in the remote future without 

any specific connection to the present moment, e.g. eqecpome nak 

NoytiJN£ cpxeNeg mn oynpcHfui+A. na.tta.ko ‘everlasting (o;a cng^) 

life (oy-ojNg) shall come (e-q-e-quune) on you (na-k) and an 

indestructible (n-at-tako) (gift of) prophecy (oy-npo^ii+A)’ (Onnophr. 

222:6-7), nANoyTe Ae eqexuw cboa ntctnxpia THpc kata 

reqMNTpMMAO (...) ‘My God (nA-NoyTe) will fulfil (e-q-e-xow esox) 

all (Tiip-c) your needs (n-tgtn-xpia) in accordance with (kata) his 

richness (Teq-MNT-pti-MAo)(.. .)’ (Phil 4:19). 

b) Directives 

In the vast majority of cases, the Third Future is used as a deontic modal 

to express the speaker’s beliefs about obligations that various individuals 

have, e.g. aaaa eyeepopepp NNpmrye mn NeyMA n[ta]a€ macc 

[ee]p^* ‘hut (aaaa) they shall destroy (e-y-e-epopepp) the temples 

(n-n- pnHyc) and (mn) their places (ncy-ma) of bull (macs) sacrifices 

(n-taac egpAi)’ (Eud. 40:8-9), eKeoyo>M Ae nncnta riNoyTe 

TNNooycoy nak ‘you should (rather) eat (e-K-e-oyo>M) what God 

(n-NoyTe) has sent (n-nc-nt-a ... TNNooy-coy) to you (na-k)’ (AP 

Chaine no. 20, 4:16). Occasionally, the Third Future has a “weak” 

deontic reading and indicates a polite request, e.g. neNTAqeiNe 

Mnnooy cboa gN TneTpA NxtupHB (...) eKeNegce NoyMooy gM 

neixAie ‘oh (you) who brought (n-eNTA-q-eiNe) water (M-n-Mooy) out 

(cboa) of (gN) the rock (T-neTpA) of Khoreb (n-xu>phb), will you 

(please) arise (e-K-e-Negce) water (N-oy-Mooy) in (gN) this desert 
(nei-XAie)’ (Mena, Mir. 33b:30-34a:l). 

c) Conditionals 

In Conditional sentences, the Third Future does not usually express the 

possibility of some future action, but rather an instruction to act in a 

certain way under particular circumstances, e.g. epqiAN oycoN Ae 

<poo<5eq NcqTMNKOTK (...) epe neqpMNNMi eujk enMA 

nnoikonomoc NqxiToy NAq (pANTqxo ‘if a brother (oy-coN) hurts 

himself (epcpAN ... q>ooc5e-q) and cannot sleep (Neq-TM-NKOTK) (...), 

his superintendent (neq-pMN-m) should go (epe ... bojk) to the place 

(e-n-MA) of the stewards (n-n-oikonomoc) and take it (the oil, a 

garment) (N-q-xiT-oy) for him (NA-q) until he gets better (qjANT-q-Ao)’ 

(praec. Pach. 105), xyoj on NecNHy eycpANAMexei eKeNegce mmooy 

gM nNOiHOc (read tinomoc) enNoyTe (read MnNOyTe) ‘and (xyu)) 

also (on) (as far as) the brothers (nc-cnhy) (are concerned): if they 

become negligent (e-y-qjAN-AMeAei) you shall arise (e-K-e-Negce) 

them (mmo-oy) in (gM) the law (tt-nu>moc) of God (M-n-NoyTe)’ (V. 
Pach. 94:14-16). 

d) Purpose clauses 

The Third Future is frequently selected for subordinate clauses of 

purpose. Purpose clauses are semantically modal in expressing an 

attitude by the subject that explains what goals he or she pursued in 

carrying out the main clause event, e.g. AqKxrexe nnccnhy gxrHq 
qjoMNT ncbot eTSe Teqcpeepe xckac eqediv eqNxy epoc mmhno 

‘he (the king) kept (A-q-Kxrexe) the brothers (n-nc-cnhy) with him 

(gATH-q) (for) three (o^omnt) months (n-obot) because of (ctbc) his 

daughter (Teq-tpeepe) in order that (xckac) he could keep (e-q-e-du)) 

seeing (e-q-NAy) her (epo-c) daily (mmhn€)’ (Hil. 12:8-10), ntooy Ae 

NT6poyco)TM AyTAjcpo gteg mpAxe xe eyegApeg epooy gABOA 

gA nixigpAq nnbaa ‘when they (the brothers) (ntooy) heard (it) 

(NTep-oy-c<DTM), they felt encouraged (A-y-TAxpo) because of (ctbc) 

the word (n-tpAxe) that (xe) they would guard (e-y-e-gApeg) 

themselves (epo-oy) against (gABOA gx) the curiosity (ni-xi-gpx-q) of 
the eyes (n-n-baa)’ (AP Chaine no. 19,4:8-10). 

7.3.4 Perfect tenses 

Coptic has two different strategies for the grammatical expression of past 

tense reference. One strategy, is the use of the First Perfect A-q-cu>TM and 

the corresponding Second Perfect NT-A-q-corrM ‘he has heard, heard’. 

The other strategy is represented by the combination of absolute tenses 

with the temporal auxiliary no, which underlies the formation of Preterit 

tenses. Since both the Perfect and the Preterit signal the past location of a 

situation, the relation between both tenses is not that they are mutually 

exclusive and contrastive, but rather that the latter contains an extra 

element of meaning not present in the former. The Preterit auxiliary ns is 

a purely tense-deictic element, while the Perfect marker a is a 

portmanteau morpheme that indicates both past tense reference and 
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perfective and anterior (Perfect) aspect. Unlike the First Present, First 
Future and Preterit Present, the First Perfect is not susceptible to copula 

support in the context of indefinite subjects, e.g. a oycoN xng atta 

cA.pA.nioN (...) la brother (oy-con) asked (a. ... jcnc) Apa Sarapion 

(...)’ (AP Chaine no. 28, 5:24). The entirely regular paradigm of the First 

and Second Perfect is presented in table 7.4. 

FIRST PERFECT 

111 sing. A-l-CUJTM 

2nd sing. masc. A-K-CUJTM 

2nd sing. fern. A-pe-CUJTM 

3fd sing. masc. A-q-corm 

3rd sing. fem. a-c-cwtm 

IM plural 

2nd plural 

3rd plural 

Before noun 

A-C-CUJTM 

A-N-CIDTM 

A.-TCTN-CUJTM 

A-y-CUJTM 

A. nptUMC CCUTM 

SECOND PERFECT 

NT-A-l-CtDTM 

NT-A-K-CCUTM 

NT-A-pe-ClDTM 

NT-A-q-CU)TM 

NT-A.-C-CCPTM 

NT-A.-N-CCUTM 

NT-A.-TCTN-CCDTM 

NT-A-y-CCUTM 

NT-A. npUJHC CtlJTH 

TABLE 7.4 The First and Second Perfect 

The Perfect presents an event from a retrospective point of view as 

having reached its termination at some time prior to the present moment. 

The aspectual component of the Perfect makes it incompatible with the 

more durative Stative and nominal predicates that lack a clearly defined 

endpoint as part of their internal temporal structure. 

a) Simple past 

The Perfect is consistently used in series of temporally ordered events, 

which constitute the temporal skeleton of the main plot, e.g. ttAiakonoc 
Ac A.qeipe Mnecoyuny A.qxi ntootc mttnomicma AyoyoiM mn 

NeyepHy Mrregpoy ctmma-y ‘the deacon (tt-aiakonoc) fulfilled 

(A-q~eipe) her (Hilaria’s) wish (M-rrec-oyuny), took (A-q-xi) the solidus 

(a golden coin) (m-tt-nomicma.) from her (ntoot-c) (and) they ate 

(A.-y-oyuiH) together (mn NeyepHy) on that (eTMMAy) day (M-n-^ooy)’ 

(Hil. 5:1-4), £N TeyNOy Ae a neqxAC Me£ pu>q AqpqNT xqMoy 

‘suddenly (£N TeNoy), his (Diocletian’s) tongue (neq-AAc) filled (a ... 

Me^) his mouth (p<u-q), he was eaten (lit. he became (A-q-p)) by worm: 

(qNT) (and) died (A-q-Moy)’ (Eud. 38:27). 

b) Perfective aspect 

The Perfect grammaticalises not only past tense reference, but alsc 

indicates perfective aspect, which conceptualises an event as a single 

point in time with no internal divisions, e.g. accun^ £.n KeMNTCNooyc 

CNpoMne (NpoMne) ‘she (Hilaria) lived (a-oojns) another twelve 

(Ke-MNTCNOoyc) years (eN-poMne)’ (Hil. 12:18), a ttnoytc 

nAyMioyproc (for nAHMioyproc) xcnpHrei nan N^eNpeqoyoeih 

‘God (n-NoyTe) the Creator (rr-AyMioyproc) provided (xtuprirei) us 

(na-n) with light-bringers (N-^eN-peq-p oyoeiN)’ (Hil. 1:6-7). 

c) Anterior aspect 

The Perfect may also indicate Perfect or anterior aspect, which signals 

the enduring relevance of a past situation, e.g. Aytu xintakci e£oyn 

eTeinoxic AKTpe nbaag nay esox ‘and (Aytu) since you came (xi(n)- 

NT-A-K-ei) into (e^oyN) this city (e-Tei-noxic), you caused (A-K-Tpe) 

the blind (n-baxc) to see (nay ©box)’ (KHML I 5:2-4), Aqp nay 

NNoycyNA^ic ‘it is (lit. has made (A-q-p)) the hour (nay) of youi 

(woman) services (n-noy-cynaxic)’ (Eud. 60:5-6). Anterior aspect 

implies resultativity: the resultant state of a past event is still observable 

at the present moment, e.g. eic £Hhtc akoyxai Took (eic), you have 

become healthy (a-k-oyxaj)’ (Onnophr. 209:6), nAeicux Arp gice 

NTeKMNToyAAB ‘My father (nA-eiorr), I have troubled (lit. I have given 

(a-i-+) trouble feice) to) your holiness (N-TeK-MNT-oyAAB)’ (Hil. 5:3) 
(used idiomatically for “excuse me”). 

7.3.5 Preterit tenses 

The primary function of the auxiliary nc is to establish a new temporal 
reference point in the past, with respect to which temporal interpretations 

are made. Events can then be interpreted as coinciding with, preceding or 

following this newly established deictic centre, which furnishes three 

Preterit tenses, viz. the Preterit Present Ne-q-ccuTM ‘he heard, was 

hearing’, the Preterit Past Ne-A-q-coTM ‘he had heard’, and the Preterit 

Future Ne-q-NA-coTM ‘he was going to hear’, cf. table 7.5 below. 



PRETERIT 

PRESENT 

PRETERIT 

FUTURE 

PRETERIT 

PAST 

losing. Ne-I-COITM NG-J-NA-C(1>TM Ne-A-I-C(UTM 

2nd sing. masc. Ne-K-CO>TM nc-k-na-cuitm Ne-A-K-C(1)TM 

2nd sing. fem. Ne-pe-cuiTM NC-pe-NA-COJTM Ne-A-pe-C<l)TM 

3rd sing. masc. Ne-q-curm Ne-q-NA-c<nTM Ne-A-q-CO)TM 

3 rd sing. fem. Ne-C-CCUTM N6-C-NA-C(I)TM N6-A-C-C(DTH 

1“ plural Ne-N-CCUTM Ne-N-NA-C(l)TM Ne-A-N-CUITM 

2nd plural N6-T6TN- N e-TCTN-NA- Ne-A-TCTN- 

C<UTM COJTM C(DTM 

3rd plural Ne-y-cuiTM NG-y-NA-CUJTM NG-A-y-CtUTM 

Before noun Nepe npoiMe 

COJTM 

Nepe npuiMe 

NA-CO)TM 

Ne-A npuiMe 

COJTM 

TABLE 7.5 Preterit tenses 

7.3.5.1 Optional appearance of the agreement clitic ne 
Under conditions that are not yet well understood, Preterit clauses may 

contain the invariable agreement clitic ne and thus assume the form of 

nominal sentences, e.g. NeqqxiiNe Ae gaupq ne noi xux n^NoyTe 

nema>NO>Moc (for hoikonomoc) ‘the steward (n-eiKtnNtuMoc) Apa 

Panoute, too feciHu-q), was sick (ne-q-qjcuNe)’ (V. Pach. 91:2-3), Necp 

2.oTe rxp ne gbcuk gngmonacthpion mttbycantion ‘for (rxp) she 

(I-Iilaria) was afraid (Ne-c-p gpTe) to go (g-bcuk) to the monasteries 

(e-Ne-1-ioNA.cTHpioN) of the Byzantine region (M-n-BycANTioN)’ (Hil. 

2:12-13). 

7.3.5.2 The Preterit Present 

The Preterit Present Ne-q-comi ‘he heard, was hearing’ indicates the co¬ 

incidence of a situation with the secondary deictic centre, which is 

located in the past. It is subject to the same semantic restrictions as the 

corresponding First Present q-carm ‘he hears, is hearing. Thus, copula 

support applies to indefinite subjects, e.g. Ayo> NeyN geNNotf nu^hn 

pi it £i.xn myrH (for rmni) ‘and (Ayu/) (there) were big (geN-noo) trees 

(n-<j>mn) growing (ng-yn)... put) near (gum) the well (T-nyrH)’ 

(Onnophr. 219:17-18). The Preterit Present underlies the selectional 

restrictions of the Stern-Jernstedt Rule, e.g. Aym Neyeipe (read 

Neqeipe) NTHAtpe NTeyqjH eqtyxnx ‘and (x\w) he (Isaac) spent 

(we-q-eipe) half (N-T-TTAuje) the night (H-Te-yuju) praying (e-y-tyxiix)’ 

(Test. Is. 231:30). 

On the semantic side, the Preterit Present is widely used to express 
imperfective aspect and habituality. 

a) Imperfective aspect 

The Preterit Present is associated with the imperfective point of view that 

presents an event as being extended in time, e.g. kai rxp NeqAgepATq 

NMMxq Noyoeiqi nim ‘for (kai rxp) he (the archangel Raphael) 

accompanied (lit. he stood (Ne-q-Age) on his foot (e-pAr-q)) him 

(NtiMx-q) (Apa Philotheos) all (nim) the time (N-oyoeigj)’ (KHMLI 1:6- 

8), nai Ae GqxxD MMooy Nepe ©eoiAtupoc gMooc Mnoye NoyKoyi 

(...) eqpeiMe (for eqpiMe) xyo) Nep (for Nepe) zxZ on gN NecNHy 

peiMe ‘when he (Pachom) said (e-q-.xa>) these (words) (nai), Theodore 

was sitting (Nepe ... gMooc) at a short (N-oy-Koyi) distance (M-n-oye) 

(...) weeping (e-q-peiMe) and (xyui) many (gAg) of (gN) the brothers 

(nc-cnhy) were also (on) weeping (Nep ... peiMe)5 (V. Pach. 90:15-17). 

The imperfective semantics of the Preterit Present may have a habitual 

connotation, presenting a continuous past activity as a characteristic 

property of the subject, e.g. Nepe aiokxh + nay NgeNAuipoN 

TepoMne eTEe neooy NNeyNoyre ‘Diocletian (Aiokxh) gave (Nepe 

... t) them (the Persian kings) gifts (N-geN-AtwpoN) annually 

(Te-poMrre) for (eTEe) the glorification (n-eooy) of their gods 

(N-Ney-NoyTe)’ (Eud. 42:14-15). 

b) Backgrounded aspect 

The aspectual opposition between the Perfect and the Preterit Present is 

utilised to express the foreground-background distinction in the temporal 

organisation of narratives. The Perfect appears in foregrounded portions 

of the narrative, which describe the main course of events. This contrasts 

with the Preterit Present, which describes backgrounded events that 

provide an explanation for the main event frame, e.g. Ayu^TopTp 
AynAgToy Ayoyoi^T nac NecgMooc rxp ne exn necepoNoc 

NexecJiANTiNON 'they (the servants) were startled (A-y-grropTp), they 

bent down (A-y-nAgT-oy), (and) did obedience (A-y-oycuqjT) to her 

(na-c) (Eudoxia), since (rAp) she (Eudoxia) was sitting (Ne-c-gMooc) 



N-exe^ANXiNON) throne (ne 

54:^3), AqTwoyn Ae nci kcuctanxinoc xqctnoyg GgoyN 
MneqHHiicpe mpq mmaxoi GNxxqgG epooy gN tanxioxgia mmaxg 

cboa xe NcqgGAmze enxoGic rreqNoyxe ‘(King) Constantine rose 

(A-q-xtuoyN) (and) gathered (A-q-co>oyg) all (xnp-q) his troops 

(M-neq-MHHqje) of soldiers (m-maxoi), (yet) only (mmaxg) (those) he 

found (GNx-A-q-ge) in (gN) Antiochia (x-anxioxgia) because (gboa 

xe) he trusted (nc-q-gGAnizc) in the Lord (g-tt-xogic), his God 
(ncq-NoyxG)’ (Eud. 42:19-21). 

7.3.5.3 The Preterit Future 

The Preterit Future Ne-q-NX-ctuTM ‘he was going to hear’ serves as a 

future-in-the-past, which describes past events that were in progress but 

not yet accomplished, e.g. xycu NTooy ngYnap oyKoyi NCone NpuJMG 

‘and (aYu>) they (Nxooy) were about to become (NG-y-NA-p) a small 

(oy-Koyi) group (n-<5ottg) of people (n-ptuMe)’ (V. Pach.3:28). The 

Preterit Future is used specifically to describe the result of a 

counterfactual condition, whose actualisation is considered extremely 

unlikely or impossible, e.g. eue [nx]ak[x]ooc xe ic bo[ho]gi epoi 

ngknxoyxai if (cnc) you had said (nx-a-k-xoo-c) »Jesus, help 

(Boiieei) me (epo-i)!«, you would have been saved (nc-k-na-oyxai)’ 

(Ac. A&P 202:125-126), Nepe tixogic mttgima nginabujk 

xattapakaagi MMoq ‘if the Lord (tt-xogic) were (Hepe) in tliis place 

(m-figi-ma), I would go (ng-i-na-bujk) and appeal (xa-tiapakaagi) to him 
(MMo-q)’ (Ac. A&P 200:100-101). 

7.3.S.4 The Preterit Past (Pluperfect) 

The Pluperfect or Preterit Past NG-A-q-cu>xM ‘he had heard’ denotes a 

past-in-the-past and locates the accomplishment of some event prior to 

the secondary temporal reference point grammaticalised by ng, e.g. aaaa 

gpxi gN TqMNTXCUOipe GTTAXpHy NGAqBCUK GBOA ngmaY Gntucg ‘but 

(xaaa.) with (gN) his (Pachom’s) resolute (gx-xaxphy) strength 

(Tq-MNT-ximupe), he had gone (NG-A-q-BuiK) out (gboa) with them 

(hgma-y) (the brothers) for mowing (c-n-cucg)’ (V. Pach. 87:14-15), 

NGAyp oycMOT rxp xg NcyoycuM Ayu) NGyccu ‘for (rxp) they behaved 

(lit. they had taken (Ne-A-y-p) the appearance (oy-cMox)) as if (xe) they 

were eating (NG-y-oyuiM) and (aYu>) drinking (NG-y-ccu)’ (KHML I 

80:21-22). In narrative discourse, the Pluperfect has a stage-setting 

function and describes events that precede the main course of events, e.g. 
MNNCtUC AG ON A TGXpiA qKVTIG GXpeqBOJK NqdM TIDING NNGCNHy 
GTgM TTlOM NGAqGl GBOA gM nGIOOp AytU NGqMGg NMCAg N(5l 
nGioop GTNMAy NToq Ag AqqjAm. Aqxioop mn ngtnmmacj ‘after 

that (mnncid-c) it became necessary (lit. the need (tg-xpia) occured (a 

... qKuriG)) (that) he (Antony) went (G-xpe-q-BiuK) to pay (N-q-CM) a 

visit (n-cpiNG) to the brothers (n-ng-cnhy) that were in (GT-gM) the 

Fayyum (n-ioH). He had come (NG-A-q-Gi) upon (gboa gM) the canal 

(n-Gioop) and (Aycu) tliat (gt-mmay) canal (n-Gioop) was full 

(NG-q-Meg) of crocodiles (n-mcag). He (Nxoq) prayed (A-q-4>AHA) (and) 

crossed over (x-q-xioop) with (mn) those that were with him 
(N-cx-NMMA-q)’ (V. Ant. 21:6-9). 

7.3.6 Habitual tenses 

Coptic employs the aspectual marker q>ApG, <px- to indicate multiple, 

iterative, frequentative, distributive, habitual or extensive action. This 

verbal aspect is called the Habitual in most Coptic grammars. The 

conjugation base qjApo, q>A- carries no temporal features by itself. Its 

past or present interpretation stems from the tense marker (which is a null 
morpheme in the present tense). 

2nd sing. fem. 

3rd sing. masc. 

3 rd sing. fem. 

Is4 plural 

2nd plural 

3rd plural 

Before noun 

FIRST PRESENT 

q>A-l-ctl)XM 

CyA-K-CCUXM 

SECOND PRESENT 

G-CpA-l-CUJXM 

G-q>A-K-CU>XM 

q>A-pe-c<nxM Gq>A-pG-c<uxM 

q»A-q-cu>xM G-ipA-q-ccnxM 

CpA-C-COJXM e-q>A-C-CU)XM 

CyA-N-CO>XM G-tpA-N-CUTTM 

qjA-XGXN- 
CUITM 

cyA-y-ccuTM 

cpxpG npuiMG 
CO)TM 

G-qjA-XGXN- 
CCUTM 

G-q>A-y-CU)TM 

GCJ?ApG npuiMG 

NG-q>A-|-CU)XM 

NG-qiA-K-CU)XM 

NG-q>A-pG-CU)XM 

NG-tpA-q-COJXM 

NG-q>A-C-CU)XM 

NG-yiA-N-CtUXM 

NG-q)A-XGTN- 
CU)TM 

NG-qjA-y-CUJTM 

NC-qjApG 
TlplDMG CtUXM 

TABLE 7.6 Habitual tenses 



\3.6.J Se/ectional restrictions 

The Habitual underlies the same temporal restriction as the Stative and 
combines only with present tenses. This does not seem to be an 

accidental property of this aspectual pattern, but rather indicates that the 

Habitual is semantically stative. In presenting a pattern of events rather 

than a specific situation, the Habitual denotes a state or condition that 

holds consistently over an extended period of time. It is therefore 

semantically incompatible with the Perfect and the Future tenses that are 
associated with a single event reading. 

The Habitual Present and the Habitual Past differ, however, from the 

corresponding First Present and Preterit Present in being exempt from the 

the Stem-Jcrnstedt Rule: both conjugation patterns are fully compatible 

with the construct state, e.g. qjxpe TeiBNNe Txye mntcnooyc Nxooy 

NBNNe kxtx poMne ‘this date-palm (tci-emnc) yields (qjxpe ... Txye) 

twelve (mnt-cnooyc) bunches (N-xooy) of dates (n-ennc) per (kxtx) 

year (poMne)’ (Onnophr. 208:11-13), nxxxe mcn eqNoyxe 
NgeNMeeye eyxxj?M ej?oyN epoq xntojnioc Ae £a>o>q cpxqEoopoy 

2.itn NecpxHx ‘the enemy (n-xxxe) (i.e. the devil) insinuated 

(e-q-Noyxe) filthy (e-y-xxgM) thoughts (N-^eN-Meeye) on him 

(epo-q). Anthony, however (juiKD-q), repelled them (cpx-q-Boop-oy) 

through form) prayers (Ne-cpxHx)’ (V. Ant. 8:13-15), Oxyaj 

Neipxq^poxpex NNeqoE^e Nee Noypip NxrpioN ‘and (xycu) he (the 

possessed boy) gnashed (Ne-cpx-q-£poxpex) his teeth (N-Neq-osge) 

like (Nee < N-T-^e) a wild (N-xrpiON) boar (oy-pip)’ (Mena, Mir. 

23b:24-27). 

73.6.2 Pluractionality and hahituality 

The Coptic Habitual represents a pluractional pattern, which indicates 

the plurality of events and participants. The successive occurrence of 

several instances of an event as a characteristic feature of a whole period 
of time, which gives rise to a habitual or gnomic interpretation. 

a) Pluractional aspect 

The multiple occurrence of an event may be stated explicitly by 

frequency adverbials or quantified subjects and objects, e.g. xyo> 

cpxqEoiK cpxpoc NcerrcNxy mmhng ‘and (xycu) he (Apa Pambo) would 

go (cpx-q-Bum) to her (Hilaria) (cpxpo-c) twice (N-cerr-CNxy) a day 

(m-mhng)’ (Hil. 6:16), oymimpe rxp Neon cpxqxcnxze mmoi 

eTXTxnpo ‘because (rxp) a lot (oy-MHHqje) of times (n-cott) he wo 

kiss (cpx-q-xcnx^e) me (mmo*i) on my mouth (e-Tx-Txnpo)’ (1 

10:11-12), pu>Me rxp nim gtnxbujk eneqTonoc cpxyMXTe mtttxa 

‘for (rxp) every (nim) man (puiMe) who will go (ct-nx-bojk) to his (/ 

Mena’s) shrine (e-neq-Torroc) will obtain (cpx-y-MXTe) recov 
(M-n-Txx<5o)’ (Mena, Mir. 26b:9-12). 

b) Habituality 

The Habitual Present cpxq-ccuTM ‘he usually hears’ is commonly used 

ascribe a recurrent event pattern to the clausal subject as a characteri: 

property, e.g. tmg^cntg Ae Ncxxnix (pxycoioy^ n<5i nkomcc . 

NeTpiBoyNoc mn NxpxuiN NTxyxH Mnppo ‘and (on the blast of) 

second (T-Me^-cNTe) trumpet (n-cxxttix), the courtiers (n-komcc) £ 

(mn) tribunes (Ne-TpiBoyNoc) and (mn) chief officials (n-xpxcun) of 

royal (M-n-ppo) court (n-t-xyxh) would gather (cpx-y-cojoyg)’ (E 

60:16-18). In the absence of information to the contrary, the Habit 

Past Ne-ujxq-coiTM ‘he used to hear’ induces a contrastive interpretat 

that the event pattern that is described no longer holds, e.g. xyoj ncjjx 
MriNoyTe eTecpxqcOTMoy NTOOTq Neipxqxooy gcuujq 

eNeqMONXxoc ‘and (xyai) the words (N-ipxxe) of God (M-rr-Noyn 

that he (the abbot) heard (eTe-ipx-q-coTM-oy) from him (n-toot 

(Paehom), he himself (goioi-q) would tell them (Ne-cpx-q-xoo-y) to 

monks (e-Neq-MONxxoc)’ (V. Pach. 139:27-28). 

c) Gnomic use 

The Habitual Present often assumes a gnomic interpretation in gene 

statements of facts or truisms, e.g. oypcuMe nco<|>oc MeqNex [cpxj 

nim eBox £inxi xxxx cpxqf ZTtic\ e[NeTco)]TM epooy ‘a w 

(n-co<J>oc) man (oy-pcuMe) does not throw (Me-q-Nex) away (esc 

every (nim) word (cpxxe) like that (junxi) but (xxxx) focuses (cpx~q 

his attention (gjii-q) towards those who listen (e-N-eT-coiTM) to tin 

(epo-oy)’ (Teach. Ant. 6-7), timonxxoc n^xk ipxyf kxom exuiq 

nKX£ xycu on MnHye cpxyf kxom excuq mtimto esox MnNoyTe *1 

prudent (n-£xk) monk (n-MONxxoc) is given (lit. they give (cpx-y-t) 

crown (kxom) on his head (e-xcu-q) on (^m) earth (n-KX2) and (xycu) a’ 

(on) given (cpx-y-f) a crown (kxom) on his head (e-xcu-q) in heav 

(M-nHye) in the presence (m-tt-mto cbox) of God (M-n-NoyTe)’ (, 
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Chauie no. 11, 3:6-7), con hcn <pxY°YwZ GJ^1' rreKitu eyqiANOMTq 

con Ac cyxyoY<vz cxti rroeiK ‘some time (con Men) they (flies) will sit 
(q>\-Y-oy<V2) on (gam) honey (rT-eBim), if they can find it 

(e-y-qjAN-ONT-q), some other time (con Ae) they will sit (q^-y-oy©g) on 
(glkm) bread (rr-oeiK)’ (Sh. Ill 48:6-8). 

d) Conditional use 

As a grammatical marker of pluractionality, the Habitual conjugation is 
commonly used in the apodosis clause of conditional clauses that 

quantify over types of situations, e.g. aaaa ecqjANqmme eTpeqduiNT 

Moycon e(pA.qduiNT kata ©e NrieToyAAE ‘but (aaaa) if it happened 

(e-c-qiAN-qxnne) on some occasion (n-oy-con) that he (Pachom) would 

become angry (e-Tpe-q-duim-), (then) he became angry (e-qtA-q-duim-) 

in (kata) the manner (ee < T-^e) of the holy ones (N-N-eT-oyAAE)’ (V. 

Pach. 3:20-21), geoa jce Noyoeiqt him eyqtANoyiu eyoyuiM 

MneyKoyi nogik NeqjAycuioy;? eNeyepny ‘because (gboa xe) every 

(him) time (N-oyeiqi) when they finished (e-y-q>AN-oyu>) eating 

(e-y-oytuH) their small portion (M-ney-Koyj) of bread (n-ocik), they 

used to gather (Ne-qtA-y-cuioy^) with one another (e-Ney-epHy)’ (V. 
Pach. 137:3-4). 

e) Intentional use 

The Habitual Present may have an intentional or commissive use and 

indicate the readiness, willingness or capability of the subject to perform 

a particular action, e.g. <paika ttaxoi nai 'I will keep (qjA-i-KA) lny boat 

(tta-jcoi) for myself (na-i)’ (KMHL II 17:3), rre[T]epe rTAjtoi [na] 

jcnoq kata poMne qjAiAAq NtpoMre nto ‘what my boat (tta-xoi) will 

bring in (rr-eT-epe ... NA-mo-q) each (kata) year (poMne), I will split 

up (qjA-i-AA-q) into three (N-tpoMTe) parts (n-to)’ (KHML II 17:4-5), 

mnnca ttamoy qjAiTAAq egoyN errronoc NAnA mhha ‘after 

(mnmca) my death (tta-moy), I will give it (the dish) (qjA-i-TAA-q) to the 

shrine (e-n-mnoc) of ApaMena’ (Mena, Mir. 17b: 16-20), tpAiuipK nak 

nAJcoeic jce mn aaay Npimie httcima nhhai ‘I (am willing to) swear 

(q>A-!-cupK) to you (na-k), my Lord (nA-jcoeic), that (jce) (tliere) is (mn) 

nobody (aaay N-puJMe) here (m-fici-ma) with me (nmma-i)’ (Mena, Mir. 
14b:27-31). 

•ill Kife 

Key Terms: 

are grammatical markers, which express §7.1 
various categories of verbal semantics, such as 
tense (the location of events in time), aspect 
(the internal structure or frequency of events) 
and mood (the commitment of the speaker to 
the truth of the reported event). 

are verbal tenses with two or more grammatical §7.1.2.4 
markers. The Conditional e-q-<pAN-cu>TM 

‘if/when he hears’, for instance, consists of the 
relative marker e- and the conjugation base 
<PAN. 

First and Absolute tenses come in pairs of basic First and § §7.2.1 - 
Second Tenses derived Second Tenses, the latter containing the 7.2.2 

relative marker e- and nt- besides the main 
TAM expression. Second Tenses represent a 
special type of inflectional morphology that is 
found in the context of interrogative and 
declarative focus constructions. 

are constituent questions in which an §7.2.2.2 
interrogative pronoun occurs in the same 
syntactic position as its non-interrogative 
counterpart in the corresponding declarative 
clause. Coptic w/z-in-situ questions exhibit a 
straightforward correlation between Second 
Tense selection and the clause-internal position 
of the question word. 

Replaciye and are semantic focus types that occur in §7.2.2.2 
contrastive declarative as opposed to interrogative context, 
focus Question-answer pairs provide a typical context 

for replacive focus, which is assigned to the 
sentence element that answers the preceding 
question. Negative-affirmative pairs provide a 
typical context for contrastive focus, where the 
focus in tlie affirmative clause expresses an 
alternative value for what has been rejected in 
the negative clause. 

ffTz-in-situ 
questions 

Tense-aspect- 
mood (TAM) 
markers 

Compound 
tenses 



Copula 

support 

Epistemic and 

deontic 

modality 

Aspectual 

distinctions 

In Coptic, present tense sentences with §7.3.2.2 

indefinite subjects require the introduction of 

the verbal copulas oyN ‘(there) is’ or mn 

‘(there) is no’ to be grammatical. 

Epistemic modality is concerned with §7.3.3.3 

knowledge, truth, and belief in relation to what 

is said. Deontic modality, on the other hand, 

involves actions by the speaker or others. 

present a situation from an external point of §7.3.4 

view as a single, unitary whole. It makes no 

reference to the internal development of that 

situation. Anterior (Perfect) aspect has an 

additional meaning and implies that the result 

of some event is observable at the present 

moment. Perfective and anterior aspects work 

in the opposite direction of imperfective aspect, 

which is associated with the present tense and 

implies the ongoing state of the situation that is 

described. 

Preterit tenses are compound tenses, consisting of an absolute 

tense and the Preterit auxiliary Ne. The 

auxiliary Ne establishes a new temporal 

reference point in the past, with respect to 

which temporal interpretations can be made. 

§7.3.5 

tenses that establish temporal §7.3.1 
reference with respect to the present moment, 

i.e. tiie time at which a sentence is being 

uttered. The linear order of the time of the 

event with respect to the present moment 

furnishes three absolute tenses: the present, the 

past and the future. While the present locates an 

event at the present moment, the past locates it 

prior and the future subsequent to the temporal 
reference point. 

Piuractional refers to the plurality of events and participants. §7.3.6 

aspect In Coptic, piuractional aspect is 

morphologically marked by the Habitual 

conjugation, which indicates iterative, 

frequentative, habitual or extensive action. 

Comprehension and transfer 

Go through the list of key terms and make sure that you understand 
all of them. 

Decide whether the following statements are true or false. In the 
latter case, provide one or two counterexamples: 

Coptic tense-aspect-mood markers (TAM) are proclitic elements 

that are prosodically dependent on the following sentence 
constituent. 

There are two syntactic positions for TAM markers, one preceding 
the subject and another one preceding the main verb. 

In word or w/i-questions, the clause-internal or clause-external 

•position of the question word is correlated with the presence or 
absence of Second Tenses. 

When Stative verb forms are combined with indefinite subjects, the 

copular verbs oyn ‘(there) is’ or mn ‘(there) is not’ must be 
introduced into the structure. 

The Third Future e-q-e-coiTM ‘he will hear’ indicates not only 

future time reference, but also deontic modality. 

The Perfect x-q-cuiTM ‘he has heard, he heard’ and the Preterit 

Present Ne-q-coiTM ‘he was hearing’ have the same temporal and 

aspectual interpretation. 

In narrative discourse, the Perfect x-q-coiTM is commonly used to 

provide an informative background for the main storyline. 

Pluractional/habitual aspect (tyx-q-cuJTM) is restricted to the 
present tense system. 



A. Analyse and translate the following verbal tenses, e.g. A-q-ctim-i: 

3rd pers. sing. masc. First Perfect ‘he has heard, he heard’. 

VERBAL TENSE ANALYSIS TRANSLATION 

qNAClDTM 

ApeCOlTM 

tCOJTM 

ceccuTM 

NeiNACUJTM 

NTAKCUJTM 

q?Ape TTpcuMe ccutm 

B. Analyse and translate the following verb forms and verbal 

constructions, e.g, A-q-ei eneiMA: 3rd person singular masculine 
First Perfect ‘he came to this place’ 

VERB FORM/VERBAL CONSTRUCTION ANALYSIS TRANSLATION 

AiNAy eneK£o (Testis. 229:8) 

TONCgAl (Mena, Martyrd.2a:29) 

eieT q?[i]ne (Mena, Mir. 25:21-22) 

eiiAiny (V. Pach. 2:7) 

NeyNiiy (V. Pach. 3:25) 

nta oy (pome (Eud. 36:24) 

q?Ayt kaom (AP Chaine no. 11, 3:6) 

eiNAJce oy (AP Chaine no. 28, 5:25) 

AyxNoyq (AP Chaine no. 19,4:6) 

Translate the verb forms in the following Coptic examples. 

(1) aikujt nai NoyMA. Nqjome mayaat 4_for me (na-i) a living ( 

tptune) place (n-oy-ma) by myself (mayaat)’ (Onnophr. 207: 1 
12) 

(2) TeNA^e rAp e<y>ptuMe gboa £N ta<j>yah ‘_ someo: 

(e-y-pojHe) from (gboa £n) my clan (ta-^yah)’ (Eud. 54:7) 

(3) (pApe rmoyTe T oy^mot NNeTNAmcTeye ‘God (tt-noyti 

_ a mercy (oy-^mot) to those that will belie' 

(N-N-eT-NA-TTicTeye)’ (Test. Is. 228:11) 

(4) aaaa NetpAiMooqre £N NAoyepATe $>n oyqjn^MOT mn oyeBB 

‘but (aaaa)_on (^n) my feet (NA-oyepATe) in (j?n) gratefiilne 

(oy-tpn-2.MOT) and (mn) humility (oy-oBBio)’ (V. Pach. 90:6-7) 

(5) nersLxoeic tap naT nak kata ttgk^ht ‘since (rAp) our Lo: 

(neN-xoeic) _ you (na-k) according to (kata) your hea 
(neK-£HT)’ (V. Pach. 136:11-12) 

(6) oyMHHtpe Ae on Neon tpAqNoxq coaaacca ‘a lot of times_ 
into tlie sea’ (Mena, Mir. 23b:28-30) 

(7) nAeicuT eroyAAB eioyeq? oycxHMA mmonaxoc ‘My ho! 

(eT-oyAAB) father (nA-eiurr),_a monk’s (m-monaxoc) hat 
(oy-cxhma)’ (Hil. 6:10-11) 

(8) xeKAc epe noyA rroyA MMooy NApunpe epoq ‘in order th; 

(xokac) that every one (noyA noyA) of them (the brothers 

(mmo-oy)_for himself (epo-q)’ (V. Pach. 4:2-3) 

(9) anok Ae aibujk cBOA enrooye (...) ‘(as for) me (anok),_t 

the desert (e-n-Tooye) (...)’ (Ac. A&P 200:95) 



A. Recall that the four absolute tenses (the Present, the Future, the 

Perfect and the Habitual) come in pairs of “basic” First'and 

derived” Second Tenses. Fill in the corresponding First and 

Second Tense in the empty cells and translate them into English, 
e.g. a.(jbujk -»• NTA.qBtuK ‘he came’. 

FIRST TENSE _SECOND TENSE TRANSLATION 

eiTAJHy 

CG£OBC 

e<pA.q<5ci)NT 

AyTU>£M 

ntakgi 

TGNKOTK 

B. Second Tenses are selected in a variety of interrogative and 

declarative focus contexts. Consider the following Coptic examples 

and identify tire relevant syntactic context motivating Second Tense 
selection by choosing one of the two alternatives. 

(1) ecNAcoyoiNec NAq> n^g (...) ‘how (lit. in which (N-Aq>) manner 

(N-£e)) could she (possibly) recognize (g-c-na-coyojn-gc) her 
(...)?’ (Hil. 8:26-27) 

□ w/i-fronting question □ wh-in-situ question 

(2) Dmmn MGTANOIA NA qKUTTG NAK Ul AIOKAH TTGJAKDN oyAe 
FiGTNHy aaaa GKNA.qKnriG 2.M nCx^PZ NNOBge (pA nG^ooy 

Mngxn (there) will (na) be ((pome) no (mmn) repentance 

(mgtanoja) for you (na-k), oh (o>) Diocletian (aiokah), (neither) 

in (eM) this world (ttgi-ahun) nor (oyAe) in (^m) the one to come 

(n-GT-NHy), but (aaaa) you will be (g-k-na-(poinc) in (^m) (the 

place of) the gnashing (tt-<5a£C>2) of teeth (n-nob^g) until (q>A) the 

day (TiG-gpoy) of the Judgement (M-n-gAn)’ (Eud. 38:22-24). 
□ replacive focus □ contrastive focus 

.--—___i 
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GTGTKXI HneiptUHG GTU1N (...) GNA1 MMOq GHTOnOC NA1 

mhna ‘whereto (g-tujn) do you bring (g-tgtn-^i) this m 

(m-ttgi-pojmg)? - We bring (e-N-jci) him (MMo-q) to the slori: 

(e-n-Tonoc) of Apa Mena’ (Mena, Mir. 24b: 1-6) 
□ contrastive focus □ replacive focus 

(4) ApA ngtnhy MNNccuN eyNAp oy £a>oy ‘what (oy) shall th< 

who come (n-gt-nhY) after us (mnnccd-n) do (e-y-NA-p) 1 
themselves (eoi-oy)?’ (AP Chaine no. 207, 53:29) 

□ yes-no question □ wA-in-situ question 

(5) £oing (pAqAAy n<5aag GNeyoyepHTG eeNKOoyc eqjAqTf 

weyeo 6wo\6 ‘(as for) some (people) feoiNe) he (the demoi 

made them (qjA-q-AA-y) lame (n-6aag) in their legs (g-ng' 

oygphtg), (as for) others feeN-Kooye) he twisted (c-njA-q-Tpc 
duioycs) their face (Ney-eo)’ (KHMLII 53:3-5) 

□ anticipatory focus □ contrastive focus 

c. Translate the following the text fragment and identify all verb 
tenses you know. 

FROM THE VITA OF APA ONNOPHRIOS 

xiXNoyq Jce ntako, ene.MA na<j, N2e aYui e,ca oynnp Noyce,q, 

JONTAKei (xin NTAKei) eneiiu Ayo. NeqjAKoyrr oy Ayur erne oy 

2q™K A2hy eMN ^cu> ™ (for to) eiuioiK. (Onnophx. 206:32- 

Notes: a. e,c (interjection) ‘look’ b. AIN (+ Second Perfect) ‘since’ c k 

to undress’ d. c-hn a Relative Present, which translates as 
circumstantial clause ‘while’. 
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Temporal, aspectual and modal uses of absolute tenses 

A. Recall that several absolute tenses require the presence of the 

copular verbs oyN ‘(there) is’ and mn ‘(there) is no’ in the context 

of indefinite subjects. Complete the following Coptic examples by 

selecting one of the two alternatives given in brackets (0 indicates 
the absence of a copular verb). 

(1) (oyn/0) ^eNNOd N£ice Nxqjcune MMoq u> nMepiT MriNoyTe 

icaak ‘great grievances will befall (NA-q>ume) him (Jesus Christ), 

oh (u>) Isaak, the beloved (n-t-iepiT) of God (M-n-Noyre)’ (Test. Is. 
230:5-6) 

(2) mnnca na.i Ae on (NeyeN/Ne-0) oyC^IMC NpMMAO qjOOTT 

$iao2anith (...) ‘after (mnnca) these (nai) (the other miracles) 

(there) was (_ tpoon) also (on) a rich (n-pm-mao) woman 

(oy-c^me) in (^m) Philoxanite (...)’ (Mena, Mir. 22a: 16-20) 

(3) Ayo> (NeyiVNepe 0) ^cnno<5 nujhn pht £.lxn TinyrH (for 

TinHrH) ‘and (Ayoi) (there) were big feeN-Nod) trees (n-<|>hn) 

growing (_ pht) near (^lxn) the well (n-nyrH)’ (Onnophr. 
219:17-18) 

(4) a (oyN/0) [o]ycoN nananaxu>pithc [read anaxu>pithc] 
enqpAN ne AnA nA<n>NoyTe einncoAi e^CNcNHy 

MMAiNoyTe ‘a hermit (n-anaxo>pithc) brother (oy-coN) whose 

name (e-nq-pAN) (was) Apa Papnoute was writing (a 

eXHncoAi) to God-loving (M-MAi-NoyTe) brothers (e-^eN-CNHy)’ 
(Onnoplir. 205:8-9) 

B. Translate the following Coptic examples 

(1) ANON Ae TNOyHy NKHMe N£Me mmiaion (Hil. 5:20-21) 

(2) AytD Nepe nka nim qjoon nay 2.,0YcorT (V1 Pach. 4:22-23) 

(3) Tep 2.oTe eTBe hcay (Test. Is. 229:30) 

(4) aaaa ceqjiNG nca ^eNqjAjce NBppe (Hil. 1:19) 

C. Decide which temporal or modal meaning is involved in th 

following future tense sentences by choosing one of the tw> 
alternatives. 

(1) 2.N oyMoy TeTNAMoy (for T6tn-na-hoy) ‘you will surely df 

(lit. ‘in (^n) a dying (oy-Moy)) you shall die (tctn-n a-moy)1 
(Eud. 58:28-60:1) 

□ near future □ directive 

(2) Depe ne^MOT MnNoyTe NAtpome NoyoN nim Mt 

NemicTeye ‘may the grace (ne-^MOT) of God (n-n-NoyTe 

come upon (epe ... NA-ujome) everybody (N-oyoN nim) and (mn 

those who believe (N-eT-nicTeye)’ (Test. Is. 228:7-8). 
□ volitive use □ commissive use 

(3) epe npcuMe NNpcuMe eTqia)Ne na<5oi enA^oy MMooy erec 

oycoN eT(pci)Ne ‘the man (n-ptune) (responsible) for the people 

(N-N-ptuMe) who are sick (eT-qm>Ne) will stay (epe ... NA-dof 

behind (enA^oy) them (the brothers) (mmo-oy) for (the sake of) 

(eTBe) a sick (eT-qm>Ne) brother (oy-coN)’ (praec. Pach. 129) 
□ directive use □ commissive use 

D. Analyse all Preterit tenses in the following Coptic examples, e.g. 

Neqcun-M: 3rd person masculine singular ‘he was hearing, he 
heard1 

(1) Ayti) TTdMnqieiNe (for ndNnqjiNe) ctmmay NeAqipcune £.n 

Ncooy^c THpoy NNecNhy £M itoye£ca £ne Mnxoeic ‘and 

(Ayoj) that (eT-MMAy) affliction (n-dM n-qjeiNe) had occurred 

(Ne-A-q-quune) in (jn) all (Thp-oy) the convents (N-cooy2.c) of 

the brothers (n-nc-cnhy) through (£m) the order (n-oye^-cA^Ne) 
of the Lord (M-n-jcoeic)’ (V. Pach. 91:10-12) 



f" (Sy .vyw M-rooy MeyMAp oyKoyi N<Jone Mpoine ‘and (Aycu) they 
(iiTooy) were about to become (Ne-y-NA-p) a small (oy-Koyi) 

group (N-Oone) of people (H-pcoMe)’ (V. Pach.3:28) 

(3) xyaj NU^AJce MrmoyTe eTetpAqcoTMoy NTooTq NecpAqocooy 

Z<vujq ne gneqmonxxoc ‘and (xyuj) the words (N-qjAxe) of God 

(M-n-NoyTe) which he (the abbot) heard (eTe-<pA-q-coTM-oy) 

from him (N-TooT-q) (Pachom), he himself (gqun-q) would them 

(Ne-cpA-q-xoo-y) to his monks (e-Neq-MONWcoc)’ (V. Pach. 

139:27-28), 

F. Translate the following text fragment. 

SAINT APA NAHROW IN THE AMPHITHEATRE 

rore xyeH riMAKApioc aita NAgfooy eneeeAApoN (for 

eneeeATpoN)3 AqKexeyeb cka oyMoyi cboa epoq ace eqeoyuJM 

rineqcu)MAC. Aqnujp<p NNeqdix esoA eqocu> hhoc oced qcH£ 

nactntiJHe nnc(|jaamoc jce oytpyxH ecoytuN^6 nak geoa 

HnpTAAcf NHeoHpiON6 (Psalm 73:19)./NTeyNoy a TTMoyi rrAgjq 

enecHT AqoytuipT NHeqoyephTe AqoyujN Npujq AqqjAoce j>n 

oycHH NpiuHe eqoau mhoc ace eiNAaccu^1 epox NA<p N£e eTse 

oo re1 mmixaha eTKa)Te, epon; j NTeyNoy a mixaha TAAoq eacN 

HeqTHg, NoyoeiN AqaciTq e^oyn eTTTOAick a TTMoyi oyaKjjT 

NAq AqntuT eneqMA. (KHML14:6-19) 

Notes: a. ©eAApoN‘theatre’b. Kexeye‘to order’c. co>ma ‘body’ d. eqocu) 

hmoc ace ‘saying that’ (introduces direct speech) e. oytpyxn ecoyoiN^. nak 

cboa ‘soul (oy-(|)yxH) which appears (e-ooyu)N£ cboa) to you (na-k)’ (a 
relative clause) f. Mnp- ‘do not’ (negative imperative) g. ©npioN ‘wild animal, 
beast’ h. oc(D£ ‘to toueh’ i ©otg < t-^otg j. eT-Kurre ‘who surrounds’ (a 
relative clause) k. ttoaic ‘city, town’ 

Unit 8 

Relative tenses and moods 

Coptic is a language with a basic tripartite tense system with distinct 

conjugation patterns for present, past and future tenses. More fine-grained 
temporal distinctions are made in the domain of past and future time 
reference. In the past, the presence of a secondary deictic centre furnishes 
a triplet of Preterit tenses, to wit the Preterit Present, the Preterit Past 

(Pluperfect), and the Preterit Future. Moreover, there are two distinctive 
future tenses that ascribe different degrees of likelihood or necessity to a 
forthcoming situation. 

Besides absolute tenses, Sahidic Coptic has an extensive set of relative 
tenses and moods. Relative tenses derive their name from the fact that they 
locate some event with respect to another event rather than a fixed 
temporal reference point. In this way, they serve similar functions as 
temporal connectives like after, when and until in English. Section 8.1 
examines how these subordinate tense forms establish the relative order of 
events. The focus of section 8.2 is on the Coptic modal system. Mood is a 

grammatical category through which the speakers of a language 
communicate their attitude or beliefs concerning the likelihood, 
desirability, or necessity for some situation to occur. Within the same 

formal system, Coptic has not only an Imperative, but also a formally 
distinct Jussive, Conditional, and Inferential mood. 
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8.1 Relative tenses 

Coptic relative tenses express three types of temporal ordering relations, 
viz. simultaneity, precedence, and subsequence. Relative tenses that 

indicate simultaneity locate some event at the same time as some other 
event or state. Relative tenses that indicate precedence or anteriority locate 
an event prior to another event, and relative tenses that express 
subsequence locate some event after some other event. 

8.1.1 The inventory of Coptic relative tenses 
Coptic relative tenses are anaphoric tense categories, since they receive 
a temporal interpretation from a contextually given reference point, which 
is the time of the event with respect to which a particular temporal order is 

established. The inventory of Coptic relative tenses is presented in table 
8.1 below. The anaphoric behaviour of relative tenses has a structural 

correlate in their restriction to adverbial clauses (ADV-CL), which may 
precede or follow the main clause (M-CL) they modify. 

The principle determining the relative order of main and adverbial 
clauses is iconicity, meaning that the linear order of clauses reflects the 
chronological order of events. Thus, adverbial clauses formed with the 
Temporal conjugation will normally appear preceding the main clause 

they modify, since they describe events occurring prior to the main event. 

Vice versa, adverbial clauses containing a Terminative follow the main 
clause that they modify, since they describe events that succeed the main 
event in time. 

In providing information about the temporal order of events, relative 

tenses are often associated with a particular aspectual interpretation and 
refer to the preparatory phase of an event or its termination. For this 
reason, these tenses are semantically incompatible with Stative verb 
forms, which designate non-dynamic situations without internal temporal 
structure. 

RELATIVE TENSES AND MOODS 

RELATIVE 

TENSE 

TEMPORAL 

RELATION 

ADV-CL > M-CL M-CL > ADV-CL 

TEMPORAL 

NTepe-q-co)TM 

after/when he had heard 

PRECEDENCE yes marked option 

TERMINATIVE 

gJANT(e)-q-C(DTM 

until he hears/heard 

SUBSEQUENCE marked option yes 

CONJUNCTIVE 

N-q-CO)TM 

and he hears/heard 

SUBSEQUENCE no yes 

RELATIVE PRESENT 

e-q-cci)TM 

while he hears/heard 

SIMULTANEITY yes yes 

CONDITIONAL 

e-q-qjAN-ca)TM 

if/when he hears/heard 

PRECEDENCE yes marked option 

INFERENTIAL 

TApe-q-cu>TM 

and/so he shall hear 

SUBSEQUENCE no yes 

TABLE 8.1 The relative tense system 

8.1.2 The Temporal 

Adverbial clauses corresponding to ‘AFTER’-clauses in English are formed 

with the Temporal conjugation NTepe-q-cu>TM ‘after/when he had heard’. 
The Temporal operates in tandem with a following Perfect to indicate past 
anteriority and locates some event prior to the main clause event. 

8.1.2.1 Forms 

The entirely regular inflectional paradigm of the Temporal conjugation is 

shown in table 8.2 below. The base morpheme NTepe /an.te.re/ may be 
phonologically reduced to NTep /sn.te.r/. 
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TEMPORAL 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

1st NTep(e)-i-curm NTep(e)-N-CU>TM 

2nd masc. NTep(e)-K-CU)TM NTep(e)-TN-CUJTM 

2nd fern. NTep(e)-CU>TM 

3[d masc. NTep(e)-q-cujTM NTep-Oy-CUJTM 

3rd fern. NTep(e)-c-currM 

Before noun NTep(e) npiuMe cojtm 

TABLE 8.2 The Temporal conjugation 

8.1.2.2 ‘AFTER’-clauses and the temporal organisation of the narrative 

The Temporal conjugation designates anterior events, which have been 
accomplished some time before the main event starts. In introducing a 

series of temporally ordered events that push forward the storyline, 
adverbial clauses formed with the Temporal belong to the foregrounded 
portions of the narrative. 

a) Change of temporal location 

The Temporal is used to signal a change in time or progression in the 

development of the storyline. The discontinuity of temporal location and 
succession of events is often highlighted by the Greek discourse marker 

Ae, e.g. NTepe poyge Ae on tyume Ay+ oya> eyp *when night 

(poy^e) had fallen (NTepe ... qnune), they finished (A-y-+ oycn) working 

(e-y-p 2.ujb)’ (V. Pach.6:5), NTepeqcurrM Ae nc5i rmo<5 Nppo 

kujctantinoc Aqcujoyg. e^oyN NNeqHAToi Thpoy ‘after the great 
(n-Noo) king (N-ppo) Constantine had heard (it) (NTepe-q-currM), he 

gathered (A-q-coJoye) all (Thp-oy) his soldiers (N-Neq-MAToi)’ (Eud. 
44:25-26), NTepoyBWK Ae ejjpAi exN Tenpoc<|>opA Mneqei enecHT 

Ntfi n^eToc kata, n^eeoc ‘wheti they (the brothers) proceeded 

(NTep-oy-BujK) to (cxn) the Eucharist (Te-npoccJ>opA), the eagle 

(n-AeToc) did not come (Mne-q-ei) down (enecHT) as (kata) usual 

(n-^eeoc)’ (AP Chaine, no. 192,49:31-32). 
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b) Discourse cohesion 

Temporal subclauses provide a bridge between two narrative units: they 
commonly recapitulate the most important information of the preceding 
stretch of discourse, e.g. nai Ae NTepeqxooy AqKOTq cboa xe 

qNABWK *when he (Andrew) had said (NTepe-q-xoo-y) these (words) 
(nai), he turned away (A-q-KOT-q esox) to (xe) leave (q-NA-Bum)’ (Ac. 

A&P 196:41), NTepeqcujTM [cnai] AqpAtjje chatc (...) cwhen he (the 

landlord) had heard (NTep-q-cojTn) this, he rejoiced (A-q-pA<ye) 
exceedingly (eMATe) (...) (Mena, Mir. 28b:4-9). 

c) Extending the paragraph marker Actpume ‘it happened (that)’ 

When extending the existential sentence A-c-tpuine fit happened (that)’, 
the Temporal clause has a scene-setting function and marks the beginning 

of a new discourse paragraph, e.g. Acrpume Ae NTepeisujK errNoyN 

ainAy eMMANqjume NNeqiyxooye Thpoy *it happened (A-c-tpume) 

when I had come (NTepe-i-BOJK) to the abyss (e-n-noyN), (that) I saw 

(a-i-nay) the residence (e-M-MAN-q;ume) of all (Thp-oy) the souls 

(N-Ne-Qiyxooye)’ (Ac. A&P 198:72-73), Aytu Acqjume nneioyoei<p 
NoytUT (...) NTepoyxi HneNeituT nA^uiM eriKAieuiN (for emeAKUN) 

(...) AqNAy en^pqjeipe (for err^ptyipe) nbaa^ht ‘and (Ayu>) it happened 

(A-c-qmme) in that same (n-oyu>t) period (M-nei-oyoeup) when they had 

brought (NTep-oy-xi) our father (M-neN-enuT) Pachom to another world 

(e-n-KAi-eiuN) (...), (that) he saw (A-q-Nxy) the innocent (n-baa£ht) 

child (e-n-^p-qjeipe)’ (V. Pach. 86:6-9). 

8.1.3 Terininative aspect 

Coptic has a special verbal aspect to indicate that some event lasted until 
some other event took place. Due to its delimiting meaning and function, 
the q;ANT-q-ca)TM ‘until he hears’ pattern will be referred to 
Terminative aspect in this grammar. 

as 

8.1.3.1 Forms 

The inflectional paradigm of the Terminative is presented in table 8.3. In 

the first person singular, there are two allomorphs, (jjanI"- /santi-/ and 



<pANTA- /Santa-/, the latter representing the less common variant, e.g. 

•fNAeiMe .xe knaT ooh nai (jjantajci MneKAOM na.tta.ko ‘I will know 

(t-NA-eiMe) that (xe) you will give (n-NA-t) me (na-i) strength (<5om) 

until I receive ((jjanta-xi) the imperishable (n-at-tako) crown 
(H-ne-KAOM)’ (KHMLII 30:5-6). 

TERMINATIVE 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

1st qjAN-f-CCDTM, <j;ANTA-Ca)TM <JJANT(e)-N-CU)TM 

2nd masc. <J>ANT(e)-K-C(l>TM <iIANT€-TN-CO)TM 

2nd Tein. qjANTe-COJTM 

3rd masc. qjANT(e)-q-C0)TM q>ANT-OY-C(DTM 

3,d fern. qjANT(e)-C-C(UTM 

before noun qjANTe npa>Me cojtm 

TABLE 8.3 Terminative aspect 

8.1.3.2 The delimitative meaning of ‘UNTIL*-clauses 

The Terminative is used in temporal clauses corresponding to English 
‘UNTIL’-clauses. It designates the initial stage of some event beyond which 
the event described by the preceding main clause no longer continues. 

a) Del imitative 

The Terminative describes a delimiting event that provides an endpoint for 
the main clause event, although this event had the potential to go on 

beyond that point. As an aspect, it has no inherent tense value: the event it 
describes is temporally interpreted as taking place after the main event has 

been accomplished, e.g. anok Ae ai<5u> £m ttma eTMMAy enpAHA 

<pANTe rre^ooY rrpoKorrrei ‘I (anok) stayed (a-i-ocd) at (^m) that 

(eT-MMAy) place (o-ha) praying (e-i-qjAHA.) until the day (rie-gpoy) 

advanced (<j>ANTe ... npoKonTei)’ (Onnophr. 206:10-12), tonoy <5[e] 
[ne]iq;A2ce [’t’jnakt[ocj] ey[c]A£OY qjANjjAeipe] noykba mn khmg ‘so 

(0e) now (tcnoy) I will turn (t-NA-KTo-q) this word (nrei-qjA-xe) into a 

RELATIVE TENSES AND MOODS 

(mn)6EeXtT^vTr^ !u°' ^ANTA"e,Pe) vengeance (n-oy-kba) with 
(MN) Egypt (KMMe)’ (Camb. 2:18-20), tqtoon N„He ^ant^k eao 

N2om NIM eNTAieujN mmooY cTooTe ‘I am (t-<i>OOTT) With you (NMMe) 

md^dU(euTPlete (TNTerQ,K CBOX) GVerything nim) that I 
ordered (ont-a-.^n) you (erooT-e) (to do)’ (Eud. 52:13-14), ntwaha 

gx(dc <panto nxoeic XAPi*e nac miitaacSo ‘and you should pray 
(N-r-q,AHA) for her (exo,-c) umtt the Lord (n-xoe.c) grants^T" 

XAP.ze) her (na-c) healing (m-tt-taa<5o)’ (Hil. 9:4-5), AqTPe coov 

eu,u,Ke,MMoq <i,xNT6 n6ttcNoti nKi2 ‘hi 
(the king) let (x-q-rpe) six (cooy) torturers (N-Kec-ruiHxp.oc) beat 
feumiKe) him (Apa Nahrow) (nno-q) until his blood (neq-cNoq) 

dropped (qixNTe ... 2e) down on (exu) earth (n-Kx^’ (KHML 15:25) 

b) Purposive 

The Terminative may assume a purposive interpretation when the 

HerIovnfeeVent deSignateS tHe a"ained g°aI °f S0",e Prior’ action, e.g. 
f,e NHMxq qixNTOYNTq eZoVN eeeNeere ‘they 

(the brothers) (ntooy) walked (A-y-Hoo^e) with him (Pachom) 

monastp1^ T ^ ^ brought him (<P*NT-OY-NT-q) inside (eeoyN) the 

nastery (eeeNeere < e-T-eeNeeTe)’ (V. Pach. 87:20-2 H V-aae 

enxoi AYBum q>ANTc>Ynu>e ePoq ‘they went (a-Y-aac) onto the^hin 

X X ' u 'Pr) (Constantine) brought them (xq-NT-oY) ,ro 
that they could drmk (water) (<pxNT-oY-ca,) with (mn) their cattll 
(NeY-TENooYe)’ (Eud. 48:16). Imn; uneir cattle 

8.1.4 The Conjunctive 

The Conjunctive N-q-cun-M ‘and he hears’ occupies a special position in 
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spectrum of structural relations between clauses, crossing the traditional 
distinction between coordination and subordination. 

8.1.4.1 Forms 

The inflectional paradigm of the Conjunctive conjugation exhibits a 
considerable degree of allomorphy in various person, gender, and number 
distinctions. This paradigmatic irregularity results from the interaction of 
two parameters of allomorphic variation, one of which concerns the 

distribution of the alternants Nxe- /ante-/ and n- /no/, and the other the 

variable position of the schwa /o/, as indicated by the different placement 

of the superlinear stroke (for its prosodic interpretation,, see section 1.3.1.3 
of Unit 1). Moreover, there are two allomorphs for the first person 

singular, nxa- /outa/ and tx- /ta-/, the latter involving the deletion of the 
morpheme-inital syllabic nasal n- /on/. 

2nd masc. 

3,d masc. 

3'd fern. 

Before noun 

CONJUNCTIVE 

SINGULAR 

(n)ta.-cu>XM 

N-r-C(DTM 

NT6-C(«TM 

N-q-curm 

N-C-CUJTM 

NT6 npCUHe CU)TH 

PLURAL 

NT(e)-N-COJTH 

NTe-TN-CCUTM 

N-Ce-C(1»TM 

TABLE B.4 The Conjunctive conjugation 

Examples: (1st sing.) Nxx-ningT gbox ‘and I pour out (cboa)’ (Mena, Mir. 

10a: 11-12), tx-uhSt mmoi ‘and I strangle myself (mmo-i)’ (Ac. A&P 202:103), 

(2nd sing, masc.) N-f-qi ‘and you carry’ (AP Chalne no. 6, 2:28), N-r-qjtune ‘and 

you will be’ (Camb. 8:2), (2nd sing, fern.) Nxe-Bu>K ‘and you (woman) go’ (Eud. 

52:5), (3rd sing, masc.) N-q-qjojx ‘and he will spoil’ (Test. Is. ’231:16), N-q-p 

£OTe ‘and he will fear’ (Camb. 8:12), N-q-xcxBo-oy ‘and he will teach them’ 

(Test- Is. 231:12), (3rd sing, fern.) N-c-PiMe ‘and she wept’ (Hil. 9:14) (1“ pi.) 

N-TN-oyuJM ‘and we eat’ (Onnophr. 215:29), NxeNoyjcxi xnpn yoycorr ‘and 

RELATIVE TENSES AND MOODS 

may we all (xup-N) be saved (Nxe-N-oyxxi) together fei-oy-corr)’ (Zen. 199-4) 

(2n pl.) Nre-TN-e. ‘and you shall come’ (Camb. 10:5), (3rd pi.) N-ce-norr ‘an< 

they run’ (AP Chaine no. 50, 11:11), (before noun) fixe qTooy Nxoei moon< 

and four (qTooy) ships (n-jcogi) should land (Fixe ... moong)’ (Eud. 62:11). 

8.1.4.2 Clause chaining 

In a clause chain consisting of two or more consecutive verbs 
Conjunctive morphology may appear on medial or final verbs, but not or 
the initial^ verb that introduces the chain, e.g. mnncoic on quxxxe 

oyqje N<xpoc NqMoy nxHpq NqxwoyN MneqMeeqjoMNx n?oo\ 
NqqrojA nahntc Nqqei (for nqqi) NXMNxpuiMe THpc ntootcj 

mtocajcg ‘after that (nnncoi-c) he (Jesus Christ) will ascend (q-nx-xxe' 

on (exn) a cross (lit. a wood (oy-qie) of cross (n-cpoc) and will die 

(N-q-Moy) for (zx) the whole (world) (n-rnp-q) and rise (n-q-xmoyN) on 

the third (lit. his third) (M-neq-Me^tporiNx) day (N-^ooy) and destroy 

(N-q-^cux) Hell (N-xMNre) and take (n-q-qe.) ail (xhP-c) humanity 
(N-r-MNT-ptDHe) away from the hands (Nxoox-q) of the enemy 

(M-n-x^xe)’ (Test. Is. 231:14-16). See figure 8.1 for further illustration: 

CHAIN-INITIAL VERB 

[ABSOLUTE TENSE] 
CHAIN-MEDIAL VERB(S) 
[+ CONJUNCTIVE] 

CHAIN-FINAL VERB 

[+ CONJUNCTIVE] 

q-Nx-xxe 

he will ascend 
N-q-Moy... N-q-<y<i>A 

and die... and destroy 
N-q-qei 

and take away 

FIGURE 8.1 Clause-chaining with Conjunctive verb forms 

As a clause-chaining device, the Conjunctive covers some kind of middle 

ground between coordination and subordination. Coordination involves 
the combination of two or more clauses, neither of which is syntactically 
dependent on the other. Subordination, on the other hand, occurs when 
two clauses are combined such that one clause is embedded in or 

. syntactically dependent on the other, 
life... 



a) Topic continuity 

The Conjunctive typically connects subject-identical clauses, which 
indicate topic continuity, i.e. the involvement of the same discourse 

participant in a series of actions or activities, e.g. epe nexc cmoy epo 

NqT <5om nc ‘may Christ (ne-xc) bless (epe ... cmoy) y°u (epo) 

(woman) and give (N-q-f) you (nc) power (<5om)’ (Eud. 56:12-13), 
ceNAMepe tteioc ntanaxo>phcic gtoyaab NceA.noxA.cce 

MnKocMoc (...) 'they (the hermits) will love (ce-NA-Mepe) the life 

(n-Bioc) of holy (gt-oyaae) seclusion (n-t-anaxo>phcic) and renounce 

(N-ce-AnorAcce) the world (m-tt-kocmoc) (...)’ (Test. Is. 233:13-14). 
The Conjunctive resumes the number and gender specification of the 
expressed second person subject of a preceding imperative, e.g. qei (for 
qi) nnckbaa ej>pAi NrNAy cnkoaacic ‘lift (qei egpAi) your eyes 

(n-nck-baa) and look (n-x-nay) at the punishments (c-n-koaacic)’ (Test. 
Is. 235:5-6) (see below, section 8.2.1.2). 

Occasionally, a topical noun phrase recurs for a second time in the 

Conjunctive clause, e.g. xe epe ^eNipyxH naT zhY NTe geNcjjyxH 

bcijk epATq MnNoyTe ^n tbbo nim ‘so that (xe) the souls (eeN-cpyxH) 

will benefit (lit. gain (f) profit (gHy)) and (ayoi) the souls ('peN-tpyxh') will 

come (Nre ... bow) to (epAx-q) God (M-n-NoyTe) in ($>n) every (nim) 

purity (tbbo)’ (Sh. Ill 40:28-29). 

b) Switch reference 

Despite its ample attestation in series of subject-identical clauses, the 

Conjunctive can also be used to connect, different-subject clauses, which 
involve switch reference, i.e. the shift from one discourse participant to 

another. In sequences of different-subject clauses, switch reference often 
involves a change in grammatical functions. The switch-referenced subject 
has been introduced as a non-subject constituent in the previous clause, 
e.g. 6nxi MMoq enxonoc natta mhna ApHy Nqxxpize NAq MnxAAdo 

‘we bring (e-N-xi) him (the possessed boy) (MMo-q) to the shrine 

(e-n-Tonoc) of Apa Mena (n-atta mhna) and perhaps (Apny) he will grant 
(N-q-xxpixe) him (NA-q) healing (m-tt-taa<5o)’ (Mena, Mir. 24b:4-8), 
MNNCA TXXOJK NNAI THpOy qNACOJTn MMNTCNOOyC NptDMe Nqoy(i>N£ 

NAy €BOa NNeqMycTHpioN NqxcABooy enxynoc Mneqco»MA mn 

neqcNoq naahginon jmtn oyoein mn oyHpn ntc noew qjoine 

ncojma NNoyTe Nxe tthptt qjinrre NCNoq nnoytg ‘after (mnnca) the 
completion (n-xow) of all (xHp-oy) these (years) (nai) he (Jesus) will 

choose (q-NA-c(Dxn) twelve (m-mnt-cnooyc) people (N-pojMe) and 

reveal (N-q-oyuJNj* gboa) his divine secrets (N-Neq-MycxHpioN) to them 

(na-y) and teach them (N-q-TCABO-oy) the nature (e-n-xynoc) of his 

real (n-aahginon) body (M-neq-ccDMA) and (mn) blood (neq-cNoq) 

through (jmtn) bread (oy-oem) and (mn) wine (oy-Hpn) and the bread 

(n-oem) will become (ntg ... qiome ) a divine (N-Noyxe) body (n-coima) 

and the wine (n-Hpn) will become (ntg ... qjome ) divine (N-Noyxe) 

blood (N-cNoq)’ (Test. Is. 231:10-14). 

Switch reference is particularly common with non-emphatic personal 

pronouns, e.g. TeNoy <5e xojoyN MApoN ntaxitg gxm neqxA^oc 

‘now (xeNoy) then (<5e), rise (tojoyn), let’s go (mapo-n) and let me take 

you (woman) (nta-xit-g) to (gxm) his (Jesus Christ’s) tomb 

(neq-TA^oc)’ (Eud. 68:10-11), aat nno<5 £n xeKMNxNoyTe Nrf oe 

nai TAAnoAonze MneiANOMoc NgHxeMinN ‘make me (aa-x) strong 

(n-no<5) through ($>n) your divinity (xeK-MNT-Noyxe) and give (N-r-T) 

me (na-i) the means (ee < x-^e) to defend (myself) (xA-Anoxonze) 

against this criminal (m-ttgi-anomoc) governor (n-2hx6mo>n)!’ (KHML 
II 35:2-4). 

When the switch-referenced subject is a common noun or proper name, 
it frequently undergoes subject-verb inversion: the inverted subject noun 
occurs in postverbal position and is morphologically marked by the focus 

particle n<5i, while the preverbal subject position is occupied by a co- 
referentiai pronoun, e.g. eyeTAMON oymntmg eneNTAyNAy epoq 

xgkac eyeqjume gycmamaat £N NeygBHye Thpoy Ayo> Nceei e^pAi 

exoioy Ndi NecMoy THpoy excH£ ‘they shall inform us 

(e-y-e-xAMo-N) truthfully (lit. in (^n) a truthful manner (oy-MNT-Me)) 

about what they have seen (e-ne-NT-A-y-NAy) so that (xgkaac) they 

become (e-y-e-qjaine) blessed (g-y-cmamaax) through (^n) all (xHp-oy) 

their works (Ney-gBHye) and all (THp-oy) the blessinss (ng-cmoy) 

written down (ex-cHg) (in the Scriptures) will come (N-ce-ei) upon them 



(ejcw-oY)9 (Sft. Ill 158:28-31). A more detailed analysis of subject- 

inverted clauses will be offered in Unit 10. 

c) Subordinate clauses § 

In chains of same-subject and different-subject clauses, the Conjunctive 

serves primarily to coordinate and connects clauses of equal status, but it 
is equally suitable for various types of subordinate clauses. 

. Subject clauses appear postverbally after the existential verb <yu>ne ‘to 

happen’, while the preverbal subject position is occupied by the 
expletive third person singular feminine pronoun -c ‘it’, e.g. 
ecqjxNqjtune Ae ncgging mq n^gntbt m ^eNKGOiNoyom (...) | 

‘when it happened (e-c-qjxN-qjcune) (that) they brought (n-cg-ging) 

him (Pachom) (nx-q) fish (n-£gn-tbt) or (h) other food 

(£gn-kg-<3in-oy<i>m) (...)’ (V. Pach. 5:1-3), xyo> eciyxNtyume xnok 

TXep pOJHG TXHOy TXTOJOYN GBOX £M NGTMOOyT MTTMGJHyOMNT 

N£OOy 1'NXTpG OyON NIM Gp TTMGGyG MrTGTNpXN ncggtiikaagi 

mmojtn Nxy Neiorr ‘and (xya>) when it happens (e-c-<pxN-<po)ne) 

(that) I (xnok) become (tx-gp) hiunan (po>Me) and die (tx-moy) and 

rise (tx-t<doyn) from (^m) the dead (n-ct-hooyt) on the third 

(M-n-Mee-tyoMNT) day (N-£ooy), 1 will cause (t-Nx-Tpe) everybody 

(oyoN nih) to remember (lit. make (ep-) remembrance (n-Meeye) of)) 

your name (M-neTN-pxN) and call upon (N-ce-eniKxxei) you 

(mhqj-tn) for them (nx-y) as a father (n-gicut)’ (Test. Is. 237:1-4), | 

NNecqjiunG mmoi TXoyoKjiT nngknoytg nbotg ‘it will not happen 

(nng-c-(jki)ttg) to me (mmo-i) (that) I worship (TX-oycucyT) your | 

abominable (n-botg) gods (n-ngk-noytg)’ (KHML15:21-22). 

• Conjunctive clauses are often used as propositional complements of | 

verbs of cognition, such as gimg ‘to know’, e.g. xgkxc gyggimg 

NcexrcuNiZG eTpeyajcune Neycix MnNoyrc (...) ‘so that (xgkxc) 

they shall know (g-y-g-gimg) (that) they (the holy fathers) fought fj 
(N-GG-xrojNize) to become (G-Tpe-y-qxunG) a sacrifice (N-eycix) for 

God (M-n-NoyTG)’ (V. Pach. 253a:25-28). j 

Conjunctive-inflected verb forms may also introduce adverbial purpose 

clauses that specify the intended outcome of the main clause event, e.g. 
gibhk Grrronoc Nxnx mhnx ntx<paha T am on my way (g-j-bhk) to 
the shrine (g-tt-tottoc) of Apa Mena to pray (nt-x-^xha)’ (Mena, 

Mir. 27b:23-25), Mni^e cnqcctDMx £u>xu>c (for £oaujc) txtujmc 

MMoq ‘I have actually (zojaojc) not found (m-tti-£g) her body 
(g-ttgc-ccdma) to bury (tx-tu>mc) it (MMO-q)’ (Hil. 8:1), n^xnoc 

nGTpoq nxpxuGnicKonoc nxpxKAAGi Mncxc NqAiHKGi mttxbioc 

kxtx nGqoyuJtp ‘holy (rr-gxnoc) Peter, archbishop 

(rr-xpxHcmcKonoc), ask (nxpxKXxci) Christ (m-ttg-xc) to guide 

(N-q-AiHKGi) my life (M-nx-Bioc) according to (kxtx) his will 

(nGq-oya)^)!’ (Hil. 3:29-30). 

Finite Conjunctive clauses alternate with non-finite infinitival clauses 
in control constructions, which express indirect directive or commissive 

speech-acts, e.g. "foye^. cx^ng GTpeyqjMqjc nnNoyre ntttg mn 

ncqxc ic mn ncnfix GToyxxB NCGTMoyu)£ <5e gtootoy erxye 

npxN nngiacdaon gbox 2.n TGyrxnpo ‘I (hereby) give (t-oyc^) 

order (cx^ng) (that) they should follow (G-TpG-y-qjnqjG) the God 
(M-n-NoyTc) of heaven (n-t-ttg) and (mn) his Christ (rreq-xc) Jesus 
and (mn) the Holy (gt-oyxxb) Spirit (fig-finx) and (that) they never 

again (n-cg-tm-oy<i>£ gtoot-oy) pronounce (g-txyg) the name 

(n-pxw) of the idols (n-ng-iaujaon) with (£n) their mouths 

(tgy-Txnpo)’ (Eud. 40:6-8), xnok rxp GioyciJiji ntxttcdt NTxncu^T 

gbox MnxcNoq gxm npxN mttaxogic ic nexc ‘since (rxp) I (xnok) 

want (e-i-oyuicji) to go (ntx-ttu>t) and shed (NTA-niiijrr) my blood 

(M-nx-cNoq) for (gxm) the name (rr-pxN) of my Lord (m-fix-xogic) 

Jesus (ic) Christ (ne-xc)’ (Mena, Mir. 10a:10-15). 

d) Clausal connectives 

A range of clause connectors may specifiy the syntactic relation between 

the Conjunctive clause and the preceding main clause. 



Conjunctive clauses inay be combined with various rhetorical 

conjunctions that indicate a particular discourse relation, such as 

contradiction (aaaa ‘but’) or topic switch (Ae), e.g. emse uxi 

fnxpAKXXei NTeTNMNTgUT GTMTpGTGTNgOMGAGl (for 

GTMTpGTGTNgOMJAei) NgllTOy XXXX NTGTNAI gpHTN 6N(J>AAG 

GToyAAB (...) ‘for (gtbg) this (reason) (nAi) I appeal (t-rrApAKAAei) to 

your sound judgement (n-tgtn-mnt-2.ht) not to concern (yourselves) 

(e-TM-Tpe-TeTH-goMeAei) with them (NgHT-oy), but (aaaa) to pay 

heed to (ntg-tn-ai gpn-TN) the holy (gt-oyaab) words (g-n~<jjaag) 

(...)’ (Sh. Ill 31:2-5), GyqjANTMp anau; MnpAN mttnoytg Nceeipe 

Ae HKexNAtp NCGriApABA mmocj (...) ‘if they do not swear 

(e-y-tjjAN-TM-p) an oath (ana<j>) in (gM) the name (h-pan) of God 

(M-n-NoyTe), yet_ swear (N-ce-eipe Ae) a different (kind of) oath 

(n-kg-ana<jj) and violate (n-cg-fiapaba) it (MMo-q) (...)’ (Sh. Ill 19:4- 

6). 

Particularly common is the combination of Conjunctive verb forms 

with coordinating conjunctions like ay<d ‘and’ and h ‘or’, e.g. aaaa 

cyeiyopiyp NNpmiye mn NeyMA n[ta]ag macg <eg>pAi (...) 

NCGKAAy MMA NpMH AyO) NGKKAHCIA NCGKOTOy NCGqi npOC<J)OpA 

NgHToy gM neigooy nAi ‘but (aaaa) they shall destroy 

(e-y-e-qjoptyp) the temples (N-N-pruiye) and (mn) their places 

(Ney-MA) of bull (macc) sacrifices (n-taag) (...) and they shall make 

them (n-cg-kaa-y) places (m-ma) of tears (n-pmh) and (xYw) they shall 

(re-)build (n-cg-kot-oy) the churches (n-gkkamcia) and celebrate 

(N-ce-qi) the Eueharist (npoofopA) in them (NgHT-oy) on (gM) this 

very (nAi) day (nGi-gooy)’ (Eud. 40:8-10), (juune [n]mmai Ayu) 

[NjrcujTM e[p]oi Mnooy [njiuiT Mnxxoeic ic nexc ‘be ((j?u>ne) 

with me (nhha-i) and (Ayiu) hear (N-r-cum-i) me (epo-i) today 

(Mnooy), oh Father (n-ituT) of my Lord (m-tta-aogjc) Jesus (ic) Christ 

(ne-xc)!’ (Eud. 46:11-12), p^an oyoAicpic TAgooy m ntg 

oyKiNAyNoc TtuoyN gaojoy (...) ‘if an affliction (oy-oAicpic) comes 

upon them (the hermits) (p^jan ... TAgo-oy) or (h) a danger 

(oy-iuNAyNoc) rises up (ntg ... tujoyn) against them (gauj-oy) (...)’ 

(Onnophr. 211:31-32). 

• Conjunctive direct object clauses are often introduced by the finite 

subordinating complementisers gtucTG and g<i>c ‘(such) that’ and their 

negative counterparts mhikuc and MHnoTe ‘that not’, e.g. nAi Ae 

AquJNAg gN oyNo<5 Noyoeiq? gN oycCpA^T ^(dctg ntc gAg NTe 

NGTgM tt+mg tM(jj<5m<3om gtujmnt Gpoq NgAg Neon ‘he (nAi) lived 

(A-q-tuNAg) in (gN) silence (oy-cdpAgT) for (gN) a long (oy-No<5) time 

(N-oyoeity) such that (gcucTG) many (gAg) who were in (N-er-gM) the 

village (n-+Me) could not (ntg ... tm-(jj-<5m-<5om) meet (c-tidunt) 

him (epo-q) on many (N-gAg) occasions (N-con)’ (AP Chaine no. 

210:54:25-27), AqruuNG goc Nqp ee NKeptuMe ‘he (the senior monk) 

changed (A-q-na>Ne) such that (gtuc) he became (N-q-p) like (©e < 

T-ge) another man (n-kg-pujmg)’ (Onnophr. 216:2-3), gnaoj <5e mttai 

MHnuic ntg oyA aooc ag (...) ‘we actually (<5e) say (g-n-au)) this 

(M-nAi) so that (Hunoic) someone (oyA) will not say (ntg ... xoo-c) 

that (ag) (...)’ (V. Pach. 291:6), oaathytn gN tgcbcp MHnoTe 

ntg ttaogic Noydc (...) ‘wrap yourselves up (<5aa-tmytn) in (gN) 

the teaching (tg-cbu)) so that (hhtotc) the Lord (n-Aoeic) does not 

become angry (ntg ... Noydc) (...)’ (V. Pach. 329a: 14-17 [Ps. 2:12]). 

e) Clause-initial Conjunctives 

The impossibility of a chain-initial Conjunctive can be directly related to 
the serializing character of this conjugation pattern. Yet, there are a few 
counterexamples to this positional restriction, where a Conjunctive occurs 

clause-initial position, e.g. anok gu> TAA[r]oNize (for taai-u>ni2lg) mn 

NeioyAAi NKGKoyi ‘I (anok) myself (go)) will fight (TA-AroNi;ze) with 

(mn) the Jews (ng-ioyAai) a little more (n-kg-koyi)’ (Ac. A&P 194:15- 
16). It looks as if this example involves verb ellipsis, where a matrix 

control verb like oyUHp ‘to want’ has been deleted from the surface 

structure of the clause, although its semantic content is recoverable from 
the strong intentional reading of the Conjunctive verb form TA-AroNi2ie ‘I 
will fight’. 



S. 1.4,3 Event composition 
The different degrees of structural integration between main clauses and 
Conjunctive clauses roughly correlate with different degrees of semantic 

integration between the main event and the consecutive events referred to 

by the chain-medial or chain-final Conjunctive verb forms. 

a) Complex events 

Conjunctive clause chains can describe a complex event consisting of two 

or more subevents, e.g. qjAcnxgxc gxh ttka£ NcpiMe qiANxec^epn 

riKA£ £N NecpMeiooye ‘she used to throw herself ((jja-c-tta^x-c) on 

(cxm) the ground (n-KAg) and weep (N-c-piMe) until she drenched 

(q>ANxe-c-£epn) the ground (rr-KAg) with (£n) her tears 

(Nec-pMeiooye)’ (Hil. 9:13-14), NxepeqAOKiMxze xe (read Ae) 

UMooy NqNxy xe NANoy neycMOT Aqt extuoy mttccxh m a 

mmonaxoc Aqqjonoy epoq £N oypAqje ‘when he (Pachom) had tested 

(NTepe-q-AoKiMxze) them (the novices) (mmo-oy) and seen (N-q-Nxy) 

that (xe) their character (ney-cMox) was good (nanoy), he put (x-q-t) 

the monkish (m-mohxxoc) habit (M-ne-cxiiMA) on them (extu-oy) (and) 

received them (A-q-qjon-oy epo-q) witli (^n) joy (oy-pAqje)’ (V. Pach. 
112b: 14-19), xyu> NxeyNoy qjAyitA sox Mnnxeoc Ayu> NxeyNoy 

qjApe rioyxAi (j;u)ne nay nccmxon NceT eooy MnNoyxe hn 

NeqjxHx Mneneicux exoyAAB atia maooaioc ‘and (xyu)) immediately 

(NxeyNoy) they vomitted (qjA-y-KA boa) the evil (n-n-nxeoc) and (xya)) 

they recovered (lit. recovery (n-oyxAi) happened (qiApe ... qxune) for 

them (na-y)) and were relieved (n-cc-hton) (from sickness) 

immediately (NxeyNoy) and praised (lit. give (N-ce-t) praise (eooy)) 

God (hi-n-Noyxe) as well as (mn) the prayers (nc^aha) of our holy 

(ex-oyxAB) father (M-neN-euux) Apa Matthew’ (KHMLII10:16-20). 

b) Polarity switch 

A series of Conjunctive clauses may present a situation from different 

points of view, for instance, by switching from positive to negative 

polarity, e.g. Mxpe mmaxoi bcdk Nceqei (for Nceqi) NNerrxAZ epe 

neqcNoq xng. epooy NceNoxoy e©axacca Mtiniuc NceNAy epooy 

Ncenicxeye eneqNoyxe ‘let the soldiers (m-maxoi) go (MApe ... bujk) 

and remove (w-ce-qei) the (pavement) stones (N-Ne-nxAX) on which his 

(Apa Nahrow’s) blood (neq-cwoq) has been smeared out (epe ... xh£) 

and throw them (N-ce-Nox-oy) into the sea (c-oaaacca) so that 

(mhttcuc) they do not see (N-ce-Nxy) them (epo-oy) and have faith 

(N-ce-nicxeye) in his god (e-neq-Noyxe)’ (KHML I 6:27-30). 

c) Discourse paragraph 

The Conjunctive may be consistently used throughout an entire discourse 
paragraph, describing a succession of events that are grouped together 

under a single contextual parameter, e.g. earn £n oy<5erm NrcoBxe nac 

Nqxooy NCXpAXHAAXHC MN qxOOy NXBA MMAXOI MN qxOOy NgApMA 

NNeCXpAXhXAXHC MN (JJOMNX NXpptU XnApeeNOC MN OyNOyB 

eNAqiiuq efiox £M timi Mnexxoeic (...) ni taac nac expecxo eBox 

enxonoc MneNxoeic ic nexc (...) Nxe qxooy Nxoei moonc jjaoh 

Nqxooy nt€ qxooy qui?rre £N ©axacca u;anxcxu>k cbox n£<i>b nim 

€nxa nxoeic xooy nac Mnj>oyN Ncxqjq N^ooy nccmoonc eeixiifi 

Ayu> NrchMANe [MjneNeuux [NejmcKorroc NqcyNAre [Njxnoxic 

XHpc Mnooy (...) mnnca nai Ae xnpoy Nrp nAi 2.N oycrroyAH 

Nqjopn cnai XHpoy Nrxooy NoyneNXHKONXApxoc mn neqxAioy 

MMAXOI eBOX £N X£lh MnppO NqjOprT NqCHMANe NMrTOAIC MN NfMe 

xeKAC nneyxApxcce (...) ‘go (bcdk) quickly (^n oytferm) and make 

ready (N-r-coBxe) for her (na-c) four (N-qxooy) generals 

(N-cxpAXHXAXhc) and (mn) forty thousand (qxooy n-xba) soldiers 

(m-maxoi) and (mn) four (qxooy) chariots (n-£apma) for the generals 

(N-Ne-cxpAXHAAXHc) and (mn) three (qjomnx) (chariots) for the virgin 

(x-nApeeNoc) queen (N-x-pptu) and (mn) a large amount of (e-NAq>iu-q) 

gold (oy-NoyB) from (£m) the house (n-m) of your lord (M-rreK-xoeic) 

(...) and give it (N-r-xAA-c) to her (na-c) to spend (e-xpe-c-xo cbox) on 

the place (e-n-xorroc) of our Lord (M-neN-xoeic) Jesus (Ic) Christ 

(rre-xc) (...) and four (qxooy) ships (N-xoei) shall lie in port (ntc ... 

moonc) before (£a©h) four (N-qxooy) and four (ships) (qxooy) shall lie 

(nx© ... qxune) on (£n) sea (©axacca) until she accomplishes 
(q?ANx-c-xu>K cbox) everything (n-^cub nim) that the Lord (n-xoeic) 
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to/d (cnt-a ... xo-oy) her (na-c) within (M-n-^oyN) seven (N-cA<pq) 

days (N-gooy), and they shall land (n-cg-moong) at Jerusalem (g-©iahm) 

and you shall notify (n-r-cHMANe) our father (M-neN-eunT) the bishop 

(N-emcKonoc) that he assembles (N-q-cyNAre) the entire (THp-c) city 

(n-t-fioaic) today (Hnooy) in addition to (mnnca) all (Thp-oy) 

these (orders) (nai) you shall do (N-r-p) this (nAi) swiftly (jn 

oy-cnoyAH), before (N-qjoprr) all (THp-oy) these (g-nai) you shall send 

(npxooy) out (gboa) first (N-<poprr) a commander~of-fifty 

(N-oy-neNTHKONTApxoc) and (mn) his fifty (neq-TAioy) soldiers 

(m-matoi) on (2.N) the king’s (M-n-ppo) road (t-2.ih) and he shall notify 

(N-q-cHHANe) the cities (n-m-itoaic) and (mn) villages (n-fMe) that 

(xgkac) they will not be troubled (nng~y-tapaccg)’ (Eud. 62:4-18). 

d) Aspectual verbs 

Verbs of inherently directed motion like ei ‘to come’ and bojk ‘to go* and 

assume position verbs like TUJoyN ‘to stand up’ may be used as auxiliary 
verbs, indicating the entrance into some event or state. When construed 

with such aspectual verbs of initiation, Conjunctive clauses have a single 
event interpretation, e.g. amoy Nr nay ctaoyci a icome_ (ahoy) and look 

(N-r-Nxy) at my state of being (e-TA-oyciA)!’ (V. Pach. 86:13-14), oyAe 
Mneiei eiNABOJK eyMA gng£ H oycooy£ taxooc £(i)c gyntai 

TezoyciA ‘and (oyAe) I never (gng^) intended (lit. I never went 

(Mne-i-ei)) to go (g-i-na-bu>k) to a place (e-y-MA) or (h) a congregation 
(oy-cooy^) ond speak (ta-aoo-c) as if (gtuc) I had (e-yNTA-i) authority 

(T-exoyciA)’ (V. Pach. 90:3-5), nginabujk taftapakaagi MMoq ‘(if the 

Lord were in this place), I would go (nc-i-na-bidk) and appeal 

(TA-nApAKAxei) to him (MMO-q)’ (Ac. A&P 200:100-101), GiNxrojoyN 

taok5t mmoi ‘I will stand up (e-i-NA-TtuoyN) and strangle (ta-ok5t) 

myself (mmo-i)’ (Ac. A&P 202:102-103). 

8,1.4.4 Tense construal 
The Coptic Conjunctive is an extremely flexible serialisation pattern, 
which links two or more finite verb forms and describes events of various 
complexities. Apart from signalling sequentiality and consecutivity, it 

makes no further contribution to temporal, aspectual or modal 
interpretation of the clausal chain in which it appears. The Conjunctive is 
assigned a particular tense or mood by being anaphorically related to 

preceding verbal tense. Not only absolute but also relative tenses can serve 
as antecedents for the semantically underspecified Conjunctive 
conjugation. In this case, both the relative tense and the Conjunctive 
describe a complex event that occurs before or after the main clause event. 

Examples: (absolute tense as an antecedent) neiKcoyA gtj>n t6tnmhtc 

eTMneiMntyA Nqqjxxe nmmai ‘this other person (nei-Ke-oyA) who is in (gt 

-£n) your midst (tgtn-mhtg) that 1 am not worthy (gt- t-me-i-m my a) (that) he 

talks (N-q-q?Ajce) to me (nmma-i)’ (KMHL II 30:18-19), Aytu AqKGxeye 

NceeNTq gxh fibhma ‘and (Ayu>) he (the governor) ordered (A-q-Kexeye) 

(that) they brought him (Apa Nahrow) (N-ce-eNT-q) to (gxm) the tribune 

(n-BHMA)’ (KHMLI 5:18-19), tNAqrrq NTANoyxq goaaacca 7 will take it (the 

corpse) (t-NA-qiT-q) and throw it (NTA-Noyx-q) into the sea (g-oaaacca)’ (Mena, 

Mir. 14a:5~7); (relative tense as an antecedent) NTepeqscuK ag Nqp monaxoc 

Aqqnune £N oyamgaia Aytu Aqxc neqx^e gboa kakuic ''when he had gone 

(away) (NTGpG-q-Bow) and become (N-q-p) a monk (monaxoc), he became 
(A-q-qm>nG) negligent (lit. in (e.N) a negligence (oy-amgaia)) and (Aytu) spent 

(A-q-xG gboa) his time (neq-A^e) badly (kakuk:)’ (AP Chatne no. 1, 1:3-4), 

MNNCUJC AytpAAAGI £ATGq£H <J?ANTO yXITq GnTOOy NCGTOMCq NCOyMNTU 

MnciGBOT noyujt ttau^cpnc ‘after this (hnncui-c) they sang psalms 

(a“Y“(|>aaagi) in front of him (Pachom) (^x-Teq-jm) until they took him 

(ipANT-oy-xiT-q) to the mountain (6-n-Tooy) and buried him (N-cc-TOMc-q) 

on the fifteenth day (n-coy-mnth) of that same (n-oyujt) month (m-figi-geot) 

Pashdns (nAqxuNc)’ (V. Pach. 95:25-27). 

8.1.4.5 Apodosis clauses 
The Conjunctive may appear in the apodosis clause (the ‘THEN’-clause) of 
a conditional construction, which relate two hypothetical events in terms 
of cause and effect, e.g. Aytu gncpangi gboa errrooY CTgiEox 

NTNcyNAre mn ngcnhy gM ficabb at.n mn TKypiAKii ‘(xytu) whenever 

we came (g-n-cpan-gi) out (gboa) to the outer (gt~2,iboa) mountain 

(c-tt-tooy), we celebrated the Eucharist (n-tn-cynapg) with (mn) the 



brothers (ng-cnhy) on (£m) Saturday (i-i-cxbbxt.n) and (mn) Sunday 

(t-kypukh)’ (BMisc. 441:32-442:1). 

8.1.5 Absolute-relative tenses 
The verbal tenses considered so far are anaphoric tense categories, which 
receive a temporal interpretation from a contextually specified reference 
point. In this respect, they are semantically contrastive with the absolute 
tenses, which are deictic tense categories where time reference is 
determined with respect to the present moment. Absolute-relative tenses 
combine these two kinds of temporal reference. As combined deictic- 
anaphoric tense categories, absolute-relative have a reference point that is 
located at, before, or after the present moment and in addition locate a 

situation at, before, or after that reference point. 

8.1.5J Forms 
Coptic has three absolute-relative tenses, which are morphologically 

derived from “basic” First Tenses by adding the relative marker e- in front 

of the verbal cluster, cf. table 8.5: 

RELATIVE 

PRESENT 

RELATIVE 

FUTURE 

RELATIVE 

PERFECT 

Is* sing. e-l-COJTM e-l-NX-CUJTH e~X-i-C(UTM 

2nd sing. masc. e-K-COJTM e-K-NX-CtUTM e-X-K-CtUTM 

2nd sing. fern. epe-ctuTM epe-Nx-cuJTM e-x-pe-ciuTM 

3,d sing. masc. e-q-cu>TM e-q-NX-currM e~x-q-cu>TM 

3,d sing. fern. e-c-ca>TM e-C-NX-CU)TM e-X-C-CUJTM 

Is1 plural e-N-CUJTM e-N-NX-CUITH e-X-N-CUJTM 

2nd plural e-TCTN-CCUTM e-T6TN-NX-CU)TM e-X-TeTN-CU)TH 

3rd plural e-y-ctUTM e-y-Nx-currM e-x-y-ccuTM 

Before noun epe npujMe 

CUTTM 

epe npuiMe 
NX-CUJTM 

e-x npuiMe 

CUITM 

TABLE 8.5 Absolute-relative tenses 
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8.1.5.2 Syntactic differences with Second Tenses 
Absolute-relative tenses share with Second Tenses the relative marking of 
the main tense/aspect inflection. But while the verbal paradigms of the 
Relative Present and the Relative Future are formally identical to those of 

the Second Present and Second Future, the Relative Perfect e-x-q-cu>TM 

‘when/while he heard’ and the Second Perfect NT-x-q-ciuTM ‘he heard’ 

are morphologically distinguished with respect to the relative markers e- 
and nt-, respectively. 

a) Syntactic dependency 

Second Tenses represent a special type of inflectional morphology, which 
flags main clauses with a marked information structure, such as question- 

answer pairs (see below, section 7.2.2 of Unit 7), e.g. exqiuiNe coy - nxc 

eiqjiuNe enxgHTTxp ‘from what (e-oy) do you suffer (e-K-quuNe)? - Lord 

(n-ic), I am suffering (e-i-q>u>Ne) from my liver (e-rrx-gHnxp)’ 

(Onnophr. 208:28-30). Absolute-relative tenses, on the other hand, are 
syntactically dependent tenses that introduce various types of complement 

and adjunct clauses, e.g. ace xN^e epoc ptu ecoN£ ‘because (.ace) we 

found (x-N-j?e) her (Hilaria) (epo-c) at last (ptu) being alive (e-c-ONg)’ 
(Hil. 12:6-7), xiTei (for en) eqogc xqge enecHT eaceN (for 

eacM) rrqgo (for neq^o) £N TeyNHTe ‘and (xytu) when (xiTei) he 

(Pachom) was harvesting (e-q-ogc)], he fell (x-q-^e) down (enecHT) on 

(eaceN) his face (nq-^o) in (^n) their (the brothers’) midst (TeY-MHTe)’ 
(V.Pach. 87:16-17). 

b) Copula support 

Absolute-relative tenses differ syntactically from the corresponding 
Second Tenses with respect to their external distribution and the 
applicability of copula support. Coptic has a rule of copula support in 

present tense sentences with indefinite subjects, which thus take the form 
of existential sentences. Copula support applies in full force in the 

Relative Present, e.g. xyge epoq eyN oyNOd njjmom nqciuMx 
enox 2.M nq;u)Ne ‘they found (x-y-£e) him (Pachom) (epo-q) while 

(there) was (e-yN) a big (oy-Nod) fever (n-£Mom) in (gM) his body 



(nq-cwtix) because of(gboa ^m) the illness (n-(pu>Ne)’ (V. Pach. 87:19- 
20), ctbg oy gkkmk a^hy chn £Bcuj to> jmcuojk ‘why (gtbc oy) are 

you naked (lit. stripped off (g-k-khk) naked (Ajmy)) without (there) being 

(e-MN ... To>) clothes (£Bcu>) on you (juukd-k)?’ (Onnophr. 207:1-2). The 
corresponding Second Tense sentence is, however, exempt from copula 

support, e.g. £ujc epe oyctxxpioN to jutucuq ‘as if fecuc) a (varigated) 

tunic (oy-ctxxpioN) were placed (epe ... to) on him (jntiKU-q)* (AP 
Chaineno. 181,43:25). 

8.1.5.3 Syntactic distribution 
Absolute-relative tenses have a flexible syntax and appear before or after 
the main clause with respect to which their temporal interpretation is 
determined. They indicate various types of clausal dependencies 

(concomitance, sequentiality, secondary predication). 

a) Clauses of circumstance and concomitance 

The Relative Present is widely used ‘WHEN’- and ‘WHILE’ adjunct clauses 

that indicate the co-temporality of two situations, e.g. xytu eieecupei 

mmooy mn NeyKApnoc eic qTooy NipHpe (pHM nnoye ‘and 
(xyu?) while I was looking (e-i-oetupei) at them (the trees) (mmo-oy) and 

(mn) their fruits (Ney-KApnoc), look (eic), four (qTooy) young (ipHM) 

fellows (N-qmpe) came (x-y-ei) from a distance (M-n-oye)’ (Onnophr. 

219:28-30), eynoyipT Ae ntkaohki NNeygHuip oyTe nngykojtg 

enMooy ipantg npMNHei xooc ‘when they reflect upon (e-y-MoyqjT) 

the instruction (n-t-kaohki) they shall not stretch out (nng-y-wu^) and 
not (oyTe) turn (NNe-y-KtuTe) to the water (e-n-Mooy) until the house¬ 

keeper (n-pMN-Hei) says so (<p*ntg ... xoo-c)’ (praec. Pach. 123). 
Adverbial time clauses of concomitance often have non-temporal 

meanings, providing background information about the setting, the 
conditions or the circumstances under which the main event/situation took 

place, e.g. ntk nim ntgi^g epe neiNO(5 Neooy ku>tg epoK nAXoeic 

‘you (ntk) (are) who (nim) such (n-tgi-^g) that this great (nei-Nod) 
glory (N-eooy) surrounds (epe ... Kiirre) you (epo-K), my lord 

(ha-xogic)?’ (Eud. 50:28-52:1). 
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A range of temporal connectives can further specify the co-temporality 
between the main clause and the dependent clause situation. Particularly 

common are the subordinators (e)N ^ocon ‘as long as, during, when’ and 
eTi ‘while, still’, e.g. eN £ocon Ae GNqjAxe mn NCNepuy xqei 

e2.°YN n<3i n^HreMOJN NTextupA gtmmay 'while (eN ^ocon) we were 

talking (e-N-gjxxe) with (mn) each other (NGNcpny), the governor 
(n-gHreMajN) of that (gt-mmay) district (n-tg-xujpa) came (x-q-ei) in 

(e^oyN) (KHML I 143:12-14), eTei (for eTi) cn^mooc xqT neqoyoi 

epoi n<5i oynpecByTepoc n^aao eneqpAN ne ku£annhc 'while 

(eTei) we were silting (c-n-^mooc), an old (n-^aao) priest 

(oy-npecBYTepoc) came forth (lit. gave (x-q-t) his way (neq-oyoi)) to 

me (epo-i), whose name (e-neq-pxN) (was) John (ku^annhc)’ (Abbaton 
228:13-15). A more detailed discussion of WHEN’- and ‘WHILE’-clauses 
will be offered in section 12.2.2.1 of Unit 12. 

b) Predicative adjuncts 

Sentence constructions with predicative adjuncts express two types of 

predicative relationships, one between the subject and the main verb (the 
“primary” predicate) and another between the subject, direct and indirect 
object and an additional predicate expression, the predicative adjunct (or 
“secondary” predicate). Predicative adjuncts that describe the state of the 

subject referent are called subject depictives and predicative adjuncts that 
describe the state of the direct or indirect object are called object 

depictives. Predicative adjuncts are optional sentence constituents: they 
can be omitted without any unsystematic change of meaning, e.g. aaaa 

tep 2.0T6 gbojk e^oyN enmnoc gixa^m ‘but (aaaa) I am afraid 
(t-ep zotg) of entering (g-bcuk e^oyN) the shrine (e-n-Tonoc) (of the 

holy Apa Mena) being impure (g-i-xa£M)’ (Mena, Mir. 29b: 14-17), xyto 
ANON TNNANTq eqMHp G^oyN cnGTN£ApMA n©g Noyoyaop ‘and 

(AYu») we (anon) will bring him (Constantine) (TN-NA-NT-q) bound 

(c-q-MHp) to your chariot (G-neTN-gxpMx) like (nog < n-t-^g a dog) 

(N-oy-oy^op)’ (Eud. 44:11-12), knay cpoi eupcaNe ‘you find (lit. you 
see (knay)) me (epo-i) sick(e-i-(pu»Ne)’ (Mena, Mir. 27b:19-20). 



c) Resultativc complements 

The Relative Present is widely used to form the resultative complement 
clauses of aspectual verbs of continuation or completion, such as c5u> to 

remain’, MoyN ecox ‘to stay, continue’, xo ‘to stop’, oycu ‘to have 
already done’, which assert the accomplished or ongoing state of some 

event, e.g. xe NNeidtu cikhk xghy ‘so that (xe) I would not stay 
(NNe-i-tfa>) naked (lit. stripped off (c-i-khk) naked (xgiiy))’ (Onnophr. 

217:31), xqMoyN Ae cbox eqgjxHx gxpoc (...) ‘he (Apa Sarapion) 

remained (x-q-MoyN) praying (e-q-cyxHx) for her sake (gxpo-c) (...)’ (AP 

Chaine no. 240, 73:5), xixo eiq>u>Ne enxghnxp ‘I stopped (x-i-xo) being 

sick (e-i-q?u)Ne) at my liver (e-nx-gHnxp)’ (Onnophr. 209:10), xqoyu) 

eqnoy ‘he is already (x-q-oytu) dead (e-q-Moy)’ (Ac. A&P 196:24). 

d) Sequential-consecutive clauses 

Relative-absolute tenses may have a sequential-consecutive function and 

connect two or more clauses in a series. In elaborating on the description 
of some situation, such sequentially used absolute-relative tenses extend 

the narration in the same time-line as the preceding clause, e.g. npxn Ae 
NoeneeTe ctmmxxy ne epHTe eno NoygHT Noyun- mn Nenephy 
gioycorr epe Tphnh qjoon gN TNMhHTe eNtyoon gN oyecyxix (for 

oyiicyxix) mn NeNepHy eNf- eooy MnNoyTe ‘the name (n-pxN) of 

that (er-MMxxy) monastery (NoeNeeTe < N-T-geNeeTe) (was) Erete 

and we lived (e-N-o) together (gi-oy-con) with (mn) one another 

(NGN-epny) in harmony (N-oy-gHT N-oycux) and peace (TpiiNh < 

r-eipHNH) was (epe ... qjoon) in (gN) our midst (tn*mhht6) and we 

were (e-N-qjoon) at (gN) ease (oy-ecyxix) with (mn) one another 

(NCN-ephy) and praised (e-N-t eooy) God (M-n-Noyre)’ (Onnophr. 

210:23-26). 
Absolute-relative tenses may assume a purposive reading and describe 

the intended outcome of the main clause event, e.g. qNHy noi 
oyxrrexoc ntc riNoyTe eqcyNxre mmoi mttcxbbxt.n mn tkypixkh 

‘an angel (oy-xrrexoc) of (ntc) God (n-Noyxe) comes (q-NHy) and 

serves (the Eucharist) (e-q-cyNxre) to me (mmo-i) on Saturday 

(M-n-cxBBXT.N) and (mn) Sunday (t-kypixkh)’ (Onnophr. 214:22-23), 

mmw® 

mnncx rieooy Ae Hnexc xqei qjxpoq Ndi mixxhx nxpxxrrexoc 

NMnHoye exqTcxBoq ‘after (mnncx) the glorification (n-eooy) of 

Christ (M-ne-xc), Michael, the archangel (n-xpxxrrexoc) of heaven 
(N-M-nhoye), came (x-q-ei) to him (Constantine) (<pxpo-q) and 

instructed him (e-x-q-TcxBo-q)’ (Eud. 42:1-2). 

8.1.5.4 Tense distinctions 
Absolute-relative tenses combine the absolute time location of a reference 
point with the relative time location of a situation. They express three 
different ranges of temporal reference. 

a) Relative Present 

The Relative Present e-q-ca>TM ‘when/while he hears/heard’ depicts 

events or states that lasted during the time at which another event took 

place, e.g. xyxnxNTx engHreMu>N eqBHK cftbhmx ‘they met 

(x-y-xttxntx) the governor (e-rr-gHreMiuN) on his way (e-q-BHK) to the 

tribunal (c-tt-bhmx)’ (Ac. A&P 208:171-172), xyo> eic ce NpoMrre 

Tqjoon gN TiepHMix eiMooqje gN NTooy noc NNeoHpioN ‘and 

(xyu>), behold (eic), (for) sixty (ce) years (NpoMne) I have been living 

(t-qjoon) in (gN) this desert (Ti-epHMix), wandering around (e-i-MOoq>e) 

in (gN) the mountains (n-tooy) in the manner (noc < N-T-ge) of wild 

beasts (N-Ne-eiiptoN)’ (Onnophr. 210:18-20), nxi Ae eqxo) mmooy 

Nepe eetuAcupoc gMooc Mnoye NoyKoyi ep (for epe) nqgo 

MnecHT 'when he (Pachom) was saying (e-q-xtu) these (words) (nxi), 

Theodore was sitting (Nepe ... gMooc) at a little (N-oy-Koyi) distance 

(M-rr-oye), his face (rrq-go) (turned down) to the ground (ep ... 

M-n-ecHT)’ (V. Pach. 90:15-16). 

b) Relative Future 

The Relative Future e-q-Nx-currM ‘when/while he is/was going to hear’ 
describes an event that was about to happen when another event took 

place, e.g. xege eyxoi eqNxqjOhp eynoxic xe cxpxxHx ‘she (Hilaria) 

found (x-c-ge) a ship (e-y-xoi) ready to sail (e-q-Nx-qjdHp) to a city 

(e-y-noxic) called (xe) Saralea’ (Hil. 3:17-18), TxpxH rxp eyNXBiuK 
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GTANAXtwpiCIC (for GTANAXUJpHClc) tpAypAtpe 6MAT6 6TB6 ne^KO MN 

neiue ‘because (rxp) (in) the beginning (t-apxh) when they ai~e about to 

enter (g-y-na-bujk) the solitary life (g-t-anaxo>picic), they rejoice 

((jjA-y-pAgje) much (gmatg) about (gtbc) the hunger (ne-£Ko) and (mn) 

the thirst (tt-gibc)’ (Onnophr. 211:14-15), GKNAtftuqn' nccdi ginabujk 

enTAKo ‘will you watch (g-k-na-coj^jt) me (ncom) going down 

(g-i-na-bojk) to destruction (g-tt-tako)?’ (Ac. A&P 200:90-91). 

c) Relative Perfect 

The Relative Perfect e-A-q-cti>TM ‘when/while he has/had heard’ indicates 

an anterior event that had been accomplished some time before another 
event started, e.g. Ay£6 err<pnpe cjjhm eAqoyo) eqnoy ‘they found 
(A-y-£e) the little (<jjmm) boy (e-n-tpnpe) having already (e-A-q-oycn) 

died (e-q-Moy)’ (Ac. A&P 196:48), AicmqjT ainay eyArexei (for 

eyArexn) Nqioqj gacgi Mnoye ‘I looked up (A-i-cwqrr) (and) saw 

(a-i-nay) a herd (e-y-Arexei) of antilopes (N-cpotp) having approached 

(g-a-c-ci) from a distance (M-n-oye)’ (Onnophr. 206:13-14), xygG Gpoq 

GAqp bxag encqBAx cnay ‘they found (A.-y-£e) him (Diocletian) 

(epo-q) having become (c-A-q-p) blind (bxxg) in both (cNxy) his eyes 
(c-neq-BAx)’ (Eud. 36:22-23). 

Mood is a grammatical category used to describe the speaker’s attitudes or 
beliefs towards non-observable facts. A major division in the modal 

domain concerns the distinction between epistemic and deontic modality, 
where the former deals with matters of knowledge, truth, and belief in 
relation to what is said and the latter with obligation and desire. Epistemic 
and deontic modality are therefore related to the informative and the 
pragmatic functions of language, respectively. The inventory of Coptic 
basic moods is presented in table 8.6 below. 

RELATIVE TENSES AND MOODS 

DEONTIC MODALITY 

IMPERATIVE 

JUSSIVE 

MApG-q-corm 

may he hear 

EPISTEMIC MODALITY 

CONDITIONAL 

e-q-(yAN-C(DTM 

if/when he hears/heard 

INFERENTIAL 

TApG-q-CCUTH 

and/so that he shall hear 

TABLE 8.6 Basic moods 

In expressing a proposal for action, the imperative and the Jussive relate to 
deontic modality. The Conditional and the Inferential, on the other hand, 

are epistemic modal patterns that express hypothetical situations and 
emphatic assertions and deductions, respectively. 

N.B. Besides the involvement of the speaker in the event under consideration, 
deontic and epistemic modal pattern have little in common semantically. 
Thus, it is never possible to interpret a deontic modal pattern like the 

Jussive epistemically in terms of the speaker’s commitment to the truth of 
what is being said. Neither can an epistemic modal like the Conditional be 

used deontically to elicit some action from the person they are directed to. 

In this respect, Coptic moods differ systematically from the modalised 

future tenses, which have epistemic as well as deontic uses (see above 
section 7.3.3 of Unit 7). 

8.2.1 The imperative 

The imperative represents the quintessential form of deontic modality that 
encodes events imposed by the speaker. In Coptic, as in many other 

anguages, the imperative is an impoverished conjugation pattern. It is 
morphologically impoverished in the sense that most imperatives lack 
special formal marking and syntactically impoverished in the sense that 
imperatival mood can only have second person reference. 

8.2.1.1 Forms 

Imperatives can be formed morphologically either by unmarked infinitival 
verbs or by irregular imperatives with a distinct imperatival marker. 



come! 

b) Irregular imperatives 

Coptic has a number of so-called irregular imperatives, which are 

characterised morphologically by a special imperatival prefix a- or by a 

suppletive verb stem that is phonologically unrelated to the basie form of 

the verb. Some irregular imperatives are also inflected for gender and 

number. 

SING.MASC, SING. FEM. PLURAL 

*pipe, xpi- 

XJCI-, XJCI= 

XOYUJN 

^.pipe, xpi- 

Ajci-, xjci= 

XOYU)N 

J.pipe, xpi- 

X2CI-, XJC1= 

xoyu)N 

BASE VERB 

XXO=K AAO AAU.-.P. 

^MOY AHH XMHei=TN 61 

XNING, XNI- XNING, XNI- XNIN6, A.NI-, 6INC 

oyo)N 

GLOSS 

MO, MU) 
MMH0ITN 

TABLE 8.7 Irregular imperatives 

a) Infinitival imperatives 

Most verbs have infinitival imperatives, where an uninflected absolute or 
construct state stem is used as the main predicate of the imperatival clause 

e g oyxxi nxciotg eroyxxB 'farewell (oy*x.), my holy (er-oyxxB) 

fathers (Nx-eioTe)!’ (Hil.8:13-14), c^u>k cbox nnsiA^on turn 
yourself (cxeu>-K) away from (esox) the idols (N-N-eiAu>xoN)! (Eud. 

38:12-13), ntok juduik cjjoxng Meeye mgkmoykk en-ie xe oy 

neTKN^lq ‘you (ntok), on your part (juku-k), take council (^ue), 

think (Meeve), ponder (iieKMOYK-K), consider (well) (eiHe) what (oY) 

you will do (n-er-K-N^-q)!’ (Camb. 9:12-15), Za>B n,m xooy nu 

‘tell (ioo-y) me (Ni-i) everything (2<ue nim)!’(Eud. 54:17). 
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Examples: xMoy gttgcht qjxpoi npoiMe gtoyxxb ‘come (xMoy) down 

(enecHT) to me (qjxpo-i), holy (eT-oyxxB) man (n-poJMe)!’ (Onnophr. 210:12), 

xmh ntgnxy gnx(5lx mn nxcmp *come (woman) (xmh) and look (ntg-nxy) at 
my hands (g-nx-<5uc) and (mn) my side (nx-cmp)!’ (Eud. 52:3), xm[h]gitn 

gbox xoyujN nan ntttyxh nttjoxic ‘come (xmhgitn) outside (gbox) (and) 

open (xoyaiN) us (nx-n) the gate (n-t-ttyxh) of the city (n-t-ttoxic)!’ (Ac. 

A&P 206:166-167), xpi nMeeye nxxoeic ‘remember (lit. make (xpi) 

remembrance (tt-mggyg)), my Lord (nx-acoeic)!’ (Ac. A&P 200:83), xning nxi 

MneqTooy NNGyxrrexioN eniMX 1 bring (xning) me (nx-i) the four 

(M-ne-qTooy) gospels (N-N-eyxrrexioN) here (e-ni-Mx)!’ (Hil. 11:25), xni 

oyrNtuMH nxn ej>oyN w ncx£ Mnm MrriHx ‘give (xni) us (nx-n) advice 
(oy-rNtOMH), oh (oj) educated people (n-cx^) of the house (m-fi-hi) of Israel!’ 
(Eud. 52:23), xxic Nxy ‘tell it (x^n-c) to them (Nx-y)l’ (Hil. 11:25), TeNxoeic 

xoyoiN nxn ‘our mistress (tgn-xogic), open (xoyoiN) to us (nx-n)!’ (Eud. 

54:20), mu) NrcoyeN t<5ix ncj»xi Mnexeion mn Teqc^pxnc ‘take (it) (the 

letter) and you will recognise (N-r-coyeN) your father’s (M-neK-eiurr) 

handwriting (lit. the hand (t-<5ijc) of writing (n-c^xi)) and (mn) his seal 

(Teq-c<»pxric)!’ (Victor, Martyrd. 29:25-26), xyo) mx nxi MnBxrmcMX ‘and 
(xyo)) give (mx) me (nx-i) tile baptism (M-n-ExrmcMx)!’ (Pist. Soph. 111:6). 

c) Prefixation of mx- 

Lexical T-causatives have two imperatival forms that appear in free 

variation. On the one hand, there are “bare” infinitival imperatives, e.g. 

xaxx -rxxpo NTedMdoM ‘but (xxxx) be strong (Tx^cpo) and vigorous 

(NTe-dM-doM)!’ (Eud. 50:22). On the other hand, there are irregular 

imperatives formed with the suppletive imperatival verb mx- ‘give!’, e.g. 

mxtcxboi gfimx ntx TTxyxoc Noyxq eTTMooy ‘inform me (mx-tcxboi) 

about the place (e-n-Mx), where (nt-x) Paul threw himself (Noyx-q) into 

the water (e-n-Hooy)!’ (Ac. A&P 196:50-51), mxtxmio nxi noyxbu) 

‘make (mx-txmio) me (nx-i) a drag net (n-oy-xbu))!’ (AP Elanskaya 
23b:34-35). 



8.2.1.2 The imperative and second person reference 
In Coptic, as in many other languages, imperatival mood can only have 
second person reference. By using the imperative, the speaker proposes 

that the addressee take action, while the Jussive mood must be selected 
when he or she issues a command from another speech participant. Since 
the subject of imperatival clauses refers to the addressee, the use of second 
person pronouns becomes redundant and only a few irregular imperatives 
show second person inflection on the verbal stem. The number and gender 
specification of the unexpressed second person subject of imperatival 
clauses may, however, be co-referenced by various types of pronouns: 

* So-called ethical datives, which reinforce the necessity or urgency of 

the proposed action, e.g. ee<u<npei (read eetupei) nxk *see (eetupei) 
for yourself (n^-k)!1 (KHML II 21:26), TeNoy <5e bitcj (for qrrq) 

na.k 2.ixa>i ‘now (reNoy) take it (the cloak) (BiT-q) (away) from me 
(2,ixoj-i)!’ (V. Pach. 92:15), bojk nxk en^eNXTON ‘(if you want to 

become a monk) go (bojk) jor_ yourself (nx-k) to the Henaton 
(e-n-^eNXTON)!’ (Hil. 5:17) 

• . The second person subject pronoun of a following Conjunctive, e.g. 

qjume [nJmmxi xyo> [n]i-co>tm epoi Mrrooy 'be (q>u>ne) with me 

(nmmx-i) and listen (m-p-cotth) to me (epo-i) today (Mnooy)!’ (Eud. 

46:11) 

o Appositionally used independent pronouns, which are added to the 
imperatival verb for emphatic purposes, e.g. £mooc ntok £n xenpi 

'sit (£mooc), you (nxok), in (^n) your cell (xeK-pi)!’ (AP Chaine no. 

49, 10:30-11:1). 

8.2.2 The Jussive 
Coptic has a Jussive mood, which is formally distinct from the 
corresponding imperative. Both deontic modals are in complementary 

distribution with respect to grammatical person. While the imperative has 

only second person forms, the Jussive instantiates specific first and third 
person forms for orders, requests, entreaties, and the like, e.g. xytn xi 
Moeix 2}it 2,m neKoyoeiN xytn MxpieiMe w noyoein xe ntok ne 
nxpeqNoy^M ‘and (xytu) guide me (lit. take (xi) road (hocit) before me 
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(eHx)) in (^m) your light (neK-oyoeiN) and (xytu) let me knoi 

(Mxpi-eiMe), oh (oj) light (n-oyoeiN), that (xe) you (ntok) (are) m 
saviour (nx-Peq-NoYeM)!’ (Pist. Soph. 79:18). 

8.2.2.1 Forms 

The defective pronominal paradigm of the Jussive mood is presented ii 
table 8.8. The empty paradigmatic cells in the second person singular an< 
plural are filled by the corresponding imperatives. 

JUSSIVE 

SINGULAR 

MXp(e)-!-C(lJTM 
PLURAL 

MXp(e)-N-CUJTM, MXpO-N 

3rd masc. 

3td fem. 

Before noun 

Mxpe-q-ccuTM 

MXpe-C-CU)TM 

Mxpe npmMe cu)tm 

Mxp-Oy-CUJTM 

TABLE 8.8 Jussive mood 

8.2.2.2 The metaphorical extension of deontic modality 

From a syntactic point of view, the imperative and the Jussive may be 

treated as a single verbal pattern, since the forms are in complementary 
distribution. Yet, both deontic modals differ from one another both 

semantically and pragmatically: semantically in the sense that the Jussive 
always implies the presence of a remote causer; pragmatically in the sense 

that it is used as a politeness form in those contexts where the imperative 
would be socially inappropriate. 

a) Remote causer 

The conjugation base Mxp(e)- represents the imperatival counterpart of 

the causative verb Tpe- ‘cause to do’ (for its syntax, see section 6.4.3 of 
Unit 6). The Jussive therefore implies the presence of an implicit CAUSER, 

denoting the entity that is capable of initiating the proposed action, e.g! 



TCNoy de nAxoeic MApe neKNA TAjjooy ‘now (TeNoy de), my Lord 

(nA~xoeic), may your grace (neK-NA) come upon them (MApe ... 

TAgo-oy)!’ (Abbaton 242:31). Third person plural Jussives may have a 

passive interpretation, where the causer is left unspecified, e.g. aaaa 

MApoyHoyp Mnxoi enMA ntak<5ntcj NgHTq ‘but (aaaa) let the ship 

(m-it-xoi) be moored (lit. let them moore (MAp-oy-Moyp)) at the place 
(c-tt-ma) where you have found it (nt-a-k-6nt-cj)! ’ (Ac. A&P 204:145- 
146), MnepTpeyKAAT KAghy NTAA1BITON (for NTAAeBJTXDN) AAAA 

MApoyKoocT nhmac ‘don’t let me (Mnep-Tpe-y-KAA-T) be bared 

(KAgiiy) of my habit (n-ta-aibiton), but (aaaa) let them bury me 

(MAp-oy-Kooc-T) with it (nmma-c)!’ (Hil. 12:23-24). 

b) Third person imperatives 

The Jussive replaces the imperative in manipulative speech acts (orders, 

instructions) with third person reference, e.g. e<pxe ncjnatcdoyn an 

MApeqt NNoyq nan ‘if (etpxe) he will not (an) rise (N-q-NA-TtuoyN), 

he shall give (MApe-q-t) to us (na-n) what is his (NNoy-q)’ (Ac. A&P 

210:211-212), MApeqEow NqcoTMec NTOoTq (read ntootoy) 

nnctnoi 'he should go (mape-q-Btuk) and hear it (the testament) 
(N-q-coTMe-c) from those (ntoot-oy) who know (n-n-€t-noi) (to 

read)!’(Test. Is. 236:4). 

c) Politeness form 

The Jussive is used as a politeness form in manipulative speech-acts when 
the addressee outranks the speaker on a social or ontological hierarchy, 

e.g. AIO rTAGUDT GTNANOyq MApe TT6KNA TAgON THpN ‘please (aIO), 

my good (er-NANoy-q) father (nA-eiu>T), let your grace (neK-NA) come 

upon us (MApe ... TAgo-N) all (thp-n)!’ (Onnophr. 216:24-25), eic 

Temeoyei MApectuNg MneKHTO cboa ‘behold (eic), this other (girl) 

(Tei-Ke-oyei), let her stay alive (MApe-c-aJNg) in your presence 
(m-tt©k-mto gboa)!’ (Hil. 8:5), nxoeic nNoyTe tttiantokpatidp ecpxe 
KNACOyTN TAgIH gM ngtUB cTnABOJK epoq eie MApiCUJTM 

egeNANArNtncic eynpenei mttackottoc ‘(oh) Lord (n-xoeic), God 

(n-NoyTe), Almighty (tt-ttanto kpatojp), if (ecpxe) you want to direct 
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(k-na-coytn) my way (TA-gm) in (gM) the matter (rr-gam) that I want to 

pursue (etNABtuK < gt-J'-na-bcdk)), then (eie) let me hear (map-i-coitm) 

Scripture readings (e-geN-ANArNa>cic) that are suited (e-y-npenei) to 
my goal (m-tta-ckottoc)!’ (Hil. 2:20-21). 

d) Optative 

The Jussive can have an optative reading, expressing the speaker’s hopes 
about some state of affairs that has not yet been realised, e.g. akcctm 

oyqjAxe MApeqMoyN cboa nmmak ‘you have heard (a-k-cctm) a word 

(oy-cpAxe). (So) may it stay (MApe-q-MoyN cboa) with you (nmma-k)!’ 

(Test. Is. 228:9-10), MApe taoycia (pome ecqjHn MneKMTo cboa (may 

my sacrifice (ta-©ycia) be (MApe ... iptune) accepted (e-c-qjHn) in your 

presence (M-neK-MTo cboa)!’(Test. Is. 232:32-33). 

e) Exhortative 

First person plural Jussives are conventionally associated with an 

exhortative meaning and function, expressing desires for actions involving 
the speaker and some other speech participant, e.g. tgnoy de NAMepxre 

MApNcnoyAAze et xrAriH gi mntna 'let us now (TCNoy de), my 

beloved (NA-MepATe), be zealous (MAp-N-cnoyAA^e) to give (e-T) love 

(ArAnH) and (gi) charity (mnt-na)!’ (Abbaton 247:34-248:2), The 

freestanding form mapon ‘let’s go’ is used as a parenthetical expression 
that reinforces the proposition for action that is described, e.g. TeNoy de 

TtuoyN mapon ntaxitg exM neqTAcfjoc ‘now (tcnoy de), rise 

(tcuoyn), lets go (mapon) and I will take you (woman) (nta-xit-c) to 
(gxm) his (Christ’s) tomb (neq-TA<poc)!’ (Eud. 68:10-11). 

8.2.3 Conditional mood 

The Conditional e-q-<pAN-cu>TM ‘ifi\vhen he hears’ introduces the 
subordinate adjunct clause (the protasis) of an open conditional sentences, 
which describes hypothetical situations that have the potential of 
becoming reality. 



UNITS 

CONDITIONAL 

8.2.3.1 Forms 
The Conditional conjugation e-q-q>AN-ca>TM ‘if/when he hears’ is a 

compound verbal tense, consisting of an initial relative marker e- and the 
modal auxiliary c^an, which has a fully grammaticalised meaning and 

function. It undergoes subject-verb inversion in the context of full noun 

phrases: epeNPSubjcct ep(j?ANNPSubjcct(see above, section 7.1.2.4 

of Unit 7). 

TABLE 8.9 Conditional mood 

SINGULAR 

1“ e-l-tpXN-CUJTM 

2nd inasc. e-K-qjAN-COJTM 

2nd tein. e-p-tpAN-CUJTM 

3,d inasc. e-q-cpAN-coiTM 

3,d fern. e-c-qjAN-ctUTM 

Before noun (e)pqjAN npoiMe CUJTM 

PLURAL 

e-N-CpA.N-CO)TM 

e-TeTN-CpA.N-CO)TM 

e-y-qjAN-ClUTM 

8.2.3.2 Modal and aspectual uses of the Conditional 
The Conditional conjugation has a broad spectrum of semantic 
connotations. Depending on the tense-aspect selected in the apodosis 

clause, it assumes a more modal or more temporal interpretation 

(‘whenever, every time he hears’). 

a) Real conditions 

As an epistemic modal, the Conditional anticipates a situation about which 
the speaker has some positive belief that it will occur at some point in the 
future. The apodosis clause of such realis conditionals frequently contains 

a future tense, asserting that if one event takes place some other will 
naturally follow, e.g. eycpxNeiMe rxp n<5i ngntaynay epoq THpoy 

ceNArncTeye epoq (Eud. 52:21-22) ‘because (rAp) (fall (THp-oy) those 

(people) who saw (N-eNT-A-y-NAy) him (Jesus Christ) (epo-q) come to 
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know (e-Y-cj^N-eiMe) (about it), they will believe (ce-NA-nicreye) in 
him (epo-q)’ (Eud. 52:21-22), eyqiANe. ncoOntn gnphc tnn^, 

eooy if they come (e-y-qjAN-e.) and find us (n-cg-Ont-n) awake 

rfo TI0" WC WlI! be glonfied receive (tn-n a-jci) glory (eooy))’ 
( Chaine no. 44, 9:17), Ayu> tnicxeye jee equjANei ^Pon 

TNN^eN ZHY THPN e.TN NeqcpAHA ‘and (aYo,) I believe (t-nicreye) 

dia (xb) when becomes (e-q-qiAN-e,) to us (<paPo-n), we all (thP-n) 

will be°efit (lR gam (tn-na-cgn) profit feny)) from (^itn) his prayers 
(Neq-qjAHx)’(Hil. 10:30-31). J 

b) Quantification over event types 

The Conditional may express quantification over types of situations rather 
than possible scenarios in some imaginary world. The quantificational 
meaning is reinforced by the selection of habitual aspect in the consequent 

emuse, e.g. gc^antojoyn gijiaha NGqjAccpAHA nmmac ‘whenever she 
(Hilana) rose (g-c-cpan-tcdoYn) to pray (g-cjiaha), she used to pray 

(Ne-tpA-c-cpAHA) with her (her younger sister) (nmma-c)’ (Hil. 9:12), aaaa 

pq?AN oycoN tMKA£ NAq ZnHoYZwq (for Zn oy^E) NGqiAqMe’cTUjq 
but aaaa) whenever a brother (oY-con) hurt (P^n ... t mka^) him 

(the ill-tempered monk) (NA-q) in anything (Zt*u-oY-Zwq), he used to hate 
him (Ne-qiA-q-MecTOj-q)’ (V. pach. 86:2-3). 

c) With other deontic modals 

Realis conditionals may restrict the deontic force of a manipulative speech 

act by specifying a condition or circumstance under which an order must 
be obeyed e.g. iyu> on NecNHy eyqwuMejiei ercN^ce Hnooy ?M 

ttnujmoc (read rmoMoc) enNoyre (read MnNoyre) ‘and (*y<u) also 

(on) (as far as) the brothers (n6-cnhy) (are concerned): if they become 
neghgent (e-y-qixN^HOMS,) you shall raise (e_K_e_Ne;,ce) them 

94M14-?6) ^ m (&M) fl’e l3W (n'Na,Moc) of God (H-n-Noyre)' (V. Pach. 



8.2.4 Inferential mood 

The Inferential TApe-q-ca>TM ‘and/so that he shall hear’ instantiates a 

relatively unique case of evidential modality in the Sahidic Coptic 
conjugation system. Evidentiality is a grammatical concept that refers to 
those inflectional elements or functions words that indicate both the 
evidence type and the reliability of the information contained in a 

sentence. 

8.2.4.1 Forms 
The entirely regular inflectional paradigm of the Inferential TApe-q-ctuTM 

is represented is table 8.10. Contrary to what is stated in many Coptic 
reference works, there is no evidence for a paradigm gap in the first 
person singular. Yet, it seems to be the case that first person singular 

Inferentials (tap-i~ccdtm) can only be used under specific contextual 

conditions. 

INFERENTIAL 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

1st TAp-l-CCDTM TAp-N-CCUTM 

2nd inasc. TApe-K-CCPTM TApe-TN-COJTM 

2nd fem. TApe-CCUTM 

3ld inasc. TApG-q-CtUTM TAp-Oy-CCUTM 

3,dfem. TApe-C-CUJTM 

Before noun TApe npCUMG CtUTM 

TABLE 8.10 Inferential mood 

S.2.4.2 Inferential evidentiality and first person reference 
In a system based on a primary division of the source of knowledge into 
the speaker and other speech participants, inferred evidence is intrinsically 

related to the speaker. When the speaker was a knowing participant in 
some event, either as a voluntary agent or conscious experiencer, the 
knowledge of that event is normally direct and evidential markers are 
therefore often omitted. First person singular inferentials do, however, 
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occur in those contexts where the speaker distances himself from his own 

actions and takes the stance of an outside observer, e.g. Ayci) qi npooyuj 

Txpiei ncidk oypA<pe 6H6N OJCK ‘and (xytu) take (qi) care 

(n-pooyqi) and I shall fetch (Txp-i-ei) you (ncoj-k) with (j>n) joy 

(oy-px<pe) without (e-Hen) delay (cdck)’ (Test. Is. 230:9-10), matamio 

nxi NoyxBcu TA.piKA. oyxAAy nai esox 2.N nckOi-X ‘make (ma-tamio) a 

drag net (n-oy-abcu) for me (na-i) so that I keep (tap-i-ka) something 

(oy-AAAy) for myself (na-i) from (£n) your hands (NGK-tfix)’ (AP 

Elanskaya 23b:34-24a:l), -xgkac exierne eneweT Txpip <j;mmo 

eMNTATcooyN nim ‘such that (xgkac) /, having learnt (e-Ai-eiMe) about 
this other (thing) (e-nei-Kex), become (xApi-p) free (lit. alien (<pmmo)) 

from all (nim) ignorance (e-MNx-AT-cooyN)’ (AP Chaine no. 211, 60:5). 

8.2.43 The validitional function of the Inferential 

The Inferential can be characterised as introspective evidential, which 
encodes not only inference based on (non-)observable facts, but also 
indicates the speaker’s belief that the inferred evidence is particularly 
robust and cogent. Consequently, the speaker takes responsibility for the 
truth of his assertion. 

a) Assertive-pro missive 

The Inferential is commonly used in prescriptive contexts, where the 

speaker assures the addressee about the emergence of some state of affairs 
once his instructions are followed. In this usage, it indicates the high 
degree of certainty the speaker has for his assertion without actually 

specifying the source of knowledge or evidence type. In other words, the 
validity of the inference is solely based on the speaker’s authority, e.g. 

xycu N£oyo N^oyo cojth nca rrNoyxe TApeqNA^MGK ‘and (xycu) 

most of all (N£oyo N^oyo) listen (cojtm) to (nca) God (n-Noyxe) and 

(be assured) he will save you (xApe~q-NA£Me-K)’ (Catech. Pach. 5:7-8), 
xxxx MoyN cboa eKOBBiHy TApeKtfu) £M neooy nta nNoyxe xAAq 

nak ‘but (aaaa) remain (MoyN cboa) humble (e-K-©BBmy) and (be 

assured) you shall remain (xApe-K-<5u>) in (^m) the glory (n-eooy) that 

God (n-NoyTe) has given (nt-a ... TAA-q) to you (na-k)’ (Catech. Pach. 



7:13-14), <j7tune NoyqiHN NpeqT upnoc XApe necMoy nraoeic 

qnime ^ixwk ‘become (qjajne) a tree (N-oy-qwN) which brings forth 

(N-peq-t) fruit (kapttoc) and (trust me) the Lord’s (M-n-xoeic) blessing 

(ne-cHoy) will come down (xApe ... qjume) on you (^ixoj-k)’ (BHom. 
4:32-33). 

b) Reported indirect speech 

The Inferential may introduce indirect speech, where the speaker himself 

makes a report of a report and is therefore the source of knowledge, e.g. 
£N OytUH A mcoeic XOOC NA.N XApNOyiDM CBOA 2.N qjlIM N1M CX£M 
nnApAAeicoc eiMHTei nqjiiM NCoyN rrnexNANoyq mn nneeooy 

‘concerning (^n) eating (oyuiM), the Lord (tt-xocic) told (a ... aoo-c) us 

(na-n) that we can eat (xAp-N-oyoiM) from (zn) every (nim) tree (qmM) in 

(ct-^m) Paradise (n-mpAAeicoc) except for (eiMHTei) the tree (n-q>HM) 
of knowing (N-coyN) what is good (n-rrex-NANoy-q) and (mn) what is 

bad (nneeooy < n-n-ex-^ooy)’ (Abbaton 237:12-14), gtbg ttai 

TNAAiTei MnNoyTe nex^iXN oyoN nim XApeqoyuiN nai MrrqjAxe 

Ayto Nqxopnre» (for Nqxuipiirei) nai NNetNAXooy ‘for (cxbc) this 

(reason) (mai) I will ask (t-NA-AiTei) God (M-n-NoyTe), who is above 

(tt-cx-^ixn) everyone (oyoN nim) that he opens (xApe-q-oytuN) for me 

(na-i) the speech (M-rr-q>Axe) and (xytu) provides (N-q-xopHrei) me 

(na-i) with what I shall say (N-N-e-t-NA-xoo-y) (...)’ (KHMLII 49:3-5). 

c) Purposive 

As an introspective evidential, the Inferential often assumes a purposive 
reading, revealing the speaker’s motivation for issuing a command or 

reflecting his view on the intended result of somebody else’s action, e.g. 
CA^eTHyxN e-TpAi it^gonoc THpq NNe^ptuMAioc TApe nctncnhy 

£tuoy on ere Mnepcoc nc ei Ncecto ‘withdraw yourselves 

(cA^e-TnyTN e^pAi), oh entire (xnp-q) nation (n-^eeNoc) of the 

Romans (N-Ne-£p(DMAioc) that your brothers (n€tn-cnhy), the Persians 

(exe Mnepcoc nc), may also (ztu-oy) come (xApe ... ei) and drink 

(n-cc-ciu)’ (Eud. 46:23-25), NNeyKex TeiKynH nAoyoeup TApe 
TomoyMeNM Tiipc eiMe xe AyKynti Zg £N qjmx ctbc oyAnox NHpn 
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‘they should not rebuild (NNe-y-Kex) this vault (xei-Kyrm) in fe„) my 

time (nA-oyoeiqj) that the entire (thP-c) world (x-oikoymcnh) will come 

to W(xAPe ... erne) that a vault ([o]y-Kymi) fell down (a ... Ze) in 
(eN) Shiet because (exee) of one cup (oy-Anox) of wine (N-Hpn)’ (AP 

aine no. 17, 3:27-28), AqnoyN Ae cboa eqqiAHA £Apoc xApecoyxAi 
Aytn a nNoyxe cuixm ePoq ‘he (Apa Sarapion) remained (A-q-Moyn) 
praying (e-q-qiAHx) for her sake (eAPo-c) that she might recover 
(xApe-c-oyxAi) and (Aytu) God (n-Noyxe) hearkened (A-q-coiTM) him 
(epo-q)’ (AP Chaine no. 240, 73:5-6). 

d) Inference through reasoning 

The Inferential can be used to express the speaker’s expectation with 
regard to the outcome of some event. The inferred evidence may involve 
mental constructs, i.e. reasoning about behaviour, based on logic 
intuition, traditional wisdom or previous experience, e.g. epcpAN 

oynipACMoc (for oyneipACMoc) xtuoyN e^pAi ^ixn oypuiMe qjApe 
NeeAiq>,c AqjAl NAq ncaca nim XApeqKoyi n^x NqKpMpM ‘if a 

temptation (oY-niPACMoc) comes (epqiAN ... x<doYn) against (c?Pai 

e.xN) someone (oy-puiMe), the hardships (Ne-exicpic) become more 

intense (qiAPe ... AqiAi) for him (NA-q) on every (nim) side (n-caca) such 

that he becomes disencouraged (lit. faint-hearted (xAPe-q-Koyi n?ht)) 

and vexed (N-q-KpMpM)’ (AP Chaine no. 45, 9:18-20). 



Key Terms: 

Relative tenses are anaphoric tense categories that locate some §8.1.1 

event with respect to another event rather than a 
fixed temporal-reference point. Coptic relative 

tenses express three different ordering relations, 

viz. co-occurrence, precedence and 

subsequence. 

Iconicity is a discourse-oriented principle of syntax, §8.1.1 

according to which the linear order of clauses 
reflects the chronological order of events. 

is used in temporal clauses corresponding to §8.1.3 

English “untiP’-clauses. The Terminative 

depicts a delimiting event that provides an 

endpoint for the main clause event, although 

this event had the potential of going on beyond 

that point. 

Subject identical clauses express the sameness §8.1.4.2 
of the same topic throughout a series of clauses, 

often designating the involvement of the same 

discourse participant in a series of actions. 

designates a shift from one discourse §8.1.4.2 

participant to another in a series of subject- 

different clauses. 

Absolute- are mixed deictic-anaphoric tense categories §8.1.4 

relative tenses that combine the absolute time location of a 
reference point with the relative time location 

of a situation. 

Epistemicand Epistemic modality is concerned with §8.2 

deontic knowledge, truth, and belief in relation to what 
modality is said. Deontic modality, on the other hand, 

involves actions by the speaker or others. 
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Real is 

conditionals 

Inferential 

evidentiality 

indicate real conditions involving a positive §8.2.3 
belief on the part of the speaker about the 

probability of the state of affairs that is 
described. In Coptic, such realis conditionals 

are expressed by the Conditional mood 
e-q-qj-xN-comi ‘ifftvhen he hears’. 

encodes not only inference based on (non-) §8.2.4 
observable facts, but also indicates the 

speaker’s belief that the inferred evidence is 
particularly robust and cogent. 

Exercises 

8.1 Comprehension and transfer 

A. Go through the list of key terms and make sure that you understand 
ail of them. 

B. Decide whether the following statements are true or false. 

1. The Temporal conjugation NTepe-q-cu>TM ‘when he had heard’ has 
a single event reading. 

2. Terminative aspect tyANTe-q-cujTM ‘when he had heard’ occurs in 
main and embedded clauses. 

3. The Conjunctive N-q-cu>TM ‘and he hears/heard’ takes over the 

temporal, aspectual or modal value of the preceding verb form. 

4. The Conjunctive is the only relative tense that can be combined with 
the Stative stem pattern. 

5. The Relative Future e-q-NA.-co>TM ‘while he will hear’ cannot occur 

as a resultative complement of aspectual verbs of completion like ao 

‘to stop’. 

6. Imperative mood is restricted to second person reference. 



e/^At/-conditionals may describe a pattern of events, when the 

apodosis clause contains habitual aspect. 

The Inferential TApeq-q-currM ‘and/so that he hears’ has a defective 

pronominal paradigm. 

VERBAL TENSE ANALYSIS ANALYSIS VERBAL TENSE 

g)ANTeqc(l)TM 
NCJClDTM 

Ncecurm 
NT6PCCCDTM 

Q>ANTACU>TM 
GACCU>TM 

B. Analyse and translate the following verb forms and verbal 

constructions, e.g. NTepe-q-ei eneiMA: Temporal 3r pers., sing, 

masc. ‘when he had come to this place’. 

VERB FORM/VERBAL CONSTRUCTION ANALYSIS 

Ayo? NrepeqcujTM eTBHHTq 

cpANTKp ne^ooy cnay 

NqTCABOoy 

ntecdk cj>oyN enpne 

NceKOToy 

(pANTOy<i)IN€ NCUJK 

eAqjJen jhdb epoq 

(V. Pach. 138:16) 

(Ac. A&P 196:34) 

(Test. Is. 231:12) 

(KHMLI 1:15) 

(Eud. 40:9-10) 

(Test. Is 230:26) 

(V. Pach. 1:7) 

Relative Tenses 

Analyse and translate the following verbal tenses, e.g. 

NTepe-q-cu)TM: Temporal 3rd pers. sing. masc. ‘when/after he had 

■ 

C. Identify the relative tenses in the following examples and translate 
them. 

(1) oyN kgj>mg CNooyce NrcNCA NAoyeiNe <j>ANTeqci n<5i ttgxc 

‘forty-two other (kgjjmg CNooyce) generations (w-reneA) will 
come (oyN ... NA-oyeiNc)_5 (Test. Is. 231: 7-8) (n<5i marks the 

I inverted nominal subject) 

| (2) mnnca gjoMTe Ae NpoMrre ecoyHj? $>m ttma gtmmay a ttxogic 

<5eAn ttai 6boa catta nAMBO) A6 oycjyMe T6 ‘after (mnnca) 

three (<pomtc) years (w-pcmne)_in (^m) that (ct-mmaY) place 

(n-MA), the Lord (n-xoeic) revealed (cSgatt cboa) this (matter) 

(nAi) to Apa (e-AriA) Pambo, (namely) that (xe) she (Hilaria) (tg) 
(was) a woman (oy-c^img)’ (Hil. 6: 20-22) 

(3) nTAAAinujpoc ntakp oy tgnoy u^antktta^t<k> Nroyu>q>T 

miiaiaboaoc ‘(oh you) miserable person (n-TAAAinujpoc), what 

(oy) did you do (ntak-p) now (tgnoy)_and_the Devil 

(M-n-AiABOAoc)!’(Ac. A&P 202:121-122) 

(4) NTepccBow e$>oyN GpAKOTG acT necoyoi 2.N ©OpMh 
mitgcftna ‘_ into (e^oyN) Alexandria (e-pAKoxe), she 

(Hilaria) went forth (lit. gave (a-c-T) her way (nec-oyoi)) (driven) 

by (j>n) the impulse (t-^opmh) of her spirit (M-nec-nNA)’ (Hil. 
3:26-27) 

(5) CGNHy GBOA 2.N X(lJpA NIM (pANTOyGl NCSOyOXpT GITMA 

ntanactacic MncpHpe MnNoyTG ‘they come (cg-nhy) from (;>n) 

every (nim) country (xcupx)_and_at the place (g-ft-ma) of 

the resurrection (n-t-anactacic) of the Son (M-n-qmpe) of God 
(M-n-NoyTe)’ (Eud. 54:9-10) 



(6) KOJCTANTINOC Ae NTepeq^MOOC eXN TMNTepO NNe^pOJMWOC 
a nNoyTe quune NMMAq c_on (gxn) (the throne) of the 

kingdom (tmntcpo) of the Romans (N-Ne-^piuMAioc), God 

(n-NoyTe) was (a ... (pome) with him (NMMA-q)’ (Eud. 40:1-2) 

D. Complete the translation of the following Coptic examples by 

translating the Conjunctive clauses. 

(1) eiBMK errronoc naiia mhna ntaijjaha ‘I am on my way (e-i-BHK) 

to the shrine (e-n-Tonoc) of Apa Mena (n-atta mhna) _’ 

(Mena, Mir. 27b:23-25) 
(2) tiuoyn amoy gboa Nr<5tu 2.M neKMA mayaak ‘rise (tcuoyn) and 

go (amoy) out (cboa)_* (Onnophr. 207:6) 

(3) eKXi MMoq errronoc nama mhna Apny NqxApize NAq 

MnTAAdo ‘we bring (e-N-xi) him (the possessed boy) (hMo-q) to 

the shrine (e-n-Tonoc) of Apa Mena (n-aha mhna); perhaps 

(xpHy)_* (Mena, Mir. 24b:4-8) 

(4) riAeituT eioyuxp eTpeKBAirrize mmoi ntaikut eriine 
NNexpHCTiANOC ‘My Father (nA-eicux), I want (e-i-oytucp) you to 

baptize (e-Tpe-K-BAnxize) me (mmo-i)_5 (Mena, Mir. 31a:34- 

b:4) 

(5) Tnabcdk ntap kocmikon (Pach. 147:9) *1 will go (I'-na-bcuk) 

_(kocmikon ‘man of wordly profession’) 

(6) qei (for qi) nnckeaa e£pAi nfnay cnkoaacic ‘open (qei e^pAi) 
your eyes (n-nck-baa) _* (Test. Is. 235:5-6) (koaacic 

‘punishment’) 

E. Translate the following Coptic sentences that contain a Relative 
Present. 

(1) a tmaay Ae Mrmeeq nay enecgjHpe eqNfHly cboa enexpo 
(Ac.A&P 194:4-5) 

(2) NTepeqoyo> Ae eqcMoy epoi a ta<3om ei epoi (Onnophr. 
209:25-26) 

(3) nAxoeic ntk nim NTcigc epe TTeiNOO Neooy KOITe epOK 
(Mena, Mir. 30b:8-I2) 

(4) AqMooipe MAyAAq e^oyN £M nrooy b[mn] aaay Moogie 
NMMAq (Mena, Martyrd. 4b:33-5a:5) 

F. Translate the following text fragment. 

SAINT PACHOMIUS FUNERAL 

mnncujc Ay^hMNeye (read gyMNeie) gxreq^H £nnoyno<5 (for $>n 

oyNod) NoypoT (jjANToyxiTq eneqMA ncmton ^(ucAe ntc ftma 

NTAq MTON MMoq N£HTq p £MMHHipe (for ^eNMMHgie) N£OOy 
eqcpeqj cTNoyBpe (for c+Noyqpe) esoA. nccnhy Ae THpoy 

AynoiT e$»oyN epoq eypeiMe (for eypiMe) AyACTTAZe NxeqTAnpo 
mn neqcoiMA THpq ctoyaab Ayu> Ayp mpojxn Mne^ooy eTMMAy 
mn TeygiH THpc eyajqj MneqKurre £ieH MneeHciACTHpioN (read 

OyClACTHTHpiOn). NTepoyp TCyNAXIC Ae MTTNAY NgJCUpTT AyKWNC 

(read aykujujc) MneqccuMA eToyAAB Noe NNecNHy THpoy (...). 

MNNCCUC Ay(pAAAei £ATeq£H gJANTOY-XIXq enTOOy NCCTOMCq 
ncoymnth MneieBOT Noyorr nAqjoNc eA NecNHy KTooy e^pAi 
eeeNeeTe 2.n{noy}noYno<3 NNoyonpq (for Noyiuqjq) n^mt mn 
oBBeio (for obbio). (V. Pach. 95:9-27) 

... . — .i ■ i 

NOTES: a. £HMNeye ‘to sing hymns’ b. ttma nta(|mton hmcxj N^HTq ‘the 
place where he (Pachom) went to rest (i.e. was buried)’ (a relative clause) c. 
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2<i>cAe ‘such (hat’ d. <yuxp gboa. ‘to spread out’ c. AcnAze ‘to salute, to kiss’ 
f. cidma. ‘body’ g. gtoyaab ‘holy5 h. eyciACTupioN ‘altar’ i. cynaxic ‘service’ 
j. (Jjaaagi ‘to sing psalms’ k. oyem^q N£ht ‘affliction’. 

8.3 Moods 

A. Fill in the right form of the imperative by selecting one of the two 

options. 

(1) (ani/ging) rrenyiipe Koyi q>Apoi ta<pa-kg NMMAq kata 

rreqoyoxy 'bring (sing, masc.) this little (Koyi) boy (nei-tpHpe) to 
me ((pApo-i) so that I talk (ta-^axg) with him (NMMA-q) according 

to (kata) his wish (neq-oytuq?)!’ (KHMLII 32:20-21) 

(2) (Api-/p~) nAMeeye <5e tu itacon MMepiT *remember (sing, masc.) 

me (lit. make my remembrance (nA-Mceye)), oh (tu) my beloved 

(M-Meprr) brother (nA-coN)!’ (Onnophr. 209:16) 

(3) (ammgitn/AMoy) G^oyN nxc nmmak *come (sing, masc.) inside 
(e^oyN), (may) the Lord (n-Ic) (be) with you (nmma-k)!’ 

(Onnophr. 213:4) 

(4) (amh/gi) NTGNAy gna<5lx hn nAcnip 4come (sing, fern.) and look 

(ntg-nay) at my hands (g-na-c>ix) and my side!’ (Eud. 52:3) 

(5) (nt-/ani-) TGtpyxH NioyAAc G^pAi ‘bring (sing, masc.) the soul 

(tg-cPyxh) of Judas (N-ioyAAc)!’ (Ac. A&P 202:113-114) 

(6) (BIUK/BHK) NHTN GBOA £N NjeeNOC [NjTCTNnXANA MMOOy 'go 

(pi.) away (gboa) under (^n) the nations (N-^eeNOc) and lead 

them (mho-oy) astray (ntgtn-fiaana) !’ (Ac. A&P 206:157-158) 

(7) tgnxogic (AoytuN/oyuJN) nan ‘our mistress (tgn-xogic), open 

(sing, fern.) to us (na-n)!’ (Eud. 54:20) 

B. 

jj (I) 

Ip (2) 

■ (3) 

1 
(4) 

1 
(5) 

J . C. 

m 
(1) 

■ (2) 

i (3) 

D. 

H!H 
Urn 0) 

Ki:LAiiVh AND MOODS 
JJ J 

J 
511 

iiif 
11 

• ■ v. - ■ 1 ■ ^ |,\ Cl inuy L t 

nApAN (Onophr. 216:26-28) 

C. Translate the following conditional sentences. 

eqnune ctctn(jj anita pakaagi mitxogic qNAXApiZG MirrAAtfo 

NTAqjGGpG 2.ITN NGTNtpAhtpA NACNHy (Hil. 8:12-1 3) 

GCtpANdtUgrr G^OyN G^pAC tpApG necCA N^oyN B(UA GBOA 

cpAcnA^Tc GXM nKA£ NcpiMG (Hil. 9:13-14) 

GytpANGNKOTK N(5l NGptUMG NTGMpUJ TNAqiTq NTANoyxq 

gsaaacca (Mena, Mir. 14a:3-7) 

Determine the contextual function of the Inferential by selecting one 
of the two options. 

MApN^OpGl NTMOK^C TApNp BppG TTTBBO MApNp MAiptUMG 

TApNp cpBHp GiHcoyc nMAipo>M6 ‘let us bear (MAp-N-<j>opei) 

affliction (n-t-mok^c) and (believe me) we will become (TAp-N-p) 

new (BppG) in (^m) purity (n-TBBo), let us become (MAp-N-p) man- 

lovers (mai-pojmg) and (trust me) we will become (TAp-N-p) friends 
(g>BHp) with Jesus who loves mankind (n-MAi-p<DMG)’ (Catech. Pach 
20:17-19) 

□ assertive-promissive □ reported speech 
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(2) eic 2.,,HTe rAP ^qtppn xiv epoK nttim<dpix Txpeup box 

enK.NAYNoc ‘for (rxP), look (eic 2HHTe), he already (x-q-cppn) 

told (jco>) you (epo-K) the punishment (n-t-timu>Pix) so that you 

can escape (xxpe-K-p box) from the danger (e-n-KiNAyHoc) 

(BHom. 21:17-18) 
□ inference through reasoning □ purposive 

(3) oyxj>Meq NKeqjc NKoyMnoc (for komboc) Txpe neixN^ocioc 
2.poK MMoq £N xeqMNTgxg. Ntpxxe ‘let him (Apa Ptolemaios) 

again receive (oyx^Me-q) another stroke (N-Ke-ipc) with the girth 

(N-Koynnoc) that this impious (person) (nei-xN^ocioc) cease 

(Txpe ... epoK) from (2.n) his multitude (Teq-MNT-gxe) of words 

(N-ipxxe)’ (KMHLII 32:1-2) 
□ assertive-promissive □ purposive 

(4) NTNqi NTenpoc4»opx Txpe nxrrexoc Hoo^e eepxi hn 

Teoycix ncckxxn ntnbuw e£oyN errrxtpoc MneNoyxxi ‘and 

we will offer (NT-N-qi) the Eucharist (N-Te-npoccj>opx) so that the 

angels (N-xrrexoc) will come (txPg ... Hoogie) down (e^pxi) with 

(mn) the sacrifice (Te-oycix) and allow us (n-cg-kxx-n) to go 

(nt-n-bu>k) into (e^oyn) the tomb (e-n-Txqjoc) of our salvation 

(M-neN-oyxx!)’ (Eud. 72:23-25) 
□ assertive-promissive □ inference through reasoning 

This Unit examines the negative counterparts of the various verbal tenses, 
aspects and moods discussed so far. The negative is a grammatical 

category used to deny the actuality of some situation or portions thereof. 

For the most part, negative statements are not utilised to add any new 
information, but rather to express denial and contradiction of a previous 
statement, rejecting its content either entirely or partially and convey this 
evaluation to the addressee. A negated clause is obtained by modifying an 
affirmative clause in some way. Coptic has an extensive set of negative 

conjugation patterns, which are formed with such diverse morphological 
devices as negative affixes and adverbs, auxiliary verbs, as well as 
specialised negative tense-aspect markers. 

An overview of the negative verbal system is presented in section 9.1. 
The addition of a negative marker to the verb may make the entire clause 
negative, but it is also possible to use the same negation pattern to 
explicitly negate a single clausal constituent, leaving the rest of the clause 
outside of the scope of negation. Section 9.2 settles some general issues 
concerning the operation of negative scope, i.e. the different meanings 
associated with negative sentences. Section 9.3 deals with the double 

negation n ... xn, in which negative polarity corresponds to two distinct 
markers, viz. the negative prefix n- and the clause-internal negation 

adverb xn ‘not’. Section 9.4 deals with negative tenses, where negative 
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polarity and a particular temporal, aspectual, or modal category are 
expressed by a single, indivisible morph. Another topic of this section 
concerns negative conjugations formed with the auxiliary verb th ‘to do 

not’. 

9.1 Basic strategies for negation 

Negation interacts in complex ways with mood. Negative assertions can 
occur in any of the traditional sentence moods (declaratives, 

interrogatives, imperatives) and may be uttered with complete certainty or 
with some doubt. For this reason, the negative is generally not treated as a 
particular type of mood, but as an inflectional category in its own right. 
Coptic makes productive use of three morphologically distinct negation 

strategies, viz. (i) the double negation n ... xn, which involves two 

negative elements that together constitute a single instance of negation, 

e.g. N-fcoovN xn NpiuMe £N tghtoxic 7 do not (xn) know 

(N-t-cooyN) anybody (N-pci>Me) in (^n) this city (Tei-noxic)’ (HU. 
4:23), (ii) specialised negative tenses, which are portmanteau 
realisations of negative polarity and a particular tense, aspect or mood. 
The Negative Perfect tine-, for instance, denies the occurrence of some 

event in the past, e.g. Mneixx xxxy Nxporr nhtn e^pxi mttmto eBox 

MriNoyTe mn NptuMe 7 did not place (Mne-i-Kx) any (xxxy) obstacle 

(N-xpon) for you (nh-tn) in front (M-n-MTo esox) of God (M-rr-NoyTe) 

and (mn) mankind (N-pu>Me)’ (V. Pach. 89:7-8), and (iii) the negative 

auxiliary verb th ‘to do not’, e.g. eTMpNOEe enNoyre ntxc|txmiok 

‘not to commit (e-TM-p) a sin (nobs) against the God (e-n-Noyre) who 

has created you (NT-x-q-TXMio-K)’ (V. Pach. 89: 28) 
The distribution of the three basic negation strategies among different 

verbal tenses, aspects, and moods is shown in table 9.1 below. Each 
negative conjugation pattern is presented with the corresponding 

affirmative. 

NEGATION 

STRATEGY 

AFFIRMATIVE NEGATIVE 

DOUBLE 

NEGATION 

N ... XN 

FIRST PRESENT 

q-CtUTM 

he is hearing 

NEGATIVE FIRST PRESENT 

N-q-C(l>TM XN 

he is not hearing 

RELATIVE PRESENT 

e-q-ciuTM 

he is hearing 

NEGATIVE RELATIVE PRESENT 

e-N-q-CtUTM XN 

while he is not hearing 

SECOND PRESENT 

e~q-C(lJTM 

while he is hearing 

NEGATIVE SECOND PRESENT 

N-e-q-ClDTM XN 

he is not hearing 

FIRST FUTURE 

q-NX-COJTM 

he is going to hear 

NEGATIVE FIRST FUTURE 

N-q-NX-C(l>TM XN 

he is not going to hear 

SECOND FUTURE 

e-q-Nx-cujTM 

he is going to hear 

NEGATIVE SECOND FUTURE 

N-e-q-NX-COJTM XN 

he is not going to hear 

PRETERIT PRESENT 

Ne-q-ClUTM 

he was hearing 

NEGATIVE PRETERIT PRESENT 

N-Ne-q-CUJTM XN 

he was not hearing 

SECOND PERFECT 

NT-X-q-COJTM 

he has heard, he heard 

NEGATIVE SECOND PERFECT 

NT-X-q-C(UTM XN 

he has not heard, he did not hear 

NEGATIVE 

TENSES 

FIRST PERFECT 

X-q-CUJTM 

he has heard, he heard 

NEGATIVE FIRST PERFECT 

Mne-q-corm 

he has not heard, he did not hear 

SECOND PERFECT 

NT-x-q-ccnTM 

he has heard, he heard • 

NEGATIVE SECOND PERFECT 

CTe-Mne-q-coiTM 

he has not heard, he did not hear 

HABITUAL PRESENT 

(pX-q-CUJTM 

he usually hears 

NEGATIVE HABITUAL 

Me-q-cu>TM 

he usually does not hear 



NEGATION 

STRATEGY 

NEGATIVE 

AUXILIARY 

TM 

AFFIRMATIVE QBSBj 
UNEXPECTED UNEXPECTED NEGATIVE 

PERFECTIVE PERFECTIVE (‘NOT-YET’) 

A-q-oyo* e-q-coJTM MnATe-q-COJTM 

he has already heard he had not yet heard, before he heard 

THIRD FUTURE NEGATIVE THIRD FUTURE 

e-q-e-ca)TM NNe-q-CCDTM 

he shall hear he shall not hear 

IMPERATIVE NEGATIVE IMPERATIVE 

COJTM Mnp-COJTM 

hear! do not hear! 

CONJUNCTIVE NEGATIVE CONJUNCTIVE 

N-q-COJTM N-q-TM-COJTM 

and he hears and he does not hear 

CONDITIONAL CONDITIONAL 

e-q-tpAN-CUJTM e-q-OJAN-TM-CCDTM, 

iFwhen he hears e-q-TM-COJTM 

iFwhen he does not hear 

TEMPORAL NEGATIVE TEMPORAL 

NTepe-q-cuJTM NTepe-q-TM-coJTM 

after/when he had heard after/when he had not heard 

TABLE 9.1 The negative verbal system 

The negative verbal patterns listed in table 9.1 above differ systematically 
with respect to the morphological marking of the negative. Although 
negation would appear to be a simple non-decomposable concept, the 
primary negation strategy in Coptic is the double negative n- ... an. 

Negative tenses, on the other hand, represent the diametrically opposite 
pattern, since the negative marker and the tense-aspect-mood markers 

have been merged to form a portmanteau morpheme. No such form- 
meaning mismatches apply to negative conjugations formed with the 
auxiliary verb tm ‘to do not’. 

MODES OF NEG ATION 
---—-— ___341_ 

9.2 Negative scope 

h|e„PTfy fun,ctlon of negated sentences is to deny something that has 

the nart 0f X tematlve'y «* confidently. The scope of the negation is 
the part of the meaning that ,s negated. The negative marker may have 

haTcir' COnf tEnt in 3 C,3USe- As 3 the entire content of 
that clause is rejected. The negative may also be more limited in scone 
rebutting only part of the information that is presented. The operational 

negative scope can be illustrated by way of the double negative n an 

9.2.1 Locality conditions on negative scope 

e ememarv0fwaevSaf0n * ^ Sy"taCtic StrUCtUre in an obviou= e ementary way. In a complex sentence construction the subordinate 

'ue Srpe 0fmatrix C,ause ne8att°n (clausal embedding is 
nd-cated by brackets); e.g. neqcooyn Ae an xe oYcZ,i,e re 'he did 

S-o7Ly'^rN) [that (jce) she (Te) (was) 3 w°man toy cZine)J (Hil. 6.14-15), Nqoyunj, an ecuirii ace ovn monaxoc 

pe tteeye pu> nnopnu (for MnopNeiA) N2HTq ‘he did not (an) want 

N-q-oyuKii) [to hear (e-cuirn) [that («) (there) is (oM a monk 

monaxoc) who has (lit. in whom are (epe ... N2HT-q)) also <L) erotic 

(M-nopNix) thoughts (neeye)]]’ (AP Chatne no. 160, 36:5 6), aFhy 

l °N\ jMT N2HT e<P*A:e nmman ‘perhaps (aFhy) the brother 
(n-con) does not (an) agree (lit. be persuaded (n- .. tut) of heart 

DueTr 2° ta!k (e'^e)t0 Us (NMMArN)]' (AP Chaine no. 238, 70-21) 
D ® 1 t!'e dause-bound character of negative scope, negative markine 

tmcTevc 1 t0 the embedderd ‘° “P™5 itS neg3tive Polarity. e.g 
IZTr, n , 7N°YTe NA[OEm] Atl I[ believe (f-mcL) 

for8el (^-OB<p-q) about us 
^ * Each. 137.13-14). In this example, the negative is located 

^ev?totelie “g 3S tHe —P'ement to fhe Itrix vtb 
Yf J b 'If 1S Senerally the case tliat a negative in one clause 

y>xpennA. T°Ver an°ther clause that if is coordinated with, e.g. 
9 pe n.\. p oynp nnobg oyAe NqP Zuic an ‘how many (oYhp) sins 
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(m-hobg) does this one (ttai) commit (<pxpe ... p) arid (oyAe) he does not 

(an) (even) work(N-q-p 2.0)5)!’ (AP Chaine no. 153, 33:25-26). 

9.2.2 Wide scope 
When negation has wide scope over an entire clause, its function is to 

deny that some condition or state holds true without specifying the 

grounds, e.g. nngcnhy P xpiA an ‘the brothers (Ne-CNhy) do noi (an) 

need (lit. make (n- ... p) need (xpiA)) (it) (i.e. the money)’ (AP Elanskaya 
16b:6-7), n£\xo Ae NeqcooyN an rre MNNToyeeieNiN ‘the senior 

monk (n-2AAo) did not (an) know (Ne-q-cooyN) Greek 

(M-MNT-oyeeieNiN)’ (AP Chame no. 188, 46:23-24), £(dc N+cpoBT an 

‘since feojc) I am not (an) at leisure (N-t-cpoBT)’ (AP Elanskaya 
24a: 16). 

Negative descriptions of events are generally interpreted relative to a 

rich context, providing some background information why a particular 
course of action was not taken. Against such an explanatory background, 

negative statements become salient and informative, e.g. Apiiy AqMoy 
oynoxiTeyTHC rxp ne NqNAeqmuoyN an nbacanoc ‘perhaps 

(Apny) he (Apa Ptolemaios) died (A-q-Moy): since (rAp) he (ne) (is) noble 

(oy-noAiTeyTHc), he would noi (an) be able to bear 

(N-q-NA-e<j)-TU)oyN) the tortures (n-bacanoc)’ (KHML II 34:6-7), 
[n£oco]n AK2,OMOAorei MneKNose [ano]k feu?] n+na^otit epon 

[an] ‘since (n2.ocon) you have confessed (A-K-^oMoAorei) your sin 

(M-neu-Nose), I (anok), on my part (2m), will not (an) hide myself 
(N-1*-NA-2on~T) from you (epo-K)* (Mena, Mir. 16a:3~7), Nqtco an 

2<uaoc (for 2Pacuc) q<5u>ne rAp NoyoN nim ‘he (the pagan commander) 

does not (an) spare (N-q-t co) (anybody) at all (^cuaoc), as (rAp) he 

locks up (q-<5u>ne) everybody (n-oyon nim) in prison’ (KMHLII 29:13- 

14), ntoc Ae accu)tm Nctuq eNeccoyiDN an MnMeeye Hneq^HT 

NecMeeye rAp jcg eqNAeipe nmmac NoyMeTMAipcuMe ‘she (the 

woman pilgrim) (ntoc) listened (ac-ccutm) to him (the landlord) 
(Nccu-q), noi (an) knowing (e-Ne-c-coyu>N) his intentions (lit. the 

thought (M-n-Meeye) of his heart (M-neq-^HT)), since (rAp) she thought 
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(Ne-c-Meeye) that (xe) he was doing (e-q-NA-eipe) her (nmma-c) a 

favour (N-oy-MeT-MAi-pcuMe)’ (Mena, Mir. 27b:7-14). 

In contradictions, negation signifies a person’s mental act of denying, 
rejecting or rebutting a statement that is actually made or envisioned as 

being made by someone, e.g. KcooyN xe akp oymip NpoMne qjA 

T€Noy aaaa NrcooyN an xe KNAp KeoyhHp ‘you know (k-cooyn) 

how many (oymip) years (N-poMne) you lived (lit. made (a-k-p)) so far 
(<jja xeNoy), but (aaaa) you do not (an) know (N-r-cooyN) how many 

other (years) (Ke-oymip) you will live (k-na-p)’ (Enc. Victor 77:14-15), 

NTeTNAMoy (read ntctnnamoy) an aaaa xeTNAcyome (read 

TeTNNAMoy) Nee NNeiNoyre ‘you shall noi (an) die 
(N-TeTN-NA-Moy), but (aaaa) you will become (TeTN-NA-qxune) like 

(noc < N-T-^e) gods (N-Nei-NoyTe)’ (Abbatdn 237:17-18), oyAe anon 

2<du>n NTNNAnuiT an aaaa TNNAMoy nmmak ‘and (oyAe) we (anon), 

too (2.UKD-N), will noi (an) run away (n-tn-na-ttcdt), but (aaaa) (rather) 

die (tn-na-moy) together with you (nmma-k)’ (AP Chaine no. 186, 46:9- 
10). 

9.2.3 Narrow scope 

The negative is not always semantically sentential, but may have narrow 
scope relative to a single constituent. In this case, negation applies to the 
asserted or focused portion of the sentence, leaving the presupposed or 

backgrounded portions outside of its scope. As a result, only specific 
aspects of the event in question are denied, thus tacitly allowing that some 
event of that kind did actually take place or will do so in the future, e.g. 

KypeH (read Kypie) ctpathaatmc n€nbhk an eriMA eTMMxy ‘Lord 

(Kypeh) knight (ctpathaathc), we are noi (an) on our way (n-g-n-emk) 

to that (eTMHAy) place (c-tt-ma) (i.e. Alexandria)’ (Hil. 3:22) (meaning: 
we are about to leave, but not to Alexandria). 

The focus of negation corresponds to the contrastively stressed focus 
brought into play by the Greek conjunction aaaa ‘but’, NNeqiAyTA^e 
TMNTepo TAP AN NMnhye 2m nqiAxe h npAN (...) aaaa ^n 

oydoM MmcTic ‘since (rAp) they did not (an) reach (N-Ne-qiA-y-TA^e) 

the heavenly (N-M-nHye) kingdom (T-MNT-epo) by virtue of (^m) talk (lit. 

the word (n~q>AJce)) or (h) a (good) reputation (n-pAN) (...), but (aaaa) 



(father) by virtue of (£n) strong (oy-<5om) faith (m-iuctic)’ (Peres apost. 

35:9-12), NNeqMOK^ Ae an n^mt eTEe n^ice GNTAyAAq NAq aaaa 

eTB6 TMNTAT^OTG GTOyMHN GBOA N£HTC ‘he (Pachom) WOS not (an) 

grieved (N-Ne-q-MOKg) because of (gtbg) the suffering (n-^ice) that they 

(the brothers) caused (eNr-A-y-AA-q) him (NA-q), but (aaaa) (rather) 

because of (gtbg) the impudence (t-mnt-at-jjotg) in which they 
persisted (gt-oy-mhn gboa)’ (V. Pach. 6:12-14). 

9.3 The double negation n- ... an 

The syntactically discontinuous negation n- ... an involves the clause- 

initial particle n~ and the clause-internal negation adverb an ‘not’, both of 

which turn a positive clause into a negative one. Both negative markers 
display some degree of variation in linear order, which can be related to 
both the scope of negation and to syntactic constraints on enclitic function 
words and particles. 

9.3.1 The negative scope defmer n- 

The clause-initial particle n- (assimilated form m-) functions as a negative 
scope definer that assists in the accurate identification of negated 

sentences, e.g. na^j N£g ntgnnapojk^ an £gn (for ^n) TeienieyMiA 

MnNiKON egoyN eNenAgpe gtT kbo nn<J)y*h ‘how (lit. in what (kind) 
(N-Atp) of manner (n-£g)) could we not (an) be inflamed 

(N-TGN-NA-pojKg) with (£gn) this spiritual (m-ftnikon) desire 

(tgi-gtti©ymia) for the remedies (g-ng-fia^pg) that give (gt-T) solace 

(kbo) to the souls (n-n-^y^h)?’ (Hil. 1:20-21), mitxogic oyintp an 
GTpeqAo mfigima (jja ©ah ‘the Lord (ft-xogic) does not (an) want 

(m- ... oytutp) it (the inscription of Jesus’ cross) to leave (c-Tpe-q-Ao) this 
place (M-nei-MA) until (q>a) the end (©ah < t-£ah)’ (Eud. 76:18). 

In clauses containing a Preterit or Second Tense form, the negative scope 
definer n- is attached to the Preterit auxiliary Ne(pe)- and the relative 
marker c(pc)-, e.g. NNeqMOK£ Ae an nj»ht gtbg nyce (...) ‘he 

(Pachom) was not (an) sad (N-Ne-q-HOKg) because (gtbg) of the 
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suffering (tt-^icg) (...)’ (V. Pach. 6:12-13), noyoeiN GToyNAqiTq njuit 

eN oy<5op6c NKpoq NeyNAqiTq nak an ‘the light (n-oyoein) that will 

be taken (lit. that they will take away (eT-oy-NA-qiT-q)) from me (n£ht) 

in (en) a guileful (N-KPoq) ambush (oY-<5oP<5c), it will not (an) be 
brought (N-e-y-NA-NT-q) to you (na-k)’ (Pist. Soph. 100:1-2). 

The reverse order obtains in the context of relative embedding, where 

the negative prefix n- always follows the subordinating relative marker 
that introduces the relativised clause, e.g. ttttantykimgnoc (read 

TTANTIKGIMGNOC) GTf NMMAY GTpGqnypAZG (for GTpGqnGipAZ©) 

mmooy n^htoy eNqoywq> an gtpgy<5u> tanaxo>picic (for 
TANAxu>picic) ‘the Adversary (ft-antykimcnoc), who is fighting (gt-T) 

with them (the hermits) (nmma-y) to lead them (mmo-oy) into temptation 

(G-TpG-q-nypAZG) with them (i.e. the grievances) (n^ht-oy), not (an) 

wishing (G-N-q-oytuq;) for them to stay (g-tP6-y-<5(u) in fen) the solitude 
(T-ANAxoipicic)’ (Onnophr. 211:16-18). 

NEGATIVE 
SECOND 
TENSE 

NEGATIVE 
RELATIVE 
CLAUSE 

NEGATIVE 
PARTICLE 

RELATIVE 
MARKER 

RELATIVE 
MARKER 

SUBJECT 
PRONOUN 

NEGATIVE 

PARTICLE 
SUBJECT 
PRONOUN 

NA-NT-q 

will-bring- 

it 

oycuq; 
want 

NEGATION 
ADVERB 
AN 

NEGATION 
ADVERB 

FIGURE 9.1 Variable positions of the negative scope definer n- 

The negative scope definer n- may be elided. When this happens, the 

negation adverb an ‘not’ becomes the sole carrier of negative polarity e.g. 
qcYrxtupGi an nnkgmonaxoc gt^iboa GTeqjAYGi tpApoq g<5m huing 

nngcnhy 'he (the abbot) did not (an) permit (q-cyrxujpGi) the other 

monks (n-n-kg-monaxoc) from outside (gt-£iboa), who came 
(GTG-qjA-y-Gi) to him (q>Apo-q) to visit (c-<5m n-^ing) the brothers 

(n-ng-cnhy)’ (V. Pach.l38:16-18), ntok knahcdt an ‘wouldyou (ntok) 

U2t (an) /■«« away (k-na-ncut)?’ (AP, Chame no. 186, 46:6), NeqoYHY an 



mmoc| rre ‘he (Pachom’s brother) was not (jin) far away (Ne-q-oyHy) 

from him (Pachom) (MMo-q)’ (V. Pach. 1:4-5). 

9.3.2 The clause-internal negation adverb an 

The negation adverb an ‘not’ can also appear in more than one position. 
Its location with respect to the direct and indirect object and other 
postverbal constituents is determined by the following placement rules: 

a) Direct object syntax 

It is never possible for the negative adverb an to disrupt the syntactic 
continuity of the construct state (see above, section 6.3.1.2 of Unit 6), e.g. 

erae oy tNAtpen 2.1 ce an oyetp (read: NoyegjN) Noy<5c ‘why (eTBe 

oy) can I not (an) suffer (lit. receive (t-NA-<pen) suffering feice)) without 

(oye<p) getting angry (Noytfc)?’ (V. Pach. 2:14), NTN NAKAAK AN 001 

e^oyN ercNnoxic erae neipan xe ic ‘we will not (an) allow you 

(n-tn-na-kaa-k) to come (e-ei) into (e^oyn) our city (e-TeN-noxic) 

because of (erae) this (disgraceful) name (nei-pAw) Jesus’ (Ac. A&P 

196:31-32). By contrast, an occupies an intermediate position between the 
absolute state marked verb and the prepositional object, e.g. NfcooyN an 

Npu>t-ie £N Teinoxic ‘I do not (an) know (n-T-cooyn) anybody 

(N-pu>Me) in (£n) this city (rei-noxic)’ (Hil. 4:23), NTetpiNe an nca 

TiAMApTypioN ‘ (why) do you (woman) not (an) look (n-t©-(jjin©) for 

(nca) my tomb (nA-MApTypioN)?’ (Eud. 58:5). 

b) Pronominal clitics 

The negation adverb an comes after dative clitics and pronominal objects, 
e.g. nTnaT £U)B eq^oce nak an ‘I will not (an) burden (lit. give 

(N-f-NA-t)) you (na-k) (with) a difficult (e-q-eoce) job (eurc)’ (KHMLII 

33:14-15), muon ttnoyt© nncxpictianoc naan©x© mmok an 

NTei£e <paboa ‘if not (mmon), the God (n-NoyTe) of the Christians 

(N-Ne-xpicTiANoc) will not (an) tolerate (na-ancxs) you (mmo-k) in 

this manner (N-Tei-^e) forever ((jja-box)’ (Eud. 38:13-14), aaaa n©inay 

epooy an ne ‘but (aaaa) I could not (an) see (Ne-i-NAy) them 

(epo-oy)’ (Ac. A&P 204:139-140), NeqNATNNAy (read N©qnatnnooy) 
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<4»iKO, an ne Vie (Apa Poimen) would not (an) have sent (a message) 

(Ne-q-NA-TNNAy) to me ((jiapo-i)’ (AP Elanskaya 20b:l 1-12). 

c) Functional clitic clusters 

The negative adverbial an is placed in clause-third position, following 
enclitic function words and particles, e.g. NeqcooyN Ae an ic 

oycgiMe Te he did not (an) know (Ne-q-cooyn) that (ice) she (tb) 

(was) a woman (oy-cz,Me)’ (Hil. 6:14-15), NNeqiAyxAge TMNrepo tap 

an NHHMY6 2t, nijiAxe h 2m ttpAN (...) ‘since (rAp) they did not (AN 

nertcA (N-Ne-qiA-Y-TAge) the heavenly (N-n-nnye) kingdom (r-MNT-epo) 

tn panV v ( ,the W°rd « (») a (good) reputation (rr-pAN)(...)’ (Peres apost. 35:9-12). ^ 

9.4 Negative tenses 

SeContT/t? rePreSem 3 d£PartUre fr°m fl“ mainly ana|yt>e character 
hewf P tense-aspect-mood system with a one-to-one correspondence 
between morphemes and categories of verbal semantics. As shown in table 
9.2 below all negative tenses are marked by a morpheme-initial labial or 
velar nasal h- or N-. Since the rest of the base does not bear any formal 

relationship with the affirmative counterpart, these negative conjugation 

P" °rflnate( ™tger between negationand the 
tense-aspect-mood marker into a single morph. 

Negative tenses show contrasts between the wide scope and the narrow 
scope reading of negation similar to the syntactically discontinuous n- 

pattern. By contrast, the auxiliary verb tn ‘to do not’ can only be 
associated with the narrow scope of predicate negation. V 



AFFIRMATIVE_ 

HABITUAL PRESENT 

qjA-q-CCDTM 
he usually hears 

FIRST PERFECT 
A-q-CU>TM 
he has heard, he heard 

SECOND PERFECT 
NT-A-q-CO>TM 

he. has heard, he heard 

HABITUAL PRESENT 

<pA-q-ca>TM 
he usually hears 

UNEXPECTED PERFECTIVE 
*~q-c>Y<D e-q-cu)TM 
he has already heard 

THIRD FUTURE 

e-q-e-co>TM 
he shall hear 

IMPERATIVE 

NEGATIVE 

NEGATIVE HABITUAL 

Me-q-ca>TM 

he usually does not hear 

NEGATIVE FIRST PERFECT 
MTTe-q-CU>TM 
he has not heard, he did not hear 

NEGATIVE SECOND PERFECT 

eTe-MTTe-q-cu>TM 
he has not heard, he did not hear 

NEGATIVE HABITUAL 

Me-q-ccuTH 

he usually does not hear 

UNEXPECTED NEGATIVE PERFECTIVE 
MTMTe-q'>CO)TH 

he had not yet heard, before he heard 

NEGATIVE THIRD FUTURE 
NNe-q-CU>TM 

he shall not hear 

NEGATIVE IMPERATIVE 
HTTp-CCUTH 

do not listen! 

TABLE 9.2 Negative tenses 

9.4.1 The Negative Habitual 

Since it simultanously expresses quantificational aspect and negation, the 

Negative Habitual He-q-ctuTM ‘he usually does not hear’ is used for the 

negative description of an event pattern. It thus works in the opposite 
direction of the affirmative Habitual <px-q-c<DTM ‘he usually hears’, which 
indicates iterative, frequentative, or habitual action (see above, section 

7.3.5.1 of Unit 7), e.g. oYpo>Me nco<|>oc Meqnex [<j>JAx:e] nim geoa 

2.!nai wxx qj^qt zTtiCi e[N6Tcu)]TM epooy ‘a wise (n-co<1>oc) man 
(oY-poiHe) does not throw (Me-q-Nex) away (gboa) every (nim) word. 
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6-7). 1 er-ctuTH) to them (ePo-oY)’ (Teach. Ant. 

9.4.1.1 Forms 

fatabte'ff6 mfleCti0naI Pardigm of the Negative Habitual is presented 

Ist sing. 

2nd * sing. masc. 

2nd sing. fem. 
3rd 

sing. masc. 

3rd sing. fem. 

1st plural 

2nd plural 

3 rd plural 

before noun 

negative 
habitual 
PRESENT 

H6-1-COTH 

M6-K-COJTM 

Mepe-co)TM' 

Me-q-c(UTH 

Me-C-COJTM 

H6-N-C(DTM 

M6-T6TN- 

CU>TM 

Me-Y-CU)TH 

Mepe npume 
CUJTM 

NEGATIVE 
RELATIVE 
HABITUAL 

e-Me-i-ctuTM 

NEGATIVE 
HABITUAL 
PAST _ 

Ne-H€-I-C(DTM 

6-Me-K-CtUTM Ne-Me-K-CDTM 

e-Mepe-cuiTH Ne-Mepe-ca>TM 

6-Me-q-CO)TM N6-He-q-CO)TM 

e-He-c-ca>TH Ne-He-c-caiTH 

e-Me-N-ca)TM Me-ne-N-ctuTM 

e-Me-TGTN- 

CtDTH 

e-Me-Y-ccuTM 

e-Hepe rrpame 
CtUTM 

TABLE 9.3 The Negative Habitual 

Ne-Me-T6TN- 

CCDTM 

N€-M6-Y-C(I)TM 

Ne-Mepe 

npcuHe C(dtm 

NeSative descriptions of event patterns 

w x •sl- r 
NeHeqTOJtuBe nay aaav x \ v * ^ NToq Ae £ani>q 

Y ^Y N«<J>^2Poq, na„T e£pA, e^oroy Z<< 
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oyNod MMNT2.A.pq)^HT ‘he (Pachom (NToq), however (gcucu-q), did not 

take revenge (Ne-Me-q-Tcutuse) against them (the brothers) (nx-y) in any 

way (xxxy), but (instead) he was patient (Ne-q>x-q-£po<p) with them 
(cjcoj-oy) with (j»n) great (oy-no<5) indulgence (M-MNT-gxptp-^HT)’ (V. 
Pach. 5:17-19). 

a) Habitual 

The non-occurrence of a particular event pattern may be conceptualised as 

a characteristic property or habit of the subject referent, e.g. ecqxune Ae 
eupxNeiMe xe toyox eqxuNe MeLxrrq ‘when (e-cxpome) I observe 

(e-i-q>xN-eiMe) that (xe) I am cured (t-oyox) from illness (e-<ptDNe), I 

will not accept it (the donkey) (Me-i-xiT-q)’ (V. Pach. 90:11-12), Mepe 

ttAixboxoc rxp xo eqdopd enpome qjx neq^xe NNiqe ‘since (rxp) 

the devil (tt-Aixboxoc) does not cease (Mepe ... xo) waylaying 

(e-q-dopd) man (e-rr-pcuMe) until (<px) his last (neq-£xe) breath 

(N-Niqe)’ (KHML II 48:7-9), HeyxNixe (for MeyxNexe) pqjxxe (read 

e<pxxe) nmmxy errrupq ‘they (the monks) usually do not bear 

(Me-y-^Nixe) to speak (e-q>xxe) with them (women) (nmmx-y) at all 

(enTHpq)’(Hil. 10:18). 

b) Generic 

When used in proverbs and gnomic assertions, the Negative Habitual 

Present Me-q-currM ‘he usually does not hear’ receives a generic 
interpretation: the continuous absence of a particular type of event is 

presented as a general truth that holds at all times, e.g. OYP<i)Me nxtcboj 
Meq£\p£ eyqjxxe m[myc]thpion ‘the imprudent (n-xt-cko>) person 

(oy-pcuMe): he does not keep (Me-q-£Xpe;>) a secret (lit. a secret 

(M-MycTHpioN) word (e-Y-q?<x2ce))5 (Teach. Ant. 5), Mepe nxi NreiMiNe 
ep xoeic exxxy mttxooc eNeg. ‘he (nxi) of such (ill-tempered) nature 
(M-Tei-MiNe) will not manage to ever (eNej>) master (Mepe ... (ep xoeic) 
any (e-xxxy) passion (nxeoc)’ (AP Chatne no. 12, 3:9), oyre MeYnegr 

coon cxn Tecxne ecjyi necNoq ‘and (oyTe) they do not pour 

(me-y~ttejyr) ointment (co<5n) on (cxn) her (the girl’s) head (Tec-xne), 

c) Backgrounding 

The Negative Relative Habitual e-ne-q-cuiTM ‘usually without hearing 

as one TT<!,°°V TY “ N°Y' Ne <they (the brothers) were (Ne-v-o) 
as one (n-oy^t) heart (n-oy-jjht) and (mn) one (n-oYo>t) Iou 

e N-AL,oc butUriTtf ‘he righteous onls 

U fi 234^27):Un“ng (^'q-pU,K2) the Sinners WP 

9.4.2 The Negative Perfect 

The Negative Perfect Hne-q-co,™ ‘he has not heard, did not hear’ has 

p«™'4™h trr.T’r ,"“n'°8 “ m,~‘n f™ 
™. o,o„ h„.h ™,:r8T;r^r“*smrN,rr" 
(i-q-AA-N) masters (u-»e,c) over Sit nH r, (Chr,st) mad* us 

(e^ (hat} m °h (°Y°N) °f US (HMO"N) has dar^^W^ox^\^dt 
(e-P) what you have done (n-eirr-x-K-xx-q)’ (Ac. A&P 198:70-71). 

9.4.2.1 Forms 

2£ °f Ne8ative (FM Perfect Mne-q-co-m 
he has not heard, did not hear’ and the Negative Relative Perfect 

(e)-q-caiTM w.thout having heard’ is presented in table 9.4. Due to 
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the reduction of the relative marker e-, the Negative Relative Perfect is 

often written as fin(e)-q-cami, which makes it look like the Negative 

First Perfect from which it is derived. 

NEGATIVE PERFECT NEGATIVE RELATIVE PERFECT 

Ist sing. Mn(e)-i-co>Tti e-MTT(e)-l-CO>TM 

2nd sing. masc. Mn(e)-K-ciuTM e-Hn(e)-K-co>T h 

2nd sing. fem. Mn(e)-co>TM e-MTT(e)-COJTM 

3rd sing. masc. Mn(e)-q-co>TM e-Mn(e)-q-cu>TH 

3rd sing, fem. MTT(e)-C-CU>TM e-Mn(e)-c-cu)TM 

1st plural Mn(e)-N-C(UTM e-Mn(e)-N-co)TM 

2nd plural Mn(e)-TN-CO)TM e-Hn(e)-TN-co)TM 

3 rd plural MTT-OY-CU>TM e-MTT-OY-COJTM 

Before noun Hne npo>Me co>tm e-Mn(e) npu)M€ cojtm 

TABLE 9.4 The Negative Perfect 

9.4.2.2 Negative descriptions of past events 
Negative descriptions of past events may also provide a descriptive 
background for the understanding of the foregrounded events by 
comparing them to an alternative mode of development that did, in fact, 

not take place, e.g. eTBe oy'Ae tcnKotk cxn oyma. nnkotk nnoyb 

2,i 2A;r (...) eMnecpiNe nca rrronoc ntaa.na.cta.cic ‘why (eTBe oy) 
do you (woman) sleep (tc-nkotk) on (e*N) a couch (lit. a sleeping 

(n-nkotk) place (oy-MA.)) of gold (n-noyb) and (2,1) silver (£at) and did 

not look (e-Hne-<piNe) for (nca) the place (n-Tonoc) of my resurrection 

(n-ta.-a.na.cta.cic)?’ (Eud. 50:23-25). 

a) Wide scope 

The Negative Perfect can be associated with either a wide or a narrow 
scope reading of negation. Under a wide scope interpretation, the Negative -!: 

Perfect asserts that a particular type of event never took place. Very often^ 

such negative descriptions of events convey a strong sense of 

counterexpectancy, where the non-occurrence of that event is presented as 
remarkable and noteworthy fact, e.g. Mrroyoyaiz erooroy eroio™ 

&KM nio.£ iiNeyooy THpoY nkcdctantinoc nppo ‘they (the Persians! 
Mm again (,it. they did not place theft hZs 

(eToor-oy)) raise up (e-Tu>oyN) against (exn) the country (tt-kat) in ail 

4s7s°m he dayS (n"N6"2°°Y) of King (n-ppo) Constantine’ (Eud. 
48.18-19), nneiKA aaaY NxPon nhtn e2FA, mttmto gboa nnnoyre 

you 7™^ MtmtP aCe (MITe-'-K^ any obstacle (N-*Fon) for 
you (nh-tn) in front (m-o-mto geoa) of God (M-n-Noyre) nor (mn) 
mankind (w-pome)’ (V. Pach. 89:7-8). J ' 

b) Narrow scope 

The fused negation of the Negative Perfect may have narrow scope 

evemT adjUnnCt' ^ CaS6’ “ is n0t denied that a Particular type of 
for diflferLt bUt ruSI * hapPened under different circumstances or 
or different reasons. The constituent that attracts the focus of negation 

corresponds to the contrastive focus constituent marked by aaaa ‘but’ e e 

Hnaeneitni nnoYa (for noYa) N^y™ eN6£ (...) e.MHf eTEe 

noyxAi NTeqtpyxn I never (enez) reprimanded (.-m-e.-enei-fNA) 
nyone (nn-oYa) of you (NZHT-THyTN) (...) except (eiMnf) for (erse) 

nniiip™1011 (n‘°Y-^Ai) of his soul (N-Teq-cpyxH)’ (V. Pach. 89-17-19) 

' HP6 "n°YTOli,K rAf eto.KONOM.X AAA\ NTA. TIAC TOipK 
eycoxcA nnecNHy 6toYaab ercpoon £m nxue ‘No (rinrup), my son 
( -ijinpe). For (taf) you have not been destined (lit. they have not 

the Tord^n ^ but (aaaa) 

e v Co7(WC)th „r7nted y°U (NT‘A - W) as a ^ 
(e-y-coACA) for the holy (er-oyAAB) brothers (n-nc-cnhy) who live 

(eT gioorr) in (£m) the desert (n-jcAie)’ (Onnophr. 216:33-217:1). 

I3) Negated secondary predicates 

|The Relative Negative Perfect is commonly used to negate a secondary 

■i^toobiecf0^’ Sfion In this «»* it denies that the subject 
: lr6Ct °bjeCt referent attalned a “rtain mental or physical state when 



the main clause event took place, e.g. NA(p N£e AqoyoTBN cboa n<5i 

nxoeic MnTHpq eMnNeine ‘how (n-a<p N-ge) did the Lord (n-xoeic) 

of the universe (M-n-THp-q) pass by us (x-q-oyoTB-N) without us noticing 

(e-Mn-N-eiMe)?’ (Pist. Soph. 21:5-6), xqNKOTK xqrpruNe Noygooy 

MneqoyruM oyAe Mneqctu ‘one day (N-oy-gooy) he (the sick child) lay 
down (A-q-NKOTK) sick (x-q-tptuNe) (and) did not eat (Mne-q-oyruM) nor 
drink (Mne-q-cru)’ (Ac. A&P 194:23). 

9.4.2,3 The two negative Second Perfects 

To express the marked combination of focus and negation, two negative 
counterparts of the Second Perfect are available, which differ with respect 
to scope of the negation. 

a) eT(e)-Mn(e)-q-co>TM ‘he has not heard, he did not hear’ 

The eT(e)-Mn(e)-q-corrM pattern is selected, when negation takes wide 

scope over the entire clause, e.g. tanay xe eTfineqei enecHT 

eTBHHTK e<prune mhon eie €tbhht ‘and I see (ta-nay) whether (xe) 

he (the eagle) did not come (eT-Mrre-q-ei) down (enecHT) because of 

you (otbhht-k), if (erptune) not (mhon), then (eie) because of me 

(ctbhht)’ (AP, Chaine no. 192, 49:34-50:1), oyKoyN eTRneqei 

enecHT eTBHHTK eTBe xe ttcon <pocM epoK ‘thus (oykoyn), he (the 

eagle) did not come (eT-Mne-q-ei) down (enecHT) because of you 

(eTBHHT-n), because (exee xe) the brother (n-coN) is angry ((jjoch) 

with you (epo-K)’ (AP Chaine, no. 192, 50:5-6), eTet-inextugM £N Arp 

mma ‘in (£n) what (x<p) place (m-ma) have you (woman) not been defiled 

(eTe-Hne-xo)£M)?’ (Besa, frag. 35, 116:14-15, [Jer 3:2]). 

b) NT-A-q-cojTM an ‘he has not heard, he did not hear’ 

The NT-A-q-ca>TM an pattern, by contrast, has a bound, narrow scope 

interpretation, leaving the verb out of the scope of negation, e.g. nta nxi 

(prune an eTBHHT anok exp anf oyAAxy aaaa eTBe Texnpx hn 

Neiop<j>xNoc A nnoyTe eipe unei^ruB ‘this (nxi) did not (an) happen 

(nt-a ... (prune) for my sake (eTBHHT), since (rxp) (as for) me (anok), I 

(ani-) (am) a nobody (oy-AAxy), but (aaaa) for the sake of (eTBe) the 

widow (Te-xHpx) and (mn) these orphans (Nei-op<j>ANoc) had God 

65-31-33i ntT.m^ lU15 mmg (AP Chaine no. 225, 

9 4_3 The Unexpected Negative Perfective 

9.4.3.1 Forms 

“Ssrstf »* *—• 

1st sing. 

2nd sing. masc. 

2nd sing. fern. 

3rd sing. masc. 

3rd sing. fem. 

Ist plural 

2nd pluraJ 

3 rd plural 

Before noun 

unexpected negative 
perfective_ 

Mnxf-ctnTM 

MnAT(e)-K-C£DTM 

HnATe-cruTH 

MnAT(^)-q-cruTM 

MnAT(e)-c-cruTM 

MnAT(e)-N-cruTM 

MnAT(e)-TN-CtUTH 

MnAT-oy-ctUTM 

MnATe nptuMe ctutm 

Relativized unexpected 
^negative perfective 

e-MnAt-cruTM 

e-MnAT(e)-K-C(DTM 

e- MnATe-cruT m 

e-MnAT(e)-q-cruTN 

e-MnAT(e)-c-cruTM 

e-MnAT(e)-N-cruTM 

e-MnAT(e)-TN-CtUTM 

e-HnAT-oy-cruTM 

e-MnATe nptuMe cuttm 

TABLE 9.5 The Unexpected Negative Perfective 



9.4.3.2 Incompleteness and counterexpectancy gj 
The Unexpected Negative Perfect, as the name suggests, carries a negative 

presupposition; it is tacitly assumed that this state of affairs runs counter , 

to the addressee’s expectations of how things normally work out, e.g. 
MnAtnu)£ eNeupi ntgiOot eTpAxi cgine egoyN enAMANtptime ‘f 
have not vet reached (m-iAT-mug) such (n-tci-oot) heights (e-Nei~q?i) to 

take (e-TpA-oci) a woman (cgiMe) into (egoyN) my residence 

(e-nA-MA-N-tpome)’ (Hil. 9:6-7). 
jgj! 

a) Absolute tense 

When used as a main clause pattern, the Unexpected Negative Perfect has 

absolute time reference and denies that some event has been accomplished 
by the moment of speaking. It is in this context that the underlying 

negative presupposition applies in full force: the on-going state of the c 

event in question is presented as a remarkable fact, e.g. xyo) eic ghHTe ,j 

MnAtoycuN mmoc nAxoeic ‘and (xyo)) look (eic £HHTe), I have not yet T 

opened (Mnxt-oyo>N) it (the sack with gold), my lord (nx-jcoeic)’ (Mena, j; 

Mir. 15b:22-25), eNeMTTAToycpame rxp gN khmo n<5i mmonacthpion j 
eToqj ‘since (rxp) (there) were not vet (e-Ne-MnxT-oy-qjajne) many 

(eT-o<p) monasteries (m-monacthpion) in (gN) Egypt (khmo)’ (V. Ant. 

5:6-7), NToq Ae nppo NeMnATqjci BArmcMA ‘but he (NToq), the king \ 

(n-ppo), had not yet received (Ne-MnxT-q-ja) baptism (battticma)’ (Eud. 

42:1), cboa jce MTiATeKeiajpg mtthton eTNgeAnize epoq ‘because j 

(cboa .xe) you have not yet perceived (MTTATe-K-euDpg) the peace j: 

(M-n-MTON) that we are hoping (eT-N-geAnize) for (epo-q)5 (AP Chaine | 

no. 6, 2:25-26). 

b) Relative tense if 

In temporal adjunct clauses, the Unexpected Negative Perfective functions j; 
as a relative tense: the emergence of the main clause event is contingent j 
on the completion of the subordinate clause event, although there is no j| 
evident logical relation or temporal overlap between both events. i|§ 
Moreover, the negative presupposition that underlies the MnAT(e)-q-cu)TM ; 

no longer holds, e.g. eioyowp eNxy erxccuNe mhaTmoy ‘I want . r| 
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(e-i-oyuxp) to see (e-nxy) my sister (c-ta-cidnc) before I die 

(Mrut-Moy)’ (KHML I 75:20-21), oyTe NNeyKiuTe egoyN eBOA gM 

nfMe eHnAToyKtuA^ ‘and (oyTe) they (the brothers) shall not go 
(NNe-y-KUJTe) in (egoyw) (and) out (cboa) from (gM) the village (n-fne) 

^ef°re they ring, (the bell) (e-MnAT-oy-KoiAg)’ (praec. Pach. 90), 
TGKgHgAA eyAo^ix TeToyoup eei egoyw enefucmcMoc finwe 
rrnAAATioN xojam ‘your servant (reK-gMgAA) Eudoxia wants (er-oyoup) 
to come (e-ei) inside (egoyw) to your welcome (e-neK-AcnACMoc) 

before the palace (n-nAAATiON) gets busy (firrATe ... aujam)’ (Eud. 56:1- 
2). 

9.4.4 The Negative Third Future 

The Negative Third Future NNe-q-curm ‘he shall not hear’ serves as a 
deontic future tense in much the same way as the corresponding Third 

Future e-q-e-cu)TM ‘he shall hear’ (see above, section 7.3.3.4 of Unit 7)* 

but while the latter imposes an event on the addressee or some other party’ 
the former is used to prevent some event from happening, e.g. Ayo> 
neTeKNAenioyMei epoq NNeKoyuJMq eKeoycuM Ae nncnta nNoyre 
TNNooycoy nak ‘and (aYq>) (the food) that you might desire 

(n-eT-K-NA-enieyMei) for (epo-q), you shall not eat (Nwe-K-oyoM-q), 
you should (rather) eat (e-Ke-oyo>M) what God has sent (n-nc-nt-a 
TNNooy-coy) you (na-k)’ (AP Chaine no. 20, 4:15-16). 

9.4.4.1 Forms 

The inflectional paradigm of the Negative Third Future NNe-q-currM ‘he 
shall not hear’ is presented in table 9.6 below. Of the two first person 

singular aliomorphs, nna- represents the unmarked form, while the 

marked variant NNe-i- represents a sporadically used analogical 
formation, induced by paradigm uniformity. 



NEGATIVE THIRD FUTURE 

SINGULAR PLURAL 
l5t nna-ccutm (rarely nn©-i-ccdtm) NN6-N-C(DTM 
2nd masc. NNe-K-ClDTM NNe-TN-C(l)TH 
2nd fem. NN6-CU1TM 

3rd masc. NNe-q-CCDTM NNe-y-CtUTM 
3rd fem. NNC-C-CCDTM 
Before noun nnc npcuMe ccdtm 

TABLE 9.6 The Negative Third Future 

9.4.4.2 Negative directives and commissives 

The Negative Third Future is rarely used in connection with future time 
reference to assert the improbability for some event to happen, e.g. 
NNenpiK© oyAe NNeK^e aaaa. eKNA.MA.re mc|>u>b ntak^i tootk epoq 

you mg not go astray (Nne-K-piKe) or (oyAe) fall (NNe-K-ae), but 
{xxxx) you will succeed (e-K-NA.-MA.Te) in the work (m<J>cdb < m-h^cub) 

that you have undertaken (lit. that you have laid (nt-a-k^i) your hand 

(toot-k) on (epo-q))’ (Onnophr. 217:14-15). For the most part, it has a 
cieontic meaning and function, expressing negative directive or 
commissive speech-acts. 

a) Prohibitive 

The Negative Third Future appears in prohibitions and prescriptions 
designed to withhold the addressee or others from engaging him- or 
herself in a particular course of action, e.g. nn© aaa.y nPcdm© oYh nka 

NTeqpi ‘no man (aaaY nPcdm©) shall eat (nnc ... oYcdm) anything (nka) 
m his cell (N-req-p.)’ (praec. Pach. 114), nnc auv mn NeqePHY 

eM riKA.Ke ‘no one (aaaY) shall talk (une ... tpAjce) with (mn) one another 
(weq-epHY) in (£m) the dark .(n-KAKe)5 (praec. Pach. 94), nngk^cdtb 

NTCHBe (for NTCHqe) NNeK2(PTB ON ZM TTAA.C ‘you shall not kill 

(NNe-K-ecuTB) neither with the sword (n-t-chbc) nor (on) with (?m) the 

tongue (h-aac)’(Test. Is. 233:22-23), NNeYKCT Tewymi Zm nAoyoeitp 

(...) ‘this vault (Te«-KYnH) should noi be rebuilt (lit. they should not build 

(NNe-y-Ker)) in (2m) my time (nA-oyoeup) (...)’ (AP Chaine no. 17, 

b) Commissives 

In the context of first person reference, the Negative Third Future receives 

promissive mterpretation, expressing the speaker’s commitment to refrain 
from certain types of misbehaviour or transgressions in the future e g 

NNeusnove NNeig mntF6 nnoYx NNeixi Oox shall not ’steal 

Shal„ ~ ^ (NNe''-F) false (n-Noyxj witness 
( Ni-pe), I shall not tell (nne-i-xi) lies (Oox)’ (Sh. Ill 20:13-14) xnon 

06 gcuuiN NN6Noyuie eTooTN eg noxeMoc MnNoyre NTTT6 ‘and we 

(anon fie), in our turn (zukd-n), we will not again (lit. set (Nrre-N-oyaip) 
hand (eroor-N) to) make (e-P) war (noxeMoc) with the God 
(M-n-Noyre) of heaven (n-T-ne)’ (Eud. 48:13). 

c) Negative purpose clauses 

In purpose/reason adjunct clauses, the Negative Third Future describes the 
intended or anticipated negative outcome of the main clause event e g 
NioyAxi xyr^pe t„yaY (read rnyxii) oYt^po xerac nn6 

NfAn°CuTOX°? eq,BU,K e^°YN e™"c ‘the Jews (n-kwaai) 
^refnhg^e.tlCd ^-Y-T^pe) the gate (T-nyxy) very strongly (2n oy-Txxpo) 

that (xckxc) the apostles (N-xnocroxoc) could not go (nn6 

6(j)-B(UK) into (e2oYN) the city (e-T-noxic)’ (Ac. A&P 206:152), xni 

Teipyxii NioyAxc egpxi xeuxc me nAixsoxoc On xoioe exui (read 

f“") . "nl(AN,° 1116 S°Ul (Te-‘),YXH) of Judas UP here (e2pxi) so that 
UeKxc) the devil (n-AixBoxoc) wonifind (me ... <sn) a pretext (xo.oe) 

against me (excu-,)’ (Ac. A&P 202:114), Ncerioxofy] [eJjcM rreqTxd-oc 

Nce^GBcq XCKXC nns xxxy NpuiMe F neqMeeye ‘and they (the 
inhabitants of Zion) shall throw it (the garbage) (N-ce-Nox-ofy]) on 

( m) his (Jesus ) tomb (neq-rxipoc) and cover it (N-ce-2oBc-q) so that 
txeKxc) no man (xxxy N-puine) might remember it (lit. make (nn6 p) 
Its remembrance (neq-Meeye))’ (Eud. 58:21-22). 



9.4.5 The Negative Imperative 

Imperatival clauses have a biclausal structure for negation, consisting of 

the negative auxiliary Mnp- ‘do not!’ and an infinitival complement clause. 
Negative imperatives can be used with various degrees of force, ranging 
from prohibitions to polite requests and entreaties, e.g. mfipkotk epNoee 

'd° not return (mup-kot-k) to sin (lit. to do (e-p) sin (Nose))!’ (Onnophr. 
209:6), Mnpp Zotg TnxpeeNoc eToyAAE 'don’t be (Mnp-p) afraid 

(eoTe), holy (eT-oyxxe) virgin (T-nxpeeNoc)!’ (Eud. 50:20-21), 

MnpKAXT ncojk ‘dorft abandon me (lit. leave me (Mnp-KAAT) behind you 
(ncoj-k))!’ (Ac. A&P 200:82-83), MnepTpe aaay eiMe xe ntc oycgiMe 

don£ let (Mnep-Tpe) anybody (aaay) know (eiHe) that (xe) you (ntc) 

(are) a woman (oy-ceiHe)’ (Hii. 6:24-25). 

N.B. The negative imperative Mnp- has an absolute state counterpart, where the 

infinitival clause has been elided, although its content can be recovered 

from the preceding context. Such elliptical imperatives function as 

negative parenthetical^ meaning something like ‘(oh) no, don’t’, e.g. 
eKNA<5(D(j>T NCIDI cinabcdk enTAKo MniDp nAXoeic ‘will you watch me 

going to perdition? Oh no (rintup), my Lord (tta-xocic)!’ (Ac A&P 
200:91). 

9.4.6 The negative auxiliary tm 

Coptic has yet another group of negative conjugation patterns that are 

formed with the negative auxiliary tm ‘to do not’. The auxiliary tm is 
semantically more restricted than other types of negation, since it can only 

take narrow scope over the main verb and its complements, e.g. aaaa xe 

xqqjTAM NNeqBAA eTM<5oxpr epoq errmpq ‘but (aaaa) because (xe) 

he closed (xq-qjTXM) his eyes (w-Neq-BAA) not to see (e-TM-oaxpT) it (the 

sun) (epo-q) at all (errmpq)’ (Zen. 200:27-28), a taOom e> ePo. joicre 

eTMTpAAiceANe eriTHpq xe t2.KoeiT h fose ‘my strength (TA-dOM) 

came (back) (a ... ei) to me (epoi) so that fcuJCTe) I did not notice 

(e-TM-TpA-AJCGANe) at all (errmpq) that (xe) I was hungry (f-^Koeir) 

or (h) thirsty (f-oBe)’ (Onnophr. 209:26-27). 

The predicate negation properties of tm are particularly clear in the 
context of indefinite pronouns, which are uniformly interpreted as 
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negative polarity expressions (see above, section 4.3.3 of Unit 4) eg 

nxzo mhh^oc ne r,«ne aaay n2Yah NAq ‘the treasure (n-Ajo) 
of the monk (m-tt-monaxoc) (is) not to acquire (TM-me) any. (aaaY) 

Emern (N-SYA„) for himself (NA-q)’ (AP Chaine no 30, 6:5-6)TfemoTe 
NTferjH [aaayI g[<!)<5m](5om e[NAZ]Mfe]q gboa [2n na]<5i* ‘so that 
(20.CTe) nobody (aaaY) mil be able (ntg-tm ... g^-ohooh) ,0 save 

SSy from (eBOA zu> my hands (^6i*y (Mena> 

9.4.1.1 Two different clausal positions 

In the context of pronominal subjects, the negative auxiliary tm occupies 

an intermediate positton in a cluster of modal verbs, coming after the 
conditional marker <pan and before the epistemic modal verb (eW ‘can 

to be able to e.g. gn<jiantm2aPg2 ag rrronoc NAqituq ‘fwe do not 

keep (them) (i.e. the rules of the fathers) (G-N-qiAN-TM-^pe^, the place 

(n-Tonoc) will be deserted (NA-qiinq)’ (AP Chaine no. 185, 46:3) In the 

context of nominal subjects, however, it is no longer possible for the 

onditional marker ijian and the negative auxiliaiy tm to remain in their 
base position. In this case, both auxiliary verbs move to an extra-clausal 
position, following the relative marker gPg and preceding the subject 

\norfS“biW<!'i"'TH NP^t, e.g. g^antm 
P AHOTACC6 N6NKA N1M 6T2M ITKOCMOC NqNAWUmG AN 

mhonaxoc if a man (n-PuiMe) does not give up (gp-<j,an-tm 

attotaccg) everything (n-gnka nim) that belongs to (lit. that (is) in 
(eT-^)) the world (n-Kocnoc), he will not (an) be able to become 

(N-q-NA-qnpume) a monk (m-monaxoc)’ (AP Chaine no. 242, 74:28). 

9.4.1.2 Negative conjugation patterns with tm 

The. neSatIve auxiliary verb tm has a broad syntactic distribution and is 
used as the marker of negative polarity in four negative tenses: 

a) The Negative Temporal NTt-:Pc-q-TM-cu>TM 

e.g. enjAG AG NTGPGqTMGCp0M<5OM N<3I tTGAPAKO)N GTAVO GMGCUT 

NNANTOINIOC (for NANTdlNlOc) AqOOlNT GPOq HM1N MMOq (...) ‘finally 



(e-ngAe), when the dragon (ne-ApAKU>N) had not been able 

(NTepe-q-TM~eq^-(3M6oM) to cast (e-TAyo) down (enecHT) Antony 
(nn-anto>nioc) he became angry (A-q-t5o>NT) about himself (epo-q 

mmin MMO-q)’ (V. Ant. 9:6-7). 

b) The Negative Terminative <pANTe-q-TM-currM 

e.g. ayAygioye Nctuoy u^antoytmka aaay eriA^oy eTpeqoyxAi 

‘and (Ayo>) they smote (A-y-£ioye) them (Nctu-oy) until they did not leave 

(ujant-oy-tm-ka) anyone (aaay) behind (errA£oy) to survive 

(e-Tpe-q-oyAAi)’ (Joshua 8:22). 

c) The Negative Conditional e~q-q>AN-TM~c<i>TM and the Negative 

Relative Present e-q-TM-cu>TM ‘if he does not hear’ 

Both negative conjugations are used to express negative conditions. Thus, 

compare: eN<pANTM£Ape£ Ae rrronoc NAqjo>q Uf we do not keep 

(them) (i.e. the rules of the fathers) (e-N-<pAN-TM-£Ape£), the place 

(n-TOTTOc) will be deserted (NA-cpujq)’ (AP Chaine no. 185, 46:3) vs. 
eqjume eTeTNTMOenu eeipe mttai £n oyHoy TeTNAMoy (read 

TeTN-NA-Moy) iif you do not hasten (e-TeTN-TM-<5enH) to do (e-eipe) 

this (m-ttai), you will surely die (lit. in (£n) a dying (oy-Moy) you will die 

(TeTN-NA-Moy))’ (Eud. 58:28-60:1). 

d) The Negative Conjunctive N-q-TM-ca)TM 

e.g. NT6TH n^HKe gtmnq *u>Te £M ir^qm h £N NeTgiToyoiq 
q>ANTq$>e eoyNotf ntaio land would the poor (man) (n-gHKe), in his 

turn (goxn-q), not seek (ntg-tm ... K<i>Te), in (£m) his (own) house 

(neq-m) or (h) in fen) (that) of his neighbours (N-eT-£iToyo>-q) until he 

finds ((pANT-q-^e) a great (e-oy-NOC) gift (n-taio)’ (Eud. 72:13-14), nim 

ne npu)Me eqNA<5u>qyr nca neqqjHpe eqBHK ncmto) NqTMBOHeei 
epoq ‘who (nim) (is) the man (rr-pa>Me) who will watch (e~q-NA-<5o>qjT) 

his son (neq-<pnpe) drowning (lit. go (e-q-BHK) to the depths (n-cmtu))) 

and would not help (N-q-TM-BOHeei) him (epo-q)?’ (Ac. A&P 200:89- 

90). 

e) Negated infinitival clauses 

o^z standard pattern 
ernp m. ‘our father (neN-euu-r) Pachom ordered us (erZ^ono 

(Y Pach-139:31)- “ (for TZZfSZ 
epoK 6THP Nose em,oYTe nt^tamiok ‘but (*nu..,) be careful 

-?“(Iit' COmmit (-P) *1" (h«L)) agakst the God 
NoyTe) who has created you (nt-<^-c|-ta.hio-k)‘ (V. Pach 89-27 281 

f23°ofeUniue2d deSCriPti°n °f infWtival daUses wili C offered in section 

Key Terms: 

Wide vs. narrow Negation may be semantically sentential (wide §9.2. 
P scope) and provide a negative description of an 

event without specifying the grounds, or more 
specific and narrow in its scope, in which case 
only certain aspects of the event in question are 
denied. 

Double negation represents a negation strategy where negative §9.3 
polarity is encoded by two separate negative 
markers, viz. the negative scope definer n- and 
the negation adverb an ‘not’. 

NegadveXPeCted C°PtlC ^ a sPecial verbal tense-aspect for the §9.4.3 
Perfective expression of incompleteness (“not yet”). The 

MnAT(e)-q-co)TM pattern carries a negative 
presupposition; it is tacitly assumed that this 
state of affairs runs counter to the addressee’s 
expectations of how things normally work out. 



r'ror/v, 

UNIT . 

Exercises 

9.1 Comprehension and transfer 

A. Go through the list of key terms and make sure that you understand 
all of them. 

B. Decide whether the following statements are true or false. 

1. Double negation structures may occur without the initial negative 
particle n-. 

2. The negation adverb an ‘not’ occupies an intermediate position 
between the verb and the direct object. 

3. Both double negation patterns and negative tenses are compatible 
with a wide or a narrow scope interpretation of negation. 

4. The narrow scope interpretation of a negative sentence can be 

reinforced by continuing it with a rectifying axaa (‘BUT’)-clause. 

5. The Negative Third Future NNe-q-corm ‘he shall not hear’ 
functions as a deontic modal, which puts an obligation on the 
addressee or others to refrain from a particular action. 

6. TM-negatives can only appear in infinitival clauses. 

9.2 Double negation 

A. The placement of the negation adverb an ‘not’ is the postverbal 

domain is regulated by a family of morpho-syntactic constraints, as 
discussed in section 9.3.2 above. Place the negative marker an in 

one of the two positions indicated by blanks in the Coptic examples. 

(I) NceNA.egj _<5m<5om _eeex NeicMoy exN iaku>e ‘they will not 
(an) be able (N-ce-NA-e<p-6M<5oM) to nullify (e-Bex) these 

blessings (Nei-cMoy) upon (exu) Jacob’ (Test. Is. 229:32-33) 

: : . : 
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(2) Nt,T£en--AAAY Gf>u,TN_‘I will not (xti) hide 

anything (AAAy) from you (ep<D-TN)’(Abbat6n 231:19) 2 

(3) Ncpp?z _ em-BEo _ nthntmonajch ‘but (aaaa) she (the 

possessed girl) does not (an) watch (N-c-£APe2) the puritv 

SluS-H)1116 m°naStiC Ufe‘Style (n-t-hnt-hon«")’ (V 

(4) ANOK Ae NtNAAO __ e.Moogie __ nmmhtn 

eTcyriTeAiA (for excyNTeAeiA) MneiAum, ‘I (anok) willZol 

2 Ce<Z N'+"Tr) WaIking (e',-MOO‘*'e) with you (nmmh-tn) 

B' present *or fiiture tense 8 ^ WhiCh COntain a "8*^ 

(1) NqNxe<p TtuoyN XU 2X nbacanoc (KHMLII 34:6-7) 

(3) NtcooyN xu xe utx oy (pome mmoc (Hil. 7:30-31) 

(4) ufuxuxY ™ enoyoeiN (pxNroycyiNe nco>. (Test. Is. 230:15) 

(5) tnnaco>tm NC0)K an (V. Pach. 5:17) 

9.3 Negative tenses 

A. Analyse and translate the following negative tenses. 

VERBAL TENSE 

NNACOJTM 

HnectDTM 

ANALYSIS TRANSLATION 

NeMTTAToycaJTM 



B- Translate the following negative tense constructions. 

NEGATIVE TENSE CONSTRUCTION 

~MT7eq<5eN oeiK "(Test. Is. 235:29) 

NNeKoyonq (Ap ChaIne no 20) 4.16) 

NCMeqTti>a>Be N*y (V, Pach. 5:18) 

NqTMBOHeei epoq (Ac. A&P 200:90) 

iinpp 2oTe (Eud. 50:21) 

eTMP nobc enNoyre (V. Pach. 89:28) 

translation 

C Seemify the ne8atiVe tenses in the foll0Win8 exM,ples 31111 translate 

(1) Zw MNe™2H°°ic 6TOM eTe[TN]F CNAy ‘and (oyre) on a 

95) e'TO,l) Wlth the two of y°u (e-TSTN-p cnay)’ (praec. Pach. 

(2) NNerNur, ex^y nronoc nca rrronoc MmwA*a,pA,oc « ic 

(— [ l (*he g3rbaf) t0'any (e-AAAY) place (n-totoc) (else) than 
(nca) to he pface (n-ronoc) of that Nazarene (M-n.-NAZu,pAioc) 
Jesus (ic)’ (Eud. 52:27-2S) p ; 

<-~s sot 
Pach ge-I-S^ (°e,K) Md fe° S3lt feHOy) (V 

NNeyeNcnxAe|X(f'orZHHeyeNoxA6i)'NAC(f1e Mn6C,tMe *6*ac 
N2u,e ‘(as for) the latter (i e the V^M r u T^CWNe 2” aaaY 

(A-q-XApi^e) them (mho-ovI to the ^ ^ (Antonms) donated 
village (H.r,Gq_t„c)(S0 Ztlo) of his 

T (TCqC"NG) fn respect Z^YaZIas. 

D- Translate the following text fragment. 

ncaao. rroyA. Ae MHooy o^nqb N<5i3 tJJOMNT 

oVA Nemoy Mn2AA0 Ae tLoNOFiN nej:e J 

nMeeye tamcdnh^ ™ ^BU’ na,' HneKp 

I N+cpoqr) aw. nexe nneoyA nao ne-T NtcpoBT (for 

matamio na. NoyABcn tap.kI Y1JTq nPAri eeooy6 j^e 

AqoytotpB A6 ANOK tNATAM.OC WAK ^ Nel«5«- 

H2AAO CNAy AS WAq, N2e roN AW Ae ^^Vca'1 N<Si 

MfTGKOyUJq) CAAC. HA, Ae AKAOOC N^q^ TiM'°C N*N 

n2AAo NAq Ae ajxooc nmtn L ^ m'°C NAK’ nejce 
I MneTNxyne,1 za)ci N+ T ™ “ ^Natam.oc an aYu, 

fNAxooc xe WTAqctuTM eree ^ e,Tf™>c wlq I 

™ NActDAn Mnwoye1 wrevNov G Mne90Yw<i) ctamioc Ayu> 

Ska^bS7)2N °VXyne' KhKJ 

clause) d. ABU, ‘drag-net’ e. (W attribut™ relative 

rciative 

8rieved (here: ^ * —w koy- 



4.1. J of Unit 4) I. ct»An hpnoyz ‘to break up (the connection) (lit. to cut off 

(cu>An) the rope (m-tt-noyz))’ m. u>KM{to make dark’ 

E. Consider the following two examples and decide whether negation 
has wide or narrow scope. 

(1) oyTe (foroyAe) on nng pu>Me pen Me ey^Mooc ‘and (oyTe) 
also (on) no one (pu>Me) shall shave (nnc ... qjB) anyone (pu>ne) 

sitting (e-y-^Mooc)’ (praec. Pach. 97). 

□ narrow scope reading □ wide scope reading of negation 

(2) Meyp TTMeeye pen xe oyN kocmoc q?oon "they (the hermits) 

usually do not even (pen) remember (lit. make (Mey-p) thought 

(n-Meeye)) that (xe) a world (kocmoc) exists (oyN ... <poon)’ 

(Onnophr. 215:3-4) 

□ narrow scope reading □ wide scope reading of negation 

Word order 

a he description of the Coptic conjugation system presented in units 7- 

j; t9end,eaIt te®P°raI, aspectual and modal properties of verbal 
i tenses with little attention for sentence form. This is the first of three 

units on Coptic clause structure. The focus of the present unit is on 

f 1° d °rder.Varl,ation Wlth Particular attention for the relation between 
> • s^rttachc placement and the interpretative properties of clausal 

fe: objects .Unit 11 examines the relativisation system and Unit 12 
I i revisits the mam types of subordinate clauses. 

I n,Sah.';!lt Co;,t.ic is a language with relatively flexible word order that 
Pcnnrts several arrangements of the main constituents subject (S) verb 

1 [ )> and direct object (O). The positional freedom of the subject and to 

P , ’SSSer df®ree’ tbe direct object and adverbial modifiers is largely 

W detenmned b7 the information load that these constituents havl in 
Is dlscours®- Smoe _ constituent ordering is sensitive not only to 

function but also to pragmatic considerations, Coptic may 

#! classified as a discourse-configurational language, where topic and 

B 5?? T'Ve 3 departule &om ** canonical S-V-0 
S ^ ™eMy productive word alternations in Sahidic Coptic are 

alt with in section 10.1. This leads to section 10.2, which examines 

|| the residual verb-initial V-S and V-S-0 sentences. These verb-fust 

to a ciosed ciass °f adjectivai’ 



10.1 Subject order and information structure 

In Coptic, simple declarative clauses are generally compatible with 

preverbal, postverbal and left-dislocated subjects. The removal of the 
subject noun from the preverbal position requires the presence of a 
pronominal placeholder that resumes its person, number and gender 

features (indicated as PROsu ‘resumptive subject pronoun’). The label 
“subject inversion” is used here for word order patterns in which the 

subject comes after the verb and the direct object. Consider the sample 

sentences in table 10.1, which differ minimally with respect to the 
syntactic position of the subject. 

SUBJECT POSITION EXAMPLES 

BASIC WORD ORDER 

(S-V-O) 
mnnca. toy Ae N£ooy x nAi-utoNoc t 

TTeqoyoi enenpecByTepoc ctoyaab 

ajta. ttambid ‘after (mnnca) five (Toy) 

davs (n?ooy) the deacon (tt-aiakonoc) 

went (lit. gave (x-q-t) his way 

(rreq-oyoi)) to the holy (eT-oyAA.fi) priest 

(e-Tre-npecByrepoc) Apa Pambo’ (Hil. 
5:31-32) 

LEFT-DISLOCATION 

(TOPICsu -PROsu -V-O). 

ANApeAC Ae AqT ne[q]oyoi ‘(as for) 

Andrew, he went forth (lit. gave (A-q-tl his 

way (neq-oyoi)’ (Ac. A&P 206:152-153) 

SUBJECT INVERSION 

(V- PROsu-0-S) 

eTei cn^hooc AqT TTeqoyoi epoi n<5i 

oynpecB yrepoc njjaao (...) ‘when 

(ctbi) we were sitting (e-N-£nooc), a 

venerable (n-^aaoI priest 

(oy-npecByrepoc) came (lit. gave 

(*-q-t) his way (rreq-oyoi)) to me (epo-i) 

(...)’ (Abbaton 228:13-14) 

TABLE 10.1 Positions for subjects in Sahidic Coptic 

The syntactic distribution of subjects is not free, but determined by the 

need of marking them with respect to their discourse information 

content. The typical discourse role of the subject is that of topic. 

WORD ORJD 1 
representing the constituent that expresses what the sentence is about. As 
sentence topics, subjects are selected from the elements that are 

presupposed at a given point in a discourse. The subject may, however 

also be the focus of the sentence, representing the element of information 

that is unpredictable from the preceding discourse. The topic or focus 
role of clausal subjects has visible syntactic effects to the effect that a 
nominal constituent that usually occurs preverbally occurs instead in a 
non-canomcal position in the left or the right periphery of the clause. 

10.1.1 S-V-O as the basic word order 

In languages with relatively flexible word order, the practical problem 

anses as to how one can determine whether any particular order is 

basic. This section presents several diagnostics for identifying 

(S-V~0) as the basic word order of Sahidic Coptic from which other 
word order patterns are derived. 

a) Precedence relations 

S-V-0 order can be established as the basic word order on syntactic 

grounds, since this is the order that reflects the basic structural 

relations between the verb and its arguments. Coptic is a head-initial 

anguage, where the verb precedes the direct and the indirect object. 

Moreover, most tense-aspect-mood inflections appear clause-initiallv 

in front of the subject. Since the TAM marker precedes both the 

subject and the verb, and the verb precedes the object, the subject must 
also precede the direct object, e.g. x oYcon me c^nion ( ) 

no. 28^24) Y'CON) ^ *Ne) APaSaraPion (••-)’ (AP Chaine 

TAM-MARKER SUBJECT VERB DIRECT OBJECT 

A. 

PERFECT 
oy-coN 

a brother 
—--- 

.azNe 

ask 
ajta. cxpA.nioN 

Apa Sarapion 

FIGURE 10.1 Precedence relations and S-V-0 surface order 



b) Markedness ' 

The basic constituent order of a language typically occurs in sentence 

patterns involving a minimal amount of syntactic structure and 

morphological marking. As we will see in sections 11.1.3 to 11.1.5, 

both left-dislocation and subject inversion represent syntactically more 

marked options than canonical S-V—O sentences. To indicate the 
subject role of the dislocated nominal constituent, a pronominal 

placeholder must be inserted in the preverbal subject slot. Moreover, 
inverted subject nouns are morphologically marked by means of the 
focus marker n<5i. Compare, then: (S-V-O) a Ngxxo xooc (...) 

‘the senior (monks) (n-^xxo) said (x ... jcoo-c) that (jce) (...)’ (AP 

Chaine no. 47, 10:8); TOPICsu-PROsu-V—O) NToq on Aqjcooc Jce 

(...) ‘(as for) hhn (Apa Isaac) (ntocj), he also (on) said (^-q-ioo-c) 

that (-xe) (...) (AP Chaine no. 25, 5:5); (V— PROsu—O—S) Ayxooc nc5i 

NeNeioTe eTse oYa *e (...) ‘Our fathers (neN-eiOTe) said 

(a-y-jcoo-c) about (exse) someone (oyx) that (jce) (...)’ (AP Chaine 
no.l48,33:3). 

c) Pragmatically neutral contexts 

S-V-0 is the order which arises in pragmatically neutral contexts that 
provide felicitous answers to questions like what's going on? or what 

happened (next)?, e.g. a. TeqcuiNe Ae cda. NNeqKeec ‘his (Apa 

Mena’s) sister (Teq-ccDNe) gathered (a. ... w\) his bones 

(n-Neq-Keec) (Mena, Martyrd: 4a: 1-2), irxoeic na. boi (for qi) 

nnoyno(5 (for noyno<5) Noycix gM rreKHi gM rregooy MrrqjA ‘the 

Lord (n-x:oeic) will require (nx-bci) a big (NN-oy-Nod) sacrifice 

(N-oycix) from fen) your house (neK-Hi) on (gM) the day (ne-zpoy) 

of the feast (M-n-cyx)’ (V. Pach. 88:12-13), £n TeyNoy Ae x neqxxc 

Nee P«>q ^qpqNT xqMoy ‘suddenly (en Tenoy), his (Diocletian’s) 

longue (neq-xxc) filled (a. ... Meg) his mouth (pui-q), he was eaten by 

(lit. he became (x-q-P)) worms (qNT) (and) died (x-q-Moy)’ (Eud. 
38:27). 

S-V-0 constructions with nominal subjects and objects are not 
particularly common in narrative discourse, since neither argument has 

an antecedent in the previous discourse that could be traced back by 

means of a personal pronoun or demonstrative. If such sentence 
structures do occur, they are used as general statement of facts or 

<yye Te'BNNe hntcnooyc mxooy nbnnc KAXA 
poMne ths dm^alm (xe.-BNi.e) yields (u,APe ... TAye) twelve 

mnt-cnooyc) bunches (n-aooY) of dates (n-Ib) per (kaxa) year 
(ponne) (Onnophr. 208:11-13), HePe A.okah + ,Ly 

TeP°Mne exse neooY NNeYNOYxe ‘Diocletian (aiokah) gave 
NePe ... t) them (the Persian kings) gifts (N^-Aopou) amnLly 

( -poMne) for (exse) the glorification (n-eooY) of their gods 
(N-NCY-NOYTe)’(Eud. 42:14-15). g 

Quantificational sentences show a clear preference for the canonical 

S-V-0 order, m particular when the subject is an indefinite pronoun 
e.g. epujj.N oYa ex. (read A.xe.) hhok uoYZ«m (...) ‘if anyone 

ApIC^ ePT^ eT° y°U (MM°'K) somethinS (N-oY-gcunTty 
(AP Chaine no.161, 36:14), a oYon NexoYJ P ZL n,oov 

NATOYain naxcu. ‘one (oYon) of (2N) the hoi), ones (n-gxoyaab) 

rfn n v- F f0rty days (n"2°°y) Without eating (n-xt-oyojm) 
(and) drinking (n-xt-coj)’ (KHMLII 35:18-20). ^ 

10.1 2 Constituent order in the postverba! domain 

Thfs is^ec ^ ^HlBCt °^eCtS have 3 restricted Vttac&t distribution. 
This because direct objects are assigned accusative case under 
adjacency with the verb and therefore resist “scrambling”, i.e. the switch 

6n °bjeC‘ 3Dd adV£rbs &r - contrastive 

If1-2;1 The canonical V> DO > IO >Advorder 

closesuTthc J£CthmUSt ^ l°Cated “ ^ structural Portion that is 
closest to the verb, namely the complement position to its right This 

position can be occupied by different categories: in the construct state 

^oeunCs°mPiement P°Siti0n °f ^ VErb is only compatible with objeci 
: hl r Pronouns‘ e-g- coYN mrexNAHoYq mn nneeooY ‘to 
w (coYN) what is good (n-n-ex-NANoY-q) and (mn) what is bad 

(rmeeooY < n-n-ex-Soc>Y)’ (Abbatdn 237:14), while prepositional 

i °bj6f S 33 7®11 “ subordinate clauses are licensed in the Complement 

! f n °f Verbs marked f°r the absolute state, e.g. ka, tap 

i ™-™COOYN NXAANACXP04.H xitpc ‘since (kai xaP) you know 

! plch 88°CY2N6^ en(lre (THF'C) — °Sm- Cn-^-^nacxpo<>„)’ (V. 
i S8-25-26) xexMcooYM , aF Ae Menjie.Me (for Meicp.Ne) mca 

i ON Slnce (rAp) you fal0w (TexN-cooYN) \thal (aE) I did not 



look (Me-i-tpeiwe) for (nca) my own peace (m-MTON)]’ (V. Pach. 

88:28). 
Ditransitive verb like + ‘to give’ and xaPizc ‘to grant’ are construed 

as double object constructions in which the primary direct object 
designates the tranferred entity and the secondary indirect object the 
goal or beneficiary of the transfer event that is described. When both 
objects are either nominal or pronominal, the direct object precedes the 
indirect one, e.g. q>APe rmoyTe + oy^mot NNeTNArncTeye ‘God 
(n-NoyTe) will grant (q^pe ... t) a favour (oy-£MOT) to those who 

will believe (N-N-eT-NA-mcTeye)’ (Test. Is. 228:11), qNAXApize 
mtitaa<5o NTMueepe 2.1TN nctn^aha NACNiiy ‘he (the Lord) will 
grant (q-NA.-xA.pize) healing (m-tt-taa6o) to my daughter 

(N-TA-gjeepe) through form) your prayers (NeTN-qjAHx), my brothers 
(na-cnhy)’ (Hil. 8:12-13), MApeqt NNoyq nan ‘he should give 
(MApe-q-t) us (na-n) what_ is his (NNoy-q)’ (Ac. A&P 210:211-212). 

Since adverbial modifiers are not included in the verb-complement 
structure, they appear at some distance from the verb in the clause- 
final domain. The preferred order is DIRECTIONAL/LOCATIONAL 
ADVERBS > MANNER ADVERBS > TEMPORAL ADVERBS, e.g. Ayu) 

Aqnojpqj cboa NNeqdix e^pAi errNoyTe £N oypiMe NTeyqjH 

THpc xin poy^e <j?a ^Tooye ‘and (ayuj) he (Pachom) lifted 
(A-q-ntupgj) his hands (N-Neq-dix) up (e^pAi) to God (e-n-NoyTe) 

weeping (zn oypiHe) the entire (thP-c) night (N-Te-yqjH) from (xin) 

evening (poy^e) till (uja) dawn (^Tooye)’ (V. Pach. 2:2-3). 

10.1.2,2 Dative shift 
In the absolute state, there is a single instance of “scrambling”, which 
causes the direct and the indirect object to switch position with respect 
to the verb. Scrambling takes place when the prepositional object 
(PPdo) of the absolute state verb is a full noun phrase and the indirect 
object a dative clitic (DAT-CL). The “scambled” order of dative shift 
constructions is Vas > DAT-CL > PPDo order, e.g. Aqt nac Noypi 
£iToyojq MTipnc ntckkahcia ‘he (Apa Pamb6) gave (A-q-t) her 

(Hilaria) (na-c) a ceU (N-oy-pi) next to him (^rroyaj-q), south 
(M-n-pHc) of the church (n-t-ckkahcia)’ (Hil 6:15), en£*e Ae Ayt 
NAq £<i>ajq n^ntn^ (for NgeNTNjj) ‘finally (e-n~£Ae), they gave 

(A-y-t) him (NA-q) wings (n-^cn-tn^), too feojuj-q)’ (AP Chaine no. 
180, 43:16), n rep ah a cxojc qjANTe nxoeic xAP;ze nac MnTAAdo 

‘and you shall pray (N-r-u>AH\) on her behalf (exiu-c) until the Dote 

(n-xoeic) will grant (o^antc ... XApize) her (na-c) healim 
(n-n-TAAdo)’ (Hil. 9:4-5). 

Adverbial modifiers, by contrast, can never be moved in front of the 
direct or indirect object, e.g. AqKATexe nnccnhy jjATHq o;omni 

ncbot eTBe Teqcpeepe ‘he (the king) kept (A-q-KATexe) the 

brothers (n-nc-cnhy) with him (gxni-q) (for) three (u?omnt) months 

(n-cbot) because of (ctbc) his daughter (Teq-<peepe)’ (Hil. 12:8-9); 
a KeoyA Ae on eiNe nneqqjHpe epApoq ‘somebody else (lee-oyA) 

brought (a ... eiNe) his son (M-neq-epnpe) to him (Pachom^ 
(<pApo-q) ’ (Y. Pach. 141:21). 

10.1.3 Left-dislocation 

Left-dislocation belongs to a broad family of information- 
packaging constructions. These pragmatically marked sentence 
patterns differ from their unmarked counterparts not in propositional 
content or illocutionary meaning (declarative, interrogative, imperative 
etc.), but rather in the way the information is presented. In Coptic, the 
difference between information-packing constructions and their more 
basic counterparts is in most cases simply a matter of linear order of 
the main sentence constituents, in particular, the subject. Thus, in left- 
dislocated sentences a noun phrase or its equivalent is placed in the left 
periphery of the clause with an anaphorically linked pronoun within 
that clause. They serve as a syntactic means of indicating that a 
particular nominal constituent denotes the topic of the sentence. The 
notion of “topichood” is a relational category: since the topic 
corresponds to information that is given or available from the 
preceding discourse, it must evidently be part of the presupposed 
portion of the clause. 

10.1.3.1 Main syntactic characteristics 

Syntactically, left-dislocation involves the preposing of some nominal 
constituent about which the following clause makes a comment. Its 
relational role as an argument of the verb is indicated by way of an 
intraclausal pronoun, e.g. anAPcac Ae Aqt ne[q]oyo! ‘[topic 
Andrew (anAP6ac Ae), [comment he went forth (lit. he gave (A-q-t) 
his way (neq-oyoi))]’ (Ac. A&P 206:152-153). See figure 10.2 below 
for further illustration. (The arrow indicates the anaphoric relation 



between the extraclausal topic and the intraclausal resumptive 
pronoun). 

TOPIC COMMENT 
TAM SUBJECT VERB DIRECT OBJECT 

A- 

PERPECT 

-q- 
he 

t 
give 

neq-oyoi 
his way 

FIGURE 10.2 Left-dislocation 

A topic-registering "particle can follow the left-dislocated noun or 

pronoun. The Greek discourse marker Ae is widely used in left- 

dislocated sentences to signal the shift from one topic to another. 

a) Embedded left-dislocation 

Left-dislocation has a broad syntactic distribution and is applicable to 

various types of coordinated and subordinated clauses. When this 

happens, the subordinating or coordinating complementiser precedes 

the left-dislocated topic: comp > topic > clause, e.g. Ayu> nckkahcia 

NceKOToy Nceqi npoc<J>opA NgHToy nei£ooy tiai cand (Ayu>) 

(concerning) the churches (n-ckkahcia) they shall rebuild them 

(N-ce-KOT-oy) and celebrate (N-ce-qi) in them (n£ht-c>y) the 

Eucharist (npoc<j)opA) on (^m) this very (tiai) day (nei-^ooy)’ (Eud. 

40:9-10), Aya> ndHnqieiNe (for ndMnqriNe) eTMMAy NeAqa^curre £N 

Ncooygc THpoy nnccnhy £m noye^cA^Ne MTixoeic "and (\\w) 

that (eT-MMA.y) affliction (n-(5M-n-q;eiNe) had occurred 

(Ne-A-q-qjo>rre) in (^n) all (THp-oy) the convents (N-cooy^c) of the 

brothers (n-ns-cnhy) through (^m) the order (n-oye£-cA£Ne) of the 

Lord (M-n-jcoeic)’ (V. Pach. 91:10-12), aaaa nneApioc MnATeqjceK 

oypoMne esox xqrioy "but (axxa) also Arios (n-Ke-xpioc) died 

(x-q-Moy) before finishing (MnxTe-q-jceK cbox) one year 

(oy-poMne) (as a bishop)’ (KHML II 50:6-7), jcgkxc anon mcn 

eTGTNANe^ce (for eTeTNNANe^ce) mmon cbox ttno<5 n£1nhb 
"so that (xskac), (as far as) we (anon) (are concerned) you would 

awake (e-TeTN-NA-Ne^ce) us (mmo-n) from (^m) the deep (n-Nod) 
sleep (n-^inhb)’ (Zen. 199:17-18), 

b) Syntactic role of the topic 

fiihmillnn:ClaUSal-Pr0n0Un that iS MaPhoricalIy linked to left-dislocated 
(LD) topic constituents typtcally functions as the subject of the main 
p dicate of the clause, but other functions are also possible. 

Examples: (LD subject) NioyAii xyTxxpe my-xii oy-rxxpo ‘the Jews 

AcT&P 1,16 ^ (T_nYAH) S°UdIy ovt^Po)’ (Ac. A&P 206.151-152), mnncoic eic Zuzxx<e xye, eY<per hntto ‘after 

that (HNHCU.-C) blind.emle (ZN-BAxe) came (x-Y-e.) asking for (e-y-<per) 
chartty (hut-na) (KHML I 6:11), rrpeepe ag <p„„ Nec (for ™ 

aboTeTIe T™ ~ ~ <’W«> was (ng-c-£eN) 

rr-°c “ rr“OG,C ^ovfojNec enipxiemcKonoc 

1 T"°u °f the !°rd (”-"-xoc,c) revealed himself (x-q-oyoNg-^ 
he archbishop (e-n-AFx,enicKonoc)’ (Mena, Martyrd. 4b:6-9), mroeic Ae 

ON eqra.se NOYON N,„ er„e moq 2„ neYxrrexiON ‘the Lord 

( -roeio) also (on) encourages (e-q-ro.Bc) everybody (oYon n,„) who 

Palh 3T7T LDrad (HMt° h } ttT°Ugh feH) ** G°SPel (rr-^rrexiON)’ (V. 
, ' ' >! f direct object) neNTAiMeeye Ae epoq xixxq ‘what I had 

SS 'TZTTTl °J (eP"q) 1 have d0ne & (°* 207d°) (LO directional adverb) ttmonaxoc n£xk ^yt kaon exo,l 2„ 

Zl the. prudent (n-Zak) monk (n-honaxoc) is given (lit. they give 
(cp Y t)) crown (kaon) on him (exa.-q) on (2n) earth (rr-KAe)’ (AP 

am6 n0; U> 3:6)> (LD possessor) tai Ae neyew oYno<3 N<po.[Ne] ?n 

2?™ ‘fo;} -(woman) <*«> - (-4 riz 
(^Y ) illness (N-qio,Ne) m (2n) her head (xec-xne)’ (Mena, Mir. 26a:13- 

c) Unbounded dependencies 

- iifo'dtl0rted “nS,itUent Cm C°me fr0m the main sentence, but 
can also be drawn from an embedded clause, the result being an 

unbounded anaphoric dependency between the topic and the^o- 

taetets) eTT aCt0SS tW° M m°re ClaUSC b0UDdariCS (indiC3ted by brackets), e.g. ttA.akonoc Ae Aqe,Fe rmecoyoKp xqx, ntootc 

HniioHiciu AYOYU.H HN Nsyepuy nne^oy erNmy ‘the deacon 
(n-AuKoNoc) [S1 fulfilled (A.q.eipe) hYer ^ 
(H-rrec-oyonp)], ‘[s2 took (A-q-*,) the solidus (a golden coin) 

( -rr-NoMicMA) from her (ntoot-c)], ‘[S3 (and) they ate (a-y-oYu.m) 
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together (mn Ney-epHy) on that (ctmmay) day (M-n-^ooy)’ (Hil. 5:1- 
4), ey'Tpomoc Ae Aqpxqje gmatc AqMooqje mn neq^M^AA 

qiANTeqBiuK errronoc MngAnoc AnA hhna ‘(as for) Eutropius. [si 

he was very (eMATe) happy (-A.-q-pA.qje)] [$2 (and) travelled 

(A-q-Mooqie) with (mn) his servant (neq-^MgAA)] [53 until he reached 

(q»ANTe-q-Bd>K) the shrine (e-n-Tonoc) of the holy (M-n-^noc) Apa 

Mena (Mena, Mir. 21b:24-30)]s TeinoAic tap ntnnakathytn an 

eoycuM (read eoyoiN) hhoc ‘because (rAp) (as far as) this city 

(tci-ttoaic) (is concerned), [$j we will not (an) allow you 

(n-tn-na-ka-thYtn) [S2 to open (e-oyoiN) U (mmo-c) TP (Ac. A&P 
206:159-160). 

d) Multiple topics 

Although it is possible to have more than one topic in a single clause, 
multiple topic constructions are rare, e.g. nai THpoy neTNAAuexei 

epooy eqNAja cttitimia eApooy e[ToPici (as for) dl (mp-oy) these 

(rules) (naj)], [Topic2 he who will nezlect (rr-eT-NA-AMeAei) them 

(epo-oy)] will be reprimanded (lit. will receive (e-q-NA-ja) 

punishment (enrriMiA)) on account of them feApo-oy)’ (praec. 

Pach.103), anon Ae eTBe ncnnobc mapnotttn egoyN mayaan 

[lopici (as for) us (anon Ae)] [topic2 because of (eTBe) our sins 

(NeN-NoBe)] let us lock up ourselves (MAp-N-onr-N e^oyN) alone 

(mayaa-n)’(AP Chaineno. 41, 8:28-29). 

10.1.3.2 Types of left-dislocated topics 

The choice of a nominal constituent as the topic of a given clause is 

sensitive to the semantic properties of the noun phrase itself. We will 

see that a variety of nominal expressions may be topicalised by means 
of left-dislocation. 

a) Indefinite topics 

Indefinite noun phrases have referents that have not been mentioned in 

the previous discourse and are therefore hard to interpret as sentence 

topics. However, indefinite and quantified noun phrases do occur as 

left-dislocated sentence topics when they are associated with either a 

specific-indefinite or a generic interpretation, designating individuals 
or sets about which a particular assertion is made, e.g. oygAAo Ae 

NANAxa,p,THC eqcopM ZN TepHMOC AYU> T,e*Aq ^ t^Tq xe 
(...) a (certain) old (oy-gAAo) hermit (n-anaxu>pithc) got lost 
(e-q-copM) m feN) the desert (r-eFHMoc) and (AYa>) said (nercx-q) to 
himself (epAi NeHT-q) that (ice) (...)’ (AP Chaine no. 126, 28-29-29) 
oypojMe nco<J>oc MeqNe* [qiAice] n«m cboa 2.1 nai aaaa qiAqt 
2THq e[NeTC<i)]TM epooy ‘a wise (n-co^qc) man (oy-PcuMe) does 
not throw (He-q-Nex) away (oboa) every (n.m) word (qwuce) like that 
(2JNa0 but (aaaa) focuses (qjA-q-f) his attention fern-q) towards 
those who listen (e-N-eT-corm) to them (ePo-oy)’ (Teach. Ant. 6-7), 
CON cnay KATA caPs AyBtDK ey^eNeeTe ‘two (cnaY) brothers 

^Np,Km went (*-Y-bo>k) to a monastery (e-y-peNeeTe)’ 
(AP Chaine no. 100, 22:32), Pme nim ctm/bI Leqronoc 
yxynxre MmiAflo for (rip) every, (nim) man (puiNe) who will go 

« e-r-Nx-BoiK) to his (Apa Mena’s) shrine (e-rreq-ronoc) will obtain 
lojA-Y-Mixe) recovery (M-rr-TiiCio)’ (Mena, Mir. 26b 9-12) 

lhTin Je fo™CnfTifiC t0piGS require 3 sPecial <™ic 
1. " “e form of the exclamative eic ‘behold, look, here is’ which 
signals surprising or noteworthy information, e.g. eic oYirreioc 
NTC mcoeic [iqo]Yo>N2 Niq gboa ‘behold (eic), an angel 
( y ArreAoc) of (ntc) the Lord (n-jcoeic) revealed himself 

(A-q-oYoiN^) to him (NA-q)’ (Mena, Mir. 9a:6-10), e.c oYcnreipoc 
NTe 1'AKore iqei mn oyAiakonoc eYoyuHi; cinum epon ‘look 

(e>c), g kmghl (oY-cnA9ip.ee) from (ntc) Alexandria (pakotc) 
came (x-q-ei) together with (mn) a deacon (oy-a.akonoc), wishing 
(e-y-oya>qj) to meet (c-ananta) you (epo-K)’ (Hil. 5:8-9). 

b) “Hanging” discourse topics 

ta°Pwhr^S ^0ther topicaiisaticon construction besides left-dislocation, 
1,1 in extaclausal topic does not correspond to any 
placeholding expression in the following clause. Such “hanging” 

thevT36 t°pi.CS.are «enerally more abstract than sentence topics? and 
they commonly introduce a new subject matter into the discourse e g 
TKieHKC, AC NTNHCTCi CqNip TOYl 2m neque, iyoi TKerc l 

™ "neqq,ET (as f0T) ^ instruction (t-kxqhkciJ of fast 
(n-t-nhctcia): he shall make (e-q-Ni-F) the first one (t-oYi) in (2m) his 
house (neq-Mei) and (iYui) the other (T-Kere) in (2m) his colleges’ 
(M-neq-^Bup) house (tt-hi)’ (praec. Pach. 115). 
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The preposition ertse ‘as for’ may indicate that its nominal complement 
functions as a discourse topic, e.g. eTBe n[M^] NoyfuxpjM Ae nmc 
ptuMe tpxxie eyoyujq;M £i poy^e 'as for (eTBe) the kneading 
(N-oyo?<j)M) place (tt-mx), no one (pome) shall speak (nnc .., cpxxe) 

when they are kneading (e-y-oyoHpM) at (2.1) night (poy^e)’ (praec. Pach. 
116), eTBe NexHy Ae nnc xxxy NNeeq kx .xoi esox £i Tei-tpo) 

axim npu)Me htcooy^c (...) ‘as for (eTBe) the ships (N-extiy),■ no 
(a a Ay) sailor (n-Neeq) shall set loose (nnc ... kx ©boa) a ship (jcoi) at 
(eO the landing stage (Te-Mptu) without the man (i.e. the prior) (n-po>Me) 

of the congregation (n-t-cooy^c)’ (praec. Pach. 118). 

c) The prefix-doubling construction 

In a structural variant of left-dislocation, there are two instances of one 
and the same tense-aspect-mood marker, one in front of the left- 
dislocated topic and the other in front of the resumptive pronoun. The 
prefix-doubling construction is only attested with left-dislocated 
nominal subjects, e.g. a. Nepoine Ae mttmx eTMMxy xyoyeg. ttcuimx 
MnMAKxpioc xnx mhna. [enecjhT rFdxMoyx ‘the people 
(Ne-po>Me) of that (©tmmay) place (m-tt-mx) let (x ... x-y-oyeg) the 
body (n-coiMx) of the blessed (M-n-HXKxpioc) Apa Mena down 
(enecHT) from (^m) the camel (n-dxMoyx)’ (Mena, Martyrd. 5a: 14- 

20), xyui tpxpe noyx noyx Mtiooy tpxqxicexne kxtx Tecj«J>ycic 

‘and (xyoi) each one (n-oyx n-oyx) of them (hho-oy) perceives 
((pxpe ... cpx-q-xicexNe) according to (kxtx) his nature (Teq-<j>ycic)’ 

(Pist. Soph. 282:16-17), xyu> Nepe noyoeiH Neqo mmin© minc ne 

‘and (xyui) the light (rr-oyoeiH) was (Nepe ... Ne-q-o) of diverse 
sorts (m-minc min©)’ (Pist. Soph. 5:15). 

10.1.3.3 Pragmatic functions of left-dislocation 

Left-dislocation serves two information-structuring purposes, one of 
which is to establish a pragmatic relation of aboutness between a 
referent and a proposition with respect to a particular discourse context 
and the other is to limit the applicability of that proposition to a certain 
restricted domain. Left-dislocation is operative at all levels of the 
topicality hierarchy: it can serve as a syntactic device of introducing a 
new topic, resuming a given topic, or evoking a contrast between two 
topic expressions. 

Snd;rtr:on is wweiy Td to change *>*current ^ °f bourse 
and in reduce a new one. Such a topic switch signals a major thematic 

£ t "^rlop"“of 
whilp / P ,OCi C,C CJTO°Y N^HPe xyei Hnoye ‘and (xyo>) 

(MrA tv177 (e",'eea,Pei) at them (the trees) (mho-oY) Ind 
(mn} then Suits (Ney-KA-pnoc), look (eic),jgur (qrooy) VOun?Lm) 

y.28 JU), xcqHDne Ae Mnepooy ntkypixkh a nDD^ ~ 

(eJ'TAS,CV°gether With (MN> queen (r-ppo,) and 

T ^pix)msm looked (lit. carried (A-c-q.) h^l^I 

(e'T'ne) “dsaid ™~> 

si sSr^H’S hoameoneItdiS,OCated 
another. The switch-referenced 

k 4116 previous ciause’ e-g- - ““ 
Lkac eqer^oc. ^ T"Y MMAY N°YA ec<0 nAmmoinion 

n ^ "7TerYKU,PUJ ^ ■*«** ne^q 
, (”*) people feoiN©) came (x ei) once 

StXS;6 ■*** <««) to i an old mohk 

Js posisTed fe i(f YNTA'Y) (N'0Y*) (with them) who 

(“"•c> he iTL' Um “ 

("-2UO), when (hey beseeched (MTep-oy-n.^) him iero.qiiwv 

d“" <~)^ s 
■. b) Resumed topics 

« Gnt mt° fte dlscourse a short period of absence, e.g 



nxi m€n NTepeqgMooc £ixm neepONOc NTMNTepo Aqoytucq 

HNenpocTArMA MMNTAceBHc ‘but when this one (tiai hcn) (Zend) 

had occupied (lit. had sat down (NTepe-q-£Mooc) on (^ijcm)) the 

throne (ne-epoNoc) of the (Byzantine) kingdom (N-T-MNT-epo), he 

annulled (A-q-oyu>cq) the sinful (M-MNT-AceBHc) ordinances 

(N-Ne-npocTA-rMA.)’ (Hil. 2:2-3), NToq Ae HeyNHy qjApoq n<5i 

^eNoyA. oYa cboa £n N't lie ernneqKuiTe ‘(as for) him (Pachom) 

(NToq), occasionally people (geNoyA oYa) came (Ne-y-NHy) to him 

(q>A.po-q) from (esox £n) the villages (N-tne) in the neighbourhood 

(eT-M-neq-KiDTe)’ (V. Pach. 3:25-26). 

c) Contrastive topics 

Left-dislocation can also be used for emphatic and contrastive purposes. 

The main function of contrastive and emphatic topics is to code two 

active discourse referents, which are contrasted with one another, e.g. 
nxAxe M6N eqNoyxe N^eNMeeye eyxAgM e^oyN epoq 

antojnioc Ae £<iHi>q q>A.qBOOpoy £Itn NecpxHA 8the enemy (n-xo:e) 

(i.e. the devil) insinuated (e-q-Noyxe) filthy (e-y--XA£M) thoughts 

(n-2.cn-Meeye) to him (epo-q). Anthony, on his part feoicn-q), 

(managed to) repel them (qjA-q-BOop-oy) through (jhtn) prayers 

(Ne-qjAHx)’ (V. Ant. 8:13-15), £M [nrpjequiBty Ac [eic] tt£atioc atta 

hhna AqA2e pATq [ex]u>[q] £N oy2o[po]MA ‘when (j>m) he dozed off 

(n-rpe-q-oiBq?) look (eic), the holy (n-gAiroc) Apa Mena stood 

(A-q-A£e pAT-q) before him (ex<u-q) in (;>n) a vision (oy-gopoMA)’ 

(Mena, Mir. 12a:2-7), nai Ac aYxi ntmntppo MncTMMAy 'the former 

(nai) (Valentian and Diocletian) took (a-Y-xi) the kingdom 

(N-T-MNT-ppo) from the latter (Numerian) (M-rreTMMAy)’ (Mena, 

Martyrd. la:24-27). 

d) Simplification of discourse processing 

Left-dislocation may facilitate discourse processing, when it is used to 

avoid structurally complex noun phrases in a clause-internal argument 

position, e.g. npuiMe Ae nta afia mhna + [NA]q NNeq[(5A]MoyA 

[NeojyNTAq [mmAy] NoyOAMAyxe [na<5] puN 'the man (n-pcuMe) to 

whom (NA-q) Apa Mena had given (nt-a ... +) his camels 

(N-Neq-6AMoyx) had (Ne-oyNTA-q) a barren (n-aophn) she-camel 

(N-oy-dAMAyxe)’ (Mena, Mir. 10b: 10-14), neTNAcptune eqnicTeye 

T .qilAtytDHe NKXHpOMOHOC 

ntmntppo MnNoyre 'he who mil come (n-eT-m^uine) to believe 

(e-q-rncTeye) the words of God (H-n-tioyTe) and (mn) 

hts saints (Neq-neToyj^B), he will become (q-Ni-cpume) heir 

(Te^Us°228Hl<lCI)3)t0 G°d’S (M‘n'NOYTe) kingdom (n-t-hnt-PPo)’ 

e) Turn-taking device 

In dialogue sequences, left-dislocation may be employed as a tum- 

taking device, indicating that a new speaker takes the floor eg 
TMAKApiA Ae SAAApiA ACQJAXe MN AHA HAM BUI TTenpeCByTepoC 

ecjcoi MMOC xe toyoxp FTAeioiT ct pen a at mmonaxoc (...) 

rnieToyAAB Ae nexAq nac jce FTAgiHpe mn q><5oM mmok e6w 
2A0HN (...) TMAKApiA Ae MTTApeeNOC Acoyoxpq (for ACOyUKUB) 

nexAc xe nAeioir NTAie. eniMA 2m fta^ht TnPq (...) nrreToyAAB 

Ae Aqp qiriHpe n tafioao n a ntkoYi Nqieepe 'the blessed 

(t-makapia Ae) maria fexAApiA) spoke (A-c-q>Axe) with (mn) the 

priest (ne-TTpecByrepoc) Apa Pambo, saying (e-c-xui mmo-c) »My 

bather (fia-ciidt), I want (t-oyoiqj) you to make me (e-Tpe-K-aa-t) a 

monk (m-monaxoc) (...)«. The holy one (n-neToyAAB Ae) said 

(neacA-q) to her (na-c) »My son (nA-ipnpe), you cannot (lit. (there) Is 

no (mn) possibility Mom) for you (mmo-k)) to stay (e-doi) with us 

(2aoH-n) (...)«. The blessed (t-makaPia Ae) virgin (M-nAPeeNoc) 

answered (A-c-oyuxpq) (and) said (rrexA-c) »My Father (nA-eiuir) I 

have come (NT-A-i-ei) to this place (e-ni-MA) with (2m) all (mp-q) my 

eart (tta-£ht) (...)«. The holy one (n-neToyAAB Ae) was impressed 

(*-q-p qmHpe) by the speech (n-t-attoaoha) of the little (n-t-kovi) 
girl (N-qjeepe)’ (Hil. 5:12-29). Y' 

f) Shift in narrative perspective 

Left-dislocation may also signal a shift in narrative perspective for 
instance, the transition from a dialogue (or inner monologue) to the 

mam storyline, e.g. Aqcurm Ae eNecoM natta mhna nexAq ?{Pxi] 

N2HTq xe ttoyoiq,] ecu esuiK [en]TOnoc natta [mh]na nt[aWha 

(...) ^PHY q^ep nAMeeye NTOq Ae AqT(DoYN Aqq, mmaab noic 

nnomicma xqi eBOA AqMoouje MAYAAq (...) ‘he (the rich 

Alexandnan) heard (A-q-coiTM) of the wonders (e-Ne-«50M) of Apa 

Mena (and) said (nexA-q) to himself fePAi Ngirr-q) »I, too feui), want 



(t-oyivq?) to go (c-eojk) to the shrine (e-n-xorroc) of Apa Mena and 

pray (nta-cjiaha) (...)• Maybe (^pHy) he will remember me (lit. will 

make (q-NA-ep) my remembrance (TTA-Meeye))«. He (NToq) stood up 

(A-q-TuioyN), took (A-q-qi) three thousand (m-maab N-qje) solidi 

(n-nomicma) and went (A-q-ei) out (cbox), travelling (A-q-Mooq>e) 

(all) by himself (MAyAx-q)’ (Mena, Mir. 13a:13-31), anon Ae gown 
[MApeNcnojyAAze ep ANAq MnnoyTe #tn gNTTpAiic (for 

^eHnpAZic) eNANoyoy ‘let us (anon Ae), in our turn (^ojoj-n), be 

zealous (MApe-N-cnoyAAZe) to please (e-p ANA-q) God (m-tt-noytc) 

through fe«TN) good (e-NANoy-oy) deeds (^N-npASic)!’ (Mena, 

Martyrd. 6a:27-31). In the last example, shift in narrative perspective is 

accompanied by a topic-switch from third to first person plural 

reference, which suggests that the selection of left-dislocation 

structures may be due to the resetting of more than one discourse 

parameter. 

10.1.4 Adverb preposing 
Coptic adverbs may occupy either a clause-initial or final position. 

Preposed adverbs generally appear before left-dislocated topic phrases, 

but the reverse order does also occur, e.g. ttaciujt eTBe oy anok 

nA£HT naujt ‘My father (fta-cicwt), why (eTBe oy) is, (as far as) / 

(anok) (am concerned), my heart (tta-^ht) (so) bold (nacjit)?’ (AP 

Chaine no. 3, 2:7) vs. anon Ae eTBe ncnnobc mapnotttn eeoyN 

mayaan ‘(as for) us (anon Ae)] because. of (eTBe) our sins 

(ncn-nobc), let us lock up ourselves (map-n-ottt-n e£oyN) alone 

(mayaa-n)’ (AP Chaine no. 41, 8:28-29). 

10.1.4.1 Scope differences 
Depending on the two positions that the adverbial occupies, the 

sentence differs in meaning (that is, with respect to the scope of the 

adverbial). While preposed adverbial phrases take scope over an 
entire clause, their in-situ counterparts tend to be narrower in scope 

and only modify the verbal predicate. Thus compare: Noyoeitp nim 

Neqoycncy an exi eooy cbox ^itn NpoiMc at no. C^N) (N,M 
N-oyociqi) did he (Pachom) want (Ne-q-oyiuqi) to be praised (lit. to 

get (e--£i) praise (eooy)) by (^itn) people (N-puiMe)’ (V. Pach. 22-23) 

vs. eTBe oy xepiMe nnay nim ‘why (eTBe oy) do you (woman) 

weep (Te-piMe) all (nim) the time (n-nay)?’ (AP Chaine no. 225, 

65:22), zxZ Ae neon qjxqKiM eyoprn ‘(on) many (g*g) occasions 

(N-con) he (the ill-tempered monk) was moved (u>x-q-KiM) towards 

ungcr (e-y-opm) (AP Chaine no. 48, 10:15-16) vs. £iucTe ntc 2A2 

NTe nct^m rr|*Me tm<jj<5m<5om ct(dmnt epoq n£A2 ncott ‘such 

that feuicTe) many (gAg) who were in (n-ct-^m) the village (n-tMe) 

could not (ntc ... tm-ip-6m-6om) meet (c-tojmnt) him (epo-q) on 

many, (n-^a^) occasions (N-con)’ (AP Chaine no. 210, 54:26-27). 

10.1.4.2 The stage-setting function of preposed adverbs 

Preposed adverbial phrases perform a scene-setting function, 
anchoring a given situation to a specific temporal or spatial frame. 

a) Out-of-the-blue contexts 

Sentence-initial adverbs do not have the strong discourse linking 

function that left-dislocated noun phrases have. They can therefore 

appear without reference to prior discourse in an out-of-the-blue 

context, e.g. oygpoy Ae cbox £N oygooy a td am xyxe Mice 

Noyujeepe NcjyMe ‘one day (oy-^ooy Ae cbox £N oy-^ooy), the 

she-camel (t-6amayxc) delivered (a ... Mice) a daughter 

(N-oy-qieepe N-c^iMe)’ (Mena, Mir. 10b:31-34), £N oycqiNe Ae ec 

(for eic) ngAnoc MepKoypioc xqei c^oyN ‘all of a sudden (^n 

oy-cqjNe), the holy (n-gxnoc) Mercurius came (A-q-ei) in (e?oyN)’ 
(Mercur, Mir. 262:5-6). 

b) Shift in temporal location 

In setting up a new time frame for the subsequent discourse unit, they 

provide a minimally informative setting with respect to which the 

upcoming chain of events is interpreted, e.g. MneqpACTe AqgMooc 

eiTBHMA nOi gApMeNioc £M nceexApoN ‘on the (lit. his) next day (m- 

neq-pACTe) Armenius sat down (A-q-gMooc) on the tribune (c-tt-bmma) 

in (^m) the theatre (ne-ecAApoN)’ (KHMLI 76:8-9), eTooye Ac eA©n 
MnoyoeiN a tcc^imc ncamapitmc [ncJ^Jcc] nnc^[io]mc ctnmmac 

nexAc NAy xe (...) ‘(at) dayvn (gTooye) before (£a©h) (sun)light 

(M-n-oyoeiN), the Samaritan (n-camapithc) woman (Te-cgiMe) woke 

up (a ... nc2.cc) the women (n-nc-2iomc) in her company 

(ct-nmma-c) (and) said (nexA-c) to them (na-y) that (xe) (...)’ (Mena. 
Mir. 3la:2-7). 
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c) Topicalised adverbs 

Although preposed adverbials axe not natural discourse topics that can 

be paraphrased as “as for”, they may assume a topic function when 

they have been introduced in the preceding sentence. Just like left- 
dislocated nouns and pronouns, such discourse-linked adverbs may 

assume a contrastive or emphatic reading, e.g. con mgn ajAyoycu^ 
ekn ttgbiuj eyq>A.N<5NTq cott Ae tpAYoyu>£ gam rioeiK '‘some lime 

(con mcn) they (flies) will sit (qjA-y-oymg) on (cxm) honey (ft-gbicd), 

if they can find it (e-y-tpAN-ONT-q), some other time (con Ae) they 

will sit (tpA-y-oycnz) on (gxm) bread (n-oein)’ (Sh. Ill 48:6-8), Ayu> 

eic ce NpoMne tcpoorr ^h tigPhmia ‘and (Ayu>), look (eic), for 

sixty (ce) years (N-poHne) I have been living (t-cpoon) in fen) this 

desert (ti-gphmia)’ (Onnophr. 210:18-19). 

Anaphorically used time and reason adverbials like mnncujc ‘after 

that5 and eTBe ttai ‘because of that’ have a recapitulative function. In 

referring to the prior stretch of discourse, they bridge the gap between 

two narrative units, e.g. mnncujc AqoyojN^ NAq [ceoa] n<5i 

ng&noc atta mhna [2.N oy^opoHA.] *after this (mnnccd-c) the holy 

(n-gAnoc) Apa Mena revealed (himself) (A-q-oywN^ cboa) to him 

(NA-q) in fen) a vision (oy-^opoMA)5 (Mena, Mir. 32a: 11-14), ctbc 

oaj eKetpcune £N NTApTApoc cjja ne^ooy MngAn *because of 

(eTBe) this (nAi) (i.e. your worship of the devil), you (Judas) shall stay 

(e-K-e-cpujne) in (^n) the Tartaros (N-TApTApoc) until (qja) the day 

(ne-^ooy) of the Judgement (M-n-gAn)’ (Ac. A&P 202:127-128). 

10.1.5 Subject inversion 

Subject inversion is an information-packaging construction used 

when the nominal subject is in focus. The focalised subject linearly 

follows the verb and the direct object, yielding the non-canonical order 

V-0 -S. The informational status of the inverted subject is registered 

by a dedicated focus particle n<5i. To disambiguate the relational role of 
the postverbal constituent, subject inversion is always accompanied by 

inserting a pronominal placeholder in the preverbal subject slot. 

Subject-inverted sentences like NTepeqxe nai Ae hoi riArrexoc 

(...) ‘when the angel (rr-Arrexoc) had said (Nxepe-xe) these (nai) 

(words) (...)5 (Test Is. 230:12) have the structure shown in figure 10.3. 
(The arrow indicates the anaphoric dependency between the cataphoric 
subject pronoun and the postverbal noun phrase). 

NTepe- 

TEMPORAL 

xe HAI N<31 n-Arrexoc 

10.1.5.1 Types of inverted subjects 

A wide range of subject nouns may appear in postverbal position for 

emphatic or presentational purposes: definite and indefinite noun 

phrases, proper names, demonstratives, partitives and quantificational 

expressions. In the vast majority of cases inverted subjects are animate 
nominals, but inanimate ones also occur. 

Examples: (indefinite NPs) Aqatux Ndi oycon <jja aha xlxoji em-ooy 

natta antcdnioc 'a brother (oy-con) came (A-q-Bow) to (q>A) Apa Cicoi in 

the monastery (e-n-Tooy) of Apa Antony’ (AP Chaine no. 117,27:10), Ayei 

egjiHT n<5i £nmonaxoc (for ^gnmonaxoc) gboa £N khmg ‘(there) came 

(A-y-ei) to Shiet (e-<piHT) monks (^n-honaxoc) from (gboa 2n) Egypt 

(KHMe)’ (AP Chaine no. 69, 15:16), (definite NPs) mnnca eeNKCKoyS 

N£ooy AqNH<j»e Ndi neon gthmay ‘after (mmhca) a few days (N-^ooy) 

more (een-Ke-Koyi) that (gthmay) (disobedient) brother (tt-con) cooled 

down (A-q-NH^e)’ (V. Pach. 140:30), cyipANeiMG rAP Nd, ncntaYnay 

epoq THpoy ceNAnicTeyc ePoq (Eud. 52:21-22) ‘because (rAP) if all 
(THp-oy) those (people) who saw (ng-nt-a-y-nay) him (Jesus Christ) 

(epo-q) come to know (e-y-cpAN-eiMe) (about it), they will believe 

(ce-NA-nicTeye) in him (ePo-q)’ (Eud. 52:21-22), (proper names) 

HneqpACTe Aq^riooc ensnMA Ndi £ApHGNioc £M neeeAApoN ‘on the 

(lit. his) next day (M-neq-pACTc) Armenius (jjapmgnioc) sat down 

(A-q-eMooc) on the tribune (g-tt-bhma) in fen) the theatre (ne-eeAApoN)’ 

(KHML I 76:8-9), (demonstratives) NTeyNoy Aq^poK Ndi nAi gboa j?m 

neqduiHT ‘suddenly (NTeyNoy) this one (the ill-tempered brother) (ttaj) 

calmed down (A-q-^poK) from (gboa ^m) his rage (neq-doiNT)’ (V. Pach. 

140:11-12), (quantified NPs) Aytn ncggi e^pAi exenoy Ndi ngcmoy 

THPoy ercHe ‘and (Aytn) aU (thF-oY) the blessings (ng-cmoY) written 

down (GT-cHg) (in the Scriptures) will come (n-cg-gi) upon them (exoi-oy)’ 

(Sh. HI 158:30-31), (inanimate NPs) GNeMTTAToyqjujne rAp £n khmg Ndi 

mMONACTHpioN eroip ‘as (rAp) (there) were not yet (g-ng-mttat-oy-cpujttg) 



uteri' jo 

mma (e-r-cxp) monasteries (h-monacthpion) in (gw) Egypt (khms)’ (V. 

Ant. 5:6-7), xyw NeqMeg nmca^ n<5i neioop eTMMAy ‘and (Ayo>) that 
(eT-MMAy) canal (n-eioop) was full (ne-q-Mee) of crocodiles (n-mca^)’ (V. 
Ant. 21:8). 

10.1.5.2 Omission of the focus particle noi 

In non-verbal constituent questions, the inverted subject appears 

without the focus marker noi to the right of the locative question word 

to>n ‘where’ (see above, section 4.2.1.2 of Unit 4), e.g. eqTtuN 
n ta(J>oc MTTAxoeic ‘where (tcdn) (is) the tomb (it-ta^oc) of my lord 

(ti-nA-jcoeic)?5 (Eud. 58:25), eqTcuN npoiMe eTTAAHy enioi 

nm[m]ak ‘where (is) (to»n) the^ man (n-pa>Me) who was on board 

(eT-TAAHy) of the ship (e-n-xoi) with you (nmmak)?’ (Ac. A&P 194:7- 

8). Independent pronouns may occur as appositions to bound subject 

pronouns for contrastive or emphatic purposes (see above, section 

2.4.3.2 of Unit 2). Such clitic doubles are in complementary 
distribution with the focus particle Ndi, e.g. mh eiTArny anok e^oye 
nAjcoesc ‘am I (anok) then more (e£oy(e)) honoured (e-i-TAemy) 
than my Lord (e-nA-xoeic)?’ (V. Pach. 2:6-7), ’repjjoTe nto gtvrq 
i-inNoyTe ‘you (woman) (nto) fear (Te-p-eoxe e«T-q) God 
(M-n-NoyTe)’ (Eud. 64:23), qxtu TAp mmoc NToq nxoeic xe (...) 
‘for (rAp) he (NToq), the Lord (n-xoeic), says (q-xori that (ac) (...)’ 
(Sh. Ill 60:4-5). 

10.1.5.3 The interaction between subject inversion and topicalisation 

It is possible to combine subject inversion and topicalisation (NP left- 
dislocation, adverb preposing) within a single sentence construction. 
The simultaneous application of both syntactic operations leads to the 
partitioning of the clause into an initial topic and a final focus part, e.g. 
NAI Tnpoy eqeipe MHooy ctbhhtn nOi neTeoyNdoM MMoq £N 
£0>b nim ‘(as for) aU (THp-oy) these (things) (nai), he who has 

(n-eTe-oyN) power (<5om) over (^n) everything (^cub nim) is doing 
(e-q-eipe) them (MMooy) because of us (€tbhht-n)’ (Sh. Ill 94:13- 
14), ttai Ae Aqxui NoytpAxe NA^pAq Ndi bacimoc neTtpoori j>n 

NeToyAAB ‘(as for) the latter (ttai Ae), Basimos (bacimoc), who is 

(n-er-qjoon) amongst (^n) the saints (n-ct-oyaab) said (A-q-jou) a 
word (N-oy-ipAxe) to him (NAePA-q)’ (AP Chaine no. 26, 5:12-13), 
£Tooye Ae MTTMA£CA<pq (for Mrme^cAq^q) acoye^CA£Ne Ndi 

WORD ORDER 

Tpptu e <5 tune nac NNioyAAi extpoon 2jn eixHM mn cuum '■(on the) 
morning (gxooye) of the seventh (day) (M-n-MA^-cAtpq), the queen 

(x-ppu>) ordered (lit.placed (A-c-oyej?) an order (ca^nc)) to arrest 
(e-dtnne) for her (na-c) the Jews (n-n-ioyaai) who were living 
(eT-<poon) in (^n) Jerusalem (oiahm) and (mn) Zion (ckvn)’ (Eud. 
64:4-6). 

10.1.5.4 Free inversion 
In Coptic, subject inversion is a reordering operation that applies freely 
to various classes of transitive and intransitive verbs (see section 6.2 of 
Unit 6 for a survey of lexical classes of verbs). Depending on the 
lexical semantics of the verbal predicate, subject-inverted clauses 
receive special interrelations. 

a) Transitive verb constructions 

Subject-inverted V—O—S sentences can only be used in contexts in 
which the referent of the direct object is more topical than that of the 
subject. They frequently involve a contrast between a nominal subject 
that corresponds to discourse-new information and a pronominal object 
that conveys discourse-given information, e.g. Nxepeqxe nai Ae nOs 

riArrexoc (...) ‘when the angel (n-ArreAoc) had said (NTepe-xe) 

these (nai) (words) (...)’ (Test. Is. 230:12), ceNATCABo epoq noi 

j NCBox £N TA<j>y\n (...) ithe people (n-cbox.) of (j»n) my tribe 

: (ta-<j>yah) will inform you (woman) (cc-ma-tcaso) about it (epo-q) 

j tomb)’ (Eud. 58:25-26), eyqjANKpiNe Ae mmocj noi NeT^Mmu 

I (...) ‘if the residents (N-ex-^M-n-Hi) judge (e-y-tpAN-KpiNe) him 
| (MMo-q) (...)’ (praec. et instit. Pach. 17), Aytu AyKoiTe epoq n<5i 

NgApMA NMnepcoc eTpeyMoyoyT MMoq ‘and (xya>) the chariots 

(N-gApMA) of the Persians (N-M-nepcoc) surrounded (A-y-Ko>Te) him 
(Constantine) (epo-q) to kill (e-Tpe-y-MoyoyT) him (MMo-q)’ (Eud. 

42:25). V—O—S order is not uncommon in light verb constructions, in 
which the nominal complement serves as the semantic predicate (see 
above, section 6.4.1 of Unit 6), e.g. xya> Aqxi eooy Ndi npAN 

MneNxoeic Ic nexc ‘and (Ayu>) the name (tt-pan) of our Lord 

(M-neN-xoeic) Jesus (ic) Christ (ne-xc) received (x-q-xi) glory 

(eooy)’ (Eud. 40:27-28), NTepeq[p] £NAq Ae Ndi ttnoytc (...) 

when it pleased (Nxepe-q-p £NA-q) God (n-NoyTe)’ (Mena, 
Martyrd. 5a:9-ll). 



b) Verbs of saying and reporting 

Subject inversion is also possible with verbs of saying and reporting 

that introduce reported speech, e.g. Ayxooc nc5i NCNeioxe ctbc 
oyA ice (...) "Our fathers (NeN-eioTe) said (A-y-.x:oo-c) about 
(eTBe) someone (oyA) that (xe) (...)’ (AP Chaine no. 148, 33:3), 
AqoyoHpq (for AqoyoiqjB) nac n<5i fiAiakonoc xe (...) cthe deacon 
(ttAiajkonoc) answered (A-q-oyojqjq) her (na-c) that (ice) (...)’ (Hil. 
4:28-29), nexxq nai n<5i tt£\ao mmakapioc ice (...) *the, blessed 

(M-HAKApioc) old man (n-gxxo) said (nexx-q) to me (na-i) that (jce) 
(...)’ (Onnophr. 213:27-28). 

c) Motion verbs 

When combined with verbs of inherently directed motion, subject- 
inverted clauses assume a presentative meaning and function, 
signalling the appearance of a referent in the realm of discourse, e.g. 
AoytUN ntttyah Nqei e^oyN Ndi haoaioc ‘open (aoyojn) the gate 
(N-T-nyxH) (that) Matthew (magaioc) can come (N-q-ei) in (e^oyN)’ 

(KHML II 21:6-7), AyeoiK Ae NxeyNoy n<5i ncctpathaathc ntc 

tc5om expeyNTq cthe generals (nc-ctpathaathc) of (ntc) the army 

(t-<5om) went (a-y-bojk) immediately (NTeyNoy) to fetch him 
(Constantine) (e-Tpe-y-NT-q)’ (Eud. 38:5-6), qNHy n<5i oyArrexoc 
HTe nNoyTe eqcyNAre hmoi MncAEBAT.N mn TnypiAKH "an angel 

(oy-Arrexoc) of (ntc) God (n-NoyTe) comes (q-Nny) and 
administers (the Eucharist) (e-q-cyNAre) to me (mmo-i) on Saturday 
(m-tt-cabeat.n) and (mn) Sunday (t-kypiakh)’ (Onnophr. 214:22-23). 

d) Statives 

Subject-inverted Stative sentences are not so much presentational 
constructions, but rather emphatic assertions: they emphasise the truth 
or correctness of the statement being made, e.g. qoN£ n<5i nNoyTe 

nnANTOJKpAToip ‘(as) God (n-NoyTe) Almighty (tt-ttantojkpatujp) 

lives (q-oN2)’ (Onnophr. 215:27), Ayoi qcMAMAAT n<5i rmude 

eTNANoyq ‘and (Aytu) the good (eT-NANoy-q) plant (n-Tcude) is 

blessed (q-cMAMAAr)’ (V. Pach. 136:5-6), qcgoyopT Ndi ttka£ ceoa 

2.n NCK^EHye ‘cursed (q-cgoyopT) be the earth (n-KA£) because of 
(cboa 2.n) your deeds (NeK-^Enye)’ (Abbaton 238:29). 

10.1.5.5 Semantic types of focus 

Subject inversion represents an ex-situ focusing strategy in which th 
subject ts paced in a postverbai focus position where hamb 
assigned nuclear (sentence) stress. b 

a) Presentational focus 

discourse, n placing the focused subject at the end of the c W 1,1 

foMaterrelh *> ** mentioned availabl, 

for preTen^ -dencj 

once (N-oyoeiq,) three ((J»ohnt) senior (monks) (n^aTo) approached 
(A~1f"ca,K) Apa Achillas’ (AP Elanskaya 23b: 19-21) ^ PProached 

«»i4"STTiTTTTTS,T ”ot 

came (x q-ei) to him (Constantine) (q,xPo-q) and instructed h,m 
(e-A-q-TCABo-q) (. y muA 49.1 Z Minstructed him 
NTCHPiii +KI* ^ ^ a' 42,1“2^ Wncnkotk n<5i NepajMe 

(Ne-pa)Me) 7VS 7^n,;Wh“ To ZZP 



(NTef>-oY-z<vn) that he was going to die (lit. for him to go (e-xpe-q-ei) 
out of (cboa 2.n) the body (c<dma))’ (Test. Is. 229:1-2), Aqoytmy Ae 

Ndi nNoyTe eeBBie neqMeeye iQod (n-NoyTe) wanted 

(A-q-oyo>q>) to make his mind (rreq-Meeye) humble (e-eBBie)’ (AP 

Chaineno. 126,28:30-29:1), xq6w eqAiTei MnNoyTe n<5i rreNeioiT 

ctbc nei^tuB * Our father (Pachom) (neN-eiuiT) kept (A-q-dtu) asking 

(e-q-AiTei) God (M-rr-NoyTe) about (eTBe) this matter (nei-^tus)’ (V. 

Pach. 144:9-10). 

b) Contrastive focus 

Inverted subjects may be both presentational and contrastive foci when 

two discourse referents appear on stage at the same time, e.g. 
AyTtuoyN Ae noi Nepptuoy NMrrepcoc Aycuioyg. e^oyN mn 
neyMHHtpe THpq xyei exM niepo Tirpic AqTuioyN Ae n<5i 

KtDCTANTINOC AqCOJOy2 e^OyN MTTeqMHHtye THpq mmatoi ‘the 

Persian (N-M-rrepcoc) kings. (Ne-pptuoy) arose (A-y-TtuoyN), 

gathered (A-y-ctuoy^ e^oyN) together with (mn) all (THp-q) their 

multitude (ney-MHHgje) (and) went (x-y-ei) to (cxm) the river 

(n-iepo) Tigris (Tirpic). (King) Constantine (kidctantinoc) arose 

(x-q-TtuoyN) (and) gathered (A-q-ccuoyz e^oyN) all (THp-q) his 

troops (M-neq-MHH<pe) of soldiers (m-matoi) (...)’ (Eud. 42:18-20), 
Aciponre Ae NTepe nNoyTe ntuoiNe nAiokahAianoc nppo 

nanomoc Aqp ppo eneqMA n<3i kojctanAinoc nppo nAikaioc ‘it 

happened (A-c-qjome Ae) when God (n-NoyTe) had overthrown 

(NTepe ... rrcuajNe) the unlawful (n-anomoc) king (n-ppo) 

Diocletian (n-AiokahAianoc) (that) the lawful (n-Aikaioc) king 

(n-ppo) Constantine (kuictanainoc) became (A-q-p) king (ppo) in 

his place (e-neq-MA)’ (Mena, Mir. 7b:2-9), qcoTn n<5i nMoy 

ntctmmay nApA najN£ ntai ‘ the death (n-Moy) of that (daughter) 

(N-TeTMMAy) is better (q-coTn) than (nApA) the life (n-oN£) of this 

one (n-tai)’ (Hil. 8:7-8). 

c) Weight 

One major factor motivating subject inversion is weight, where weight 
concerns both the length and the complexity of a constituent. “Heavy” 

noun phrases tend to occur at or towards the end of the clause. Note that 

there is a straightforward correlation between weight and accessibility: 

since a lot of coding material is needed for referent identification, fieavv 
constituents are more likely to refer to discourse- or hearer-new referents, 
e.g. TMe^cNTe Ae ncaathx qjAyctnoy^ n<5i nkomcc mn 

NeTpiBoyNoc MN NApxtDN NTxy\H Mnppo ‘(on the blast of) the 

second (t-mc^-cntc) trumpet (n-caatox), the courtiers (n-kohcc) and 

(mn) tribunes (Ne-TPiBoyNoc) and (mn) chiefomcials (n-apxcdn) of the 

royal (M-n-ppo) court (n-t-ayah) would gather (^a-y-cojoy^)’ (Eud. 

60:16-18), xgkac eyeei e^pAi exoiTN noi Zxn nim Zi xnio nim Z\ 

NO<5Ne<5 NIM 2.1 MKA2. N£HT NIM 2.1 CNOq NIM NAIKAIOC (...) ‘SO that 

(xckac) all (nim) judgement fern) and (ei) aU (nim) blame (xnio) and 

(ei) all (nim) reproach (noOncO) and (Zi) all (nim) grief (mka£ n^ht) 

and (e>) all (nim) righteous (n-Aikaioc) blood (cNoq) (...) will come 

(e-y-e-ei) down (eepAi) upon you (exoi-TN)’ (Sh. Ill 166:16-18) 
eAqoye^cA^Ne Ae on noi oyppo nanomoc eiTTAKo cctth ees 

extnq eTpeyrMMeq oem NeAitpic Mnenpo^HTHc (...) ‘and an 

unlawful (n-anomoc) king (oy-pPo) whom perdition (ft-tako) would 

soon (e ... Germ) overcome (e-ei extu-q) gave (e-A-q-oyee) order 

(cA2Ne) to make the prophet (M-ne-rrpo<j>HTHc) eat (lit. that they feed 

him (e-Tpe-y-TMMe-q)) the bread (oem) of affliction (n-oauDic) ( V 
(Sh.ffl 106:16-19). 

10.2 Residual V-S(-0) order 

Coptic has a syntactically unproductive word order pattern in which 

the default position of the subject is immediately after the verb. The 

most common verbs that trigger residual V-S-0 order are listed in 

table 10.2 below. In such remnant V-S-0 constructions, the 

postpositioning of the subject is not due to some reordering operation 

since postverbal subjects may be left dislocated and inverted for 

topicalisation and focalisation purposes. The relevant fact motivating 

residual V-S-0 order is therefore not the information structure of the 
clause, but rather the special syntactic requirements of the verbal 

predicate involved. In most Coptic grammars, this closed class of verbs 
is subsumed under the label “suffix conjugation”. 



EXAMPLES 

nanoy neTNoypor ‘your 

eagerness (neTN-oypoT) is 

excellent (nanoy)’ (Sh. Ill 27:5) 

oyeN 2-NKe^BHye eNA<yu>oy 

eAqAAy n<5i ic ‘(there) are 
(oyen) numerous (e-NAtycu-oy) 

other works (^N-Ke-gBifye) that 

Jesus (Ic) did (e-A.~q-jLA.-Y)’ 

(Mena, Enc. 35b: 18-22) 

POSSESSIVE VERBS V-S—0 eoyNTe TToygAl ‘although you 

oyNTe-/oyNTA.= (woman) have (e-oyNTe) your 

hnt6-/mnta= husband (noy-gAi)’ (Sh. Or 44, 
‘to have/not have’ 155a:8-9) 

TABLE 10.2 Remnant V-S(-O) verbs 

All verbs of the suffix conjugation must appear in the construct state. 

Since the subject noun comes directly after the clause-initial verb, 

enclitic function words and particles are placed in clause-third 

position, e.g. NAtye rtNoyB r«xp mn ngxr NT^ymroy nac ‘for (rAp) 

the gold (n-Noye) and (mn) silver (tt^at) that was brought 

(nt-a-y-nt-oy) to her (na-c) was much (nacjic)’ (Eud. 64:2-3), mn 

AsA<f>opA rAp NiyoiNe ecyoiNe ‘for (rAp) (there) is no (mn) difference 

(aja<|>opa) of one sickness (N-a;(DNe) over the (other) sickness 

(e-^Ne)’ (V. Pach. 143:32-33). 

10.2.1 Adjectival verbs 
Coptic has a closed class of derived adjectival verbs formed with the 

fossilised lexical prefix na-/nc-. As the terminology suggests, these 
verbs ascribe permanent properties to the subject, such as size, amount 

or quality. However, unlike change of state verbs like oyBAty, 

oyoBtp^ ‘to become/to be white’, adjectival verbs do not participate in 

the inchoative-stative alternation (see above, section 6.3.3 of Unit 6). 

CLASS WORD 

_ORDER 
ADJECTIVAL VERBS V-S 
e.g. NANoy- 
‘to be beautiful, 

excellent’ 

EXISTENTIAL VERBS V-S 
oyN, mn 

‘(there)is, (there) is no’ 

NOMINAL state PRONOMINAL STATE GLOSS 

NAA- NAA= to be great 

NA(e)lAT= to be blessed 

NANoy- (var. nano-) NANOy= tobe good 

NAtye- NACytD= to be numerous 

Nece- Necd)- to be beautiful 

NeCB(lHD= to be intelligent 

Ne(5o)(oi)= to be ugly 

TABLE 10.3 The inventory of NA-/Ne-adjectival verbs 

N.B. Adjectival verbs are negated by means of negative concord n- ... a.n 

(with frequent omission of the negative scope marker n-), e.g. xxxx 

NANOyi AN Nee MnexpHCTlANOC (for MnexpicTiANoc) ‘but (aaaa) 

I am not (an) excellent (NANoy-i) as (nee < n-t-^c) a Christian 
(m-ne-xpHCTianoc)’ (KHMLII 32:30). 

Adjectival verbs are compatible with nominal and clausal subjects. 

Nominal subjects must be specific-definite, referring to already known 

or readily identifiable referents, e.g. kaa.o>c nanoy nqjAxe 

NTAiucooq ‘how very (kaaoic) fair is (nanoy) the word (n-tyAxe) 

that you have spoken (NT-A-K-xoo-q)’ (Hil. 4:35), nanoY tt2o>b mcn 

aaaa nanoy TMNT^HKe TTApApooy THpoy ‘the matter (n-^cuB) (i.e. 

buying books) is excellent (nanoy), hut (aaaa) poverty (t-mnt-^hko) 

is better (nanoy) than all (mp-oy) of these (nApApo-oy)’ (AP 

Elanskaya 13a:27-30), nto oyc^iMe enece £Pa[c] ‘you (nto) (are) 

a woman (oy-c^Me) with a pretty face (lit. whose face (2Pa-c) is 
beautiful (e-Nece))’ (Mena, Mir. 27a:22-23). 

The phrasal idiom naiat- ‘blessed is’ consists of a phonologically 

reduced form of the adjectival verb naa- ‘to be great’ and the body- 

part expression eiAAT-q ‘his eye’, which represents the entire person 

m a pars pro toto fashion, e.g. NAiATq N£oyo MneTNANAy 

eNeqNoBe mmin MMoq Noyoeuy nim ‘more (N^oyo) blessed 

(NA-eiAT-q) is he who will always (N-oyeicy nim) see 

(M-rr-ex-NA-NAy) his own (mmin MMo-q) sins (e-Neq-NOBe)’ (AP 

Chaine no. 154, 34:4-5), eie naciatn eaxuN ‘then (eie) (how) blessed 



are we (na-6iat-n) ourselves (^ujcd-n)’ (Hil. 13:9). 

Subject inversion for focalisation purposes is possible but 

uncommon, e.g. xaax NxqKuoy on n<5i Nxproc ‘but (xxxx) the lazy 

ones (N-xproc) are numerous (Nxqjaj-oy), too (on)’ (Sh. Ill 115:1-2), 

jee eNecoioy n<5i NeqKxpnoc ‘since (jee) its fruit (Neq-Kxpnoc) are 

fine-looking (e-Neciu-oy)’ (Abbaton 237:10-11). 

10.2.2 Existential sentences 
Existential sentences derive their name from the fact that the main 

function of this construction type is to express propositions concerning 

existence. Coptic existentials are introduced by the copular verb oyN 

‘(there) is’ and its negative counterpart mn ‘(there) is no’, e.g. oyN 

pojMe MTieiMx ‘is (there) (oyN) anybody (pon-ie) here (M-nea-Mx)?’ 

(AP Chaine no. 261, 80:5), mn con MneiMx ‘(there) is no (mn) 

brother (con) here (m-fici-mx)’ (Onnoplir. 205:19). 

10.2.3.1 The indefiniteness restriction 

The existential predicates oyN and mn carry as part of their meaning 

an indefiniteness restriction: the postverbal subject licenses the 

introduction of a new, as opposed to a familiar, referent into the 

discourse about which the hearer has no prior knowledge. Noun 

phrases that introduce hearer-new referents into the discourse are 

essentially those that carry neither the presupposition that the referent 

is known to the addressee nor that its existence is entailed by the 

discourse. A range of indefinite expressions is tolerated as subjects of 

existential sentences: indefinite noun phrases, zero-determined “bare” 

nouns, numerals and free choice pronouns. 

Examples: (indefinite NPs) NeoyN oycoN £N oy^eNeeTe ‘(there) was 

(nc-oyn) a brother (oy-coN) in (j>n) a monastery (oy-^eNeeTe)’ (AP 

Chaine no. 153, 33:22), NeyN £cnkcc[nhy] Ae £M rreiMx Noyorr £i 

tttooy (...) ‘(there) were (nc-yn) other brothers (^eN-ne-CNHy) in (£m) the 

same (N-oyurr) place (nei-Mx) in fei) the desert (n-Tooy)’ (Zen. 20 L:31), 

(“bare” nouns) mn Noyre ncx ntok ttxttoxxojn ‘(there) is no (mn) sod 

(NoyTe) besides (ncx) you (ntok), ApoI16n (rr-xrroxxoJN)’ (KKML II 

33:16-17), (numerals) ecpjce oyN mxxbc NreNex h £Me nfcncx jmxn 

NeyepHy epe ttijjikz {nqiiK^fsjc Nxp oyhp ‘if (equee) (there) are (oyN) 

thirty (mxxbc) or (h) forty (^ne) senerations (N-reNex) (heaped) on (^ij:n) 

each other (Ney-epHy), how large (oyHp) must the pit (n-tpiK^) be (epe ... 

nx-p)?’ (BMisc. 539:28-29), (free choice pronouns) oyM oYon eqe.Pe 

n2x£ MnerNXNoyq ‘(there) was (oVn) someone (oyoN) who did (e-q-eipe) 

many (m-jaz) good (things) (M-n-GT-NiNoy-q)’ (AP Chaine no. 95, 21:3), 

NeoyN oYi ztl KH„e eoyNTAq mmaY uoytpHpe eqch<3 ‘(there) was 

(Ne-OYN) someone (oYa) in fen) Egypt (khme) who had (e-oYNTA-q) a 

paralysed (e-q-cne) son (N-oy-^mpe)’ (AP Chaine no. 224, 65:5), emgmn 

AAi.y N^HTC MCA ttkac mn nijiAAp ‘without (there) being (e-Ne-HN) 

wmnz (aaay) on her (n2ht-c) except (nca) bone (tt-kac) and (mn) skin 

(n-q>AAp)’ (Hil. 8:28-29), nacji nge tcnoy oyN ^oiue EynoyKj hhoov 

2N MTIOAHT1A (for MTTOATCIA) AYU) MAIN TENOy NCCA1 2MOT AN MG6 

NMApxeoc (for nnaFxaioc) ‘now (re.ioy), how (n-aoj N-ee) are (there) 

(oYN) .some {people) feo.Ne) who toil (e-y-Moy^ nno-oy) in fe„) ascetic 

labours (M-TTOAHT.A), and (aY(u) at present (njcin reNoy) do not (am) obtain 

(N-ce-x.) grace (2„ot) like (Noe < n-r-je) the ancient ones 

(N-N-xpxeoc)?’ (AP Chaine no. 165, 37:7-9). 

10.2.3.2 Bare existentials 

Coptic existentials fell into two classes: bare existentials and extended 
ones. Bare existentials contain only the copular verbs oyN and mn and 
the postverbal subject. Bare existentials assert or deny that a particular 
(land of) individual or object is instantiated in the relevant domain of 
discourse. They are only informative when the existence of that entity 
is a matter of current concern, e.g. oYn xnxctxcic xyo> oYn 

xrrex°c xytu oyN ttnx ‘(there) is (oyN) a resurrection (xnxctxcic) 

and (xytu) (there) are (oYn) angels (xrrexoc) and (xytu) (there) is 

OYN!™S)’ (AC,S 23:8)> MN ‘(there) isn’t (mn) anyone 
(xxxy) (V. Pach. 1:7). —- 

10.2.3.3 Extended existentials 

Extended existentials contain, in addition to the copula and the subject 

an extension, such as a prepositional phrase or a relative clause. These 

extensions are of relevance to the existential construction, being either 

complements to the existential verb or restrictive modifiers to the 
postverbal subject. 

I3) Comparative extension 

Negative cxistcmals can take the form of a comparative construction 

;When 11118 haPPens> the subject itself expresses the standard-of- 



comparison and the clause-final adverbial phrase the object-of- 
comparison, e.g. hn Aix<f>opx rxp Nqiunie eqm>Ne ‘for (rxp) (there) 

is no (hn) difference (Arx<f>opx) of one sickness (N-tpa)Ne) over the 

(other) sickness (e-tpcuNe)’ (V. Pach. 143:32-33). Negative existentials 

with comparative extensions are commonly used as emphatic 

assertions of the uniqueness of some referent, e.g. mn ppo nxocic 

nee NTMNTepo NMnepcoc ‘(there) is no (mn) teg (PPo) as 

powerful (N-jcoeic) os (Nee < N-T-^e) (the king) of the Persian 

(N-M-nepcoc) empire (N-r-MNT-epo)’ (Eud. 44:13-14), mn NoyTe 

ncx rrexc ic nNoyTe Mirgxnoc xttx mhna ‘(there) is no (mn) sod 

(NoyTe) besides (nca) Jesus (ic) Christ (ne-xc), the God (n-NoyTe) 

of the holy (M-n-gxnoc) Apa Mena’ (Mena, Mir. 34a: 18-21). 

b) Locative extensions 

One very common type of complex existential sentence has a locative 

complement. Affirmative existential-locative sentences communicate 

the existence of an individual or object new on the scene as it emerges 

in a given location e.g. oyN con mmonoxoc (mmonxxoc) Mrrxgoy 

(to see whether) (there) is (oyN) a fellow (con) monk (m-monoxoc) 

further on (Mrrxgoy)’ (Onnophr. 205:12), NeoyN oyKoyi Ae nxY,xh 

£ipM rrpo NTpi (there) was (Ne-oyn) a small (oy-Koyi) courtyard 

(n-xYah) at (eiPM) the entrance (n-po) of the cell (n-t-Pi)’ (AP Chaine 

no. 243, 75:31-32). Their negative counterparts assert the non¬ 

occurrence of an entity with respect to a particular discourse domain, 

e.g. ncmn eepMCNeyTHc (for gepMHNeyrHc) mmxY xn ne ‘(there) 

was no (nc-mn ... xn) interpreter (gepMCNeyTHc) there (mmxY)’ (AP 

Chaine no. 188, 46:24), mn xxxy npcdmc mttcimx nmmxi ‘(there) is 

(mn) nobody (xxxy N-pcuMe) here (m-ttci-mx) with me (nmmx-i)’ 

(Mena, Mir. 14b:29-31), mn xxxy mmntxt<5om gxTM nNoyTe 

‘(there) is no (mn) impossibility (xxxy m-mnt-xt-<3om) with fexm) 

God (tt-noYtc) (i.e. nothing is impossible with God)’ (KHML II 
36:15-16). 

c) Relative extensions 

In existential sentences that contain a relative extension, the relative 

clause modifies the indefinite noun phrase and is therefore part of the 

postverbal subject. Such relative clause extensions function as 

WORD ORDKR 

I; the referent of the indefnJte necessary to identify 
| potential referents. Once the refer! ^ t0 narrow down the set of 

anchored discourse entity available1^ SO mtroduced^ k becomes an 
| discourse, e.g. Neyn!! J A Predication in the subsequent 

mhnx eneqpxN ^mThoc ftt T "T"™ ^nx 
11 1x1 &M) the shrine (ir-MxPTyp,0L) o7 the holvf^^ ~ (°YTpa,Me> 
Jfe[ whose name (was) fe nen D \ y (M-n-gxrioc) Apa Mena 
1 NeoyN oyx ie nV^ (Mena’ 74b:2-9), 
fe eqoyHg oiahm ‘(there) was ( ^Y*°YTe ePocl <J>ixxrpioc 

g; j (e-tpx-y-MoyTe)) Philasrios whn i,\ a r °m ^epo_cl) they called 

I ; (eiAHM)’ (AP Chaine no 31 6-8 9) ^ JerusaJem 
fi | rnoAic pAKore eFe ovAa.mo JL^ °YF<"Me Ae 2N 

Ui ‘(there) was (ue-veu) also (on) n ( .MMMAq HJCIN TeqMNTKoyi 

^ city AJextdLa rp ^ P* (°Y-piu"e) in <3> 
demon (lit. a demon (ov-aaimon.om^^^ g0. WOS Posses^d by a 

if. from (nmn) his childhood r-r ^ Wth hlm ^epe - 
||| 23b: 12-18). (^-Mm-Koy.) onwarfs’ (Mena, Mil 

II ^‘^"^f^^bial-bcathectauses 

B;| “ l0C3tiVe 
that locate some entity in space or dm t^00" ‘*0 6xist’ t0 be’ 
between existential and locative orf ,■' There 1S a clear Nation 

II entity is located somewhere or fn g *°n’ ,smce cIauning that an 
II implies the existence of that entity parUcuIar state automatically 

i - «■ - 
III Indefinite noun phrases show ■ f definiteness of the subject. 

|l instruction. b« may ^ oc^f l ^fcrence for ‘he existential 
|: counterpart, e.g. ueoyu ovnno n * non-existential locative 

Ipr (r*p) (there) was (Ne-oyw) abtofSZlST™eTMtU!< 
If (iinecHT) in that (er-ni-iAvl nil t°Y"NO<3) (n-2MMe) down 
i^epe oynofo, rL Vj plaCe & ?ach. 2:18-19) vs 

pi 
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frey-MM-r-ppo)3 (Mena, Enc. 68a:4-8). 

Due to the indefmiteness restriction, referentially definite subject 
constituents are excluded from the existential construction and appear 

m the corresponding locative sentence instead, e.g. wok Ae tMneiMA 

-T nezooy eTMMAY ‘(as for) me (wok), I (am) in this place 

A&P204-mf0"1 (JC,N) &at (e™MAy) day (ne-2°°Y) onwards’ (Ac. 

10.2.3 Possessive sentences 

Affirmative ‘have’ and negative ‘have not’ sentences sentences are 

formed with the possessive predicates oYnta- and hntk- 

respectively. These can be decomposed into an existential verb, viz 

oyn or nn, and a locative-commitative preposition nta- ‘with’ the 

object of which indicates the nominal or pronominal possessor. It is 

clear, then, that possessive predication is computed on the basis of 

existential-locative predication: HAVE = BE WITH, e.g. NeoyNre nPPo 

CAAiTirs cure nnoYb nxajxo ‘the King (n-pPo) had (Ne-oYNTe) 

rAnT,ltrUmpe‘S (ciAn‘rz) refined (N-jcigxg) gold (n-noYb)’ 
(hud. 60:13), mntxi eiuir mmxY h maay ‘I don’t have (hntx-i) father 
(eitu-r) or (h) mother (may)’ (Ac. A&P 194:21-22). 

Further evidence from the locative source of possessive predication 

conies from the optional presence of the deictic adverbial mmaY ‘there’ 

e.g oyntaj mmaY Noy^e exooq epooy 7 have (oYnu-i) a 

word (N-oy-<pAxe) to say (e-xoo-q) to them’ (Eud. 60:11-12), 

NeoyNTA.q mmaY NoYMHH<pe Nxpm-rx ‘he (the rich man) had 

1 ae'o°Tn^‘q) a l0t (N"°Y"MHH(^e) of money (n-xPhma)’ (Mena, Mir. 
13a: 3-10), eMNTxq exoyciA mmaY eeP ttboa ernmy 

without having (e-MN-rx-q) the strength (exoycix) to^ome out (e-eP 
n-soA) of that (eT-MMAy) tree(H-n-(pnN)’ (V. Pach. 87:2). 

10.2.3.1 Forms 

Affirmative ‘have’ and negative ‘have not’ sentences make use of a 

special possessive paradigm given in table 10.4 below. Both possessive 

predicates may be phonologically reduced: oYNTA-q Avontaf/ -»• 

oyirr-q /wontsf/ ‘he has’, MNTA-q /montaf/ -> MNT-q / montof / ‘he 
does not have . 

n§
5§

l# 

• y 

s;ng oyHTA-q (oywr-q) HNTA-q (hnt-ci) 

2-plural °Yntx-n (oYnt-n) hntx-n („nt_n) 

1 P , °yNTH-™ hntm-tn 

bJ Ura oYntx-y (oYnt-oy) hntx-y („„T_oy) 

- renOUn °YNTe npunre_hnte n^He 

W 2^ l°AThS ^ P°SSeSSiVe ****** 10.2.3.2 Syntactic characteristics 

noun. See figure 10.4 for further illustation.0^2 ^p0ssessed 

■ ■ cK-t j j 

Ist plural 

2nd plural 

3 rd plural 

Before noun 

MNTA-K (HNT-K) 

MNTe 

HNTA-q (HNT-q) 

mnta-c (hnt-c) 

mnta-n (mnt-n) 

hnth-tn 

HNTA-y (MNT-oy) 

mntc npoiMe 

DIRECT OBJECT 
(POSSESSOR NPl 
CAArnrx cntg 
trumpets two 

marker VERB - 
--2^ornp^jpossessornp^_ 

preterit ‘have’ 1- CAAmr^ CNTG 
-—_ _the king trumpets two 

figure 10.4 The V-S-O order of possessive sentences 

possessive* ““ ***■ °bjeCt °fthe 
construct state or the absolute t appears m either the 

object is simply juxtaposed to Ihe « ^ IT™* State’ ** 

(although) you (woman) have ^ ! ’ ,g* e°YNTe toY£ai 
(Sh. Or 44 155a-8 Qt (e“°YNTe) your husband (noy-^Ai)’ 
v izoa.tf-9), eHNTq Kepoovai „J7V ~ ' c J 
netpAMA MN tAiakpicio M ^ t1MAY enTHpq nca 

had no (e-MNT-c,) grfe, 

(nca) prayer (ne-oiAHit pVh (enTHP^i) than 

what he was reading (n-Iw^)^ ("-A,AKP,C1C) °f 
possessed noun is syntactically encoded 22-2?' By c°ntrast, the 



xjt^irv to 

Nco»mnKoN ‘and (aYo>) we don’t have (mnta-n) any (n-aaaY) 

physical (n-cwmatikon) comfort (n-coaca)’ (Hil. 5:23), oYntai 

MMAY NtyOMNT NAQJQJMe: eNANOyoy V (oYNTA-l) three 

(n-(jiomnt) beautiful (e-mNoY-oY) books (n-xohum e)’ (AP 

Elanskaya 13a: 18-20), e<yxe oYnthtn mmaY noYnoYT6 eqoN^ ‘if 

(e<yxe) you have (oYnth-tn) a /zvmg (e-q-oN£) God (N-oy-Noyre) 
(.:.)’(Ac&P 208:192-193). 

10.2.3.3 Absence of indefiniteness restrictions 

Despite the presence of the copulas oYn and mn, neither the subject 

nor the direct object of possessive sentences appear to be subject to 

any kind of indefmiteness restriction, e.g. [Neylnre npPo 

[KajjcTANTSNoc oYca)Ne mmaY HmpeeNoc enecpAN ne 

eyAosiA ‘King (n-ppo) Constantine had (Ne-YNTe) a virgin 

(M-nApeeNoc) sister (oy-co>Ne) whose name (was) (e-nec-pAN ne) 

Eudoxia’ (Eud. 50:3-4), NCMNTq (ynpe n^ooYt nca tyeepe 

ceNTe nc^imc mmatc ‘he had no (Ne-HNT-q) son (<ynpe n-^ooYt) 

besides (nca) two (n-jooYt) daughters (tyeepe m-c^imc) only 

(mmatc)5 (Hil. 2:5), eoyNTAqc £N nctka ma NAq ‘he has it (i.e. 

place) (e-oYNTA-q-c) among fen) those who make (n-ct-ka) a place 

(ma) for him (NA-q)5 (Sh. Ill 85:14), oy neTeoyNTAKq epoq ‘what 

(claim) (oy) (is it) that you have (eTe-oyNTA-K-q) against him 

(epo-q)?’(Ac. A&P 210:213). 

10.2.3.4 Other means of expressing ‘HAVE9 

Coptic has alternative means for the expression of verbal possession, 

one of which is dative possession and the other is a possessive-modal 
construction. ^ 

a) Dative possession 

Instead of normal oYnta- and mnta- sentences, it is possible to use an 

existential construction with stative <yoon ‘to be’ and an indirect 

object, which indicates the possessor: have = BE FOR. Hie subject of 

the dative possession construction must be indefinite, e.g. eniAH oYn 

oyNoc NMKA£N£HT <yoon NAq erue Teqcyeepe ‘since (eniAn) he 

had (lit. was (oYn ... cyoon) to him (NA-q)) a lot (oY-no<5) of grief 

(n-mka£-n-£ht) because of (eTBe) his daughter (req-tyeepe)’ (Hil. 
7:12-13), 6mn <ynpe Ae tyoon nac ‘while she had no (lit. (there) 

was no (e-HN ... <yoon) for her (na-c)) son’ (Mena, Mir. 22a:2-21). 

b) 3 he possessive-modal construction 

Coptic has a possessive-modal construction oyn (mn) - (qi)ooM - 

bim°tq ne'w™ 4uheican/cannot hear> Git. (there) is/is no power in 
im to hear), in which the possessed subject noun (tyjooM ‘power 

ability selects an infinitival complement clause, while the agent of the 

verbal action is encoded as a locative possessor, e.g. mn com faP 

MMoq eMocxye since (paP) he is not able (lit. (there) is no (mn) 

power (<5om) in hnn ((MMo-q)) to walk (e-Moo<ye)’(Eud 66‘9) xvw 
HN cycoM MMO, eoyoNec eKOA ‘and (aYoi) I am unable (lit. (there) is 

:^sroM com) in me (mmo")) to reveai ft (e-°Yo,^c 

Key Terms; 

Basic word order is the folly productive constituent §10.1.1 

order of a language that involves the 

least morphological marking and is 

used in pragmatically neutral 

contexts. In Coptic, S-V-O can be 

identified as the basic word order. 

Scrambling is a syntactic reordering process in §10.1.2 

the course of which postverbal 

constituents switch their position. 

Coptic dative shift may be analysed 
as an instance of scrambling. 

Top‘c T^e topic of a sentence is what the §10.1.3 
sentence is about. Topichood is a 

relational category, which concerns 

the information structure of the 

clause with respect to the preceding 
discourse. 



represent sentence patterns that §10.1.3 
differ from pragmatically neutral 
constructions types in the way in 
which the information is 
represented. In Coptic, information¬ 
packaging constructions involve a 
departure from the canonical S-V-0 
order for topic or focus prominence. 

Subject inversion involves a reversal of the canonical §10.1.5 
subject-initial order: the focalised 
subject is placed after the verb and 
the direct object, the result being 
verb-initial V-O-S order. 

Presentational (new corresponds to new or non- §10.1.5.5 
information) focus presupposed information. The main 

function of presentational foci is to 
introduce new referents into the 
discourse. 

Existential sentences impose a strict §10.2.3.1 
selection restriction on the postverbal 
subject, which must be a referentially 
indefinite expression. 

Exercises 

10.1 Comprehension and transfer 

A. Go through the list of key terms and mak^sure that you 
understand all of them. 

B. Decide whether the following statements are true or false. 

1. Coptic word order is sensitive to the information content of the 
subject. 

2. The direct object must precede the indirect object. 

3. Subject-inversion represents a focusing sentence construction. 

Indefiniteness 
restriction 

Information- 
packaging 
constructions 4' icrsonLTpnZ1:" ^burlon with 

Indefinite noun phrases cannot function as left-dislocated topics. 

6. Definite noun phrases are excluded from existential sentences. 

10.2 Subject order and information structure 

A- Determine the syntactic role (subject, direct object) of the left- 

dislocated noun or pronoun in the following Coptic examples. 

(I) wt * rr*,eczeN (for Net*N) NFOHne 
(as for) the little (<j>hm) girl (T-u,eepe) she was (we-opem 

3:24 25)Shteen M MNT"<J’MHNe) years (N-ponne) (old)’ (HU. 

C2) ni2"T "M/r ‘my father (nx-e.oir), 
why (erne oy) is (as far as) / (xnok) (am concerned), m heart 
(nx-2HT) (so) bold (Nxqrr)?’ (AP Chaine no. 3, 2:7) - 

(3) xyo) liaise Mnnoyre eTeq-xqcoTHoy NTOOto 

srsrs ne e,,e£!Mo,,ixoc <and ^ m w., 
Lz f God ^‘n-N°YTe) which he (the abbot) heard 
(ere-qix-q-coTM-oy) from him (N-Toor-q) (Pachom), he in 

turn (zww-q) told them (Ne-qix-q-^oo-y) to his monks 
(e-Neq~MON,\jcoc) (V. Pach. 139:27-28) 

(4) ^[T]eT,n"XO/ ^ “**1 —X poMne mxixxq noionre 
nto what my boat (m-xo.) wiU (n-eT-eFe ... njl) Zing in 

(xno-q) each (km*)year (ponne), I will split (^-.-x^nto 
three (N-<poMTe) parts (n-to)’ (KHMLII 17:4-5) 

(5) NXI Ae eqxco. MHooy Nepe eeuiAuipoc £mooc nnove 

oy-Koyi ep (for epe) nq2o MnecHT ‘when he (Pachom) was 

saying (e-q-*u,) these (words) (m.), Theodore was sitting (NePe 

••• zmooc) at a little (N-oy-Koyi) distance (M-n-oye), his face 

90fif?6) 0Wn) t01316 8tound ••• H-n-ecHT)’ (V. Pach. 



B. Determine the topic function of the left-dislocated constituent by 
selecting one of the tw o options. 

(1) £M [nTpjeqtuBqi Ae [eic] n^rioc atta mhna AqA^e pATq 

[exju)[q] 2n oyeo[po]MA. ‘when (^m) he dozed off 

(n-Tpe-q-a)B<p), look (eic), the holy (n-^noc) Apa Mena stood 

O-q-^e pAT-q) before him (ejctu-q) in (£n) a vision 
(oy-eopoMA.)’ (Mena, Mir. 12a:2-7) 

□ indefinite topic □ contrastive topic 

(2) A.yo> NToq nppo kojctantinoc Neqeipe epooy H^eNNoo 

N^on Nppo ‘and (Ayoi) he (NToq), king (n-Ppo) Constantine, 

made (ne-q-eipe) for them (the Persians) (epo-oy) great 

(N-^eN-Noo) royal (N-ppo) feasts (N-£pn)’ (Eud. 48:27) 

□ resumed topic □ “hanging” discourse topic 

(3) eTBe NexHy Ae nnc aaay NNeeq ka xoi gboa £i Teripcu 

npcuMe NTcooyec (...) ‘asfor (eTBe) the ships (n-cxhY), 

no (aaaY) sailor (N-neeq) shall set loose (nnc ... ka gboa) a ship 

(xoi) at (21) the landing stage (Te-Mptu) without the man (i.e. the 

prior) (n-pojMe) of the congregation (N-T-cooy^c)’ (praec. Pach. 
118). 

□ resumed topic 0 “hanging” discourse topic 

(4) eic oycnAOApioc ntc pAKOTe Aqei hn oyAiakonoc 

eyoyojqi caiianta epoK ‘look (eic), a knight (oy-cnAOApioc) 

from (ntc) Alexandria (pakotc) came (A-q-ei) together with 

(mn) a deacon (oy-Aiakonoc), wishing (e^y-oyoup) to meet 
(e-AHANTA) you (epo-K)’ (Hil. 5:8-9) 

□ resumed topic □ new topic 

C. Translate the following left-dislocated or subject inverted 
clauses. 

(1) KOJCTANT1NOC Ae NTCpeq^MOOC CXN THNTpeO 

NNeepuiMAioc a nNoyTe ipuine NMMAq (Eud. 40:1-2) 

c> 10 „ (...) ,AcAS;P 

<3) - 

<4) — 

<5) ZS2L-ZZZ-«7“- “ 

<6> ssr-r r's* ri-sar” 
m jkuSK*q°V"”2 "r°* “ •** 
D- Translate the following two text fragments. 

FROM THE ACTS OF ANDREW AND PAUL 

1eNKf,° ^nyn no, 

NMoyo. irre ew! 7'V "Y[t] I 
e2°Yri MioyAxi xrrxxpe TnvAvVor eYN*e,> 

aoYuih zzzzrjrz 7 ~ 

"S”>T “ ^ - (Ac "*7^ 

NOTES: a. nyAH ‘gate’ b. noxic ‘citv’ r 
ne-NT-A-q-Hoy ‘the deceased flit th nocToxoc ‘apostle’ d. 

Y deceased (lit the one who died)’, a free relative clause 



WAR PREPARATIONS OF THE PERSIAN ARMY 

Ayoye2 ca^nc Ae NTeyNoy Ndi Neppcuoy NMnepcoc 

NKANonoc nApxicTpxri-iroc1 nt<5o[m] NNepptDoy NMnepcoc 

eTpey[ccuoy]2 NNeq£ApMAc mn Neq2i[n]neycd hn riMHHcpe 

NpMNpATo[y]e [ct] peyiio[o]qje cboa e^pxi [e]Te£pu>MANiA 

Ncexiooyp nniepo Tirpic ncc^mooc cxn ntocji , 

NNC^piUMAlOC. NAI Ae AyXlOOp A.yei CBOA CXM TTKA£ 

NMe^pcuMAioc. NTepeqccuTM Ae n<5i TTNOd Nppo kujctaninoc 

Aqctuoy^ e^oyN NNeqMAToi mpoy Aqxi Hne MMOoy. 

Neyeipe rxp Ntpe xoyu>T ntba (1.200.000). nai Ttipoy 

eyeMA^Te (read cyama^tc) NCHqe Ayo> NeyMooqje ne (...) 
Ayei e^pAi eTepHMocf. Aydtn Mn^oT8 cboa NNeyepHy n<pomnt 
ncbot. (Eud. 44:20-46:3) 

NOTES: a. kanoitoc (proper name) b. apxjctpathtoc ‘commander-in¬ 
chief c. £ApnA ‘chariot’d. £irmeyc ‘cavalry man’ e. N-pMN-pAT=oy ‘the 
footmen, infantry’ f. epHMoc ‘desert’ g. £ot ‘opposite’ 

10.3 Residual V-S(-0) order 

A. Classify the following extended existentials by selecting one of 
the two options. 

(1) eNcoyN oyNoy^e Ae £m fixaih cthmay ‘(there) was 

(eNe-oyn) a sycamore' (oy-Noyee) in (^m) that (ct-mmay) 

desert (m-xaih)’ (AP Chaine no. 235, 69:23-24) 

D comparative extension □ locative extension 

oyN c^iMe Ae eqjApe necgAi ^yTTonTeye epoc xe 

oyNoeiK Te ‘(there) is (oyn) (a kind of) woman (c^me) whom 

(epo-c) her husband (nec-gu) suspects (e-<pApe 

eynonTeye) of (jce) (being) adulterous (oy-NoeiK)’ (Sh. Or. 
44, 159b:42-46) 

□ locative extension □ relative extension 

B. Translate the following existential and possessive sentences. 

(1) NeoYN oyjxao Npeq<yn2ice 2n ojiht eqMOK? „e„ 

Chaine^oXlsT^^ ^ mK|J’E"C Net*M6eYe (AP 

(2) MN NOYT-e NCi ntok Hinoum (KMHL H 3 3:16-17) 

(3) MN «om r*p MMoq eMooqie (Eud. 66:9) 

(4) noYi H6N oYn Mopr MMoq (AP Chaine no. 239, 71 ;3) 

C. Translate the following text fragment 

I----*____ 

FR°M THE ^OPHTHEGMATA PATRUM(“SAYINGS OF THE FATHERS”) 

eoYa>2 nmh^I LT™ °Ypec<NOEe xyu, mn cjksom mmo, 

nZXX° ^ ^ °V—POCJ ne^qoyiT 

r:;NrK rv •B“i~ ."*•« * “i, “ 

■^^k’00 <Pur*’>lf Ce <yes’d' 



Relative constructions 

central and °fVan°US ^es* ^ most 

relative clauses (section n n AtVh t*** Pa^em is ^at of attributive 

st. r SH“~ ” ~ 
clauses, which are so called h ,u corresPondlng &ee relative 

antecedent eg Jov 'll 7 °CCUr withoUt a ***** 
[what way’ left (Jr,*. NTiclceGne Hnoe,K ‘I ate (i-.-oyam) 

(Onnophr. 218:5) (sectiorTu)! Ceene;i ^ ^ &rearf (M-n-oem)]’ 

■« »>«- ™(SSST! rs ",H r “ 
te’/r^Tr' r r* 



11.1 Attributive relative clauses 

Attributive relative clauses are embedded clauses that are connected to 

the matrix clause by means of a relative antecedent or pivot. The pivot 

is the nominal constituent that is semantically shared by the main and 

the embedded clause. In Coptic, the normal position for an attributive 
relative clause is immediately after the pivot. 

A range of relative complementisers marks the embedded clause as 

subordinate, none of which shows any type of feature matching or 

agreement with relative antecedent comparable to English relative 

pronouns like who, whom, which, what, e.g. oy^cuB epe ttnoytc 

moctc MMoq ca thing (oy-^cuB) [that (epe) God (n-Noyre) hates 

(Mocre)]’ (Ac. A&P 202: 126-127), ttma eTepe rreqeitDT eNKOTK 

‘the place (tt-ma) [that (eT-epe) his father (neq-eiurr) was 

sleeping (cnkotk) in (N£ur-q)]’ (Test. Is 230:18). Postnominal 

relative clauses have the structure shown in figure 11.1 (RC stands for 

‘relative clause’ and COMPrel for ‘relativising complementiser’; 

subscripts indicate the co-referentiality between the relative antecedent 
and a clause-internal resumptive pronoun). 

ANTECEDENT [rC COMPrel EMBEDDED CLAUSE ] 

Oy-^CUBj [epe TT-NOyTe MOCTe MMO-q, ] 

a thins-, that God hates (itj) 

TT-MAj [eT-epe neq-ei(i)T cnkotk N^HT-qj ] 

the place. that his father was sleeping in-(itj) 

FIGURE 11.1 The internal structure of attributive relative clauses 

In general, subordinating relative complementisers occupy the topmost 

position of the embedded clause, the main exception being relative 

clauses with left-dislocated topics. In this case, the left-dislocated topic 

precedes the relative complementiser in linear order, e.g. nxxpc amok 

etnicreye epoq ‘my Christ (nA-xpc) [in whom (epo-q) I (amok) 

believe (e-t-rncTeye)]5 (AP Chaine no. 145, 32:16). 

The adjacency between the pivot and the postnominal relative clause 

may be interrupted by enclitic function words and particles, e.g. pci)He 

FAp him eoyNTAq 2A£ NNoyTe ‘for (rAp) every (nim) man (pcuMe) 

[who has (e-oyNTA-q) many (z^Z) gods (N-NoyTe)]’ (Eud. 36:11), 

HiiLATlVE CONSTRUCTIONS 

""71 7 "T:>BOl!)OY ‘at (he hour 
[that he (Apa Mena) loosened them (the camels) (N-q,A-q-Bou,-ov) 
datfy (MMtiNe) at (2i) night (poyge)]’ (Mena, Mir. 8b:10-12) 

11.1.1 Virtual and non-virtual relatives 

Cophc makes productive use of two relativisalion patterns, which are 
called virtual and non-virtual relative clauses in this grammar. 

Virtual relative clauses (e.g. oYma eqo ncpApBA ‘a place (ov-mi) 

7(a State 0f) scorchinS heat (n-ipapea)]’ (V. Pach. 

,jf)ldenVe 4611 name &om 1116 that a morphologically 
t entical form is found in non-relative environments, such as 

subordinate ‘WHEN’- and ’wHlLE’-clauses, e.g. Aq*,ce NTeqine 

e2FA.i ejcun epe pu)q oYcun ‘he (the devil) raised (A-q-iice) his head 

(N-xeq-ine) above (egFA,) me (exoi-i), [while his mouth (poi-q) was 

(wide) open (eFe ... cycon)]’ (Ac. A&P 200:97), secondary predicates, 
e.g. eKNAOunjiT neon eiriAEoiK erniKo ‘will you watch 

e-K-Nx-ecmpr) me (nop-.) [rushing (e-NA-Bu>K) to perdition 

(e-n-TAKo)]? (Ac. A&P 200:90-91), and a range of main clauses with 

Second Tense inflections, e.g. eKipcuNe eoY - rric e.qioiNe 

erTAgtmAp ‘from what (e-oY) do you suffer (e-K-ipoiNe)? - Lord 

Su#erins (e-1-qxBNe) from my liver (e-nA-gnnAp)’ 
(Onnophr. 208:28-30). See above, section 7.2.3 of Unit 7 for the 
syntactic similarities between Second Tense and relative clause 
constructions. 

Non-virtual relative clauses, on the other hand, are restricted to 

relative enviroments (e.g. hma m-AKOm-q Ngurq ‘the place (o-ma) 

[where (ngiiT-q) you have found it (the boat) (NT-A-K-ONT-q)l’ (Ac 

A&P 204:145-146)) and main clause Second Tenses (e.g. nta oy 

ipome mmok neturoeic nFPo ‘what (oY) has happened (nt-a 

(Euri^))11 (MMO'K)> 0W l0rd (rTeN-ioe,c> («“*) (n-ppo)?’ 

Virtual and non-virtual relatives display systematic differences with 
regard to (i) the form of the subordinating complementiser, (ii) the 

ncodmg of the pivot’s internal grammatical role, and (iii) their 

semantic distribution among various types of definite and indefinite 
noun phrases. 



11.1.2 Complementiser alternations 

This section presents an overview of compJementiser alternations, i.e. 
the different shapes of the relativising complementisers in various 

types of virtual and non-virtual relative constructions. 

11.1.2.1 Invariant forms in virtual relative clauses 

1 he relative markers epe and e- introduce virtual relative clauses with 

embedded nominal and pronominal subjects, respectively. Thus, 

compare: oy^tuB epe TTNoyTe MocTe mmocj ‘a thing (oy-gom) [that 

(epe) God (n-NoyTe) hates (moot©)]’ (Ac. A&P 202: 126-127) vs. 

him eyNAjcooyce epoq ‘every (nim) place (ma) [that they (the 

brothers) will be sent (lit. that they will send them (e-y-NA-jKooy-ce)) 

to (epo-q)]’ (praec. Pach. 129). 

11.1.2.2 Subjeet-complementiser agreement 

Non-virtual relative clauses, unlike virtual ones, show context- 

dependent complementiser alternations. The form of the relative 

complementiser varies depending on the category of the following 

constituent, which is either the subject of the embedded relative clause 

or an embedded tense-aspect-mood expression. Agreement between 

the embedded subject and the subordinating relative complementiser is 

marked morphologically by the triplet ct, ©T©pe, and ©t(©)-. The 

allomorphs ©T©p© and ©t(©)- are actually internally complex forms, 

consisting of the base morpheme ©t- and the relative markers epe and 

e- that also introduce virtual relative clauses: er-epe, ©t-©. 

a) The “bare” relative complementiser ef 

The “bare” complementiser ©t is restricted to a single' syntactic 

environment, namely when the subject of the embedded clauses has 

been relativised. When this happens, the subject role of the relative 

antecedent is recovered without any morphological indication. We 

adopt the view that this position actually contains a phonologically 

invisible placeholder or “gap” (indicated as 6_* in the English 

translation of the Coptic examples), e.g. nxrrexoc ©tAiakon©i 

eneKeuDT abpa^am ‘the angel (n-Arrexoc) [who (©t __) serves 

(AixKONet) your father (e-neK-eioiT) Abraham]’ (Test. Is 229:18-19). 

RELATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS_^ 

b) The internally complex relative complementisers erefe-, exe- 

The morphologically derived relative complementisers exePe- and 

ere-, on the other hand, are selected in the context of overt nominal 

and pronominal subjects, respectively, e.g. rrtj^e exePe npMM.it 

" q the ^ord (n-cpxjce) [that (eT-ePe) the superintend 
(rt-pHN-Hi) mil say (nvxoo-c)]' (praec. Pach. 122) vs nrn 

extdjKijtie epoq ‘the place (n-Mx) [where (epo-q) you are sick 

XcTfdtVect( 2°8:31)- In 11115 C3Se’ 46 Pivot has a noo- 
fte emheddeH m ’ pref0sltlonal obJect or adverbial) role within 

^ c CkuSe- 7116 comPlementiser alternations 
considered so far give rise to the relativisation paradigm in table 11.1. 

SUBJECT RELATIVES 

n-pa)M©i [RC ©T_j COJTM 

i [rc who , is listening 

] 
] 

NON-SUBJECT RELATIVES 

n-p<DM©i [RC ©T(e)-q-ca)TM nccu-q ] 

^mar* i IRC that he is listening to (him-), ] 

1st 

2nd masc. 

2nd fem. 

3rdmasc. 

3 rd fem. 

Before noun 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

e-t-Ctl>TM ©T-N-CO)TM 

eT(e)-K-C<DTM eT©-TN-C(DTM 

©T©-C(1)TM 

eT(e)-q-cojtm eT-oy-ctUTM 

eT(e)-c-c<UTM 

eTepe TT-pa)M© cojtm 

TABLE 11.1 C omplementiser-subj ect agreement 

^!,he‘theXamPleS/ (eTP'US SUbjeCt g3p) TEXAf,C MnM°YTe exicuTe 
epoq the grace (xe-xxptc) of God (M-n-Noyxe) [which (ex ) 

surrounded (Kurre) him (ePo-q)]’ (KMHL II 35:12-13), Pu,Me ™ 
exNXNex eiTN Mneq„, eBOA ‘everybody (finite n.h) [who (ex ) will 

throw («-Ne*) garbage (e.xN) out (eBox) of his house (M-neq-„,)p (Eud 
52.26-27) (exePe plus subject NP) nH, exePe netytife moovx 

dfpJl hS H0USe n"H,) [Where (N£HT_q) this little (^HM) b°y (nei-tpHpe) 
dled (eTeFe - HO°V-)]’ (AO. A&P 206:163-164), (ex(e)- p,us slbj^t 



pronoun) ee e*fcrT©yAAZe gtjx^we ntSix. ‘the manner (ee < f-^e) [(in 
which) I was diligent (e-t-crToyAAze < eT-t-cnoyAAze) at my manual 

(n-<suc) labour (g-tt\-zwk)Y (Onnophr. 207:17-18), riNAy gtgkna A^epATK 

epoq ‘the hour (n-NAy) fwhen you will stand up (eTe-K-NA-A£e pat-k)]’ 

(Test. Is. 232:19), ^tus nim eTeqeipe MHooy ‘everything (^ojb nim) [that 
he did (exe-q-eipe)]’ (KHML II 19:8-9), n<5om mttnoytg eTqeipe 

MMOoy mn rrppo kujctantinoc ‘the mighty deeds (n-<5om) of God 

(M-rr-NoyTe) [that he did (eT-q-eipe) to (mn) King (n-ppo) Constantine]* 

(Eud. 50:1), £<i)E nim erctpiNe ntoc nctnoy ‘everything (gcuB him) 

fwhich she (ntoc) is looking (eT-c-tpiNe)for (ncoj-oy)]5 (Eud. 64:19). 

11.1.2.3 Complementiser-TAM agreement 
A different set of complementiser allomorphs is selected when the 

relative complementiser precedes a tense-aspect-mood marker rather 

than the embedded subject position of the relative clause. 

TAM COMPrel TAM COMPrel 

PRJ&TERIT 

ue- 

G- NEGATIVE SCOPE 
DEFINER 

N- 

e- 

PERFECT 
A- 

(s)nt- NEGATIVE 
PERFECT 

Mne- 

6T(e)- 

HABITUAL 

qjA- 
G-, (e)N-, GTG- NEGATIVE 

HABITUAL 

Me- 

eT(e)- 

VERB-INITIAL 

CLAUSES 
eT(e)- NEGATIVE 

PERFECTIVE 

MTTAT(e)- 

6T6- 

TABLE 11.2 Complementiser-tense/aspect/mood agreement 

Examples: (relativised Preterit) kata ee eNeqo mmoc ‘in (kata.) the 

uanner (ee < T-£e) fthat it (the sun) is (e-Ne-q-o)]’ (Zen. 200:27), 

relativised Habitual) N©e eqjAyxAc NMMxpTypoc eroyAAB ‘in the manner 

N©e < N-T-2.e) fthat they used to do it (e-gjA-y-AA-c) to the holy 

eT-oyAAB) martyrs (N-M-MApTypoc)]’ (V. Pach. 94:8-9), aaay nujhn nim 

>N«7Aqxooy ‘every (single) (nim) one (aaay) of the trees (n-ujhn) fthat he 

Apa Matthew) planted (eN-ojA-q-io-oy)]’ (KHML II 19:6-7), mttnay Ac 

NtpA.qBoqjoY Z< poY2e HHHNe ‘at the hour (m-tt-nxY) [that he (Apa Mena) 

Mosened tjmm (the camels) (N-u,x-q-Bo<p-oy) daily (mmhng) at fe.) night 
(poY£e) (Mena, M,r. 8b:10-12)j, oyMHH<„G Ae on 2„ Neve 

eF°°Y ‘als0 (oN) 3 lot (°Y-MHH<ve) of [those fwhose minds 
nr matt* TT ^eY ^HT — ^ (N-CTe-tpApe ... nowjjc) them (epo-oy)!]’ 
(KHML II 10:6) (a free relative clause), (relativised Perfect) gu>B nim 

eNTAKZa,N HMooy gtoot ‘eveiything feaiB nim) [which you ordered 
(eMT-i-K-eaiN) me (gtoot) (t0 do)]. (Eud. 34;14) ^ „TmNT(|~~ 

the place (tt-hx) [where (N2HT-q) ytm have found it (the boat) 

(nt^-k-omt-c,)]’ (Ac. A&P 204:145-146), (relativised Negative Perfect) 

nenteoys. gt2n tgtnhhtg ernneiMn^ i.qoi^e ,«mi ‘this other 

person (nei-Ke-oyx) [who (is) (ex _J in fen) your midst (xerH-Mure) 

1 ~ (^»™>.-Mn®*) (that) he talks (Hq-qucre) t0 me 
(nmma-i)] (KMHL II 30:18-19), (relativised Unexpected Negative 

effective) neNennr njuo eroYiiB mj GTGMTTvrqiecK MiTiqBa* 

hTuTf! 0Ur, Seni°r (N“ZAXo) hol>' (^-OY^B) father (rreN-e.orr), 
he (TOJ) Mio had not long ago (ere-MnaT-q-mcn) gone (*,(N)-NT-x-q-B«,K) 

towards (e-par-q) God (H-n-Noyre)]’ (Sh. ffl 142:5-7), (relativised 
Negative Habitual) tTNoyre n.u GTe„ePe aaay online exNTq ‘God 

(n-Noyre), [he (mi) [without whom (GXNT-q) nothing (aaxy) havnem 

(exe-Hepe ... ipoine)]]’ (Zen. 202:3) (a free relative clause), NexeMGycG, 

NTuipn Aycu Nqi NNexeNoyoy an ng ‘[those [who do not get enough 

robbing (M-T<npn) and stealing (N-qi) [what does not 

99-23 bit T l * 13 n0‘ (AN) *eirS (H-N-ere-Noy-oy))]]]’ (Sh. IV 
99.23-24) (a free relative clause), (relativised negative concord) 

N-eTe-N'Ce-ojoon an ‘[what was non-existent]* (V. Pach. 7:14) (a free 
relative clause), (fronted adjectival verb) mgiming nPu>mg ere naiug 

ngta^cm epooy ‘these kinds (NG.-„,Me) of people (m-puimg) [against 

whom (epo-oy) theones who complain (n-gt-x^om) aos numerous (exe 
... NAgje)] (Sh. IV 99:19). - 

11.1.3 The grammatical role of the relative antecedent 

°f 7 relatiVe Clause plays a role in two different 
c uses. On the one hand, it has a particular grammatical role (subject 

direct or indirect object, adjunct) in the matrix clause, but it also has a 

parhcular grammatical role in the attributive relative clause Coptic 

relative constructions have within their structure an anaphoric element 

to recovers the pivot s internal role. The placeholder may take the 

form of a resumptive pronoun, as in mma etieqrigHxq ‘the place-. 



[^hm he Was (Ut that iie w*s in i& ((e-Ne-<i-M^HT-ci)l ’ 
(KHML II 20:9), but may also be a phonologically invisible relative 

gap as m Teynicnc eruiK gbox etheir faith (tey-mcTic) [that 
(eT —0 perfect (jchk gbox)] ’ (Test. Is. 233:19). 

if'1'3]1 KesumPtive pronominalbalion in virtual relatives clauses 
Virtual relative clauses are characterised by a generalized resumptive 

pronoun strategy regardless of the internal grammatical role of the 

relative antecedent. (Subscripts indicate the co-referentiality between 
the relative antecedent and a clause-internal resumptive pronoun). 

Examples: (subject) oYhi eqo NqiAFBA ‘a placei (oy-ma) [that was (lit 

* ;LWaS (e'c|'o)) in (a state of) scorching heat (n-cjiapba)]’ (V. Pach. 
86,24. . piuiie nim eq£um nKA2 ‘every (nim) mam (pone) [who (lives) 

on (lit. while hex lives on (e-q-£ucM)) earth (n-KAg)]’ (Test. Is. 233:12) 

(direct object) aaaY Hcjimn ni[m] eAqxooy ‘every (single) (nim) one 

axxy) Of the trees; (n-cjhn) [that he (Apa Matthew) planted (them,) 

(e-A-q-xo-oy)• (KHML II 18:23-24), (prepositional object) 6™r 

egiAynoyre epoq xe rue ‘to a bird, (e-y-j-AAHT) [which is called (lit 

minw? (e-tPA-Y-Hoyre) about it, (epoq) »truth« (t-mg)]’ (Ac. A&P 
06.161) (adverb) £eNNOC MMHHipe nopotioc gY2hooc g£Pai exoioy 

NO. getiNoo MHHHqie hm»n«oc (for ni-iomxoc) ey£A eooy mmatb 

great feeN-Noa) multitudes (H-Mumpe) ofthrones; (n-sponoc) [on which 

great feen-Nod) multitudes (M-Mumpe) of highly (mmxtg) venerable (lit. 

who were under (e-y-£A) glory (eooy)) monks (m-hoinaxoc) were seated 

‘I • 7"!® they were seated (e-Y-£Mooc)) on (them\) (exoi-oy)]’ (KHML II 
21:16-17), (possessor noun) oyco-Ne (...) iimpeenoc enecpxN ne 

eyAosiA. a virgin (M-riApoeNoc) sjsien (oy-coiNe) [whose name (lit while 

—' name (e-nec-pAN) (was) (ne)) Eudoxia (eyAoxiA)]l(Eud. 50:3-4). 

11.1.3.2 The distribution of gaps and pronouns in non-virtual 
relative clauses 

In non-virtual relatives, three different distributional patterns can be 

distinguished, one where gaps and resumptive pronouns occur in free 

variation, one where pronouns must appear and gaps are excluded, and 
one where the presence of a gap is obligatory. 

Resumptive prorioiins n°n'SU-^eCt “"ry -- 

the relative clause ex^pTone^wh™ ** P°sitio™ of 
obligatory. This position is the topmosTsubiT Presfdce of a gap is 

the relative compiementiser. The foUotl P°T°D t0 ^ r‘sbt of 
asymmetry between the relativisation of data hlustrate the 

gapping, and the relativisation 0f a non o h ?Ubject* which evolves 
indirect object, adverb), which involve bj constitdent (direct and 

Subscripts indicate the co-referentialitv5 resumptive pronominalisation. 

r%\ O. 1 • 

a) Subject relative clauses/gapping 

Examples: hmonaxoc 

nneuiNT ‘the monk (n-MONxxoc) JwhTfJ'^TT HAA,CTA "mixy 

(*MA£Te) hisj tongue (M-neq-XAc^n^ii'' d0eS n°‘ <*"> strain 
(M-n-NAy) of anger (M-n-e<DNT)]’ (AP Ch ~ Y ^M<XA,CT^ ln hour 

^oYe,r MTremocMoc ‘at the die rht ^ ^ ^ eneooV 
(e-rr-ecoy) of this worid rl * ** («* <poye!T) 

ee ercH2 ‘according to (kxtA) \h “KOCMOC^ II 28:4-5), kxtx 

7AMNTPPo‘eyaa;(N1M) human (N-pome^o T NpiUMe |e,T<i’oor' 

“ - “”«<*» 

I'."'" < T.iSS'iifST* ,T,‘T'“' ‘iMmm 

MMOOY your words,I (NGK-qtAARl rS °-]°-n), NeKglAie eTGKXa) 

(MMo-oy)]’ (AP Chaine no 1 J L (ere-^<v) Qthem,) 
ereKNxy ePoq TeNoy VM, ’ . /l (PrePosf'°"al object) 

i(ctg-k-naY) nr (fc^) ( } ~^ ( eNpniNe) (that you are looking 

(adverbial adjunct) npoine ctL™ (Tew°Y)]’ (Test. Is. 234:13) 

mm (n-puiMe) [that you were miking (7" *7^ AFTA rTA2<UM ‘Os. 

Ihmi) (erBHHT-q), (nameIy) . pJ.^ ru'T (nmha'') abo 

rtcHMoyA nagnkotk ^^ ^ hma erepe 

«c 



(neYZ"T) had left (N-ere-cpape ... nw<pc) therm (epo-oy)]’ 
(KHML II 10:6) (a free relative clause). 

11.1.3.2.2 Locality constraints 

For gapping to occur in subject relatives, the relative complementer 

must be adjacent to the embedded subject. When a clause-initial tense- 

aspect-mood marker, the negative scope marker n-, or a fronted 
adjectival or existential verb disrupts the local relation between the 
relative complementiser and the highest subject position, the gap must 

be replaced by the corresponding resumptive pronoun (see above, table 

11.2 for the inventory of complementiser allomorphs that are selected 
m the context of such intervening elements). 

Examples: (pre-subject tense-aspect-mood marker) Netfon mcn (for mn) 

Necprmpe NTAycpume evox eiToorq MneNeiorr aha magsoc ‘the 

mighty deedsi (ns-Com) and (hcn) miracles-, (Ne-qmHpe) [that (they,) 

appened (NT-A-y-qKurTe) through fci-TooT-q) our father (M-neN-eian-) 

Apa Matthew]’ (KHML II 18:14-16), oYon rx? n,m eTeMnAToycoycuNr 

MM MeKMAriA ‘for (rxp) alii (those) (oYon nim) [that (thevA have not yet 

known you (eTe-HnxT-oy-coyoJN-r) and (mn) your magical tricks 
(NeK-Mxrix)]’ (Sh. Ill 77:26), nim neTNqNxnicTeye an eNedoM 

Mnnoyre ‘Wwj (n.m) (is it) [that (hef) will not (an) believe 

(eT-N-q-NA-mcTeye) in the mighty deeds (e-Ne-don) of God 

(M-n-Noyre)]’ (KMHL II 37:12-13), (fronted adjectival verb) MApeNTAye 

KApnoc €BOA eTNANoyq ‘let us bring forth (Mxpe-N-TAye geox) fruit, 
(KApnoc) [that (if) is good (eT-NANoy-q)]’ (KHML II19:15). 

11.1.3.2.3 Relativised nominal sentences 

In relativised noun clauses, resumptive pronouns..must appear, even 

when the relative complementiser precedes the embedded subject. 

Moreover, a different set of resumptive pronouns is selected, namely the 

enclitics ne, re, Ne ‘he, she, they’ and the demonstrative pronouns 

nAi ta>, nai ‘this, these’. Such relativised nominal sentences have an 

explicative interpretation (namely, to wit, which is), e.g. ttmakaPioc 

aha ZHNOB.OC ere neNeicuT ne ‘the blessed (n-MAKAP»oc) Apa 

Zenobius, [that is (gtg ... ne), our father (neN-eiorr)]’ (Zen. 199:9), 

NemicTeye eTe nAi ne mcu>K MncaiTu ‘those who believe 

(N-eT-nie-reye), [which (is) (gtg mi ne) the utmost degree (h-jcojk) 

of obedience (M-n-ccuTn)] ’ (Test Is. 228:7-8), 

RELATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS .. 

if-Adverbial relative clauses' --~ 

proriouns, ^ 

time adverbial has been relativised. 1 Where 3 manner or 

a) Temporal adverb relatives 

^aSraWhtVSs happens Ttis'SpSf ‘be 
itself that determines its internal adveS 

(Te!yL^7(X^TordNer (nl 'A ’<*"> S SS 

eNTAyntucuNe HnAepounr ^ MnNAy paP 

hour (m-h-nay) [that my tfeonT^UT^T^ (FAp) * 
they turned down (cnt-a-v „ ^ Ponoc) was turned down (lit. 

time (M-n-Mej-cen-cNAy)]’ f" 3 SeC°nd 

resumptive pronoun may be used e Altematlvely’ a 
d3B (ne-gooy) [when- Lour 2 °V tlTiV™OK n2mtc) ‘the 

you (NT-A-y-^no-K))]’ (KHMLII dOtlsr ( ^ gaVe birth to 

b) Manner adverb relatives 

When the manner noun *=»«• (<r * ~ \ «.i_ 

role within the embedded clause th** manner’ has a direct object 
is obligatory, e.g“ee Zl’T °f a resamP^e pronoun 

the manner, (Je < 'in (kata) 

(NT-A-q-xoo-c) her ‘ he (Apa Mena) bad told (&) 

[Mena, Martyrd 4a-5 61 2, 16 ^ ^ StiH (njc,n) aIive (n-<uNe)’ 

‘the mamS ?ee4i %e* rZTV'T NHHAY N°Yoe'^ "" 
(e-Ne-q-eipp) (it'\ ( ^ he (Pachoin) behaved (lit made U «*—) (-A-V) Si 
clause-internalTdveSblaTrole 'e g6 ee °Pti°n * has 3 

manner (ee < T-2e) [(in which) I Zcnovl 
eT-t-cnoyAA^e) at mv i ^ g m te-T-cnoyAA2:e < 

(Onnophr. 207:17-18), ta. Te eJau mf lab°Ur (e‘rTA-2Q,K)]’ 
Hneeooy ‘this (ta,) (was) the manner (ee <T'ry ^ 

(eTHHAy) demon (n-AA,»a,N^N7^d out ( } ^ W^Ch) th3t 
evtl (things) (M-neeooy)] ’ (KHML H 53 8-9 ( ' ‘" P) many 
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11.1.4 Multiple relative embedding 

Coptic relative constructions may involve several layers of relative 
embedding, where one relative clause is embedded into another. 

11.1.4.1 Nested relative constructions 
In nested relative constructions, there are two or more antecedents with 
an attributive relative clause attached to them. As a result, each relative 

clause is embedded one level deeper than the previous one, e.g. 

2NKS9HN eyonr nkaPttoc eH^a»oY eture ‘other trees 

(£N Ke <j>hn) [rci while (theyj) were loaded (e-y-oriT) with fruit 

^^pnoc) ^RC2 while (theyj) were plenty (e-N^ur-oy)]]’ (KHML II 
21.14“ 15). 

ANTECEDENT, [rci ANTECEDENT! [rC2 

2N-Ke-cpnHi [rci e-y-onT H-K^pnocj [RC2 e-n^tD-oy ]J 
Other trees{ while {theyO withj^j while (theVj) were 

__ were loaded plenty 

FIGURE 11.2 Nested relative constructions 

Both virtual and non-virtual relative clauses may be nested, e.g. ncyn 
oy<pHpe (ijhm Ae eneqp^N ne bhcamojn enojnpe ne 

HoyeTp^TYAATnG (for Hoycrp^mx^rHc) eneqp^N ne b^cixithc 

(there) was (Ne-yN) a young (yurt) lad> (oy-qmpe) [RCi whose name 

(lit- while name (was) (e-neq-PAN ... ne)) Besamon (bhcamojn), 

Lrc2 who (was) (lit. while he{ (ne) (was)) the son (e-n-q^npe) of a 

generalj (h-oy-ctp^tyxathc), [RC3 whose name (was) (lit. while his, 

name (was) (e-neq-PAN ... ne)) Basilites (Bi-cuoTnc)]]]’ (KHML I 

43:5-6), Zeutto6 hmhhijks NepoNoc eygnooc e2PAi exwoy NCi 

pNNOd MMHHqjG HHIDNUOC (for MMONiXOc) eygi G00Y MMAT6 

great (jeN-Nots) multitudes (M-MHHq>e) of thrones: (ri-oporioc), rRr, 

°n ~~i (exa’-°Y) were seated (e-Y-enooc) great feen-NoS) 
multitudes (M-MHHqie) of monks) (m-muinxxoc) [RC2 that were highly 
(MMATe) venerable (lit. while they, were under (e-Y-,H glory 

(eooY))]]’(KHML II 21:16-17). 5 7 

ANTECEDENT Irci 

Ne-CNHy, 

l^the brothers; 
[RCI 6T_ 

OyA.A.B 

who are holy 

-^tciuuve constructions 

one and the s^’a^ced^ m3y bc C0lmec'ed to 

(oy^E)) [RC2 ^ (CT \ve Y Wf [RC1 Who (eT _j) are holy 

(Onnophr. 216:34-217:1)7 ^ ^ kM)the desert (n-^ue)j]’ 

[rc2 ct_j tpoon 2.m n-jcA.ie]l 
who live in the desert 

FIGURE 11.3 Stacked relative clauses 

the first relative 01^1^^^“^“ 1116 ant6Cedent Plus 
HneiMHHtpe NAperri 
(°Y^B) [RC2 that (M) posseJed TT M®Hro. vho (er _0 is holy 

(H-ne.-MHH.pe) 0f virtues (N-APeT„)ir rBHn multitude 
«T2N TeTNMHTe eTMneiMn<»A ki 2.1-2), nemeoy^ 

(nei-Ke-oYAj [RC1 jv_ho (er ,) (isUnfo', ***“■' ^ other person, 

[RC2 that I am not worthv (Lr. 2 y0Ur midSt (TeTN'Mm-e) 
(N-q-q,^) t0 me (nmh^-OIT ' talks 

NencBooye err^Noyoy clauses> e.g. 

(Ners-cBooye) [Rc, that (they,) are beneficiln^t ^ 
that you have taught me^ff '\ * u (G7;NANOV-°y) [rc2 
Fach. 86:14-15). 1 c^bo-i) (themj) (epo-oy)]]’ (V. 

77.7.4.J Internal coordination 

”1° “ ““ CW Tile 
* <b. ie0. ae to, 

coordmating device such as the r chaui contams a standard 

relative-absolute tenses Sucf 7*^ °r se»aUy used 
constructions have an elaboratingo'™^-co-coordinated relative 

feretion: they serve to coSnue L to 
— - „„«r w „„„.v 



(pcuMts nim) [who (gt _) wifi perform (m-ep) that (enmy)! 

worship (n-<pM<pe) and believe (N-q-nicTeye) in him (Jesus Christ) 
(epo-q)] (Test. Is. 231:20-21), riNoyTe NTAqgjtDne hn NreNex 

NTA.yq;tDne eAyoyeiNe ctbc TeyMNTAKxipeoc (for 
TeyMNTA.KepA.ioc) mn TeyMNTTTiCTOC e^oyN ennoyTe ‘God 
(n-NoyTe) [who has been (NT-x-q-cjxime) with (mn) the generations 
(N-reNCA.) [that existed (NT-A-y-cpoirre) and passed by 

(e-A-y-oyeiNe) because of (ctbc) their guilelessness 
(Tey-MNT-AKAipeoc) and (mn) their faith (tey-MNT-mcToc) in God 
(e-n-NoyTe)]]’ (Test. Is. 228:13-15), tmntai-xeoc Mnxjcoeic nexc 

nAi NTATCTNc-poy MMoq eATeTNKAxq £N oyTx<j>oc ‘the goodness 
(t-mnt-ata0oc) of my Lord (M-m-jcoeic) Christ (ne-xc), [he (mi) 

[whom you crucified (NT-x-TeTN-c-poy) and put (e-a-tctn-kaa-q) 

into (2n) a tomb (oy-T^oc)]’ (Eud. 64:12-13), 

11.1.5 Semantic distribution 

Virtual and non-virtual relative clauses cannot be used interchangeably, 
but differ systematically in the range of antecedents that they can have! 
Several factors come into play, motivating the selection of one or the 
other relativisation pattern, such as the informational status or 
referentiality of the pivot and the identificational or specificational 

function of the following relative clause. 

11.1.5.1 The definiteness opposition 

The co-occurrence of two relativisation patterns has traditionally been 
dealt with in terms of a definiteness opposition: virtual relative 
constructions are selected in the context of indefinite antecedents and 
non-virtual ones in the context of definite ones. Thus, compare: NeyeN 

oyptuMe Ae on £n tttoaic pxKore epe oyAxiMONioN NMMxq 

NX1N TeqMNTKoyi ‘(there) was (Ne-yeN) also (on) a (certain) man, 

(oy-ptDMe) in (j>n) the city (T-noxic) Alexandria (pxKOTe) [who was 
possessed by a demon (oy-aximonion) (lit. while (there) (was) with 
him\ (epe ... NMMA-q)) since (nxin) his childhood (Teq-MNT-Koyi)]’ 

(Mena, Mir. 23b: 12-18) vs. npoiMe Ae nta Am mhna t [m]q 

NNeq[<5a]Moyx 'the mani (n-poiMe) [whom, (m-q) Apa Mena had 

given (nt-a ... f) his camels (N-Neq-dAMoyx)’ (Mena, Mir, 1 Ob: 10- 
14), oyma eqo nujaPba ‘a place; (oy-Mx) [that was (lit. while was 
(e-q-o)) in (a state of) scorching heat (N-tpApex)]’ (V. Pach. 86:24-25) 

PauUnxyAoc)7h"ew D/TmtT ^ Kwhere) 
(e-n-Mooy)]’(Ac.A&P 196:51) ^ q) int0 the water 

.Sfflssjri? TTt r* "*•*4—» 
prior knowledge. The prototvniea^ ^ addressee has no 

distinguishing propert/of to entity No C!3USe expresses a 
the other hand, provide additional ™L^TVIrtUaI reIatlve Causes, on 
the referent of a definite noun nhrase Pi? information about 

known or can be inferred from £context°Se ^ “ aSSUmed t0 be 

No/'onl Spetuf'C, a,Jd non-specific antecedents 

anient,tt JsolLpecmfo^ of Native 
crucial role in ^selection of 

a) Specific indefinite antecedents 

re^ivearhecedents with referents^^e ****** 

“£r ™ 
(n-ctoyaab) spent (a ... P) fortJ ( ^ w am<^ngst feN) tte h°ly ones 

(n-,t-oYuim) (and) drinking With°Ut 
(n-puiMe) of God (m-tt-w™ \ ** , Wlt (eTe — ne) the 

(rr-A.pxHnpoij>MTHc)] ’ (KHML^II 3^18 ^ archprophet 
eTtjiauie 1.001 JiZoyZaOYTTT’ ^ 
(n-poiMe) (responsible for) the sick ( lit whl £ eTNX‘J,u,Ne <the man 
people (N-N-puine) shall stav Ipd ' ho -J1 me slck (cjioiNe)) 
monks) («4py r- ^) behind them (the fellow 

K-co.) fefc (eT 

b) Generic antecedents 

generic referenL,CrTfeminno1WnlefmiK,nreIaliVe antecedents with 
e.g. Nee Neiecooy eqzxyBi ft kinds or types rather than individuals, 

(Nee) sheep-, (Nei-ecoovW/W \ NTOOTOY Mneyq;u>c Tike 
(M-ney-gjcuc) is taken awav flit th—Tv (ntoot"°Y) their{ shepherd 
92:30-93:1). ** awaY (V. Pach. 

a referring bare nouns are compatible with virtual 



M,J relative clauses, e.g. Zr,r.ev„„ eyonr NKipnoc 

e^a,oye„ATC‘other trees feN-Ke-^N) [while (th^O were loaded 
(e Y-orrr) with'Jmk (N-upnoc) [while (they!) were plenty 

(e Aqjui-oy)]] (KHML II 21:14-15) vs. MA.peNTA.ye KApnoc eEox 

eTNANoyq let us bring forth (MAPe-N-TAYe eKox) good fruit (lit 

Matt (KApnoc) [which, is good (eT-NANoy-q))]’ (KHML II 19:15). 

c) Quantified antecedents 

Both virtu31 and non-virtual relative clauses can be combined with 

nns bf61 re at,Ve “tecedents 311(1 provide information that makes it 
possible to narrow down the set of potential referents of quantified 

antecedents. When the pivot is an indefinite pronoun, such as oYa 

“ k 'f “ther .’ *e election of either relativisation pattern depends 
e mi e or indefinite determination, e.g. eiMHTei jenoyA oYa 

eqiAye, com neNtp.Ne exse tataom MnNoyxe ‘with the exception S (PeoP!e) feen-oYA oYa) [who, come (e-cpA-y-e.) to 

“ e "}; (neN-^Ne) for (erne) the love (t-atAnn) of God 
oyxe)] (Hi 5:21-22) vs. neiKeoyx eTgN TeTNMHTe (...) 

‘Motherpe^m, (nel-Ke-oyA) [who (ex _,) (is) in few) your midst 

(TeTN-MHTe) [that I am not worthy (eT-Mrre-i-MnqiA) (that) he, talks 
(N-q-ipAAce) to me (nmma-,)]]’ (KMHL II 30:18-19), 2eNKOoye eyo 

noyBAA NoyoiT ‘others, (i.e. monsters) (2eN-Kooye) [whL, had 

(e-y-o) one single (N-oyuir) eye (n-oy-bax)]’ (Test. Is. 234-4) vs 

NKooye erp cpoiuig ‘the others, (N-Kooye) [who, (ex ) are in (lit' 
make (p)) need (cptuoig)] ’ (Onhophr. 207:17). 

The definiteness opposition is not applicable to the distributive 

“bare” MunsT^'^tT'" “Ch’’ Which must be staled with 
bare nouns (see above, section 4.3.1 of Unit 4) IHooks as if the 

selection of a non-virtual relative clause imposes a more specifier 

topical interpretation on the universally quantified antecedent than its 
non-virtual counterpart. Thus, consider: ^aoas 2Anxoc (for 

X N]<p™ N>M exqxooy ‘briefly (2attax gxnxoc), every (n.m 

(SLin8^24T<J'MN) ^ ^ hadPlanted^em )(e-A-q-xo-oy)’ 
(KHML II 18.23-24) vs. gAnxaic oYon n.m erjorn 6?oYn exse 

nlTwas'C neXC h,rfQy (2-AnAU)c) mmm (oYON nim) [who, (ex 
^ was imprisoned feoxrr e2oYN) for (exae) the name (t^n) of 

NeAS,AXqNNpiM^Mt,M(rTe"XC)]’ ^ C^W disCOUTSe tOpic) 
NAIATq NPUIMC N,M CqNAC.pe NOYNA 2M TTpAN NNC.nAXpiApXHC 

(e-q-MA-e pe ^ aI, nf *»») \xh*i will perform 

toe oST Cy (N'°Y'NX) in &<= name of 
these patriarchs (N-Ne.-nxTp.xpxnc)]’ (Test. Is. 237-21-22) vs 
(second mentioning) oyoN n,m exNxcpe noYmnxna mSoov 

Mneyp rmeeye eyeryom (oYon n.m) [who, (ex ) will perfom 

(NA-e;pe) an act of mercy (n-oy-mnx-na) on the day (m-nc aocy)™ 

d) The set interpretation of definite antecedents 

ltonsT’tderc0^^31 rektiVe Clauses With $Pecific definite* is 
' . d 011(161 cfrtaln contextual conditions, namely when the 
suiting construction receives a set interpretation In this case it is 

presupposed that the definite antecedent specifies'a class of entities 

virtua^rekitive6 dause^e^g^1 n^pcS ANoK^e-fn.*°n ^ 

grCh^nfnS 

Apa Nahrow is going to die (na-moy) (in if) (N2HT-q)]’ (KHML 
A27), Ntienxxa ePe neqcNoq *„2 ePooy ‘tl (PavJLnt)7Ze 

(N-Ne-nxAs) [on which, (eFo-oy) his blood (neq cNoq) haTb^n 
smeared out (ePe ... *«£)] ’ (KHML 16:28). ^ 

27.7.5.5 Restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses 

SvrF-■~ - 
nsidered less central for the main thrust of the discourse. 

a) Restrictive* relatives 

Virtual relative clauses generally occur in the restrictive mood e e 

(^, rln2°r HOCTe 7°q *** Cw) [that God 
271 nU t ( - M°CTe) (Ac. A&P 202: 126- 

7)’ NOe NOVecooy eqcopM ‘like (Nee) g sheep, (N-oy-ecooy) 



fwhichj has gone astray (e-q-copM)J’ (Test. Is. 232:34), oy rAp ne 

n£o>b N^eNAA-iMtuN eyt nmman nna^pn ^eNArrexoc eyMicpe 

exa>N ‘for (rAp) what (oy) (is) (really) the power (lit. the thing 
(n-goJB)) of the demons-, (N-zeN-AAiMOJN) [who-, fight (lit. give (e-y-t)) 
with us (nmma.-n)] compared to (nna^pn) the angels; who-, fight 
(e-y-Mi<pe) for us (exoj-N)]?’ (KHML II 11:14-16). In extended 
existential clauses, virtual relatives are consistently used as identifying 
descriptions (see above, section 10.2.3.3 of Unit 10), e.g. NeyN 
oyptDMe Ae £M rmApTypioN Mn^noc atta mhna eneqpAN ne 

HApKoc ‘(there) was (nc-yn) a (certain) man, (oy-pojMe) in (^m) the 
memorial chapel (n-MApTypioN) of the holy (M-n-^rioc) Apa Mena 
[whose name (was) (lit. while hisj name (was) (e-neq-pAN ... ne)) 
Mark (mapkoc)]’ (Mena, Mir. 74b:2-9). 

The restrictive meaning and function of virtual relative clauses is 
particularly clear when they modify the predicate noun phrase of an 
identificational sentence, e.g. xytu ntocj ne nppo eqgApATK ‘and 
(Ayuj) he (Constantine) (NToq) (is) the kins-, (n-ppo) (who, is under 
you (e-q-gA-pAT-K)]’ (Eud. 54:12-13), nim ne npoine eqNAdoxijT 

mca neqqjHpe eqBHK ncmtoj NqTMBoHoei epoq ‘who (nim) (is) 
die mam (n-poiMe) [who, will watch (e-q-NA-<5mqrr) his son (nca 
neq-ujHpe) drowning (lit. going (e-q-BHK) to the depths (of the sea) 
(N-ehTO)))] and (he0 would not help (N-q-TM-BOHeei) him (epo-q)]?’ 

(Ac. A&P 200:89-90). Non-virtual relative clauses may have a 
restrictive use and specify the reference of a non-specific definite 
antecedent, e.g. Ayo) NeqjAxe NqjApe rmeToyAAB AnA nAMBOJ 
xooy nac ‘and (Ayoi) the words-, (Ne-tpAjee) [that the holy 
(n-neToyAAE) Apa Pambo used to say (them-D (N-<pApe ... xoo-y) to 
her (Hilaria) (na-c)]’ (Hil. 6:17-18), ntuhp nta rmoyTe aay ‘the 
rides-, (n-tonj;) [that God (rr-NoyTe) has made (them-,) (nt-a ... 
aa-y)]’ (Test. Is. 230:28-29). 

b) Non-restrictive relatives 

Virtual and non-virtual relative constructions can both be used in the 
non-restrictive mood, providing supplementary information about a 
contextually or situationally given referent. Thus, consider: zeNCioy 
NP°Y£e mn 2-CNcioy NgTooye eyT macin eNeyNooye NTeyqjH 

‘the evening (N-poy^e) and (mn) morning (N-gTooye) stars\ 

feeN-cioy) (which-, indicate (lit. give (e-y-t) sign (macin)) the hours 

e-w-YNoove) of the night (N-re-yqm)]’ (Hil. 1:10-12), 

®Y° ,l6PHHOC 6MN aaaY NgHToy ‘the Streets:, feeN-Pip) i„ 
(ZH) Hell rntre) [whichi are (e-Y-o) (in a) deserted (N-epHHoc) 

204-1327 “' ET7 31170116 (AiiY) °n t±m' (n2»t-oY)F (Ac. A&P 
204.132) vs. eiM[N]Te ere nxi ne mu tmpine mn ncxp6r 

NN0BSe to Mli (e-AMNTe), whichi is (ere nil ne) the place (n-Mx) 
of weeping (n-n-piMe) and (mn) gnashing (u-oxpOp) of teeth 

(Ac.A&P 204:, 42), n^oo, ^ ,Z„f. 
JwhenWh 7V ~ *** (ne-Z°°Y> e£ tbs. judgement (H-n-z&n) 
£7 u T ("-Jcoe,c) will judge (lit. will give (erepe ... Nx-f) 
law (gAn)) you (epo-n)]’ (Ac. A&P 202:128). ' 

In the context of recursive embedding, restrictive relatives precede 
on-restnctive ones, e.g. oYon nim eqz„ rtxpue eTnoxyreye erne 

NOYTe Ayo, erMNiy epuiMe ‘everyone, (oYon nim) [rc, wh0i (is) 

in e-q-2M) the desert (n-jcxie) [rc2 whoi (eT _J leads an ascetic life 

noxyreye) for: (exEe) God (n-Noyre) and (xyo,) in order not to see 
(c-tm-nay) anybody (e-pome)]]’ (Onnophr. 214:24-25). 

11.1.6 Infinitival relative clauses 

The majority of relative clauses are finite verb constructions, but with 
attributive relatives we also find infinitival clauses introduced by the 

prepositional complementisers n- ‘for’ and e- ‘to’, e.g. oYbx,tt.cmx 

Noyjcxi MnreNoc T„Pq nxaxn ‘a baptism (oy-BxnxicMx) [to save 

KiT entoe (THp-q) race (H-n-r6N°c) of Adam (n-xAxm)]’ 
(bud. 34.13), oygjAxe exooq epooy ‘a word (oy-ojAxe) [to be 

spoken (e-xoo-q) to them (ePo-oy)]’ (Eud. 60:10-11), eycKeyoc 

KMpqhr.2n:8a).VeSSel °° 

11.2 Free relative clauses 

rektiVe constructions have free relative 
counterparts, which have no overt relative antecedent. Free relatives 

are mtemally clausal m structure; externally they have a distribution 

is identical to that of noun phrases, e.g. nppo Ae Nxepeq^ 

eneNTA nrtoyxe xxq NMMxq (...) ‘when the King (n-Ppo) saw 

(mepe-q-Nxy) [what God (n-Noyre) had done (e-ne-Nx-x xx-q 
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forfiim (nt-it-tx-cf)]* (Eud. 44:1). Free relatives are therefore not 
equivalent to the attributive relative clause alone, but rather correspond 

to the entire noun phrase containing it. In other words, free relative 

clauses have a phonologically empty relative antecedent (indicated as 

0noun)- The internal structure of Coptic free relatives is presented in 
figure 11.4. 

DETERMINER ANTECEDENT RELATIVE CLAUSE 

’ K' 0NOUNi [rC NT-A n-NOVTC AA-Clj (...)] 
that J 

what God had done (jtj) 

FIGURE 11.4 The covert pronominal head of free relatives 

Section 11.2.1 discusses the nominal and clausal properties of free 

relative constructions. Section 11.2.1 presents an overview of the main 
semantic types of Coptic free relatives. 

11.2.1 Main syntactic characteristics of free relatives 

This section considers four types of evidence for the covert pronominal 

head of free relative clauses, namely (i) their morphological marking 

as definite noun phrases, (ii) the anaphoric dependencies between free 

relatives and co-referential pronouns, (iii) their external distribution, 
and (iv) the distribution of gaps and resumptive pronouns. 

a) Determination • 

Free relative clauses are syntactically encoded as definite noun 

phrases. The person, number and gender specification of the covert 

pronominal head are recovered by either the definite-article n-, t-, n- 

or the corresponding demonstrative pronouns hai, tai, nai. The 

presence of both determiners makes it possible for free relatives to 

express the same range of meanings as definite noun phrases. 

Examples: (sing, masc.) rreTNAMexei epooy the who will neglect 

(rr-eT-NA-AMe\ei) them (the instructions) (epo-oy)’ (praec. Pach.103), tiai 

Ae z<vwq eTepe NexpeicriANoc (for NexpiCTiANoc) f eooy wxq ‘this 

one (ttai), however feoxD-q), [whom the Christians give (eTepe ... t) praise 

(eooy) to (na-c|)]’ (Eud. 36:14-15), ttai nta nefrNA mtiAiaboaoc xe 
HoyMe gboa n^mtcj *this one (nAi) [in whom (n^ht-cj) the spirit (ne-nNl) 

of the devil (m-h-aiaboaoc) has branched out (lit. has taken (nt-j. ... 

cboa) roots (NoyNe))]’ (KHML II 33:25-26), (sing, fem.) TGToyMoyre 

epoc xe TTTAetAT ‘(the land of the Maridtes), the one they call 

(T-eT-oy-Moyre) »Pajat« (T-riAei at)’ (Mena, Martyrd. 2a:13-14), tai 

eToypoeic epoc eBox £iTooToy nnattcaoc HnAeio)T gt£N nnHye 

ishe (tai) [who is watched (lit. they watch (eT-oy-poeic) her (epo-c)) by 

(^itoot-oy) the angels (n-n-aftcaoc) of my Father (M-nA-eiorr) [who is 
(gt _J in (^n) heaven (H-imye)]]’ (Eud. 50:21-22), (plural) GIMHTI 

GNCTTHip mmatg ‘except (eiMHTi) only (mmatg) those who have been 

ordered (g-n-6t-thoj)’ (praec. Pach. 1IV), ngtcooy£ epoq THpoy ‘all 

(Thp-oy) those who gathered (w-eT-cooyg) with him (epo-q)’ (Test. Is. 

228:5), nai Nq^AyeiNG MMooy tpxpoq gitgima nbi (for qi) Atnroc (for 

Aoroc) ‘those (nai) [who are brought (lit. they have brought (n-tpA-y-eiNe) 

them (mmo-oy)) to him (tpxpo-q) to this place (c-hgi-ma) of justification (lit. 
taking (n-bi) account (xtnroc)]’ (KHML II21:24-26). 

b) Anaphoric dependencies 

The covert head of free relatives functions as the antecedent for a 

following pronoun in much the same way as common nouns and 

pronouns, e.g. epe ngtqjoott £m nxAie gtbg rmoyTe na^g 
epcuMe TtnN pqjAN oyoAKpic TA2.ooy h eytpAN^KO eyNAge 

eypotpH tojn eycpANeiBG cyNA^e GMooy TOJN ectu ‘where (tojn) 

will [those who live (n-eTtpoon) in feii) the desert (n-xAie) for the 

sake of (gtbg) God (n-NoyTe)] fmd (epe ... na-^c) somebody 

(e-pume), when they get into trouble (lit. if an obstacle (oy-exujuc) 

comes upon them (pcpAN ... TA^o-oy)), or (h) when they are hungry 

(e-y-<pAN-2Ko), where (tojn) will they fmd (e-y-NA-^e) food 

(e-Tpo<j>H); if they suffer from thirst (e-y-cpAN-eiBe), where (tojn) 

will they fmd (e-y-NA-^e) water (e-Mooy) to drink (e-ccn)?’ 
(Onnophr. 211:11-14). 

c) Syntactic distribution 

Coptic free relative clauses (FRCs) appear in all nominal positions of 

the clause, including the extraclausal positions of vocative and 
appositional phrases. 



Examples: (subject FRC) x NeTMoocpe NMMxq cokoy ncxoycx * (those 

who went (N-eT-Mooqje) with him (NMMx-q)j withdrew themselves (x ... 

cok-oy) on each side (Ncx-oy-cx)’ (Test. Is. 234:6-7), xm neeooy 

eTMHAy x NeTMmcA N^oyN THpoy oyxxi ‘since (xin) that (eTMMxy) 

day (ne-eooy) [all (THp-oy) which is inside me (lit. which is in my inner 

(n-£oyn) side (N-eT-M-nx-cx))] has become healthy (x ... oyxxi)’ 

(Onnophr. 209:8-9), (direct object FRC) ntc noyx rroyx Txye 

neTqcooyN MMoq eeox Zu Nerpx^H ‘and each one (rr-oyx n-oyx) told 
(NTe ... Txye) [what he knew (n-er-q-cooyN MMoq) from (^n) the 

Scriptures (Ne-rFx*H)]’ (V. Pach. 137:5-6), xjoyrnM nneNT^ceene 

MiroeiK ‘I ate (x-i-oyoiM) [what was left (M-ne-NT-x-q-ceene) of the bread 

(M-n-oew)]’ (Onnophr. 218:5), (indirect object FRC) tpxpe TTNoyTe t 

oyeMOT NNeTNAmcTeye ‘God (riNoyTe) shows (lit. give (qjxpe ... f)) 

favour (oy-^MOT) [to those who will believe (N-er-Nx-rncTeye)]5 (Test. Is. 

228:11), hnnc(dc xiMeeye esox £M ttx^ht eneNTxixxq ‘after that 

(mnnc<d-c) 1 reflected (x-.-Meeye) by myself (lit. in feM) my heart (tt^ht)) 

[about what I had done (e-ne-NT-x-i-xx-q)]’ (Onnophr. 207:30), (possessor 

FRC) mpj©Moc NNeToyHoyre epooy xe xoyAoypixKcD ‘the regiment 

(mpienoc) [of those whom (epo-oy) they call (n-N-er-oy-MoyTe) 

»Luduriakon« (xoYAoypixK<D)]’ (Mena, Martyrd. lb:20-22), xenxc 

eyNxujqj uZnTq eyeny mn oynxypo^opix (for oynxHpo^op.x) 

NN6TNX(D(JJ NeHTq mn neTNxetDTM epoq Zu oyt ZTuq ‘in order that 

(xeiuc) they shall read (e-y-Nx-axp) from it (the book) (N£HT-q) for the 

benefit (e-y-£Hy) and (mn) satisfaction (oy-nxypo^opix) [of those who will 

read (N-N-eT-Nx-oxp) from it (N£HT-q)] and (mn) [of him who will listen 

(rr-eT-Nx-carm) to it (epo-q) with (j>n) attention (lit. giving (oy-+) one’s 

attention feni-q))]’ (Onnophr. 224:3-5), (adverbial FRC) cibhk yx 

neNTxqrNNooyT ‘I am on my way (e-i-BHK) [to (<px) the one who has sent 

me (ne-NT-x-q-TNNooy-T)]’ (Test. Is. 230:11), (vocative) cmoY eriNoyre 

NeTP 2OTe eHTCl MneqpxN ‘praise (cMoy) God (e-n-Noyre), [you who 

fear (N-er-p Zgtg Zhtc\) his name (M-neq-pxN)]’ (KHML II 34:22-23), 

(apposition) rrxxoeic ic nexc neNTxixnoTxcce mithi Mnxeiurr 

eTBHHTq ‘My Lord (nx-xoeic) Jesus (ic) Christ (ne-xc), [he because of 

whom (sTBHHT-q) / renounced (ne-NT-x-i-xnoTxcce) my father’s 

(M-rrx-eimr) house (m-tt-h.)]’ (KHML II 34:25-27), (left-dislocated topic) 

neTNxxNAixirc (for neTNxxNTixere) eyeAiMmpei (for eyeTiMtupei) 
MMoq ‘[he who will protest (n-er-Nx-xNAixire)] shall be punished (lit. they 

will punish (e-y-e-AiMmpei) him (MMo-q))’ (Mena, Martyrd. 2b:30-32), 

«»' <“■ "•> “ 

d) The internal role of the covert antecedent 

The Clause-internal role of the covert pronominal head of free relative 

SutLrT^gaps rd/esumptive p~:£ 
constraints that also app^y toattributiverelatiTCcIaus^'^ * 

Examples: (subject FRC, gapping) r.erf cBl» rxF Zh ttxopo ‘for 

^T^nir’ct-'165 (,iL (t) teaChing (CEU0) With <*«> U’e ntoufo 

(direct object FRc> 

tnnooy-coy) to you (nx-k)]’ (AF> Chaine no. 20, 4-IQ nemo^r" 

•stz ~ 

(r~ « 

“r Z" 
99:23 24). ( * ^ (iN) (^-noy-oY))]’ (Sh. IV 

XI.2.2 Semantic types of free relatives 

(W-silvc ““ ”f *«■ 



a) Non-specific free relatives 

Free relative clauses have a default reading as non-specific indefinites, 

referring to any arbitrary member of some discourse domain that meets 

the description provided by the embedded relative clause, e.g. NAiATq 

mfictnagipg Mnoyojqj MnNoyre £ucm ttka£ ‘blessed is \he who 

will do (M-n-er-NA.-eipe) the will (m-tt-oyokp) of God (M-n-NoyTe) 

on (eutM) earth (n-KAg)]’ (Onnophr. 212:8-9), epe nccmoy 

HnnA.TpiA.pxhc NAy>u>ne mn ngtnagi mnncojn hn ngtcojtm 

eneiqjAxe ‘may the blessings (nc-cmoy) of the patriarch 

(M-n-nxrpiApxHc) be (epe ... NA-qimne) with (mn) [those who come 

(n-gt-na-gi) after us (mnncoj-n)] and (mn) \those who listen 

(n-ct-coitm) to these words (e-Nei-q><!Lxe)]’ (Test. Is. 228:6-7), ainay 

eneK£o Nee MnGNTAqNxy en^o mttnoytg ‘I looked (a-i-nay) at 

your face (e-nen-^o) like (Nee < n-t-j>g) \someone who had seen 

(M-ne-NT-A-q-NAy) the face (e-n-^o) of God (M-n-NoyTG)]’ (Test. Is. 

229:8-9), ne[r]epe nA_xoi [na] xnoq kata poMne tpAiAAq 

NcyoMTe nto ‘[what my boat (nA-xoi) will bring in (n-eT-epe ... 

NA-xno-q) each (kata) year (poMne)], I will split (lit. make) 

(gjA-i-AA-q) into three (n-^omtg) parts (n-to)’ (KHMLII 17:4-5). 

b) Generic free relatives 

Free relative clauses may be interpreted as generic defmites, describing 

a characteristic property or behaviour that defines class membership, 

e.g. NeNTAyAiAKONei Ag kaaojc Ne NeNTxyA^epAToy £M ncyi 

NNerpA^H ‘ [the ones who served (ng-nt-a-y-Aiakongi) well 

(kaao>c)] (are) [those who stand (ng-nt-a-y-a^g pAT-oy) within (j>m) 

the confines (n-qii) of the Scriptures (N~Ne-rpA<j>H)]’ (pr^ec. et institut. 

Pach. 33:30-31), eyo N©e NNeNTAyncuNe enKCAituN $>m neypAope 

mn neycoxcA e^oyn epoi ‘in (^m) their joy (ney-pAqje) and (mn) 

compassion (ney-coxcx) towards me (epo-i), they (the four lads) 

were (e-y-o) like (nog) f those who had passed (n-n g- nt-a- y-noiNc) 

to the other world (g-i-i-kg-ahon)]’ (Onnophr. 220:2-3), ntgnoy 

a!nh<J)g Nee nngt^a nnpn ‘suddenly (ntgnoy), 1 woke up \ 

(a-i-nh<Jjg) like (nog) 1those who are under (the influence of) i 
(n-n-gt-£a) wine (n-Hpn)]’ (Onnophr. 221:31 -32). 

c) Specific free relatives I '• > ; \ ' v ’ '■ !. . /„ " ✓ - .; <> A- v >; ‘it n *<. * j * W® A'* HVST#.#■*»'&. 

When used as epithets, free relative clauses indicate a fixed property of 

n?htthvtn ,?nlh°Ut mentl°nin8 its namc> c-8- netiTAqeiieprei 
2 ™Ytn Nneioyoiq, napaoon eqeeNepre. Zw n2htn muLwk 

eE°x MneT..oYuxp eTpei.xa, NoyqiAxe (...) ‘(as for) [him who has 

effected (ne-NT-A-q-er.eprei) in you (n2ht-tmVtn) this good 

,( °0") de'm;e («-nei-OYU.cp)], he may also (Zw) produce 
(e-q-e-eNeprei) in us (n2ht-n) the fulfillment (m-tt-*™ enox) of 

your wish (H-neTN-ovuiqi) to let us say (e-TPe-N-M) a few words 
(N-oY-<pxxe) (...)• (Zen. 199:25-27), anaY enx, ntx nenfix 

MnA.xBoxoc xe NoYNe eBox n2HTq ‘look (xnxY) at [him (e-m.) 

[m xhgm (nyrr-q) the spirit (ne-nSX) of the devil (M-n-A,xBOxoc) 

SnT? M°?5 M) tak“ (NT"A “ eBOX) r0OtS ^°VNe))]]’ {i^iWLL 11 33.25-26), nGNTAqGiNG MnMooy gboa tttgtpa 

NX(npHB (...) GKGNG2CG NOYMOY £M HG1XAIG ‘oh (you) \wh0 

brought (TT-GNTA-q-e.NG) water (m-tt-mooY) out (gboa) of (zJ) the 

rock (t-ngtpa) of Khoreb (n-xo,Pgb)], will you (please) raise 

m “ d,“ 
Free relative clauses may refer to backgrounded discourse 

participants that are contextually or situationally given, but not 

properly individuated, e.g. xYui eqrxyo NNeqqixxe ncbui e.xKoiB 

neqqinpe HM Nercocye eFoq THpoy ‘and (xyoi) he (Isaae) told 

(e q rxyo) his words (N-Ne-q-qjxxe) of instruction (n-cbo.) to Jacob 

(e-ixBuiB) his son (neq-ginpe), and (mn) all (thp-oY) [those who 

gathered (n-6t-cooY2) with him (epo-q)]’ (Test. Is. 228:4-5) nai 

mpoy eTCKNAy epooy nai tie rieeioxe mttkocmoc ‘all (thp-oy) 

lookinS (ere-K-NAy) at (ePo-oy)], they (na.) 

21 21-^2/ herS (Ne'6,OTe) 0f the world (h-h-kocmoc)’ (KIIML II 

d) Appositive free relatives 

mod^HChvrelatiVe anteCedents with ™quc referents cannot be 
modified by a non-restrictive attributive relative clause. To provide 

s^ee^d whichUt S1T refeentS’ 3 relative clause must be 
demons^h determuled by either definite article or 

tve pronoun, e.g. loyAAc nAnocToxoc nerNoooie mn 

neNxoeic the Apostle (n-Anocroxoc) Judas:, [who-, (n-er _J went 



(rr-eT-i-iocHpe) with (mm) our Lord (neM-jcoeic)] ’ (Ac. A&P 200:74), 
ttac(dt (read n\c(DTn) tttgxgmh nGNTAqp noyui^j Mnieiurr gt^n 

NMnn[y]e ‘my chosen one (nA-ccum) Ptolemy■, (rrTexeMH), [who\ has 

done (ne-NT-i-q-p) the will (rr-oyuKy) of my Father (M-nx-emJT) in 

(eT _ Z™) heaven (N-M-nHye)]’ (lOiML II 30:28-29), ttnoytg 
neNTAqqjame hn neNeiorr aAam mn abgx hn Noi^e lGod\ 

(n-NoyTe), [who{ has been (ne-NT-A-q (pa>rre) with (mn) our father 

(neN-eiurr) Adam, with (mn) Abel (mn) Noah (nu^g)]’ (Test. Is. 

233:1), TTNoyTe gton^ ttai NTA.qTA.Moi eqjen £ice £n Ne^ice 

NTxqq>onoy ^xpoN thpn lthe living (ct_on?) God (rr-NoyTe), 

[whax (ttai) has taught me (nt-a^-tamo-i) to bear (e-open) 

grievances (e»ce) through (Zu) the grievances (Ne-^ice) [that he bore 

(NT-A.-q-qjon-oy) for us fexpo-N) all (thP-n)]]’ (KHML II 30:1-2), 

eyecpome Nopnpe NAxyeiA nx.i gtxw mmoc xe (...) ‘they will 

become (e-y-e-qiame) the children (N-qmpe) of David, (ri-AvyeiA), 

[who:, (nil) says (eT _ jcoj) that (rce) (...)]’ (V. Pach. 35:11-13), 
TnxpeeNoc gtoyaab tas eToypoeic epoc gbox £itootoy 

NNArrexoc MmemiT gt^n Mniiye ‘oh holy (ct_oyaab) virgin 

(T-nxpeeNoc), [whoi (tai) is watched (lit. they watch (eT-oy-poeic) 

her, (epo-c)) by feiTooT-oy) the angels (N-N-Arrexoc) of my Father 

(11-nA-eiaiT) in (ct_£n) heaven (N-M-nnye)]’ (Eud. 50:20-22). 

A free relative instead of a virtual relative clause may modify the 

indefinite nominal predicate of classificational sentences, e.g. ANr 

oY^oop (read oyoy^oop) ttai eyqjANNoxq gbox q>AqBo;K 

eyqiANMoyTe ePoq tpAqei ‘I (anr) (am) a do& (oy-oyeoop), [who-, 

(ttas) goes away (cpA-q-BcaK) [if they throw him-, (e-y-qjAN-Nojc-q) out 

(gbox)] (and) (hej) comes (qpA-q-BOJK) [if they call ((e-y-q^AN-MoyTe) 
himi (epo-q)]]’ (AP Chaine no. 139, 31:8-9). ^ 

e) Hypothetical free relatives 

Hypothetical free relatives are semantically interpreted as the protasis 
(iF-)clause of a conditional construction, with the surrounding main 

clause functioning as the apodosis. Syntactically, such hypothetical 
free relatives are encoded as left-dislocated topics. They are 

particularly common in prescriptive and didactic contexts, often with a 

promissive connotation, e.g. nai THpoy neTNAAMexei epooy 

eqNA_x! eniTiMiA gApooy ‘(as for) all (THp-oy) these (rules), [he who 

will neglect (n-eT-NA-AMexei) them (epo-oy)] will be reprimanded 

Ihcm^vr" reCev 6 0 rcpnmarld (en<T.M,x)) on account of 
them (jApo-oy) (praec. Pach.103), netmowne ean.crc2e 
enqiajce MnNoyre mn NcqneroyaaB qNAqiwne nunpoNoMoc 

ntmntppo MnNoyre ‘(as for) [him, who (tt-ct_) will come 

(Ni-qiuine) [to believe (e-q-nicxeye) the words (e-N-q,^) of God 

(r} hissaints (^q-neToy^E)]], Ml will become 
if’ci he’r (n_kxmP°momoc) to the kingdom (n-t-mnt-PPo) 
of God (M-n-Noyre)’ (Test. Is. 228:11-13), Nemmaert mmoc ?m 

neygHT mpq 2N oynicnc eqnicreye (read evnicrevcl 
eNeNTAUcooy mpoy ta<3om mn t<3om MnaMcpix uqiHpe l,,, 

nenNA. eroyxAB Natpmne nmhay ‘(as for) [them, who (n-6t ) will 

study (Na-Mexe-r*) it (the testament) (hmo-c) with fe„) theVwhole 

(THp-q) heart (ney-jHT), in (jn) faith (oy-n,CT,c), [believing 

(e-y-mcreye) in all (th P-oy) [what I have said 

rtr2-*0°-y)]]]’ my pOWer (ta-6om)= the power (t-som) of 
my beloved (M-nv-Mep,Ty Son (N-qmpe), and (mn) the Holy 

S.SSS3 — *-—» — 
f) Double-determined free relatives 

A few idiomatic tree relatives behave syntactically like “bare” nominal 

stems, regardless of the presence of the definite article, e.g ncmn 

neTMvNoyq n2htoY ‘(there) was nothing (nc-mn) [good 

(ir-er-N^Noy-q)] in them’ (Sh. Ill 214:17). When such free revives 

are determined, the definite or indefinite article precedes the invariant 

inner determiner n-, e.g. Hneypooyq; m ne eenneripoyeT^r 

(lS) n°‘(XN) [idk MngS feeN-n-CT-qioyeir)]’ (Sh. 
21J.1U-11), neiineroyAiE Neiuir eTTAemy k[x]ta cmot nim 

iru XiiNOEioc [our holy CneN-n-e r-oyAvB)] father (n-co-t) [who 

F h°no™ed TXe,HY) in (KiTA) every (nim) manner (cmot)1 
Apa Zenobius’ (Zen. 199:1 -2). v n’ 



11.3 Nominal cleft sentences 
. 

.•■• ■> 

Cleft sentences are very common in the syntactic patterns of Sahidic 
Coptic and occur in the declarative as well as the interrogative mood, 
e.g. n£HreMa>N neTXNoy mmok jee nim pntk ‘(it is) the. governor 

(n-enreMCDN) [who (gt _J is asking (*Noy) you (mho-k) [what (nim) 

your name (Pnt-k) (is)]]’ (KMHL II 31:14-15), him [tJcnoy 

neTccnpM MnMHHqje *who (nim) (is it) now (TeNoy) [that (ct_) is 
misleading (co>Pm) the crowd (M-n-MHmpe)]?’ (Ac. A&P 212:231). 
Cleft sentences are complex sentences structures that express a single 
proposition by means of a biclausal syntax. In Coptic, cleft 
constructions represent a special type of tripartite nominal sentences in 
which a noun phrase (or its equivalent) is equated with a restrictive 
relative clause (section 11.3.1). Such nominal clefts encode different 
semantic types of focus, ranging from presentational (new information) 
focus to explicit contrast (section 11.3.2). 

11.3.1 The equative format of cleft sentences 
Coptic cleft constructions have a form that is identical to that of 
tripartite nominal sentences. Both cleft constructions and tripartite 
nominal sentences include an extra pronominal element besides the 
subject and the predicate, which forces a sentential interpretation of the 
stiucture (see above, section 5.2.1 of Unit 5 for the syntax of the 
agreement clitic). Thus compare: (declarative) ntocj ne neyeicuT 

mnnca. nNOYTe (he (ntocj) (Pach6m) (was) their father (ney-eicuT) 

after (mnnca) God (n-NoyTe)’ (V. Pach. 4:11) vs. cnc ntocj MxyxAq 

ne eqxNA.xo)pei £m ttma. eTMMxy ‘and (it) was (e-Ne) him (NToq) 

alone (MAyxA-q) [who was living as a hermit (e-q-xm^aipei) in (^m) 
that (eTMMAy) place (ft-mx)]* (AP Chaine no.' 181, 43:21-22), 
(interrogative) nim Ne NBxxMne xyo> nim Ne Necooy ‘who (nim) 

(are) the goats (N-BxxMne) and (xyai) who (nim) (are) the sheep 
(N-ecooy)? (AP Chaine no. 140, 31:14) vs. nim ne NTxqTOjaide 

MMooy MneiMx twho (nim) (is it) [that planted (NT-x-q-TcnoxSe) them 
(the trees) (MMo-oy) in this place (M-nei-Mx)]?’ (Onnophr. 219:20-21). 
A schematic representation of the equative format of nominal clefts 
and tripartite nominal sentences is given in figure 11.5 (Agr-Cl stands 
for agreement clitic’) 

s 70lve minirlly two clauses: 46 matr« is a S toSTe“l 7 indudeS 3 reStrictive *Mve clause. 
aken together, the matrix clauses and the embedded relative clause 

3 rgk proP°sition- The following sections review the main 
yntactic characteristics of nominal clefts, namely (i) the distribution 

ffinThT ^ ?egatl0n; (u) ^ morplt°-syntax of the agreement clitic 
( t, 7 anaPhonc relation between the defied noun phrase and the 

Sl’cahsation 6 ^ ^ bter3C,i°n between 

1U.U The distribution of tense and negation 

The distribution of tense and negation provides fhrther evidence for the 
quative format of Coptic cleft constructions. The defied noun phrase 

can only appear with the preterit auxiliary Ne-, suggesting that cleft 
sentences- are subject to the same tense resections as the 
corresponding tripartite nominal sentences, e.g. eNe Nroq MAyxxq 

ne eqi.Nxxo.pei 2M nm emmy ‘and (it) was (e-Ne) him (Nroq) 

alone (Mxyxx-q) [who was living as a hermit (e-q-ANAxmPe,) in (2m) 

that (eTMMAy) place (h-ma)]’ (AP Chaine no. 181, 43-21-22) oLl 

(Tne)'TartbT2 7 °V nCT’°°n ‘before fe--) heaven 
£2 earfo (n-KA2) were created (lit. they had not yet 
created (mttat-oy-cnt)), what (oy) was (ne) (there) [that (er ) 
existed (tpoon)]? (Contra Orig, 60:40-41). 

In nominal clefts, negation may take wide or narrow scope fsee 

etZ’dSHCtlw-9'2,0f Unit 9)- When ^tion occurs wMn the 

proposition16 e e* C'aUSe’ * Wlde SC°Pe °Ver the backgr°™ded 
T w- ■ w? neTNqNAmcTeye an euedoM Mnnoyre 
who (nim) (is It) [that will not (am) believe (eT-N-q-NA-niCTeyJ) in 

the mighty deeds (e-Ne-ooM) of God (M-n-NoyTe)F (KMHL II 



37:12-13). If, on the other hand, negation occurs in the matrix clause, it 
takes narrow scope over the defied constituent, leaving the 
backgrounded proposition outside its scope, e.g. Mnptmie an nera 
KBA N2HTC 2NOY<5(DNT ‘(it is) not (m~ ... an) man (n-puiMe) [who 
(e-r —) takes (xi) vengeance (kba) through it (the sword) (n£ht-c) 

wrathfully fen oy<5(unt)]’ (Sh. IV 12:12), (with omission of the 
negative prefix n~) h cnc oy<Py*h an nzujon TeTN^HToy (...) ‘or 
(h) if (eNe) (it) (were) not (an) a living (n-ziuon) soul (oy-<Pyxh) 

[that (gt_) (resided) within them (n^ht-oy) (...)]’ (Sh. Ill 220:7-8). 

11.3.1.2 The morpho-syntax of the agreement clitic 

The agreement clitic of nominal cleft sentences differs both 
morphologically and syntactically from the corresponding pronominal 
element in tripartite nominal sentences, suggesting that it has been 
further grammaticalised as a focus marker. 

a) Proclisis and phonological reduction 

In tripartite nominal sentences the agreement clitic occurs in clause- 
second position with other prosodically weak functions words and 
particles, e.g. oyA-royo) tap nak ne itmton ncjja eNe£ ‘since (rxp) 

you have (lit. for you (na-k) (is)) continuous (oy-AT-oyiij) rest 
(tt-mton) until eternity (NtpA eNe^)’ (AP Chaine no. 30, 6:7). The 
corresponding agreement clitic of nominal clefts, however, has 
determiner-like properties, forming an indivisible prosodic unit with 
the following relative clause, e.g. oyeojE tap eNANoyq ne ntacjaacj ■ 

‘since (rxp) (it is) a beautiful (e-NANoy-q) thing (oy-£u>B) [that he did 
(nt-A-q-AA-q)] ’ (AP Chaine no. 17,3:26). 

The proclitic behaviour of the agreement clitic in .nominal clefts is 
particularly clear in the context of vowel elision. This happens when it 
is attached to relative complementisers with a word-initial e: 

FIGURE 11.6 The phonological reduction of the agreement clitic in 
nominal clefts 
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absence of feature sharing between the clitic and the cleft constituent. 

CLEFT 
CONSTITUENT 
NP 

NP, PRONOUN 

PRONOUN 

PRONOUN 

AGR-CL RELATIVE 
_CLAUSE 

ne, Te, Ne [rc nt- ... ] 
[+AGR] 

TT-, T-, N- [RC ct- ... ] 

[+AGR] 

n- [rc eT- ... ] 
[—AGR] 

0 [rc eT-... ] 

CONTEXT 

Proclisis of AGR-CL 

Proclisis and vowel 

elison of AGR-CL 

Proclisis and vowel 

elison of AGR-CL 

Deletion of AGR-CL 

TABLE 11.3 The mo rpho-syntax of the agreement clitic 

11.3.1.3 The cleft constituent as a pivot 

The relation between the cleft constituent and the embedded relative 

clause is one of identification: the relative clause contains an open 

position or “variable” (either realized as a gap or as a resumptive 

pronoun) for which the clefted noun or pronoun provides an 

appropriate value. The clefted noun phrase therefore fulfils two 

grammatical functions simultaneously. It is the subject of a tripartite 
nominal sentence, but at the same time it is the antecedent noun of the 

embedded relative clause. As a relative antecedent, it may have an 
internal subject, object, or adverbial role. 

Examples: (subject clefts) h nim mmonaxoc ne nta.c|e<dk ojxpoq erse 

ttoy-xxi NTeqtpyxH (...) ‘or (h) which (nim) monk-, (m-monaxoc) (was it) 

[who\ came (NT-A-q-B<i)K) to him (u;xpo-q) for (eTBe) the salvation 

(n-oyxxi) of hisj soul (N-Teq-ipyxn) (...)]?’ (KHML II JTr 9-11), oy ne 

NTAxjujame mho Txtpeepe ‘what-, (oy) (is it) [that (if) happened 

(NT-x-q-cptune) to you (mmo)], my daughter (Tx-tpeepe)?’ (Hil. 10:6-7), 

(direct object clefts) oy neTKoye^cx^Ne MMoq ntgk^m^aa eTpecxxc 

iwhat-t (oy) (is it) [that you order (eT-K-oye^ ca^ns) your maid servant 
(n-t6k-2.m£x\) [to do (/£) (e-Tpe-c-xx-c)]]?’ (Eud. 52:4), (indirect object 

clefts) nim neTKipxxe NMMxq ntok ‘who; (nim) (is it)[that you (ntok) are 

talking (eT-K-ipxxe) to (toi)(NMMx-q)]?’ (V. Pach. 1:5-6), (adverb clefts) 

nnA£ on ne ntayktooy epoq ‘(it is), again (on), the earth (tt-kaz) [that 

they (i.e. the birds and fish) return (nt-a-y-kto-oy) to (if) (epo-q)]’ (Zen. 
202:15-16). 

KfcLATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS i 

Coptic cleft constructions are subject to strict categoriat constraints in 
toat focus clefting is only applicable to the nominal arguments of the 

use. C auses, verb phrases and other predicates cannot be clefted 

because they denote relations rather than individuals, which serve as 

the primary domain of identification. When a predicate or an entire 

c ause is in focus. Second Tenses are employed as an in-situ focus 
strategy (see above, section 7.22.2 of Unit 7). 

ii.J.7.4 Basic properties of the restrictive relative clause 

, backgrounded proposition of nominal cleft sentences is generally 
placed in a non-virtuai relative clause construction, although virtual 

relative clauses are available as a marked alternative, e.g. anok 

kuictantinoc nppo NNe2Pa>MAio[c] neTcjwi e[BOA] ?N 

TerjMm[e]po mge (...) ‘(it is) Ij (***), ConsLtine 

kcdctant.noc), King (n-ppo) of the Romans (,.-Ne-2Fa,MA,oc) 

IMOi (eT _J divulges (c2ai gboa) (a decree) in (2n) his, entire 

(THp-c) kingdom (req-MNT-epo) (...)’ (Eud. 40:3-4) vs. myroycroc 

Npeqipo zhnujn eqcjwi gFatoy NueNNeio'ie (read NNeNeioTe) 

eroyAAB NeyceBHc eroyn2 2n cp.HT ‘(it is) the victorious 

(M-peq-jcpc,) Augustus (n-AyroycToc) Zenon-, (zhnoin) \who, is 

writing (e-q-c2Ai) to (epAr-oy) our holy (er _ oyaae) and pious 

(N-eyceBHc) fathers (N-NeN-elore) [that (er _j reside (oyH^ in 
(zN) Shiet (qiiMT)]]’ (Hil. 10:20-22). 

The definiteness opposition between virtual and non-virtual relative 
constructions does not apply to nominal cleft constructions Thus 

virtual relative clauses can predicate over defied personal pronouns as 

seen in: ewe Nroq MAyAAq ne eqANAxmpe, 2m oma erMHAy ‘and 

(it) rnw (e-we) hum (nroq) alone (MAYAA-q) \whpi-was living as a 
hermit (e-q-ANAXutpei) in (2m) that (ernMAy) place (u-ha)]’ (AP 

Chame no. 181, 43:21-22), and virtual relatives over defied indefinite 

noun phrases, as in oY2o,b pap eNANoyq ne NTAqAAq ‘since (paP) 

(it is) a beautiful (e-NAnoy-q) thing, (oy-2aiB) [that he did (it) 
(NT-x-q-xx-q)] ’ (AP Chaine no. 17, 3:26) " 

2/.J./.5 The interaction between clefting and topicalisation 

hocus clefting interacts in various Vvays with topicalisation and left- 

dislocation. In deft constructions, topics and focus may co-occur, but 

topics generally precede the focus constituent. Particularly common 

are cleft sentences with totalised adverbial phrases, e.g. exN nai Ae 



oy neTeqnxxxq n<5i rMiABOAoc ‘besides (cjcm) these (things) (nai), 

whgli (oy) (is it) [that the devil (n-AiABOAoc) will (manage) to do (j£) 
(eTe-q-NA-AA-q)]?! (Zen. 203:27-28), mnnca n£An Ae TcptuTe 
MnNoyN TeTN-xgicune nak mma hmoon[6] 'after (mnnca) the (day 
of) judgement (rr-£An), (it is) the pit\ (t-quiitc) of the Abyss 
(m-tt-noyn) [which, (eT _) will become (NA-qjome) your (na-k) 

dwelling (m-moonc) place (m-ma)]5 (Eud. 38:24-25). 
Cleft sentences can be embedded into a left-dislocation structure. 

When this happens, the left-dislocated topic is co-referenced by a 
clefted independent pronoun, e.g. neNTAqf pan exAAy nim Ayuj 
eTcooyN N£a)B nim NToq eTcooyN ngnpan '[he who has given 

(ne-NT-A-q-f) a name (pan) to everybody (exAAy nim) and (ayoj) 

knows (eT-cooyN) everything (n-£ojb nim)]}, (it is) him-, (NToq) 
\whoi (ct _) knows (cooyN) our name (ncn-pan)]’ (Onnophr. 
219:7-9), NeNTAyMoy mn nexc ntooy nctnacun^ on mn nexc 
‘(as for) [those who died (nc-nt-a-y-moy) with (mn) Christ (ne-xc)]i, 
(it is) them-, (ntooy) fw/zOi (eT_) will also (on) live (na-cun^) with 
(mn) Christ (ne-xc)]’ (Sh. IV 4:18-19). 

The clefted focus expression may precede left-dislocated pronouns 
and temporal adverbs, e.g. oy ntojtn neTeTNoyeqj TpeNAAq 
[n]na£pn nai ‘(as for) you-, (ntojtn), what-, (oy) (is it) [that vou\ want 
(eTe-TN-oyeqj) us [to do (/£) (Tpe-N-AA-q) about (nna^pn) these 
(things) (nai)]]?’(Camb. 11:9-10), nim [tJcnoy neTcojpM MnMimqje 
'who-, (nim) (is it) now (Tenoy) [that who-, (eT _) is misleading 
(cojpM) tlie crowd (M-n-MHnq>e)]?’ (Ac. A&P 212:231). 

11.3.2 Semantic types of focus 
Cleft sentences are focusing constructions used to mark^an argument as 
focal that may otherwise be construed as non-focal, or to mark a 
predicate as non-focal that might otherwise be in focus. The 
interpretation of focus is based on the interaction of several discourse- 
related factors, such as the identifiability of the referent of the clefted 
constituent and the informational predictability of the embedded 
relative clause. The different focus readings of nominal clefts fall, 
however, within the spectrum of exhaustive listing focus. 
Exhaustive listing specifies an exhaustive set of discourse entities for 
which a given proposition holds true and excludes other possibilities. 

11.3.2.1 Presentational focus 

In Coptic, exhaustive focus may be presentational when it introduces 
new referents into the discourse as in oyriNA eqoyAAB ntg riNoyTe 
neTqjAxe N^HTq ‘(it is) a pure (e-q-oyAAB) spirit (oy-ttna) of (ntg) 

God (TT-NoyTe) [which (er _J speaks (qjAxe) through him 
(N£HT-q)] (Test. Is. 232:4-5), oy^oJB ntg rmoyTe nefqjAxe 
nmmhtn eTBHHTq ‘(it is) a divine (Ut. of (ntg) God (n-Noyre)) 
mmr. (oy-eoJB) [that I am speaking (e-+-q,Axe) to you (nmmh-tn) 

about (eTBHHT-q)]’ (Eud. 60:24-25). 

The notion of exhaustivity may be specified overtly either by 
restrictive focus particles like cmatg ‘only’, gng^ ‘ever’ or oyoJT 
smgle , e.g. hahn eqjxe eeNKoyi gmatg ngtnnaxooY ?n 

NeqKATOjpeoJMA (for NeqKATopeoJMA) ‘yet (hahn) even though 
(egjxe) (it is) only, (gmatg) a jew (things) feeN-Koyi) [that we are 
going to say (e(T)-TN-NA-xoo-y) of feM) his achievements 
(Neq-KATmpeoJMA)]’ (Zen. 201:13), n.m npojmg eNee ne NTAqei 
epATq MneNeitUT eqMOK^ n^ht eMeqBOJK eqPAq>e ‘which (njm) 
man (N-pcuMe) ever (eNee) (is it) [that had gone (NT-A-q-ei) to 
(epAT-q) our father (Matthew) (M-neN-eioJT) [disheartened (e-q-MOK^ 

(KHMT TT^’r of g° ^ [rejoicing (e-q-p-upe)]]!’ 
n 11.8-9), oycjiHpe Noyo>T neTqjoon nai ‘(it is) (just) a 

single (n-oycdt) son (oy-cpnpe) [that (er _) I have (lit. exists 
(cpoon) with me (na-i))]’ (Ac. A&P 194:22). 

Another example for the concurrent expression of exhaustive and 
presentational focus is the salutation formula at the beginning of 

^tters’W^ere ^entity of the writer represents the most salient part 
of information, while the following relative clause comprises 
situationally given information, e.g. neieAAxicxoc nPPo zhnujn ne 
NTA TTNOyTC f NAq MNTAIO NTMNTppo HApA neqGMngJA eqC£AI 
epAToy NNecNHy NNeyceBHC (for NeyceBHc) NqjoyMepiToy (...) 
(it is) this most humble (nei-eAAxicroc) king (N-ppo) Zenon 

(zhnojn), [whom (NA-q) God (rr-NbyTe) has given (nt-a ... t) the 
onour (m-tt-taio) of kingship (n-t-mnt-ppo) beyond (hapa) his 

worthiness (rreq-eMngjA)], [who is writing (e-q-c^Ai) to (e-pAT-oy) 
the pious (NN-eyceBhc) and beloved (N-qjoy-MepiT-oy) brothers 
(n-ng-cnhy)] ’ (Hil. 7:21 -23). 



II.J.2.2 Thematic prominence 

Nominal clefts are commonly used to highlight the thematic 

importance of a referent for the subsequent discourse. The defied noun 

phrase refers to an already known or easily identifiable discourse 

entity, while the embedded relative clause describes a situation that is 

the matter of current concern, e.g. rucoeic nxp nexoi (for nexo) 

mmgtph nxacmnhAjc (for NXAcyNeiAHcic) ‘for (r\p) (it is) the Lord 
(n-jcoeic) [who (ct _) is (cu) witness (m-mcxph) to my conscience 

(n-xa-chnhAic)]’ (V. Pach. 89:1-2), [aPh]Y rr^rfioc a]tt[a mhna] 

ne NXAqduiNx e[poi] exBe nepHT NXAi[epH]x MMoq NAq ‘perhaps 

(aPhy) (it is) the holy, (rr-£Anoc) Apa Mena (xnx mhna) [who has 

become wrathful (NT-A.-q-C(UHT) with me (epo-i) because of (exse) 

the promise (n-epHx) [that I made (nx-A-j-epHx) to him (NA-q)yr 
(Mena, Mir. llb:25~29). 

11.3.2.3 Contrastive focus 

Cleft sentences are typically used for contrastive emphasis with 

vaiious degrees of strength. Contrastive focus operates on a domain of 

discourse entities that are either known to the speech participants or 

readily identifiable from the context. The contrastively specified focus 

expression exhaustively specifies a subset of the given set of discourse 

entities for which the backgrounded proposition holds true. But unlike 

presentational and highlighting focus, contrastive focus implies a set of 

alternatives, namely a complementary set of discourse entities besides 

those specified by the focus for which that proposition could equally 

hold true. The set of alternatives brought into play by contrastive focus 

may be overtly given, e.g. Ayroycxoc kojcxanxinoc rrppo 

nAikajoc ne nxa mcoeic TreNNoyxe xoyNocq nan Nppo errnA 

HlIANOMOC NATCpine A10k[a]hXJAN0C TTppO MTCXlrfdONC ‘(it is) 

Augustus (Ayroycxoc) Constantine. the righteous (n-Aikaioc) king 

(n-ppo) [that the Lord (n-xoeic) our God (rreN-Noyxe) has raised 

(nt-a ... ToyNoc-q) for us (na-n) as a king (N-ppo) instead (e-n-MA) 

of the shameless (N-Ax-cpine) criminal (m-tt-anomoc) Diocletian 

(aiokahxianoc), the king (n-ppo) of injustice (m-tt-xi n-<5oncYT 
(Eud. 38:1-3). n 

The strongest form of contrast is corrective or counter-assertive 

focus, used in contexts where the speaker contradicts a previous 

utterance. Counter-assertive focus is exemplified by pairs of negative 

and affirmative clefts, where the contrasted focus expressions specify 
different values for the same proposition, e.g. MnpuiMe an nexxxo 
MMOC enMA eTqoyUHp CKU1NC N£HXq NTOC NTOq neTKTO 

MnpoiMe enMA excoytmp ckuinc mmaY ‘(it is) not (m- ... an) man 

(nptDMe) [who (er _J turns (kto) it (the sword) (mmo-c) to the place 

(e-n-MA) [where (N^x-q) he wants (ex-q-oycncp) [to wound 

(e-KoiNc)]]]; rather (Nxoq) (it is) it (the sword) (ntoc) [which (ex 

_J turns (kxo) the man (M-n-poiMe) to the place (e-n-MA) [where it 

wants (ex-c-oyoicp) [to wound (e-Kuinc)]]]’ (Sh. IV 12:9-11). 

The restrictive focus particle maYaa- ‘alone, only’ imposes an 

exclusive interpretation on the cleft constituent. It is asserted that none 

of the alternatives brought into play by contrastive focus clefting itself 

could provide a possible value for the open predication contained in 

the restrictive relative clause, e.g. nxuttn maYaaxxhyxn nexnAANH 

MMtuxN ‘(it is) you (nxcuxn) yourselves (maYaax-xhyxn) [who (ex 

_J mislead (uaanh) yourselves (mmui-xn)]5 (Ac. A&P 196:38). 

11.3.2.4 Informative-presupposition clefts 
The appositional relative clause of focus clefts need not be entirely 

uninformative, but may contain information that cannot be construed 

from the preceding discourse or is situationally given. Such 

informative-presupposition clefts are stylistically marked, since they 
present novel information as an established fact that is known to some 

people, but not yet known to the addressee. They are typically used in 

epistemic contexts, indicating the high degree of confidence that the 

speaker has about the verifiability and immediate relevance of his 
contribution. 

a) Proverbial use 

Informative-presupposition clefts may have a proverbial character. The 
information contained in these sentences is presented as truism, which 

is unlikely to be challenged by the addressee or some other party, e.g. 

nKoi^x rrexNApoiK^ n©Yah ‘(it is) the fire (n-Ku^x) [which (ex _J 

will burn (na-Pu;k£) the matter (n-©Yah < n-x-2Yah)]’ (Test. Is. 
232:26). 

b) Inferential use 

Informative-presupposition clefts are commonly used in persuasive 
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discourse, where the speaker intends to convince the addressee to 

engage in or refrain from a particular action. Such informative- 

presupposition clefts have a strong inferential character and assert that 

one state of affairs is closely tied to another with the implication of a 

cause-effect relationship, e.g. gk^iannoxt ©box ntok ctna'I* 

xoroc MrmoyTe zx TAcpyxn ‘if you throw me (s-h-u^an-nox-t) out 

(©box), (then) (it is) you (ntok) [who (ex_) will account (lit. give 

(NA.-f) account (xoroc)) to God (H-rr-NoyTe) for (^a) my soul 
(TA.-tjjyxH)] ’ (Hil. 5:27-28), MnpTpe noxeMoc ipume anok 

neTNA-NToy e^oyN ‘do not start (t-inp-Tpe ... (puine) a war 

(noxeMoc)! (It is) me (anok) [who (ct _) is going to bring them 

(the apostles) (na-nt-oy) in (e^oyN)]’ (Ac. A&P 208:180), axxa 

TAXpO NTe<5H(50M ANOK TAp HCTNOy^M MMOITN eBOX £N ©XUpiC 

nsh ‘but (axxa) be strong (TAxpo) and brave (NTe-<5M-<5oM), for (rxp) 

(it is) me (anok) [who (ot _) saves (noy^m) you (mmui-tn) from 

(ceox £n) every (him) trial (exitpic)]’ (Eud. 50:22-23). 

v u tuai ana non¬ 
virtual relatives 

Complementiser 
alternations 

inua relative clauses may appear in §11.1.1 
non-relative environment, such as 
circumstantial clauses, secondary 
predicates, Second Tenses sentences, 
while non-virtual relatives are restricted 
to relative environments and Second 
Tense sentences. 

Relative gaps 
vs. resumptive 
pronouns 

r arious subordinating complementisers 611.1.2 
introduce virtual and non-virtual relative 
clauses: virtual relatives are introduced 
by the variant relative markers nom.st 
epe- and pron.st. e-, while non-virtual 
relatives display a high degree of 
allomorphic variation. Alternating 
complementisers express agreement (i.e. 
feature matching) with the embedded 
subject or tense-aspect-mood marker. 

instantiate two different types of §11.1.3 

placeholders that occur in the syntactic 
position from which the pivot has been 

relativised: covert ones (gaps) and overt 

ones (resumptive pronouns). Thus 
compare: renoc Nih Npo)Me 

[ejTgioon £N TAMNTppo *every (nim) 

human (w-puiNe) race± (reNoc) [that 

^ lives (qjoon) in (^n) my 

kingdom (ta-hnt-ppo)]’ (Mena, 

Martyrd. 2b:19-20) vs. Necpmipe 

NTAyqjcune ©box ^jTooTq MneNeunx 

^ Mxeeoc ‘the mighty deeds-, 
(Ne-<5oM) and (hgn) miracles-. 

(Ne-cprmpe) [that (they,) happened 

(NT-A-y-tpmne) through (e,-xoox-q) 

our father (M-neN-eia)T) Apa 
Matthew]’ (KHMLII 18:14-16). 



Nested and 
stacked relative 
clauses 

Definiteness 
opposition 

■'> r -> u < i v * 

Coptic relative constructions may §11.1.4 
involve several layers of relative 

embedding, where one relative clause is 

embedded into another. Nested relative 

clauses contain two or more pivots with 

an relative clause attached to them, e.g. 

£NKe<pHN eyonr NKAprroc GNAtpujoy 

gmatg ‘other trees (£n-kc-<phn) [RC! 

while (they,) were loaded (e-y-onr) 

with fruit (n-KApnoc) [RC2 while (theVj) 

were plenty (e-NA<pu)-oy)]]’ (KHML II 

21:14-15). Stacked relative clauses, on 

the other hand, have a single pivot with 

a series of two or more relative clauses 

attached to it, e.g. ngcnhy gtoyaab 

eTtpoon £M rrjcAie 'the holy brothers; 

(ng-cnhy) (lit. [RCi who (gt _•) are 

holy (oyaab)) [RC2 who (gt _s) live 

(•jjoon) in (^m) the desert (it-xaig)]]* 

(Onnophr. 216:34-217:1). 

The determination of the antecedent §11.1.5.1 
noun phrase plays a crucial role in the 
selection of relative constructions. 
Roughly, virtual relative clauses are 
selected in the context of indefinite 
antecedents, e.g. oyMOOy eNAtpcnq 
‘much (lit. which is abundant 
(e-NAgjcu-q)) water (oY-Mooy)’ (Eud. 
46:17), and non-virtual relatives in th€~' 
context of definite ones, e.g. N[eq]dix 

gtoya[ab] ‘his holy (lit. which are holy 
(eT _ oyaab)) hands (NGq-dix)’ 
(KHML II 18:18). 

Restrictive and Relative clauses can be divided into §11.15 3 
non-restrictive restrictive and non-reslrictive relative 
relatives clauses clauses, depending on whether they 

provide information that is necessary for 
referent identification (e.g. oyMoy 

eqcAipe ‘a bitter (lit. such that it is 
bitter (e-q-CAipe)) death (oy-Moy)’ 

(KHML II 33:8), or whether they 
provide thematically backgrounded 
information that is less central for the 
main thrust of discourse, e.g. £GN£ip 
amntg eyo ngphmoc gmn aaay 

N^HToy ‘the deserted (lit. which are 
(e-y-o) (in a) deserted (N-epmioc) 

(state)) streets in (eN) Hell (amntg) 

without (g-mn) anyone (aaay) on them 
(NehT-oy)’ (Ac. A&P 204:132). 

Free relatives are relative clauses that occur without an §11.2.1 
overt antecedent. Internally they have 
the structure of clauses; externally they 
have the same distribution as common 
noun phrases, e.g. AioyoiM 
MnGNTAqcGGne mftogik ‘I ate 
(A-i-oyiuM) [what was left 

(M-ne-NT-A-q-ceene) of the bread 
(H-n-oeiK)]’ (Onnophr. 218:5). 

Hypothetical have a clause-like interpretation §11.2.2 
relative clauses corresponding to the protasis (iF-ciause) 

of a conditional construction, while the 
surrounding main clause is semantically 
interpretated as the apodosis (THEN- 

clause), e.g. ncTNAANAiAire (for 
neTNAANTixere) eyeAiMojpGi (for 
eyGTiMcDP6i) MMoq ‘(as for) [him who 
will protest (n-GT-NA-ANAiAirc)], he 
shall be punished (lit. they will punish 
(e-y-e-AiMiDpci) him (MMo-q))’ (Mena, 
Martyrd. 2b:30-32). 



Nomina/ c/efts 

Exhaustive 

listing 

C/eft constructions have generally been 
characterised as sentence patterns that 
overtly embody their discourse function. 
In Coptic, cleft sentences represent a 
nominal sentence pattern in which an 
initial focus constituent is equated with 
an appositional relative clause. 

The different focus interpretation of 
clefts can be subsumed under exhaustive 
listing focus, which implies the 
exhaustive specification of a set of 
discourse entities for which the 
backgrounded proposition holds, e.g. 
oyqjupe Noyurr neriyoorr nxi '(it is) 
(just) a single (N-oycuT) son (oy-qjHpe) 
[that I have (lit. that (<st_) is (qjoott) 
with me (hx-i))]’ (Ac. A&P 194:22). 

§11.3.1 

§11.3.2 

Exercises 

11.1 Comprehension and transfer 

A. Go through the list of key terms and make sure that you 
understand all of them. 

B. Decide whether the following statements are true or false. 

1. The complementiser e- occurs in virtual as welNas non-virtual 
relative clauses. 

2. Virtual relative clauses are characterised by a generalised 
resumptive pronoun strategy. 

3. The complementiser eT- is restricted to subject relatives. 

4. Definite antecedents are semantically incompatible with virtual 
relative clauses. 

5. Non-virtual relative clauses can never occur in the restrictive 
mood. 

nouenrptasVeesClaUSeS ^ 3 diStribution that is id««ical to that of 

exhaustive. °f ^ be contrastive or 

Attributive relative clauses 

shLt'CLX'JoTptil^ leiatiVe ootttP^ementiser by 

nMi ON (eTepe/ere) knaeojk eFoq ‘the ulace fn„1r u 
you are eoinp ( « K.v „ \ * / H Place [where 
10:10) 8 L N^'Ba,K) t0 (AP Chaine no. 47, 

(T-*paVHic)! ’ (KHML15:11-12) iuld <MN[ Artemis 

(oy-tne)]’ (AP Chaine no.99,22^0)^ “ ^ * VlIIage 

208:188) 7 L<J>x-Y-b<dk e^oyN)]’ (Ac. A&P 

z &T ""s™ —!,«, 
gone < “ ”r“ <•«) [in whieh she Imd 

12:10)— } (eBOX) °f ^ house (neq-Hi)J’ (Hil. 



Translate the following text fragment. 

SAINT PACHOmIUS’ JOURNEY TO THE OTHER WORLD 

Actpoure Mneioyaxp Noya)T NTepoyNKOTK3 aYu> NTepoyxi 

MneNeiarr tta£Q)m errKAiewN (read enKexuuN)b kata ee 

NTAN<ppnxooec. AqNAy en^pq^eipe (for enep(pipe)d nbaa^ht6 
NTAqp rreqTooy ncbot eqACKeif eq^N oYno<5 NpA<pe hnn 

(for hn) oytcaha. NTepeqNAy Ae n<5i uxi gtiughdt (for 

erreNeuuT) tta^ojm eqMoexpe mn nxrreaoc eqTCABo MMoq 

errcA MriKAieoiN (read MnKGAKDN) HToq Ae AqncvT cboa £Hrqg 

Aqco)K HHoq eqjco> hhoc xe amoY NrNAy eTAoyciAh nta 

TTXOeiC TAAC NA1 GTBG NeKCBOOye eTNANoyoy NTAKTCABOl 

epoi eTpAMooqje N^HToy cn ttagkut etoyAAB aYu> NeqTCABo 

MMoq eneqdoM eeMnNA+KtuN (read e^eNnfiaLkcdn) nc aYu> 

NeyrApnoc (for NeyKApnoc)1 eyujoon £N oYhntattako aYo> 

AqTCABOB (for AqTCABoq) eNeqHANq^tnne THpoy aYo> ttkiut 

eToyKHT e^HTq mn neycA (...) mnncojc NTepoyp ttboa* 

MrmApAtcojc (MTinApAAeicoc) ntg TpytyH1 noYkoYi AqNAy 

en^AAO NACKITHCm eq£N OyMA eqo NUJApBA AYa> eqTAXpHy 

e^oyn eo^MN eqom NrApnoc (for NKApnoc) Nee Noyoy^op 

eBON2 (for eqoH2) ^boa £m nqrApnoc (for neqKApnoc) 

eMNTAq esoyciA0 MMAY eep FTBOA Mnc^HN GTMMAy. NTOq Ae 

NTepqNAy epooy AqKA jctuq enecHT eqcpeme (for equine) 

^ANToynApAre0 MMoq aYoj NTepoyNAy epoq AqduMjyr e^oyN 

e2P*<l £NN (for £n) OyNO<5 NMKA£ N£HT AY(D TTGAie nCON 

NBAA^HT MTTeNeKDT I7A£0>M JCG AKNAy en^AAO NACK1THC 

NTAK^ICe €Kt CEO) NAq MTTeqcCllTM NC(DK eTpe<JMOO(J>e 2.NN 

(for £n) oyeBBeio. TeNoy de anay enAi ntciminc mn 

Teni-pMIAP NTAqTAAC NAq N<5l TTJCOeiC eTTMA NTeqMNTATC(DTM 

eeooy. (V. Pach. 86:6-87:10) 

NOTES: a. read NTepeqNKOTK b. akun ‘world’ c. mt-a-n-9^tt-aoo-c d. 

Spqjipe young man’ e. baaj>ht ‘innocent’ f. ackgi ‘to practise’ g. rrorr gboa 

2irr= ‘to run towards s.o.’ h. oyciA ‘state, condition’ i. rAprioc ‘fruit’ j. p 

n-EOA ‘to walk out, leave’ k. rTApAtcuic ‘Paradise’ I. Tpy<|)n ‘delight, joy’ 

m. ackithc ‘hermit, monk’ n. e^oyciA ‘power, strength’o. uApAre ‘to pass 
by’ p. enifMiA ‘penalty, punishment’. 
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C w Cify 5r each relative cIause in the text fragment whether it 
restrictive or non-restrictive meaning and function. 

11.3 Free relative clauses 

' S2SSSS3?- 

" SafS-F?-*— 
P) rnxnT^lOC T NTXqP PP° 2A t^h ‘Numerianus [who 

MarJyrd Ia5l-24r'i't''P) ^ '***' them]’ ^ena, 

(3) Z-7 rr eTKet TT NT",HAY epoc had become 

fthatThad (eTEre) the 0VerWheto“g (vision) ^ooTe < v-^e 
[that I had seen (nt-a-i-nxy)]’ (Onnophr. 221;26-27) ’ 

<4) s 

™" f «*> ("~c) of ,ho bid 

ambo has written down (ne-NT-x-q-2,CTa>p.2e)]’ (Hil 1;,_2) 

li) 

(6) foIKONOMIA TAJ NTA 

^^^^iSS»SS.2L1SZ ■ - • ocp-c) for you (epo-K)]’ (Onnophr. 212:27-28) 



.v, .,... .-- . . • .... .- j , ,^.1<..>,’..; ,-.• ...<, ..., v .-. -. . .■ ■ '. , .«,. : 

(?y <?7-c;/cr/ MeT-<5TMtj//Me M/cti/oy/ [e]eoA ^itootn feT©J nc 

NKATO[>[€HV][n\] MTTIOXyXIA MITMAKApiOC APIA 2HMOBIOC 
‘concerning (gtbg) [what you are seeking (n-gtg-tn-iijinc) for 

(nccu-oy) from us (^i-toot-n)], [to wit (etc nai nc) the 

achievements (n-kxtop©o»ma.) of the monastic practise 

(N-T-noxynx.) of the blessed (m-tt-makapioc) Apa Zenobios]’ 
(Zen. 199:7-9) 

B. Translate the following Coptic examples, which contain a free 
relative clause. 

(1) eKeoycuM Ae [nngnta ttnoytg tnnooycoy nak] (AP 
Cliaine no. 20,4:16) 

(2) [NeTnicTeye [gtc ttai ne nxaw mttccutm]] (Test. Is. 228:7-8) 
(nicTeye ‘to believe’) 

(3) tgnoy 06 nxtLiK ntattictjc Te tai £n oyMe xe MnNoyTe 

NXCTeTHYTN GBOX AN £M [nGTGTNAAITGI (for 

ttgtgtnnaaitgi) MMoq] (Hil. 8:10-12) 

11.4 Nominal cleft sentences 

A. Classify the following cleft sentences by selecting one of the two 
options. 

(1) gbox xe nppo ne NTAqTAMioq nac ‘because (geoa xe) (it 

was) the Icing (n-ppo) [who had made it (the bed-chamber) 

(NT-x-q-TA.Mio-q) for her (Eudoxia) (na-c)]’ (EucL-50:8-9) 

□ thematic prominence □ contrastive focus 

(2) N6NTXYMOY MN TTGXC NTOOY N6TNAIUN2 ON MN TTGXC ‘(aS 

for) those who died (ng-nt-a-y-moy) with (mn) Christ (ttg-xc), 

(it is) they (ntooy) [who (gt_) will also (on) live (NA-tuNg) 

with (mn) Christ (ne-xc)]’ (Sh. IV 4:18-19). 

□ informative-presupposition cleft □ restrictive focus 

f3) ?"'e" — n„ovre 
/ " (e™M). (I‘ ls) y°u (htor) and (»N) God 

oyxt) [who (ct _) knows (cooyu) the entire (mp-a) 
course (M-n-Tuiqi) of my life (n-nA-Eioc)’ (Hil 12 221 

□ presentational focus □ restrictive focus 

(4) nK(DZT neTtii.po)K2 <<°Y^ ‘(it is) the fire (tt-ku^t) [which will 

r^T ,,A't,U"!2) th£ lnatter (N'eYAH < N'T‘2YAH)J’ (Test. 

□ informative-presupposition cleft Q restrictive focus 

B. Translate the following text firagment. 

FROM THE APOPHTHEGMATA PATRUM(“SAYINGS OF THE FATHERS”) 

xm eeu>Au>poc nxn2epMHca xqKu, Nxqb n^ohnt N*cmm-,e 

eNXNoyoy xqEtDK cpx xnx mxkxP,oc xq^ooc .re oYntx, 

MMAy NqtOMNT rmuutMe ENANoyoy xyu, tt 2Hyc njmoy xyw 

on OApe NecNHy xtroy Ncef 2hY ^>c de ePo. xe oy 

eretjxpe epoi exxq. AqoymcjjB Ndi ngAAO .ve tUNoy nZwz 

nsn aaaa NXNoy TMNT2HRe mpxpooy rtipoy. NTepeqcurm 

enxi xqEOJK xqrxxy oeoa xqx, TeytHHd xqrAxc 
NNeTtpxAT. (AP Elanskaya 13 a: 12-34) 

“ f; n2ePMHc ‘Phermes (toponym) b. ku, Nx- ‘to keep for oneself 
C. t 2Hy ‘to give profit’d. +hh ‘price’ 



The concluding chapter of this grammar is concerned with finite and non- 

fin,te subordinate clauses. A subordinate clause typically functions as a 

u y r ,10 some deSree dependent on the previous context one 
might think of the traditional distinction between main and subordinate 

binary oppS”0S„ ,iVe °f'=‘aUSal inteSratio" than as a 

md ■*- -*“•»*■ 
(i) Morphological marking. Coptic requires subordination to be 

explicitly marked in the structure of the dependent clause either by 

(n) The argument-adjunct contrast. Subordinate clauses may assume 

different grammatical functions within the matrix clause they form a 
(instruction with. A major division of subordinate clauses concerns 

tomarix betWheen,argument cla“ses, which belong to the core 
of the matrix verb phrase and which are therefore obligatory 
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sentence constituents, and adjunct clauses, which belong to the 
periphery of the matrix clause and which are therefore optional 
sentence elements. 

(iii) Clausal coherence and switch reference, which concern the 

anaphoric link between main and subordinate clauses. Depending on 
whether the embedded subject is identical to or distinct from that of 
the matrix clause, subordinate clauses may take different forms or 
assume different semantic interpretations. For instance, same subject 
clauses usually imply a higher degree of influence on or control of 
the subject referent over the situation expressed in the subordinate 
clause. 

(iv) Sequences of tenses. The combination of tenses in complex sentence 
constructions generally reflects the range of temporal or logical 
relations that obtain between the main and the subordinate clause 
situation. 

(v) Finite ness. Non-fin ite subordinate clauses are distinguished from 
finites largely but not wholly by the absence of inflectional tense. 
The tenseless character of infinitival clauses goes hand in hand with 
the acquisition of nominal properties. 

Further semantic and syntactic distinctions will be drawn within particular 
kinds of subordinate clauses. Section 12.1 deals with clausal arguments 

and section 12.2 with clausal adjuncts. Non-finite subordinate clauses are 
the topic of section 12.3. Throughout this Unit subordinate clauses are 
given in brackets. 

12.1 Argument clauses 

This section reviews complex sentences in subordinate clauses that 
function as the subject or the internal complement of the matrix verb 
phrase. Although such argument clauses belong to the nucleus of the main 
clause, they differ from nominal arguments in various respects. Firstly, 
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while all verbs can have a noun phrase as a subject and all transitive verbs 
nominal objects, there are only a few lexical classes of verbs that also 

permit clausal subjects and objects. Secondly, nominal arguments bear a 

:'det,ranf.? of semantic roles, such as AGENT, CAUSER, PATIENT, THEME, 
the hke. Clausal arguments, by contrast, denote propositions that 

cannot be associated with such participant roles. The relation between the 
matrix verb phrase and clausal subjects and complements is more indirect 
involving reports or attitudes and beliefs of the subject referents about the 
situation implied or expressed in the subordinate clause. Thirdly one 
distinctive property of pro/nominal objects is that they generally ’come 

mediately after the verb. Complement clauses, on the other hand, are 
not constrained to follow the verb in this way. Although subject clauses 
can appear in the canonical subject position, they are more commonly 

extraposed. to the clause-final position of heavy constituents, with a 

semantically vacuous expletive pronoun appearing in the position of the 
extraposed argument clause. Therefore, despite their subject and object 
function argument clauses are not “noun clauses” and must be analysed 
independently of noun phrases. 

12.1.1 Subject clauses 

A sample of transitive and intransitive verbs that may take clauses as 
subjects is given below. These verbs typically appear in impersonal 

sentences in which the canonical subject position is occupied by a non- 

referential expletive pronoun, with the clausal subject being extraposed to 
the end of the matrix clause. ^ 

_ GLOSS VERD_GLOSS 

NXNoy(-c) it is good (pipe epo- it is appropriate for 

ZW it is sufficient ginc epo- it necessary for, must 

q-puxpe it is sufficient c-p ana- it pleases 

—1?- XplA-it is necessary A-c-ipuine Ae it happened_ 

TABLE 12.1 Impersonal verbs 



12.1.1.1 Survey of constructions 

Impersonal verbs show some degree of variation concerning the pre- or 
postverbal placement of the clausal subject as well as the presence of 
indirect object noun or pronoun. 

a) The clausal subject construction 

Although the preverbal subject position can be occupied by clausal rather 
than nominal arguments, examples of the clausal subject construction are 
not particularly common, e.g. nxnoy 1~ mmgtxnoix 'is (it) good 
(nxnoy) [to repent (one’s sins) many times (lit. give (t) much (gxg) 

repentance (mgtxnoix))]?’ (AP Chaine no. 131, 30:1), rxp eTpe 
ncocJjoc xytn mfiictoc £N oyMe eme x.e nqjHpe yjoon mn tthdt 

xyu> nenNeyMx eToyxxB gxeH mtttxmio THpq (...) ‘since (rxp) (it) 

suffices (jhd) [for the wise (n-co»}»oc) and (xyu>) truly (gN oyMe) pious 

(people) (m-ttictoc) to know (eiMe) [that (jce) the Son (n-tpnpe) existed 

(qjoorr) with (mn) the Father (ft-udt) and (xyuj) the Holy (eT-oyxxfi) 

Spirit (ne-nNeyMA.) before (zxqh) the entire (mp-q) creation 

(m-tt-txmio) (...)]]’ (Contra Orig. 811). 

b) The impersonal subject construction 

It is more common for clausal subjects to appear in an extraposed subject 

position at the end of the matrix clause, which is the preferred position for 

heavy constituents. Extraposing the clausal subject always involves the 
insertion of a semantically empty expletive pronoun 3rd person singular 

masculine or feminine -q or -c ‘it’ in the preverbal subject slot, which 
cannot be left vacated. As an extraposed constituent, thesubject clause is 
an element that is related to, but not co-referential with the “dummy” 

subject pronoun, e.g. NXNoyc ntxbujk enxm epe oyxxxy ntoot ‘it is 

belter (NXNoy-c) [that I go (ntx-bcdk) home (e-nx-m) while 1 have 
something (lit. while (there) is something (oy-xxxy) in my hand (epe ... 

ntoot)’ (Mena, Mir. 78a:8~ll), qpuupe Ae exooc eMxre .xe 

^eNnxxNn Ne nxi (it is sufficient (q-ptn^e) [to simply (eMxre) assert 

(e-xoo-c) [that (xe) these (the Origenist doctrines) (nxi) (are) errors 
(2.eN-nxxNn) ]]’ (Contra Orig. 407). 
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Extraposeci subject clauses can also be found in impersonal light-verb 

“CF T'A eMHJ,e ef,[ocd EmJma nim •it is necessmy (c-p 
P } [to fight (e-Mnjje) with him (the devil) (epo-q) everywhere flit in 

every (NI„) place („-„,))]• (AP chaine no. 48, 10:23) Z 

7 7'h;°YTC,eT|,<i ^qcrunx Co, ZN tttoaic p^KOTe ‘and (AYar) it 

£na™ °°d [(that) his (Apa 
Mena s) body (neq-cujMx) should remain (e-TPe ... <5u>) in the citv 

(t-ooxic) Alexandria (pxkotg)]’ (Mena, Martyrd. 4a:32-4b:3). Y 

c) (pipe ‘it is appropriate’ 

Although we looks like a “bare” verbal stem, it actually represents an 
mpersona sentence by itself, whose sentential character fs disguised by 

I to the following verb: c-<pe -* <p-cpe ‘jt is appropriate’ (lit. ‘it goes’) 

is t e ZnlZTZ T USUal1^ takeS an indirect obJect whose referent 
clause ff °I n‘ M actmty described in the deposed subject 

HncrlcMocT v/ eF°N eTP6NZOKN MXyiAN ^eH rimpxcMoc for 
, P °c) H « appropriate (We) for us (ePo-N) [to arm 

°UrSelVeS (M^'N) against 
temptations (n-nipiCHoc)]’ (AP Chaine no. 44, 9:16), enovx noyi 

eTch onc^r^^ MnN°Ei Vr,eT2ITOYU>q ~“ Vpropriate (w») It 
each one (e-n-oy* rr-oYA) [to attribute (e-om) to himself LL-a 

Chainc'iio. 20^ (AP 

The standard form of negation for we in literary Sahidic is (N-) an 

fe^cTTn ^ ^ NT‘ee - ^ n°‘ appropriate (n-wc) [to aci 

fitting (we) for a servant (oY-£mz^) of (ntc) the Lord (n-ioej rt0) 

(e-q-lmuTSward ‘ ^ ^ t0 (&Tfe^“re) humble 
} q towards (nnx£pn) everyone (oYon nim) as a teacher 

iL <•“““( 



d) The paragraph marker A-c-<pu>ne Ae ‘it happened’ 

The impersonal existential clause A~c-<pame Ae ‘it happened’ has a fully 

grammaticalised function as a discourse-structuring device that marks the 
beginning of a new discourse unit, e.g. Acqiume Ae j>n Nej>ooy nria>j>c 
AyBOJK mn NeyepHy 2.ioycon eo>£C eyxi Beene lit happened 

(A-c-<po>rre Ae) in (j>n) the days (Ne-gooy) of the harvest (m-tt-ujjjc) 

(that) they went out (a-y-gcdk) together (j>i-oy-con) with (mn) one 

another (Ney-ephy) to harvest (e-o>£c) as day-labourer (lit. taking 
(e-y-.x:i) wage (Beene))’ (V. Pach. 6:1-2), ACtpume Ae Mneqp^cTe a 

ttkomic (for ttkomhc) ^mooc enBHMA Aqjyce eqKOAAKeye MMoq 

Ntpopn *it happened (A-c-<pu>ne Ae) on the next (lit. his) day 

(M-Tieq-pxcTe) (that) the high official (the comes) (n-KOMic) sat down (a. 

... 2,mooc) on the tribune (c-ti-emma) (and) made an effort (A-q-gice) to 

flatter (e-q-noxAneye) him (Apa Mena) (MMo-q) first (N-qjopn)’ (Mena, 

Enc. 57a:24-30). 

12.1.1.2 The mandative meaning of impersonal verbs 
In expressing volition, obligation and desirability, impersonal verbs 
belong to a larger group of deontic-modal constructions that have come to 
be known as mandative constructions in the linguistic literature. 

Mandative constructions typically occur with verbs, nouns and adjectives 

that have a manipulative or directive meaning like English mandatory and 
command (to cite two items on which the term “mandative” is based). 

Coptic impersonal verbs demonstrate various degrees of modal strength, 

with mandative j>Anc ‘it is necessary for, must’ being more forceful than 
nanoy-c ‘it is good, better’ and qiqje ‘it is appropriate’. Thus, while jyufic 

comes close in meaning to imperatival clauses in 'expressing requests, 

instructions, and directions, nanoy-c and qjqje have a more 
argumentative character, endorsing the addressee or some other party to 
behave in a particular way. Compare, then: £attc on epon erpeKCMN 

oycooy^c 2,N tkaj> qjMiN ‘you must also (on) (lit. it is neccesary 
(gAn-c) for you (epo-x) to) [establish (c-tpc-k-cmn) a congregation 

(oy-cooygc) in (j>n) the district (t-ka^) Akhmim (<pmin)]’ (V. Pach. 
145:19-20), NANoy qi r~Ap j>a oyeTnu) Ngoyo eqi j>a hOcunt 
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NOYFu-Me ‘for (rxF) it is better (nxnoY) [to bear (q,) a burden fex 

oy-ernu.) than (n2oYO) to bear (qi) the wrath fex n-eu,N-r) of a man 

(N-oy-puiHe)]’ (Mena, Mir. 81b:3-7), ctbc nx> „e epo[n ejneeye 

Nre.£6 2<nc eNNxt xoroc Hnnoyre Hume ‘for (erse) this (reason) 

(™)/taPP™P™te (we) for us (epo-N) [to think (e-neeye) in this 
way (N-rei-ee) as if feme) we are going to give (e-N-Nx-t) account 

(xoroe) to God (M-rr-Noyre) daily (MMiiNe)]’ (AP Chaine no. 2, 2:4-5). 
u ject clauses generally convey backgrounded propositions, whose 

l£ contextually inferable or pragmatically presupposed, e.g. 
XNoy oyeu xb xyo> ece npn Nr-moyuiM Ae NNcxpa- nngkcnhv 

2ITN tkxtxxxxix ‘it is good (nxnoY) [to eat (oyer.) meat (xu) and (xyui) 

o rink (e-ce) wine (npn)], but it is not to eat (N-r-TH-oyoiM) the flesh 

(N-N-cxpa) of your brothers (N-NeK-CNiiy) through feirn) slander 

(t-kxtxxxxix)’ (AP Chame no. 14, 3:12-13), nxnoYc exerxe mcoy 

2N Ne-roy<UM2 eEOx ‘it is better (uxiioy-c) [to refute (exerxe) them 

(the Origemsts) (tira-oy) with feu) what is evident (N-er-oya*? 
enox)]’ (Contra Orig. 408), xP, nneeye « jxnc ePoN ne 

erpeNxnxNTx enuoyre ‘remember (lit. make (xPi) remembrance 
(n-neeye)) [that (*e) it certain fexrr-c) [that we (epo-N) encounter 

(e-Tpe-N-xrrxNTx) God (e-rr-NoyTe)]]’ (AP Chame no. 3, 2'12) 2xnc 

"G, neNTxqcopMec e. ‘it is inevitable fexn-c) [(that) he who has 
lost it (the purse) (ne-NT-A-q-copMe-c) will come by (e-rpe . ei)l’ CAP 
Chame no. 31, 6:12-13). n y 

12.1.2 Complement clauses 

Coptic has various classes of transitive verbs that take subordinate clauses 

as internal complements. The focus of this section is on the complement 
structure of mental verbs, while reportative verbs are dealt with in the next 
section. Mental verbs can be subdivided into two classes: verbs of 
cogmtwnjnd verbs of perception and discovery. Cognition verbs ascribe 

0,.,e SUbj,ect r®ferent certam beliefs, opinions, experiences and expertise, 
while verbs of perception and discovery describe situations, as they 
emerge in the visual field of the referent of the matrix clause subject. The 

most common mental verbs of cognition and perception/discovery are 
listed in table 12.2 below. ' 



VERBS OF COGNITION 

to come to know, cooyN to know 
become aware of 

Meeye to think, consider TTiCTeye to believe, be confident 

VERBS OF PERCEPTION/DISCOVERY 

NAy to see <5<l>qjT to see, look 

A1CGANC to perceive, hear COJTM to hear 

oiNe to find ZG e- to find 

TABLE 12.2 Mental verbs 

12.1.2.1 Mental verbs of cognition 

The clausal complements of mental verbs of cognition are characterised 
by the following properties. 

a) Switch reference 

Canonical verbs of cognition select different-subject finite clauses as an 

internal complement. Complement clauses are overtly marked as such by 

the multi-functional subordinating complementiser Ae ‘that’. They 

immediately follow the verb phrase and the indirect object, e.g. fnicTeye 

xe TTNoyTe NA[oB<pq] an epoN ‘/ believe (f-TncTeye) [that (Ae) God 

(n-NoyTe) wilt not (an) forget (NA-oeqj-q) about us (epo-w)]’ (V. Pach. 
137:13-14), TNAeiMe Ae kna+ com nai (jiantaai MneKAOM nattako 

‘/ will experience (t-NA-eiMe) [that (xe)you will give (k-na-+) me (na-j) 

strength (com) [until I receive ((^anta-xi) the imperishable (n-at-tako) 

crown (M-ne-KAOM)]]’ (KHML II 30:5-6), as NNeqMeeye epoc ac 

oyNoeiK re ‘so that (as) he_ would not think (NNe-q-Meeye) about her 
(epo-c) [that (xe) she (re) (is) adulterous (oy-NoeiK)l’ (Sh. Or 44 
159b:56-160a:l). 

Same-subject complement clauses are possible, though uncommon, e.g. 
eipume Ae eiqjANeiMe as Toyox etpcuNe MeixiTq ‘however (Ae) 

when (egirnne) I notice (e-«-q>AN-eiMe) [that (ac) I am cured (t-oyox) 
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from illness (e-q»Ne)], £ will not accept it (the donkey) (ms-i-xit-ciV CV 
Pach. 90:11-12). K 

b) Scope of negation 

Both the main and the embedded clause can be negated. The scope of 
negation never exceeds a clause boundary (see above, section 9.2.1 of Unit 
9). Thus, compare: NeqcooyN Ae an ae oyc^Me re ‘he did not (an) 

W (Ne-q-cooYN) [that (Ae) she (re) (was) a woman (oy-c^Me)]’ (Hil. 
.14-15) vs. T6TNCOOYN taP Ae HeitpeiNe (read Meitpine) nca hamton 

(...) since (rAP) you know (tctn-cooyn) [that (ac) I do not look 

(Me-i-gjeiNe) for (nca) my own ease (ha-hton) (...)]’ (V. Pach. 88:28) vs 

h NrcooyN an Ae Mepe aaaY nxFhct.anoc (for xPictianoc) qei (for 
qi) Mneq^o e^Ai £A xiZg nnero nnoC eFoq ‘or (h) do you not (an) 

know (N-r-cooyN) [that (xe) /to (aaaY) Christian (n-xPhct.anoc) raises 

(Mepe ... qei egpAi) his face (M-neq-gp) under (Zx) the face (n-eo) of who 
is (n-eT-o) greater (n-no<5) than him (epo-q)]’ (KHML II 32:25-27). 

c) Factive vs. non-factive cognition verbs 

When formulated in the affirmative, factive cognition verbs presuppose 
the truth of the assertion expressed in the complement clause, e.g. hgvp 

riMeeye pc xe oYn kochoc ipoorr ‘they (the hermits) do not even 

pc) n'member (lit. make (riey-p) thought (n-neeye)) [that (xe) a 
(lower) world (kochoc) exists (oYn ... cpoorr)]’ (Onnophr. 215:3-4) 

KcooyN nxxoeic xe neirenoc xe xpmctixnoc (for xp.cnxNoc) 

cegyrroHiNe (for cegynoHGNe) cnbxcxnoc ‘you know (k-cooYn), my 

Lord (nx-xoeic), [that (xe) this race (rrei-reNoc) called (xe) Christians 

(xpHcnxNoc) bear (patiently) (ce-gynoMiNe) the tortures 
(e-N-BACANoc)]’ (Mena, Enc. 55b:23-28). 

Non-factive cognition verbs, by contrast, do not presuppose the truth of 
the embedded proposition, although they leave it open as a possibility, e.g. 

Yc tnicTeye xe eqcpxNei ipxpoN tnnxocn phY thpn pith 
NeqipxHX ‘and (xyc) I believe (t-nicxeye) [that (xe) [if he comes 

(e-<i-(pxN-ei) to us (<pxpo-N)] [we will all (thp-n) benefit (lit. gain 

(TN-Nx-<5eN) profit (2mY)) from fem) his prayers (iseq-ijxHx)]]’ (Hil 



10.30-31), NecMeeye rxp xe eqNxeipe nhmac NoyMeTMxipujMe 

‘since (rxp) she thought (Ne-c-Meeye) [that (xe) he was going to do 

(e-q-Nx-eipe) her (nhhx-c) a favour (N-oy-MeT-Mxi-ptiJMe)]’ [Mena 
Mir. 27b: 11-14). 

d) Subordinate interrogatives 

Subordinate interrogatives may appear as clausal complements of factive 
cognitive verbs. Although formulated as questions, such interrogative 
complement clauses have an answer-orientation: they state a positive or 
negative response to a question that may or may not have been asked. 

Examples: XNeiMe rxp xe e-rse oy xqoyxxi £m neeooy ntxnkojtg 

epoq ‘since (rxp) we found out (x-N-eiMe) pwhy (erse oy) he (Constantine) 

was saved (x-q-oyxxi) on (^m) the day (ne-^ooy) that we surrounded 

(NT-x-N-Kurre) him (epo-q)]’ (Eud. 44:14-15)], kcooYn xe xkP oynnP 

NpoMrre gjx TeNoy xaax NrcooyN xn xe knxP Keoymip ‘you know 

(K-cooyN) [how many (oymip) years (N-poHne) you lived (lit. made (x-K-p)) so 
far (ujx TeNoy)], but (xaax) you do not (xh) know (H-r-cooyN) [how many 

other (years) (Ke-oyimp) you will live (k-nx-p)’ (Enc. Victor 77:14-15), xyu> 

N-JcooyN xn xe ntx oy qjume mmoc kxn e<yxe ntxcmoy j»n exxxccx 

KXN GU)JCG NTxyxixHxxoJTize mmoc £jtn MmxpBxpoc ‘and (xyu>) I do not 
(xn) know (N-t-cooyN) [what (oy) happened (nt-x ... q>u>ne) to her (mmo-c)] 

and (kxn) [whether (e<j>xe) she died (nt-x-c-moy) on (£n) the sea (oxxxccx)] 

or (kxn) [whether (eu>xe) she was taken prisoner (lit. they took her (mmo-c) 

prisoner (NT-x-y-xixMXAurnze)) by (^itn) the Barbarians (Ni-Bxpsxpoc)]’ (Hil. 
7:30-32)], xyu> NeqcooyN xn xe eqNXNTq t<dn ‘he (Apa John) did not (xn) 

(N-t-cooyN) know (Ne-q-cooyN) [where (tujn) he could^faring it (the money) 

(e-q-Nx-NT-q)]’ (AP Elanskaya 13b:34-35), oyAe ntcncooyn xn xe iixnim 

ne ‘and (oyAe) we do not (xn) know (n-tcn-cooyn) [whose (nx-NiM) it (the 
gold) (ne) (is)]’ (Mena, Mir. 85a:25-27). 

12.1.2,2 Mental verbs of perception and discovery 

Mental verbs of perception and discovery are always factive, since 
presenting an event as beheld by the subject referent implies that this 
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event actually occurred. The complement clauses of perception/discovcrv 
verbs are characterised by the following properties. 

a) Switch reference 

With mental verbs of perception and discovery, different-subject 
complement clauses seem to be the norm, e.g. Ayo, NrepeqNAy Ae on arc 
a neqjprr him (...) ‘and (aYu>) also (on) when he (Pachom) saw 

rvTpPCLq o tl3t ^-s-heart- (neq-2Hx) was moved (x ... kim) (...)]’ 

Lh 1 mb N,TeR6qhUY A6 *e AYcoJoye epoq n<5i NecNHy (...) 
when he_ (PachOm) smv (NTepe-q-NAy) [that (are) the brothers (no-cnhy) 

Saic^n^nT0^ t0 Wm (eF°'q)] W’ ^V- Pach- 4:1), rrpuiHG Ae 
, , r rYN°Y f6 n^Arloc Am MMNA ne NTAqxAAc enecHT 

enK,p thy (aforementioned) man (n-pruMe) realised (A-q-A.ceANe) 

immediately (nt6Ynoy) [that (ne) (it was) the holy (n-jinoc) Apa Mena 

who had deposited it (the gold) (NT-A-q-TAA-c) into the basket (e™ 
e-n-E.p)] (Mena, Mir. 86b:21-27>, aaaa NgiAicun-H (for Neq.A.currN) are 

<Z7T<;rZ™C*e CZ'"C ‘bUt (AAAA) 1 heard (Ke>qt A-.-cdi-m) 
[ (ace) they, (the monks) hate (ce-Mocre) this race (M-nei-reNoc) called 
(ace) woman (c£,He)]’ (Hil. 10:16-17), NqoYuiip an gccutm xe oYn 

honaxoc epe Meeye Piu MnopNiA (for HnopiieiAj N2nrq ‘he did not 

an) want (N-q-oyoxp) [to hear (e-curm) [that (ne) (there) is (oYn) n monk 
(honaxoc) who has (lit. in whom are (ePe ... Nj-m-q)) also^ 

pornographic (m-nopnia) thoughts (Meeye)]]’ (AP Chaine no. 160,36:5-6). 

b) Scope of negation 

As with cognition verbs, perception sentences allow negation to occur in the 
mam and the dependent clause, e.g. e.e HneKcuiTH ntak (for ntok) 

e-nse mpnpe MnecTpATyAATHc HnPpo x(e) Hn.t ca (for co) ePoq 
have you (ntak) not heard (Mne-K-cmrH) about (eTae) the son (n-qmpe) 

of die king s (M-n-ppo) general (H-ne-CTpATYAATHc) [that (x(e)) I did not 

(KHmJ,'T 73-77 n0t giVe (Mn-’+) Pard°n t0 him (epo-q))J?’ 
‘vnHffL 1 73-27;28) VS- ATGTNNAY X(e) Hne ic eqiNAjMeq 2n na6oc 
you have seen (a-tctn-nay) [that (x(e)) Jesus (ic) could not save him 



(Apa Nahrow) (Mne ... ecp-NA.£Me-q) from (£n) my hands (nx-cix)]’ 
(KHML15:28). 

c) Subordinate exclamative 

Subordinate exclamatives, like main clause exclamatives, are marked by the 
quantificational interrogative pronoun oyHp ‘how much, how many’, e.g. 
ArereNNxy in n[a.]cnhy jce tmntatna 2.0oy NoyHp ‘oh (in) my brother 
(na.-cnhy), you have seen (a.-t€tsn-nay) [(that) (jte) how (N-oynp) bad 

(eooy) pitilessness (t-mnt-at-nx) is]’ (KHMLII 51:13-14). 

d) Depictive predication 

“that (Jce)”-compIement clauses can be used as a marked alternative for 
object depictives that describe the current state or condition of the direct 

object referent (see below, section 8.1.5 of Unit 8), e.g. mnncx iprre Ae 

NpoMne xyNxy enpeepe ijjhm *e mn MopT mmoc ‘after (mnncx) nine 

(tpiTe) years (N-poune), they (the brothers) saw (x-y-Nxy) about the little 

(ipnM) girl (e-T-g>eepe) [that (ace) she had no beard (lit. (there) was no (mn) 

beard (mopt) on her (hmo-c))]’ (Hil. 6:27-28), OintpT NTNAy eNXTA.(5ce 

xNr oypuJMe ‘look (<5uxj>t) and you will see (u-r-nxy) from mv foot- 

soles (e-NA.-Txi5ce) [that (ace) / (a.ni-) (am) a human being (oy-pwMe)]’ 

(Onnophr. 206:23-24), Tec^iue Tnay epo [jce] nto oyc^iMe eNece 

2P*[C] ‘(oh) woman (re-c^iMe), I see (t-Nxy) about you (epo) [that (xe) 
you (nto) (are) a handsome (lit. whose face (£p^~c) js beautiful 

(e-Nece)) woman (oy-C£iMe)]’ (Mena, Mir. 27a:21-23), ntj^g enoyin 
NNxtpnpe xg NNeyMoy rre£Ko ‘and I would find (ntx-^g) the news 

(e-n-oyin) about my children (N-Nx-ipupe) [that (ace) they are not going to 

die (NNe-y-Moy) of (ex) hunger (ne-eKo)]’ (Mena, Mir. 78b:16-19). 

12.1.3 Reported speech 

The term reported speech is used here in the broad sense to cover the 
reporting of spoken and written discourse. There are two main types of 
reported speech that represent an utterance from different points of view. 
Direct reported speech purports to give the actual wording of a given 
utterance, thereby expressing the internal viewpoint of the original 
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speaker, e.g. nneroy^B Ae nexxq n.vc xe mgmpe mn cpooM mmok 

™ho y <n-neT°^ ^(nexx-c,) to her 
[(tiiat) (jre) »My son (nx-cjmpe), you cannot (lit. (there) is no (mn) 

(Hil S1Js mTI f°r y°U {T"° t0) St3y (e-0U,) With Us (HtI 5 15-16). Indirect reported speech, on the other hand, only gives the 

ontent of the onginal, thus taking the externa! viewpoint of Reporter 
(the author of a text or the narrator within the text), e.g. xqxooc noi 

nxeKUT expeyt NXY eoYuiM kata neqoYeZcx2Ne ‘my Father 
(rrx-eiciiT) had said (vq-xoo-c) [that they should give (e-Tpe-Y-+) them 

£7) t0 6at ^®"°YU,M) according to (kaIa) hilord™ 
(neq-oyee-cxeNe)]’ (Abbaton 236:27-28). 

rd"r3\l\ Majn d'ferences bet^en direct and indirect reported speech 
The distinction between reporting the wording (or form) and reporting the 

(0r meamnS> fan utterance is to be found in the different ufe of 
deictic expressions and tense as well as the altered syntax of clause types. 

a) Deixis 

!LdwLTrted SP?Ch’ deiCtiC exPressions are invariably interpreted 
n™i °nglnr Uutterance- The most slraigiltforward case involves 
personal pronouns. In the direct type, reference to the speaker and the 

mH1Ca by/‘rSt 3nd S6COnd Pronouns, e.g. nexxc no, 
Y . (read e>'Ao2l‘v) TnxpoeNoc xo anok «ir oYcZiMe ‘the 

said (ne*x-c> km* (*»> »cas f0r) m 
(ANOK), / (ant) (am) a woman (oy-cZim6)]«’ (Eud. 54:11-12) nexe 

nZureMuiN m<| xc (...) aahouic ntok oYnos ncjinnoo ‘the governor 

“1 (n“e) to him (Apa Ptolemy) (NA_cl) [(that) (xe) » (...) 
Verily (xAHernc), you (ntok) (are) a noble (oy-noo) of noble descent 
(n-9n-noo)!«]’(KHML II 33:6-9), 1 descent 

By contrast third person pronouns are used to designate the original 
speaker and addressee or both in the indirect type, e.g. MneqrxMe 

f f® ti‘P“’Ne ‘he. (PachSm) did not tell (Mne-q-rxMe) any 

V "pach sT d16 °‘herS (NG'CNMY) [that N he was m(q-u,uL)r 
(V. Pach. 87.12), xixooc eiucriT xe oyreNoc Nxnjnne re 7, too 



(zwwt), said (a-i-aoo-c) [that (xe) she (re) (is) of shameless 

(N-AT-qjine) race (oy-reNoc)]’ (KHML I 84:1-2), Neyxa> hhoc ag nta 

NeYNOYT6 61 <i>Apooy eNeypne ‘tfieg (the pagan priests) said 
(Ne-y-AU) mmo-c) [that (Ae) their gods (Ney-NoyTe) had come (nt-a ... 

ei) to them (cjjApo-oy) to their temples (e-Ney-pne)]’ (KHML II 49:16- 

b) Tense 

The tense of indirect reported speech is often interpreted with respect to 
the original utterance rather than the reporting frame. Indirect reports may 

therefore have a present tense form when the original has a present, even 

when the reporting frame has past tense reference, e.g. AytpAAe nc5i 
NgAAO 6TB6 OytfMe A6 qp £(DB qAO Mneq£JC6 6BOA THpq 6TA.rA.nH 

equiu NA.q mm Are NNeTeqp xpiA nay ‘the elder (n-^aao) said 

(A-y-gjAjce) about (eTBe) a gardener (oy-tfMe) [that (ag) he worked (q-P 

Zwz) (and) spent (q-xo gboa) the entire (xnp-q) product of his labour 

(n-neq-gice) to charity (e-T-ArArm), [keeping (e-q-Ktu) for himself 
(NA-q) only (MMATe) what he needed (lit. what he was in need 

(N-N-6T6-q-p) of (na“y))]]’(AP Elanskaya 17a:14-20), AyXOOC 6TBHHTq 

ama MAKApioc ag eqoyuxp ecAcx NecNHy ‘they said (A-y-xoo-c) 

about him (ei BHHT-q), (namely) Apa Makarios, [that (xe) he wanted 

(e-q-oyuxp) to comfort (c-caca) the brothers (ng-cnh y)J’ (AP Chaine no. 
182, 45.7), Ayxooc eTB6 oyA NNecNHy ag (pAqTAMio nnbip NqT 

maaag epooy ‘they said (A-y-Aoo-c) about (eTBe) one (oyA) of the 

brothers (n-n6-cnhy) [that (jce) he made ((pA-q-TAMio) baskets (n-n-bip) 

and gave (n-q-t) them (ePo-oy) handles (maaa6)]’ (AP Chaine no. 162 
36:19-20). - 

If, on the other hand, the tense of the indirect report is interpreted relative 

to the reporting frame, a Conjunctive or infinitival verb form is selected 
instead, e.g. taccun6 eTBe oy Mnepxooc NNeceioTe Nceei nmmac 

‘(oh) my sister (ta-cidn6), why (eTBe oy) did you not tell (nnep-Aoo-c) 

her parents (N-Nec-eioTe) [that they should come (N-ce-ei) with her 
(nmma-c)]?’ (KHML I 82:6-7), AcnApAKAAei MneccoN mn Mnec^Ai 

GTpeyKAAc ncbcuk enronoc Mn^Anoc BiKTtup ‘she begged 
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|4'C‘"4P“f) ber brother (M-nec-GON) and (mn) her husband 

[rha‘ ^ Sh°Uld all°W her (e-Tpe-y-KXx-c) [to go (n-c-b.uk) 

4fi n n\me (e'n'Tonoc) ofthe hoiy (M-n-exr.oc) Apa Victor]]’ (KHML I 
46.11-13). xqtpxxe NMMxq erpeqnxne route enronoc Mngxnoc xnx 

T T r;°rq eEOA ‘he (^archbishop) told (Nf^j him (the 
brick-maker) (NM„,q) [to make (e-rpe-q-nxne) bricks (r<uEe) for the 

h0ly (M'n-^r,oc) APa M«na [until it was 

75a:24-75b2). ^ “ (‘*’ANT-°’»"JCOK-<l esox))]]’ (Mena, Mir. 

c) Clause types 

exnre^H. C‘aUSetyPes have a corresponding subordinate form used to 
express the report of a statement, question, or command. Such embedded 

declarative, interrogative or mandative clauses have a syntax different 
from the corresponding main clause. 

□ REPORTED DECLARATIVES 

Thus, reported assertions and denials, such as nxi ne etcuxxe epoq k 

nNoyxe mmc ne ‘(it is) this one (nx.) about whom (ePo-q) I say 

(e-t-cpxxe) [that (xe) he (ne) (is) the true (m-mb) God (n-Noyre)]’ (AP 
Elanskaya 19a:2-4) and x.xooc xe Munore ucej eyt oyo, ™ 
eeNeere I said (x-,-xoo-c) [that (xe) they (the foreign monks) should 

not (MHnoTe) continue (N-ce-Om) [to look around (e-y-f oyoi) in (?n) 

e monastery (oeneeTe < TteueeTe)]]’ (V. Pach. 138:32) are in 

complementary distribution with (i) modal adverbs like xxhococ ‘verily 
truly and xptty perhaps’, (ii) interjections like e,c jhhtg ‘look’, (iii) the 
positive and negative polarity markers ce ‘yes’ and mmon ‘no’ and their 

emphatic counterparts x2e ‘yes (indeed)’ and Mnu>F ‘(oh) no!’, and (iv) 

reported1 speech^ A" GX™S Ca" — •» 

Examples: nexxq xe xaiiocuc oynoo hmxtoc ne neipwMe ‘lie said 
(nexx-q) [(that) (xe) ,, Verify (xxnemc), this man (ne.-p.me) (is) a great 

(oy-Nod) Wizard (M-Hxroc)!«]> (KHML I 7:22-23), nexxq nx, xe e.c 2„HTe 



akoyxai ‘he said (nexA-q) to me (na-i) [(that) (xe) v>look (eic 2.nnxe), you 

have become well (again) (a-k-oyxai)«]’ (Onnophr. 209:5-6), nexAq nai xe 
Aj>e Ai^ice TtuNoy tu nAgmpe ‘he said (nexx-q) to me (na-i) [(that) (xe) »Yes 
(A^e), I suffered (x-i-^ice) a lot (tojnoy), oh (cu) my son (nx-qjupe)!«]5 

(Onnophr. 208:21-22), Aqoywgiq (for Aqoyajgm) nac n<5i nAiAKONoc xe Kypi 

cnAoApie eic oyMiiiiqje Noyoeiuj f-enioyMei gbojk gtima gxmmay xaijjaha 

‘the deacon (n-AiAKONoc) answered (A-q-oyonyq) her (Hilaria) (na-c) [(that) 

(xe) »Sir (Kypi) knight (cnAoApie), a lot (oy-MHHtye) of times (N-oyoeity) I 
wished (T-enieyMei) [to go (e-sow) to that (gtmmay) place (e-n-Mx) [to pray 
(xA-q>AHx)«]]’ (Hil. 4:28-30). 

□ REPORTED INTERROGATIVES 

Main clause interrogatives are always construed as direct questions, i.e. as 

inquiries, e.g. totc nexe nppo NoyEAiqjiNe (for NoyqAKpiNe) xe nim 

ne nAi ‘then (totc) the king (rr-ppo) said (nexe) to a messenger 

(N-oy-BAi-cpiNe) [(that) (xe) »Who (nim) (is) this (man) (nu)?«]’ (KHML 

1 7:19-20). Subordinate interrogatives, on the other hand, may have an 
answer orientation, stating the positive or negative response to a question 
that may or may not have been asked, e.g. xamoi <5g xe nxakbuw exa,N 

h escpoon ton mttginckS Noyoeiqj ‘tell me (txho-i) [where (e-xtuN) 
you have gone (nx-a-k-bojk) to and (h) where (xojn) you have been living 

(e-K-qjoon) during this long (n-nei-Nod) (period of) time (N-oyoeicp)]’ 

(Mena, Enc. 51b:5-9), Mneqxooc xg NTA.qKAA.q xojn ‘he (the 

deceased) did not tell (nne-q-xoo-c) [where (xojn) he had put it (the 
deposit) (Nx-A-q-KAA-q)]’ (AP Chalne no. 235, 65:18). 

□ REPORTED DIRECTIVES • 

Imperative and Jussive mood are features of direct reported speech, e.g. 
nexe xnApeeNoc MApiA n£pa<j>aha xg moonc Hnxoi e^oyN 
eneiMA (...) ‘the Virgin (x-nApeeNOc) Mary said (nexe) to Raphael 
(N-^pAf|>AHA) [(that) (xe) »Land (hoonc) the boat (M-n-xoi) here 

(e-nei-MA) (...)!«]’ (KHML I 81:25-26), nexe xecMAAy NAq xe 

MApeNKAAc ^thn (...) ‘her mother (xec-MAAy) said (nexe) to him 

(NA-q) [(that) (xe) )>Let's place her (mapc-n-kaac) in front of us 
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(2^2,™ N) (•••)■]<< (Hil. 12:3). The corresponding subordinate forms in 

indirect reported speech are the declarative content clauses of mandative 

verbs like oyee CA2Ne ‘to order’, KeAeye ‘to command’, or Kamo, ‘to 

entreat. Reported directives are introduced by a Conjunctive or infinitival 

verb e.g. xjw AqKeAeye Nceenxq exn obhma ‘and (xyo)) he (the king) 

ordered (A-q-KeAeye) [(that) they brought him (Apa Nahrow) 

(N-ce-eNx-q) to (cxm) the tribune (ft-bhma)]’ (KHML I 5:18-19) 

HNNcoic AqKexeye n<5i nppo expoyeiNe cboa epoq noYaPx ‘after 

that (mnncoj-c) the king (n-PPo) ordered (A-q-KeAeye) [that they bring 

(e-xp-oy-eine) out (gboa) to him (Apa Nahrow) (epo-q) a bear 

(N-oy-Apz)]’ (KHML I 4:20-21), although the Inferential is available as a 

alternative, e.g. NqKmpcp ePoq xAPeqt NAq m^oaokoxx.noc 

xApeqxAAq mocon ‘and he (Apa John) entreated (N-q-K<i>Pq,) him (Apa 

Jacob) (epo-q) [to give (tAPe-q-t) him (NA-q) the holokottinos (a golden 

coin) (M-n-eoAGKoxxiNoc) [so that he could give it (back) 

(xApe-q-xAA-q) to the brother (m-fi-con)]]’ (AP Elanskaya 14a:2-6). 

12.1.3.2 The reportative verb nexe-/nexa- 

The inflectional paradigm of the reportative verb nexe-, nexA- ‘said’ is 
presented in table 12.3 below. 

nexe-/nexA- 

SINGULAR PLURAL 
nexA-i nexA-N 

2nd masc. nexA-K nexM-XN 
2nd fern. nexe 

3rd masc. nexA-q nexA-y 
3rd fern. nexA-c 

Before noun nexe n-poine 

TABLE 12.3 The reportative verb nexe-/nexA~ 

The reportative verb nexe-, nexA- ‘said’ is commonly used to introduce 

repoiting clauses that are located in the past. It belongs to the 



morphologically unproductive class of frozen verb formations that have 

residual V-S-0 order (see above, section 10.2 of Unit 10), e.g. ntoov 

Ae nexxy Nxq xc ntok kmahiut an ‘they (the brothers) (ntooy) said 

(nexx-y) to him (Apa Moses) (NA-q) [(that) (xe) » Would you (ntok) 

not (an) run away (it-NA-nu>T)?«]’ (AP Chatne no. 186,46:5-6). 

12.1.3.3 Verbs of saying and reporting 

A sample of the larger number of verbs that can be used to report direct 

speech is given in table 12.4. (abs. st. stands for ‘absolute state’, NOM ST 

for ‘nominal state’, and PRON. ST. for ‘pronominal state’). 

ABS. ST. NOM. st. PRON. ST. GLOSS 

-XUJ MMO-C iOO-C to say 

(JJA-JCe 
to speak,say 

MOyTG 
to speak, call 

TA.MC- TAMO- to inform, tell someone 

ANC- JCNOy- to ask someone 

oya^e 
to answer, reply 

JCl q>KAK CBOA to cry out, shout 

u>pu 
to swear (an oath) 

icexeye 
to command, order 

A.ITCI 
to ask for, demand 

nA.pA.KA.Aei 
to summon, beseech 

TABLE 12.4 Verbs of saying and reporting 

The reported clause is structurally marked as subordinate to the matrix 

reportative verb by means of the ‘THAT’-complementer xe. This feature 

o Coptic direct speech is not translatable. Reportative verbs may select a 

direct or indirect object besides the direct quote clause that designates the 
original addressee. 
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Exempts: urxooc NAq xe thug newpiipe or.ox Zn ttgiogik (...) ‘and you 

should say (n-t-xoo-c) to him (NA-q) [(that) (xe) »Feed (tmmg gsoa) your son 

(TTGK-qwpe) with (2m) this (piece of) bread (nei-oem) (...)!«]’ (V. Pach. 141:26), 

MNNCA KGOyoeicJI AG ON AyglAxe NMMAq 2N oygopoMA XG 2ATTC ON Of'OK 

erpeKCMN oycooygc 2n tkx2 ^un ‘after (mnnca) some more time 

(Ke-oyoeiqi), Ije (Pachom) wax told (lit. they told (A-y-qiAxe) him (nhka-u)) in 

(2N) a vision (oy-2opoMA) [(that) (xe) »you must also (on) (lit. it is neccesary 

(exn-c) for you (gfo-k) to) [establish (e-TFe-K-cnN) a congregation 

!n teN) ,he diStrict (T“Ki^ AkhmIm (<m-uN)<(]]> (V. Pach. 145:18- 
2°),] (V. Pach. 145:18-20), AqNoyre Nfii ir2xAo error, ,ooYt eqxrn mmoc 

xe neepe n'm ntakka NecKeyn Mnpoine Zn Arp „ma ‘the old man (tt-paao) 

uddrassed (A-q-Hoyre) the deceased (e-n-er-Hcoyr) [saying (e-q-xiu mmo-c) 

L(that) (xe) »So-an-so (neqie nim), in (2n) which (axji) place (hma) did you put 

(nt-a-k-ka) the property (Ne-cKeyti) of the (previously mentioned) man 

(n-n-P™e)?«J] (AP Chafne no. 225, 65:27-28), aytamg mreroyAAB aha 

rrAoce xe eFq,AN nAyxoc gi ujaFok gCh neKquNe (...) ‘they (his servants) 

told (A-y-TAMe) the holy (n-neroyAAs) Apa Paese [(that) (xe) » When Paul 

e,) *° you ^po-r.) to pay (G-CM) you a visit (irea-giiNe) (...) 
<<] (KHML I 74:13-14), a oYcon xng aha cafaition xg ax. oyqiAxe epoi 

a brother (oy-coN) asked (a ... XNe) Apa Sarapion [(that) (xe) » Say (ax,) a 

word (oy-qiAxe) to me (ePo-,)!«]’ (AP Chaine no. 28, 5:24), AqoyuupB NAq no, 

neNG.u.T xe kaauic ‘our father (Pachom) (neN-e,urr) answered (A-q-oyoiam) 

him (Apa JSnas) [(that) (xe) »WelI (kaauic) (said)!«]’ (V. Pach. 145:9) 

nAGMiUN (for nAAinuiN) Ae Aqx, ymAK gbox xe GKMeeye reNOy xe eiNiiy 

eaox eTE.iHTK ‘the demon (h-Acncun) cried (A-q-xi cjikak) out (gboa) [(that) 

(xe) »Do you think (e-K-neeye) now (reNoy) [that (xe) I came (e-i-Nny) out 

(eaox) because of you (gtbhht-k)?«]]> (AP Chaine no. 222, 62:27-28), ipaiu,fk 

NAK nAxoeic xe MN xaaY nFu,hg MneiMA nmmai ‘I swear (cjia-,-u,Fk) to you 

(na-k), my Lord (nA-xoac), [(that) (xe) »(there) is (™) nobody (xaaY 

N-puiMe) here (m-figi-ma) witli me (nmma-i)«]’ (Mena, Mir. I4b:27-31) Tore 

xqirexeye n<5i nFPo xg qe, (for q.) nneiTAXAinopoc (for nneiTAXAinrupoc) 

r[A]Aq NNeoiipioN Nceoyonq ‘then (rore) the king (rr-FFo) ordered 

A-q-KGxeye) [(that) (xe) » Take (qe,) this miserable (person) 

(M-TTGi-TAXAinopoc), gIve him (TAA-q) to the beasts (n-ng-ohpion) [that they 



eat him (N-ce-oyoM-qJk]]’ (I<HML I 4:4-5), xqrTAzrq gxn Mnxx Mneqeitur 

eqrixpxKxxei MMoq eqxtu mmoc NTei^e x[e] nx[e]iiDT cuhjjt ©zpxi gxm 
nWz>ce MN n^cKYAMoc ‘he (Jesus Christ) threw himself (x-q-nx^T-q) at 
(cxn) the feet (M-nxx) of his Father (M-neq-eiurr) and beseeched 

(e-q-nxpxKAAei) (MMo-q) [speaking (e-q-xu> mmo-c xe) in the following 
manner (n-xei-ee) [(that) (xe) »My Father (nx-eiurr), look (patpr) at (gxm) my 
grief (nx-^ice) and (mn) my vexation (nx-CKYAMoc)!«]’ (Eud. 34:10-11). 

a) The object-expletive construction 

Unlike other reportative verbs, the reported clause cannot appear in the 

complement position of the reportative verb xu> ‘to say’, but rather 

appears in an extraposed object position at the end of the reporting matrix 

clause. The canonical object position is occupied by an impersonal 3rd 

person singular feminine pronoun mmoc, -c ‘it’, which serves as a 

placeholder for the extraposed reported clause, e.g. nxoq nxoroc 

neTxo) mmoc nxi + NNcxNNKx cBox (...) ‘(it is) he (nxoq) the Logos 

(i.e. Christ) (n-xoroc) that (ct) says (if) (xuj mmo-c) to me (nx-i) [(that) 

(xe) »SelI (t cboa) your possessions (N-NexN-NKx)(...)!«]’ (AP 

Elanskaya 13a:8-9 [Matt. 19:21]), xqxooc n<5» xnx ey-Arpioc xe 

xycoN ku) Nxq NoyeYxrrexioN mmaxc ‘Apa Evagrios said (if) 

(x-q-xoo-c) [(that) (xe) »A brother ([o]y-con) had kept (x ... ku>) only 

(mmxxc) one gospel (N-oY-eyxrreAioN) for himself (Nx-q)«]’ (AP 
Elanskaya 13a: 1-4). 

b) The reportative extension e-q-xtu mmo-c 

Many reportative verbs do not introduce the reported cjguse directly, but 

resort to the reportative extension e-q-xm mmo-c ‘saying’. This has a 

primarily vaiidational function, asserting the authenticity of the reported 

speech, e.g. xqqjxxe nmmay eqxoi mmoc xe eic j>HHxe xnok 

eiNxctUK epxxq Mnxoeic ‘he (Pachom) talked (x-q-qjxxe) to them (the 

brothers) (nmmx-y) [saying (if) (e-q-xtu mmo-c) [(that) (xe) »Look (eic 

eiiHxe) I (xnok) will go (c-i-nx-bojk) to (epxx-q) the Lord 

(M-n-xoeic)«]]’ (V. Pach. 92:23-24), x xnx bxnc Ae xne xnx 

xBpxexM NOYeooY eqxo) mmoc xe oypaJMe Nxxqp ©e nxAxm £m 
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nnxpxAicoc (for nnxpxAeicoc) qp xpix (for xpeix) NKecon erpeyxi 

qjoxNe Nxq Apa Bane asked (x ... xns) Apa Abraham one day 

(n-oY-£ooY) [saying (it) (e-q-xm mmo-c) [(that) (xe) »Would a man 

(oY-pmMe) who had become like (nr-x-q-p ee) Adam (n-xAxm) in (2m) 

Paradise (n-nxpxAicoc) still (n-kc-com) need (q-p xpix) [to be 

counselled (lit. that they counsel (e-Tpe-y-xj ipoxNe) him (Nx-q)*?«lT 
(AP Chaine no. 246, 76:26-28). 

c) Parenthetical nexx- 

The repoitative verb nexx- ‘said’ may appear as a parenthetical clause 

following the first word or phrase of the reported speech. Parenthetical 

nexx- provides a context where the xe-complementiser does not seem to 

be permitted, e.g. ntxnci nexxy cpxpoK eBox xe ntok ne neyxnH 

THpoy [»We have come (NT-x-N-et)«], they said (nexx-y), [»to you 

(q?xpo-K), [because (eBox xe) you (ntok) (are) the leader of them 

(neY“xnn) all (thP-oY)«]]’ (AP Chame no. 155, 34:29), xPhY nexxc 

ntc neqNx txZoi Nqxxpize nxi Mnrxxoo ‘[»Perhaps (xPhy)«], she 

said (nexxc), [»will his grace (neq-Nx) come upon me (ntg ... tx^o-i) 

and will he grant (N-q-xxpize) me (nx-i) healing (M-n-Txx<5o)«]’ (KHML 

I 46.13-14), oypuiMe ne nexxq eoYNTxq mmxy Noyqmpe xyo) 

cpeepe cntc [» (there was) a man (oy-ptDMe)], he_ said (nexx-y), 

[»who had (e-oyNTx-q) one son (N-oy-qmpe) and (xycu) two (cntc) 

daughters (q>eepe)«]’ (Sh. Or 44, 161 a: 16-20). 

d) Ellipsis of the reportative verb 

The reportative verb can be omitted altogether when the surrounding 

context makes it sufficiently clear that the embedded clause is to be 

interpreted as reported speech, e.g. xnok Ac xipiMe xe mntxi 

Me-rxNoix MMxy ‘I (xnok) wept (x-i-piMe) »I do not have (mntx-i) 

forgiveness (mctxnoix)«’ (Ac. A&P 200:99-100), xYcmh Ae qiame qjx 

nMXKxpioc xnx mhnx exi eqrxxhy en<5iNoyHx xe Mnepp ^ore 

nxMepiT MHNX ‘a voice ([o]y-cmh) came (x ... qjume) to (qjx) the blessed 

(n-MXKxpioc) Apa Mena while he was still (en) on board (e-q-TxxHy) of 

the ship (e-n-<5iNoyHx) (saying) »Do not be (nnep-p) afraid feore), my 



beloved (nA-Mepir) Mena (mhna)!«]’ (Mena, Enc. 56a:17-23), eoiwe 

MeN Jce oYPeMNem.eiA.T (for OYpeMeNnAeiAT) ne gNKooye Ae jce 

rrAnMApioTHc ne ‘some (people) feoiNe) (say) [that (jcg) he (Apa Mena) 

(ne) (was) a man of the Paeiat (oY-peM-Ne~nAeiat)], others 

(2.eN-KooYe) [that (jce) he (ne) (was) one from the Mariotes 

(nA-n-MApia?THc)]’ (Mena, Enc. 36b:27-37a:2). 

12.2 Adjunct clauses 

This section provides an overview of various classes of clausal adjuncts. It 

elaborates on already familiar aspects of the Coptic relative tense system, 

Providing a contrastive analysis of subordinate verbal tenses with a range 

of semantically related constructions. As with common phrasal adjuncts, 

clausal adjuncts are optional sentence constituents that can be omitted 

without affecting the interpretability of the rest of the clause. 

Clausal adjuncts are syntactically less well integrated into the structure of 

the main clause than clausal complements. Moreover, they convey 

relatively constant kinds of meaning. We adopt here a traditional 

taxonomy of semantic types of adverbial clauses, which is cast in terms of 

rhetorical notions such as conditionality, temporality, causality and 
purpose. 

12.2.1 Conditional clauses 

Conditional constructions of the form IF P then Q are expressed by a 

hypothetical clause (the protasis) and a full consequence clause (the 

apodosis). What is common to all constructions fitting—the if P then Q 

schema is that they convey a consequence implicature, asserting that the 

situation described in the apodosis follows in one way or the other from 
the situation described in the protasis clause. 

One important semantic distinction within the wide array of conditional 

constructions is that between open and remote conditionals. This 

subdivision is based on a contrast between “realis” and “irrealis” modality. 

Open conditionals are non-committal with regard to the question whether 

the condition put forward in the protasis clause has been met or not, but 
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probability ^°f that co"diti°" a high degree of likelihood or 
prooaonity, e.g. joTiN ce eyqriNciDov? g,ovn „ 

ee (q-N.-N.Y) that («,) another leadership (Ke-HNT-xoJ) has powe 

(A AMA2Te) over them (e*<n-oY)’ (Camb. 8:10-12) ' ? 

eNexeTNeHneiiiA (for TeTNMTTt?imaI ’ ’&* 
MKI£?^ V 4 1 NMTTeiMA; MHATe N6TeTNNAMe? Moov 

(^^w(Md) ^ W°Uld ^ave^°uouTfooi 
81b'2IN-29)°The one dayH(”"ne^OOY) t0 daV (ne^ooY)’ (Mena, Mir. 

12.2.1J Open conditionals 

associated 

irtss ii} c°rrive con“ 

12.2.1.1.1 Syntactic characteristics 

a) Word order 

oTi£yjns^edife tot"16"63 I' Iargn y defSrmined * the Principle 

conditional adjunct clause is generahy^placedTn th f'‘ ^P°d°.S!S> the 
preposed adverbs P a ™ S y placed m dle front position of 



I 
UNIT 12 

*[when a brother (oy-coN) hurts himself (ep-q;A.N ... <poo<5e-q) and 

cannot sleep (Neq-Th-NKOTK) (.,.)], his superintendent (neq-pMN-Hi) 

should go (epe ... bujk) to the place (e-n-Mx) of the stewards 

(n-n-oikonomoc) and take it (N-q-xix-oy) (the oil, a garment) for him 

(NA.-q) until he gets better (qjXNx-q-xo)’ (praec. Pach. 105). 

Conditional constructions with the reverse order also occur. The 

postponement of the conditional adjunct to the end of the consequence 

clause conveys a strong sense of contrastive focus, e.g. epe Nexqjoon 
2.M nxAie exee rmoyTe N^e eptuhie tojn pq;A.N oyexitpic xA.£ooy 

h eyqjA.N2.KO eyNA^e expo<J>H xujn eyq>A.NeiBe eyNA.£e eMOoy xojn 

eco> ‘where (xujn) will they who are (N-exqjoon) in (2.M) the desert 

(n~.xA.ie) for the sake of (exBe) God (n-Noyxe) find (epe ... NA.-2e) 

somebody (e-puiMe), [when they get into trouble (lit. if trouble 

(oy-exupic) comes upon them (pcpxN ... x^o-oy)], or (H) [when they are 

hungry (e-y-<p^N~2Ko)]3 where (xojn) will they find (e-y-Nx-ee) food 

(e~xpo<|)n); [when they suffer from thirst (e-y-qjxN-eiBe)], where (xojn) 

will they find (e-y-NA^e) water (e-Mooy) to drink (e-ccu)?’ (Onnophr. 

211:11-14). 

b) Syntactic dependency 

Conditional adjunct clauses are less well integrated into the matrix clause 

than temporal adjunct clauses, For this reason, the protasis and the 

apodosis of a conditional construction may be distributed over two 

successive clauses, e.g. anok Ae nexAi NAq xe eqjume oy2.HKe ne 

cmn [qjJcSoM MMoq et NoynpoctjxopA. MneKpA.N nexxq na.i xe 

MA.peqxMMe oycoN N2.UKC 2M nA.pxN ‘I (anok) said (nexA-i) to him 

(NA.-q) [(that) (xe) »// (eqjtune) he (ne) (is) poor (of^HKe) and cannot 

afford (lit. without (there) being (c-mn) power (qidcm) in him (m-io-q)) to 

give (e-1*) a sacrifice (N-oy-npoc^opA) in your name (M-neK-pA.N)«] He 

said (nexA.-q) to me (na.-i) [(that) (xe) »he should nourish 

(MA-pe-q-xMMe) a poor (n^hks) brother (oy-coN) in (£m) my name 

(nA.-pAN)l«]’ (Onnophr. 216:14-16). 
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c) Clause types 

interrogat°ivedexc[amS fmpemtive °The “Type 

aits-rwhile - 
('"e) GC^Me^T W- necci. NaoYN 

(e-c-u/AN-a<v<ffr) at her (Zr’sTfaceTe'* fT (HHaril) '0°ked 
tnerc-A1 ^ face (e-gpx-c)], her inner (n-povn) part 

e^MlThe , rr-"(^iFG •" B<UX) (3nd) She threw herself(„A-c-™I-r.cC 
( ) h ground (n-KA.2) and wept (n-c-pimgV /'Hii q.n /• 
eyuce nth ovmato. „„ 1 ? ' (HlL 9:13-I4)> (interrogative) 

,r<2r- ~rra * ->*V’4 

(exclamattve) oyoi ctctn<j,antmeu)k J" “ 93-2^), 

<-> »* 

□ interrogative apodosis 

e^e MHHyOHCOM eT^ovN TLh! POdOSIS clau5e’ e-g- 
eiNA(j)T(uoYN rnjiine Mnejooy See TITh* "*!L N^e 
NeqxrreAoc thpov £r.*f ( \r Y eKpicic 2.,0h Hnexc mn 

(e-TOTOYN) my mother’s * "T "0t ^ (Mn-,-^<Sf1-<5o») t° bear 

(n-^ l^liuTbe abtloTf rePr0aCh feA hm 



(Neq-xrreAoc)?’ (AP Chaine no.l, 1:19-21) (implied meaning: since I 

did not live up to my mother’s expectation, there is no way that 1 could 

pass the Lord’s judgement), eqjxe ttai ne nxEeKH (for TTAseKe) eiNxep 

oy nta.1 ‘if (eqjxe) this (nxi) (is) my wage (nx-Beiai), what (oy) shall I 
do (e-i-NA-ep) with this (brick) (n-tai)?’ (Mena, Mir. 79b: 15-18) (implied 

meaning: I cannot do anything with this brick; it’s not a reward at all). 

□ IMPERATIVAL APODOSIS 

In specifying a circumstance under which some course of action has to be 

taken, open conditionals formed with an imperatival apodosis are 

generally more restrictive than simple main clause imperatives. They 

commonly express non-wilful directives (advice, recommendations, 

warnings), e.g. etpxe cepxNAK MneKpxroc (read MneKKpxroc) eqjum 

epoK MneNqjxjce TeNOoy (read tnnooy) NTeKqjHpe eqjiHT epxToy 
nnxckytiic (for nnackhthc) ttma exMMxy ‘if (eqj.xe) it pleases 

(c-ep ana-k) your majesty (M-ne<K>-Kpxroc) to accept (e-tpom) for you 

(epo-K) our advice (M-neN-qjxjce), send (tgnooy) your daughter 

(N-T€K-(pHpe) to Shi St (e-qjmT) to (6-pxr-oy) the hermits 

(n-n-xckythc) who (reside) in (gt-^h) that (eTMMxy) place (n-Mx)P 

(Hil. 7:7-9), aaaa etptune Koyonp eeipe N^eNKoyi ntaaOo xpicoy 

nxk mtiboa ntttoaic (pxNTKp ne^ooY CNxy ‘but [if (ecpume) you 

want (K-oyoup) to do (e-eipe) a few (n-^cn-koyi) healings (n~taa<5o), do 

them (xpi-coy) outside (m-tt-eoa) the city (n-t-ttoaic) at a distance (lit. 

until you make (tp ant-k-p)) of two (cnxy) days (ne-^ooy)!5 (Ac. A&P 

196:33-34). 

d) Iteration of conditional adjuncts - 

Open conditional constructions may be recursive, allowing more than one 

protasis clause. The iteration of conditional adjuncts is comparatively rare, 

especially if they are placed adjacent to one another, e.g. etpxie npo>Me 
naka po>q an equjANC5H<30M eTtucuBe MneTo NNoeiK eTeqc^iMS 
noco) maaaon eqNxt’ co N(5i rreNTxqnAxcce mmooy ic ‘[//'(etpxe) 
the man (n-pa)Me) will not (an) shut (na-ka) his mouth (ptu-q)], [//he is 

able (e-q-tpxN-dM-tfOM) to repay (e-Ttuume) him who committed 
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(h-n-GT-o) adultery (n-nocik) to his wife (e-xeq-cgiMe)], how much 

(noctu) more (maaaon) will he who created (ne-NT-x-q-nAAcce) them 

(mmo-oy), Jesus (ic), give (e~q-Nx-+) pardon (co)?’ (Sh. Or 44, 163a: 13- 
22). 

12.2.1.1.2 e-q-gjAN-conditionals 

Open conditionals formed with the e-q-tpxN-carrM pattern may assume a 

range of different semantic interpretations, some of which are related to 

realis modality, while others involve quantification over event types. 

a) Consequence and inference 

The e-q-<pxN-conditional construction generally conveys a consequence 

implicature: the apodosis situation is presented as the expected or intended 

outcome of the protasis situation. This relation is very often one of cause 

and effect, e.g. ccnhy rA-P ^Y^ eytpxNei ncg<5ntn cnphc tnnaxi 

eooy ‘since (rxp) they (the temptations) will come (ce-Niiy) and (xyo)) 

[when they come (c-y-tpAN-ei) and find us (n-cg-Ont-n) awake 

(e-N-pnc)], we will be glorified (lit. receive (tn-na-jci) glory (cooy))’ 
(AP Chaine no. 44, 9:17), epq>AN nNoyTe Mngxnoc xnx mhna xpe 

n[xi] (pome <pxit MnniNx* c[r/ the God (tt-noytc) of the holy 

(M-n-gxnoc) Apa Mena makes (epcpxN .... Tpe) this (nxi) happen 

((pome)], I give (qjx-i-t) the dish (M-n-niNAs)’ (Mena, Mir. 20a: 18-22). 

A second common type of consequence is inference, where the truth of 

the apodosis is seen as following from that of the protasis clause, e.g. 

eKtpANKpiNC AKTTApABA MTTNOMOC £li)CDK * \when yOU judge 

(e-K-qjAN-KpiNe)], you, too (zukd-k), have transgressed (a-k-ttapaba) the 

law (m-ti-nomoc) (AP Elanskaya 22a:7-9), eyipANeiMe rxp n<5i 

NeNTAYNAY epoq THpoy ceNxnicTeYe epoq ‘[because (rxp) if all 

(rnp-oy) who saw (n-gnt-a-y-nay) him (Jesus) (epo-q) come to know 

(e-Y-tPAN-eiMe) (about it)], they will believe (ce-NA-mcTGYe) in him 

(epo-q)’(Eud. 52:21-22). 



b) Real is modality 

Open epqjAN-conditionals indicate a positive belief on the part of the 
speaker, about the actualisation of the protasis situation at some point in 

the nearby future, e.g. Ayo> tnicxeye jce eq<pAN©i qjApoN tnn\(J6n 

£ny ™PN 2itn NeqtpAHA ‘and (Ayo>) I believe (t-nicxeye) [that (xe) [if 

he comes (e-q-q>A.N-ei) to us (q>Apo-N)] we all (xhp~n) will benefit (lit. 

gain (tn-na-ocn) profit fe«Y)) fr°m (z,TN) his prayers (N©q-<pAHA)]]’ 
(HiI. 10:30-31), ©KipAN-Xi mtt©kaom NXMNXMApxypoc qNAoyiDN^ 

eP°M NqtpAAie [nm]mak nnay nim ‘[when you receive (e-K-cpAN-Ai) 
the crown (n-ne-KAou) of the martyrdom (N-x-MNX-MApxypoc)], he 

(Jesus) will reveal (himself) (q-NA-oytuNg) to you (epo-K) and talk 

(N-q-q>AJce) to you (nmma-k) every (nim) hour (nay)’ (KHML II 30:22- 

23), eptpANEujK egpAi ©©Iahm (...) ccnaxcabo epoq n<5i n©eoa 

ta^yau (...) ‘[when you (woman) go (ep-qiAN-Bow) to (©-©Iahm) 

Jerusalem] (...), the people from (n-gboa) my tribe (xa-<J>yah) will inform 

you (ce-NA-TCAEo) about it (epo-q) (the tomb)’ (Eud. 58:23-26). 

The conditional adjunct may establish a time frame for the course of 
action described in the consequence clause, e.g. epqjAN noyoeiN e[i] 

6boa amh enAMApxypiON Ayui tttaa<5o NAOjdinc N6 ‘[when daylight 

(n-oyoein) appears (epqiAN ... ei ©boa)], go (woman) (amh) to my 
shrine (e-riA-MApTypioN) and (Ayu>) healing (n-xAA<5o) will be granted 

(lit. will happen (na-(*kune)) to you (n©)’ (Mena, Mir. 30b:19-23), 
eycpANCNKOTK NCSl N©p(UM© NTCMpU) tNAqixq NXANOyxq ©QAAACCA 
‘[when the people (Ne-pu)Me) of the harbour (N-xe-Mpoj) go to sleep 

(e-y-cpAN-eNKOTK)], I will take it (the corpse) (t-NA-qix-q) and throw it 

(NTA-Noyxi-q) into the sea (©-©aaacca)’ (Mena, Mir. 14a :3-7). 

c) Multiple situations 

The protasis and the apodosis situation of open e-q-qjAN-conditionals are 
located in the same time-sphere, temporal reference being established by the 
tense of the matrix clause. The selection of habitual aspect in the apodosis 
clause imposes quantificational interpretation on the entire conditional 
sentences, which then describes the interdependency between two event 
patterns, e.g. aaaa ptpAN oycoN |mka£ NAq gNNoygujq (for gN oyguJB) 
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Ne^qMec™, ‘[but (aaaa) whenever a brother (oy-con) hurt (po,an 

usTfo Z : “'?mPered ra0nk) in (iXSS he used to hate him (Ne-cpA-q-Mecxru-qV (V Pach in 

ZZfLT'yfrT ev°y- MnStov, 

finished fe'l, “ eVety (N,M) time b>hen they 

with one another (e-Ney-epHy) (. V fV Pach -ri Y ^ 
NceeiNe NAq n^ntbt h 137ecqiANqxune A© 

'f to it (^.' , ” ,,ZJ1 
(n q TAMio-oy) for them (the brothers) (na-y)’ (V. Pach. 5:1-3). 

12.2.1.13 ©(prune-/eqwce-conditionals 

£Pr 

i. JSSSSS ZZ&Z3SZ .’*• ■p“,0!" — 

Scr,ptu e readings (e-^N-ANArNoic.c) that are suited (e-t-nLh 
my goal (M-m-cKonoc)!’ (Hil. 2:20-21). ' 

a) Syntactic distribution 

... zss ““ “ iy 
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(na-n)’ (Ac. A&P 210:211-212), ecpice oynthtn mmay NoyNoyre 

eqoN£ oytuN nhtn mayaatthytn l\if (etyxe) you have (oynth-tn) a 

living (e-q-oNg) God (N-oy-Noyre)], open (oyo,N) (it) (i.e. the gate) for 

you (nh-tn) all by yourselves (maya at-th ytn)!’ (Ac. A&P 208:192-193), 

eqiojne oygHKC ne Rneqoen oeiK lif (ecpuine) he (ne) (is) poor 

(oy-^HKe) and has not found (Rne-q-ceN) (any) bread (ocik)’ (Test. Is. 

235:28-29), ecpojrre eKgM nxAie Micpe gN geNcpAHA mn geNNHcf^ mn 
oy©MKo ‘fwhen (eqjcnne) you (are) in (e-K-gM) the desert (n-jcue)], fight 
(Micpe) with (gN) prayers (geNcpAHA), fastings (geN-NHcTA.) and (mn) 

affiiction (oy-oMKo)’ (Pach. Catech. 8:6-7). 

b) Protasis and apod os is tenses 

The time sphere has some limited bearing on the interpretation of 

conditionals with ecpuirre or ecpxe, although many combinations of 
protasis and apodosis tenses are possible. Very often, the conditional 
adjunct clause relates to the nearby future. The present tense is a less 

preferred protasis tense, since at the moment of speaking it is normally not 

known whether the anticipated situation will be satisfied or not, e.g. eq;.a:e 
ceNA.MAKA.p12e MnexeyNTq oycrrepMA geN (for gN) cicdn Ay id 

£eNpMNI11 gN OlAHM NTMC GIG NACITN gUICDN X.G OyANTAN (for 

oyNTAN) mm Ay NNoycncpMA (for NoycnepMA) gN ©iahR NTne *[if 

(eqwce) he who has (M-n-eTe-yNT-q) an offspring (oy-cnepMA) in (geN) 

Zion (cicdn) and (Ayu>) kinsmen (geN-pMN-Hi) in (gN) heavenly (N-T-ne) 

Jerusalem (oiahm) will be blessed (lit. they will bless (ce-NA-MAKApi2e))], 

then (eie) we are blessed (na-cit-n), too (gu>a,N), since (xe) we have 

(oYanta-n) an offspring (NN-oy-cnepMA) in (gN) in (gN) heavenly 

(N-T-ne) Jerusalem (©iamR)’ (Hil. 13:6-9), h ecp-xie NrNAoyuiiy an eTpe 

TeTCTCUK pcucpe epOK NAUJ Ng6 eKNApCDCpe NTOK eTCTeTCUK Te ‘or 

(h) [//(ecjijce) you do not (an) wish (N-r-NA-oyaxp) that she who belongs 
to you (T-eTe-Ttu-K) suffices (e-xpe ... pcucpe) you (epoK)], how (n-ac^ 

N-ge) could you (ntok) (possibly) be sufficient (e-K-NA-pcucpe) for her 
who belongs to you (e-T-eTe-Tu>-K re)?’ (Sh. Or 44, 156a: 17-24). 

The use of the Perfect in the protasis clauses generally indicates that 

some condition had or had not been satisfied when the apodosis situation 
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occurred, e.g. eq,*e NTAynamiNe enKeA.am g.TM ncypor ntaynav 

ep°q Meyp nMeeye pa, *e oYn kocmoc cpoon '[whin (GwxeUhel 
the hermits) have been transferred (NT-,-y-nL^oZ^worTd 

U 1-y'Z) JheS°rfh iZ,TM) the j0y (n-°YF°r> that they saw 
thoueht^fiT Y H « ’l ’e>\d° n°‘ 6Ven (Flu) reme»iber (lit. make (ney-F) 

™ (fn T)} th3t ^ 3 (I°Wer) world <KOC™c) exists own 

eloon( n°Phr' 215:2'4)’ -V-k oyAc oh 
peace (Zn NKOOf ,NrHAHTON ^ ‘['/(eq^e) you have not found 
peace (Hne-K-„-roN) alone (mxYxx-k) and (oyAe) also (on) whilst living 
(e-K-ujoon) w,t , (hn) others (n-Kooye)], you will not (xn) find peace 
(N-r-m-MTON)’ (AP Chaine no. 34, 6:27-28). P 

aombined^en6 f" “d ^‘“ne-Zeiyxe-conditionals to be 
m-rSso NX ne eTeTN(i’ANn^^, Hraoeic qNxxxF,2e 

(e TOTU uixnT^ T :,eTrX"X NACNHY WCetJWne)^ ask 
(e TeTN-q)XN-m.FxKA\ei) the Lord (M-n-xoeic)l, he will orant 

tZu7'Ze\ healin§ "»y daughter (n-tx-* Jpe) 
812 ni p™ y0Ur prayers (NeTN-<J»XHx), my brothers (nx-cnhy)’ (Hil 

Tne « toyoA: ecpo,Ne Me,*rrq ‘however 
(Ae)^(e^ne) / notice (e-i-cpAN-e»Me) [that (*e) /am cured 
(t oyoAc) from illness (e-<pu,Ne)l, / will not accent it (tu a i \ 
(Me-i-xiT-q)’(V. Pach. 90:11-12). P (the donkey) 

c) Consequence and inference 

As with e-q-qjAN-conditionals, it is possible for eepeune- and eu«:e- 

nditionals to describe a cause-effect relation between two eventualities 

<”1, '. r,n„,„Y, -W ,„Zryo71 Z, “Si 
&T®T.N-™T6nH) t0d° (e"e'Fe) thiS you will surely die (lit in 

(e-oyNT-K) a wife fe.He)], and (xyo,) [if (e^e) you (toman) are 



fornicating (rc-nopNGye), although you have (g-ontg) your husband 

(noy-gAi)], you arc actually (ontojc) no (an) different (tgtn-ujobg) 
from beasts (g-ng-ohpion)’ (Sh. Or 44, 155a:4-12). 

12.2.1.L4 Concessive conditionals 

The essence of concessive (‘EVEN THOUGH’) conditionals is a semantic 

opposition between the hypothetical clause, which may or may not be true, 

and the consequent clause, which is claimed to be so. Whereas in a regular 

conditional the consequence depends on the truth of the hypothetical clause, 

in a concessive, the reality of the event or situation in the antecedent clause 

is irrelevant. The truth of the subordinate clause might lead one to expect 

that the superordinate clause would be false (contrary-to-expectation 
implicature). 

Coptic concessive conditionals are initiated with die concessive 

subordinators kan or hahn ‘even though’ plus a conditional adjunct clause. 

Both e-q-tpxN- and e<po>neVe<p.xe-conditionals are permitted. Very often, 

the consequence clause of concessive conditionals is marked as contrastively 

focused by means of the adversative conjunction aaaa ‘but, nevertheless’, as 

in: kxn eKqjxMxooc xe a n^aaatg mn ntbt oytuM NgeNKOoye xxxx 
mnnca Tpeyei gboa ^n ngtmmay ntxyKTooy gitka^ kan GycjjANt 

^oging MnKU)£T NqoxNoy riKAg. on rre ntayktooy epoq ‘[even 

though (kan) you may say (g-k-c^an-xoo-c) that (xe) the birds (n-^axatg) 

and (mn) the fish (n-tbt) ate (a ... oYo>m) others (nj*gnkoo yc)], 

nevertheless, (aaaa) after (mnnca) they had come (Tpe-y-ei) out (gboa) of 

feN) the latter (n-gt-mmay), they returned (nt-a-y-kto-oy) to the earth 

(e-n-KAg). [Even though (kan) they might give (e-y-gjAN-t) some (jjoging) 

(of them) to the fire (m-it-ku^t) and it perishes them (N-^oxn-oy)], (it is) 

again (on) the earth (h-ka^) towards which (epo-q) they returned 

(Nx-A-y-KTo-oy)’ (Zen. 202:13-16), Ayo> kan cqjxc £gna<ph ng 

NGNXAqoya> eqccaoye mmooy e^oyN aaaa ^eNKoyi ghatg ng 

nna^pn NerqcnoyAAZe epooy Gcooy^py egoyN j?m nKAipoc GTNHy 

‘and (Ayo>) [even (kan) though (ecpxe) those he (Apa Zenobius) had already 

(Ne-Nx-A-q-oytu) gathered (G-q-ccaoye e^oyn) (are) many fecN-Atph)], 

they (ng) (were) nevertheless (aaaa) only (gmatg) a few feGN-Koyi) 

compared to (nna^pn) those that he was zealous (N-GT-q-cnoyAAZe) to 

% h -TnT??^°Y eZ°YN) m feM) the time (n'KA'P°c) to come (gt-nhy)’ 
( /-U5.I3-I6), HAUL equas eeNKoyi ei-iATe NerNNiioov ?N 
NGqKATUipeuiMA (for NeqKATopotDHA) aaaa Mil pUKjie et Ad.oPMrhl 

NNcotoc epeoyo co*oc ‘[even (hahn) though (eq«e) (it is) just 

6) a few thmSs feeN-Koyi) that we are going to say 

N-er-N-HA-Aoo-y) about (2n) his (Apa Zenobius’) achievements 

i ~r!helesi! (****) th“e (nai) suffice (panne) to 
P t e (e-t) a starting point (a^opmh) for the wise men (n-n-coiuoc) to 

eo^LTCr (C"P^°Y° co,,,oc)’ (Zen- 201:13-14), kan epe oY6n 
°" MMOK CTAl-UO AAAA AO TA! NAK GKBHK GTTIOAIC (pANTASI NTA* 

""Tw (reaf MneKE6Ke) ‘\smi (kan) though (eq,xe)you are able 
(ht. (there) .s (oYgn) power (<5oh) in you (hho-k)) to manufacture (it) (the 

brick) (g-tah.o)], nevertheless (aaaa) take (a:,) this (brick) (tai) for you 

(na-k) [when you go (e-K-EHK) to tile city (g-k-khk) [until 1 come 

fcsb’SlT) g'Ve y°U (Ni"K) y°Ur Wage (Mena, 

12.2.1.1.5 Other markers of conditionality 

Marked alternatives to the conditional markers eqixe and Gqmme ‘if, when’ 

nclude the Greek subordinating complementisers 6n2ocon ‘as long as’ and 

eiMHTi unless, except that’, e.g. engocoN ecncuni gtmp nobg 

HnpTpGNcdKj, NTGXAP.C ‘[as long as (gn2ocon) it is up to US 

(g-c-ncoi-n) not to sm (lit. make (g-tm-f) sin (nobg))], let us not loathe 

(MTTp-TpG-N-cmq,) grace (n-tg-xapic)!’ (Sh. IV 24:8-9), NtNAt ?u>b 
eqgoce nak an ginmtgi Nrqe, noYkoYi naibanoc NrrAAOq evgAi 

T^e N7ooc (■•■) ‘I will not (an) burden (lit. give 
(N-t-NA-f)) you (na-k) (with) a difficult (e-q-^oce) job (2oib) lexcentthat 

(mNiiTGi) (that) you carry (Nrqei) some (n-oY-koY.) cense 

(n-aibanoc) place it (N-r-TAAo-q) on (exn) the altar (r-qinye) and just 
(hhatg) say (N-r-xoo-c) (...,)]’ (KHML II33:14-16). 

12.2.1.1.6 Circumstantial clauses as implicit conditionals 

Circumstantia1 ‘wt-tEN’- and ‘WHtLE’-clauses are often interpreted as 

implicitly conditional constructions, e.g. gtbg oY eKNAxne uihpp 
Nxioye u, npuiNG aYoi nto TecZ,,% e,e 



noYon NIM ‘why (gteg oy) would you, oh (tu) man (npamc) and (xyw) 

you (nto) woman (tg-c^img), beget (e-K-NA-jme) children (gjHpc) in 

secret (N-jcioyc) [if God (n-NoyTe) gives (epe ... +) marriage 

(M-n-r«\.Moc) to everyone (n-oyon nim)]?’ (Sh. Or 44, 153b:41-48). 

Negative conditions are formed with the Relative Present e-q-co>TM 

‘when/while he hears/heard’ and the tm ‘to do not’ (see above, section 
9.4.6.3), e.g. eiTMtyeei NMMAq ^n jude nim NqNAoyA^q ncoh an '[if I 

do not wander to andfm (e-i-TM-qteei) with him (the obnoxious monk) in 

(£n) everything (earn nim)], he will not (an) follow (w-q-NA-oyAe-q) me 

(ncoj-i)’ (V. Pach. 147:26-27), riAi Ae gitmtamioc NA.q qNXJCOoc jcg 

(...) (as for) the latter (rrxi ag), [if I did not manufacture it (the net) 

(g-i-tm-tamio-c) for him (wx-q)], he would say (q-N^-xoo-c) that (x.e) 

(...) (AP Elanskaya 24a: 17-18), £n oyMe nfnacgn tigima gboa an 

MncK^OMOAorGi MneNTAKAAq ‘verily ($>n oy-Mc), you will not (an) 

leave (n-f-na-cgn gboa) this place (ngi-ma), [if you have not admitted 

(Mnc-K-£OMOAorGi) what you have done (m-ttg-nt-a-k-aa-ci)]’ (KHML 
1152:8-9). 

12.2.1.1.7 Conditionally interpreted coordinated and juxtaposed structures 
Many coordinated and juxtaposed sentence constructions do not have the 
foim or literal meaning of open conditionals, but serve indirectly to 
convey conditional meaning. Such conditionally interpreted coordinated 

or juxtaposed structures often contain an imperatival clause as a first 
conjunct, e.g. gtttkko tapgkbujk c£oyN gttioaic MiTNoyre 

preserve (gApe^) purity (e-n-TEKo) and you will go (tapg-k-eojk) into 

(g^oyn) the city (g-t-hoaic) of God (M-n-NoyTc)’ (Catech. Pach. 81:8), 
qnurTG Noyu;nN Npcqf KApnoc TApc necMoy MirxQieic (pa»rrG gixujK 
‘become (ipomc) a tree (n-u;hn) which brings forth (N-peq-t) fruit 

(itApnoc) and the Lord’s (n-n-x:oeic) blessing (ne-CMoy) will come 

down (TApe ... (pumc) upon you feixoj-K)’ (BHom. 4:32-33). 

12.2.1.1.8 Hypothetical free relatives 

Topicalised free relatives with non-specific reference are often used as a 

semantic paraphrase of a protasis clause of an open conditional 
construction, with the surrounding main clause being interpreted as the 

apodosis (see above, section 11.2.2 of Unit in eo n + 

rr*0- 2M n^" —ve nxi ic "«Lq ^xnL^n 
Tiiiopn noynoy Mrapo Nfome 'he who will give fn-ex N1Va 

(e-Y-p'o—Tof ^ ™b™ce 
u:mV , f Jesus (?e) himself (Zww-q) will receive 

oQthe thousand I'm ZN) t^ ^ ^noy) * («* ban"" or; the thousand (M-n-<j,o) years (N-ponne)’ (Onnophr. 216:12-14). 

12.2.1.2 Remote conditionals 

had been ^ C0"SeC*Ue"ce ^ protasis condition 
MMoq ‘fif) the T n’rd'f P X°C'C MnelMA NeiNXBUJK xxnxpxKxxe. 
wn,M 7 L d (n'"J5:oe,c) were (Nepe) in this place (n-ne.-Mx) I 

A&P 200-10o"lOn"BU,K 3nd aPPeal t0 him (MMo-q)’ (Ac. 
A&p 200.100-101), GNeMnoYPqipnp Noe.K ePoc Necnxne.ee xn ne 

not N®CNA'FA<fe ne MH nexo NNoem execqjeepe ‘[if they had 

fepotrVl C?mm,“ef. (e-N6-Mn-OY-p-(jipn-p) adultery (nocik) to her 

Jeioic'ed ,fN<!-W0U n0t ^N)uhaVe Cajoled (Ne-c-Nx-ne.ee) or (oYAe) 

(N-Nee.K) to her 

12.2.1.2.1 Tense and mood restrictions 

tenses1 arePDossth|did°nalS’ Vari°M combinations of protasis and apodosis 

»p. “») gT,™“ I 
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{they (the parents) were (e-Ne-y-o) ignorant (n-at-cooyn) of their (the 

children’s) worthlessness (e-Ney-MNT-AT-qjAy)], it (rre) would not (an) 

be (nc) a shame (oy-qurre) for them (na~y)’ (Sh. Ill 75:19-20). 

The combination of a Preterit Present protasis with a Preterite Future is 

commonly used to indicate the co-temporality between a hypothetical 

situation and its anticipated outcome, e.g. eNeTcTNCMrreiMA (for 

TCTNMneiHJi) mm are NeTeTNNAHe2, Mooy NNeToyuxp TeNN^rme 

NTeNTpo^H Mn^ooy rre^ooy *[if you only (mmatc) had been here 

(e-Ne-TCTN-eM-nei-HA)], you could have drawn (nc-tgtn-n a-m©2) 

water (Mooy) for those who wish for (it) (N-N-eT-oyoxp), (and) we would 

have found (TeN-NA-<5iNe) our food (n-tcn-tpo^h) from day 

(M-ne-gooy) to day (ne-gooy)’ (Mena, Mir. 81b:21-29). 

12.2.1.2.2 Irrealis modality 

Open and remote conditionals have much in common semantically. Both 

conditional constructions express the interdependency between two states 

of affairs; they implicate that the apodosis situation is a consequence of 

the protasis situation. The remote conditional differs from the open 

conditional in that it entertains the situation described in the protasis 

clauses as being fulfilled in a hypothetical world that is different from the 

actual world, e.g. eNeqjApe Netpyxooye NNpo>Me eqjei gboa. ne 

OOT6 MNNCA TANACTAC1C gN TITApoyClA MITNOyTe NCp6 ITKOCMOC 

ne namoy NNe^qjxq gi ctqjt '[if the souls (Ne-tpyxooye) of men 

(N-N-ptDMe) were able to escape (e-Ne-qjApe ... e<p-ei gboa) from (£n) 

fear (gotc < T-goTe) after (mnnca) the resurrection (t~anactacic) in 

(2.n) the presence (x-nApoyciA) of God (M-n-Noyre)], the world 

(n-KocMoc) would die (Nepe ... na-moy) from terrorJjr-Neg-qjxq) and 

(2.1) trembling (ctqjt)’ (AP Chaine no. 2,1:24~2:1). 

a) Reasoning about possible worlds 

In remote conditionals, the speaker envisages a world differing from the 

actual one by stipulating a condition as being true in that world and 

imagining its consequences. Very often, reasoning about the properties of 

possible worlds is a way of drawing inferences about the actual world, e.g. 
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APA GNGK£Nr l’AKOTe mooy NGKN^TOAHi exe NA1 ?N 
oynxppHcix [to (xpx) if you were in Alexandria (e-Ne-K-?N pakotc’i 

today would you possibly dare (Ne-K-Nx-e<p-ToxMx) to speak 
(e jce) these (words) (nu) m fen) public (oy-nxppHcix)?’ (Zen. 202-30- 

31), erre HneKrpwNe on mx,m Nrjiogn Nepe Te,MNT2„Ke Nxrpmne 

/ mi- AN ^ ^ /°U ^1 HOt a^S0 (ON) become sick 
^ ^ ^ **. of 

Zn ^>Tm TJHKe) W°Uld n0t (iN) have befaIlen (Nx-qwre) us 
( n) (Mena, Mir. 80a:5-ll), eiHexireiepg nxi oyrupx xyw NT6 

(for nqrrr) epoK Uo n^ e l 
eneK[MOTG] NeitNxrJru e2px, [mZH]toY rre Nrq, Lfoovl 

HrrHjAnm[n] [jfyw had observed (e-ne-x-K-eiepg) tee (tilings) 

(na.) thoroughly (jN-oy-ujpx) and (xyru) your living-quarter 

(neK-Mi.n(pu>ne) would have been filled (NTe ... moY2) with worms 

^ reaCh£d ^ant-°Y-™2) your neck \e-neir-Mo-re)], 
you would have remained (ng-h-nx-ow) in them (ngnT-cy), bearing 

£2%»r"",) “d “ ■" <—«>■ <AP 

b) Counterfactuality 

When the protasis clause of a remote conditional contains negation it 

L ' Jy ,mpI!®s *at the corresponding affirmative clause holds true in 
the actual world The correlative meaning may be overtly marked by the 
su or inato. 6<Juce ,hen, whjth nornla„y £££ 

adjuncts e.g. enepun^ u, MMoq ucy^Tq xn exw ^f you 

(woman) were not (xn) worthy (e-Ne-p-Mnrjix) of it (the oil) (HMo-q)l 

Sml° I SllS h3Ve SPrinkled * (-Y—ir.,) on ion £$ 
(ivHMLI 81.16-17), xxnernc euenne nxpxiemcKonoc vrnBec enox 

“eM (for exM) nf>alMe NT* Neiqinnpe (prune gbox yroorq ernxe 
xyMooyrq ne Z,tgn (for jitn) eoPMH rmnunaje e-rrjfoyo exruq xe 

Or-xpxiemcKon ‘VCri|y (^neruc), [jf the archbishop 
(n xpxieniGKonoc) had not protected (e-Ne-.ine ... ,amoc eaox 

exen) the man (n-piune) by whose virtue (euox giroor-q) these 

wonders (nei-qinupe) had occurred (nt-x ... (prune)], te (e^e) he 
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would have been killed (lit. they would have killed him (A-y-Mooyx-q)) 

by feixeN) the assault (eopMH < t-£opmh) of the crowd (M-n-MHHq>e) 

that rushed down (ex-u^oyo) on him (excu-q) just (mmaxg) to touch 

(e-Y-e-jcc\yf) his clothes (e-Neq-eoeixe) (...)’ (Mena, Mir. 90a: 11-25), 
eNCHneiocooc rxp MneK^M^A NCAq x:e <5o> nak q>A nooY e^e 
AIGtUK NAIIN CAq NXA2.6 eiroyO) NNA.(J)Hpe X.G NNeYMOY 2.A ne^KO 

[for (rAp) if (cnc) you had not said (e-Ne-Mne-K-xoo-c) to your servant 

(M-neK-eMe^x) yesterday (N-cAq) [(that) (*e) » Stay (<5w) for you (na-k) 

until (qjA) today (nooy) !<<]], then (etpxe) I would have left (a-i-bujk) 

already (njcin) yesterday (exq) and heard (NTA-ee) the news (e-n-oyo)) 

about my children (N-NA-<piipe) that (.xe) they are not going to die 

(nnc-y-hoy) of (2.a) hunger (rre-£Ko)’ (Mena, Mir. 78b:10-19). 

c) Exclamative £amoi 

The exclamative particle gAt-ioi ‘would that’ is occasionally added to the 

conditional adjunct to express regret on the part of the speaker about the 

fact that the actualisation of the situation at hand has been foreclosed for 

good, e.g. 2.AMOI eneNTAidiNe mttcujma mttakoyi N2.M2.aa Ait epoq 

NOYKAice Aytu tta^hx NA6MTON ‘ {would that (2AM01) if I had found 

(e-Ne-NT-A-i-diNe) the body (m-tt-cojma) of my little (m- fta-ko yi) servant 

(n~2M2aa)], I would have given (A-i-t) him (epo-q) a shroud 

(N-oy-KAice) and (Ayu>) my heart (tta~2hx) would come to rest 

(NA-eHTON)’ (Mena, Mir. 20a: 11-16). 

d) Counterfactuals with ncabha .xe 

The protasis clause of remote conditionals can also be introduced by the 

negative conditional conjunction ncabha .xe ‘except that, had not’, e.g. 

ncabha xe a TTA<pnpe KtDAy MMoi ncinano-xc cboa Tie ‘[had my son 

(nA-qmpe) not (ncabha xe) stopped (a ... ku>ay) me (mmo-i)], I would 

have thrown it (the brick) (nc-i-na-nox-c) away (cboa)’ (Mena, Mir. 

83b: 17-21), ncabha tap xe NTxreTNxe nkjjaxc 2.n oymntatcooyn 

Nepc nNoyTC NANoydc epinxN h epe eeNnoNHpoN NAqxime ‘[for 

(rAp) had you ngl (ncabha xe) spoken (nx-a-xcxn-xc) these words 

(Ni-qjAjce) in (2n) ignorance (oY-mnx-ax-cooyn)], God (n-Noyxe) 
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would be angry (NePe ... na-Noy<Sc) with you (ePu,-™) and („) evil 

things fe6N-noNHPoN) would happen (ePe ... Nx-qiume)’ (Sh. Ill 86:21- 

12.2.2 Temporal subclauses 

m I f u re!atl0n t0 the dependent clause situation. In providine a 
contextually given reference point, ‘WHEN’-, ‘AFTER’ and ‘<nJrB> n§ 

P ay an important role in the temporal organisation of the narrative. ^ 

12.2.2.1 ‘WHEN’- and ‘WHlLE’-clauses 

The Relative Present e-q-curm ‘while he hears’ has a broad syntactic 

d stnbution, initiating such diverse sentence constructions as temporal 

subclauses, predicative adjuncts (subject and objective dcpicTvesi 

section 8ei sTutT?’ ** setluential-consecutive clauses (see above’ 

What f Un f0r 3 m0re detaifcd review of the main construction 
types). What is common to all subordinate clauses containing a Rela ve 

Present is that two eventualities are located in the same Same Yef 

we seem to be dealing with a heterogeneous class of subordinate clauses’ 

The focus of this section is on the structural and inten«lSJ^^ 

between temporal subclauses and predicative adjuncts. 

12.2.2.1.1 ‘WHEN’-ciauses vs. predicative adjuncts 

a) The adjunct-complement contrast 

‘wHILE’-clauses are temporal location adjuncts which can be 

SPSS'S), T° "■ '[»*.> ~ mm ml 



name (e-neq-pxN) (was) John (kv&innhc)’ (Abbaton 228:13-15) vs. 

xqEum N(5i oycon <px xnx .xi-xu>i enTooy Nxnx A.NT(DNioc ‘a brother 

(oy-coN) went (x-q-B(DK) to (<px) Apa Cicoi to the monastery (e-n-Tooy) 

of Apa Antonius’ (AP Chatne no. 117,27:10). 

The adjunct-complement contrast cuts across depictive and resuitative 

predicates. As clausal complements of aspectual verbs, resuitative phrases 

are part of a complex predicate and hence not omissible e.g. xg nncksu) 

eiKHK xjmy ‘so that (jce) I would not stay (nnc-i-Oo)) naked (lit. stripped 

off (e-i-KHK) naked (x^y))’ (Onnophr. 217:31). There are grounds for 

saying that subject and object depletives are clausal adjuncts, even if their 

occurrence is licensed by certain types of verbs: object depletives, for 

instance, are generally construed with verbs of perception and discovery, 

e.g. xicojtm eyMHHqje eyiuqj eEox eypiMe £N 2.eNKeTon°c xxxx 

NeiNxy epooy xn ne lI heard (x-i-c(i>tm) a multitude (e-y-MHHipe) 

[crying (e-y-tiwp) out (ceox) (and) weeping (e-y-puie) in (^n) other 

places feeN-Ke-Tonoc)], but (xxxx) I could not (xn) see (we-i-Nxy) them 

(epo-oy)* (Ac. A&P 204:139-140), xg xN£e epoc pu> ecoNg. ‘because 

(xg) we found (x-N-^e) her (Hilaria) (epo-c) at all (pu>) [being alive 
(e-c-ON^)]* (Hil. 12:6-7). 

b) Anaphoric dependencies 

Depictives and resultatives share one argument with the main verbal 

predicate, which is cross-referenced by means of a resumptive subject 

pronoun, e.g. oyTe nnctn^hooc ctom eTe[TN]p CNxy ‘and (oyTe) 

you shall not sit (nnc-tn-^mooc) on a mat (c-tom) [with the two of you 

(e-TCTN-p CNxy)]’ (praec. Pach. 95), KNxy epoi ei<pu)Ne ‘you find (lit. 

you see (knxy)) me (epo-i) [sick (e-i-<pa>Ne)]’ (Mena,"Mir. 27b: 19-20), 

xyu> NetpxqceK (jiomnt n^mg Tepoi-ine eqNHCTeye ‘and (xyoj) he 

(Issac) used to spend (Ne-ipx-q-cex) three (times) ((jiomnt) (of) forty 

(days) (n-£mc) a year (Te-poMne) [fasting (e-q-NHCTeye)]5 (Test. Is. 
231:32-232:1). 

No such anaphoric dependencies constrain ‘WHEN’- and ‘WHILE5 - 

clauses, whose subject may be identical to or different from that of the 

main clause, as seen in: eqccuTM Ae cnxi xqotuNT gmxtg iwhen he (the 
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governor) heard (e-q-co>TH) these (words) (g-nxi), he got very (chxtg) 

angry (x-q-<5o>Nr)5 (KHML I 76:17-18) vs. nxi Ag g^xw mmooY noi 

n£xxo HHxiNoyTe neNeiuiT icxxk xycuioye epoq n<5i Nxneqm 

-rnpoy xypiMe '[when the God-loving (m-mxi-noYtg) old man (n-£xxo), 
our father (neu-eiiDT) Isaac, said (e-q-^tn) these (words) (nxi)], all 

(mp-oy) members of his house-hold (Nx-neq-m) gathered (x-y-ctDoy^) 
around him (ePo-q) (and) wept (x-y-piMe)5 (Test. Is. 231:24-25). 

c) Scope 

As with temporal location adverbs, ‘when5- and ‘WHlLE’-clauses take 

wide scope over the entire clause that they modify, e.g. xya> xire. (for 

cti) eqoec xqZg enecHT gxgh (for cjcm) nq^o (for neqpo) on 
TeyMHTe ‘and (xya>) [while (xrrei) he (Pachom) was still (xrrei) 

harvesting (e-q-o£c)], he fell (x-q-^e) down (enecHT) on (exew) his 

face (nq-^o) in (j?n) their (the brothers5) midst (Tey-MHTe)’ (V. Pach. 

87:16-17). Depictive and resuitative predicates, on the other hand, are 

more limited in scope, modifying the main verb and one of its arguments, 

e.g. jcgkxc eqe<5u) eqNxy epoc mmhng ‘in order that (xckxc) he could 

lseein8 (e-q-Nxy) her (ePo-c) daily (mmhnc)]5 (Hil. 

12:9-10), xy^e epoq eq^Mooc y nMe£<poMNT Npo MnrrxxxTioN 

they found (x-y-^e) him (Constantine) (epo-q) [sitting (e-q-^Mooc) at 

(ei) the third (n-Mee-<poMNT) gate (n-Po) of the palace (m-tt-ttxxxtion)] ’ 
(Eud. 38:6). 

d) Syntactic position 

‘WHEN’- and ‘WHILE’-clauses can occur in two syntactic positions: at the end 

ot the matrix clause in the position of heavy constituents, e.g. eqNnv Ae 
eBOA Zti rn-ooY ^nay epoq noi ttaiakoaoc nog NoYjru)iupe 
eAqKOTq eneqm Zn nrpeqjcpo £t, nnoxynoc (for nnoicnoc) 

[when he (Apa Moses) came (e-q-NhY) down (eEox) from (vn) the 

mountain (tt-tooy)], the devil (tt-aiaboaoc) saw (A-q-NAY) him (epo-q) 
as (Nee < N-T-2e) a hero (lit. strong one (N-oY--*:u)u)pe)) who returned 

(e-A-q-K0T-q) to his home (e-neq-tu) after (Zm) having won 

(n-Tpe-q-jrpo) in fen) the war (n-noAynoc)’ (KHML II 50:14-16), or in 



the left-dislocated topic position of preposed adverbials, e.g. NNeK[ep] 

rreeooY nai cikmk errrorroc natta mhna NTAceTT[cip]rrq ‘you should 

not act (NNe-K-ep) evil (neeooy < rr-eT-pooy) towards me (na-i) [whilst I 

am on my way (e-i-BHK.) to the shrine (e-n-ronoc) of Apa Mena to beseech 

him (NT^-cencom-q)]’ (Mena, Mir. 29a:29~29b:l). 

Depictive and resultative predicates have a more restricted syntax and must 

follow the main veib as closely as possible, e.g. a noyA e[i] geox eqcoTn 

mhaPx neueoyA ‘one (dish) (tt-oYa) came (a ... ei) out (esox) [better 

(e-q-com) than (mttapa) the other one (ne-Ke-oyA)]’ (Mena, Mir. 18a:5- 

7), Ayp TAioy NpoMne eyp £ax MneyMeeye mhin Mooy ‘they spent 

(x-y-p) fifty (taioy) years (N-poMne) [deceiving (e-y-p pxx) their own 

(mmin mmo-oy) memory (M-ney-Meeye)]5 (AP Chaine no. 36, 7:9), axxa 

Ayoyo) eyjti MMoq enenpAiTtDpioN ‘but (axxa) they had already 

(A-y-oycu) [brought (e-y-xii) him (MMo-q) to the palace 

(e-ne-npAmupioN)]’ (Ac. A&P 200:101-202:102). 

12.2.2.1.2 Temporal and non-temporal interpretations of ‘ WHEN’-clauses 

‘WHEN’- and ‘WHlLE’-clauses are among the most common adjunct clauses 

of temporal location used to express the co-extensiveness or (partial) 

temporal overlap between two states of affairs. 

a) Temporal duration and aspect 

1 he temporal relation between the main and the dependent clause situation 

depends on the verbal tense-aspect of the main clause. When the main 

clause event is aspectually marked as unbounded or continuous through 

the selection of a present tense, it is temporally interpreted as co-extensive 

with the dependent clause event; i.e. both eventualities last through the 

same period of time, e.g. [a]xx[a] Ttpoon £n oy[AM]exiA eioytUM eicru 

eiNKOTK ‘but (axxa) I am (+-q>oon) in (^n) (a state of) negligence 

(oy-AMexiA) [whilst eating (e-i-oyom), drinking (e-i-co>), (and) sleeping 

(e-i-NKOTK)J (AP Chaine no. 49, 10:27-28), neNeuuT Ae pcDtuq riAgcuM 

MeqMHN geox £M nq;(i>Ne epe ©eiuAopoc aiakiunci NAq ‘our father 

(neN-eici>T) Pachom, too feouu-q), remained sick (lit. remained 
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(Ne-q-MHN 6EOX) in fen) the sickness (n-qmiNe)), [while Theodore took 

care (epe ... AiAKOJNei) of him (NA-q)]’ (V. pach. 91:24-25). 

°*hfr nhand’, *he ma‘n Ci3USe event is actually marked as 
bounded through the select.on of a Perfect tense, the main clause and the 

dependent clause situation are presented as overlapping in time, but not as 

co-ex tensive. The WHEN’-cIause very often describes an eventuality that 

was still in progress or continuing when the main clause event took place 

e.g. ac (prune Ae eyiruiT nhcobt ntcooY2c Ayiroy, rnyxxc .prune 

oYtuioy „n Neyepny ‘it happened (Acprune Ae) (that) [when they were 

building (e-Y-Ka>T) the wall (m-tt-cobt) of the convent (n-t-cooY2cY| a 

minor ([o]y-koy.) argument (n-qiAjce) came up ((prune) between them 

(Pachom and h!s brother) (oynu-oy) with (mn) each other (Ney-ePHY)]’ 

( • ach. 1.16-17), en Ae eqeP 2(db n<3. mpKOc neprATHC a 

reqc2iMe tnnooy ipxPoq 2n f«ot6 ‘[while Mark, the workman 

(n-eFrATHC), was still (en) working (e-q-eP 2iue)], his wife 

(-req-CfMe) sent ^ - TNNO°Y) (a message) to him (tpAPo-q) from (?n) 
Alexandria (pakotc)’ (Mena, Mir. 76a: 13-19). Z ' 

b) Correlative interpretation 

‘WHEN’-clauses may assume a correlative reading, describing paired 

events and situations, e.g. erne oY ei2Mooc 2m n»iAn<ja.ne monr 

KCDTe caca N1M why (erBe oy) does my mind (nA-gHT) go around 

(KOJTe) all (nim) sides (caca), [whenever 1 am sitting (e-i-pHooc) in (pm) 

my living-quarters (nA-MANqxime)]?’ (AP Chaine no. 5, 2-19-20) 

NTepeqqi Ae NTeeyciA btcmamaat aYtP6 geNCNHy (Jiaxaci eyxru 

Mn2AA"xoyei ejen TenPoa)>oPA ePe MMHtpe (read MMHHtpe) thPoy 

oyintpE Ncruoy xe aaahaoY.a ‘when he (Apa Theophilos) had offered 

(NTePe-q-qi) the blessed (bt-cmamaat) sacrifice (n-Te-eycix), they let 

some brothers feei,-CN„y) sing psalms (A-Y-rPe ... rpAxxei), [saying 

( y-jou) the Alleluia (n-n-2AAHAoyei) over (e*n) the Eucharist 

( e-nPoc(()oPA)], [while the whole (rnp-oy) crowd (M-MHH(pe) responded 

72F28 74 2)U",,B) ^ (NCtU'°Y) >>A11S,uia OaahaoYia)«]’ (Eud. 



Such correlated ‘when’- and ‘WHILE’-clauses are often accompanied by 

an implicature of causation, e.g. nai Ae eqxtu mmooy 2.N oyNod 

mmnt2caci£ht Aq ['!'] Tooxq MnMe^cencNAy exH neq^o ‘[when he 
(Diocletian) said (e-q-xcu) these (words) (nai) with (^n) great (oy-Nod) 

arrogance (m-mnt-jcaci-^ht)], he (the archangel Michael) hit him (lit. 

give (A-q-t) his hand (Toox-q)) on (cxm) his face (neq-^o) for the 

second time (M-n-Me^-cen-CNAy)’ (Eud. 36:17), Ayuj Nep (for Nepe) 

ZXZ on 2.N NecNHy peiMe (for piMe) eycooyN ntmnt2.h2.aa eTqeipe 

mmoc mn oyoN nim axn uxan ‘and (Ayo)) many (2.^2) of (^n) the 

brothers (Ne-CNHy) were also (on) weeping (nep ... peiMe), [when they 

realised (e-y-cooyN) the ceaseless (lit. without (axn) ceasing (ujxn)) 

servitude (n-t-mnt-2M2,aa) that he (Pachdm) practised (eT-q-eipe) with 

(mn) everybody (oyoN nim)]’ (V. Pach. 90:17-18). 

c) Metaphorical extension of the main-dependent clause simultaneity 

‘WHEN’-clauses may also have interpretations that do not involve temporal 

duration. In this case the temporal concept of simultaneity may be 

metaphorically extended to describe the conditions or the circumstances 

under which the main clause situation took place, e.g. anap[cac Ae zpwq 

Aq][Btl)K] [e]pN Tiny AH NTTTOA1C 6pe MMHHCpe OyH£ NCCUq MN 

^eNioyAAi eyoqj €mn Hne epooy ‘Andreas, too (ecucu-q), went (A-q-Bcux) 

to (epN) the gate (t-ttyah) of the city (n-t-itoaig), [while lots of people 

(M-MHiiqje) had assembled (epe ... oyH2) behind him (Nccu-q) together with 

(mn) Jews (^gn-ioyaai), (too) many (e-y-ocp) to count (lit. (there) is no 

(g-mn) number (Hne) for them (epo-oy))]’ (Ac. A&P 194:18-19), +cbtujt 

exooy eqccuTM Ndi nApxeienicKonoc (for nApxjemcKonoc) ‘I am 

prepared (t-cBxcuT) to say them (the words) (e-xoo-y)'[with the archbishop 

(n-ApxeiemcKonoc) listening (e-q-currM)]’ (Zen. 202:32), ntk nim 

NTei^e epe neiNOd Neooy kcutc epon nAxoeic ‘who (nim) of such 

kind (N-Tei-£e) (are) you (ntk), my lord (tta-xogic), [that this great 

(nei-NO<5) glory (N-eooy) surrounds (epe ... kuttg) you (epo-ic)]?’ (Eud. 

50:28-52:1), AqMOOtpe MAyxxq e^oyN nrooy e[HNj aaay Npume 

Mooqje NMMAq qjANTeqna^ [e]yMA eyMoyre epoq xe taibh 

NNenAieAT ‘he (the camel) went (A-q-Mocxpe) on his own (HAyAA-q) into 
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(eZoYN 2m) the mountain (n-TooY), [without anyone (axaY N-pajue) 

accompanying (e-HM ... nooqje) it (NMMA-q)], until it (finally) reached 

(9ANTe-£|-TTu>e) a place (e-y-nr) called (lit. which they say (e-y-t-ioyre) 

about (epo-q)) »Libya (t-aibh) of the Paieateans (N-Ne-nAieAT)«P (Mena 
Martyrd. 4b:33-5a:9). 

12.2.2.2 1 after ’-clauses 

Adjunct clauses indicating anterior events are expressed by means of the 

Temporal conjugation NTepe-q-currM ‘after/when he had heard’ (see 

above, section 8.1.2 of Unit 8). The focus of this section is on the dual 

function of ‘AFTER’-ciauses as temporal location expressions and as 
boundary markers in narrative discourse. 

12.2.2.2.1 ‘AFTER’-ciauses used as temporal location adverbs 

Temporal Nxepe-clauses are typically used to initiate a sequence of 

completed past-time events that push forward the storyline. The event 

chain is located in time in one of the following ways: 

a) In relation to context-dependent time specification 

NTepe-clauses may select time-indicating nominals as subjects to signal a 

change of temporal location. Particularly common are cyclic expressions 

like eTooye ‘dawn’ and poyee ‘night’ or clock-times like <pu>pn 

morning , whose exact temporal interpretation is determined deictically 

through the matrix clause tense, but interval nouns like oyNod Noyoeup 

a long (oy-Nod) time (N-oyoer^,)’ are equally possible. There are only a 

few verbs that permit temporal expressions as subjects, viz. (i) the verb of 

existence and occurrence cjuime ‘to happen’ and (ii) verbs of inherently 
directed motion like oyerne ‘to pass by’ and zcun ‘to come near’. 

Examples: NTepe eTooye Ae cpome a [i]oYaioc TtuoyN xe eqNAf 2Pe 

NNeqdAMoyA ‘[when it was (NTepe ... <pu»ne) dawn feTooye)], Julius stood up 

(A ... tuoyn) to (xe) feed (lit. give (e-q-NA-t) food (ePe) to) his camels 

(N-Neq-dAMoyA)’ (Mena, Mir. llb:10-14), NxePe poyee Ae on (pome Ayt 

oycu eyp 20,E ‘[when night {poyee) had fallen (NTepe ... cpcune)], they stopped 

(A-y-f oyo,) working (e-y-P eo,B)’ (V. Pach. 6:5), Wn Ae Nxepeqo^ne a 



n&ireHajN xooy nca. ana nrexeMii ‘when it had become (NTepe-q-tjxune) 

morning (qxupn)], the governor (n-^HreMUN) sent (a ... xooy) for (nca) Apa 

Ptolemy (tttcacmh)’ (ICHML II 35:9-10), Acgjtune Ae NTepoy^tuN e^oyN 

N<5l NG2.00Y MnnATpIApXUC CICAAK CTpeqei GBOA 2.N COIMA X TTNOyTe 

TNNOoy giApoq MnArrexoc MneqeuuT abPa£Am ‘it happened (A-c-<pu>ne) 

[when the days (Ne-^ooy) of the patriarch (M-n-nATpiApxttc) Isaac had come 

near (NTep-oy-eaw) that he was going to die (lit. for him to go (e-TPe-q-ei) out 

of (esox £n) the body (ccdma))], God (n-NoyTe) sent (a ... tnnooy) to him 

(g>Apo-q) the angel (M-n-Arrexoc) of his father (M-neq-eituT) Abraham’ (Test. 

Is. 229:1-3), NTepe oyNo<5 Noyoeiuj oyeiNe eqtpoon $>n TeiANAxa>pncic 

mn rocOpeeT AyT(U2M Ae eojojq Mn^Anoc AnA mhna [eJeoyn enAr[u>N] 

mtmntm[aptyJPoc £itn Te[xA]pic MneNxoeic ic nexc '[after a long 

(oy-No<5) time (N-oyoei^i) had passed (NTepe ... oyeiNe) during which he 

lived (e-q-<poon) in (j>n) this seclusion (Tei-ANAxcupucic) and (mn) peace 

(m-ctfpegT)], the holy (M-n-gAnoc) Apa Mena, too (£uxu-q), was summoned 

(lit. they summoned (a-y-tu^m)) to the combat (e-n-ArtuN) of the martyrdom 

(n-t-mnt-maptypoc) through (£itn) the grace (tg-xapic) of our Lord 

(M-neN-xoeic) Jesus (ic) Christ (nexc)’ (Mena, Martyrd. 3b: 17-29). 

b) In relation to other events 

As the exponent of past anteriority (Pluperfect), the Temporal designates 

bounded (or telic) events that had been accomplished some time before the 
main clause event started. 

Examples: NTepe riAnpo Ae x.\ noyuj egoyN MneNeiurr Aqp gjnHpe Ayo> 

AqTujoyN Aqei gbox AqgjAxe NMMAq '[when the gatekeeper (n-nA-n-po) had 

brought (NTepe ... xi) the news (n-oytu) inside (e^oyN) to our father 

(M-neN-euuT) (Pachom)], he was surprised (x-q-p <prmpe)and (Ayo;) he stood 

UP 0-q-TwoYN), went (A-q-ei) out (euox), (and) talked (A-q-gjxxe) to him (the 

visitor) (NMMA-q)’ (V. Pach. 137:26-28), NTepeqcurm Ae gnai xqBCDK 

AqTAAy gboa xqxi tgyI'mh AqTAAc NNeTgjAAT ‘[when he (the brother) had 

heard (NTepe-q-cu>TH) these (words) (e-NAi)], he went forth (x-q-BUJK), sold 

them (the books) (A-q-TAA-y eBox), took (x-q-xi) the price (Tey-tMH) (and) 

gave it (A-q-TAA-c) to the poor (N-N-er-gjAAT)’ (AP Elanskaya 13a:30-34), 

en^xe NTepeqTMegidMOoM nCi neApxKoiN eTAyo enecnT nnantcdnioc 
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(exu>-qV (V Ant 9 6 x\ / * th (N“Necl-°Bee) against him 

Loy )^ZTK'"A2e “ (read Ae) ""“V NqNiy *e 

oYP^e he (Pachom) had Med 

rCSod"TOY) t “ See" that (4their cham^r 

spent ( JqJLTS hi! ® ,( (2N) 3neS1,gence (°Y-^eA,A)) and (iYcn) 
l ( q BOX) hlS tlme <"■**«“) bad>y (K«o,c)’ (AP Chatne no. 1, 1:3- 

c) Iterated Temporal clauses 

Mrepe T™erqeipe hhoc n„m,y 4c 

NTeycpn T„pc eqMoal rT** 

careiessness £^1 " T”* 33 We“ aS ("")th<* 

themselves (Mn-oy-Kor-oy) toward/cndT ( } ^ had n0t turned y kot oY) towards God (e-n-Noyre) at all (enrhPq) 



through (£n) his long-suffering (Teq-eApcp-ehT) and (mn) his holding 

back (Teq-A.Noxn) that he practised (ex-q-eipe) with them (nmma-y)]], 

[then (totc) when night (poY2.e) had fallen (NTepe ... <pome) one day 

(N-oY-eoc>Y)], he went (A-q-Bu>K) somewhere (g-y-ma) all by himself 

(MAY^x-q), stood on his feet (A-q-A£e pAT-q), (and) prayed (A-q-q>AHA) all 

(thp-c) night (u-Te-yyn) (long), being grieved (e-q-MOK£ n-£ht) 

because of them (eTBHHT-oY) (...)’ (V. Pach. 6:14-22). 

12.2.2.2.2 ‘after’-clauses used as boundary markers 

a) Discourse-linked Temporal clauses 

The content of NTepe-clauses is either presupposed or contextually 

inferrable. Very often, the link with the preceding discourse is explicitly 

marked by anaphoric expressions. Such discourse-linked temporal 

subclauses have both a recapitulative and a cohesive function, bridging the 

gap between two narrative units, e.g. NTepeqxe nai Ae Ndi nArrexoc 

AqrcuoYN £I.xm neqc5AO(5 epe icaak gnkotk £LX(uq AqANAxajpei 

eNAKUN Mrmce (...) ‘[when the angel (n-ArreAoc) had said (NTepe-xe) 

these (nai) (words)], he raised (A-q-TojoyN) from (joxm) his bed 

(neq-<5Ao<5), while Isaac was lying (epe ... gnkotk) on it (£ixu>q), (and) 

went away (A-q-ANAxtupei) to the higher (M-n-xjce) worlds (g-n-akdn) 

(...)’ (Test. Is. 230:12-13), AqTpecgpoK gboa £m fiximujn (for nxeiMujN) 

mttAujmoc (for tomoc) NTAY2YTTorPA-^>e epoq n<5i NeT£ATeq£h eTe 

acujn ne mn ayphaaianoc nAi mcn NTepeq^MOOc jyxM neopoNoc 

NTMNTepo AqoYu)cq NNenpocratma hmnta.g6bhc ‘he (Zeno) caused 

her (the church) to find rest (A-q-Tpe-c-^pon) from (^m) the tempest 

(n-xiMtuN) of the document (M-n-AojMoc) that^his predecessors 

(N-eT-^A-Teq-2.h) signed (nt-a-y^y00^*^) to (epo-q), namely (eTe 

... ne) Leon and (mn) Aurellianus. [When the former (ttai) had occupied 

(lit. sat down (NTepe-q-£Mooc) on ^ixm)) the throne (ne-epoNoc) of 

the kingdom (N-T-MNr-epo)], he annulled (A-q-oY<i>cq) the impious 

(m-mnt-acgbhc) ordinances (N-Ne-npocTArMA)’ (Hil. 1:24-2:3). 
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b) Inverted subjects 

sCe!3of p^iSanTr1 ““ °fte" — "i* a new 

switch reference contexts Very oft^thTdifff$ f°Und in 
presentational focus thrnnah c i • / different subject is encoded as 

Ltapperons^rfor r Je 'Verb inVersion’ denoti"g brents 

eMooy ecui ‘it hanoened . MMHHgje eTtse nise Mnoyee 

going (er-NHY) to the skit' fcT* (M-MHHtpe) that were 

had become numerous (NTeJ-oY fff)thLfthels APa M£na 
were very distressed (\ •«/ w ) e (same) crowds (M-MHmpe) 

f.nd ofire) t,,irst (n-,Be) (and) c°uid - 
NTepeqcWTH i6 I ^ ^ ^ 33a:9'16)> 
NNeqMATO! THpoy Aqxi Hne hmoT1 ^a,G1'ANT,NOC Aqouioye G£oYn 

Constantine had heard (NTepe-q-ca.TMKato^itfT ^th “h 
e£oYN) (and) tallied (x-q-*,) the number Lnst Fth ’ Eathered C^-q-ca>oYz 

26), xcqxrne Ae NTGPe nil ( } “**' (hmooY)’ (Bud. 44:25- 

b““ <-»■> **• 

12.2.2.3 ‘SINCE’-clauses 

Ss;sr:-ni‘Ef;Er;:“’c,auses rformed ^ t*™. 
containing a Second Tense The f ^ P°m^ pluS a comPlement clause 



put (n-2ci(n)-nt-a.-k-'[") this (monk’s) garment (ti-nei-cxYMA.) on you 

(eio«B-K)?' (AP ChaTne no, 34, 6:30). 

a) Past anteriority and unbounded duration 

SINCE xiN-clauses provide a starting point for the main event/situation, 

with the endpoint obligatorily left implicit. The main situation is 

understood as being realised after the time expressed or implied in the 

subordinate clause, but it is at the same time interpreted as continuing until 

up to the present moment with a possible extension into the future. In this 

way, xiN-cIauses have a dual function as temporal location adjuncts and as 

aspectual shifters that stretch out an eventuality over the time axis, e.g, 

xyuj xintakci egpyN ereinoAic AKTpe nbaag nay gboa ‘and (*yu>) 

[since you came (xi(N)-NT-A-K-ei) into (g^Pyn) this city (e-Tei-noAic)], 

you caused (A-K-Tpe) the blind (n-baac) to see (nay geoa)’ (KHML I 

5:2-4), NAt-ie eic qjqe NpoMne xjntaip monaxoc MnidN oymton 

n2.ooy noyiut ‘verily (namc) in the seventy (q>qe) years (N-poune) 

[since I have become (ai(n)-nt-a-i-p) a monk (monaxoc)], I have not 

found (nn-i-dN) a single (n-oy^t) day (n-^ooy) of rest (oy-mton)’ (AP 
Chame no. 34,7:1-2). 

b) Factivity 

The temporal preposition xin has a factive interpretation, meaning that the 

content of the subordinate clause they initiate is generally taken for 

gi anted or is contextually presupposed, e.g. Ayu> eic oyniip noyogkjj 

xintakgi eneiMA ‘and (aycd) how much (oyiiHp) time (N-oyoenp) (has 

passed), [since you have come (xi(N)-NT-A-K-ei). to this place 

(e-nei-MA)]?’ (Onnophr. 206:33-34), A[qMeTA]Noi £m nfeqgHT xi]nta 

neidM [rrqjiN]e (pome N[xq cb]oa 2.,tn rmoYtre] ‘he repented 

(A-q-MCTANoi) in (£M) his heart (neq-^HT) [since this visit (nei-OM 

n-qjiNe) befell (nai(n)-nt-a ... qiame) him (NA-q) from (^itn) God 

(n-NoyTe)]’ (AP ChaTne no. 1, 1:13-14), Actpome Ae mnnca cooy 

N2.°°Y xintacci e^pYN goiamm £tooye Ae mrMA2CA(i;q (for 

MnMe^cAgjq) ^oye^CAZNe n<3i rppcu edcune nac nnioyAai 

eTtpoon £N ©IAHM mn ci(UN ‘it happened (A-c-qKune Ae) after 
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£,M^)T-JcXe,)(T°SJZ, lfce she had 
feTooye) of the seventh fdavl fn J (‘hat)’ (°n) tbe mor‘ling 
ordered (A-c-oye,-c *3 Z'C^’ the (t-pp4 

(n-ni-oyaa,) Who were living (er-motw w ^ (NA'c) the Iews 
(hn) Zion (ciojn)’ (Eud. 64:4-6) 10 ^erusaiem (oiShh) and 

c) Present tense xiN-clauses 

Perfect, but can occasi44y^^used0 with °CCurrence "Mi the Second 
idea that some event took place “earlier tha presem tense to express the 

ei£N pAKOTe £TBe ncoeiT ^ ‘han eXpeCted” e-8- *1N 

rmATOYxeiporoNei) „mo1 ‘\abeadvT , MrTAT0^*PoAoNe, (for 
(e-.-2N pakotc)], I heart L Alex°”d™ 

his (Pachom’s) faith (N-Teq-4c4c f fame ("-<—) of 
a bishop) (lit. they consecrated (nni-o 1 W3S COnsecrated (as 
Pach. 136:3-4), /has,<4* me W 

MHTe NpoMne ‘because (r.vP) my father ( "NTTFIB°YNOC “'n ei2N 

me (NH) the office of a tribune 4 t mm ( } Sa'ned 0 - «) for 
young as) ten (mhtk) years (n 7'’^°Yt4od) [when Iwas (aa 

7" -®ir «™Ln 
angels (n-Arreaoc) will serve Tna a, l ” qZ” ne<*ca>”* ‘the 

- m auT{vttZ°^ (the hermit) 
(Onnophr. 212:10-11). ^ ™ body C*,N e-q-eM rT-cu>MA))j’ 

« '—n „y ote 

*3SCT£i5,W r "? -*« 
relative clause in the Perfect e e m m C h°U^ pius a restrictive 

Aq<5(Dqrr AqnaY eANApeic e’pe nMHHmINrY nNeeq MOONe 

SSJSJfs-i«7~3WW<K! f 
,,„h a« crowd 



(epo-q)’ (Ac. A&P 194:1-2), NTeyNoy Ae NTAyc^^tuoy eepxi n<5i 

N^MgJLX. MFippo ku>ctant[i]noc xqKiM eTeqOix eNe[p]p(Doy 

Nt-tnepcoc ‘as soon as (N-Te-yNoy) [the servants (n_2M2Aa) of King 

(M-n-ppo) Constantine had withdrawn themselves (NT-A-y-CA2u>-oy)], he 

gestured (i-q-Km) with his hand (e-Teq-<5ix) to the Persian 

(N-M-nepcoc) kings (e-Ne-ppoJoy)’ (Eud. 46:27-28). 

A related construction is formed with the adverbially used temporal 

noun T-A.pxH ‘in the beginning’, which provides a starting point for the 

matrix clause situation, e.g. xpx TxpxH ntakoi erreiMX xk^icc TtiiNoy 

‘(in) the beginning (t-apxh) [when you had come (NT-x-K-ei) to this place 

(e-nei-tix)], did you suffer (x-K-^ice) a lot (toinoy)?’ (Onnophr. 208:20- 

21). 

12.2.3 Cause, reason and purpose clauses 

Adjunct clauses that belong to the category of cause, reason and purpose 

describe the external or internal motivation for why a particular event took 

place in a particular way. In providing an explanation for the main course 

of action, cause and reason clauses are therefore commonly found in the 

backgrounded portions of the narrative. 

12.2.3.1 Cause and reason clauses 

Cause and reason clauses provide felicitous answers to questions initiated 

by the interrogative adverb eTBe oy ‘for what (reason), why’. In such 

question-answer sequences, the presupposed part of interrogative clause is 

generally not reproduced in the following response, e.g. ctbc oy 

1*2.mooc nxMANquune tgUTAom (...) cboa xe MnxTeKeiu>p2 
MnMTON eTN2.eA.rnze epoq oyAe tkoaacic erNAipame t»Why (eTBe 

oy) do I sit (+-£MOOc) in (2m) my living quarter (nx-MXNqxime) (and) be 

weary ('l*“2^nx<un)?« (...) »Because (esox xe) you have not yet observed 

(MnxTe-K-eiu)p2) the relief (M-n-MTON) that we are hoping 

(er-N-2eATTize) for (epo-q) nor (oyae) the punishment (t-koaxcic) that 

is about to happen (eT-Nx-qju>ne)«’ (AP Chaine no. 6, 2:24-26). 

• - • 
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12.2.3.1.1 Syntactic characteristics 

a) The subordinators esox xe and eTBe xe ‘because, since’ 

Adjunct clauses of the cause/reason category take the form of 

prepositional phrases with a finite declarative clause as a complement. The 

complement clauses is marked by the standard subordinator xe ‘that’, 

while the initial prepositions cboa and eTBe bring about the more 

specific cause or reason interpretation, e.g. nexxq Nxq xe him 

neTKtpxxe NMMxq ntok efiox xe MrrqNAy erreTcpxxe NMt-txq ‘he 

(Pachom’s brother) said (nexx-q) to him (Pachom) (nx-q) (that) (xe) 

»Who (nim) (is it) that you (ntok) are talking (eT-K-qjxxe) to 

(NMMX-q)?«, [because (cboa xe) he did not see (Hn-q-Nxy) the one who 

was talking (n-eT-qjxxe) to him (NMMxq)]’ (V. Pach. 1:5-6), eic gmrre 

2tu xiTpeyNOXK eBOA 2M rrnxpxAicoc (for nrrxpxAeicoc) ntc 

Tpy^)H eTBe xe xkxxt n<jjmmo enxMXNqKune 2N me ‘look (eic 
2HHTe), I myself (z<d) caused you to be thrown out (lit. I caused them to 

throw you out (x-i-Tpe-y-Nox-K cboa)) of fet-i) the Paradise 

(n-nxpxAicoc) of (ntc) Delight (tpy<J>h), [because (eTBe xe) you made 

me (x-k-xx-t) a stranger (n-^hho) to my residence (e-nx-MXNqjume) in 

(2n) heaven (T-ne)]’ (Abbaton 240:25-27). 

Very often, the initial prepositions cboa and eTBe are omitted. As a 

result, the cause or reason interpretation of the subordinate clause is left to 

be pragmatically inferred, e.g. xit eyr-tx eqecyxxze (for eqHcyxxze) 

xe KNxy epoi eiqxuNe ‘bring me (xit) to a quiet (e-q-ecyxxze) place 

(e-y-Mx), [because (xe) you see (k-nxy) me (epo-i) ill (e-i-qiu)Ne)]’ 

(Mena, Mir. 27b: 17-20), eTBHHTK u> xaxm nqmpe hnnoyTe Nxq;n nxi 
THpoy qiXNTeqcurre mhok NqKTOK ennxpxAicoc NKecon enMX 
NTXKei cboa N2HTq Ntpopn xe xqcprr Ttuoipe mmok eKO NOMe 

MnxTqt hnx epoK ‘for your sake (ctehut-k), oh (.u>) Adam, will the Son 

(n-qmpe) of God (M-n-NoyTe) bear (nx-qm) all (THp-oy) these 

(hardships) (nxi) to redeem (<pxNTe-q-cu>Te) you (mmo-k) and he will 

bring you back (N-q-KTo-x) again (N-Ke-con) to the Paradise 

(e-n-nxpxAicoc) to the place (e-n-Mx) where you came (nt-x-k-ci) from 

(N2HT-q) in the beginning (N-tpopn), [because (xe) he bailed (lit. grasp 
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(A-q-q>n) hand (rajinpe)) you (mmo-k) out, when you were (e-K-o) clay 

(n-omc), before he gave (MrrAT-q-t) you (epo-K) a spirit (tina)]’ 

(Abbaton 240:7-12). 

b) Switch reference 

The subject of the lower cause/reason clause is generally different from 

that of the matrix clause, but same subject sequences are certainly not 

excluded, as shown by the contrast between tine ic eqtNx^Meq cboa £N 

NAduc cboa jcg mn noytc nca nxnoAAON (for nxnoAAOJN) mn 

TxpAyMic (for TApTetiic) ‘Jesus (ic) could not save him (Apa Nahrow) 

(tine ... eu;-NA£tie-q) from (^n) my hands (NA-duc), \because (cboa 

le) (there) is no (mn) god (NoyTe) besides (nca) Apollon (n-xnoAAON) 

and (mn) Artemis (T-xpAyMic)]’ (KHML I 7:11-13) and neqcoN Ae 

NTepeqcotTM epoq eqqjAAie cboa Jce NeqoyHy an MMoq ne ‘when 

his bwther (neq-coN) heard (NTepe-q-corrM) him (Pachom) (epo-q) 

talking (e-q-q>AA:e), ]because (cboa Jce) he was not (an) far away 

(Me-q-oyHy) from him (MMO-q)]5 (V. Pach. 1:4-5). 

c) Preposed cause/reason adjuncts 

Cause and reason clauses typically appear at the end of the main clause in 

the position of heavy constituents. Akin to other adyerbial categories, they 

may be preposed to an extraclausal topic position. Preposed cause/reason 

adjuncts often have a recapitulative function, referring to the previous 

stretch of discourse, e.g. cboa jcg AKeipe MnAi KcgoyopT ntok oyre 
NeeypioN (for ncohpion) THpoy MnKAj? Tsince (cboa jcc) yon have 

done (x-K-eipe) this (M-nAi)], you (ntok) are cursed J)oc£oyopT) among 

(oyTe) all (mp-oy) the animals (Ne-eypioN) of the earth (M-n-KAg)’ 

(Abbaton 238:17-18), but they may also express emphasis and/or contrast, 

e.g. cboa rxp an 2ce cej?oBc eporrN e-^n Mnooy AxeTNenieyMei 
eerne eneytnpx: nt[oo]tn Tnot (an) because (cboa rAp xe) they (the 

achievements of Apa Zenobius) were concealed (cc-^obc) from you 

(epcu-TN) before (2.agh) today (Mnooy)], have you longed 

(A-xeTN-enieyMei) to know (e-eiMe) their exact nature (e-ney-u>px) 

from us (ntoot-n)’ (Zen. 199:9-10). 

.. ,-: 
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12*2.3.1.2 Temporal relations 

nppo ne ntxotx ^ MN NeqMeA[ATe] (...) gboa ie 
ppo ne NTiqrAMioq mac ‘she (Eudoxia) slept (n6-c-nkotk-> in 

wlthT/d (N which was inlaid (er-roec) 

Cmn In fe) S,lver feAT) 0n feN) its walls (Neq-exn) and 
»n) its ceilings (Neq-Mexire), [because (eEox *e) (it was) the Zl 

Visit (n-ijiiNe) to h,s people (M-neq-xxoc)]’ (Mena, Mir 89a-25-89b 5) 

oyh^h?NArF,Me) Ae ™P°V ne ~ OYN -VhktJTS 

‘they (the brothers?^ 

(T) s z 

9lTl) Ch°m) (nq'<!;6,Ne)) (Le- when he would die)]]' (V. Pach. 90:28- 

12.2.3.13 Contrastive focus 

°sodaeteJewithaCkg7Untded nharaCter’ C3USe and reason may be associated with contrastive focus, witness the tact that they can nkn 

?r/„" ““ W of • negated iSta”, g’ 
NTC.ee eOJUJN NNCYNAKP.NC MMON AN MHeNA.nCNOV (ft 

nx,ce NTeqANAcTi'o<i>M **** « 

‘Similarly (n^e) we, too ("7^3 

(-) judge (NN-e-y-Nx-KpiNe) us (hmo-h)), [bJcJse {f) T/Zlnot 



praised (Mnc-N-AineNoy) the saint (r-r-rr-nGToyAAB) according to (kata.) 

the height (tt-xicg) of his way of life (N-TGq-ANACTpoq>H)], [but (aaaa) 

because (jce) we have been negligent (a-n-amgagi) towards such 

(N-Tei-doT) salvation (c-y-oyxAt) in not revealing it (the salvation) 

(e-TM-rpe-N-oyoN^-q gboa) at all (em-Hpq)]’ (Zen. 200:30-32) 
NTAINTq NAK AN 6TB6 0YAAAY AAAA 6TB6 fTAOyXAl AytU ON XG 

ntgtn eeNpiDMe NTs HNoyre ‘I have not (an) brought it (the wheat) 
(NT-A-i-NT-q) because of (erse) anything (oY-aaaY) but (aaaa) my 

salvation (nA-oyxA.) and (aYu>) also (on) [because (xe) you (ntgtn) 

(are) men (geN-piDMe) of (ntg) God(rr-NoYTe)]’ (V. Pach. 138:2-3). 

12.2.3.1.4 Semantic differences between cause and reason 

Although there are no morpho-syntactic grounds to distinguish cause and 
reason adjunct clauses, they have slighty different interpretations. Adjunct 
clauses that belong to the ‘cause’ category generally describe an external 

factor for the main course of action, e.g. ngacbujk [g]phc ?n oYno<5 

NMKA£ N2.HT GBOA XC Oy MONON XG MiTTG ©GOAdJpoC AFTANTA GpOC 
AAAA AqBCUK Ndl FTGCKGKoyi N(pnpe FTArTNOyTG Aqdu> eA^THq ‘she 

had departed (ng-a-c-bidk) southwards (e-pHc) in feN) great (oy-Nod) 

sadness (n-mka£ n~£ht), [not only (oy monon) because (gboa xe) 

Theodore did not meet (me ... ininu) her (eFo-c)], but (xxxx) (also 

because) her other small (nec-Ke-Koyt) son (N-cpHpe) Paphnoute left 

(A-q-B(i>K) to_ stay (A-q-dtu) with him feA£TH-q)’ (V. Pach. 137:7-9) 
oyuoyN GTMneqei enecHT ctbhhtk gtbg xg ncoN cpocM epoK 

‘therefore (oYkoYn), it (the eagle) did not come (eT-Mne-q-ei) down 

(enechT) because of you (gtbhht-k), [since (gtbg xg) the bmther 

(n-con) is angiy (ujocm) with you (cpo-K)]’ (AP Chaine^o.192, 50:5-6) 
Z^PGg, enGKccuMA GqoyAAB aig rrpne MnNoyre neroyii^ ^pai n^htcj 
‘keep (eAPG2) your body (g-ftgk-cu>ma) pure (c-q.oyAAB), [because (xe) 

(it is) the temple (n-pne) of God (m-ft-noYtg) that lies (gt-oYh?) in it 
(N^HT-q)]’ (Test. Is. 232:1 M2). 

By contrast, adjunct clauses belonging to the ‘REASON’ category 
describe the internal causes or motives why the subject referent is thinking 
or acting in a particular way, e.g. ntaging (read ntaiging) nta<pYxh pa> 

eBOA C(UMA XG TcooYn xg KNhy gamntg ‘I did, indeed (pal), 
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(i.e. I committed tile ^ 
were going (K.NHy) to St [that ^ ^ 
NxepeqcuirM [J!,] A&P 202:118-119). 
TGmoyHu) [elp xfoGicl *e N^epeJ Tenei©YMiA (for 

(NTep6.q-ca,TyFthis H, rq£"T ‘*hen he had heard 

(ghatg) [because (xg) lust (TLIe ITT* exceedingly 
- «P) *•governed (lit. became 

9)= “v-t, r,P aoJon (Mena> Mir-28b:4- 
^qrlMdOH NCO)[bg] NCA NGCIdon* / eTBHMTq HMIN MMoq XG 

(Apa Zenobius) was no longer (oykgt 1 °f hereafter (aoitton) he 
about himself S ^ “W ("W 

(A-q-<3H-<3oM) laugh (rs-ccDBe) ahoff’ lisamse (jce) fe could 

(Neq-bopoc)]’ (Zen. 203:29-31). "S ('the devii’s) snares 

12.2.3.2 Purpose clauses 

a particular course of action Mnrrnv auses Present a raison d'etre for 

since many situations emerge through the ?e ?ften imP>‘cates cause, 
while purpose clausesa^Invofve11 ,fctI0n of S°me agent. Yet, 
reason clauses do not. ® 1VIt^ anc* intent, cause and 

12.2.3.2.1 Syntactic characteristics 

p purposive subordinator jcckac ‘so that, in order that’ 

‘soPthat, inUo“eTeC‘Ip|euds a* fidl SUdordinating complcmentiser *eKAC 

negative future tense e g C°nta,ninS 3,1 ^-native or 

NoynpocTxrM* Niarenef' erNH^MNrr ^Peqc^icoy 
ep zwb n2htoy ‘do not hide “,TN JceK'*‘c epe MMJuNoyxe 

«°k;:‘ 

- ~ S ssitsru 
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loving (people) (M-Mxi-NoyTe) will practise (epe ... ep £u>e) them 

(n^ht-oy)]’ (Test. Is. 230:8-9), NceNoxo[y] [c]xm neqTx<|>oc 

Ncegoscq JH6KA.C NNe xxxy NpciJMe pneqMeeye ‘and they (the 

inhabitants of Zion) shall throw it (the garbage) (N-ce-Nox-o[yj) on 

(gxm) his (Jesus’) tomb (neq-Tx<|)oc) and cover it (N-ce-£oBc-q) [in 

order that (xeKxc) no man (xxxy N-ptDMe) will remember it (lit. make 

(NNe ... p) its remembrance (neq-Meeye)) ]* (Eud. 58:21-22). 

Very often, the purposive conjunction xckxc is replaced by the ordinary 

“THAT”-compIementiser xe, e.g. xqp qjrmpe Ae n<5i xnx ixkcdb xe 

MneqBrrq (for Mrreqqrrq) NTeyNoy £M ttkx^ kxitoi re eqxpecncxei 

MMoq xe eqerxxq r-meqxoeic ‘Apa Jacob was surprised (xqp 
ipmipe) [because (xe) he (Apa John) had not taken it (the golden coin) 

immediately (NTeyNoy) from (£m) the ground (n-Kxg) despite (the fact 

that) (kxitoi re) he owed (e-q-xpeoicTei) it (rnio-q) [so thal (xe) he 

could return it (e-q-e-TXx-q) to its owner (M-neq-xoeic)]’ (AP 

Elanskaya I4b:25-3I). 

b) Switch reference 

The central cases of purpose involve intention and design, usually on the 

part of the agent of the matrix clause. As a result, purpose clauses are for 

the most part same-subject clauses, e.g. xxxx ntxicntk eneiMx xckxc 

eieT <p[i]ne nxk £n tmmtc NNeit-imicye THpoy CTNHy enxTorroc 

‘but (xxxx) / have brought you (ntx-i-cnt-k) to this place (e-nei-Mx) [to 

(xckxc) bring (e-i-e-t) shame ((pine) upon you (nx-k) in (^n) the midst 

(x-miitb) of all (THp-oy) the people (n-Nei-MHHtpe) who have come 

(ct-nhy) to my shrine (e-nx-Tonoc)]’ (Mena, Mir. 25b: 19-25), xcbujk 

xe ecNxxcnxze MMoq 'she went (x-c-bojk) - [fo (xe) welcome 

(e-c-Nx-xcnxze) him (HMo-q)]’ (Ac. A&P 194:5). 

Different-subject purpose clauses are certainly not excluded; they are 

particularly common in contexts that involve a switch from positive to 

negative polarity, e.g. NioyAxi xyTxxpe Tnyxy (for TnyxH) £N 

oyTxxpo xckxc nnc nxiioctoxoc etpetUK egoyn emoxic ‘the Jews 

(N-ioyAxi) strengthened (x-y-Txxpe) the gate (T-nyxy) very strongly (j>n 

oy-Txxpo) [in order that (xckxc) the apostles (N-xnocroxoc) could not 
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e<!''BU,K) mto (e2°YN) the city (e-r-noxic)] ’ (Ac. A&P 
/U0.I52), NA, AG AqXApiZG HMOOy NNptUMG MnGqtMG «KAC 

NNGYGNUJXAei (for NNGyGNOXAGl) NAq MN TGqCOlNG £N AAAY NPUJK 

(ai for) the latter (t.e. the fields), he (Antonius) donated (A-q-XAP.|e) 

hem (MMo-oy) to the people (n-n-pme) of his village (M-neq-tMe) [so 

Jar (jcgkag) they would not burden (nng-y-gnuixagi) him (NA-q) and 

408-20) S'Ster (Teq'ca,Ne) in any Vect (XXXY n-£U)B)]’ (V. Ant. 

12.2.3,2.2 Future orientation 

fmnhVd'0'^868 ,are,.generallY future-oriented: the time expressed or 

theP m r f Subordlnate pUrP°se clause is characteristically later than 
the t me of the superordmate clause. In affirmative purpose clauses, the 

ot*AMGTh‘rd FUtUre e’c<-e-carrM ‘he shall hear’ is widely used, e.g 
oy^ANGpoN ne xe GHe.pe NcnoyAn n,m eyqiHN xe gngon 

rreqKApnoc ere hai ne nZxPeZ nnjHr ‘it (ne) (is) evident 

(oy-ipANepoN) that (xe) we (will) make (eN-eipe) every (nim) effort to a 

tree (e-y-qmN) [so that (xe) we will find (g-h-g-On) its fruit 

(neq-KApnoc), which is (ere oai ne) the observance (n-£APe?) of the 

(AP Elanskaya 23a:lM6), AqKA-rexe nhccnhy eATnq 

•he 11,™ TeqqiGGpe xgkac eqeocu eqNAy gPoc mmhng 
he (the Icing) kept (A-q-KATexe) the brothers (n-ng-cnhy) with him 

feATH-q) (for) three (<j,omnt) months (n-gbot) because of (gtbg) his 

daughter (xeq-qieepe) [in order that (xgkac) he could keep (e-q-e-<3u>) 

seeing (e-q-NAy) her (ePo-c) daily (mmhng)]’ (Hil. 12:8-10), NTepeqNAy 

Ae xe Aycuioye GFoq nci ngcnhy Aqrcmp naY mogikanon (for 

NJe,",Ne *eKic ePG n°YA noYA MMooy NApunpe eFoq 
when he (Pachom) saw (NTGpe-q-NAy) that (xe) the brokers (ng-cnhY) 

would gather (A-Y-cuioyg) to him (ePo-q), he established (A-q-Tcuqi) for 

them (na-y) this rule (m-ogi-kanon) in such a manner (n-tgi-ming) [that 

(xgkac) every one (noYA noy4) of them (mmo-oY) (the brothers) would 

be self-sufficient (epe ... NA-puicpe epoq)’ (V. Pach. 4:1-3). 

Examples with the non-modalised Second Future e-q-NA-cuiTM ‘lie is 

NGvf.CG he3r' C3n’ h°WeVer’ aIS° be f°Und> e-§- *YCMN neiXUXBMG 7N 
NGYe.C6 MM1N MMOOy AyKAAq ZH nGYMONACTHp,ON XGKAC GyNAlUqj 

1 
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N2,HTq ey^HY hn oynxypo^opi^ (for oyimipo^opix) nnctnauhji 

N^HTq MN neTNXctDTM epoq 2.N oyt eTHq ‘they composed (x-y-chn) 

this book (nei-jcajtuMe) through (£n) their own (mmin hho-oy) labour 

(Ney-jMce) (and) placed it (A.-y-KXA.-q) in (£m) their monastery 

(ney-HONxcTMpioN) [in order that (xenxc) they shall read (e-y-Nx-cuq,) 

from it (the book) (w^nx-q) for the benefit (e-y-£hy) and (hn) satisfaction 

(oy-nxypotpopiA.) of those who will read (N-N-ex-Nx-oxp) from it 

(Njmx-q) and (hn) of him who will listen (rr-ex-Nx-coiTH) to it (epo-q) 

with (£n) attention (lit. giving (oy-f) one’s attention fexH-q))]’ (Onnophr. 
224:3-5) P 

Negated purpose clauses are indicated by the Negative Third Future 

NNe-q-carrM ‘he shall not hear’. In general, they describe the avoidance of 

an undesirable outcome or consequence, e.g. ntok guxuK <poxNe neeye 

MeKMoyKK eiHe xe oy neTKNAxxq xe NNeKqjame gNoyp ‘you 

(ntok), on your part (gcucu-K), take council (qjoxNe), think (neeye), ponder 

(MeKHoyK-K), find out (eiMe) what (oy) (it is) that you are going to do 

(ex-K-NX-xx-q) [in order that (xe) you will not be jocked (NNe-K-cptune 

£N-oy-p 2M)]’ (Camb. 9:12-15), xq<jKi>TM nnpo xqKti) NoyAyNXHic 
ncatg ecpoeic enpo MrrnxpA.Aeicoc xe nne xx\y bojk egoyN epoq 
(pxNxe NGNTxqxooy Tnpoy xojk eeox exN xaxm ‘he (God) closed 

(A.-q-(^ajxM) the door (M-n-po) (and) placed (x-q-Kui) a power 

(N-oy-AyNXMic) of fire (n-caxc) watching (e-c-poeic) the door (e-n-po) 

of paradise (H-n-nxpxAeicoc) [in order that (xe) no one (xxxy) would 

enter (nng ... bcdk e^oyw) it (the paradise) (epo-q) until all (THp-oy) what 

he had said (Ne-Nx-x-q-xoo-y) was fulfilled (tpxNTe ... xojk cboa) on 

(€xn) Adam]’ (Abbaton 240:18-21). 

12.2.3.2.3 Implied result reading 

Subordinate future tense clauses are sometimes ambiguous between a 

purpose and a result reading. On the one hand, they describe why a 

particular course of action was taken by the main clause subject, but at the 

same time they state the intended result or outcome of that pursuit, e.g. 
xy<D A.NON TNNXNTq eqmip eneTNgxpNA. Noe Noyoygop (px^oyN 

exNod Mnoxic Nxe xHNTepo xckac epe nK^ THpq Nxeine xe hn 

ppo Nxoeic Noe NTHNTepo NHnepcoc ‘and (xytu) we (anon) will 
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5 <^r> «* “pm oit. 
<.;r„ „ ,1 fb;r, 

Y °YZ.°P) [so that (xenxc) the entire (Tnp-q) world (n-Kxp'l will 

°ZeluW ^ r N^,M6) [that is - hSoS 

MHON “ MGN eTeTNANe^Ce (f0r eTeTNNANO^Ce) 

(ne-fiNlT nf 1 7 "7™ but (*»**) trough fen) the Spirit 
* ) of th= living (er-oNg) God (M-n-Noyre) yo„ „is 

(e-TeTN-oyoKj)) their memory (ney-F nneeye) to be lasting (e-rrc 

a S^7S;fffe,TN) 3 SCript 
t iar as) we (anon) (are concerned), you might wake fe-Ter(N> 

rzenNsr,sro'N) (up)/'™ ^ihe ** » 

12.3 Infinitival clauses 

Stoe'manv °f'c™pJement «*d adjunct clauses considered so far 

Clauses "he most mi0rP ;SyntaJCt« andsema"tic Properties of main 

subordinate status. We Sy turn to ctaJS'S 
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a) Prepositional subordinators 

Most infinitivals, apart from the clausal complements of aspectual or 

modal verbs, are initiated by a distinct set of subordinators, all of which 

are morphologically identical to spatial prepositions. The most common 

verb phrase subordinator is the directional preposition e- ‘to’: this is then 

the standard expression for infinitival subordination. 

b) Absence of inflectional tense 

Infinitivals have no inflectional tense that allows reference to a specific 

situation. Instead, the matrix verb contributes significantly to the temporal 

interpretation of the infinitival clause, e.g. eioyu><p eToyxe ta(|>yxh ‘I 

want (e-i-oyuKp) [to save (e-Toyxe) my soul (TA-tpyxH)]’ (AP Chaine 

no.l, 1:1), xycu Mne oyon mmon toama ep neNTAKAAq ‘and (xyu)) no 

one (oyoN) of us (mmo-n) has dared (Mne ... toama) [to do (e-p) what 

you have done (tt-ont-a-h-AA-q)]’ (Ac. A&P 198:70-71). 

c) Infinitives with and without subjects 

Whereas the subject is an obligatory sentence constituent of finite clauses, 

there are no infinitival constructions in which the presence of an overt 

subject is grammatically required. However, the interpretation of 

infinitival clauses requires there to be an “understood” subject: the 

infinitival verb phrase represents a semantic predicate that must be in 

construction with an argument that it is predicate of. We thus assume that 

infinitival clauses have an implicit subject (indicated as ‘ whose 

identity is generally recoverable from the matrix subject, e.g. eioyoxp 

eNAy eTActuNe MnAtMoy ‘7 want (e-i-oyuKp) [ ^to see (e-NAy) my 

sister (e-TA-ctuNe) before I die (MnAt-Moy)]’ (KHML175:20-21). 

Where there is a subject, it always occurs as the non-canonica! subject 

of an analytic causative, which intervenes between the causative verb Tpe 

and the subordinate infinitival clause, e.g. eNqoyoxp an eTpeydu) £N 

TANAxo;picic (for TANAxcupHcic) ‘and he (the devil) does not want {them 

(the hermits) to stay (e-Tpe-y-<5<u) in fen) the solitude (t-anaxojpicic)’ 
(Onnophr. 211:18). 
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d) Negation 

There is a clear contrast between negating the verb of a subordinate finite 
clause and that of an infinitival clause (also with respect to scope), 
nfimtival verbs must be negated by the auxiliary tm ‘not to do’, which 

can only take narrow predicate scope over the verb phrase and verb-phrase 
nternal complements and adjuncts (see above, section 9.4.6 of Unit 9) 

e.g. HUINUIN (for MONON) ZApe2 epOK ETMp NOE6 enMOVTe 

NTxqTAN.on but (mcunujn) be careful fexpez) [__ BQl to sin (lit. to 
commit (e-TM-p) sm (noec)) against the God (e-n-Noyre) who has 

created you (NT-x-q-TAmo-K)]’ (V. Pach. 89:27-28), axxa etwee 

TerNn.ee eTHTpenei ezoYN e-moxic ntnnhY an e2oYN ( ) ‘but 

(aaaa) if (eipxe) you insist (TeTN-mee) upon [not lettim us go 

(e-TM-Tpe-N-ei) inside (g2oYn) the city (e-T-noxrc)], we do not (an) k0 

(n-tn-nhy) inside (ejoyN)]’ (Ac. A&P 196:38-39). 

12.3.2 The controlled interpretation of the missing subject 

i he reference of the missing subject of infinitival clauses is recoverable 

‘wLT H°fthT%™aT C!ause arSuraents- The relation between the 
understood infinitival subject and its controller is a special case of 

anaphora. As with overt pronouns, the covert subject receives an 

interpretation via co-reference with an antecedent outside of its clausal 
omain. The interpretation of the implicit subject may be controlled by the 

matrix subject or object, but may also be left to be pragmatically inferred. 

12.3.2.1 Subject control 

This section suiveys the most common infinitival constructions in which 
subject control is required or permitted. 

a) Volitional constructions without overt subjects 

™l!|0f.V0fi0n’-intCl,t °r desire provide Pro'o‘ypical exemplars of 
cornnt . s ln whlch the missing noun phrase of the infinitival 
complement is co-referential with the matrix subject, e.g. e.oYaxn exdel 

oYq,xxe epoK nxpxaiN ‘[want (e-i-oyaKp) [_t0 tell you something (lit. 
a word (oy-qixxe))], magistrate (n-xpxoiN)’ (KHML II 28:21-29 1) kYPi 
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cnAOApie eic oyMii!«ye Noyoeity temeyMei bbidk enMA ctmmay 

taujaha ‘Lord (kypO knight (cnAOApie), look (eic), a lot (oy-MHHiye) of 

times (N-oyoeiu;) I wished (t-emeyMei) [_ to go (e-Bcvit) to that 

(cthhay) place (e-n-MA) to pray (ta-i^aha)]’ (Hil. 4:29-30), anok Ae 

Aip 2.nai MncuT ntootcj MnNOBe ‘but / (anok) wished (A-i-p jna-i) [_ 

to escape (H-ntuT) from (NxooT-q) sin (M-n-NOBe)]’ (Onnophr. 208:7), 
AiepHT exoi epaiTN N^eNKoyi bboa £N n<5om hn Necynhpe mttno<5 
NApxArreAOC tabpiha */ promised (a-i-cpht) [_ to tell (e-iau) you 
(ep<D-TN) a few (N-^eN-Koyi) of (zn) the mightyt deeds (n-<5om) and (mn) 

wonders (Ne-<ynnpe) of the great (M-n-NO(5) archangel (N-ApxArreAoc) 

Gabriel’ (BMisc. 313:8-10), Aytu AqcHNrc ecaixn ©boa NTeqoypHTe 

2.N oyBAipoyp ‘and (Aycu) he (the physican) decided (A-q-cHNT-c) [_to 

cut (e-coiAn) off (©boa) his (the gardener’s) leg (N-Teq-oypHTe) with 

(jtn) a saw (oy-BAtpoYp)]’ (AP Elanskaya 17b: 10-13). 
The controlling subject of volitional verbs may be interpreted as the 

semantic patient of the event described by the infinitival verb, the result 
being a passive interpretation, e.g. Royety (for eNoyety) nAiAeye Ae 
tcnoy tco«J)ia MnNoyTe lwe then (tcnoy) wished (e-N-oye<y) [_ 

to be educated (nAiAeye) in (z.n) the wisdom (t-co«J>ia) of God 

(M-n-NoyTe)]’ (Onnophr. 220:19-20). 

b) Aspectual verbs 

Subject control is mandatory in the infinitival complements of aspectual 
verbs. The reason for this is that the aspectual verb and its infinitival 
complement form a complex predicate with a single subject, e.g. 

ectpANTiuoyN etyAiiA NetyAccyAhA nmmac ‘whenever she (Hilaria) rose 

(e-c-tyAN-TOJoyN) [_ to pray (e-tyAHA)], sh€~ used to pray 

(Ne-ipA-c-tpAHA) with her (her younger sister) (nmma-c)’ (Hil. 9:12), 
AyA^e pAToy cMitye mn NeyepHy ‘they stood (lit. they stood (A-y-Age) 

(on) their feet (pxT-oy)) [_ to fight (e-Mi<ye) with (mn) each other 

(ney-epHy)]’ (Eud. 42:23), Mnoyoytug. ctootoy eToioyN cam ttkaz 
NNe^ooy THpoy nkcuctantinoc nppo ‘they did not again (lit. they did 

not place (Mn-oy-oytug) their hands (eToor-oy)) [_rise up (e-TtuoyN) 
against (cam) the country (tt-kajj) in all (THp-oy) the days (n-ng-^ooy) 
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of King (n-ppo) Constantine]’ (Eud. 48:18-19), m-oq Ae *qApxei 

NqiAxe nmmai eqxuj mmoc k (...) 'he (Apa Onnophrius) (n-roq) 

began O-q-M’xei) L_ to talk (n-<jixx.e) to me (nmma-i) saying (e-q-xtu 
mmo-c) that (xe) (...)]’ (Onnophr. 207:2-3). ^ 

c) Epistemic modal constructions 

Subject control also applies to the infinitival complements of epistemic 
modal verbs like e<y ‘to be able to, can’ and 6h<5om ‘to be able to’ which 

indicates dynamic possibility or ability, e.g. MeydN a pine par baaaY ice 

nneqecp eeu>Pei MnFH THpq ‘they won’t blame (lit. find (Me-y-dn) 
blame (APiKe)’) anybody (e-AAAy), because (ice) he was. not able 

tofi*lly (™P-M) observe (eempei) the sun (n-PH)]’ (Zen. 
200.26-27), Ayo) MnoydMdOM ewM epoq cboa 2.itn TeqzeAnic ‘and 

(ay<d) because of (cboa jhtn) his (Job’s) hope (req-eeAmc) they (the 

f[ltya™QS\ C°uld not (HTT-°Y-<5M-doM) [_ shake (b-kim) him (epo-q)]’ 
(AP Elanskaya 19b:28-31), zidctc NTe zxZ NTe nct^m nfMe 

TMiydMdoM eTOJMNT epoq ncott ‘such that (zwctg) many (pxp) 
of (ntc) those who were in (n-bt^m) the village (n-tNe) could not (ntb 

... TM-ty-dM-doM) L meet (b-tuimnt) him (the hermit) (epo-q) on many 
(N-eAg) occasions (w-con)]’ (AP Chaine no. 210, 54:26-27). 

d) Infinitival complements of adjectives 

A limited number of adjectival verbs and nouns (including statives) select 

infinitival clauses as a direct complement. Subject control is, again 
mandatory, e.g. aaaa Nzpyo NToq noYi Ne etMrnyA nkaaY ?ioh 
mmoi aYo» eqi pooycy gApooy Ayu> eKwpty enNoyTe eTBHiiToy ice 

KO) NAI eBOA ‘but (aaaa), on the contrary (N^oyo NToq), it (is) (ne) 
mine (i.e. my sins) mine (noY-i) that I deserve (e-t-Mmyx) L to place 

(n-kaa-y) in front of fei©H) me (mmo-i)J and (aYo)) [__ to take (e-qi) care 

(pooy<y) of (eApo-oy)] and (aY<d) [_ to beseech (e-K<DPcy) God 

f-™°lTf) because of (gtbhht-oy), (saying) »Forgive (koi bboa) me 
(na-,)!«J (AP Elanskaya 21b:6-12), mttatbkp asoc n^b NMMAq 

you have not yet become (mttatb-k-p) worthy (asioc) r to talk 

(N-cyAice) to him (NMMA-q)]’ (KHML II 30:21-22), anok tcBroir et 
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MnxctuHA gnea.ca.noc ctbc npAN nic ttxc */ (anok) am prepared 

(t-CBT<i)T) [_to surrender (e-f) my body (m-ha-ccdma) to the tortures 

(e-N-BACANOc) for (ctbc) the name (n-pAN) of Jesus (n-ic) Christ 
(n-xc)’ (KHMLI 78:30-79:1). 

e) Infinitival purpose clauses 

Infinitival purpose clauses are widely used as the goal arguments of verbs 
of inherently directed motion. Such purposive infinitivals involve 
temporal projection into the future and a modal feature of potentiality: 
they describe situations that have not been actualised by the time that the 

main clause event took place, e.g. tccmaay Ac ncacbojk rre ep j>ujb 
‘her mother (tcc-maay) had gone (nc-a-c-bojk) [_to work (e-p £cdb)]5 

(AP Elanskaya 16a:6-8), ntakci nai mnnca ce NpoHne eqei (for 

e-qi) MnATpocpeyc ntoot *did you come (nta-k-ci) to me (na-i) after 

(mnnca) sixty (ce) years (N-poMne) (__ to take (e-qei) my bread-winner 

(H-nA-Tpo<j>eyc) (away) from me (ntoot)]?’ (AP Elanskaya I7a:2-5), 
NTAiei epiMe jmxn nanobc Aycn eoycnipT nic nexc ntpnpe 

nnNoyTe eTONg, have come (nta-i-ci) [_ to weep (e-piMe) about 

(jixn) my sins (na-nobc)] and (ayoj) [_to worship (e-oytugiT) Jesus 

(n-ic) Christ (ne-xc), the Son (n-qmpe) of the living (ct-on^) God 

(M-n-Noyre)]’ (AP Elanskaya 18b:4-8), Ayei Noyoenp noi £OJNe 
nn£aahn ef N^NAratth (for N^eNArAmi) £N oycTpATpAKiNii (read 

oycTpakinh) ‘once (N-oyoeicp) certain (jjoinc) pagans (n-n-£aahn) 
came (\~y-ei) [_to give (e-f) alms (N-^N-ArAmi) in (^n) Ostrakine 
(octpatpakinh)]’ (AP Elanskaya 15b:22-25). 

f) Nested infinitivals - 

Two or more infinitival clauses can be embedded within one another, the 
result being a stacked or nested infinitival construction. Subject control 
seems to be obligatory in the highest infinitival clause, while the more 

deeply embedded infinitival permits control by a non-subject constituent, 
e.g. MneqoyoJtp edtu ctcabo cc^ai ‘he (Antony) did not want 
(i-ine-q-oYU)gj) [_to continue (e-<5u>) [_to be taught (c-tcabo) [_to 

write (e-c^Ai)]]]’ (V. Ant. 3:7-8), aaaa nai pu>ipe ef A<J>opM[n] 
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7n C+?OC ‘bUt (AXAA) ^ H (words) suffice 

h N cLLH Z ] 3 Startl"8 P°int <W0 ‘he wise men 
fN n co<j>oc) L_ to become wiser (e-F-eoVo co4>oc) ]]’ (Zen. 201:14). 

12.3.2.2 Object control 

The missing subject of infinitivals is consistently interpreted as beirn? m 

SSES tC?subject’but ^tSSs 

a) Manipulative verbs 

s^b£tUoaf theeVeemheadPHPw r ? SUbject-different where the different 
oject ot the embedded clause corresponds to the direct object of the 

-7"“ 
whnf, ^ • f u b f Permlsslon> instruction, and exerting force 
whose implicit subject is controlled by the matrix object, eg cnoyAxze 

Ae „npKx ukochoc eP „„ok ‘be zealous (cno^L) (and£" 

not aliow (Mnp-Kx) the marid (hkocmoc) L to deceil (e p £) Z 

(mmo-k)] (Onnophr. 219:11-12), mftoykaan eei e^oyN ‘they did not 

206*]6m Mn °Y KXA N) t0 8° (e-ei) inside (esoyM)]’ (Ac A&P 

'he ?S;rrarer rrEoov nc2xi — 
sr} (*W) ‘aUght fo* 0* daughters) 

(x-q-TcxEo-oy) 1_ to write (n-c£x.)] in accordance with (kata) the norm 

CHH. 2:6-7), e£rlxrr£e for 

nsar s* 
Ppoq £N KeenicToAu" eo +pragmaticaliy inferred, e.g. tncoitm tap 

remember (lit. give (g-tm-p) remembrance (n-Meeye) to) thTanriint ones 

( -n-aPxa.oc) and (hn) also their works (Ney-Ke-^Hye)]’ (Zen. 200:14- 
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16), xqnexeye eeiNe NA.q najta. nxHce mn ngtoyaab ThpoY 

eye on 2. eNeyduc mn n eyoye pirre ‘he ordered [_to bring (e-eiNe) to 

him (Nx-q) Apa Paese and (mn) all (thp-oy) the saints (n-ctoyxxb), 

(with) their hands (e-Ney-dix) and (mn) legs (Ney-oyepHTe) tied up 
(e-Y-coNz)’ (KHML 1 76:9-11). 

b) Infinitival clauses embedded into a noun phrase 

Infinitival clauses may function as noun modifiers within the structure of a 
complex noun phrase. The missing subject is anaphorically related to the 

possessor noun phrase of that nominal group, e.g. wxx eiyxe noyajqj 

Mirxoeic ne jcitn e^oyN epoc qNXJciTN ‘but (aaxa) if (etpxe) it (ne) 
(is) the will (n-oyojqj) of the Lord (M-n-xoeic) [ to take us (xit-n) inside 

(e£OYN) it (epo-c) (the city), he will take us inside (q-Nx-xiT-N)’ (Ac. A&P 

196:39-40), tno<5 Ae Ngieepe Mnppo NeyN oyNod Npooytp £ixa>c 
eep nApeeNoc ‘(as for) the older (t-noc5) daughter (N-tpeepe) of the king 

(n-n-ppo), (there) was (ns-yn) upon her (gucai-c) a great (oy-Nod) concern 

(n-pooyu;) [_to stay (e-ep) a viigin (riApoeNoc)]’ (Hil. 2:10-11). 

12.3.2.3 Control in impersonal sentence constructions 

The expletive subject of an impersonal sentence can never function as the 
controller of the missing noun phrase of the extraposed infinitival subject 
clause. Instead, the closest referential noun phrase is selected as an 

antecedent, typically the indirect object, e.g. ttma. Ae eTepe nefiNA 
nnxoeic Ngtrrq cepoN erncTeye £ioYCon xe cerroxYTeye (for 

cenoxiTeye) MMxy nc5i NeqxxpicMx eTtpose ‘the place (n-Mx) where 

the Spirit (ne-nNA.) of the Lord (M-n-xoeic) is in (eTepe ... N£HT-q),s it 
is to us (c-epo-N) [_ to believe (e-nicTeye)""at the same time 

(2,-oy-con) [that (jee) there (mm*y) his diverse (er-ipoBe) gifts 
(Neq-xxpicMx) prevail (ce-rroxyTeye)]]’ (Zen. 201:16-18). 

If there is no antecedent at all, the infinitival subject receives a non- 
controlled interpretation as referring to a plural [+human] antecedent 
whose identity is left unspecified, e.g. xxxx nanoyc ctmecuk gox-ujc 

eBox n^htoy ‘but (xxxx) it is better (nxnoy-c) [_ not to go 

(e-TM-BU)K) into them (the misconceptions of the Origenists) (n^ht-oy) at 
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all feoxmc)]’ (Contra Orig. 407), a.n exxc nrcje ‘it is not (ah) 

ElanskayaLb^ L “* SUCh 3 Way (AP 

X2.3 3 Complex infmitivals formed with analytic TFe-causatives 

diffeffm0 Pr?.dUfVe use ^n-finite clauses of another type that 
v“YIam SUbjeCtlfs lnfinitivals in both the morphology of the 

fofiniSk T an °Vert SubjECt cons‘i‘uent. Such complex 
nflmtivals are called causative infinitives in most Coptic grammars since 

6 4y3CofUnita6analftC TF6'causative instruction. As shown in section 
fomln . 6’analytlc causatIves are periphrastic biclausal structures 
formed with the causative verb rFe followed by an infinitiva 

biec eomfethcC dI' The SUbj6Ct °f the l0Wer infinitival dause is the direc! object of the higher causative verb and appears in the accusative form 

More research is needed to arrive at a fuller understanding of the choice 

e ween plain (subjectless”) and complex (“causative”) infmitivals 

SrictausPmrthn ?riati°n in 3 range ofsubordinate clauses. Here we 
eitl er eau red f e,nCe C°J'Mons where ‘he causative infinitive is eitlier required or strongly preferred. 

a) The “accusative plus infinitive” construction 

IohntainUfhartiVe infini‘iVe ‘u typiCa"y USed in ditransitive sentences that 
conta n three arguments: the subject, the direct object, and the infinitiva! 
ompiement clause. In the “accusative plus infinitive” construction the 

matrix direct object is the antecedent of the pronominal subject of the 

matches'6 TeSatIVe In dlis c°"struction, the syntactic structure 
™Z d rn causatlve semantics of this construction quite 

Set ttTiusEE matrk fSUlTu repreSemS tHe CAUSERaad matrix 
de crees the t gUme J r the subordinate infinitival clause that 
THPov . 11 a,med f°r> e g' ^ ^nxpxKXxe, mmcchmy 

npoy eTpeyqixHx cxoic ‘and (xyoi) he (Apa Pambo) asked 
(x--f-nxpxKxxeii) all (rnpoy) the brothers (N-Ne-cNny) [to pray 

fZ?ZT )f0r (HUaria) (GJCU,'c)J’ OHii. 8:17-18), lyui xq/wpw 
enenpecByrepoc erpeqcopoy NNecNny ‘and (xyj) he (Z 
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nobleman) requested (A-q-Kiupqj) the presbyter (e-ne-rrpecBYxepoc) [to 

distribute it (the money) (e-xpe-q-cop-oy) among the brothers 

(n-n©-cnmy)]’ (AP Elanskaya 16b:2-4), AyTB£ oy^aaao expeqxi 

M^NxpiiMA. (for NgeNxphMA) exBe NeqxpiA mmin HMoq ‘a (certain) old 

man (oy-£AAAo) was asked (lit. they asked (x-y-TB^)) [to take 

(e-xpe-q-xi) some money (n-£N-xphma) for (exse) his own (mmin 
MMo-q) needs (Neq-xpiA)]’ (AP Elanskaya 15b:3-6), xycu AinApAKAAei 

MMoq expqxtu (for expeqxuf) epoi MneqpxN ‘and (Aya>) I asked (a 

1-nxpa.KAAei) him (Apa Onnophrius) (MMo-q) [to tell (e-xp-q-xu>) me 
(epo-i) his name (M-neq-pAN)]’ (Onnophr. 210:16-17). 

b) Volitional constructions with overt subjects 

Infinitival clauses with and without overt subjects differ systematically from 
one another in volitional constructions. While plain infinitives are selected 

when the matrix subject acts as a controller for the missing noun phrase, the 

syntactically more complex causative version must appear in their place in 

different-subject infinitival clauses. Thus, compare: aaaa etpcune Koytuq? 
eeipe NgeNKoyi nxaa<5o xpicoy nak miiboa ntttoaic (jjanxkp 

negooy cnay ‘but (aaaa) if (ecpume) you want (K-oyoicp) [_ to do 

(e-eipe) a few (N-geN-Koyi) healings (n-xaa<5o), do them (xpi-coy) outside 

(m-tt-boa) the city (n-x-ttoaic) at a distance (lit. until you make 

(u;ant-k~p)) of two (cnay) days (ne-gpoy)!’ (Ac. A&P 196:33-34) vs. 

rrAeiurr eioyoxp expeKBArmze mmoi ‘My Father (nA-eiu>x), I want 

(e-i-oyojcp) \vou to baptize (e-xpe-K-BAirnze) me (mmo-i)]’ (Mena, Mir. 

31a:34-31b:2), mttxocic oyuwp an erpeqAo mttcima tpA oah ‘the Lord 

(n-xoeic) does not (an) want (m- ... oyauij) [ it (the inscription of Jesus’ 

cross) to leave (e-Tpe-q-Ao) this place (m-tigi-ma) until (a; a) the end (©ah < 
T-2AH)]’ (Eud. 76:18). 

c) Infinitival adjunct clauses of temporal location 

Causative infinitives are widely used in adjunct clauses of temporal 
location. The normal subordinator g- is replaced by the locative-temporal 
preposition mnnca ‘after’ to form the infinitival version of ‘AFTER.’- 
clauses, e.g. mnnca xpG oycyrxcupucic Ac tptune tigxg nppo NAnA 
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eeoijjiAoc xe (...) ‘[after (mnnca) consent (oy-cyrxojpHcic) was given 

(Tpe ... (pome)], the king (n-PPo) said (nexe) to Apa Theophilos that 
(xe) (...)’ (Eud. 74:17), Acqjume Ae mnnca xpcqNAy en^opoMA (...) 
TOTe NToq MN nGqcoN AyApxei NoytiMpc gboa MnMA cTeyoyH^ 

N2Hxq expeycMNxq NoyKoyi Ncooy^c ‘it happened (A-cuximc) 
[after (mnnca) he (Pachom) had seen (xpe-q-NAy) the vision 

(e-n-eopoMA)], then (xoxe) he (Pachom) and (mn) his brother 

(neq-coN) began (A-y-APxei) t0 expand (N-oyaxpc) the place 

(m-tt-ma) where (N^nx-q) they were living (exe-y-oyHg) [to set it up 
(e-xpe-y-cMNx-q) as a small (N-oy-noyi) convent (n-cooypc)]’ (V 
Pach. 1:8-13). J K 

^ Infinitival ‘WHEN’-cIauses are initiated by the locative preposition ^m 
in’; the infinitival complement takes the form of a definite noun phrase, 

e.g. eM [nxpJeqtDBu; Ae [eic] i^Anoc aha [m]h[na] xqxZe PATq 

[ex](u[q] oygo[po]MA ‘[when (2m) he (the camel-herd) dozed off 
(n-xpe-q~(DBq;)], look (eic) the holy (n-^rioc) Apa Mena stood 

(A-q-Aee pAx-q) before him (exw-q) in (2n) a dream (oy-zppoMA)’ 

(Mena, Mir. 12a:2-6), Aycu Zu nxpAXMON Zwz mn aaay Tnacopa^x 

AYa> nnAeoc naao nZy\t ‘and (Aycu) [when (£m) / do not have 

(n-xPA-xM-(5N) anything (Zwe) (to do) with (mn) anyone (aaay)], I will 

find peace (1-na-c<5pa£T) and (aYui) the passion (n-nAeoc) will leave 

(na-ao) me (njuix)’ (AP Chaine no. 48, 10:17-18), nqg Noyxouupe 

eAqaoxq eneqm gM rrrpeqxpo Zn nnoAyMoc (for nnoAeMoc) ‘like 

(nqc n-) a hero (oy-xtiMUpe) who returned (e-A-q-Kox-q) to his house 

(e-neq-Hi) [after (^m) having been victorious (n-xpe-q-xpo) in (pm) the 
war (n-noAyMoc)]’ (KHMLII 50:15-16). 

d) Infinitival purpose clauses 

Like propositional complements of volitional verbs, complex infinitivals 
are consistently used in different-subject purpose clauses, e.g. naftccdma 

mgn AqxcupHrei nan HnpH expeqp oyoeiN epoN MnGgpoy ‘(as for) 
those (soil, the eyes) of the body (na-r-ciuma), he (God) provided 
(A-q-xcupHrei) us (na-n) with the sun [to shine (lit. to make (e-xpe-q-p) 
light (oyern)) for us (epo-N) by day (M-rTG-zooY)]’ (Hi!. 1:7-8), 
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ntax|C6£ m.i naaoc nim eTpeyp nMeeye NNeyNod *he (Paul) had 

written (Nr-A-q-cej>) this (m.i) to every (nim) nation (n-xaoc) [that they 

remember (lit. make (e-Tpe-y-p) remembrance (n-Meeye) of)) their great 

(leaders) (N-Ney-NOd)]’ (Zen. 200:13-14), xooy e^pAi ckhmc ncx 
nctoyaab eyeipe Ntpqe cnooyc £N [rjeyHne eTpeyei 

NceBArmze mmok ‘send (xooy) to Egypt (c-khmc) after (ncx) tfw holy 

men (N-eT-oyAAB) who are (lit. make (e-y-eipe)) seventy-two (N-ipqe 

cnooyc) in (^n) number (rey-Hne) [that they come (e-Tpe-y-ei) and 

baptize (N-ce-BAnrize) you (mmo-k)]’ (Eud. 42:2-4). 
The causative infinitive seems to be strongly preferred when the main 

clause subject has undergone inversion for focalisation purposes, e.g. Ayu> 

AyKiDTe epoq n(5i N£ApMA NMnepcoc eTpeyMoyoyT MMoq ‘and (Ayu>) 

the chariots (n-^apma) of the Persians (N-M-nepcoc) surrounded 

(x-y-KUJTe) him (Constantine) (epo-q) [to kill (e-rpe-y-MoyoyT) him 

(MMo-q)]’ (Eud. 42:25), ayecuk Ae NTeyNoy Ndi NecTpArnxATHC ntc 

TdoM expeyeNTq ‘the generals (nc-ctpathaathc) of (ntc) the army 

(t-oom) came (a-y-bujk) immediately (NTeyNoy) [to get him (Constantine) 
(e-rpe-y-eNT-q)]5 (Eud. 38:5-6), nct^m nrxnoc [Ay]xi cbuj noyA noyA 

erpeqN neqcKeoc (for neqcKeyoc) oyTBBO mn oytMH ‘(as for) 

those who are married (lit. who are in (n-ct-^m) marriage (n-rxMoc)), they 

were taught (lit. they received (A-y~.x:i) instruction (cbuj)) each one (n-oyA 

n-oyA) [to bear (e-Tpe-q-N) his vessel (neq-cKeoc) in (£n) purity 

(oy-TBBo) and (mn) honour (oy-+Mti)]’ (Zen. 203: 34-35). 
Under conditions that are not yet well understood, complex infinitivals are 

available as a marked option in same-subject purpose clauses with first 
person singular reference, e.g. anok Ae aieojk cboa errrooye 
CTpANHcreye ‘7 (anok) went (a-i-bujk) out (cboat)' into the desert 

(c-n-Tooye) [to fast (e-TpA-NHCTeye)]’ (Ac. A&P 200:95-96), [a]yuj 

NTAiei eTpAjcixq ntootk NArAnH ‘and (ayuj) 7 had already gone 

(NT-A-1-ei) [to take it (the golden coin) (e-TpA-xiT-q) from you (ntoot-k) 

as an act of charity (n-apatiii)] ’ (AP Elanskaya 14b: 19-21). 

k 

I 

e) Infinitival result clauses 

Complex infinitivals may be used to express a resulting or subsequent 

situation. The resultative interpretation of complex infinitivals is often 
made explicit by means of the consecutive conjunction £u>cTe ‘such that’, 
e.g. Nrqj MneiMeeye NCApx cboa mmoi ^ojctc ctmtpaoojnt 
enTHpq 2m ha^ht ‘and take (N-r-qi) away (cboa) this fleshy (n-capx) 

thought (M-rrei-Meeye) from me (mmo-i) \such that fewcre) 7 wont 

become angry (6-tm-tPa-<5ujnt) at all (enrnpq) in (2m) my heart 
(tta-^ht) (V. Pach. 2:4-6), a taoom ei epoi giucre cthtpaaicoanc 

enrnpq xe f^Koeir h foBe ‘my strength (ta-oom) came back (a ... ei) 

to me (epo-i) [such that (^ujctc) I did not notice (c-tm-tpa-aicoanc) at 

all (enrnpq) [whether (*e) I was hungry (t-eKoeir) or (h) thirsty 

(t-ose)]] (Onnophr. 209:26-27), NetpApe ^eNKoyi eN'froN (for n+ 

tujn) ei eTeyMHTe etucTe eTFey[M]KAe mn Neyepny n2a£ ncoh 

6TBC nAi ‘some minor (^eN-Koyi) quarrels (eN-tTon) came (ne-tpApe 
... ei) into their midst (e-rey-Mnre) [such that (gcucre) they got upset 

(e-rpe-y-MKAg) with (mn) one another (Ney-epHy) many (n-^ajj) times 
(n-con) because of (erce) this (nAi)]’ (Zen. 201:37-39). 



Key Terms: 

Impersonal contain a semantically empty expletive §12.1.1.1 
sentences pronoun in the canonical subject position, with 

the clausal subject being extraposed to the 
postverbal position, e.g. qptixpe Ae exooc 

eMXTe xe geNnxANH Ne nai x\iv 

geNXAxe ns gtm6 ‘it is sufficient (q-pujqje) 

[to just (gmatg) state (e-xoo-c) [tliat (xe) » 
tliese (nai) (are) errors (^gnitx an h) and (xyti)) 
contrary feeN-XAxe) to the truth (e-T-Me)« 

]]’ (Contra Orig. 408). 

Mandative typically occur with verbs, nouns and §12.1.1.2 
constructions adjectives that have the same directive 

meaning and function as imperatives. Coptic 
impersonal verbs like ^att-c ‘it is necessary, 
must’ and nanoy-c ‘it is good, better’ 
introduce mandative constructions with 
various degrees of modal strength, ranging 
from requests, directions, and instructions to 
advice, persuasions, and recommendations. 

Factive verbs When formulated in the affirmative, factive §12.1.2.1 
verbs like cooyN ‘to know’ presuppose the 
truth of the assertion expressed in the 
complement clause, e.g. kcooyn nxxoeic 

.xe neireNOC xe xphctianoc (for 
xpictianoc) ce£YTTOMINe (for 
cegynoMeNe) gnbacanoc ‘you know 

(k-cooyn), my lord (nA-xoeic), [thaf'(xe) 
this race (nei-reNoc) called (xe) Christians 
(xphctianoc) bears (ce-^YTTOMiNe) the 
tortures (g-n-bacanoc)]’ (Mena, Enc. 
55b:23-28). 
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Direct vs. indirect Direct reported speech purports to give the §12.1.3 
reported speech actual wording of the original utterance, 

while indirect reported speech only gives its 
content, e.g. nexxq nai xe A^e Ai^ice 
tojnoy ‘he said (nexA-q) to me (na-i) [(that) 
(xe) » Yes (Age), I suffered (A-i-£ice) a lot 
(tojnoy)! «]’ (Onnophr. 208:21-22) vs. 
xqqjAxe NMNAq erpeqnxne tujkg 
em-onoc Mngxnoc afta mhna 

qjANToYxoxq esox ‘he (the archbishop) told 
(x-q-qjAxe) him (the brick-maker) (NMMA-q) 

[to make (e-Tpe-q-nAne) bricks (tojbg) for 
the shrine (e-n-Tonoc) of the holy 
(M-n-^Anoc) Apa Mena [until they finished it 
(u; ant- oy-x ok- q cboa)]]’ (Mena, Mir. 
75a:24-75b:2). 

Open vs. remote Open conditionals are non-committal with §12.2.1 
conditionals. regard to whether the condition put forward 

in the protasis clause has been met or not, 
but attribute to the fulfilment of that 
condition a high degree of likelihood or 
probability, e.g. eyqiANei ncgOntn cnphc 

tnnaxi eooy ‘[when they come 
(e-y-qjAN-ei) and find us (n-cg-Ont-n) 

awake (e-N-pnc)], we will be glorified (lit. 
receive (tn-na-xj) glory (eooy))’ (AP 
Chaine no. 44, 9:17). Remote conditionals, 
on the other hand, put forward a condition 
whose actualisation is considered to be 
relatively unlikely or even impossible, e.g. 
Nepe nxoeic MneiMA nginabojk 

TAnApAKAxei MMoq ‘(if) the Lord 
(rr-xoeic) were (Nepe) in this place 
(m-1701-na), / would go (nc-i-na-bidk) and 
appeal (ta-ftapakaaci) to him (MMo-qV 
(Ac. A&P 200:100-101). 
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Control is a special case of anaphoric relation §12.3.2 
between the missing subject of an infinitival 
construction and noun phrase it is co¬ 
referenced with. 

Selected texts 

Below are six annotated Sahidic Coptic texts from different literary 
genres. 

APOCRYPHAL LITERATURE 

THE DESCENT OF JESUS CHRIST INTO THE NETHERWORLD 

nexAia xe eiNATOJoyN tauj<5t mmoi. Aip tpoprr epoqb eAMNTec. 

\c\gi e£pAi eneiMA Aqqi NNeupyxooye mpoy Aq<pajqd namntc 

<P«KTN TAtpyXH MAyAAC. A NGMNOyTC NAMNT6 piHe e^OyN 

enAiABoxoc eyxaj mmoc xe exp o[y] ewpoytpoy mmok gkxuj 

mmoc xe anok He nppo xyu) mn KeoyA nbaaai. reNoy Ae 

ANCIMG Ae NTOK AN ne TTppO CEOA xe A ngTO NXOeiC epOK ei 

AqqiToy ntootk mpoy. totc nexe ttaiaboaoc Miret-iTo cboa 

NNeqeNepriA (for NNeqeNepreiA)f mpoy xe u> naoom THpoy 

eTeTNMeeye xe oyxu»u»pe ne nApAON; mmon aaaa eneiAHB Aqei 

eneiMA aaaa eic KetpyxH mm a Ay Mneqe<p<5M(5oM eqiTc. totg ic 

AqMoyxe gmixaha neNTAqNTq NMMAq enecHT namntc nexAq 

NAq xe ani TerpyxH NioyAAc e^pAi xgkac nnc nAiABoxoc <5n 

AOitfe excn (read exuit). Aqei n<5i mixaha AqNT e^pAi. mnnca n[ai 

a mixa] [ha] wu> gboa xe XI (pine nak nxxx[e] ncscvb11. [m][nnca] 

nai nexe nxoeic [m]mixaha xe [kto] NTetpyxH eNTApTApoc1 

NAMNTe. AqpiMe N(5l JOyAAC xe GKNABUIK NrKAAT £N NeiKOAACIC;^ 

ntacing (read ntaiging) NTA(|)yxH po> gboa cojma xe ■j’cooyN 

xe KNny eAMNTe Nrqi NNGKpyxooye THpoy xe exeqi tcdi £oj. 

AqoyoxpB nc5i ic nexAq NioyAAc xe nTAAAinujpock ntakp oy 

retioy cyANTimApr NroycucpT MnAiABOAOc; nexe ioyAac NAq xe 
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njcoei[c] N-r.qei mecHor MoyAp.KaiN1 epe puriq] 

eqoytuuj eoHKT .,F 2oT[e] [..oya^T] n.q. ne*e [ic] N.q 1 a, 

BomoT^F°C [Mln"'AY NT[Aq]e' [<J,]ApOK eNe N«Mooc jce ic 
BO[HO]el epo, NeKN.OyjCl .AA. .Kp nKeE(UKn iKeipe NOVP0.B 
epe nNOYTe moctc MMoq e.KMoyoyr hmok ctec r,., 

eKetpame 2n NnFTipoc <p. nejooy Nrrg.n erepe nmeic N*t 
eAn epOK. (Ac. A&P 202:102-128) 1 

NOTES: a. The speaker is Judas bkarbt b. Jesus Christ c. .hntg ‘the West 
Hell’d cpujq <t0 lay waste, destroy’ e. ™oyr ‘porter’ f. enepn. W’ £ 

“ md“d’ «» ‘weak’ i. -r.pr.poc‘the Tartarus’ [ Kolfc 
torture, pumshment k. Txxxmwpoc ‘miserable’ 1. ap.ku,n ‘dragon’m 

bohogi to help n. .up me!o* ‘you took a different route’ 

HAGIOGRAPHIC LITERATURE 
i——--——__ 

FROM THE VITA OF SAINT PACHOMIUS 

NeYN oyc2,„e Ae epe necNoq 2.Foc noYno<5 Noyoenp .yea 

aepeccuJTM jee ePe .n. aionucioc m.eujk <p. npoiae 
Mnnoyre att. n.2(UM .ctu>oYn .cbu>k, rp.poq .c.sioy” „MOq 
ec2cu> .xe tcooyN jee newpBiip ne npume Hnnoyre .n. n.2a>M 
Toyaup eTpeiuciT NMM.K t.m.y ePoq. tnicreye r.P *e 

eitp.NN.y epoq MM.re rccoeic N.f n.i .inrudo. NToq Ae 

qnioe (for .qneioe) 2m tt2u.b gboa are qcooyr, nth.gt«c 

I.ONve,o NTAeYN°Y AYTAAOC eY-x°i *Y®> e2HT <p. neNemjT. .n. 
lONycioc Ae .qEWK e2oYN ut.poq .yu, mnnc. Tpeqoyat 

eq^re wnn.q eTE6 NecNiry er.r.qnop.oy eEO. mnhcujc 

ri:oq eqxiu hmoc xe to^ Y|>eKT“°Y-' -tneutk 
eBOA enn. mttpo GTEe neijaJB N.N.rK.,oNd Nroq Ae .qra-oyn 

™ ^ ^e* -Y2HOOC we hn neyepuy. 
" Ae ice' 2,ni2°V HHoq 2P., 2N recNoo „n,cT,c. 

6;rZ MMiTe eNeq2°'Te NTeN°Y npuJMe Ae 
XnX mZU,M NeiqHKA2 N2"T 2" nZu>E <p. 2p., enuoy 

n, T1’ N,M Necl0YUHj) .N CA1 eooy gboa ,,tn 
NptuMe. (V. Pach. 139:4-23> _ Z 
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Key Terms: 

Impersonal contain a semantically empty expletive §12.1.1,1 
sentences pronoun in the canonical subject position, with 

the clausal subject being extraposed to the 
postverbal position, e.g. qptutye Ag exooc 

eHATe xe j>eNT7AANH Ne nai xyuj 

jjgnxaxg Ne gtmg ‘it is sufficient (q-puxye) 
[to just (gmatg) state (e-xoo-c) [that (xg) » 

these (nai) (are) errors (2gnttaanh) and (Ayu>) 

contrary (j>gn-xaxg) to the truth (e-T-Me)« 

]]* (Contra Orig. 408). 

Mandative typically occur with verbs, nouns and §12.1.1.2 
constructions adjectives that have the same directive 

meaning and function as imperatives. Coptic 
impersonal verbs like j>att-c ‘it is necessary, 
must’ and nanoy-c ‘it is good, better’ 
introduce mandative constructions with 
various degrees of modal strength, ranging 
from requests, directions, and instructions to 
advice, persuasions, and recommendations. 

Factive verbs When formulated in the affirmative, factive §12.1.2.1 
verbs like cooyN ‘to know’ presuppose the 
truth of the assertion expressed in the 
complement clause, e.g. KcooyN ruxoe'ic 
xg neireNoc xg xphctianoc (for 
xpictianoc) cejjynoMiNe (for 
ce^ynoMeNe) gnbacanoc ‘you know 
(k-cooyn), my lord (nx-xoGic), [that (xg) 

this race (nei-reNoc) called (xg) Christians 
(xphctianoc) bears (ce-gynot-iiNe) the 
tortures (g-n-bacanoc)]’ (Mena, Enc. 
55b:23-28). 
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Direct vs. indirect Direct reported speech purports to give the §12.1.3 
reported speech actual wording of the original utterance, 

while indirect reported speech only gives its 
content, e.g. nexxq naj x:g a^c ai^jcg 

TtuNoy ‘he said (ncxx-q) to me (na-i) [(that) 
(xe) » Yes (a^g), I suffered (x-i-^ice) a lot 
(tu)noy)!«3’ (Onnophr. 208:21-22) vs. 
xqq;xxe NMMxq GTpcqriATTG tcubg 
enronoc Mngxnoc xnx mhnx 
cjixNToyxoKq gboa ‘he (the archbishop) told 
(x-q-qjxxe) him (the brick-maker) (NMMx-q) 

[to make (e-Tpe-q-nxne) bricks (tojbg) for 
the shrine (e-n-Tonoc) of the holy 
(ti-rr-j>Anoc) Apa Mena [until they finished it 
(qixNT-oy-xoK-q gboa)]]’ (Mena, Mir. 
75a:24-75b:2). 

Open vs. remote Open conditionals are non-committal with §12.2.1 
conditionals regard to whether the condition put forward 

in the protasis clause has been met or not, 
but attribute to the fulfilment of that 
condition a high degree of likelihood or 
probability, e.g. eyqixNGi ncgOntn GNpnc 

tnnaxj eooy ‘[when they come 
(G-y-qjxN-ei) and find us (n-cg-cnt-n) 

awake (g-n-phc)], we will be glorified (lit. 
receive (tn-na-xi) glory (Gooy))’ (AP 
Chaine no. 44, 9:17). Remote conditionals, 
on the other hand, put forward a condition 
whose actualisation is considered to be 
relatively unlikely or even impossible, e.g. 
Nepe TTXOGIC MTTG1MX NGJNABIDK 

tatta pxKAAGi MMoq ‘(if) the Lord 
(n-xoGic) were (ngpg) in this place 
(M-nci-Mx), / would go (ng-j-na-buik) and 
appeal (ta-fiapakaxgi) to him (MMo-q)’ 
(Ac. A&P 200:100-101). 



Control is a special case of anaphoric relation §12.3.2 
between the missing subject of an infinitival 
construction and noun phrase it is co¬ 
referenced with. 

Selected texts 

Below are six annotated Sahidic Coptic texts from different literary 
genres. 

APOCRYPHAL LITERATURE 

THE DESCENT OF JESUS CHRIST INTO THE NETHERWORLD 

nexxi xe eiNXTuioyN TxuidT mmoi. xip gjopn epoqb exMNTec. 

xqei e^pxi eneiMx xqqi NNeupyxooye THpoy xq(pmqd namnt6 

(pxTN TxtpyxH Mxyxxc. X NeMNoyTc nxmntg pme e$>oyN 

enAixBoxoc eyxuj mhoc xe exp o[y] eK<poy(poy hmok exxo 

mmoc xe xnok rre nppo xym mn xeoyx NBXXXI. TeNOy Ae 

XNeiMG Ae NTOK XN ne nppo ©box xe x neTo Nxoeic epox ei 

xqqiToy ntootk THpoy. totc nexe nAixBoxoc MneHTO cbox 

NNeqeNepnx (for NNeqeNepreix)f rnpoy xe o> NXdoM THpoy 

eTCTNMeeye xe oyxuxi>pe ne nxpxoN; mmon xxxx eneiAH8 xqei 

enemx xxxx eic Keipyxn MMXxy MneqetpdMdOM eqiTC. totc ic 

xqnoyTe eMixxHx neNTxqNTq NMMxq enecHT nxi-intc nexxq 

Nxq xe xni TetpyxH NioyAxc e^pxi xexxc nnc nAixBoxoc <5n 

xoide exoj (read exuii). xqei n<5i mixxhx xqNT e^pxr. mnncx n[xi 

X Mixx][hx] uup eBOX xe xi (pine NXK nxxx[e] Ndu>Bh. [m][nncx] 

nxi nexe nxoeic [m]mixxhx xe [kto] NTetpyxn eNTxpTxpoc' 

NXMNTe. xqpme Ndi loyAxc xe eKNXBtiw npkxxt £n Nemoxxcic;^ 

NTxeiNe (read NTxieiNe) NTxtpyxn pu> cbox £N ccdmx xe i'CooyN 

xe knhy exMNTe Nrqi NNeupyxooye THpoy xe eKeqi ton ^uj. 

xqoyoxpB Ndi Ic nexxq NioyAxc xe nTxxxinuipoc14 ntxkp oy 

Tenoy cpxNTKnxpT NroyqxpT mnAixBoxoc; nexe loyAxc Nxq xe 
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nxoei[c] NTxqei exaii mtocmot NoyApxKOJN epe pco[q] oytuN 

eqoyoxp comkt xip £OT[e] [xioyu>]<p[T] Nxq. nexe [ic] Nxq xe w 

nTxxxincnpoc [M]nNxy NT[xq]ei [ipjxpoK ene [nt]xk[x]ooc xe ic 
Bo[H©]ei epoi NeKNxoyxxi xxxx xnp nKeBu>Kn xneipe noy^ujb 
epe nnoyTe moctc MMoq exKMoyoyT mmok MxyxxK. ctbc nxi 
eKetptune £N NTxpTxpoc <px ne^ooy nngxn eTepe nxoeic Nxf 

epoK. (Ac. A&P 202:102-128) 

NOTES: a. The speaker is Judas Iskariot b. Jesus Christ c. xmnt© ‘the West, 
Hell’d. qnuq ‘to lay waste, destroy’ e. mnoyt ‘porter’ f. eNepnx ‘force’ g. 
eneiAH ‘indeed, really’ h. duiB ‘weak’ i. TxpTxpoc ‘the Tartarus’ j. koxxcic 

‘torture, punishment’ k. TxxAinwpoc ‘miserable’ 1. ApxKiUN ‘dragon’m. 
BoHeei ‘to help’ n. xKp nKCBtuK ‘you took a different route’ 

HAGIOGRAPHIC LITERATURE 

FROM THE VITA OF SAINT PACHOMIUS 

NeyN oyc^me Ae epe necNoq £xpoc NoyNod NoyoeKp xya> 

NTepeccujTM xe epe xnx Aionhcioc nxbujk <px npame 
MiTNoyTe xnx nx^am xcTOJoyN xcbojk (pxpoq xcxsioy0 MMoq 

ecxuj xe tcooyN xe neiupBHp ne npmne MnnoyTe xnx nxgujM. 
Toyrnip eTpeKxiT nmmxk TXNxy epoq. TniCTeye rxp xe 

eupxNNxy epoq mmxtc nxoeic Nxf nxi MnTXxdo. NToq Ae 

xqniee (for xqnei©e)b £M ngaiB ©box xe qcooyN ntmxcti^0 

eT2.?xo)c. NTeyNoy xyTxxoc eyxoi xyei egHT <px neNeuuT. xnx 

AioNycioc Ae xqBmK e^oyN (pxpoq xym mnncx Tpeqoya) 

eqcpxxe NMMxq ctbc NecNHy eNTxqnopxoy esox hnncojc 

xqxxioy MMoq eqxa> mmoc xe foyaxp CTpeKTOioyN ntnbojk 

©box enMx Mnpo ctbc nei^aiB NXNxrKxioNd. NToq Ae xqTtnoyN 

xqoyx^q Nca>q xyei esox xyu> xygMOoc xyqjxxe mn NeyepHy. 
Tecgme Ae xcei 2-inx^oy MMoq ^pxi 2.n TecNOd MmcTic. 

NTepecxo)^ mmxtc eNeq^oiTe ntcnoy xcTxxdo. nprnMe Ae 
MnNoyTe xnx nx£u>M NexqMKx^ n^iit £M n^aiB (px £pxi enMoy 
cbox xe Noyoeup nim Neqoyuxp xn exi eooy cbox ?itn 
NpaiMe. (V. Pach. 139:4-23^_ 
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NOTES: a. xxioy ‘to ask’ b. niee ‘to agree on’ c. mactix ‘whip, metaph. 

scourge, plague’ d. A_NA.rKA.ioN ‘urgent’ 

MONASTIC LITERATURE 

NOTES, a. xpHMA. money’ b. tc-jcnh ‘abroad’ c. npecByTGpoc ‘priest’d. p 

xpiA. ‘to be in need (of)’ e. xi njcna.£ ‘to force somebody’ f. BA.ipe ‘basket’ h. 

Z,nt= ‘to approach’ g. Arxrm ‘aim’. 

SUBORDINATE CLAUSES 

YW eB?A N<31 CNAY g2ncon (for eZeNcoN) Ne kata 

cxps^eacupc kata ney?eoocc (for neynooc). Aycep (for aycu>P) d 

N(J)N6 NAJH6 MMIAION JCeKAC NKA HIM GTOyNAONToy Mn20YN 

MTTe(jiNe Ne eyeaonoy5 NceZoTBoy Zn nkontoc.” Ayacur.e Ae 

NTT2AAO MN TiecJMAOHTHC1 CNAY. AYNAY AC epoq eYPMNBU, 

(eypHHqujy ne eqZA Zore ZM neqeiNe Ayu. Ayujnhpc HMATe. 

nejCAy NAq Ae ntk oyPo.Me Ae ntk oynNA aa.c eFON. nexAq 

naY ag ant oypo>Me npeqp NoEe ntaigi eprne 2ian nanobc 

Aytu eoyojqiT nic nexc nqnipe iinmyre gtonz. ntooY Ae 

neAAy AG HN Noyre q»oon nca npM mn nKU.2T hn nMooy - 

GNeycjiMqie tap naY - aaaa t neKoyo. Nreyc.AZe1 naY. NToq Ae 

rieAAq ac eTerNnuNA." nai tap jncoint (for zeNcu.NT)n ne 

aaaa InApAKAAGl HHltTN e-Tpe-TeTN-KGT-THyTN enNoyTe MMe 

NTGTNcoycuNq. NToq TAP neNTAqciuNT NNA. MN nKeceene 

NTOoy Ae AYca,Ee neAAy Ae ckau. hhoc eneNTAyCA.oq" Ayu. 

Aytpoy MMoq Ae oyNoyre MMe ne; neAAq Ae e2e NToq ne 

nnoyre MMe eAqc^oy MnNOEe AqZa.Ts Mnnoy. mai ne etqiAAe 

epoq ag nnoyre MMe ne. AyBACAN.ze1’ Ae MMoq mn mecNAy 

CAyANArrAZe (for eAYANArKAZe)q MMooy eP eyciA. neon Ae cnaY 

Ayqei (for Ayq.) NreyAne. njAAo Ae AyEACANize MMoq NjNjooy 

(for N^eNjooy) eNA<j,u,oy. cn2Ae Ae AYTAZoq ePATq AyAoseye 

(for Ayrozeye) epoq. a oYa nma (for nca) core Zioh MMoq Ayu. 

r.KeoyA z, nA2oy moq eqZN reyMHre. nZAAo Ae neAAq Ae 

eniAH ATeTNqei hn NernepHy enajjr1 geoa NoycNoq NATNose 

ne.NAy r.A. NPACTe tgtnmaay naP ATqjHpe geoa mmcptn 

MnecNAy Aya. nerNCNoq NAna.Zr geoa 2n ngtncotg mm.n 

MMU.TN, AYca.cj.q Ae MneqqjAAe Ayei Oe on geoa eOcupo 

MneqpAcre Ayu. a oYa NN.eoYAv p eoa Zm neqjNH Aynu.T Ae 

Ncu,q Ae eyNAConq aYnha (for aYnga) core epoq AypeZTw 

NeyepMy eneyZHT mm.n mmooy aYmoy kata nq,Axe MnZAAo. (AP 
Elanskaya 18a: 19-19b:8) 

NOTES: a. con kxtx cxpx‘blood brother’b. <5a>P<5 ‘to hunt’ c 9GOor 

custom, habtt’d. crop‘to spread out’e.(pN6‘net’ f. n^mg mm.a.on a 
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distance) of about forty (N-A.-2.Me) miles (m-mixion)’ g. come ‘to seize, catch’ h. 

kontoc ‘pike, pole’ i. maohthc ‘disciple’ j. pmn-b<t ‘hairy man’ k. <j>M<j>e ‘to 

serve, worship’ 1. eyciAze ‘to sacrifice’m. ttaana ‘to deceive, mislead’ n. cojnt 

‘creation’ o. (T)<5A(e)io ‘to condemn’ p. bacanizc ‘to torture’ q. ANArrxze ‘to 

force s.o.’ r. Aozeye ‘to shoot with the bow’s. eruAu ‘since’t. rm>2T esox ‘to 

pour out’ u. ctuqjq ‘to despise’ v. (e)ioyx ‘hind, deer’ w. paygr ‘to strike, hit’ 

HISTORIOGRAPHIC LITERATURE 

FROM THE CAMBYSES NOVEL 

NqAupiNe Ae eNTAqxooyco[y n<5i NABoyx]oAoNocopa NTepoyei 

eP^[T]£l Ay[TAMoq (?)]b [e][2J1UB nim eNTAyqHune MMooy Ayu» Ayt 
NAq NNen[ic]TOAooye.c NTepeqocpoy Ae AqtpToprp. xqxooy Ae 

AquoyTe eNeqpeqxi <poxNed xq<pAxe nmmay eqxu> mhoc jcc 

oy neTNNAAAfq] eBox xe atctncuttm eoe eNTAyA2e nboa epoi 

N<3i NeT(po[on] 2n mma Ntpx MnpHc eyxtu hhoc xe 

NTNNA2ynOTACCef NAK AN CTEe T<50M NKHM6 A6 C<pOOFI 

nhhan, TeTNoyuup <5[e] eTpeNTAAN e2pxi epooy NtpoprT 

NTNnATAcce8 MMooy 2n oyTAnpo NCHqe Ayu> khmc THpq 

ceNActUTM Ncep 2OTe (•••)• Ney<poo[n] [Ae NM]MAq n<3i cxtpq 
Npeqxi qjoxNe epe [oyA] [mm]ooy [e]pe neqcpxxe cmcom. 

nexx[q] [MncMTo] [M]nppo xe nppo 1DN2 tpx eNe2- cujtm [Ae] 

[entpoxjNe MrreK2M2AA oyxe mfiptaak e[2pAi epojoy Mnp[T] 
MneK20 enam 62oyN (...). ttai Ae NT[oq] [ne] [<J>o>e] eTKNAAAq. 

xooy N2€N[qAI (piNe 6BOX 2ITN] KHMe T[H]pq HnpAN MlJ^ApAU)1' 

Ayu) MjnpAN N2xrre' neyNoyT[e] (2N] £eN(pAx[e] eNectuoy 

2twcTe eTpe[yca>oY2 e]2oyN eytpxJ mn oy2O0n Nppo [xyto 

erpeyjei £N oyAMexiAk mn oy2HT NA[Tpo]oytp eMN no[x]eMoc 
N£HTq. 2°tan oe eyqjANctuoyz e2oyN qnanay N(5i rreyxoeic 

xe a KeMNTXoeic AMA£Te excnoy Nqp £otc eMATe NqT mtika2 
e£p<M eNeKOix. etpuirre muon KNAtpn £ice eMxre kata oe eNTAip 

<popn xooq nar."1 nim tap neTNAA£e p[xr]q eMupe mn 

Nei0Y200p H NIM neTNAp TU>N MN NlApZ NIM NTOq neTNACUJp 
€Box eMiqje mn 26NMayi <poxNe ?\ ceu> ?i mntpmn?ht 
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xeKxc eqexMA2Te extuoy; eic nxcpoxNe xixooq MneKMTO esox 

rrAxoeic [n]p[po] tcnoy <3e Mxpeqp anak. KcooyN [Ae zukdk] 

NppMNKHMe (for NNpMNKHMe) THpoy X€ 2eNpeq[MI<pe Ne] Ayu) 
NeyeioMe eeNpeqNex [w]ue Ne £[n] [oyc^e^AONH11 Ayu> eyxno 
NNeytpHpe [eyTCABo] MMooy enoxeMei (...). (Camb. 7:7-8:25) 

NOTES: a. naboyxoAonocop ‘Nebukadnezar’ b. The reconstruction of this 

passage is uncertain c. en[ic]Toxooyepl ‘letters’ d. peq-xi cpoxNe ‘counselor’ 

e. MMA n<jja Mripn ‘the places (m-ma) of sun (M-n-pn) rise (n-^a)’ {rnetaph. for 

the East) f. 2ynoTAcce ‘to be obedient’ g. nATAcce ‘to beat, strike’ h. «j>apau> 

Pharaoh’ i. 2xne ‘(the god) Apis’ j. <px ‘feast’ k. amgxia ‘inattention’ 1. 2otan 

when’m. kata oe eNTAiptpopn xooq nak ‘in (kata) the manner (ee < t-2©) 

that 1 have already (eNT-A-i«p-(popn) told (xoo-q) you (na-k)’ n. c*gnAonh 
‘sling’ 



PRESENT TENSES 

losing. 

2^ sing. masc. 

2nd sing. fem. 

3d sing, masc. 

3rd sing, fem, 

1“ plural 

2nd plural 

3d plural 

FIRST 

PRESENT 

t-_ 

K- 

•re(P> 

q- 

TN- 

T6TN- 

ce- 

1"slng, 

2nd sing. masc. 

2* sing. fem. 

3d sing. masc. 

3ri sing, fem. 

Is* plural 

2nd plural 

3*1 plural 

FIRST 

FUTURE 

1*“NA- 

TGp-NA- 

q-NA- 

TeN-NA- 

TGTN-NA- 

C6-NA- 

1st sing, 

2nd sing. masc. 

2nd sing. fem. 

3 d sing. masc. 

3ri sing, fem. 

1* plural 

2nd plural 

3d plural 

FIRST 

PERFECT 

A-pe> 

A-q- 

A-T6TN- 

a-y- 

SECOND 

PRESENT 

6-1- 

RELATIVE 

PRESENT 

e-i- 

e-K- 

e-pe- e-pe- 

e-q- e-q- 

6-N- 

6-T6TN- 

6-N- 

6-T6TN- 

6-y- 6-Y- 

FUTURE TENSES 

SECOND 

FUTURE 

e-i-NA- 

THIRD 

FUTURE 

6-1-6- 

PRETERIT 

FUTURE 

N6-I-NA- 

6-K-NA- e-K-e- N6-K-NA- 

epe-NA- e-p-e- 

6-q-NA- e-q-e- 

N6p6-NA- 

Ne-q-NA- 

N6-C-NA- 

e-N-e- 

6-T6TN-NA- e-T6TN-6- 

e-Y-NA- e-y-e- 

Ne-N-NA- 

N6-T6TN-NA- 

N6-Y-NA 

PERFECT TENSES 

SECOND 

PERFECT 

NT-A-I- 

RELATIVE 

PERFECT 

6-A-l- 

NT-A-pC- 

NT-A-q- 

NT-A-C- 

e-A-pe- 

e-A-q- 

e-A-c- 

NT-A-TCTN- 6-A-T6TN- 

nt-a~Y“ e-A-y- 

PRETERIT 

PERFECT 

N6-A-I- 

N6-A-K- 

N6-A-p6- 

Ne-A-q- 

N6-A-C- 

N6-A-N- 

N6-A-T6TN- 

N6-A-y- 

PRETERIT 

PRESENT 

N6-p6- 

Ne-q- 

N6-N- 

N6-T6TN- 

N6-y- 

NEGATIVE 

FUTURE 

NNA- 

NN6-K- 

NN6- 

NN6-q- 

NN6-C- 

NN6-N- 

NN6-TN- 

NN6-y- 

NEGATIVE 

PERFECT 

Hne-i- 

MPI6-K- 

nne- 

Mne-q- 

Hne-c- 

Mne-N- 

Mn-oy- 



HABITUAL TENSES 

losing. 

2nd sing. masc. 

2nd sing. fem. 

3rd sing. masc. 

3,d sing. fem. 

I" plural 

2nd plural 

3,d plural 

losing. 

2nd sing. masc. 

2nd sing. fem. 

3rd sing. masc. 

S* sing. fem. 

1U plural 

2nd plural 

3rd plural 

losing. 

2nd sing, masc, 

2nd sing. fem. 

3,dsing. masc. 

3,dsing. fem. 

1" plural 

2nd plural 

3,d plural 

HABITUAL 

FIRST 

PRESENT 

<yA-K- 

<yApG- 

<yA-C- 

<yA-N- 

uja-tgtn- 

(PA.-Y- 

TEMPORAL 

NTGpe-J- 

NTepe-K- 

NTepe- 

NTGpe-q- 

NTepe-c- 

NTepe-N- 

NTepe-TN- 

NTep-oy- 

MAp(e)- 

imperative 

MAf>6-C- 

MA.p(o)-N- 

imperative 

MAp-Oy- 

HABITUAL 

SECOND 

PRESENT 

RELATIVE 

HABITUAL 

HABITUAL 

PAST 

NEGATIVE 

HABITUAL 

6-<yA-|- e-iyA-i- NG-g>A-I- M6-1- 

6-tyA-K- G-gJA-K- NG-q;A.-K- HG-K- 

e-cyA-pe- G-qjx-pe- Ne-gjA-pe- MG- 

6-<yx-q- e-q>A-q- NG-gjA-q- MG-q- 

G-<yA-c- G-(yA-c- Ne-tyx-c- MG-C- 

G-tyA-N- e-qjx-N- N6-g>A-N- MG-N- 

G-tp.V-TeXM- G-Cy.V-TGTN- Ne-(J|A-TGTN- iie-reTN- 

e-qjA-y- 6-gjA-y- Ne-cyx-y- Me-y- 

RELATIVE TENSES 

TERMINATIVE I CONJUNCTIVE 

gJANf-, gJANTA (n)tA- 

(yANTG-K- N-r- 

<yANTe- NTe- 

tyANT6-q- N-q- 

(yANTG-C- N-C- 

(yANT6-N- NT6-N- 

(yANT6-TN- NT6-TN- 

<yANT-Oy~ N-C6- 

MOODS 

CONDITIONAL 

NEGATIVE 

PERFECTIVE 

MnA’t'-COJTM 

MITATG-K- 

MTTATC- 

MFTATG-q- 

MrTATG-C- 

MfTATG-N- 

MFTATG-TN- 

MrTAT-oy- 

INFERENTIAL 

e-K-<yxN- TApe-K- 

G-p-<yAN- TApG- 

G-q-tyxN- TApG-q- 

e-c-<yxN- TApe-c- 

e-N-tyAN- TAp-N- 

G-TGTN-gJAN- TApG-TN- 

e-y-<y\N- TAp-oy 

words 

Sahidic Coptic words are listed 

according to their root consonants. 
Lexical items that share the same 

sequence of root consonants are 
ordered with respect to vowels. 
Tense-aspect-mood markers are cited 
together with their 2nd person singular 
feminine form. The relevant 
paragraphs of the grammar are given 

in brackets. Lexical items with a word 

initial t(<r + ») and e (< t + g) are 
listed under the letter t. 

Abbreviations: Arabic numbers 
indicate grammatical person (1, 2 or 
3), act ‘active’, adj ‘adjective’, adv 

‘adverb’, aux ‘auxiliary verb’, cl 
‘clitic pronoun’, comp 

‘complementiser’, conj ‘conjunction’, 
det ‘determiner’, / ‘feminine’, imp 

‘imperative’, inter) ‘interjection’, m 
‘masculine’, n ‘noun’, num ‘numeral’, 
pass ‘passive’, pd ‘particle’, pfa 

pronominal prefix’, pi ‘plural’, prep 

preposition’, pron ‘personal 
pronoun’, ptep ‘participle’, Q-pcl 
‘question particle’, sg ‘singular’, sfx 
‘pronominal suffix’, supp. 

‘suppletive’, TAM ‘tense-aspect-mood 
marker’, vb ‘verb*. Stem patterns: 
nominal state (verb-), pronominal 

state (verb=), stative (verbt) 

a. TAM 
2:sg:f xpe 

AA= vb 

AIA1 Vb 

approximately 

PERFECT (§7.3.4) 

see eipe ‘to do’ 

to grow, increase 

ABCU nf 

ABooye pi 
drag net 

Axe vb 

AAMyt 
to climb, to mount, 

to go on board 

aao= imp Stop! See ao 

AMe nm 

AMHy(e) pi 
shepherd 

AMoy Come! See ei 
suppl. imp:sg:m 
AMH 
imp:sg:f 

AMneiTN 
imp:pl 

amntc nm Netherworld, Hell 

AMpe nm 

AMpny pi 
baker 

AMA^Te vb to rule, prevail, 

grasp, detain 

an adv not (in double 

negative n ... an) 

See §9.3 

ANA= 

p ANA— vb 
to be pleasing, 

please 

AN(e)iNe imp Bring! See eiNe 

ANOK 

free pron l:sg 
ANr 

cl l:sg 

I (§2.4.3) 

ANON 

free pron l:pl 
ANN, AN 

cl l:pl 

we (§2.4.3) 

ANCHBe nf 
ANZHBe 

school 

ANA(y nm 
ANAyty pi 

oath 

anay imp Look! Sp.p nav 



ara nm Apa 

xne nf head 

Ann nm 
Annye pi 

chief, leader 

atot nm 
arht pi 

cup 

ApiKG nm 

<5n ApiKG vb 

blame, fault 

to find fault, 

blame, reproach 

Ap«y adv perhaps, maybe 

aptijiN nm lentils 

a pi imp Do! See eipe 

Acne nf language, speech 

Ayo) conj and 

AOyu)N imp Open! See oytuN 

Aiy adj which?, what kind 

of? 

AUJAI vb 

Ogjt 

to become many, 

multiply 

Atj»n nf multitude, many 

Aq, ab nm flesh, meat 

Age nm length, limit of life 

Age pAT=vb to stand 

Ago nm 

AgO)U)p pi 
treasure 

AgoM nm 

Au; AgOM vb 

sigh, groan 

to sigh 

Agpo- adv why?, how come? 

axi= imp Speak! See xu> 

axn- prep 

AXNT= 

without 

A<5piiN nf 

B 

barren (female) 

bhb nm cave, hole 

BCUK vb 

BHK+ 

to go, depart 

Bum egoyN to enter 

Be(e)Ke nm 
ByKe 

Beimye pi 

wage, reward 

baa nm eye 

BO)A vb 

B6A-, BOA=, 

BHA+, 

baa ptcpiact 

to loosen, untie 

BU>A CBOA to melt, dissolve 

BAAgHT adj innocent, naive 

baag nm 

BAAH nf 

BAAeey(e) pi 

blind (person) 

baxc nm pottery 

BAAMne nm ram, goat 

Bmti)N(e) adj evil, bad 

BOON6 nf evil, misfortune 

BNNe nf date, date palm¬ 

-tree 

Bip, BAipe nm basket 

BU}(i>pe vb to push, drive, 

Beepe-, 

Boop=, 

Boopet 

fend off, repel 

Bppe adj new, young 

Bture vb to pollute, hate, 

ECT-, BUT* abominate 

botc nf abomination 

Kwup vb 

BCtp-, BO(JJ=, 

BHqjt 

to loosen 

BAipoyp nf saw 

B°yge nm eyelid 

e 

-e sfo 2:sg:f you (woman) 
(§2.4.2) 

e-, 2:sg:f epe- RELATIVE 
MARKER (§§7.2, 
11.1) 

e-, Gpo- prep 

2:sg:f epo, 

2:pl epcu-TN 

to, against, 
compared to 

esiu) nm honey 

gboa pci out, forth 

eBOA xe comp since, because 

gbihn nm/nf poor, wretched 
person 

eBOT nm month 

(e)Kise nf breast 

GAOOAe nm grape 

cm nt nm the west 

6N6 Q-pcl introduces yes-no 
questions 

CNeg adv (for)ever, never 

ephT vb to vow, promise 

epurre nm milk 

ePHY Pron each other 

6cht nm ground 

enecHT pci down, under 

ecooy nm sheep 

GT-, eTe-, 

GTepe- 
RELATIVE 
MARKER (§11.1.1) 

eTBe prep 

eTBHHT= 
for, about, as 
for, because of 

gtmmay del DEMONSTRATIVE 
(§4.1.1) that, those 

gtn- prep 
eTocn~ 

to (the hand) of, to 

GToyN- prep 
GToya>= 

beside, with 

emu) nf burden 

eooy nm 

f eooy vb 

xi eooyvZ) 

honour, gloiy 
to glorify 
to be glorified 

ecpojne conj if, when 

eiyxe conj if, when 

ege interj yes 

egoyN pci 

egoyN e- 

inside 
into 

egpAi pci 

egpAi pci 
above, up 
below, down 

egoye 

e- adv 
more than 
See goyo 

exN- prep 

6X0)- 
upon, over 
against 

11 

H(e)i nm 

pMN-n(e)i nm 
house 
superintendent 

Hne nf number 

Hpn nm wine 



(e)i 

-i sfx l:sg I (§2.4.2) 

ei vb to come, go 

Ntioyt (supp. 5tat) 

AMoy (supp. imp) 

ei epAT= to come to 
ei CBOA to come forth 
ei egoyN to enter 

eie Q-pcl introduces non- 
biased yes-no 

questions 

eioj nm donkey 

eice vb 

oeet 

to get thirsty 

eiCBT nm the east 

eioyx nm/f hind 

(e)ioM nm sea, Fayyum 

eiMe vb to know 

eiNe vb to bring, bear 
(e)N-, (e)NT= 

A.N(e)iNe imp 

eiNe n- vb to resemble, be 

like 

done nf craft, art 

peq-p-eione nm craftsman 

eioop nm canal 
-KJOOp vb 

(< Jti-eioop) 

to feny over 

ei pc vb to make, do, 
(e)p-, aa~ act 
ot, cut 

Api-, Api- imp 
to be 

enup£vZ> to perceive, 
eiepe-, see 

(e)ipo£= 

eic interj Behold, Look! 

(c)hijt nm 

ciotc pi 
father 

citn nm rubbish, trash 

ei <pe vb 

A<pT-, eqrr-, 

a<j>t=, Atpet 

to hang, 

suspend 

eituge nm 
eiAgpy pi 

field 

K 

K-, -k (-r) 

pA sft 2:sg:m 

you (man) 

(§2.4.2) 

KC det, pron 

<5e, kct sg:m, 

kctc sg:f, 

Kooye pi 

(an)other, 

different 

(also used as 

focus pci) also, 

too (§4.3.4) 

KOJ vb 

KA-, KAA=, 

KHt 

KUJ CBOA. 

to place, 

set down 

to lie 

to release, 

dismiss 

kba nm vengeance 

KBO vb 

KHfit 

^-'to become cool 

be cool 

Koyi adj 

NoyKoyi adv 

small, little 

a little 

kaicc nf shroud 

KCUK Ajyiy vb to strip, make 

naked 

kakc nm darkness 

kcauja nm pitcher, jar 

kaooac nf cloud 

kaom nm crown, diadem 

KCACNKeg. mn elbow 

K(UA£ Vb 

KA£-, ko\z=, 
KOA£t 

to strike, knock 

KIM vb to move, be 
KGMT-, KCMT= moved 

KMOM vb to become black 
KHM+ be black 

KAMC, -h adj black 

khmc nm Egypt 

RNN6 vb to be fat 

kcu((o)nc vb 

KCNC-, 

ko(o)nc= 

KONct 

to slay, wound 

KNO(o)c Vb 

KONct 

to stink, rot 

Kcon vb 

KHnt 

to hide 

KHrte nf vault, cellar 

Kpo nm shore, bank 

KpMpM vb to murmur, be 

vexed 

K(up9 vb to request, 
KCP9-, persuade, 
KOp9= entreat 

Kpoq nm guile, ambush 

kac nm bone 
KAAC, KCCC pi 

KACKC Vb to whisper 

KlUT vb 

KCT-, KOT=, 

KHTt 

to build, form 

kto vb to turn, 
KTC-, KTO—, surround, 
KTHyf go around 

KUJTC vb to turn, go 
KCT-, KOT=, 

KHTt 

around 

kaj> nm earth, soil 

K(U2.vb to envy 
KH^t be zealous 

KA£K£ vb to hew out, 
KCeKC^-, 

KC2.KtU2.=, 

KC^KUJ^t 

smoothen 

kuj^t nm fire 

\ 

xo vb 

xo= imp 
to cease, stop 

aac nm tongue, 

language 

AAAy pron some/anyone, 

some/anything 
(§4.3.3) 

aibc vb to rage 
AOBet be mad 

Aoioe nf cause, excuse 

M 

ma nm place 

ma imp. sgsupp Give! See f 

mao adj 

P(c)m(m)ao 

rich 



mc TAM NEGATIVE 
2:sg:f Mepe- HABITUAL 

(§9.4.2) 

M6 vb 

Mepe-, M6prr=, 

to love 

mai ptcp:act loving 
MepiT ptep.pass 
MepATe pi 

beloved 

mg nf truth, justice 

mo imp.sg supp 
MMlieiTN 

suppl. imp:pl 

Take! See x\ 

Mio— interj be hale, 
thanks 

MxeiN nm sign, mark 

mogit nm road, path 

Moy vb 

Mooyrt 

to die 

maab, -e num thirty 

MOKMGK Vb to think, 
pounder 

tioKg. nm neck 

Moyi^ to afflict, 
MGK£~, MOK^= oppress 

MKA£, MOK^t to be painful, 
MKA£ NgJtT be grieved 

MOI^C nf pain, grief 

M6AUIT )lf 

MGAATG pi 
ceiling 

Moyx^ nm wax 

mmo— prep See n- 

mmiing adv daily 

MMIN pci 

(mmo=) 

own (§4.3.5) 

mmon inter] No! 

MMATG adv very much 

mm Ay adv there 

(m)m(g)n vb (there) is not 

mn-, prep 

NMMA= 
with, and 

MoyN vb 

MHN+ 

to remain, 

continue 

MAN6, MAN- herdsman 

MING nf 

NTGIMING adv 

manner, kind 

in this way, thus 

MOON6 vb 

MGNG-, 
MANOy= 

MANOOYT+ 

to pasture, land 

MOyNK, vb 
MoyNr 

MGNK-, MONK=, 

moni-4 

to form, make 

mnnca - prep 

MNNCU»= 
after 

MNoyT nm door-keeper 

MNTpe, nm 

MGTpn 

MNTpeey pi 

"witness, 

testimony 

mfig TAM NEGATIVE 
PERFECT (§9.4.1) 

Mninp inter j No, certainly 

not! 

MflATG TAM UNEXPECTED 
NEGATIVE 
PERFECTIVE 
(§9.4.3) 

(e)MnqjA. vb to be worthy 

Mpiu nf harbour 

Moyp vb to bind, tie, gird 
n(e)p-, 

M*p=, MOp—, 

MHpt 

H^pe TAM JUSSIVE (§8.2.2) 

Meepe n midday 

MopT nf beard 

mac ntn young 

MA.ce nm young bull, calf 

Mice vb to bear, deliver 
M6C(t )-, 

MACT=, MGCT=, 

Mocel 

Mecio nf midwife, nurse 

M0CT6 vb to hate 
necTe-, 
M6CTO)= 

mcaznm crocodile 
MCOO£p/ 

mto nm presence 
MnMTO 

cboa prep before 

(g)mtu> iif depth of sea 

mht, -c nuin ten 

MATe vb to reach, obtain 

MiiTe nf middle, midst 

MOTe nm neck 

Moyre vb to speak, call 

soldier 

(c)mton vb to be at ease, 
MoTNt rest, relax 

MoyrN vb to set at, rest 
M6TN-, MOTN= 

motncc nf contentment, ease 

maay rf mother 

Mooy nm water 

mayaa= adv alone, single 
(§4.3.5) 

Meeye vb to think 
p riMeeye vb to remember 

Moyi nm lion 

Moyoyr vb to kill 
M6YT-, 

MOoyT= 

MHHtye nm crowd, troop 

Mupe vb to fight, quarrel 

mooujc vb to walk, go 

MeqjAK adv perhaps, maybe 

Moye vb to fill 
mc^-, Mee-, 

MA^=, MO£=, 

M6£+ 

ma^c nm ell, cubit 

(c)m^it nm north 

maajcc nm ear, handle 

N 

N- prep LINKAGE M ARKER 

(§§3.1.3,3.1.4) 

n- TAM NEGATIVE PREFIX 

(in double negative 
n ... an) See §9.3 matoi nm 



n- TAM 

1:^8 (n)ta-, 

2:sg:f Nr-, 

2:sg:f ntg-, 

3:pi ncg- 

CONJUNCTIVE 
(§8.1.4) 

N- RELATIVE 
MARKER (§11.1.2) 

-n sfx l:pl we, us (§2.4.2) 

n(g)- defpl DEFINITE ARTICLE 
the (§2.2.1) 

n- prep 

MMO= 

in, as (also used as 
direct object marker) 

M-, na = prep 

2:sg:f ng, 

2:pl MH-TN 

for, to 

n- prep in, inside 
n2iit= 

I:sg N2UT, 

2:sg:f N2HTG, 

2:pl N2HTTIiyTM 

NA- a ICC FUTURE MARKER 
(§7.3.3) 

na- pron:pi POSSESSIVE 
PREFIX they of 
(§4.1.2.2) 

NAA-, N A A= vb to be great 

na(a), nag vb to have pity 

na(g)iat- vb blessed is 

nai pron 3:pt DEMONSTRATIVE 
these (§4.LI.2) 

we- def.pl POSSESSIVE 

ARTICLE (§4.1.2.1) 
1 :sg na- my 
2:sg:f Noy- your (woman) 

PRETERIT (§7.3.5) 

2:sg:f Nepe- 

Ne cl 3:pl they (§2.4.3) 

Noy- POSSESSIVE 
pron:3:pl PRONOUN 

(§4.1.2.3) 
2:sg:f iaoy yours (woman) 

Nn(n)Be vb to swim, float 

Noys nm gold 

Nose nm sin 

nba- prep beyond, except 
nbaaa— besides 

N(e)l- defpl DEMONSTRATIVE 
ARTICLE these 
(§4.1.1.1) 

NoeiK nm adulterer 

nka nm thing, properly 

(g)nkotk vb to sleep 

nim pron who?, which of? 
ne<pe nim so-and-so 

(§4.2.1.2) 

nim adj every, all (§4.3.1) 

namg adv verily, truly 

NNe- TAM NEGATIVE THIRD 
FUTURE (§9.4.4) 

NANoy- vb to be good, fair 
NA.NOy= 

NoyN nm abyss (of Hell) 

NoyNe nf root, radish 

nca- prep behind, except 
NCU)= 

2:pl NCATHyi N 

Ne- TAM Nece- vb 
Necui- 

to be beautiful 

NecB(U(n= vb to be intelligent 

(g)nt- RELATIVE 
MARKER 
(§11.1.2) 

ntg- prep LINKAGE 
NTA= MARKER (§3.1.4) 

NTO you (woman) 
free pron 2:sg:f 
NTG 

cl 2:sg:f 

(§2.4.3) 

naht adj merciful 

NoyTG nm god 
riNoyTe God 

NTOK you (man) 
free pron 2:sg:m 
NTK 

free pron 2:sg:m 
cl 2:sg:m 

(§2.4.3) 

ntn- prep in, by hand of. 
NTOOT= by, with, from 

ntgp(g)- TAM TEMPORAL 
(§8.1.2) 

NTOC 

free pron 3:sg:f 
she (§2.4.3) 

NTUJTN you (plural) 
free pron 2:pl 
NTGTN 

cl 2:pl 

(§2.4.3) 

NTOOy they 
free pron 3:pl (§2.4.3) 

NTeyNoy adv immediately 
see oyNoy 

NTOq he 
free pron 3:sg:m (§2.4.3) 

to see, look 

Nxy nm hour, time 

Nxgje- vb to be many, 
na<jhd= much 

NoyetpN- prep without 

(e)N(poT vb to be hard, 

NA.(jrrt strong, difficult 

Neeq nm sailor, feriyman 

Niqe vb to blow, breathe 
Neqi= 

Noyqe adj sweet 

Ne£ nm oil 

Noy^ nm rope, cord 

N°Y2>(e) vb to shake, cast 
Ne$>-, na^=, off, set apart 
NH£+ 

Noy^e nf sycamore 

Noy^M vb to save, preserve 
NG£M-, NA£M-, 
N^H(e)=, 

NA.£Mt 

NA£PN- prep in front of, 
NA£pA= before 

Negce vb to awake, arise 

NA2Te vb to trust, believe 
N26T-, N2oyrt 

Nee-tpxq nm terror 

Noyjc adj lying, false 

Noyjce vb to throw, cast 
NGJC-, NOX=, 
NMxt 

Nxy vb 

an xy imp 

ncx5 adj big, large, great 



N<5l focus pci marks the inverted 

subject noun 

(§10.1.5) 

Ne<5u)(u>)= vb to be ugly 

NO<5Ne<5 vb 

Ne<5N6<5-, 

Ne<5Hoy(3= 

Noy<3c vb 

NCX3C+ 

oB£e nf 

ON pel 

ooZ nm 

to reproach, 

mock 

to make angry 

be angry 

to be See eipe 

tooth 

bread, loaf 

clay, mud 

also, too 

n(e)- del;sg:m 

n\- pron: sg:m 

pron 3: sg:m 

ne- del sg:m 

I :sg rTA- 

2:sg:f noy- 

ne cl 3:sg:m 

ne nf 

rmye pi 

DEFINITE ARTICLE 

the (§2.2) 

POSSESSIVE 

PREFIX he of 

(§4.1.2.2) 

DEMONSTRATIVE 

this (§4.1.1.2) 

POSSESSIVE 

ARTICLE (§4.1.2.1) 

my 

your (woman) 

he (§2.4.3) 

heaven, sky 

n(e)i- DEMONSTRATIVE 

del: sg:m ARTICLE this 

(§4.1.1.1) 

n(e)i nf kiss 

noi- POSSESSIVE 
pron:3:sg:m PRONOUN 

(§4.1.2.3) 

2:sg:fvusj- yours (woman) 

no>((u)Ne vb to change, turn 
neeNe-, 

TOONe=, 

n^ANe=, 

nooNet 

nxnoi nm bird, chicken 

nojtune vb to knead (clay), 
nAne-, make bricks 
rr^no)=, 

npu) nf winter 

n(e)ipe vb to come forth 

nope*, light), shine 

npeiojoyl 

nuipqj vb to spread 

n(e)pg>-, 
nopg>=, 
nopqjt 
ntuptp esoA to spread out 

nujpjc vb to divide, sept 
n(e)pjc-, 

TTOPJe=> 
nopxt 

nic(e) vb to cook, melt 
n(e)c(T)-, 

winter 

to come forth (of 

light), shine 

to spread 

to spread out 

to divide, separate 

nAtpe nf c 

nmgi(e) vb t 

ne<p-, nog>=, 

nrupt 

ttuhjjc vb fc 

nu)C9, a 

necty-, 

nou;c=, mcqr*, 

nogjet, noccjpt 

to run, flee, go 

division, half 

to divide, separate 

to amaze, turn 

aside, leave 

to pour, flow 

nu>£ vb to reach 

n(e)e-, 
HHgt 

n^^pe nm drug, medicine 

nuigr vb to bend 
negT-, 

n^T=, 

J7A£Tt 

nu)0T vb to pour, flow 
ne£T-, 

nA£T=, 

nuj^T ecoA to pour out 

nA^oy nm hind parts, back 
MnA£oy prep behind 

nejee- vb said 

nuxse, to break 

ncx3=, nor=, 

noret 

po nm 

ptu— 

pen pci 

(e)pBe nf 

pip nm 

poeic vb 
piict 

piKe vb 
peKT-, 

pAKT=, peKT=, 

PAK6+, pOKet 

P<1>K£ vb 

PeK2"> 
roKZ=, PoKe=, 

pOK^t 

p(e)iMe vb to weep, cry 

pMern nf tear 

pHeiooye pi 

puiHe nm man, human 

poHne nf year 

pMnooye pi 

Pan nm name 
PNT= 

Phn-pan nm dignitary 

mouth, door, gate 

even, indeed 

enclosure 

pig, boar 

to watch, 

be awake 

to bend, turn 

to bum 

prre nm 

prihye pi 

ppo nm 

ppin nf 

(e)pptuoy pi 

pile nm 

pACTe nm 

temple 

king 

queen 

tomorrow, the 
next day 

cell, room pAT= nm 



parr vb 

per-, pirrt 

to grow 

pooytjj vb to care for, be 

concerned about 

qi pooytp to take care 

pxtye vb to rejoice 

paxpc vb to suffice, 

peqrr-, pxqrr- 

pxip(r)= 

content 

p<pa)N nm coat 

poy^e nm evening 

pajge vb to wash 

p^ee* be clean 

pajgT vb 

peer-, 

r*eT=> r*zr~, 
P^^Tt 

to strike, cast 

pxjrroy nm 

c 

monastic 

garment 

c-, -c 

p/x, sjx 3:sg:f 
she (§2.4.2) 

cx nm side, part 

(n)CXCX NIH on every side 

ncx prep after 

cx nm beauty 

ce-, -ce 
p/x, sjx 3;pi 

they (§2.4.2) 

ce inter} yes 

ce num sixty 

c(e)i vb to be filled, 

cuyt enjoy 

co nm 

'(* CO 

refrain, pardon 

-coy sfx 3:pl they (§2.4.1) 

co) vb 

ce-, cx-, 
coo- 

to drink 

cbo) nf doctrine, 

CBooy epl teaching 

"f CBOJ vb to teach 
-XI CEO) vb to be taught 

cxbg adj sg:m 

CXBH sg:f 

cxBcey(e) pi 

wise, prudent 

CU>BG vb to laugh, mock 

cob(g)t nm wall, fence 

cobtc vb to make ready, 

CBTG-, prepare, set in 

CBTO)T=, 

CBTOlft 

order 

cxeie adj beautiful, 

cx(g)ih handsome 

cxgin nm doctor, physician 

coeiT nm fame, report 

C(I)K vb to draw, gather, 

C(g)k~, CXK-, 

COK= CXK=, 

move swiftly 

cont 

cu>xn vb to break, burst 

c(e)xn-, coxtt=. 

coxnt 

i 

cu>xn gbox to cut off 

coxcx vb to comfort. 

CXCX-, 

CXCO>X=, 

encourage 

CXCOJxt, CXCOXTt 

CMii nf voice 

CMoy vb 

cmxmxx(n)t+ 

to bless 

CHUG vb to appeal 

CM INC vb to set right, 
CMN-, construct, 
CMNT~, 

CMONT* 

establish 

CMOT nm form, character, 

pattern, likeness 

con nm brother, fellow 

monk 
cojnc nf 
CNHy pi 

sister 

CING vb 

c(g)n-,cnt^ 

to pass by, leave 

CO) NT vb 

c(g)nt-, 

CONT=, CONTt 

to create, found 

cntg nf foundation 
CNxy num sg:m 

c(g)ntg sg:f 

two 

cx(x)nu; vb to make live. 
CXANtp-, 

cxNoyqi= 

nourish 

CNoq nm blood 

CU>N£ vb to bind, 
CON£= 

CON^t 

be bound 

cnx^ nm 

CNxy 2_pl 
bondage, fetter 

con nm 

c(e)n- 

occasion, time 

Noycon adv once 

ceerre vb to remain, be left 

cnip nm 

cnipooye pi 
rib 

concn vb 

circrT-, cncajn=, 

cenca)rT+ 

to entreat, pray 

ca>p vb to scatter. 
CGp-, COp~ 

CHpt 

spread 

coype nm thorn, spike 
COipM vb to mislead. 
CepM-, COpM=, 

COpMt 

lead astray 

cpqe vb 

cpoqTt, 

CpOBT^ 

to be at lease 

cpoqpeq vb to let fall, 
cp6qpa)q= dissipate 

cxpxdojoyq; nm hare 

cxtc nf fire 

ciTe vb 

C6T-, CIT-, 

CXT=, CGT=, 

CHT+ 

to throw, sow 

COTG nm 

cootc pi 
arrow, dart 

ctoi nm smell, scent 
ct-Noyqe fragrance. 

COJTM vb 

CGTM-, 

COTM6= 

to hear, listen 

COJTTI vb 

C6TTT-, 

com=, 

to choose 

comt be better 

CTpTp vb to tremble 



ptUT vb 

[’CT-, pI1T+ 

pooy<p vb 

qi pooygj 

pA(pe vb 

ptutpe vb 

pegrr-, pA<pT- 

PA(j>(t)= 

pcpu>N run 

p°Y2.6 nm 

pu>2.e vb 

pA£e+ 

ptu^T vb 

Pe2.T~> 

P^T=, P-^T=, 

pA2jt 

p.v^Toy nm 

c 

c-, -c 

pfx, sfic 3:sg:f 

ca nm 

(n)caca him 

nca prep 

ca nm 

ce-, -ce 

PA, sfx 3:pi 

ce interj 

ce num 

c(e)i vb 

cnyt 

to grow 

to care for, be 

concerned about 

to take care 

to rejoice 

to suffice, 

content 

coat 

evening 

to wash 

be clean 

to strike, cast 

monastic 

garment 

she (§2.4.2) 

side, part 

on every side 

after 

beauty 

they (§2.4.2) 

yes 

sixty 

to be filled, 

enjoy 

co nm 

t co 

refrain, pardon 

-coy sfx 3:pl they (§2.4.1) 

cu> vb 

ce-, ca-, 
coo= 

to drink 

CBtn nf doctrine, 

CBOoye pi teaching 

t cbu> vb to teach 

XI CBU>v6 to be taught 

CA.Be adj sg:m 
CABH sg:f 

CA.seey(e) pi 

wise, prudent 

cense vb to laugh, mock 

cob(g)t nm wall, fence 

cobtc vb to make ready, 

CBTe-, prepare, set in 
CBTU)T~, 

CBTorrt 

order 

CAeie adj beautiful, 
CA.(e)lH handsome 

cacin nm doctor, physician 

coeiT nm fame, report 

CtUK vb to draw, gather, 
c(e)K-, CAK-, 

COK=, CA.K—, ' 

COKt 

jnove swiftly 

ecu An vb 

c(e)xn-, coait=, 

coxnt 

to break, burst 

CCUAn CBOA to cut off 

COACA Vb to comfort. 

CACA-, 

CACCUA—, 

encourage 

CACOJA+, CACOATt 
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CMH nf voice 

CMoy vb 

CMA.MA.A.(N)Tt 

to bless 

CMHe vb to appeal 

CM1NC vb to set right, 
CMN-, construct. 
CHNT-, 

CMONTt 

establish 

cmot nm form, character, 

pattern, likeness 

con nm brother, fellow 

monk 
ccunc nf 

CNHy pi 
sister 

ciNe vb 

c(c)n-,cnt= 

to pass by, leave 

CCDNT vb 

c(e)NT-, 

CONT=, CONT+ 

to create, found 

CNT6 nf foundation 
cnay num sg:m 

c(e)NTe sg.f 
two 

ca(a)ncp vb to make live, 
CAANtp-, 

CA.Noycp= 

nourish 

CNoq nm blood 

cu)N2. vb to bind, 
CON£~ 

CON2t 

be bound 

cna$> nm 

CNAyZPl 
bondage, fetter 

con nm 

c(e)n- 

occasion, time 

Noycon adv once 

ceene vb to remain, be left 

cnip nm 

cnipooye pi 
rib 

conen vb to entreat, pray 
cnen-, cnccun=, 

cenccunt 

ctnp vb to scatter, 
cep-, cop= 

CHpt 

spread 

coype nm thorn, spike 
ccupM vb to mislead, 
cepM-, copM=, 

COprft 

lead astray 

cpqe vb 

epoq-rt 

CpOET+ 

to be at lease 

cpoqpeq v6 to let fall, 
cpeqpo>q= dissipate 

CApA<5tnoyg> nm hare 

CATC nf fire 

cire vb 

CGT-, CIT-, 

cat=, cerr=, 

CHTt 

to throw, sow 

cots nm 
cooTe pi 

arrow, dart 

ctoi nm smell, scent 
ct-Noyqe fragrance, 

ccdtm vb 

C6TM-, 

COTM6= 

to hear, listen 

ciiiTn vb 

cem-, 

com=. 

to choose 

COTTT+ be better 

CTpTp vb to tremble 



CTIDT vb to tremble 

cny nm time, season 
coy- day of month 

cioy nm star 

cooy num sg:m 

co sg:f 
six 

coyo mn corn, wheat 

cooyM vb 

coy(e)N-, 

coycuN" 

to know 

cioyp nm eunuch 

cooyTN vb to straighten. 
COyTN-, 

COyTO)N=, 

COyTUJNt 

stretch 

c<uoY2. vb to gather, 
cey^-, 
cooy2=, 

cooygt 

collect 

COOY2.C nf congregation 

coo2.e nf egg 

ciqje vb to be like gall, 
cAtpet bitter 

cAujq num sg:m 

CAipqe sg:mf 
seven 

c(uu;q vb to despise, 
ceqjq-, 

cotpq= 

cou;qt 

condemn 

CAq nm yesterday 

criqe nf sword, knife 

ctuujq vb to pollute, 
ceeq-, cooq=, 

cooqt 

defile 

ca£ nm writer, teacher 

cooge vb 

CA£e-, CA2.U>= 

to set up 

C£A1 Vb 

CGZ-, CA£T=, 

C£AJT=, CHjft 

to write 

C£IMC nf 

2.IOM6 pi 

woman 

CA^Ne nm order 
oyegcA£Ne to command 

CA£oy(e) 

ceoy(e)p-, 

c£oya>p= 

c^oyoprt 

to curse 

cuxs vb 

ce<5-, ccx5=, 

to paralyse 

CH<5+ be lame 

ccx5n run ointment 

C<5pA£T vb 

T 

to rest, pause 

-t s/x J:sg me (§2.4.1) 

t(c)- det:sg:f DEFINITE ARTICLE 
the (§2.1.1) 

ta- pron: sg:f~ POSSESSIVE 

PREFIX she of 

(§4.1.2.2) 

TAI DEMONSTRATIVE 
pron 3: sg:f this (§4.1.1.2) 

Te- det sg:f POSSESSIVE 
ARTICLE (§4.1.2.1) 

l.'SgTA- my 
2:sg:f Toy- your (woman) 

tg cl 3:sg:f she (§2.4.3) 

-II V/J.UZO 

-Te sfx 2:sg:f you (woman) 

(§2.4.2) 

Ter-, t- demonstrative 
del sg:f article this 

(4.1.1.1) 

T-e(p)- you (woman) 
pfa 2:sg:f (§2.4.2) 

t~pjxl:sg I (§2.4.2) 

t, ti vb to give 
T-, TAA= 

Tot TO)t 

ma supp. imp:sg 

T cboa to sell 

TUJ- POSSESSIVE 
pron 3:sg:f PRONOUN 

(§4.1.2.3) 
2:sg:f Ttu- yours (woman) 

tba num ten thousand 

THHBe nm finger 

to>b enf brick 

TOj(a»)Be vb to repay, requite 
TCBe-,TOOB: = 

TBBO vb to make pure. 
TBBC-, purify 
TBBO- 

TBBHyt 

tbnh nm cattle 
TBNooye pi 

TCDBC vb to incite, stimulate 
T(e)BC-, motivate, urge. 
TOBC= admonish 

TBT mil fish 

TU>B£ vb to entreat, pray. 
TB£-, TOB£= console 

to destroy, perish 

to lift, set on 

to defile, besmirch 

T^eie-, respect 
T*eio=, 

TA.(ei)nY+ 

TO(0(e) nf part, share 

txkg nf chest, coffin 

tako vb to destroy, perish 
TAK6-, 

TAKO=, 

TAKHy(T)t 

taao vb to lift, set on 
TAA6-, 

I TAAO=, 

TAAHyt 

tcuam vb to defile, besmirch 
TOAM=, TOAMt 

TAAdo vb to heal 

TAAde-, 

TAACSo=, 

TAAdKhyt 

T(e)H- aux do not (used to negate 

infinitivals and relative 
tenses) (§9.4.6) 

tom nm mat 

tamo vb to tell, inform 
TAMe-, TAMO= 

I mc nm village, small town 
TiMe 

tamio vb to make, create 
TAMI6-,TAMIO=, 

TAMlHyt 

tmmo vb to feed, nourish 
TM(M)e-, 

tm(m)o=, 

TMMHyt 



TUJMC, 

x(e)Mc-, 

xoM(e)c= 

XOMct 

to bury 

TOJHNX Vb 

XOMNX+ 

to meet, befall 

x(©)n- 

pfx Upl 

we (§2.4.2) 

-TN you (plural) 
sfx 2 :pi (§2.4.2) 

xtL»N adv where? 

i XUJN vb to dispute, 
quarrel 

XNNooy vb 

xm(n)cy-, 

XN(N)ooy(x)= 

to send, summon 

xn£ nm wing 

XAN^oyx vb 

xxNgex-, 

XAN£OyX=, 

XAN2.nyx+ 

to trust, believe 

xAnpo nf mouth 

xpe- anx CAUSATIVE 
INFINITVE 
(§6.4.3) 

xnp= adj all, whole, every 
©nxupq adv entirely, at all 

xxpe TAM INFERENTIAL 
y.jgxApi (§8-2.4) 

x<upe nf 

TOOT— 

hand, handle 

<p(0)n x<np0 vb to undertake, 
stand bail 

T (n) i oot= vb to give hand, 
help 

Tojpn vb 

x(e)pn~, xoprr= 

to seize, rob 

Tpip nf oven 

xpp0 vb 

xpennoyt 

to be afraid 

xco vb 

xce-, TCO—, 

TCHy+ 

to give to drink 

XCABO vb to teach, instruct 
TCAB0-, TCABO= 

TCABHy(x)t 

*> 

TCA(0)lO vb to decorate, 
TCAI0-, 

TCA0IO-, 

TCAlHyt 

make beautiful 

(t)cto vb to return, bring 
(T)CT0-, 

TCTO=, 

(t)cthy+ 

back 

TOJT Vb to agree to, 
T0T-, TOT=, 

THT+ 

persuade 

T0TN- pfx 2:pl you (plural) 
(§2.4.1) 

TA(o)yo vb to send, put 
TA(o)y0-, . -"forth, produce, 
TA(o)yo= 

1*oy, 1'0 num five 

TA(0)ioy num fifty 

xooy nm mountain, 
monastery 

pMNTOoy nm monk, hermit 

Tooye nm shoe 

rwoYuvb to rise, cany 
Toyn-, tojovn= 

ToyNoc vb 

ToyNo(y)c-, 
TOynoc= 
ToyaJT nm 

-Tiiyr(e)N 
sfa2:pl 

two? vb 

xetp-, Toq>= 
TH<pt 

Toy, TOJq; nm 

TXUJO vb 

TXUfG-,TXiJfO= 

©bbio vb 

©BBI0-, ©BBIO—, 

©BBiHyt 

©MKO vb 

©MK0-, ©MKO=, 

©MKHyt 

TAgO vb 
TXZ&-, TX£0=, 

XA-2.Hyt 

tu>£m vb 

xe^M-, TAgM=, 
TAgJit 

Te^Ne nf 

TOJ^C vb 

T(e)ec-, 

XA.eC= TOJ>C=, 

XA.£ct 

to wake, raise, 
set up 

idol, statue, 
pillar 

you (plural) 
(allomorph of 
-xn) (§2.4.1) 

to limit, fix, 
determine 

district 

to increase 

to humilate 

be humble 

to afflict 

make to stand, 
reach, befall 

to summon 

forehead 

to anoint, 
pour, smear 
upon 

■ w 1 , I 
xoyxHyt 

TXJCpo vb 

XAjcpe-j xxjcpo—, : 

TAJcpHyt, I 

x.\_xpxeixt 

xcuax50 vb t 

X0(J-, X0K-, p 

XOOK-,XCK5=, 

xo(o)K=, 
TH<5t, THK+ 

TOH50 nm 

(x)c5x(e)io vb 
(T)<5x(e)Je- 

(x)<5A(e)io= 

(x)(5x(e)myt 

XOK3C vb 

XOWC= TX6C=, 

XOtfct 

Tx<5ce nf 

to make 
strong, firm, 
be strong 

to fix, join, 
plant 

to disgrace, 
condemn 

to bleach, dye 

foot-sole 

oy- det.sg 

“(o)y sfa3.pl 

©Y pt on 

°Y^ Pron 

sS-f ©yei 
oyx oyx 

noyx noyx 

rroyA ... 

nneoyA 

oyA nm 

indefinite 

ARTICLE 

a (certain) 
(§2.2.2.2) 

they (§2.4.2) 

what? 

one by one 
each one 
the one... 
the other 

blasphemy 



-Xi oy xvb 

oye vb 
oyuyt 

oyu) vb 

xqoytu eqhioy 

oyo> nm 

(e)p oyoj vb 

oyBe- prep 

oyBH= 

t oyoe- vb 

oymiB nm 

oyBAg? vb 
oyouu;t 

°y°(e)i inter} 

°yo(e)i nm 

t Mnoyo(e)i vb 

°Y0(e)ie nm 

oye(e)m pi 

oyoeiN tun 

oyeeieNiN adj 

oyoeiqj nm 

oyoJM vb 

oy(e)n-, oyoM= 

oy(e)N vb 

oyoN pron 

oyuiN vb 

oynN^ 

x(o)yoJN imp 

oyeiNe vb 

to speak 
blasphemy 

to depart, 

be distant 

to cease, stay 
he is already 
dead 

news, report 
to reply 

opposite, 
against 
to fight 

priest See oyon 

to become white, 
be white 

woe! 
rush, course 

to advance, 
go forward 

peasant, 
cultivator 

light 

Greek 

time, occasion 

to eat, bite 

(there) is 

soine/anyone 

to open 

to pass by 

xiv rr vivL/kj 

oyNoy nf 
oyNooye pi 

oyNXM nf 

oyNTG- vb 

OyNTX= 

oyuiNtp nm 

oyNoq vb 

oyuiN^ gboa vb 

°YeN2."j oyoM^= 

oyoNgt 

oyon vb 

oyxxB^ 

neToyxAB 

oyn(n)p adj 

oypoT vb 
pooyT+ 

oyepiiTe nf 

oycTN vb 
oyecTuiNt 

oyu)T adj 

oyoiT vb 
oyeT-, oyeT= 

oyuiToyeT vb 
oyeToyuiTt 

oyo(o)Te nm 

oyTe- prep 
oyTU)= 

oyoiTB vb 
oyeTB-, 

oyoTB=, 

oyoT(e)ist 

hour 

right hand 

to have 

wolf 

to rejoice 

to reveal, 
»=, appear, show 

to be pure, 
holy 
the holy 

how great?, 
how many?, 
how much? 

to be glad 

foot 

to broaden, 
be broad 

single, alone 

to be green, 
Afresh 

to be green 
pallid 

greens, herbs 

between, 
among 

to change, pass 
through, remove 

. 
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°YTAe nm fruit 

oyunp vb t0 wantj w]s|j 
°ye<p-, oyx(p= 

°Y^h nf night 
NTeyopH adv by night 

oyuHpB vb to answer, 

°YttW respond 
oyeqm-, oyA(pB= 

oycucpM^ to knead, bruise 
°Y€(pM-,oyo«pM= 
oyocpHt 

oyox^c vb 
oye<pc-, 

to broaden 

oyo(pc=, 

oyotpct be at ease 

oytuuiT vb to worship, greet 
oytucpq vb to cush, perish 
oyetpq-, oyo(pq= 
oyuxpqt 

oyu>2 vb to put, set, lie 
°YGZ~, oyxe=, 
oyngt 

°Ya,2 CTOOT= to repeat, 
do again 

oyu)£M -vb to repeat, answer 
°Ye£M-, oyA-^M 
oyo^Mt 

°Y2op nm 
oy^ooppi 

dog 

oyxxi vb 
oyoxt 

to be whole, safe 

oyaidn vb to break 
oycujcrr 
oye<3n-, 
oyodn=, 

oyodnt oyojcnrt 

num nine 

U> 

U)E(p vb 

esgj-, oBgj= 

OE<pt 

to forget, sleep 

u>KM Vb to be dark, 
GKM-, OK(e)Mt 

OJA vb 
OA-, CUA-, 

oa=, rut 

to hold, contain, 
gather 

UJMK vb 

CMK-, 

OHGK= 

to swallow 

UIMC vb 

CMC-, OMC= 

OMct 

to sink, dip 

tuNe nnt stone 

UJNK vb 

ONK= OHK= 
to leap (reflexive) 

UJMg, UJNA^ vb 

ONjrt 
to live 

be alive 

o>n vb 

err-, on=, 
Hnt 

to count, esteem 

OJpK vb 

OipK-, opK= 
to swear oath 

OipKvb 

(e)pjc-, opac=, 

op(e)jcf 

to be firm, 
secure 

ujck vb 
OCKt 

to delay, 

be prolonged 

u>c2 vb to reap See wgc 



(dtti vb to shut, enclose, 
enr-, om=, imprison 
OTnt, orrrt 

u>ttt vb to load 
OITT-, oin=, 

oint 

(oqj vb to cry, announce, 
eg;-, o(p= read 

o>£e, o^e vb to stand, stay 
Age-, A£e+ 

XZG (e)px.T= to stand (on foot) 

<o^c, ujc£ v6 to reap, mow 
eec-, wcz-, 

o£c=, oc2= 

tujcN vb to cease, perish, 
tujtN-, ojcn— destroy 

ok3t vb to choke, strangle 
0CST-, <XST=* 

(e)g;- aux to be able to, can 

prep to, towards 
g;xpo= 

<px TAM HABITUAL ASPECT 
2:sS:f<px pe- (§7.3.6) 

<px tun festival 

(pe nm wood 

g;e num hundred 

ujg interj (in swearing) by 

vb to measure, weigh 
(pH, g»T= 

gniyt 

ipwzvb 

g>B-, gjeqT- 

9ob=, (poq=, 

QJHB+ 

to shave, clip 

gjiee vb 

qjB-, (p(e)BT-, 

gj(e)BT=, gjeqr=. 

to change 

g>o(o)Bet, g;o(o)qet, 

gjBhp, gjBp nm 
qjneep pi 

friend 

<peei vb to come and 
go, wander 

gm<e vb 

(pGKT-, gIAKT=, 

(pOKe^ 

to dig 

giKXK nm cry, shout 
-2C1 epKXK 6BOA to cry out 

ipw-Z nm depth, pit 

(p(l»A vb to spoil, 
(p(e)A-, ipo\— 

ipxx- ptcpiact 
destroy 

(PAHA vb to pray 

(peAeeT nf . bride 

(pi im adj small, little 

(pu>H nm summer 

(pMMo nm stranger 

(pMOYN num sg:m 

(pMOYNe sg:f 
eight 

(Pom(n)t num sg:m 
(poMTe sg:f 

three 

(pMgie vb to serve. 
(prupe-, (pM(pHT= worship 

(po num thousand gJNe, qjNH nm 

ip nhy(c) pi 

net 

<JJxn TAM 
tpxpex nm CONDITIONAL 

(§8.2.3) 

^hn nm tree 

<^(e)iNe vb to seek, ask 
gteN(r)-, (j>nt= 

<5m ngjiNe to visit 

ywuevb to become sick 
<j>o(o)Net be sick, ill 

cpooNevb to be mericful 
<p(e)N-, 
<j;xn- ptcp.act 

9nc nm linen 

tyxNT(e) TAM TERM IN ATI VE 

A-jg(pANl-, (§8.1.3) 
(PXNTX- 
2:sg:f ipANTe- 

t^,ITe vb to embarras 

^turr vb to receive, take 
<p(e)n-, g;on= contain, suffer 
glhnt 

^wn nm moment, instant 
2.NoY<pn(e) all of a sudden 
Ntpum adv 

tpuine vb to become, 

happen, befall 

to be, live (at) 

<^rrHP€: nf wonder, 

amazement 

4>A.xp nm skin 
(pxxpepi 

<impe, g;p- nm son, child 
<j?eepe nf daughter 

ipnt-} small child, lad 

^(e)ipe adj small 

£(e)p~g«pe nm young servant 

scorching heat 

9°pn numsg:m first 
<popne sg:f 

Ntyopn adv at first 

q>(i>pnrv& to be early 
<P(e)p(e)n-, do first 
<j>opn= 

cyopgjp vb to upset, destroy, 
(pptpp-, ippgjcup=, 

g;p(pu>p+, ipptpoprt 

yucnm shepherd 
<pooc, tytutuc pi 

tyojC(e)M vb to annoy, fatigue 
ipocM+ be disheartened 

<i>iTe vb to demand, 
(per-, 91T-, extort 
<i«T=, (jix(x)t=, 

<P»T num two hundred 

<P(v(iD)Tvb to cut, slay, be 
V(e)r- cut sbort> needy 
ipx(x)r~ 

ipXA. T+ 

<pu>Te nf well, cistern, pit 

(e)grreKo nm prison 
gJTGKUlOY pi 

ipiVTti vb to shut 
<P(g)tm~, 

be shut 

<i>THN nf garment, tunic 

grroprp vb to disturb, 

^TPTP-, trouble, 
g>TpTu»p=, 

(pTpTU>pt 

g>xy nm use, value 



(pooy(c) nm incense, perfume 

(pooyc vb to dry out, 

ipoyajoyt be diy 

ipoyo vb to flow, pour 
<poyu>=, <poyo= 

(yoyeiTt 
» 
to be empty, idle 

(pipe vb to befitting 

ipoip nf antelope 

(pajip vb 

<pe<p-, (poip=, 

(pmpt 

to spread, scatter 

ipoytpoy vb to boast 

ipuiq vb to waste, destroy 
ipeq-, (poq=, 

(pMqt be deserted 

ipqe num seventy 

ipxqre run impious person 

ipxjtG vb to speak, talk 

ipojcNe vb to take counsel 

ipaiXTT vb to remain, 

ipexn-, ipoxir=, 

(poxnt be left over 

ipo)a)(5e vb to hurt, wound 
ipe(e)<5e-, ipo(o)c5= 

ipo(o)<5et 

q 

q-,-q 
pjx, sjx 3:sg:m 

he (§2.4.1) 

q(e)i vb 

q(e)i-, qn^, 

qnyt. 

to bear, carry 

ptcp:act qxi 

qxi-ipme run messenger 

qu>, bib nm hair 

q(e)m*, bnt tun worm 

qurre vb 

qer-, qoT= 

qii»Te gbox 

qrooy num sg:> 
qToe sg:f 

qu)(5e vb 

qed-3 qod=, 

BH<5+ 

Z 

2.x- prep 

expo= 

2.xe num sg:m 
sg:f 

2*eGy pi 
en2xe adv 

Zenf 

n©g adv 

(< N-T-2e) 

Zevb 

eHY+ 

Z»nf 

2*©n prep 
^XTeqeH 

21-prep 
£101(1)= 

£1nxi adv 

£I©H prep 

20 run 
2px= 

Z<v vb 

2<i)(a>)= pron 

to wipe, 

obliterate 

exterminate 

four 

to leap, move 

hastily 

under, in, at 

final, last 

at last 

manner 

in the manner, 

like 

to fall, find 

forepart 

in front of 

on, at, in 

til us 

to, at front 

face 

to suffice 

-self, also, too. 

2<ub nm 

2Bnye pi 
thing, matter 

p 2u>B vb to work 

2Boyp nf left hand 

2*(e)iB6c nf shadow 

2<DB(e)c vb 

2(e) bc-, 
to cover, protect 

20BC=, 

20Bct 

2bo(o)c nmf 
2B0J(UC pi 

garment 

2Bcui nf 

2BCooye pi 
garment 

2IH nf 

2iooye pi 
road, path 

2*i nm husband 

2oein nm 
2HHe pi 

wave 

2oing pron some 

2o(e)iTe nmf linen garment 

2Ko vb to hunger, 
2KxeiTt, 

2KoeiTt 
be hungry 

2h(h)kg adj poor 

2*K adj sober, prudent 

2«i(o))k vb 
26K-, 

2o(o)k=, 

2HK+ 

to gird, brace 

2^(tu)K(e) vb 

ZGK-, 200K=, 

2ooKel" 

to scrape, shave 

2*a n betrayal 

P to deceive 

2Aao, nm old man, senior 

monk 
2Aau> nf old woman 

2<Dtuxe vb 

2oxet 
to slip, fall down 

2xonx(e)n vb to make weaiy, 
2*nxum=, 

2xenxu>nt 
plague, distress 

2xoct(g)n nm mist 

2*aht nm 

2*xx(x)re pi 
bird 

£XO<5 vb 

20X<5t 

to be sweet 

2Me num forty 

2*moi inter] would that 

2Moy nm salt 

2MOM, to become hot 
2HH+ be hot 

2mmc nf heat, fever 

2mhg vb to steer, guide 

2mgng num eighty 

2omnt nm copper, bronze 

2mooc vb to sit, dwell 

2mot run grace, gift 

2«2** nmf servant, slave 

2»2.m vb to roar, neigh 

2Mx nm vinegar 

2N- prep 
N2«T= 

in, at, on, with 

2en- det.-pl INDEFINITE 

ARTICLE 

(§2.2.2.2) 



2.Ne- n 

p £NA= vb 

will, desire 

to be willing, desire 

2.(1>N vb 

£N-, £ON= 

2.11N* 

to approach, come 

£<1)N vb 

2pN= 

to bid, command 

gINHB vb to sleep, doze 

£NT= vb to move forward 

geNeerrGnf monastery 

2NA.(x)y nm vessel, pot 

£An nm judgement, inquest 

2AIT-C it is neccesary, must 

2p(o)n nm (marriage) feast 

gam vb 

een-, gon= 

glint 

to hide 

2.ip nm road, street 

gpoK vb 

gopid" 

to cease, be still 

gxpN- prep beneath, before 

e«pN -prep 

2.iptu= 
at, upon 

2.o»pn vb to drench 
e(e)pn-, £opn=, 

goprit 

Zpooy nm 

2poy-Bxi nm 

voice, noise 
thunder 

£po<p vb to be heavy, slow 
e(e)p<J>-, £op<pt 
gxptp ptcp :act 

£A.pg> N£HT patient 

£*pe£ vb to keep, guard 

gice vb to trouble, toil 
2.A.CT-, £ACT= 

gocet 
~y 

2.ice nm labour, weariness, 
trouble, grief 

1' 2.1CG vb to give trouble 
<pn gicevi to take trouble, 

suffer 

ZXT nm silver, coin, money 

£HT nm 

2.th= 

heart, mind, 

1" 2TH— vb to observe 

2.to nm 

(e)gTfiMi>p pi 

horse 

2.ot nm opposite 

gU)T« sail 
P £(UT vb to sail 

2pTe nm fear 
P £OT6 vb to be afraid 

gOTTB, to kill 
26TB-, 2_OTB= 

2.0TB+ 

~y 

2.ITN- prep 

glTOOT= 

^by, through 

^Tooye nm dawn, morning 

2»»y nm profit 

2.0 oy nm day 
(e)Hnooy today 

2.ooy vb to be bad, evil 

2.ioye vb to strike, cast. 

V-y C‘T= smite 

£°Y° nm greater part 

(e)p 2.oyo vb to be more, exceed 

enegoyo adv greatly, very, more 

N^oyo adv most of ail 

2poyr nm male, husband 

£oq nm 
equ> nf 

serpent 

ZXZ °dj many, most 

Z<vx vb 

Z^x-, 2.HJct 
to be in straits 

2.J-XN- prep 
2.lxoj= 

on, upon 

2.oj*2(e)_j: vb 

geX£<l>X= 

ZGXgwXt 

to compel, 
straighten 

be distressed 

X 

xe comp 

GBOA XG 

eTB.e xe 

that 
because 
because 

XG pci called 

vb to take, get 
Xi-, JC1T—, 

jmyt 

xxi- pctp:act 

mo suppl. imp:sg 
mmhgitn imp:pl 

xo, xw vb 

XG-, XO-, 

XO=, JCHyt 

to sow, plant 

xo, xu> vb 

XG-, JC1-, XO= 
to put, send forth 
spend 

xo(g) nf 
exupl 

wall 

xw vb 

XG-, xoo=, 

xxi- imp 

X<D= nm 

JCA(e)i6 nm 

xo(e)i nm 

exHy pi 

xoeic (xc) 

Jcicooye pi 

xogit nm 

xcuk eeox vb 

XGK-, XXK-, 

XOK=, XHKt 

X<1)KM vb 

XGKM-, XOKM=, 

JCOKHt 

jccka(a.)c comp 

XU)AH vb 

XOAM+ 

xwtDMe nm 

x(g)n conj 

jci(n)- prep 

XNOy vb 

XNe-,XNoy= 

x(e)n- 

xno vb 

xne-, xtto=, 

-2CTfA.eiTt 

XTTIO vb 

xme-,xnio=, 

xniirrt 

to say, speak 

head 

desert 

ship 

lord, master 

olive tree, olive 

to complete, 
accomplish 

to wash, clean 

in order that 

to make merry 
to get busy 

papyrus roll, 
book 

or 

from, since 

to ask, question 

hour 

to beget, bring 
forth, acquire 

to blame 



Jcpo vb 

JtpAGlT t 

to be strong 

jcouupe adj strong 

jciip vb to be wanton 

Jcepo vb 

jce(e)pe-, 
xepo-, jceptu= 

to burn, blaze 

Aioop vb to ferry over 
See eioop 

jepon nm obstacle 

jcicc vb 

JCCCT-, JCICT=, 

to exalt, 

jcocet 
jcaci ptcp. act 

be high 

AACI-2.HT arrogant 

AA rqe nm reptile 

jtooY vb 

Acy-, jcooY“, 
jcooy= 

to send 

jcioy6 vb to steal 
MAi oYe adj secretly 

aoy<wt num sg:m 

JCO\0)TG Sg.f 
twenty 

jov 2, vb 

*ez~, Jcn^t 

to touch 

AO)£ vb to smear, 
Aee-, AA£= 
Allgt 

anoint 

AUJ2.M vb to defile, 
AC2.M-, AA.£M=, 

JCA^Mt 

pollute 

JtAgX£vb to strike, beat, 
Ae2Au>2= gnash 

aajc nm sparrow 

aajcg nmf 

AiAeey(e) pi 

enemy 

6 

<5e pci then, therefore, 
but, again 

<5e del other See Ke 

6tv vb 

tfeext, 
tfHHrt 

to continue, stay, 
remain, persist 

6ujb adj weak 

6u><uBe nf 

<5B- 

leaf 

c5boi nm arm 

6o\ nm 

ai <5oa vb 

lie 
to tell lies 

<5o(e)ixe vb to visit, deposit 
6AA6-, 6AA<WD=% 

tfAAHY^j tfAAlDOY* 

6xxe nm 

6\XGG\ pi 

lame, crippled 
person 

dtuArr vb to uncover, reveal 
<5(e)xrr-, 6oait=, 

doxrft 

<5<daa vb ^ 

6(g) AJC-, 

(50AX=, 60A6=, 

dOAJct, AOAJct 

, to entangle, wrap 
entwine 

» 

6\o6 nm bed 

6o m nf 

6m 6om vb 

power, strength, 
mighty deed 
to be able 

6W M HOT 

600M pi 
garden, vineyard 

<5Me nm 

<5MHY, 
CHcey Pl 

<5a.hoya hot 

tfAHoYYAe nf 

<5a.ma.yac pi 

<5ihc vb 

<5n-, 6m-, 

fi(e)NT= 

gardener, 
vinedresser 

camel 
she-came I 

to find 

6NON vb to become smooth. 
6HNt, 60Nt be soft, weak 

6onc wm violence 
AI 60NC vb to use violence 

6<unt, to rage 
60NTt be angry 

6inoyha nm ship 

6enH vb to hasten 

<5one n small quantity 

<5um(e) vb to seize, take 
6(e)rr-, 6cun- 
dorr-,6on=, 
6axi=, 

6nnt 

<5pHne nf diadem 

6pw£ vb to be in need 

6(Up6 vb to waylay, hunt 

<5optfc nf ambush, snare 

<5oc<5(e)c vb to dance 

6or nf size, age, form 
ntciOot adv of this sort, such 

tfooYNe nf hair-cloth, sack 

<5ojoy<5 vb 

6u)o\6^ 

6wuyr vb 

dotjlft 

cue nf 

to be twisted, 

crooked 

to look, see 



Greek loan verbs are given in their 1st 

person singular Present Indicative 
Active or Middle citation form. Copto- 
Greek nouns generally take the same 
grammatical gender specification as the 
Greek model; neuter gender of the 
Greek model noun is usually rendered 
by masculine gender in the 
coiTesponding Coptic target noun. 
Abbreviations: adj ‘adjective’, adv 

adverb’, conj ‘conjunction’, f 
feminine’, interj ‘interjection’, m 
masculine’, n ‘noun’, nt ‘neuter’, pci 
particle’, pi ‘plural’, prep ‘preposition’, 

Q-pcl ‘question particle’, vb ‘verb’. 

APAeoc, -on adj 

dyaGoq, -r\, -6v 

Ar^nii nf 

dyartt] 

afatthtoc adj 

dyarniTo^-rj, -6v 

ArANAKTei Vb 

AKANAKTG1 

ayavaxTeto 

ArreAiKON adj 

dyyeXixog, ~r\, -ov 

Arrexoc nm 

ayyeXoq 

AreAH, AreAei nf 
aye^t] 

Arpioc, -ON adj 

ayQioi;, -a, -ov 

AruJNize vb 
ATONlZe 

aytoviCouai 

love, act of 

charity 

beloved 

to become 

angry 

actoc, Arroc nm 
aexoq 

aoaithc nm 
a9>\.r)Tf|(; 

aicoang vb 

ala0dvojj.cn 

AiT(e)i, eTei vb 
aireto 

CNin-tA run 

atviypa nnt 

AITHHA nm 

aiTTjpa nnt 

AiXHAAurrixe vb 

alxpaXtoxeuco 

aiuin, coin nm 

aicov 

akaoaptoc adj 

axaGaQxoi;, -ov 

AKAipeoc adj 

dxsgaioi;, -ov i 

AKpiBHc adj ( 

axQtprjt;, -eq 

eagle 

athlete 

to perceive, 

realise 

to ask for 

‘dark’ saying, 
riddle 

request, 

demand 

to enslave, take 

as a prisoner 

millennium, 
world era 

unclean 

person, leper 

unharmed, 

unravaged 

exact, accurate 

angelic 

AAH0INON adj 

dXt]0ivoq,-r), -ov 
true, truthful 

angel 

AAHOOJC adv 

d^r)05q 
actually, really, 

verily 

herd 

aaaa conj 

aXXa 
but, rather 

wild, savage 

AMexei vb 

dpeXeto 
to neglect, be 

careless 

to fight 

AHGAJA Ilf 

apeXeia 
negligence, 

carelessness 

ANArrx^e vb to force 



XNA.rKA.iON adj 

dvayxaTog, -a, -ov 

necessary, 
urgent 

XNxrKii nf 

avayxr) 
necessity 

A.NA.rN(DCIC nf 

avdyvioaig 
Scripture 
reading 

XNXCTXCIC nf 

dvdaxamg 
resurrection 

XNXCTpOcJiH nf 

avaoTQO<pvr| 
behaviour, 
mode of life 

xNxxu>pei vb 

dvaxtOQeio 
to depart, live 
as a hermit 

XNxxtupiTHC nm 

dvaxa)QTiTf|i; 
hermit 

XNXXCUpHCIC nf 

XNXXUipiClC 

dvaxcoQtjaig 

solitude, 
seclusion 

xngxg, xNixe vb 

dv8xw 

to hold up, bear 

XNOMIX nf 

avopia 
crime, sin 

xnomoc adj 

avopog, -ov 
lawless, 
criminal 

xn^ocioc adj 

avoaiog, -ov 
unholy, profane 
impious 

xnoxii nf 

dvoxi'l 

holding back, 
stopping 

xnAixipg vb 

avTiXeya) 
to contradict, 
protest 

XNTYKIMGNOC Htn 

XN-frilMGNOC 
avTixelpevog 

opponent, 
adversary 

xsioc adj 

a^iog, -a, -ov 
worthy 

xxioy vb 

a^ioto 

to esteem, ask, 
request 

X3LUDMX nm 

a£,icopa nn 

rank, position, 
principle 

xnxNTX vb 

d7tavTdto 

to meet, 
encounter 

xneioG vb 

aTreiGeco 

to defy, 
disobey 

xnoxonx nf 

d7roA.oyia 
speech 

xnoxonxe vb 

dTroXoyi^opai 

to reckon, 
justify 

xnoTxcce vb 

a7tOTdaCTto 

to renounce, 
part 

xnocToxoc nm 
a.noG'zoXoq 

apostle 

xpx conj 

aga 
thus (also used 
as a Q-pcl) 

xproc adj 

deyog , -4 -ov 

lazy, idle 

XpGTH nf 

ageTT) 
virtue 

xpieMoc nm 

agiGpog 

number, 

military unit 

xpx nm ^ 

de£ 

"bear 

xpxxioc, -ON adj 
xpxeoc 

agxaTog, -a, -ov 

old, ancient 

xpxn nf 

dexii 

beginning 

xpxxrrexoc nm 

agxdyyeXog 
archangel 

aQXieTcicjxoTTOc; 

Afxiepevc wn 
dQxiegeug 

xpxHnpo^HTHc nm 
aQXlTTQOCpriTTH; 

XpXiMXNApITHC WU 
dQx^avSgiTTi^ 

xpxicrpxTtiroc nm 

dexiaxgarriyog 

xpxtuN nm 

oqxwv 

xcgemc adj j 

“CTePifc-eg , 

highpriest 

n archprophet 

' Archimandrite 

n commander-in- 
chief 

ruler, governor 

impious, 
godless 

XCK6I Vb 

doxeto 

XCKHC1C nf 

xckgcic, xcnycic 
d<JXT}CTiq 

XCKHTHC nm 

XCKITHC, XCKYTHC 

daxqTfjg 

xcnxxG vb 

do7rd£opai 

XCI7XCMOC nm 

damxap.6g 

a-ytoyctoc nm 
auyouaxog 

(lat. augustus) 

xyxh nf 

o.\fkr\ 

XyXXNG vb 

ao^dvo) 

xyr-tuKpxTop nm ] 
auToxQcnnoQ 

to practise, go 
into training 

exercise, 
ascetic life¬ 
style 

hermit, monk 

to kiss, greet 

greeting 

Augustus 

court, 

courtyard 
to increase, 
grow 

Emperor 

XlpOpMH nf 

acpoQpf| 

X<|>YX0N adj 

-ov 

Bxrmxe vb 

Pa7tTll^(0 

Bxii i icmx nm 

Pd^xiapa nn 

BxpBxpoc nm 

pdgpagog 

bxcxnizg vb 
Paaavi^a) 

bxcxnoc nm 
Paaavog 

bhmx nm 

Prjpa nn 

bioc nm 
Piog 

I BICDTIKOC adj 

Puoxixoq, -4 -OV 

bohogi vb 

PoT]0eco 

bohooc nm 
PoqGog 

[ rxiioc nm 

ydjioc; 

rxppcl 
yde 

rewoc nm 

reNex npl 

yevog nn 

starting point 

lifeless 

to baptize 

baptism 

barbarian 

to torture 

torture 

tribunal, raised 
seat 

of this world 

to help, rescue 

saviour 

wedding, 
marriage 

since, for 

race, origin, 
generation 



TNCUMII nf 

yvco^Ti 

opinion, advice 

rpA.<J)ti nf 

YQacpri 

Scripture 

A 

Aaihonion nm 

AAIMCUNION 

5aip.ovtov nn 

evil spirit, 

demon 

AAIMOJN, ACMUJN nm 

5ai|itov 
evil spirit, 

demon 

Ae pci 
6e 

topic-indicating 
pci 

Aecnoriic nm 
SeaTOTty; 

lord 

AYMiovproc nm 

5t||4.iouqy6(; 
creator, 

producer 

Aiaboaoc nm 
aiaboyaoc 

5iaJ3oXo<; 

devil 

alvomki i nf 

SiaOrpaj 
testament 

aiakonia nf 

Siaxovela 
service 

Aiakongi vb 

AlAKCUNCI 

Siaxovew 

to service, 

to minister 

aiakonithc nm 

§iaxovr]T-qg 
servant 

aiakonoc nm 

Siaxovoc; 
deacon 

AiAitpicic nf 

SiaxQiaig 
examination, 

evaluation 

Ai.v<jiopA. nf 

5iacpoQ(i 
distinction, 

difference 

AiHKei vb to pervade, 
Sirpco) guide 

AlKAIOC, -ON 
Sixcaoc;, -a, -ov 

righteous 

Aikaiocynh nf 

SixaioauvT] 
righteousness 

aictaxg vb 

AlCAXXG, TICTAZG 

5iCTTa(^o) 

to hesitate 

AOKIMA26 Vb 

Soxtpa^ci) 
to test, assay 

Aoys nm 

5o6£ (lat. dux) 
commander 

ApAKiDN nm 

Sqcxxcov 
dragon 

AYNAMIC nf 
8uvaju<; 

power 

AtupON nm 

Scoqov nn 

G 

gift 

erKO)MioN nm praise, 
eyxcojiiov nn eulogy 

exuncoAi vb to tell at 
e^Tiyeopai length 

(g)e©NOC nm - "" 

e0vo<; 
pagan 

eiAoc nm property, 
sT5o<; nnt thing 

giAujaon nm 

eiScoXov nn 
idol 

gimht(g)i prep 
eiMHt 
eipi^Ti 

unless 

(e)ipHNH nf 

eiQrjvT] 
peace 

eiTe... eiTe con] either... or 
eixe... eire 

GKKAHCIA nf church 
exxXrjaia 

OKCTACIC nf vision 
exaTaau; 

eAAXJCTQC adj humble 
eXaxiaToq, -r\, -ov 

exerxe vb to reveal. 
eXey^co expose 

GAG<|>ANTINON adj ivory 
eXecpavTivoq, -y\, - ov 

eNeprei vb to effect 
eveQyew 

enepriA nf cosmic force 
evsQyeia 

6NTOAH nf authorisation. 
evtoXt] order 

gnu)xagi vb to trouble, 
evo%Xeco burden 

esnncoAi vb to expose, 
e^rjyeopaL to explain 

extupize vb to banish, get 
e^OQL^O) rid of 

esoyciA nf power. 
e^ouola strength 

AineNoy vb to praise, 
ejiatveto applaud 

enxpxoc nm governor 
snaqxoc, 

eneiBoyAh nf plot, snare 
STtlpOUXfj 

en(e)iAH conj 

&neibr\ 
for, since 

enieyMei vb 
eni©eHGi 

ETriGupeco 

to wish, desire 

en(e)i©YMiA nf 

ernGupict 
desire 

eniKAAei vb 

emxaXew 
to call upon, 

summon 

eniCKonoc nm 
STTlOXOTTOc; 

bishop 

GniCTOAH nf 

enicTOAooYe pi 
STTlCTT0Xf| 

letter 

emriHiA nf 

en(e)itMiA 

ETUTipla 

reprimand, 

punishment 

eprAciA nf 

eQyaala 
profession 

GprATHC nm 
ApKATHC 

SQy&T^C, 

worker 

GpHMIA nf 

8QT]pla 
desert 

epHMoc adj 

SQTjpOi;, -ov 
deserted, lonely 

GTI, AITGI pci 
ETl 

yet, still 

eyArreAiON nm 

euayyeXiov nn 
Gospel 

GYAITGA ICTHC fWl 
euayyeXiOTfji; 

Evangelist 

gytgnhc adj 

euyevrjq, -eq 
noble 



eyeprAciA nf good deed, ©yciA nf sacrifice 
EOEQYecla kindness ©GCIA 

Quota 
eyceBHc adj 
euaepri<;,-e<; 

pious 
eyciAZG vb 
Guaia^co 

to sacrifice 

2 ©YCiACTHpioN nm altar 

ZtuoN nm living being, QuaiaaxrjQiov nn 

Ccpov nn animal 
i 

n (g)ioyAai nm 
iouSaioq 

Jews i 

n conj or i 
ic (ihcoyc) Jesus : 

ecyxAXe vb 
rjauxa^co 

to be quiet ’Iaouq 

K 

;; 
1 
-1 
• 

ecyxiA nf silence, ' 
■ 

fjaoxla stillness KAOApOC, -ON adj 
xaGaQO<;, -a, -ov 

pure, clean | 

o kaohk(c)i nf instruction s: 

0AAACCA nf sea xaGriyeopai \ 

OdXaaaa KA0OAIKH nf Catholic \. 

©GATpoN nm 
GeaxQOv nn 

theatre xaGo^ixoq (Church) i 

KAipoc nm time, period |: 

©cpAncye vb to heal 
xatQO<; | 

0eQct7Te6a> KA1TOI pci and indeed. 1 

©Guipei vb to see, xal xoi and yet _ >% 
1 

OccoQ&co observe KliNH nf • The New | 

onpioN, ©ypion nm beast, wild xaivoc; Testament 

Gtiqlov nn animal KAKUIC adv badly t 

©aibg vb to afflict, \ xaxw<; 
•'? 

Gllpco distress KAXGI vb to call, invite 
©Altaic nf trouble. xaXeco 

r* 

GXivJnt; obstacle KAAOC adv well, rightly f 

' 
©pONoc nm throne 

xaXax; , 

0qovo<; KAN conj 
xav 

even if 

xavtov 

KApnoc, r^pnoc nm 
xaQ7To<; 

kata prep 
KATApo= 
xaxa 

kataaaaia nf 
xaxaXaMa 

katgxg vb 
xaxexco 

KATtupetuMA. nm 
xdxoQ0copa nn 

Kexeye vb 
xeXeoo) 

KecTo)Nxpioc nm 
xeaxcovaQioc; , 
(Iat. quaestonarius) 

kinaynoc nm c 

xiv5uvo<; 1 

KXhpiKoc nm c 
KAypiKOC 

xXriQtxog 

KXhponohoc nm h 

xXtiqovo^oc; 

KXhpoc nm h 
xXf]QO<; 

KOINUINGI vb tC 
XOIVCOVECO tf 

KoiTtDN nm 
xoixwv 
koaaxc vb 
xoXa^co 

according to 

slander 

to withhold, 
keep 

achievement, 
success 

to command, 
order 

torturer, 

executioner 

danger, 
hazard 

heritage 

to live 

together 

bed-chamber 

to punish 

koaacic nf 
xoA.aoi<; 

kontoc nm 
xovxoq 

kocmgi vb 
xoapeco 

punishment 

pike, pole 

to rule, to equip 

kocmikoc, -ON adj worldly 
xoapixoq, -4 -ov 

kocmoc nm world 
xoapoq 

KOYMnoc nm girth 
xoppoq 

KpxToc nm power, might 
XQaxo<; nn 

KpiNe vb to judge 
XQIVtD 

Kpicic nf • decision, 

xqiok; judgement 

Kprmc nm judge 
XQtxr|(; 

kyith nf basement, vault 
XUTIT] 

KYP* nm Lord 
xoQioq 

kypiakh nf Sunday 
XOQiaXT] 

kujay vb to withold, 
XCOXutO hinder 

Sunday 

to withold, 
hinder 

kuimic, komic nm governor 
(lat. comes) 

KOAXHeye vb 
xoXaxeoto 

to flatter 
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a 

aaoc nm 
Xaoq 

people 

aibiton nm 

Xeplxwv 
garment 

AKpANON nm 

kelipavov nn 
remains, corpse 

AICANOC tun 

Mpavot; 
frankincense 

Aoroc, a.uji oc nm 

Xoyoq 
account, 
apology 

AoinoN adv 

Xoinov 
furthermore, 
also 

Aynei, ahitc vb 

^UTTSCO 
to be sad, 
grieved 

M 

MAriA. nf 

payela 
magic 

haf oc nm 

payot; 
wizard, 
enchanter 

maqhthc nm 

pa0T]TT|5 
disciple 

MAKApiZe vb 

paxaQi^to 
to bless, 

congratulate 

MAKApioc, -a adj blessed 
paxaQiog oq, -a, -ov 

MAAICTA adv 

pataaxa 
most of all, 
especially 

MAAAON adv 

\iaXkov 
more, rather 

MApTypiA nf 

paxuQia 
testimony, 
martyrdom 

MAprypjON nm 

paQTUgiov nn 
shrine of a 

martyr 

MApTypoc nm 

pCtQTUQOS 
martyr 

mactix nf 

paaxi£ 
whip 

MCACTA, MCAI1TA vb 

peXexdco 
to attend to, 
study 

hgaoc nm 

peXo c 
body part, 

limb 

H6N pci 

pev 
indeed 

neTANo(e)i vb 

pexavoeco 
to repent 

M6TANOIA nf 

pexavoia 
repentance 

remorse 

MeTponoAic nf 

PT|XQ07t6Xk; 
capital city 

mu Q-pcl 

pf| 
involves a bias 

towards a 
negative 
response in 
affirmative 
interrogatives, 
and vice versa. 

Miintuc conj 

prirrcoc; • 
that not 

miaion nm 

piTuov nn 
mile 

monacthpion nm 
MONH 

povaaxriQiov nn 

monastery 

monaxoc nm monk 

MOJNAJCOC, MONOXOC 
pova^oc; 

■ 

monon, mojnujn adv only 
JIOVOV 

MycrnpioN nm 

puaxrjQiov nn 
mystery, 

divine 

secret 

N 

NAZujpAioc nm 

va^coQaXog 
Nazarene 

NncTeiA nf 
nhcTa 

vnaxeia 

fast 

NHCTeye vb 
vr^axeuo) 

to fast 

NH<j>e vb 

V^CpCl) 
to be self- 

controlled, 

sober 

NOI vb 

voeto 
to perceive, 

think, know 

NOMICMA nm 

vopiapa nn 

NOMOC, nujmoc nm 
vopoc^ 

solidus (a 

golden coin) 

law 

X 

XeNOC, -H 

^evoc;, -a, -ov 
foreign 

XecTHc nm 

fjeaxiy; 

(lat. sextarius) 

pint 

o 

oiKoyMCNJi nf 

olxoupevr] 
world 

OIKONOMIA nf 
OJKUJNOM1A 

oixovopla 

service 

oikonomoc run 
CIKUJNUJMOC 
oixovopoq 

ontoic adv 
OVTCO^ 

OTTTACIA nf 

OTtTaaia 

oprn nf 

0QYrj 

op<j>ANoc run 

OQcpavoc; 

oyAe, oyTe conj 
ouSe 

oyKen adv 

OUXSXl 

oyKoyN adv 

ouxouv 

oyciA. nf 

ouaia 

IT 

ttaqoc tun 

ttoGoc; 

nxiAeye vb 

raiiSeuco 

ttaaaia nf 

nctXaioq 

itaaatjon nm 

7raXdxiov nn 

(lat. palatium) 

ITA.NTOKpA.Ttnp nm 
TTA.NTUJKpA.TUJp 

TtCtVXOXQCtXCOQ 

TTANTUJC adv 

TTOtVTCO^ 

steward 

really, 
verily 

appearance, 
vision 

anger, wrath, 
impulse 

orphan 

and not 

no more, no 
longer 

certainly not 

state of being, 
essence 

emotion, grief 
passion, 

to educate 

The Old 

Testament 

palace 

Almighty 

entirely, 

altogether 



(ri)rTApA prep 

TTApApO= 

rraqa 

against, 

compared 

with 

nxpABA vb 

7raQapaiva3 
to transgress, 

overstep 

nApxre vb 
no.Qp.yfss 

to pass by 

nApArrerxe vb 

TiaqaeAAcd 
to give order, 

summon 

nApAA(e)icoc nm 

nApA'ictnc 
raxQaSeiaoq 

Paradise, 

Eden 

nApAKAXei vb 

naQaxuXzfss 
to summon, 

beseech 

nApANOMOc adj 

Tra^avopoq, -ov 
lawless, 

criminal 

riApTAxnc nf 

7rdQSaXiq 
panther 

nApoeNoc nf 

7raQ06Voq 
virgin 

iTApoyciA nf 

TraqouGia 
presence, 

stay 

nAppiiciA nf 

TraQQtjala 
free speech 

riATACce vb 

nOlOQQfSS 
to beat, strike 

FTATpiApXHC tWl 

TraTQiaQXTiq 

Patriarch 

rr(e)ioe vb 

rrelGo) 
to persuade, 

agree with 

n(e)ipAXe vb 

niipxxe, nypAze 
TretQa^Gj 

to put to test, 

to seduce 

n(e)ipACMoc tun temptation, 

TCeiQacjgoq triai 

neNTHKOTA.pxoc nm leader of a 

nevTrjxovTaQxo? company of 
fifty 

nepnepoc nm vainglorious, 

7reQ7T£QoQ braggart 

nepcoc nm Persian 
7teQ<rr]<; 

neTpx nf rock 

7teTga 

nHrn, nym nf fountain, well 
Ttrjyfj 

niNAX nm plate, dish 
Ttlva^ 

nicreye vb to believe, 

TtiOTSuco have faith 

nicTic nf faith 
TUCJTiq 

nicToc adj faithful, 

TnoToq, -a, ov trustworthy 

itaana vb to mislead 

itaanh lead astray 
Tikccvdo) 

riAANti nf _ deceit, 

rukotvT) imposture 

ttaanoc nm vagabond, 

Tttaxvoq imposter 

nxAX nm flat stone 
rikat, nf 

rrxACMA nm form, figure, 
TT^dapa nn 

nxAcce vb to form, 

TT?taacco create 

--i II 

nxHrH, nxyrH nf 
^Xrjyf] 

ttxhn conj 
n\r[V 

nxypoipopiA nf 

^TlQOCpOQia 

riNeyHA (nui) nm 
Ttveupa nn 

rTNiKON adj 

(iTNeyMATIKOC, -on) 
Trveupaxixoq, -a, -ov 

riHoiTHc nm 

(for nroiHTHc) 
Tronyrqq 

noxenei vb 

noxyMei 

TtoXepeoo 

noxeMoc nm 
rroxyMoc 
TioXepo^ 

wound TTOpNIA nf 

TiOQveia 

except, save nocoi adv 

certainty, 

fullness of 

assurance 

spirit, ghost 

spiritual 

noTe adv 

TIOTG 

npAiTdipiON nm 

TTQOtlTCOQ10 V nn 

(lat. praetoriuni) 

npxxic nf 
nqa^iq 

npenei vb 

nQETua 

fornication 

how much? 

when?, 

at what time? 

palace of the 

governor 

deed, act 

to suit, be 

fitting 

noxic nf 
nofox; 

noxHTiA nf 
noxyriA 

TTO^lTSia 

noxiTeye vb 

noxyreye 
TToXlTEUco 

noxiTeyriic nm 
TTo^iTeUTrjg 

noNMpoc, -on adj 

7T0V1]Q0^, -d, -ov 

nopweye vb 

TCOQveua) 

to fight, 

quarrel 

war, quarrel 

city, town 

npecsyTepoc nm priest 
TTQeapuxeQoq 

npo^Aipecic nf 
TTQoaiQeaiq 

npoKOTrre(i) vb 

TTQOXOTTTCI) 

npocTArMA nm 

TTQoaTaypa nnt 

npoctpopA nf 

ascetic labour ^QoocpoQa 

npoctumuN nm 

TTQoacoTTOv nn 

to perform nf.ot«T„c nn, 

labours "e0*1™ 
, . . npo(J>HtfA nf 

patrician 

worthless, ^ W 

3vil, wicked 
nmc adv 

o prostitute, nQ^ 

worthless, 

evil, wicked 

to prostitute, 

fornicate 

purpose, plan 

to advance 

ordinance, 

command 

donation, 

Eucharist 

person, mask 

prophet 

gift of 

prophecy 

door, gate 
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(e)p 

£periA.pioc nm 

QLTttXQlO^ 

(lat. riparius) 

officer 

2pnT0>p nm 

QT|TCOQ 

publie speaker, 

advocate 

(£)poJMAioc nm 

Qcopaioq 
Roman 

c 

CABBATCDN IWl 

aappaxov nnt 

Saturday 

CAAnirx nf 

adXmyE, 
trumpet 

cxpx nm 

O&Qt, 

flesh 

CATANAC nm 

oaxavaq 

Satan 

CHMANC vb 

oripcdva) 

to indicate, 

declare, notify 

CKANTAAC11N f1»l 

axavSaXov nn 

trap, offence, 

scandal 

citeyoc nm 

CKeyH npl 

axeuoq nn 

vessel, tool 

equipment, 

property 

cuonoc nm 

0X0710 C, 

aim, end, goal 

CKyAMOC nm 

axuApoq 

annoyance, 

vexation 

co<j>ia nf 

aotpia 

wisdom 

co«J>oc nm 

aocpoq 
wise (man) 

cnxeApioc nm 

OTTaBctQioq 

knight 

cnepMA. nm 

arcegpa nn 

sperm, seed 

crryAAioN nm 

oxfjXaiov nn 

cavern 

crroyAAZe vb 

anouSadpo 

to be zealous, 

diligent 

cnoyAu nf 

anouSi'i 

haste, speed 

c.poc nm 

(cTAypoc) 

OTaUQOg 

cross 

c-poy vb 

OTaUQOCO 

to crucify 

cTepeyMA. nm 

oTegecopa nn 

firmament 

CTpATHAATHC nm 

CTpATyAATHC 

OTgaTTlXaTTig 

commander, 

general 

CTpATKimiC nm 

OTQaTUOTTjg 

soldier 

CtXApiON nf 

arixotQiov nnt 

variegated 

tunic 

cyNAre vb ^ 

auvayto 

to attend 

Mass, receive 

the Eucharist 

cyNA2,ic nf 

ouva^iq 

Mass 

cyrxtnpei vb 

auyxtoQeo 

to meet, 

gather 

cyrxujpncic nf 

aoyxwgricTK; 

agreement, 

consent 
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chnhAic nf 

ouvei8r]CJi(; 

cyntcaia nf 

ouvTe^eia 

c<t>pAnc nf 

ocpQayu; 

cxhma nm 

cxyMA 

a^ripa nn 

C(J)6NAon»i nf 

acpevSovri 

cuima nm 

acopa nn 

CCDMATIKON adj 

acopaTix6<;, -rj, -ov 

ccuTHp nm 

CTtOTrjQ 

conscience 

completion, 

end 

seal, signet 

monkish 

garment 

physical 

Saviour 

TAAAimnpoc adj 
TAAAinopoc 
TaA.ca7CG)QO<;, -ov 

TApACCG Vb 

TaQaaoco 

TA.prA.poc nm 

TaQTaQoq 

ta.<J)Oc nm 
Tacpo <; 

TAXA adv 

Ta%a 

TCAIOC, -ON adj 

xeXeioq, -a, ov 

1'MH nf 

Tipr| 

miserable 

to trouble, 

upset 

Tartaros 

perhaps, 

maybe 

perfect 

price, wage 

tim a) pei vb 

AiMuipei 

Tl|i6)QeQ) 

TIMUJplA, nf 

+MU)piA 

TtpCOQia 

TOAMA Vb 

TOXjldt!) 

AtuMoc nm 

Topo<; 

Aoxeye vb 

TOLEDO) 

Tonoc nm 

touoc, 

totc adv 

TpiBoyNoc nm 

TQiPoiJVOi; 

(lat. tribunus) 

TpotJjcyc nm 

TQOCpeuq 

Tpo<j)H nf 

TQOCprj 

tPY4>h nf 

TQUCpf| 

Tynoc nm 

TVKOq 

(pANepoN adj 

cpavegoc;, -a, -ov 

<J>anoc nm 

cpavog 

<piAoco$oc nm 

cpiA-oaocpog 

to avenge, 

punish 

revenge, 

punishment 

to dare, 

undertake 

roll of papyrus, 

tome, volume 

to shoot with 

the bow 

(holy) place, 

shrine 

then, next, at 

one time 

tribune 

bread-winner 

nourishment, 

meal, food 

delieacy, 

luxury, delight 

pattern, image, 

model 

visible, evident 

light, bright, 

torch, lamp 

philosopher 



t|>ope(i), <jHDpei vb 
(POQEOI 

to bear, wear 

tjjyAH nf 
cpuXrj 

tribe, clan 

<pycic nf 
cpuaig 

origin, nature 

<J>yci adv 
(ev (pUCTEl) 

verily, truly 

X 

xxpic nf grace, favour 

xxpize vb 
Xagl^opai 

to grant, 

donate 

xiMtuN nm 
XEiptOV 

winter, 

tempest 

xipoAoNei vb 
XeigoTOVECi) 

to elect, 

appoint 

XHpx nf 
Xiiea 

widow 

xpeajc rei vb 
XQECTTEO) 

to be in debt, 

owe 

xpix nf 
XQf\.a 

need, want 

xp(e)icriANoc nm 
XpHCTIXNOC 
Xeiaxiavoq 

Christian 

xpiiHA nm 
Xgrjpa nn 

xc (xpiCToc) nm 
XQtCTTO<; 

property, 

capital, thing, 

Christ 

xtwpurei, xopnrei vb 
XOQi]yeco 

to lead choir, 

provide 

xujpx nf 
X^ea 

region, 
county, land 

xajpic prep 
XCOQiq 

without 

tpxAAei vb 
iJjaXXco 

to sing 
psalms 

tpAAMoc nm 
i|)c&p6<; 

psalm 

tpyxij nf 
tpyxooye pi 
ijmxri 

soul 

u» 

w interj 
Q> 

oh 

z 
2.AHOC, -a adj 
ayiot;, -a, ov 

holy 

2amhn interj 
apr|v 

Amen 

adv 
ano.t, 

briefly, in 
short 

^attaodc, 2aitaoc ady briefly 
anXcoi; - ^ 

2xpMA nm 
agpa nn 

chariot 

2GBAOHAC nf 
eP5opd(;. 

week 

2eeoc nm 
800 q 

custom, habit 

26AAHN nm 
2GAAGN, 2>^HN 
eXXr|v 

Greek, pagan 

to admit, agree 
Zexn&e vb to look for, 

eXm& hope 

Zexuic nf expectation, 
E^'Tri^ hope 

eepMHNeye vb to translate 
eepMGNeye explain, 
eepT]V6U0) interpret 

?ePMeNeY™c mn interpreter 
£Q|iT|veuTr|^ 

eHreMdJN nm general, 
riyepcov governor 

2YAonh nf pleasure 
iloovri 

eeeoc nm custom, habit 
T]0oq 

2(e)iK(uN nf image 
eixcov 

2IUNUA, m,Ki.v nf age, youth 
r|Aixia 

ewrxp nm liver 
fjrcotQ nn 

eiAKUTHc nm unsophisticated 
eyAKUTyc person, layman 
tOUOTTj^ 

2>nneyc nm cavalry man 
ITTTTEUg 

eiCTopae vb to record 
ICJTOQEQ) 

eoAOKOTiNoc nm holokottinos 
oXoxottivo<; (goiden coin) 

^ 2tUAOC adv wholly, entirely 

eoMexe' vb to address, deal 
opiXeco wit]l 

^OMoxorei vb 
I opoXoysci) 

eopoMA vision, dream 
ogapa 

eynopA nf fruit 
OTTCOga 

eopMH nf onrush, assault 
OQPT] 

(gn) eocoN conj as long as, 
evoaov whiie 

2otan conj as soon as, 

0Tav when 

jyAh nf forest, matter 
uXt] 

^HMNeye vb to sing hymns 
upveico 

CyneperHc nm servant, 
OTCTigETt^ attendant 

£YnorpA.<j»e vb to sign 
UTToygacp© 

eynoMrNe vb to endure, be 
OTUopEvto patient 

eynoMONH nf endurance, 
U7Topovr| patience 

cynonreye vb to suspect, 
UTUOTITEUCO guess 

^ynoTAcce vb to subdue, 
urcoTacjaci) make subject 

Zmo prep like, as, that, 
as if 

etacTe, conj so that, in order 
2(acAe that 
COCJTE 



Adjectives 

Adverbs 

Allomorplis 

Appositions 

In Coptic, there is no special word §3.1.3 

class of “adjectives”. To ascribe 

properties to individuals, the 

attributive construction is used, where 

property-denoting expressions may 

appear as head or dependent nouns. 

Adverbs are modifying expressions §3,3 
which bear a close semantic link to the 

verb; they locate the state of affairs 

that is described in space and time, or 

provide additional information about 
the way in which it came about. 

Allomorplis are two alternative §2.2.1 

realizations of one and the same 
morpheme. 

Appositions are extra-clausal noun §3.1.6 
plirases, which have the same referent 

as the proper name or pronoun they 
modify. 
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Aspect 

Case 

Causatives 

Cleft sentence 

Conditional 
sentences 

Aspectual distinctions present a §6.2.1, §7.3.4 
situation from an external point of 
view as a single, unitary whole. It 
makes no reference to the internal 
development of that situation. Anterior 
(Perfect) aspect has an additional 
meaning and implies that the result of 
some event is observable at the 
present moment. Perfective and 
anterior aspects work in the opposite 
direction of imperfective aspect, 
which is associated with the present 
tense and implies the ongoing state of 
the situation that is described. 

Case is the morpho-syntaetic §6.3.1.3 
encoding of the syntactic dependency 
between the verbal predicate and its 
arguments. 

Analytical causatives are complex §6.4.3 
predicates consisting of two verbs, 
which share one argument. The 
shared argument functions 
simultaneously as the direct object of 
the causative verb and as the subject 
of the lexical verb. 

Cleft sentences are focusing §11.3 
constructions, which are formed by 
dividing a more elementary clause into 
two parts, viz. an initial focus and a ^ 
relative clause construction tliaT 
contains the backgrounded 
proposition. 

Conditional constructions of the form § 12.2.1 
IF P THEN Q are expressed by a 
hypothetical clause (the protasis) and 
a full consequence clause (the 
apodosis). 

■ 
> 

Cognate objects 

Control 

Dependent 

Determiners 

Expletive 

pronouns 

Epenthesis 

Cognate objects constitute a subclass §3.3.4 
of manner adverbs that contain a copy 
of the main verb, e.g. to laugh a 
mirthless laugh. 

The notion of “control” describes a §12.3.2 
special case of anaphoric relation 
between the missing subject of an 
infinitival construction and a noun 
phrase it is co-refereneed with. In 
Coptic, control by the matrix subject 
is clearly the predominant pattern, 
but cases of object control also 
occur. 

The non-head or dependent §3.1.1 
constituent of a phrase is the element 
with a more peripheral function: it can 
often be left out without affecting the 
grammaticality of the entire 
expression. 

Determiners are grammatical prefixes §2,2 

that indicate the information status or 

identifiability of the referent of the 

determined noun. Coptic makes a 

three-way contrast between definite, 

indefinite and zero-determined noun 
phrases. 

Expletive pronouns have no referential §5.1.3.3 
role, but are rather used as purely 
grammatical fillers of the subject 
position. 

Epenthesis is a phonologically driven §6.1.4 
readjustment procedure that adds 
extra phonological material to the 
stem to create a prosodically optimal 
form. 



■ 
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Eventive-Stative Eventive sentences describe dynamic §6.2.1 

alternation situations, involving some state of 

change. Stative sentences, on the 

other hand, describe time-stable 

situations that do not change over 

time. 

Evidential Evidentially is a grammatical concept §8.2.4 

that refers to those inflectional 

elements or functions words that 

indicate both the evidence type and 

the reliability of the information 

contained in a sentence. 

Factivc verbs When formulated in the affirmative, §12.1.2.1 

faetive verbs like know presuppose 

the truth of the assertion expressed in 

the complement clause. 

Focus The focus of a sentence is the element §10.1 

of information that is unpredictable 

from the preceding discourse. 

Free choice pronouns like any are §4.3.4 

indefinite pronouns that refer to any 

representative member of a given 

category. 

Free relative 

clause 
A relative clause that occurs without a 

pivot in all nominal positions of the 

clause. 

§11.2 

Generic 

interpretation 

The referent of a generically 

interpreted noun phrase is not' a" 

particular entity or object, but rather a 

class or type of entity or object. 

J2.2.2.1 

Head The head of the phrase is the element 

that determines its syntactic categoiy. 
§3.1.1 

Iconic ordering Iconicity is a discourse-oriented 

principle of syntax, according to 

which the linear order of clauses 

reflects the chronological order of 

events. 

§8.1.1 

Frce-choice 

pronouns 
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Indefiniteness Existential sentences impose a strict §10.2.3.1 

restriction selection restriction on the postverbal 

subject, which must be a referentially 

indefinite expression. 

ln"situ A term that refers to the clause- §7.2 
internal position of a question word or 
focus constituent 

Left-dislocation Left-dislocation is a syntactic §2.4.3.2 

operation in the course of which a 

nominal expression (noun or pronoun) 

is moved to the left periphery of the 

clause. The grammatical role (subject, 

object) of the left-dislocated 

constituent is indicated by a 

resumptive pronoun in the associated 
clause. 

Light verbs Light verbs derive their name from §6.4.1 

the fact that the verb lacks a fully 

specified lexical structure, while its 

direct object, the event or state 

nominal, represents the semantic 
predicate. 

Mandative Mandative constructions (from §12.1.1.2 
constructions English command) typically occur 

with verbs, nouns and adjectives that 

have the same directive meaning and 

function as imperatives. 

Modality Epistemic modality is concerned with §8.2 

knowledge, truth, and belief in relation 

to what is said. Deontic modality, on 

the other hand, involves actions by the 
speaker or others. 

Negative scope Negation may be semantically §9.2.2-3 

sentential (wide scope) and provide a 

negative description of an event 

without specifying the grounds, or be 

more specific and narrow in its scope, 

in which case only certain aspects of 

the event in question are denied. 



Open ys. remote Open or realis conditionals are non- §12.2.1 

conditionals committal with regard to whether the 

condition put forward in the protasis 

clause has been met or not, but 

attribute to the fulfilment of that 

condition a high degree of likelihood 

or probability. Remote or 

hypothetical conditionals, on the 

other hand, present a condition 

whose actualisation is considered to 
be relatively unlikely or even 

impossible. 

Possession Possessive noun phrases consist of a §3.1.4 

possessed and a possessor noun, the 

latter being marked by a linkage 

morpheme. A variety of different 

semantic relations fall under the rubric 

of possession, ranging from ownership 

in the narrow sense to the expression 

of kinship. 

Prefix Prefixes are bound morphemes that §2.4.2 

are attached to the right of their host 

words, e.g. bound pronouns. 

Pronouns Personal pronouns express person §2.4 

deixis, i.e. the reference to 

participants, present or absent, of the 

speech situation. 

Proximal vs. distal Proximal and distal demonstratives are §4.1.1 

deixis deictically contrastive: the former-' 

refer to items else to the speaker and 

the latter to items located at some 

distance away from the speaker. 

Reduplication Reduplication is a morphological §6.1.4 

process in the course of which a full 

or partial copy of the consonantal 

root is added to the base. 

Restrictive and 

non-restrictive 

relatives clauses 

Reported speech 

Resumptive 

pronouns 

Rhetorical 

questions 

Roots 

Scrambling 

Second Tenses 

Relative clauses can be divided into §11.1.5.3 

restrictive and non-restrictive relative 

clauses, depending on whether they 

provide information that is necessary 

for referent identification, or whether 

they provide thematically 

backgrounded information that is less 

central for the main thrust of 
discourse. 

Direct reported speech purports to §12.1.3 
give the actual wording of the 

original utterance, while indirect 

reported speech only gives its 
content. 

Resumptive pronouns are §11.1.3 

pronominal placeholders inside a 

clause that occur in the syntactic 

position from which a nominal 

constituent has been extracted, e.g. 

the pivot of a relative clause. 

Rhetorical questions are emphatic §4.2.3 
assertions or negations that come in 

the disguise of a question. 

Roots represent an abstract lexical §6.1.2 
item which is smaller than a word 

and consists of an ordered sequence 
of consonants. 

Scrambling is a syntactic reordering §10.1.2 

process in the course of which 

postverbal constituents switch their 

position. Coptic dative shift may be 

analysed as an instance of 
scrambling. 

Coptic uses special inflectional §7.2 

morphology, traditionally referred to 

as “second tense”, in relative clauses, 

questions and focus constructions. 



Inversion involves a reversal of the §10.1.5 

canonical subject-initial order: the 

localised subject is placed after the 

verb and the direct object, the result 

being verb-initial V-O-S order. 

Suffix Suffixes are bound morphemes that §2.4.2 
are attached to the left of their host 

words, e.g. bound pronouns. 

Specific and non- Both specific and non-specific §2.2.2.2 

specific indefinites indefinites involve reference to an 

individual or object, which is not 

identifiable to the addressee. When the 

indefinite noun phrase refers to a 

particular entity, it has a specific 

reading. If, on the other hand, an 

indefinite noun phrase refers to any 

arbitrary member of a particular class, 

it adopts a non-specific interpretation. 

Stem pattern The surface form of the root is called §6.1.3 

the stem. In Coptic, verbal stems are 

associated with a particular formal 

category or stem pattern with 

relatively stable morphosyntactic and 

semantic properties. 

Switch reference Switch reference designates a shift §8.1.4.2 

from one discourse participant to 

another in a series of subject-different 

clauses. 

Tense Tense is a deictic category which §7.1, §8.1 

describes the location of events in 

time. Absolute tenses relate an event 

with respect to a fixed temporal 

reference point (the present 

moment), while relative tenses relate 

an event with respect to another 
event. 

Subject-verb 

inversion 
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Topic The topic of a sentence is what the §10.1.3 

sentence is about. Topichood is a 

relational category, which concerns 

the information structure of the clause 

with respect to the preceding 
discourse. 

Universal quantifiers like all in all §4.3.2 

birds fly are associated with an 

exhaustive interpretation and make 
reference to the entirety of some 
discourse domain. 

Unergative vs. Intransitive verbs fail into two §6.3.4 

unaccusative elasses, namely unergative verbs 

intransitives with agentive subjects (e.g. nhhbg 

‘to swim’) and unaccusative verbs 

with non-agentive subjects (e.g. 

Nece-, Neco)= ‘to be beautiful’). 

Jf7/-questions Wh~ or constituent questions are §4.2.2 

questions that address the validity or 
the truth of some statement. 

Yes-no questions A question in which the truth of a §4.2.2 

proposition is at issue. Yes-no 

questions require “yes” or “no” as an 

answer and lack question words. 

Universal 

quautifiers 
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